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Physics. — ''Considerations concerning light radiation under the

simultaneous influence of electric and magnetic forces and some

experiments therehy suggested. (First Part) bj Prof. P. Zeeman.

(Communicated in the meeting of January 28, 1911).

/. Theoretical considerations.

1. After the discovery of the influence of magnetic forces on

radiation frequency in J 896, many physicists certainly have put

the question to themselves whether electric fields also influence the

emission of light. We may imagine an atom or molecule containing

one single electron, which is drawn back to its position of equilibrium

by quasi-elastic forces —hx, —hy, —kz, where x, y, z, are the com-

ponents of the displacement of the electron. This is just as in Lohentz's

elementary theory of magnetic separation. Let our molecule be placed

in a uniform electric field parallel to the axis of A"^. If the force on

the electron be denoted by A', then the displacement ^o of the electron

is given by

X = + kx,

.

In the new position there is equilibrium. If the electron performs

vibrations about the new position, then the coordinates may be

represented by

§1 >i, ^ being supposed to be infinitely small. The components A^', Y',Z'

of the quasi-elastic force become

— ^(.r„-f§), - h^, —kC,

and therefore the components of the total force {X-\-X', etc.)

-kl -kri, —k^ (1)

In the new position the electron is subjected to infinitely small

forces, which are independent of the direction of the displacement.

The frequency of the vibrations of the electron, being determined

by k, has the same value as before the application of the electric field.

2. VoiGT developed the consequences of the hypothesis, which

presents itself, if the simple law followed by the quasi-elastic force

of ^ 1 no longer holds.

The potential energy of a displacement {x, y, z) is represented in

the supposition of § 1 by

ip=.^k{.v"--{-y^+ z') = ^kr' (2)

k being a constant.
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If the displacement of the electron can no longer be regarded as

infinitely small, the value of the potential energy may be expanded

according to ascending powers of ,c, y, z. In a perfectly isotropic

molecule we may write therefore, only retaining the first correction

term

./) = — kv- -Y — /;>' (3)

k' being a second constant.

If the electron now performs vibrations (^, ?;, ?) about the new

position of equilibrium, which it shall take under the action of the

force A in an electric field parallel to the axis of .Y, then one finds

easily with Voigt ^) for the components of the total force (.Y -f- X' , etc.)

— (k^-zu.r^^)l, -{k\u,v.:-)^^, —{k^u^rr-y;. ... (4)

The fjictor by which the displacement is to be multiplied in order

to find the force, has now another value with a displacement parallel

to the lines of force than with a displacement at right angles to the

field. The frequencies of vibrations in these principal directions are

therefore different.

Applying these considerations to all the electrons contained in the

atoms of a substance such as luminous sodium vapour, Voigt comes

to the following remarkable theoretical result.

If by means of a spectroscope we examine the light that is radiated

along the lines of force of the electric field, we shall observe a

displacement of the unpolarized spectral line from its original position.

At right angles to the field we may expect a transverse electric

efifect, the original line being separated into two polarized components.

The component vibrating parallel to the field undergoes a displacement

three times as large as that of the component vibrating perpen-

dicularly to the field.

It is easily seen that the electric change of frequency must be

proportional to the square of the electric force.

It is remarked by Voigt that, if the negatively charged electrons

are embedded in a positively charged sphere with a density deereasing

from the centre outward, the expected displacement of the spectral

lines must be towards the red.

In what follows 1 shall, in order to fix the ideas, suppose that

the spectral lines are shifted in the sense indicated, but this is not

essential.

') Voigt. Zur Theorie der Einwirkung eines elektrostatischen Feldes auf die

optischen Eigenschaften der Körper. Ann. d. Phys. 69 S. 297. 1899, Ueber das

electrische Analogon des ZEEMAN-etfektes. LoRENTZ-bandel. Archiv. Neerl. 1900,

Magneto- und Elektrooptik. Kapitel IX u. X. 1908.

1*
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3. If the expression (3) for the potential energy of an electron

is replaced by

the isotropy has disappeared.

One of the components of the electric doublet now coincides with

the original line.

We will do well therefore, not to attach too much importance to

the simple ratio of the displacements of the components of the doublet,

which follow^s from the considerations in § 2. In the following

discussion we consider a doublet, which can have yet very different

[)Ositions relatively to the original line.

4. Ten years have passed already since the appearance of Voigt's

first paper concerning an electric analogue of the magnetic spectral

effect, but till now physicists have not succeeded in verifying its

existence. Two reasons can at once be given for this negative result.

Some idea of the probable order of magnitude of the electric effect

can be inferred from observations concerning the influence of an

electric field on the refractive index. This estimate gives extremely

small values for the electric change of frequency.

According to Voigt's estimate the change of frequency in a field

of 30.000 Volts per cm. would hardly amount to the \/iooo^'' part of

the distance of the sodium lines. A field of 3000 Volts per cm.

would again diminish it 100 times.

Even if a source of light giving very narrow spectral lines could

be placed in the mentioned intense electric fields, the observation of

the electric effect would not be without difficulties.

A greater difficulty than the smallness of the effect is, however,

due to the impossibility of subjecting metaliic vapours to intense

electric fields. A sodium flame almost immediately equalizes a large

potential difference between the plates of a condenser.

Circumstances are perhaps somewhat more favourable with rapid

electric oscillations. During part of the period of discharge of the

spark of a condensor the luminous vapour between the electrodes may

be subjected to intense electric forces.

Of course a mere displacement of the spark lines relatively to the

flame or arc lines is not to be explained by the influence of electric

forces, now under consideration. Yet a displacement of spectral lines

is the first thing one may expect to observe. It will depend upon

circumstances whether a polarization at the borders of the displaced

line shall be visible. Finally this also involves the establishing of an
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extremely small displacement under rather unfavourable circumstances.

The failure of all attempts hitherto made to observe an electric

spectral effect ^), induced me to try a new w^ay for attacking the

problem. I have imagined a method which would reveal an action of

the electric field by an asymmetrical change of a magnetic triplet,

or by a remarkable variation of a magnetic doublet.

I shall prove that tlie mentioned asymmetry must change its sign

if the direction of the electric field is rotated through an angle of

90°. In some of my experiments the electric field existing between

metallic electrodes during the passage of the spark is used.

The spark passes across an air space, in a longitudinal or in a

transverse magnetic field as the case may be. [In more recent experi-

ments the absorption lines of a xenotime crystal were studied].

Besides the mentioned asymmetries different, delicate particularities

of triplets originating under the simultaneous influence of magnetic

and electric forces can be predicted.

Th3 observation of tlie whole of these particularities would give

almost as strong evidence for the existence of the electric effect as

a direct observation of the effect in an experiment made with electric

forces alone.

There is one particularity, which, if it could be observed, would

prove by itself most strongly the existence of an electric spectral

effect. I shall show (see § 10) that the components of the magnetic

doublet, observed along the horizontal magnetic lines of force cease

to be completely circularl}^ polarized, but must become slightly

elliptically polarized, if the vibrating electrons are at the same time

under the influence of a vertical electric field. The ellipticity hinted at

must be much more easily observable than a change of frec|uency

under the sole action of electric forces.

For some time I privately held the opinion that the asymmetry

of some magnetic triplets, first studied in detail by myself and after-

wards by Gmelin, Dufolr, Nagaoka, and others, could be explained

by a cooperation of electric and magnetic fields.

I shall show, however, experimentally that such cannot be tlie case.

A description of the experiments hitherto made seems to be of

some interest, although at the present moment the question of the

existence of a specific action of electric fields on the emission of

light cannot yet be answered affirmatively.

The experiments certainly are of some value for our understanding

of the asymmetry of triplets, and may show tlie way to better

1) Gf. Hull. Proc. R. S. p. 80. Vol. 78. 1907.
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methods for investigating the electric effect. A description of the

experiments follows in the second part of this paper; in the present

communication 1 shall explain their theoretical foundations. A criterion

for a dissymmetry, governed by electric actions, can be established,

by means of which it shall be possible to fix a limit for the magnitude

of the electric effect.

5. The first problem that I will consider relates to the vibrations

of an electron under the simultaneous influence of parallel electric

and magnetic fields.

Let a system of three rectangular axes be chosen and let the

magnetic force be parallel to the axis OZ.

Let I, t], 'C, be the components of the displacement of an electron,

then the equations of motion are

1= — b- lA-ri] h = — ^''
>/ — *• 5 ... (6)

Z — —(r: (7)

The difference of a and h determines the electric effect, the

magnetic one is determined by v. Suppose b > a and put h — a^ .v,

hence s positive.

(7) gives the frequency a ; the vibrations corresponding to this

equation are always parallel to the axis (JZ.

In (6) we assume

<l
being in general a complex quantity. Tiie real motion of the electron

is obtained by taking the real parts of the expressions for § and i;.

Making the substitution, we get:

— rr r=: — h^ -\- i « ^ '/ ?
— n"^ q z=z — h" q — 'i rn . (8)

(n- — b-f = -]-)> ?'

hence

n = b±^ = a+s±^ (9)

From (8) we obtain two values for q, viz:

q= ±i (10)

6. We shall now consider 3 special cases.

Case I. Electric field = 0, hence s = 0. Upper signs iu (9) and

(10). We then have for the motion in the plane of A^]'.

n = rt -j- - r , q = -\r i-

The lower signs in (9) and (10) give
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2
^

The two solutions represent circular vibrations in the [)lane of

1

XY, right-handed with the frequency a -\- - r, lett-handed with the
Li

frequency a — - r. The vibrations parallel to the axis OZ iiave the

frequency a. In short we have to do with Lorentz's elementary

theory.

All this is independent of the sign of r, i. e. of the direction of

the magnetic field. If r be negative, the right-lianded circular vibrations

belong to a frequency smaller than a.

Case II. Magnetic field = 0, hence r = 0.

Vibrations of arbitrary form with frequency b are now performed

in the plane of X,Y. Parallel to the axis Oi^ we still have vibrations

with frequency a.

Case III. Simultaneous electric and magnetic fields. Let r be positive.

According to (9j and (10) and taking the upper signs we find

r 1

n z= b -\ m a --(- s -| r q :=^ -^ i

representing right handed circular vibrations in the plane of A^ }',

1

with the frequency a-{-s-]- - r.

The lower signs give

:

1 1

n ^z b ?'=:a-[-s r or= — I

jj 2

being left-handed circular vibrations in the plane of A^, Y with the

1

frequency a -{- s r.

If r be negative, the circular motions are described in the opposite

direction.

Vibrations parallel to the axis OZ always have the frequency a.

We therefore obtain when observing at right angles to the fields

a dissymmetrical triplet, the relative position of its components being

determined by the following rule.

I shall suppose that the violet, consequently the higher frequencies,

is on the right.

Let A and B be the lines with the frequencies a and b, if there

is solely an electric field.
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• •ulo^

A BO

i-yt

1

A

Fig. 1.

Let the electric field be horizontal.

If now the magnetic field is superposed, then

A remains.

Two components, however, originate out of ^;
r

they have displacements equal to — , and in oppi-

site directions. The result is the triplet A'AB'.

The electric doublet ^45 may still have different

positions relatively to the original line 0. In the

supposition of § 3 the line B coincides with the

line 0. In the supposition of § 1 the original line

is at a distance h s at the right of B.

7. We shall now suppose that the electric

field is an oscillating one. Let B coincide with the original line. If

the electric force oscillates according to the formula « cos nt, then s

may be represented by t^- cos- nt = — f1 + cos 'Int).

The lines A and B' retaiji their places. The middle line of the

dissymmetrical triplet must always be less narrow than the outer

components and darkest in the centre. All this applies with a

slight modification to the case when B does not coincide with the

original position of the line.

8. In the second problem, which we will now consider, a vibra-

ting electron is subjected to a horizontal magnetic and a vertical

electric field. Let the magnetic force be parallel to OZ, the electric

to OX.
The equations of motion now become

:

| = — a-g + ri] ^] = — h"i] —rl . . . . (11)

'iz=z — h% (12)

Suppose again h > a and h ^ a-= s. s now as before determines

the electric, r the magnetic effect.

The frequency of vibrations parallel to OZ is always b.

As in § 5 we put

By (11) we have

— 71^ =— a^ -\- inrq — ?i^q — — b'q — irn . . (13)

or

— n^q = — b'q — irn
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Whence

Replacing h by a -}- .>> we may write approximately

or

1

n = a + y(«± l/»M--^') (14)

According' to (13) to these fVeqiieiicies correspond two values of

the complex amplitude q

.s ± l/r^T'^
Q=^ (1^)

r

9. We shall again consider three special cases.

Case I. Electric tield zero, hence s = 0.

Using (14) and (15) we find for the motion in the plane of XT
n ^ a ± ^ r

, q = ± /,

equations discussed in § 6 above.

Case 11. Magnetic field absent, r=0.
Now, by (14) and (15), if the upper signs are taken

71 = a -]- 5 = A , q — cc^

representing rectilinear vibrations parallel to O V.

If the lower signs are used

n = a
, Y — ^1

meaning rectilinear vibrations parallel to OX.

10. Case 111. Electric field vertical and magnetic field horizontal.

This case is slightly less simple.

Let us write a = i (l^r'^ -j-
5"

—

s) and let r be positive.

Taking the upper sign in (14) and (15), then

n = a 4- i(« + ^?~+^= 6 -j- è i^r' -j- s^— s) = 6 J- a.

6 being a positive quantity. The coeflicient of / in

q=i
r

is positive and > 1. This represents an elliptic vibration in the plane

of A^ }', the axes being parallel to OX and OY, the major axis

parallel to OY. The motion of the electron is right-handed.
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Taking now the lower signs in (14; and (15).

1 ,/We have ?^ := a -\- — (s— v r^ -{- s") =: a — ö, and

s—Vr'-^-s"^
.

r

^ 5 ,

The coefficient of i is positive and <^1. The electron performs an

elHptic vibration, left-handed and in the phine of A, Y; the axes

are again parallel to OX and OY, but the major axis pai-allel to OA".

We now get a dissymmetrical triplet.

Let A and B be the two lines of the electric doublet, the electric

field alone being present.

3. If now the magnetic field is set up Jj

remains with vibrations parallel to the mag-

— vv^t iietic force. Tvvo new components are added

—s -^ \^<s'~A which one may consider as originating from

A and B by a displacement equal to a

distance 0.

If the sign of r is negative, that is if the.

magnetic force is reversed, then our consi-

derations still apply with but a suiall change.

To the frequency n=:b -\- n then corresponds

q — x .

r

The coefficient of i is in absolute measure > 1, but negative.

The value of the coefficient of i with the lower sign is the same

as above, only the sign of the expression is reversed.

The figure still covers the case, but the motion in the ellipses

takes place in the opposite sense.

The product of the two values of q determined by (15) is equal

to unity. Hence the product of the horizontal, as well as of the

vertical axes of both the vibration ellipses is always equal to unity.

It may be not inappropriate to make here the remark that the

lines of the triplet considered in this § exert a kind of "repulsion"

upon each other; Lorentz ') proved that such mubt be generally the

case for two spectral lines.

11. If one has to do with an oscillating electric tield (cf. § 7

1) LoRENTz. Encyclopadie d. math. W. V. 3. Heft 2. Magneto-optische Phanomene

No. 36 u. No. 53.
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the lines of the triplet are broadened. If the supposition of § J con-

cerning the relative position of A, B, and holds, the width of the

s

middle component becomes — , but that of the outer ones .v. The

components are most intense in the centre.

s

12. The ratio of the axes of the ellipses in § 10 is 1 : 1 -j— resp.
7'

s

1:1 if the electric effect is small i-elatively to the magnetic one.
r

Hence the intensities corresponding to vibrations parallel to OX

and to OV, differ bj an amount proportional to — .

r

If the light is examined parallel to the magnetic lines of force

and the separation of the magnetic doublet is 100 times the distance

,9, then the difference of the intensities of the vibrations parallel to

the axes of the ellipses w^ould be V50 P^i't of the intensity corres-

ponding to the vertical or horizontal vibrations. Moreover the difference

of intensity would have opposite sign with both components.

This method seems capable of rendering important services in

searching for an electi-ic effect. F'or differences of intensity of 2 7o

can be ascertained ^) with certainty by using photographic-photometric

measurements. We, therefore, must be able to discover an electric

effect one hunderd times smaller than the magnetic effect traceable

by means of a spectroscope with the maximum resolving power

serviceable under the conditions of the experiments. It does not

look now entirely impossible to ascertain under favourable circumstances

an electric effect of the order of magnitude estimated by theory.

13. If the electric field is non-uniform, but gradually increasing

upwards, then the components bend more

and more towards the red (Fig. 3).

The middle component A bends more than

the other ones, if the case considered in § 5

is under consideration (parallel electric and

magnetic fields).

\
;volch

Fig. 3.

If, however, the electric force is vertical

and the magnetic one horizontal, then the

position of the components must become

that sketched in the next figure; it is now

the middle component which gets the smaller

curvature.

\
— vwveh-

Fig. 4.

1) Gomp. P. P. Koch. Ann. d. Phys. Bd. 30. S. 841. 1909.
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Anatomy. — " The origin of the fibres of the corpus callosum and

the psalterium." By Dr. C. T. van Valkenburg. (Communicated

by Prof. L. Bolk).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 25, 1911).

Embryology, histology and pathological anatomy have not yet

succeeded in fixing beyond all doubt the origin and the ending of

the callosal fibres in the cortex cerebri. The communications on this

subject show somewhat different results.

The earlier interpretation of the c. callosum as a typical commis-

sure between the hemispheres has been rendered improbable, at

least for man, by the anatomical researches which showed asymmetrical

secondary degeneration in both hemispheres after callosal lesions.

In well-stained [jreparations it is possible to point out degenerated

callosum fibres through some of the deepest cortex layers ; sometimes

such elements are isolated by the degeneration of the surrounding

fibres and may be traced in the same way. But neither experimental

nor pathological preparations enabled me to conclude with suflicient

certainty which of tiie cortex layers might give origin to or receive

callosal radiations.

The great difficulty in every case is the absence of myeline sheaths

in the last ramilications, viz. in the axoiies near their origin, the

usual methods depending upon the demonstration of myeline alterations

(Weigert, Marchi). By means of the GoLGi-method Cajal ') showed

the probability that in the smaller mammals (newborn rat, rabbit)

pyramidal cells of difierent size may send their neurones between

the constituents of the corpus callosum, whereas from other cortex

cells axis-cylinders may originate which give collaterals into the same

system. Kölliker '), who confirmed these opinions, found in the

mouse axones arising from polymorphic cortex cells, bifurcate in the

area of the callosum fibres : one of the branches remains in the same

hemisphere (associative fibres after Kölliker), the other passes into

the collateral one.

The impossibility of tracing in a histological preparation the whole

traject of any longer nerve fibre compelled me to have recourse to

experiments.

It is well known that the regressive (even temporary) alterations

in the nerve cells after cutting their axones, depend upon many

factors. The distance of the lesion from the cell and the presence of

1) Cajal: Textura del sist. nervioso. Tomo II. Parte 2. Pag. 145 seqq.

2) Kölliker: Handbuch der Gewebelehre. Band II. S. 664 flgg.
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collaterals in the course of the axon between the cell and the lesion

are probably the principal of these. It is therefore even possible that

after a certain interval scarcely any cell degeneration would be found

as a result of the cutting- of callosal fibres.

I experimented upon cats and rabbits. I divided the whole corpus

callosum, or parts of it, in a sagittal direction, either in the middle

line, without injuring the hemispheres, or close to the sagittal medial

plane through the dorsal cortex on one side. In the latter case I

examined the uninjured hemisphere principally for cell alterations,

the other was stained after Wkigert-Pal and van Gieson.

I will communicate in this paper the results of two callosum

operations: one on a cat, whose caudal callosum-half was divided,

and one on a rabbit, where the same operation was performed in

the frontal half.

Cat 3. Operation: March 22"^^ 1909.

In a small-sized, full-grown cat a sagittal section was made through

less than the posterior half of the corpus callosum, including the

splenium. The medial wall of the left hemisphere was slightly injured.

During the first few hours after the operation, the cat showed a

tendency to turn to the left in walking. The next day the animal

was listless, it did not move with the natural agility, while the left

pupil and eye slit were larger than the right. At the end of a week
the cat did not show any morbid S3'mptom ; it was killed 4 months

later.

The post-mortem examination showed the following data:

The length of the corpus callosum is 12 mm.; it was divided

sagittally in its posterior part from the caudal end till the trans-

versal plane of the caudal border of the medial part of the fissura

cruciata (1 mm.;. The fibres of the psalterium in this region had

been equally cut : the thalamencephalon and the mesencephalon were

uninjured. IV2 vnm. behind the frontal end of the lesion a superficial

malacia of the dorsomedial cortex of the left hemisphere began,

which extended 8 mm. in a caudal direction, i.e. 2^2 mm- behind

the transversal plane through the posterior border of the splenium

;

the underlying white substance of the gyr. splenalis was for a small

part, and then only superficially, softened.

It may be stated that in undoubted connection with the described

cortical lesion, which in its caudal part was localised in the frontal

third of the area striata— as pointed out by BR0DMA^N Campbell e.o. —
1) MuRATOFF : Secund. Degenerat n. Durchschneidiing des Balkens N. Ztrbl. 1893

Lo Monaco è Baldi : Sulle degener. conseg. al taglio longitud. del corp. call Arch,

d. farmac. speriment. Nov. 1904.
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the corpus geniculatum externum of the same side had lost almost

all its cells in the frontal third only ^), whereas in the corpus quadri-

geminnm anticum a slight loss of nerve fibres in the superficial

layer was visible.

The ventriculus lateralis has been drawn in a dorsal direction by

the degeneration of the callosum fibres and the softening in the gyr.

splenialis.

The tapetum, which in the human brain consists, at least, partially,

of callosal fibres, shows but few degenerated fibres. The great

majority of commissural fibres remain dorsally to the occipital strata

and spread into the dorsal (mesial and lateral) cortex ; a few pass

the sagittal strata in a more or less oblique direction and may run

for a certain distance in the area of the tapetum. This latter is

almost exclusively formed by the fasc. subcallosus (Muratoef), sub-

stance grise subependymal re (ükjérine).

For cell alterations the right hemisphere was used, the cortex of

which had not been injured ai all. The parafïine blocks were cut

in sections of 10»/ and stained with toluidin blue.

lat

Foto 1. 2

Folo 3, 4, Ü

Fig. la.

Figure i represents a section through the cortex of the gyr. splenialis

of a normal cat; the exact situation is to be seen on diagram la.

The photo shows a typical lamination of the so-called visuo-sensory

zone (area striata), characterised by the absence of the lamina

1) I do not insist in this paper on this statement, which is doubtlessly of im-

portance for our knowledge of visual localization, and which agrees, in principle,

with some of von Monakow's fundamental observations.
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granulans externa and the complication of the lamina granulans

interna (Brodmants), which latter is doubled by the line of Vicq

d'Azir (in WEiGEET-preparations) ; between the two sub-divisions of

the inner granular layer tiie isolated polygonal cells (stellate) cells

are found. The fifth layer (lamina ganglionaris) contains' well-

developed pyramidal cells, lamina VI consists of cells of a multiform

type.

Figure 2 is a ]»hotogram of a section in the homologous level in

the brain of the operated cat, taken from the gyr splenialis. The

lamina zonalis and pyramidalis (I and III) do not show any marked

loss of cells. Nevertheless in these, and probably in the granules of

the inner granular layer, several elements are more or less abnormal.

Compared with the normal, too many glia cells are to be found

between and around the nerve cells. The latter moreover show for

the greater part an abnormal situation of the nucleus; the toluidine

staining is frequently not of the Nissltype, but several cells are

coloured rather diffusely darkblue. The impression made by the

deeper part of the supragranular pyramidal cells is that of a recovery

from a functional alteration.

The number of stellate cells within the IV (inner granular) layer

has not decreased ; many of them are not coloured with the same

distinctness as in normal preparations ; satellite-glia elements, up to 6

or 8, are often situated immediately on their surface.

The lamina ganglionaris (V) shows the most marked alteration.

In normal preparations of this region, well-developed large pyramidal

cells are present in this layer, not in very great number it is true,

and not in a quite continuous row
;
particularly in the gyr. ento-

lateralis the series show^s small gaps. On the contrary these large,

well-stained cells are for a good deal lacking in most of the homo-

logous sections of the operated cat. Nevertheless a reservation must

be made for few subgranular pyramidal cells, which are seemingly

wholly unaltered. The preparations of the left hemisphere, taken

from the most caudal part of the area striata present in exactly the

same way the above-described lack of deep pyramidal cells. These

sections being stained after van Gieson show, moreover, a marked

loss of fine nevve fibres up to, and including, the inner granular

layer, which is not to be found in Wkigekt preparations. The fact

that the left area striata was primarily injured in its frontal third

renders it difficult to give an unequivocal interpretation to the dege

ne ration of the sheath less fibres.

In the multiform cell layer it is impossible to demonstrate a

veritable lack of nerve-elements. On the other hand, secondary alter-
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ations are very evident; many cells show anomalous form and

colouring ; the position of the cell-nucleus — though in these smaller

elements not easily to be judged — is very often excentric. Glia cells

in the different stadia of activity and inaction ^) are present in great

number, particularly surrounding the nervous elements, in contrast

to their behaviour in the fourth (and third) layer, where they are

mostly scattered betireen the nerve cells.

Figure 3 represents a section through the cortex of the gyr. ecto-

lateralis of a normal cat on the spot marked in diagram \a. The

lamination is otherwise than in the area striata. Six layers are to

be easily recognised. Lamina II and III are larger than in the layer

between lam. zonalis and lam. granulans interna in the visuo-sen-

sory zone. In the deepest part of lamina III a row of larger pyra-

midal cells is visible immediately above the inner granular layer.

In the fifth layer the pyramidal cells are of a somewhat smaller

size than those in the area striata, but more numerous. The lamina

multiformis (VI) is well developed, and contains fusiform and angular

cells -).

The homologous sections of the right hemisi)here of the operated

cat present in the S'*^, 4''\ and (i^'' layers about the alterations as

mentioned before in the gyr-splenalis. The principal anomalies are

shown by the lamina ganglionaris (V). Photogram 4 represents this

layer (normal) more highly magnified; it is easy to identify in this

figure several of the cells of fig. 3. The infragranular pyramidal cells

are visible in au almost diagonal line from left to right.

In an almost similar way these elements are situated in figure 5,

taken from a corresponding section through the operated brain. It

is evident that the cells mentioned in the latter have decreased in

number; the few that are visible are of a well-known, abnormal

type with regard to their dark blue colour, the absence of a distinct

nucleus and the nodosity of their surfaces. The supragranular pyra-

midal cells on the same photo form a pregnant contrast to the

infragranular ones, as they have on the whole quite a normal appearance.

The non-pyramidal infragranular cells in the fifth layer are doubt-

lessly less numerous than they should be; histological alterations

cannot be demonstrated with sufficient certainty. The nerve cells

of the lamina multiformis VI lie apparently closer together than in

the noi-mal preparations; their protoplasm has mostly been stained

1) See: E. de Vries: Exper. Untersuch. Ü. die Rolle der Neurol, etc. Arbeiten

aus V. MoNAKOw's Institut 1909.

2) More frontally, in the transverse level of the splen. corp. callosi, many of the

infragranular pyramidal cells in the gyr. ectolat. are of an uncommonly large size.
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loo lioniogeneoiis. A loss of* cells docs iiol seem to have (aken place here.

Rabbit W. 11. 26th. Oct. 1909.

Sagittal division of the frontal thii-<l of the corpus callosum. The
animal, after awakening from the narcose, showed no other abnor-

mality than a very insufficient, and often totally absent, eye-lid

reflex on sudden li.oht.

It was killed on November 9th. 1909. Besides the intended lesion

the right thalamus opticus in its dorsal part is slightly injured. The

left half of the cerebrum is quite uninjured, and stained with

toluidiue blue after paraffine imbedding; the right one was examined

by Marchi's method. The latter does not furnish any important data

on the subject dealt with. The blackened granules of the degenerated

myeline sheaths are very fine, and not to be traced with sufficient

certainty beyond the deepest coi'tex layers.

The cortex of the rodentia shows several features very different

from those of carnivorous animals. Through the whole neopallium

at least the half of all the nerve cells are of a vesicular character,

even in the regions where the lamination is quite clear. These more

or less round cells have a large, bright nucleus, with a deejily

stained nucleolus, and very little protoplasm. They fill out almost

completely the 2nd.^), 4th., and 6th. layers. The so-called giganto-

pyramidal cells of Brodmann's area 4 (motor zone) are not confined

to the fifth layer, but intermingle with the more superficial layers;

a distinct lamina granularis interna cannot be spoken of, as has

been pointed out by Brodmann. The right corner of fig. 6 shows the

condition described ; the photo is taken from a transverse section in

the most frontal level where the corpus callosum fibres pass from

foto 7, 8, 9. right to left (see diagram 6a). Imme-

diately on the lateral border of the

most distal point of the giganto-

pyramidal zone a cortex field appears,

which shows the six typical layers

in a very characteristic way. The

difference mentioned between the

constituents of the 2nd., 4th., and

broad 6th. layers on the one side,

and those of the 3rd. and 5th. on

the other, is obvious.

A part of the same section is

Fig. 6a. represented in figure 7 more highly

magnified. The photogram has been cut immediately beneath lamina V.

^) Where it is present.

2

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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Apart tVoni the dilFerence of all the lajers from those in figure

8 (the corresponding section of the brain operated upon) which is

due to a somewhat horizontally inclined plane of cutting, it is

clear tliat in both preparations laminae I to \V do not show any

considerable divergences. The nerve cells of the third layer are

well shaped, their dendrites can often be easily traced to the

periphery. The so-called granular cells of the 4th. layer are of the

common, above-described character; I was not able to detect in

either of these laminae an unusual nnmber or position of glia-elements.

The infra-granular pyramidal cells of the 5''' layer in tig. 8, on

the contrary, appear to have undergone inij)ortant alterations. Theii-

number is decidedly smaller than in tig. 7. The elements themselves have,

for the greater part, lost their ordinary shapes and seem to be absolutely

structureless clumps of protoplasm. Tiie confirmation of the pathological

value of this anatomical finding is given by the compai-ison with the well-

shaped nerve cells of the 3'^' layer. (Iliaproliferation does not seem

to be present; nor do the preparations permit exactly of demon-

strating changes in the intracellular position of nuclei. Exce})t in

three or four of the infragranular pyi-amidal cells, the normally

visible peripheral dendrite has not been coloured.

The question whether these changes are of a temporary nature

or not cannot be decided ; in any case, according to my experience

gained in other experiments, the first alternative is for a number of

the injured cells the most probable. In lamina VI, which is almost

entirely represented in fig. 8, I could not state changes with suffi-

cient certainty.

The above-mentioned peculiarity of the so-called motor area (zone

4 Brodmanïsj with regard to its lamination, makes a conclusion on

cell-changes, and especially on a loss of cells in this region difficult.

Practically it is impossible to discern the "giganto-pyramides" of the

rabbit from the other cells of the same size and shape, which are

scattered among them. Up till now I have not succeeded in keeping

rabbits alive long enough after the section of the bulbar pyramid, which

would cause the more or less complete degeneration of the "giganto-

pyramid" cells. The sagittal division of the corpus callosum having possibly

brought to degeneration other elements in the same area would, by a

comparison with the results obtained from the first-mentioned operation,

permit an exact indication of the cells connected with callosal fibres

exclusively. Hitherto I have not been able to draw any conclusion

beyond the statement that the pyramidal cells in toto have appa-

rently decreased in number.
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nahhlt 16. Nov. 16^'', J9(U).

It seems a /priori probable thai the extirj)alioii ol' a part of Ihe

neocortex will cause in the opposite heniisi)here changes of the same

nature as are bronglit about l)y section of the corpus callosum. lu

order to verify this presuni|)tion tlie frontal (piarter of the lateral

wall of the right hemisphere was extirpated, including the region,

slight faradic stimulation of which caused movements on the crossed

side (facialis and jaw ; the fore-leg reacted on\y slightly). The i-cgion

thus roughly delined was well extirpated (i.e. the knife was inserted

a little more distally). After the narcose the left eye-slit was 1.5 mm.
larger than the right one; the left fore-foot did not react on an

unusual position being given to it (dorsum manus on the ground),

while the right fore-foot did so immediately".

By the next day these symptoms had disappeared. The animal

was quite normal and died of enteritis in the night between 10'''

and 11^'' December, having thus lived 24 days. The anterior half

of the left hemisphere was treated by Nissl's method, when it

appeared that the injury was contined to the region described above.

Owing to the circumstance of the animal having been dead for

some hours and having suffered from an infectious disease, some

caution must be exercised in judging of the colouring results, and

only such as are independent of the more specified reaction of the

cells on the colouring matter should be accepted. A few seemingly

mistbrmed, badly coloured, or almost colourless cells should not be

regarded. Even taking this into account, however, there is never-

theless a distinct alteration visible in the tifth layer, which with regard

to the nature of the remaining cells does not appear to differ fi-om the

conditions in the case of the previous rabbit.

There are, however, more cells which are well coloured^), and more-

over the coloured ones are not confined to the immediate proximity

of lamina IV, but also occur, though in less number, on the boundary

of the Q^^ layer.

As was stated above in the case of Cat N". 3, the operator';?

knife had come in contact not only with the callosum, but also with

the underlying p.snkerium-iibves. The cell changes which would

probably be the result of this lesion must be sought for in the

ammon's horn.

There the well-known, large pyramidal cells are indeed altered

|)artly in a characteristic way. While a great number of them (on the left

side of the arrow in tig. 10) are (piite normal in forui and siructui'e, as

1) A study of lilt' whole sorios is needed to judge of this.

2*
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can l)e seen in fig. IJ (tiie same preparation more ijiglily magnified)

tlie cells to the right of the arrow exhibit abnormalities clearly

shown by fig. 12. Normal Amnion's pyramid-cells both of cat and

rabbit (in the case of the former they are of larger size) colour well

witli toluidine blue; the type is polygonal, with slightly rounded

corners. The nucleus is large, and tinted very slightly or not at all

with blue; the nucleolus is darkblue ^).

If these be compared with the cells of the right half of the

Amnion's horn of tig. JO, as they are represented highly magnified

in fig. 12, hardly a single cell will be seen with a nucleus visible;

the protoplasm of the cells is homogeneous and dark in colour.

Almost all the cells have heavy coarse neurones; a few have the

characteristic appearance of injured ganglion cells. It is remarkable

that affected and unaffected cells do not occur together in the same

sagittal region, or only in a slight degree; the two regions may practically

be divided by a line. The boundaries are so clear as to be immediately

noticeable, even in van Giksox preparations. I shall not quote as an

example of this the left Ammon's horn of cat N". 3, as the objection

might be put forward that the hemisphere of this side had been prima-

rily injured. But in the case of a rabbit, where the most caudal

|)art of the callosum together wilh the underlying fibres'), the

|)salterium, had been touched, the same thing is very apparent in

VAX GiEsoN preparations. The exact division between affected and

unaffected cells I hope to give later.

The other elements of the cornu Ammonis — the fascia dentata

cells — were found to be unaltered, as were also the ammon-jiyramids

in a more ventral ])Osition in cat 3. I'he rabbit above-mentioned

showed, in connection with the abnormal relative position of the

Ammon's formation in rodentia as compared to carnivora — the

distribution of the cells somewhat otherwise; in princii)le this makes

no difference.

In judging the results of experiments like the above, one ought,

in my opinion, to take up the position already given by vox Guddkx.

A cell, which degenerates after cutting of an axis-cylinder, gives

origin to that axis-cylinder. The wider interpretation given to the

degenerating cells, viz. that they might also be the elements to which

the cut axis-cylinder leads, is in certain circumstances certainly correct,

but only in the case of newborn operated animals, perhaps also in

the case of some long-existing lesions, or in a few exceptional cases

1) I disregard here the histological differences of the pyramidal cells distinguished

by GoLc.i, Cajal, Köi.liker etc., which belong to the Ammon's horn.

~) Fornix normal on both sides.
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not yet to be explained more tully (cells of the nucl. ventralis acustici

which degenei'iite after lesion of the peripheral octavus).

The method which 1 used in opeiatinfj,' on full-grown animals is

preferable, in so far as it, in general, leaves no room for doubt, at

least about the comiectiou between the cut tibres and the degene-

rating cells.

Where, moreover, the corte.x, cerebri, examined in series of sections,

nnifonnly lacks cells which are present in uuoperated animals, these

cells must be regarded as elements of origin of cut iibres of the

corpus callosnm.

A second maxim in estimating the cell degeneration after culting of the

axis-cylinder is that a total even temporary "disappearance" ofthe cells of

origin is not to be expected, when importani collaterals arise between

the place of the lesion and the cell of origin of the axis-cylinder. It

may thus be assumed that no other cellulifugal fibres are connected

with the degenerated cortex nerve cells outside the corpus callosum.

The nerve cells in the cortex cerebri which cannot i)e made visible

are contined to the subgranular pyramidal layer (lamina V Brodmann).

The only lesion which might influence the cells of the hemispheres

examined b}' Nissl's method is, in the operation performed, exclusively

the cutting of the callosum, in which the injury to the cortex might

have to be included, which latter, however, could only influence by

means of the callosum-elements of the side examined. The last

is the case only in the operation of rabbit 16, in which animal but

a part of the cortex was removed. From the above, therefore, we
may deduce without doubt that the said sub-granular pyramidal cells

give origin to the callosal fibres.

The examination showed, moreovei', that alterations of a less serious

nature occur in various layers, viz. changes in the cell-bodies them-

selves, — where a judgment on degeneration or approaching recovery

could not be pronounced with certainty ;
— and further a loss

of intercellular molecular matter and a massing of active glia-elements.

Experiments performed in other parts of the nervous system prove

that cutting the axis-cylinders has likewise an influence on the cells

of origin, when important collaterals are given oif by the axis-cylinder

between the place of the lesion and the mother-cell. The changes

which are then met with in the cell body are of a temporary nature

and disappear wholly or partially after some time '). This period of

1) It is known thai the gigaulo-pyramids of region 4 (motor zone! disappear

when the pyramid tract is previously cut. Tins suggests strongly that callosal

fibres which begin in this region liave their origin in other cflls than the giganto-

pyramids. 1 hope to be able to prove this shortly by means of other material.
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reaction ciiul rejiiener^tion varies of course according to many anatomical

a]id piiysiological circumstances. It is very probable that there are

cells from which a callosal fibre originates as ^^ wZ/^ü^t^yvü/, among- those

which are found to be injured. 1 am, for instance, inclined to include

herein some star-shaped cells betw^een the broadened lamina IV of

the area striata, perhaps even cells from the polymorphic lamina VI.

It should, however, be borne in mind that similar changes — espe-

cially the presence of glia-elements in diiferent stages of activity —
also occur where tibres and fibre-terminations have degenerated. The

studying of medullary-sheath preparations, cannot fully trace the

course of these last. The circumstance that a clearly iieightened

activity of the neuroglia cells was met with, also where there was

but little to be seen of ganglia cell changes (lamina IV and even

lamina III, cat), makes it probable that callosal fibres also rise

as far as, or even above, the inner granular kiyer. That they,

moreover, on theii' course thither, give off end-collaterals in the

deeper layers V and VI, may be concluded from the same glia-position

being found in similar circumstances.

As to the manner of connection of the two hemispheres, i.e.

wiiether the callosal fil)res run oidy between symmetrical [)laces or

whether thcv connect dissimilar cortical regions, no cei-tainty could

be obtained tVoui the above experiments. Positive secondary changes

in regions which wei-e separated by the operation from the symme-

trical tracts of the other hemisphere, I have not found, not even in

the case of lesion of the cortex. Experiments of the latter kind are

probably not delicate enough.

The results of partial cutting of the psalterium can be more

easily reviewed. The only absolutely clear results were the changes

in a part of the Amnion's pyramids, as described and illustrated,

and which without doubt are of a temporary nature. The extremely

slight glia-spreadijig in the secondarily -injured region is remarkable.

It may be inferred from this that the psalterium, in so far as this

lies between the two amnion's formations, under the caudal and

medial part of the corp. call., consists of fibres which are collaterals of

other fibres (timbria, fornix). Where they end could not be determined

by my experiments.

With regard to the course taken by the fibres of the constituents

of the corpus callosum, the exjteriments demonstrate that this in the

cat and rabl)it inclines strongly towards the dorsal and dorso-lateral

regions of the hemisphere.

A tapetum corp. callosi is only formed on the lateral ventricle;

where the latter, moreover, also absorbs the lower horn (considered
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from an anthropomorphic point of view), thus forming a vertically

distended slit, on the transverse section, it possesses only on its dorso-

lateral wall any tibre layer on the "substance subcpcndymare" to

which the name of callosal tapetum might be given.

From this point the fibres — such as have not already turned

dorsally — proceed latei-ally. Itmay clearly be deduced therefore that,

especially in the occipital region, cell changes etc. will be found

after cutting of the corpus callosnm, chiefly or solely in the dorsal

(medial and lateral) jiortions of the cortex. The fact that I took my
exam[)les exclusively from these convolutions or tracts is due to the

circnmstance that the secondary abnormalities in the ventral cortical

regions could not be shown at all, or with any degree of clearness.

The degeneration in the fivihrla cannot be seen in the Pal-

preparations. This must be ascribed partly to the fact that the

psalterium fibres, some of which must of course be degenerated

in a normdl state, are but slightly meduUated. Their lesion is visible

in VAN GiESON preparations by the too diffuse reddish colour of the

fimbria.

If we consider the results from a more general point of view we
must first bear in mind the fact that in all mammals three commissural

systems in principle commnnicate between the two hemispheres of

the cerebi'um. Adopting the nomenclature introduced by Edinger

and Elliot Smith, continued and extended by Ariens Kappers^),

we can distinguish fibres running between the two secondary

olfactory regions (the palaeopallia) : the pars olfactoria commits?trae

tnitcrioris; fibres running between the two tertiary olfactory regions

(the archipallia i.e. the amnion's formations): the psalterium; emd

fibres between the two cortices cerebri after deducting the above-

mentioned regions (the neopalUa i.e. which in the majority of the

mammals is the larger part of the covering of the brain) : pars

temporalis comiii. ant. and corp. callosnm. The archicommissura

and the callosal part of the neocommissura have been examined by

my experiments.

Both are shown to originate in cells beneath the iimer granular

layer if Kapper's (1. c.) theory, derived from lower animals (reptiles)

on the evolution of the Amnion's formation be accepted.

These two commissura systems, moreover, have the same horizontal

localisation for their place of origin as the projection systems examined

in this respect, but originate as far as concerns the callosum, either

1) Ariens Kappers und Theunissen, Die Phylogenese das Rhinencephalons etc.

Folia Neuiobiologica, Bd. I.
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not at all, or only for a part (as collateral) from the same cell elements

as these, while with regard to the part of the psalterium situated

under the callosum, it must be assumed that all the tibres are

collaterals of the ammonal projection neurites M.

In a physiological respect, what has been found supplies an

anatomical substratum for the closely connected, simultaneous working

of both hemispheres in all functions, the inciting stimulus of which

has its last and "most peripheral" cortical origin in the sub-granular

layers of the cortex. On the other hand, the ending of many tibre-

branches seen in higher cortical layers (in lamina III and IV) proves

that the stimulus from the other side co-operates with the higher

cortical preparation for the bodily function to be innervated.

Further, " our results point to the [)robability that the neopallial

connnissura, the tibres of which originate for a great part in their

own cells, has attained a higher degree of differentiation, independence,

than the old archipallial, the functioning of which appears in every

case to be connected with the working of the projection-libres arising

from the same cells.

That, moreover, among mammals with the constantly developing

callosum — in a quantitative respect — there is a qualitatively

greater influence of the one hemisphere on the other, is likewise

very conceivable. Exen in cat and rabbit it is clear that the result

of callosal section can be traced to higher layers of the cortex in

the former than in the latter; and these changes must be attributed

to the degeneration of the callosal eiidinr/s.

Now, whereas nothwithstanding this, with the usual methods of

investigation of cats'-'), not a trace of any disturbance is to be found

some time after the callosal section, we find such often very

clearly in man in the case of existing foci of the c. callosum.

The corpus callosum is in man larger — also relatively — than

that of any mammal. And in man also a differentiation with regard

to the function of the two hemispheres is first found in mammalia.

The o-reat functional value of the left half of the cerebrum is

seen, for instance, in the fact that with foci of the anterior half of

the c. callosum functional disturbances of a high order (apraxia)

occur in the left side of the body, which is governed l)y the right

1) How this is with respect to the pars lenipuralis of the anterior commissura

(ventral c. callosum) will, possibly, appear from the dissertation to be made by

1. DK Vries in the Central Institute for Brain Research, which will be devoted to

the cortex and commissural systems of the mouse.

-"') And even in monkeys, see Levy— ValeiNSi: Le corps calleux etc. These de l\iris

1910.
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liciiiispliere. Here, if ;iiiv\vIicm-c, tVoni a pliysiolog'it'al point, of \ic\v,

is it clear that the endings of tlie e. callosum arc to be found in

tliose cortical layers in whicli the preinnervatory action especially

takes place.

Without doubt, in the higher mammals also, where the c. callosum

has been cut, symptoms of lesion must be present, temporary perhaps,

but nevertheless constant. They have, however, not been discovered

as yet in clinical investigation. The asymmetrical function of the

cerebrum of man, added to the possibility of applying more delicate

methods of investigation, bring, in the case of disturbed co-ordi-

nation of the hemispheres, irregularities to light as described by

LiEPMANN, Heilbronner and others. That anatomy too, assists lis to

understand the manner of the termination of the c. callosnm and

especially the nature of the symptoms observed, can be assumed from

what has been found in the cat. It is by no means impossible that

still more complicated connections are present in man. A careful

cytoarchitectonic study of the cortex cerebri, in cases where the callosal

comiections have been severed before death, will throw light upon

this point.

Anatomy. — ''On the inc'scjicep/Kilic nucleas and root of the

N. Tri(/enuims. By Dr. C T. van Valkeni3URO. (Communicated

by Prof. L. Bolk).

(Communicated in tlic meeling of March 25, 1911).

Among the brain nerve nuclei in man already known to us, the oidy

one about the functions of whicli we do not know anything with

certainty is the mesencephalic cell-group from which a portion of

the trigeminus fibres originate. Histology, anatomy, embryology,

experiments and clinical observations with pathalogical-anatomical

researches, none of these have succeeded in solving the riddle of

the function of this nucleus.

After a |)eriod when sensoi-y functions were atti-ibuted to the

above nucleus and i-oot (Merkel, Wernicke, Meynkrt), there came a

time when its motor character was universally accej)ted, chiefly on

the base of experiments in degeneration (Forel, Breoman, II. v.

GuDDEN, S{ inzo-KuRE), l)ut partly also owing to histological

research (K()LL1ker, Cajal etc.), while of late the sensoi'y nature of

these cells and the afferent character of their neui'ones has again

found considerable snpport (Jounston, v. Londkn).

This being the case, it may be exj)ected o priori that (he oi»inioiis
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will differ still more widely regarding llie meaning, in a more

restricted sense, of the mesencephalic nucleus, i.e. regarding the

periphery organs w^ith wdiich they arc conjiected by their neurones

or which organs thej^ ultimately act upon. It even seems useless to

discuss these opinions as long as there is no anatomical foundation

for them.

The valuable help of experiments was not even able to throw

light on this point. From all investigations results, that a degenera-

tion of the cells of the mesencei)lialic quintus-nucleus, if this be

not complicated with other lesions, causes no apparent disturbances.

And in the case of some abnormalities noted during life, which a

few observers have connected with a degeneration of the above-

named nucleus found on a postmortem examination with other

lesions, the dependence from a finictional disturbance of the nucl.

mesencephalic, ti-igemini has not appeared to be [)robable (Mendkl,

Tooth, Hagpilsta.m, Homkn).

A pathological ol)servation which I made drew my attention to

the question here alluded to, and led to the investigation, the results

of which 1 shall give here.
')

This pathological observation was as follows. A woman had suffered

for J 2 years from a subdural haematome behind the right

orbita. All the nerves entering the tissui-a orbitalis superior were so

pressed by the tumor as to cause ophthalmo[»legia completa dextra

and a tyi)ical anaesthesia in the region of the first ramus trigemini.

All the other brain nerves were intact, except for a slight facialis

paresis of the left side of the mouth of supra-nuclear origin ; in

particular the action of the 2'"^ and 3'^^ trigeminus was perfecth'

normal. After death a partial degeneration was seen in the

right mesencephalic (piintus-i-oot, and a careful counting revealed

that the number of its cells, as compared with the left, was

reduced to Vs-

The fibres of the mesenc. root degenerated by the haematome could

not find outlet in the motor trigeminus nor in Ram. II or III sens.

On the contrary, they were to be looked for either in Ram. I

trigemini, or at .least behind the orbita in such a way, that the

tumor could have destroyed them.

This discovery is opposed to the above-mentioned, almost generally

accepted, view of a motor function, wdiich localises the mid-brain

fibres in the pars motoria. On the other hand, it does not exclude

a motor function, although we do not hioiv any trigeminus consti-

1) A detailed description will appear in the Folia Neurobiologica,
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fiients of (his kind, wliicli would be present in liie Riiin. I, oi' iit

least relro-orbitallj.

I do not consider, therefore, cillhoiigh there seems to be fairly strong evi-

dence of it, that my observation may be taken as a proof of the sensitive

nature of at least a part of the mesencephalic nucleus. What restrained

me from doing so, l)esides the uncertainty of the peripheral course

of the degenerated fibres (inside or outside the stem of Trig. I) and

the slight possibility that there might also be motor fibres in Trig. I,

was the relationshij) of the mesencephalic root to its nucleus. Afferent

nerve fibres end in the central nervous system without a single

exception known to me, with (fine) ramifications to the periphery

of a cell, or they j)enetrate through it, if the theory of neurones be

not adhered to. In no case do they stand in direct relationship to

this cell in the manner of a commencing axis-cylinder, or in the

way we know of in the spinal ganglia. If indeed the mesencephalic

quintus cells are sensory by nature, they prove an exception and

a very phenomenal one, to the regular relationships to be met

with elsewhere. Johnston ^), in fact, now accepts this exception, and

he bases his belief upon the dorsal position of the cells (above the

sulcus limitans of His), upon their spinal, ganglion-like appearance,

upon a supposed analogy to dorsal, giant cells in amphioxus and

other vertebi'ates (which he considers as sensory), and finally upon

the way in which the mesenc. root leaves the oblongata, which he

thought he could show in some fishes and mammal-embryos as taking

place with the pars major (sensibilis).

In mj^ oi)inion, these arguments which, as we have seen, have

not a convincing foi'ce, must l)e used with caution, and therefore

1 had recourse to comparative anatomy where pathology and experi-

ments were unable to help me furthei-.

I exandned specimens of cyclostomes, selachii, teleostei, amphibia,

birds and mammals, and, of these last, specimens of the orders of

monotremata, marsupials, insectivora, chiroptera, edentata, rodentia,

carnivora (fissipedia and pinnipedia), cetacea, ungulata and primates.

Among all these groups ihei-e is only one in which a mesenc. trige-

minus root is not present, viz. (he ci/clostomes {Petroini/zon). This

observation agrees with Tkkt.iak()Ff's '), w ho, however, suggests the

analogy of the most frontal part of (he (piinlus nucleus in (lie

1) Johnston. The Radix mescncephalica Trigemini. Jouin. of compar. Neurol.

and Psychol. 1909.

-) Tretjakokf. Das Ncrvensyslem vt)ü Ammocoetes. Arch. 1'. Mikrosk. Anal. 1909.
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Pelroiiiyzon hu'\aü to (lie iiiid-hraiii iiurk'us of higlier verlehniles.

As for Aiiiinocoetes 1 liuvc no expericjice, Imt lor Petromyzon I ciiiiiiot

sliare this supposition. For the rest 1 cannot say anything with

certainty.

All other vertebrates which I examined, from selachii lo man,

possess a mesenc. trigeminus nucleus and accompanying root. Neither

on mvelinc sheath i)reparations, nor on carmine or v. Gikson pre-

parations is the transition of axis-cvlinders IVom the corresponding

cells in the rad. mesenc. even observable. It is possible lo state this

fact on silver preparations treated after Cajal or Biet,s(jhowskv, of

which 1 convinced myself in sharks (Acanthias vulgaris, ^), birds

(hen embryos, ) and mammals (rabbit and cat).

The root then reaches the latero-dorsal, and afterwards the lateral

boundary of the central grey substance of the aqueductus Sylvii, runs

with a few exceptions laterally from the undecussated trochlear root

distally, till with the nerv. trigeminus it passes wholly oi', according

to others, partly outside the oblongata (pons) — after sending oil"

(in most animals) collaterals to the pjotor V nucleus.

In the structure of the cells there are certain variations. In all

mammals — except marsupials and perhaps monotremata — the

cells without exception are on cross section round or elliptical,

according to the direction in which they are cut. This gives them

a slight resemblance to spinal gangliacells to which we have already

alluded. In all other species of animals this form is seen again,

but generally mingled with elements of a more [)olygonal shape

;

exceptions to this are birds, some re[)tiles and amphibians ') where

only round or o\'al cells are found.

In marsujMals {(lide/ijhi/s shows it better than macropus) both

kinds are found together, almost in the same way as among the

reptiles in chcloiu' midas. In tishes the i)olyedric cells predominate,

in carmine or haematoxylin preparations they frequently look like

heavy lumps of protoplasm.

According to Cajal, after successful silver impregnation in some cells

of the brains of young mammals (cat, rat, rabbit) several, genei-ally

short, neurones are to be found, besides the neurones wdiich will

form the mesenc. root. I observed the same dendrites in a few cells

of acanthias, and in embryos of raja, as Held had previously done

1) In the Anatomical cabinet at Leyden. (Prof Boeke).

2) In the Anatomical Lal)oiolory at Groningen. (Prof, van Wijhe).

3) According to P. Ramon. Trab. biol. Madrid. Vol. Ill, p. 153. 1 did not succeed

in discovering these cells in rana or salamander.
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in inainnuxliaii embryos and IV Ramon in birds, reptiles and amphi-

bians.

We are now accustomed to apj)Iy lo all these cells the name of

iiucl. mesencephalicus tru/enimi, although the name employed by

Wallenburg and Edingkk of iiiicJ. riKKjnocdluJaris tecli mioht be a

better one.

Considering, however, that it is from (he complex of these cells

that in any case the tibre bundle which is generally named radir

we.'iencephalica trigemini, originates, and the cell group itself cainiol

evidently be divided into sub-groups, there can be no objection for

the present to homologise the said elements of the ditferent species

of animals.

As a necessar}' preparation for forming an opinion concerning the

physiological signiticance of the mesencephalon nucleus and root, 1

devoted my attention in particular to determine the position of the

cells in proximo-distal direction and the manner in which the root-

fibres leave the brain-stem. Foi- the detailed account of my results

(lists of cell-enumerations) I refer to (he above-mentioned article

shortly to be published, Init I may give here the chief facts, illustrated

by tigures.

Fishes. In all non-mammalian vertebrates, the mesenc. quintus-

cells are realh^ confined to the mid brain, as their name implies.

The oral beginning of the nucleus falls on the level of the commis-

sura posterior, the most caudal cells reach to the cross plaiies of

the trochlear nucleus. One very striking excei)tion to this rule is

found in the teleostei (fig. 2). If the position

of the nucleus in these animals be compared

to that in selacldi (fig. 1), two points are

noticeable.

In the first place, the position of the cells as

found in selachii (scyll. canic, acanth. vuhj.,

iinistehis vulg., irija clavata), dorsally to the

aqueductus Sylvii, or to the lateral corners

Fig. 1. Scyllium canicula. of this, is deviated from, and moreover these

cells in teleostei (lophius piscatorius, gadus morrhua, hippoglossus,

nbramis, trutta) lie much closer together and form a nerve nucleus

in the more usual meaning of the word. They are to be found

immediately fVonto-ventrallj', and further ventrally. to the venti-iculus

lobi optici, which in these animals is more clearly developed than

in the selachii; thus, widi i-egard (o (he brain-stem as a whole,

they keep their |)Osi(ion widiin (he doi'sal j)ar(, wi(h a (endency

in the direction of (he (egmentuni. (^uile in accordance with the
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position in selaciiii, is tlie situation on tiie border of the ventricle

cavity on, or rather in, its ependyma; in scyllium especially on

Vmos.

V 11U'S.

Lophius piscatorins.

sagittal sections one can see the cells bulging out the ependyma

iayei' belbi'c them, whereby they almost seem to hang in the cavity

Dpchss. IV

Fig. 3. Scyllium canicula.

(fig. 3). In this last figure an idea is likewise obtained of the fron to-

caudal dimensions of the nucleus on a section situated not far from

the medial line.

The study of a series of cross sections shows that the most frontal

cells occur in the anterior part of the tectum opticum, and that the

most caudal ones are met with in the \'elum medullare anticum

frontally to the level of the trochlear nucleus. The compact nucleus of

the teleostei, on the other hand, extends over no greater sagittal

distance than about 250
f(. iJopJiius). As regards the division of the
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cells ill selacliii, I lie <j,Teiitest iiuiiibers on a ci'oss section are met

with in the third and fonrth fifth parts of the sagittal dimension of

the nucleus. There are no important differences between the number of

cells situated before and behind it.

The wa>' in which the respective mesenc. roots leave the brain-

stem is different in these two orders of animals, and differs also from

that in the higher animals. In sci/1/üfjii cmüciila T found relat ionshijis

of a very peculiar nature which may in iirinciple be of imjiortance

in solving the problem alluded to at the commencement of this article.

After the axones have united latei'o-dorsallj to the aquaeduct

to a comparativel}' compact bundle, and |)roceeded distally, we sec,

frontally to the entrance of the sens, trigeminns root, where the gan-

glion Gasseri (G. G.) is visible, several fibres separate from this bundle

and pass to the jieripherj of the oblongata, where it leaves it (fig. 4).

Fig, 4. Scyllium canicula.

Immediately ventrally to this, but clearly se])arate from it, the most

frontal stem of the motor trigeminus root is seen in its most medial

part. This last stem is followed 4 sections further caudal ly by a

similar new stem of the motor V running at exactly the same height,

still accompanied by the out-going mesenc. root-fibres, which end

about 250 ft more dorsally (fig. 5). Neither of the two preparations

show any union with the still extra-bulbar sens. V nerve (on which

the gang. Gasseri is visil)]e).

The following — more caudal — section no longer shows any

out-going mid-brain fibres, while the motor V stem lies relatively

at the same place. Dorsally to this last one sees the rosiduai'y mesenc.

root cut slantwise (fig. G). Six sections further distally, where only the
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Fig. 5. Scillium catiicula.

Fig. 6. Scyllium canicula.

largest part of the motor V stem turning towards the motor nucleus

is still visible, the said slantwise cut bundles turn latero-ventrally,

laterally to tire nerv. motor V. On this section (fig. 7) the sens. V
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Fis;. 7. Scvllium canicula.

begins its entrance. The latero-ventrallj directed mesenc. fibres more

and more approach the periphery, and they enter 9 sections distally

to fig. 7 through the pia mater, mingling between the constituents

of tlie sens, trigeminus root (fig. 8).

-Vm,T^--^«S^.'^e5. /

Fig. 8. Scyllium canicula.

The mesenc. quintus root seems not to be quite exhausted.

At least some of the fibres running in its area are to be seen

turning further distally in the oblongata close to the dorso-medial

3

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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Pig. 9. Lophius piscalorius.

pole of the radix spinalis trigemini, from which it can no longer be

distinguished in the more caudal planes.

In Teleostei, especially lophius piscatorius, the case is more simple.

The radix mesencephalica is less compact here; it is formed by

several, 4 or 5, thin, medullary bundles, from which, at the point

where the sens, trigem. root enters,

only loosel}" connected fibres

separate, to leave the oblongata

dorsally from the entering sens,

nerve or between the most dorsal

fibres. Several (4) sections further

distally the nerv. V mot. cilso

leaves the brain stem ; this too

passes into the dorsal part of

the here entering sens. V fibres,

still ventrally to the mesenc.

quintus, and clearly separate from

it (fig. 9). Further caudally no-

thing more is to be found of

the radix mesencephalica.

Amphibia. x\ccording to Pedro Ramon (I.e.) the cells of origin of

the mesenc. quintus of these animals lie in the tectum opticum,

close to the ependyma of the ventr. lob. opt., somewhat scattered

laterally to and even round the vent. lob. opt. ; thus in this respect

they rather resemble the condition in teleostei.

The root-fibres run in the usual way distally, the majority of them

first turn towards the periphery in a cross plane where the trigeminus

already enters. Here they remain ventral, and are accompanied in

their turn by the motor V root, from which they are clearly sepa-

rated {rana fig. 10). A small remnant of the radix mesencephalica

proceeds caudally, on the same relative place as in scyllium, and

can soon no longer be distinguished.

Reptilia. Here, as regards the position of the elements of the

large-celled nucleus tecti different conditions are met with in repre-

sentatives of the lacertilia, ophidia, crocodilidae, chelonidae, which

without doubt are connected with the general structure of the

tectum opticum of the animals, especially in so far as this is

influenced by the torus semicircularis intruding lower down at

the back of the ventricle, especially in the crocodilidae. Fig. 11

gives an idea of this, and shows on a cross section the arrangement

of the mesenc. quintus cells in alligator sclerops. A few cells lie in

the ependyma layers which surround the ventricle. The majority
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iie medial on this level, and generally form, wilh lliose from the

opposite side one nucleus. This last is also specially disliiu't in

Fig. 10. Rana temporaria. Fig. 11. Alligator sklerops.

t.s-c. = torus semicircularis.

chelone midas, as is shown in fig. 12, in the region of the caudal

part of the commissura posterior. The clumsy form of the cells is

clearly seen here, with a few of a rounder form; the latter are

relatively more numerous in the more distal planes.

Neither in varanus sahator nor in eunectes murinus is 'this united

<3o<fe3--^

9

C7

^,

<3>

Fig. 12. Chelone midas.

medial nucleus found so well represented ; only a few cells here

touch both sides of the medial line. Laccrtilia and ophidia possess

3*
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almost exclusively round or pear-shaped mesenc. quintus cells; the

blniit-cornered elements of the hydrosaurii are entirely or nearly

entirely, lacking. The distribution of the cells in sagittal dimension

of the nucleus is somewhat different viz. alligator sclerops shows

the greatest development of the nucleus in the frontal ]jart of the

tectum (fig. 13), eunectes murinus in the most distal part (fig. 14;,

varanus saloaior (which in this respect does not widely differ from

chelone midas) possesses mesencephalic roof-cells disti-ibuted fairly

evenlj' over the tectum opt. (fig. 15). The point of exit of the mid-

brain root is in principle the same in all the reptiles examined.

It was clearest in my preparations of varanus salvator and boa

constrictor. The respective fibres of varanus begin to send a portion

towards the pei-iphery only when the sens, trigemenus is already

making its entrance. A large part of the spinal quintus root has

already been formed, and e\ en lies fully developed in the oblongata,

when the out-going mesenc. V fibres reacii the periphery, or rather

the ventral part of the rad. spinalis V. Ventrally from this and

separated from it, lies the out-going mot. trigeminus root (fig. 16).

]LSihs.4es(

Fig. 16. Varanus salvator.

In the other reptiles the conditions are the same; only in the

case of boa did I succeed in showing with any certainty a remnant

of the fibres which run with the mesenc. V root proceeding in a

caudal direction, on the medio-dorsal boundary of the subst. gelat.

Rolando rad. spinalis Vi.

Birds. The extraordinary development of the tectum opticum, its

lateral-ventral bending and the thinning of the lamina commissuralis

bring about the lateral position of the mesenc. quintus cells above

the ventr. lob optici, as is shown by fig. 17 ; only in the most oral
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part of the nucleus a position above the aqueduct is possible. Here,

therefore, the cells reach to the medial line without, however, forming-

Fig. 17. Giconia alba.

the characteristic medial nucleus as in hydrosaurii and selachii. The

cell form is round and vesicular. It is difficult to judge of the exit

of the fibres. Some can be seen going from the radix to the motor

y nucleus; how the others reach the periphery cannot be stated

with certainty from the normal preparations {ciconia, dirysomitls).

Mammals. Without entering into details regarding each order

examined separately, the most striking points of resemblance and

difference may be given here. The distinction made by Cajal (1. c.)

into 7iucleus infero-posterior and nucl. szipero-anterior within the

boundaries of tlie mesenc. V nucleus can be kept for many of the

mammals, especially for rodentia, which have been principally exa-

mined by Cajal (rabbit, rat). For the two lowest orders of mammals
(monotremata and marsupialia) this distinction does not hold good.

The part of the nucleus, situated in other mammalia (mono delphia)

distally from the mid-brain, is entirely wanting in didelphia or nearl}^

so. [n Echidna It.ystrlx scarcely a single mesenc. V cell is to be found

laterally to the aqueduct, still less in the region of the 4''' ventricle.

A few have shifted somewhat from the middle line, dorsally to the

aq. Sylvii, the large majority lie in every cross plane on the medial

line; (cf. fig. 18, plane of the trochlear nucleus). The nucleus is

exhausted before the decussation of the nervi trochleares.

Marsupialia show similar conditions although a vei-y few cells

have come to lie already laterallj' to the most rostral part of the

4^^> ventricle ; in macropus this is clearer than in didelphys.

In the case of the last-mentioned animal the nuclei situated dor-

sally on both sides distinctly combine to a single one near the medial
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plane in the rostral part of the tectum (region of the commissura

post). Fig. 19 gives a representation of this. It is very noticeable —
more than in echidna — that the nucl. magnocellularis tecti consists

^^^m

Fig. 18. Echidna hyslrix. Fig. 19. Didelphys marsupialis.

of 2 varieties of elements, viz. rounder, oval, vesicular and lumpy-

polj'edrical. If tig. 19 (didelphys marsupialis) be compared with (ig. 12

(chelone midasj the resemblance between the opossum and the turtle

is directl}' seen. A third marsupial of which the Brain Institute

possesses a sagittal series affords a view of the similarity in proximo-

distal measurement between its tectal V nucleus and that of chelone

or varanus (fig. 20, onychogale frenata, compared to fig. 15, Nile

varanus). The course and the exit of the mesenc. V fibres exhibit

no special feature. In the region of the motor V nucleus the mid-

brain root loses to it several fibres, the others make a distal convex

bend and join to the most ventral part of the rad. spinalis trigemini

already entered into the oblongata, distinctly separate from, and

dorsally to, the motor V root {Macropus rohustiis fig. 21).

All the other mammals more or less show in principle the following

features in the distribution of the cells on a cross plane as well

as in sagittal direction viz. 1, the cells fall awa}^ from the tectum,

along the boundary of the central grey substance ventrally round

the aqueduct ; 2. the cells proceed, as it were, distally in the direction

of their neurones and come to lie more or less close to the cross

plane of the motor V nucleus. This latter case is well seen in fig. 22,

a sagittal section laterally to the ventric. quartus, through the
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brain-stem of the rat. In man we meet with about the same relative

position; in most other mammals the cells remain radior fronlallj

Fig. 21. Makropus rebus lus.

to the motor quintns-nuclens ; the nncl. infero-posterior (Cajal) lies

somewhat caiidally to the trochlear exit beside the 4*'' ventricle (cat,

horse).

The position of the cells in the cross plane also exhibits but

gradual differences between each other. A real medio-dorsally situated

nucleus as in didelphia is nowhere to be found. Nevertheless in one

group of mammals [carnb'ora pinnipecUa) of which I examined

phoca viiuUna a tendency in this direction can be observed. The

general situation here is that the cells keep their dorsal position,

and in the region of the commissura posterior the position of a few,

well dev^eloped cells strongly recalls that of the medial nucleus

already discussed (fig. 23). The cat exhibits nothing of this, although

in general the cells lie rather more dorsally on the border of the

subst. grisea centralis than in the case of rodentia, insectivora and man.
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Regarding llie course of the mid-brain root I may be short. In all

mammals it runs distally, laterally to the uncrossed nervus trochlearis

;

•'•/::• JT/

Fis. 22. Mus rattus.

Fis. 23. Phoca vitulina.

only in carnivora (cat) and chiroptera (bat) does it run medially to it"

in "many rodents the trochlearis runs between the V cells and the
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accompanying fibres; according (o Hulles '), this is also the case in

the pig. A well isolated exit is seldom to be seen owing to the fibres

not running compactly to the periphery and to their being apparently

interrupted by the masticatory nucleus. Where the tracing of the

mesenc. fibres is possible {tamandua tetradactyld), its exit in the

ventral part of the rad. spinalis trigeminis is clear; in this animal
a wide separation from the more ventrally running motor quintus

root is easily distinguishable.

What can be seen in all the other mammals is that fibres from
the region of the rad. mesenc. turn venlro-laterally and reach the

periphery close to the motor nerve. The latter passes through the

pia, ventrally from the sens, or radix. si)inal.; the mesenc. fibres in

any case do not come to lie ventrally from the motor root.

Summing up the results of this investigation, the conclusions are

as follows

:

1. In all animals, -where the exit of the mesenc. quintus root

can be traced ^vith certainty, this takes place dorsally to the motor

root.

2. In all these animals (scyllium canicula v. i.) it leaves the

oblongata hetn-een the jihres of the sens, trigeminus root, in teleostei

perhaps even slightly dorsally to them. Whether it runs extra-bulbar

for a part with the sens, root and its collaterals, is uncertain, but

it is not rendered improbable by the above-mentioned pathological

observation.

3. In scyllium canicula the mesenc. quintus root leaves in two

w^ays the oblongata: one part orally to the sens, root, and one part

in the way as mentioned sub. 2. The first part is, however, accom-

panied by a more ventral motor V stem.

4. The primitive position of the mesenc. quintus nucleus is dor.sal

in the tectum opticum, not distally from it. The variations herein

in lower animals ave partly due to differences in the structure in

the mid-brain. In the lowest order of mammals vinonotremata and

marsupials) this position is seen again in principle. Moreover in

marsupialia especially (didelphys) the nucleus consists of different

kinds of cells, just as in some reptiles ; while in fishes one

form of cell (clumsy-polyedric), and in higher mammals and birds the

other (round, oval, vesicular) predominates or is exclusively present.

5. The distal spreading of the nucleus, most marked in insectivora.

^) HuLLEs: Vergl. Anatomie der cerebr. Trigeminusvviirzel. Obersteiners Arbeiten.

1908-

/
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rodentia and primates (man), must probably be regarded as a more

advanced differentiation, and will have more to do with special

biological functions than in general with the position of the animals

in question upon the phyletical scale.

6. Regarding the functions of the mesenc. quintus nucleus, nothing

is to be deduced with certainty from comparative anatomical inves-

tigations, although the dorsal entrance of the radix mesencephalica

in regard to the motor root might suggest a sensory function. But

as in teleostei the motor V root also does not leave the oblongata

ventrally to the sensory one, and in all animals e. g. the nerv. trochlearis

passes quite dorsally outside the brain-stem, no positive conclusions

are to be deduced from the above analomical fact.

The same may be said of the dorsal position of the nucleus, in

view e.g. of the dorsal position of the trochlear nucleus in cyclostomes

(ammocoetes and petromyzon).

The problem of the significance of the mesenc. part of the nervus

trigeminus in thus still unsolved.

Chemistry. — ''On the action of Oxalyl chloride on amines and

amides." By Dr. J. Th. Bornwater. (Communicated by Prof.

A. P. N. Franchimont).

(Communicated in the meeting of April 28, 1911).

It is well known that acid- chlorides act not only on ammonia,

but also on primary and secondary amines with formation of primary

mono- and dialkylamides, and on primary simple amides and alkyl-

amides with formation of secondary simple and alkylam ides.

But with the chloride of oxalic acid (oxalylchloride), however,

very few experiments have, as yet, been made, although this is

now a reliable commercial article. Staudinger casually remarks that

oxalylchloride forms with amines oxamides and cites as an instance

aniline, which he uses for the quantitative determination of oxalyl

chloride. Tasker and Jokes only mention that oxalylchloride has a

powerful action on primary and secondary amines.

At the request of Prof. Franchimont 1 have convinced myself, in

the case of a number of amines and amides, that the action takes

place sometimes readily, sometimes with ditriculty ; in some cases

it does not take place at all or takes another direction so that instead

of oxalylderivatives carbonylderivatives are formed.

With piperidine in ethereal solution I obtained at the ordinary
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temperature oxaljlpiperidide, with aniline oxanilidc, with o-uitraniline

oxalyldi(o.nitraniline), with /M-iiiiraniliiie oxalyldi(y/?.-nitraniliiio) and

with /;iiitraniline oxaljldi(p-iiitraiHliiic).

With 1.2.4 dinih-aniline no action was noticed at the ordinary

temperature ; here it was necessary to boil and benzene was used

as solvent. This led to the formation of oxalyldi (1.2.4 dinitraniline).

In these circumstances, no reaction was obtained with trinitraniline.

It was further shown that in the case of oxalylchloride we can

also work according to the method of Hartwig Franzkn and make

use of the hydrochlorides of tlie amines. On boiling these in benzene

with oxaljdchloride until the evolution of hydrogenchloride ceases

oxalylderivatives are readil}^ obtained. Apart from the advantage

that the hydrochlorides are more readily ])rocurable, this method is

also more convenient in so far as that less of the amine is required

and that the reaction proceeds quietly and no special precautions

are necessary.

I noticed this with the hydrochloride of aniline which gave oxanilide

and with that of piperidine vv^hich gave oxalylpiperidide.

To the amines belong also the esters of the amino-acids and I

endeavoured to obtain ^) oxalylderivatives from their hydrochloric

compounds by the last mentioned method which succeeded very

readily, for instance with the hydrochloride of glycocollethylester

CONH CH,COOC\H,
when oxalyldiglycocollethylester

|
was obtained

CONH CH,COOC,H,
in beautiful needles melting at 143°. A similar result was obtained

with the hydrochloride of glycylglycinethylester. This yielded

CO Nfi CH,C()NHCH.,C00C,H3
oxalyldi(glycylglycinethylester)

|

in

CO NH CH.CO NH CH,COOC,H,
beautiful lustrous leaflets melting at 250°, which exhibit the so-called

biuretreaction.

Already a few other hydrochloric compounds of the amino-acid

esters have been treated in the same manner with an equally good

result. Such as that of the methylester of «.aminopropionic acid

1) The above mentioned metliod of Hartwig Franzen could also be successfully

applied to the preparation of tlie cliloroucetyl derivatives of the esters of the amino-

acids. On boiling diloroacetylchloride dissolved in benzene with the hydrochloride of

glycocollesler I obtained chloroacelylglycinethylester and with the hydrochloride

of glycylglycinethylester chloroacctylgiycylglycinethyleslcr. Both with a very good

yield so that this method deserves the preference to that employed by FiscnER

for obtaining thi) chloroacetylderivalives of the polypeptides as well on account

of the better yield as of the less complicated metliod of working.
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CH3CH(NH)C00CH,

CO
when oxalyldi{«.aminopropionic methjlester)

|

CO
I

CH3CH(NH)C00CH,
was obtained in delicate white needles. Further that of diglycylglycin-

ethylester when oxalyldi(diglycylglycinethy tester)

CO NH CH,CO NH CH,CO NH ClI,COOC,H,

CO NH CH.CO NH CH.CO NH CHXOOC.H^
was formed as silky delicate needles with a melting or decomposition

point at 302°. They give a red violet biuret reaction.

An example was also taken from the aminoderivatives of the

dibasic acids, namely the hydrochloride of the diethylester of glutaminic

acid which yielded oxalyldi(glutaminic diethylester)
* CH CH,CH,C00C',H3

CONHCOOC.Hj

CO NH COOC^Hj

^CH CH,CHX00C,H5
as exceedingly fine hair-like crystals m. p. 94°.5.

The compounds ol)tained might probably become of interest as

regards the knowledge of the albumenoids. It is known that more

than forty years ago Schützfaberger obtained oxalic acid from all

albumenoids by resolving these with bariun» hydroxide. For instance

from :

Egg albumen 5,7 7o barium oxalate r= 2,22 "/« oxalic acid

12,5 „ 4,87

Caseïn
'

17,5 ,, 6,82

Serum (from horse's blood) 16,5 ,, 6,43

Fibrin (from horse's blood) 11,5 ,, 4,48

5,73

3,12

1,95

8,14

7,74

4,50

,, 6, 26

4 44

3,55

Hemiproteïn
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No further attention has been paid of late to this production of

oxalic acid, whicli might most likely be obtained from substances

other than oxalyklerivatives, for instance, mesoxalic acid derivatives.

As the above reaction appears to take place with all the hydro-

chlorides of aminoesters as j'et examined, it may be expected that

similar oxalylcompounds will be obtained from the polypeptides in

general, which might be looked on as building stones of the proteid

molecule.

But little attention is also paid to the production of carbon

dioxide in the resolution of the albumenoids and yet — like the

oxalylcompounds of the polypeptides — their carbonyl compounds

might also be building stones of the proteid molecule. Provisional

experiments with simple amides showed that by the action ofoxalyl

chloride no oxalyl-, but carbonylderivatives were obtained because

oxalylchloride behaves in some cases as a source of carbonylchloride.

With acetamide (boiling in benzene) I obtained in this way
diacetylurea and with chloroacetamide carbonyldi(chloroacetamide)

/NH CO CH, CI

CO crystallising in delicate vvhite needles m.p. 171° C.

^NH CO CH, CI

Whith benzamide dibenzoylurea was formed but with benzanilide,

CO NC« H, COC3H3
on the otherhand, oxalyldi(benzanilide)

|

was obtained

CO NCe H, COCeH^
in beautiful needles melting at 210° C.

C0N(C,HJC0CH.
Acetethylamide gave oxalyldi(acetethylamide)

|

C0N(C,H,)C0CH3
in beautiful crystals melting at 130° C.

Whereas ethylurethane yielded carbonyldi(ethylurethane) I obtained

with methylethylurethane oxalyldi(methylethylurethane)

CO NCH3 COOC.H,

I

CO NCH3 COOC.H,

in clear white needles m. p. 67° C.

It thus appears that with mono-alkylamides the reaction leads to

oxalylderivatives but with simple amides to carbonylderivatives.

With urea, which may also be classed among the amides were

obtained (in ether at the ordinary temperature) parabanic acid and

CONHCONH, ^.^
presLimablv, the true oxalyldiureid • different from the

CO iN XI CU jNH J
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"amide d'un acide oxalylbiurétiqne" prepared by Grimaüx which in

the German literature is wrongly called oxalyldiureïd. The oxalyl-

diiireïd obtained by me not only shows complete insolubility in all

the ordinary solvents, but also gives no biuret reaction.

Symmetric dimethylurea whether in ether at the ordinary temperature

or in boiling benzene gave the well-known cholestiophane, whereas

with asymmetric dimethylurea, when boiled in benzene, carbonyl-

,NH CO N (CH3),

di-(as. dimethylurea) CO . 7^ H^O is obtained in parti-

^NH CO N (CH3),

cularly beautifully formed prismatic crystals melting at J 40° C.

Chemistry. — "Additive compoimds of ju. Dinitrohenzene." By

Prof. P. VAN ROMBURGH.

(Communicated in the meeting of Apiil 28, 1911).

The increased interest taken in the coloured compounds of polynitro-

substances with aromatic amines induces me to call attention again

to the fact that m. dinitrobenzene is also capable of yielding with

different amines beautifully coloured crystallised compounds as I

mentioned casuallj' many years ago ^).

Generally speaking, these compounds are obtained less readih', and

many are less stable than those of s. ti-initrobenzene. This probably ex-

plains why NoELTTNG and Sommerhoff ") have not succeeded in isolating

such products. Kremann ^) has studied the equilibrium between aniline

and m. dinitrobenzene and states that no data occur in the literature

as to the existence of a compound between these substances although

I had already mentioned having isolated the same.

If we dissolve m. dinitrobenzene in aniline the liquid turns intensely

red on warming and when cold, a beautiful red compound crystallises

in large crystals, which melt at 41°—42° (in a capillary tube). According

to Kremann the melting point lies at 40°. The compound consists of

an equal number of molecules of the components. On exposure to

the air, the crystals lose the aniline.

Analysis: Found 64.1% C^H^NOJ,. Calculated 64.37„.

Dimethyl p. toluidine when heated with m. dinitrobenzene gives

an intensely coloured solution from which, on cooling, crystallises a

1) R. 6, 366 (1887).

2) B. 39. 76 (1906).

3) M. 25, 1298 (1904).
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nearly black compound m. p. 43°, which in an open vessel is com-

pletely decomposed in a few days.

Analysis: Found 55.077„ C\II,(NO,),.

Theory for 1 mol. 0«H,(NO,), + 1 mol. C,HyN(CH,), 55.47».

With «-naphthylamine in alcoholic solution m. dinitrobenzene forms

a compound crystallising in red needles m. p. 67°. Nitrogen deter-

mination: Found l3.477o- Calculated for equal molecules 13.57o-

Dimethyl-/?-naphtylamine in alcoholic solution also gives dark red

needles of a compound consisting of equal mols. of the components

and melting at 52°—53°.

Nitrogen determination: Found: 12.627„ N. Calculated: 12.397„.

Tetramethylmetaphenylenediamine ^) forms with m. dinitrobenzene

— but less readily so in alcoholic solution — a very dark garnet

red compound melting at 58°.

Analysis: Found 50.1 7„ C«H,(NO,),. Calculated for

1 mol. C,H,(N0J, + 1 mol. C«H,N,(CH3), 50.67„.

With benzidine metadinitrobenzene gives black crystals, which are

fairly stable, but are decomposed by hydrochloric acid. The melting

point is 128°.

Analysis: Found 47.67o CgH,(N02)2. Calculated for equal molecules

47.737o.

With tetramethylbenzidine in alcoholic solution only a small quantity

of a dark coloured compound is obtained ; the bulk of the components

crystallise separately.

On the other hand 4.4'. tetramethyldiaminodiphenylmethane") gives

a fine garnet red compound crystallising in plates or compact crystals

m. p. 76° and containing 2 mols. of the amine for 1 mol. of dini-

trobenzene.

Analysis: Found 25.27„, 257„ C,H,(N0J,. Calculated 24.857„.

4.4'. Tetramethyldiaminobenzophenone in alcoholic solution gives

very beautiful, clear red plates m. p. 91°. In this compound, however

tivo mols. of diniti'obenzene are present for 1 mol. of the base.

Analysis: Found 55.47^ C,H,(NO,),. Calculated 55.67„.

With many other liquid aromatic amines m. dinitrobenzene gives

strongly coloured solutions; with numerous solid amines, in alcoholic

solution, a more or less powerful coloration is obtained also. Very

probably, it will appear possible to isolate a number of these additive

products in the solid condition.

Utrecht. Org. Chem. Lab. University.

1) R. 7, 3 (1888;.

2) R. 7, 228 (1888).
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Meteorology. — ''On the diurnal variation of the wind and the

atmospheric pressure and their relation to the variation of the

gradient.'' By Dr. J. P. van der Stok.

(Communicated in the meeting of April 28, 1911).

1. The diurnal variation of the wind, a plienomenon weil known
near coast stations as hind- and Seabreeze, is also observed, and
generally in a well marked degree, at land stations.

On account of the laborious work of calculating the diurnal

variation from observations made hourly or at fixed hours, this

phenomenon has but rarely been investigated and, after all, the

knowledge acquired is hardly proportionate to the labour.

The influence of the earth's rotation and of friction gives rise to a

rather complicated relation l)etween cause and effect, i.e. the variation

of the pressure gradient on the one hand and that of the wind on

the other, so that it is not possible to arrive at well founded con-

clusions based on the results of observations ojdy, without the

help óf some theory.

For many places, as e.g. Helder, situated at the top of a land-

tongue, it would he difficult to tell a priori how^ and to what
degree the gradient varies in the course of a day, and neither

would it be possible to formulate simple and |)robable assumptions

as to the gradient in the case of a land station as de Bilt, sur-

rounded by regions of very different heat-absorption and radiation.

The variability of the periodic gradient in different seasons is a

still more difficult problem as, near coast stations, the seacnrrents

and the temperature of the seawater in the surroundings, and near

land stations, the difference of physical properties of the adjacent

regions play an important part.

Only for a station situated in an extensive and homogeneous

region the simple assumption of a heat wave propagating from

East towards West, with the sun, would be permissible and only

in such a case wonld it be possible to deduce the variation of the

gradient from the diurnal variation of the barometric height, as

observed in loco, provided the law of vai-iation depending upon

geographical latitude were know^n as well.

In most cases, however, the variation of the gradient will be

smallest where the change of pressure is greatest and conversely, the

mechanism thus rather corresponding to an interchange of two

stationary sources of periodic pressure variation, situated at a fixed

distance the one from the other, than to a propagating wa^'e passing

at constant velocity.
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In general ir is tlierefore not possible lo derive any conclusions

concerning the gradient from the diurnal variation of barometric

pressure as observed at a given place, and neither would it be

possible to increase liic number of stations and the acciiracN' of the

observations to sucli a degree, that the gradient variation coidd be

experimentally deduced.

The inverse way is therefore indicated and from the knoiim

variation of the wind we must try to derive the imknoiim\'i\\\\Qnm\

variation of the gradient, whicli of course is possible only with the

help of a suitable mechanical theory of the air motion.

'2. If, neglecting jjossible and probable vertical motions, the

rotation of the earth is taken into account, and the influence of

friction is assumed to be proportional to tlie velocity, the relation

between gradient and air motion may be represented by the following

expressions, the same as used e.g. by Obkrbeck ^} in his well known
paper on cyclonic motion :

ÖU 1 Ö/7

^ -f- ncm -(- /u ^ — — v~

^
] (1)

du 1 dp
r 7mv -\- he z=: — — v"
Ot (^, OX

In these formulae // and v are considered to be directed tow^ards

North, ,i] and u towards East.

a = 2 cos <f

<p = polar distance.

)i z= angular velocity of the earth.

If we put

:

/ :=^ kn

then, after division by ii and for the case of a i)criodically varying

gradient, (1) becomes

1 ÖU \ èp '

— -—(- au -\^ kü =^ —- = II, cos {out — Aj)i
n Ot (,n oy I

1 du 1 dp
\— — — ai' -\- kn = — — -— = 11.^ cos{qnt — X^)]

n ot Q?i Ox

The amplitudes H^ and //^ are proportionate to the gradient

directed towards Koi'lh and East, (/ is the order of the |)erio(l under

consideration.

Representing the conijionents of the velocity of the airparticles by :

v = Acos{qnt--C,)\
(^)

71 ^ B cos {qnt — C,)

'

^) Ann. d. Phys. u. Ch. 1882, 17, (128—148).

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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we find from (2) and (3) :

H^ sm ).^ = — qA cos Cj -|- aB sin C^ -j- kA sin C^

H^ cos P.J = qA sin C^ -\- aB cos C^ -\- kA cos C^ I

H^ sin P.J = — qB cos C^ — ciA sin C^ -\- kB sin C^ I

H^ cos ^j = qBsin Cj— aA cos C^ -\- kB cos C^

The quantities H and / can then easily be calculated by means

of the following? relatively simpb formulae, provided the wind

variation and friction coefficient be known:

H^ sin (/j — C'l) := — qA— aB sin Ex \

H, cos {)., — C,) = kA-\- aB cos L I

H, sin (;., — C,)= — qB — aA sin h i ' ' ' '
^""^

H^ cos (;., — C,) = kB — aA cos A
|

and further

:

IJ^"- _ H^"- = {k' + q' — a') {A' — 5=) -f 4 ka AB cos A
)

H,' f II]' = {k' ^ q' ^ a^) {A' + i?^) + 4 qa AB sin L \ '
^^^

Form. (3) can l)e represented by an ellipse, the radius vector

being the resultant velocity, and the great axis forming with the

y, V (North) direction an angle a determined by the expression

:

2 AB cos h
tan<i '1 a ^= —-— , (7)

Likewise the gradient vector can, according to magnitude and

direction, be represented by an ellij)se, its great axis making with

the North direction an angle «', determined by the form.

,
2 H, H, cos {X-K)

^^''9 - « = jT'^_H^ ^^

From (4) follows

:

H, H. sin {?., - AJ = {k' +q' + a-) AB sin A + qa {A' + B')
]

H, H, cos (/, — /J = (F +q'~ a') AB cos A — ka {A' - B')\ ^- ^

If then we put:

2ak
tan(i2m=z : -, (10)

F +5 — «

tang 2 «' = tana (2« — 2m) (II)

m :=z a — «'.

Although, therefore, for the case of a periodical!}- varying gradient,

the angle of deviation between gradient and wind direction does

not assume a simple form and is a rather complicated function of

the time, there is (if we admit the form. (1) as suitable for the
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purpose) a constant difference in diiection /// bclwecn (he niaxiniuni

values of those quantities, as defined by (10) and therefore dependent

upon the friction {k) and variable with the order of the period (q).

If the angle of deviation were known, the value of k and hence

the friction coefticient hi might he deduced from (10).

3. If we calculate the diurnal variation of the barometric height

for different places on the earth's surface, it appears that the

monodiurnal variation widely differs, as to amplitude and phase, in

the different seasons and that it shows great divergences for places

as near to each other as de Bilt, Helder, and Vlissingen.

TABLE I.

Diurnal variation of barometric height (1902—1910).

de Bilt.

mm. mm.
Winter 0.0447 cos {nt — 178°) + 0.1805 cos (2 nt — 295°)

Spring 0.0097 cos {nt — 177°) + 2049 cos (2 nt— 301

Summer 0.0238 cos {nt - 79°) + 0.1665 cos (2 nt ^ 311

Autumn 0.0305 co.v (/z/— 135°) -f 0.2001 m§ (2 ?2i; — 296°)

Year 0.0214 cos {nt — 147°) + 0.1864 cos (2 nt — 300°)

Helder.

Winter 0.0431 cos {nt — 93°) -f 0.1976 cw (2 /z^ — 309°)

Spring 0.1942 cos {nt— 59°) + 0.2087 cos {2 7it~3[3°)

Summer 0.2200 cos (nt— 59°) + 0.1856 my (2 ?if— 324°)

Autumn 0.1391 cos{nt— 72^) + 0.2255 cos {2 nt
—

'^04:')

Year 0.1472 cos {nt— 65°) + 0.2038 tuy (2 yz^ — 313')

Vlissingen.

Winter 0.1321 w.s' (/i^— 190
) + 0.2079 cos {2 nt — 315°)

Spring 0.0369 cos {nt— 49°) + 0.2268 cos (2 nt— 308^^)

Summer 0.0994 cos {nt— 55
) + 0.2109 cos (2 nt—'è\l°)

Autumn 0.0267 co.y («^ — 122°) + 0.2366 cos (2 nt— '60T)

Year 0.0314 cos {nt — 121°) + 0.2196 cos (2 nt — 312°)

The semidiurnal variation on the contrary, extensively in\ estigated

in well known memoirs bv Hann and A>(;ot, shows a remarkable

uniformity, the ami)litude legularly decreasing from about 1 mm.
near the equator to the |)oIe ; at Batavia the ihiily vai-iation caji be

represented by the expressioji :

4*
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0.63 cos (lit—64°.5) + 1.00 cos (2 nt— 290°) ')

As appears from Table I the phase shows small differences in the

different seasons, and at Batavia it is somewhat smaller than at the

three Dutch stations, but nowhere does it differ much from 300^, the

greatest height occurring everywhere about 10'* a. m. and. p.m.

According to a theory, tirst suggested by Kelvin, afterwards

mathematically founded by Margules, this regular variation can be

ascribed to a free oscillation of the atmosphere as a whole in its

own period of very nearly 12'', which again finds its origin in the

semi-diurnal term of the daily variation of the air temperature.

Such an oscillation of the whole atmosi)here can be regarded as

a pressure wave, propagating from East towards West, witli a

velocity c of the heat wave and can be represented by the expression:

p =z E cos l2}it — C -\

If, according to the observations -), we assume that

E := Eg shi^ (p ,

then

dp"\ dp SE cos (f— —
cos {2nt — C)

Ö?//;. — lid If R sin (p

dp\ 2En—-
j

= -sin {2ut — C)
OxJj=-Q c

n

c R sin (f

dp\ SE cos (f

dyJx = o R sin (f

dp\ 2E

and as

cos {2nt -— C)

,

cos {Int - C — 90^).

According to this theory therefore :

A, — ;., = 270'

and

H, = V, H, cos <f .

For all i)laces situated in higher latitudes than 41° 49', therefore,

i/j y> //.,, and, according to (8) :

«' — 0.

It ajjpears then that, at i)laces situated in latitudes higher than

1) Observations. Vol. XXVIII (18C6-1905). p. 97.

~) Jaiürisgh. Zur Theorie der Luftschwankung. Meteor. Zeilschr. 24, 1907, p. 481,
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42°, tlie great axis of the gradient cllipso is directed towards (N—S) ;

for a latitude of 42° //, =: //.^, and the ellipse becomes a circle;

more southerly the great axis points towards (E—W) ; at the equator

//j = and the ellipse is flattened down to a straight line directed

E—W.
If E — as is probable — is not exactly proportionate to the

third power of .sm(f, the limit 42° varies of course accordingly.

4. In two recent publications Gold ^) has compared this theory

with the results of the observations; for this purpose he chooses the

following method : the gradient variation, as deduced from the semi-

diurnal variation of the atmospheric pressui'e is assumed to be known
;

from form. (1) or, what comes to the same, form. (4) the four

wind constants A, B, C\ and C, are calculated and the results arc

compared with the wind variation, as deduced IVom the observations

by giving k the values 0, ^ and 1.

Obviously this method leads to very complicated and almost

unmanageable expressions for the wind \ariation and the inverse

way, namely taking the wind variation as a known quantity and

then calculating the barometric variation, would be a simpler and

equally suitable method.

Calculating Gold's formulae for a latitude of 52°, the average

latitude of the Netherlands, we tind,

V It

k = 45 cos (2 nt— 33°) 44 cos (2 nt — 1 23°)

/.• =r 1 28 cos (
-' nt— 343°) 27 cos (2 nt — 72°)

k= ^ 17 cos (2 nt— 328°) 16» cos (2 ?ii — 55°),

In calculating these expressions, the semidiurnal variation of

atmospheric pressure as found for de Bilt has been use J; the

amplitudes are expressed in cm. p. sec.

On the average, taken over the whole year, the result of wind

observations made at two Dutch stations is

:

V u

de Bilt 16.8 cos (2 nt — 333°) 1 7.4 my (2 nt— 65°)

Terschellinger bank 1 1 .1 cos (2 7it— 334°) J 1 .9 cos (2 nt— m°)

The agreement between theory and observation is very satis-

factory, much better than for the two cases as calculated by Gold,

^) E. Gold. The relation between periodic variations oC pressure, lemperature

and wind in the atmosphere. Phil Mag. 1909, p. 26—109.

Id. Note on the connexion l)elween the periodic variations of windvelocily and

of atmospheric pressure. Publ. Meteor. Olfice, 203, 1910.
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namely the mountain station Santis and St. Helena, which perhaps

is due to the peculiar situation of these stations.

At St. Helena, where the windvector ought to turn with an

anticlockwise motion, (to the left) the veering is to tiie right, as if

St. Helena were situated in nordierly latitude. At this small latitude

(1(5° .Sj the windellipse is, as has been noticed above, very Hat so

that the veering of the wind is a rather uncertain factor.

For the Dutch stations the theory api)ears to be so well in

accordance with the observation that the juirpose of this investigation,

namely determining the friction coefficient from the seinUUurnal

variation of wind and barometric height, and then, with the help

of this value, deducing the munodluriial gradient \ariation from the

corresponding wind variation, seems attainable.

For such an in(|uiry the wind observations made during 25

consecutive years on board the lightship Tsrschellingerbank in the

North of the countiy, oiler an excellent material, and it is interesting

to investigate in what respect the gradient variation differs for two

places so differently situated as de Bilt and Terschellingerbank.

5. Table H shows the diurnal \arialion of the wind for both places.

TABLE II, diurnal variation of the Wind

in cm. p. sec, t ^0 =z Noon.

de Bilt, N. Lat. 52T/, L. G. 5°11' hourly observations (1903—1908).

Winter v = 15.1 cos {nt— 260°) + 10.4 co.v (2 nt — 279°)

u = 11 .5 cos {lit— 17°) + 12.1 cos {2nt— 33°)

A = 24F A = 24(r

Spring V = 71.4 cos {nt — 256") + 21.8 co^ (2 nt — 337°)

i( = 52.7 cos {nt— 14°) + 2L8 cos (2 nt — 74°)

A = 242° A = 263°

Summer v = 95.6 cos {nt — 261°) -f 27.7 cos (2 nt— 358°)

u = 86.1 cos {nt— 25°) + 22.5 cos (2 ?it - 79°)

A = 236 A = 279°

Autumn v = 40.7 cos {nt— 264°) + 14.9 cos (2 nt— 316°)

u ^ 30.3 cos {nt— 19° ^ 4- 16.2 c06- {2nt— 56°)

A = 245° A = 260°

Year v = 55.6 cos {nt— 260°) + 1 6.8 cos (2 nt — 333°)

u = 45.0 cos {lit— 21°) -f 17.4 cos {;lnt— 65°)

A = 239° A z= 268°
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Lightship Tersciielliii.ucih.uik, N. Lai. 53°27', L. G. 4°52'

watch-observ. ((i limes daily), magnetic, (1884—1908).

Winter v — 3.9 cos {nl — 344°) + 11.8 cos (2 nt — 319°)

u — 3.1 cos
{nt— 293°) +11.1 cos (2 n^— 56°)

A^"5T° A^^263°

Spring V = 20.3 co.v (y^/ — 249°) -\- 12.6 cuv (2 7it — 344°j

'w = 1 8.9 co.v (?2i!— 350°) + 10.1 cos (2 w^— 75°)

A~^l59° ^^^^269°

Slimmer v = 21.6 cos {nt — 240°) -f 9.3 cav (2 nt — 348°)

M = 30.9 cos {nt— 354°) + 11 .5 tw (2 nt— 94°)

A = 246° ~^==r254°

Autumn v =: Ö.0 cos {nt — 248°) + 11.9 cos (2 ?i^ — 326°)

u — 13.1 cos {nt— 358°
) + 17.6 cos (2 ?i^ — 52°)

A = 250° A^274°^

Year v = 12.3 cm' (?z^ — 249°) + 11.1 cos (2 nt— 334°)

?f =: 1 6.1 cos {nt— 351°
) + 11.9 cos (2 n^— 66°)

A = 258° ""A'^^^S^

If, for the present, we lea\'e the monodiurnal motion out of con-

sideration, it appears that, whereas the anguhir values of the semi-

diurnal variation show a close agreement, the amplitudes do not

agree in so far that sometimes the north- and sometime-^ the east-

component is the greatest ; on the average the east component is

somewhat greater, but the difference is so small and variable, that

a serious objection arises against calculating the friction coefficient

by means of formulae (JO) and (11), when «', according to theory

is equalized to zero because

X^—k, = 270°.

If A:=i B the windellipse approaches to a circle because cos A
is also a small quantity, according to theory as well as to observa-

tion, and the angle of deviation becomes undetermined.

Different other methods however can be chosen for calculating

the value of k by means of form. (5), (6) and (9), as it is sufficient

if only one quantity or relation be assumed to be equal to its

theoretical value.

We might e.g. assume that the theoretical value

H, = 7, //, cos rp

were accurately true; then, putting
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we lind from (6) and (9)
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y = ^- (12)

12 cos (f (5 4- yM= ^— = _J:^J_. .... (13)
9 cos^ y + 4 1 4- ^ y

111 these formulae the ^'allles of A—B and cos A do not appear,

and (12) olFers the advantage that it enables us to calculate the friction

eoefiicient without tlie intervenlion of a quadratic equation, as when

(lOj is used.

This advantage however is only apparent as, for A = B and

A = 270°, i?== — 1, and the quantity 7, disappears fi-om the

formula; in fact, for a latitude of 52° .1/ approaches very nearly to

unity (0.986), as required by theory.

It is therefore necessary to have recourse to another method and

as, without doubt, angular values can be determined with a greater

degree of accuracy than amplitudes aud tlie relation

Hj = 7 3 f^i (^os (f

can be only approximatively true, we assume that:

)., = c, ;., = (;+ 90^

or, i. o. w. the problem is thus formulated: what is the value to be

given to k in order to ensure agreement between the angular values

of the windvariation (6\ and C.,) on the one hand, and of the

barometer variation (6') on the other, for the semidiurnal variation.

As in this way not one but actually two relations are derived IVom

theory, obviously two values of k may be deduced from (5); taking

these together, the relation

B sin (f., — A COS ffj

A sin d^ -\- B cos 6^

<i\ = C-C,, d.,= c-c,

is easily found.

If k is known, then, with the help of form. (10), three different

values for the angle of deviation m may be derived, namely

m^ {q = 2) for semidiurnal periodic winds

7)1^ {q = 1) „ monodiurnal ,, „

m^ {q = 0) „ constant non

For the last named quantity form. (10) gives :

a
tang ^n^ = —

,

A'

the same value as, according to Oberbeck's theory, obtains for the
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outer part ot' a cyclone and also — as follows from (2) — for

constant winds and straight isobars.

In Table III the values of / and m, calculated in this wav are

giveji.

TABLE III.

\'alues of the friction /• and the angle of deviation in.

d e Bi 1 t.
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1 KT

where (> is the density of' the air, K the gasconstant, 7' the absolute

temperature of the air and />„ the average atmospheric pressure

expressed in mm. mercury-pressure, and taking:

A'= 2.87 X 10" , T - 283° . />„ = 700 , n = 7.3 X 10"^

we have the (piantities H to divide by

1.464 X 10'"

in order to obtain the gradient expressed in mm. mercury-pressure

per cm., or by 1319 if we wisli to express the gradient, as usual,

per 111 km. In order to avoid the use of very small quantities,

this division has not been made and the quantities i:? are considered

as gradients.

Table IV shows the diurnal variation of the gradient as calculated

in this way. As the wind observations made on board of the light-

ship Terschellingerbank are made with respect to the magnetic

meridian, the direction of the resulting gradient ought be counted

from the same.

TABLE IV.

Monodiurnal variation of the Gradient, time counted from noon,

//, to North, H^ to South.

R. L. Veeriuii' to right and left,

d e Bilt. Terschellingerbank.
(magnetical)

Winter i^, = 4.5^0.^'^^—273°.3) A^ //^ = 12.3cö5(?z/—305°.l) L.

ti.,— TX.xycos{nt— 42°.5)

A = 230°.8

Spring H^ = 3.1 cos {nt— 35°.0) R.

H,= 92.5 6-06- (yz^— 44°.3)

A = 350°.7

Summer ^1= 'è'6.bcos{nt— o3°.4) L.

H,= 129.3 cos {nt— 42°.5)

A = 10°.9

Autumn H^= 16.6ct;6(?z/—273°.l) Z?.

H.= 'ol.Q cos {nt-

Year

46°.l)
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Fi'üiii Table II it appears that, in llie iieiglihourliood of ilic li^iil-

sliip llie veering of the wind in vviniertime is against sun, whereas
in other seasons it is with sun. Near de Hilt the veering is always

to the right as, in normal cases, onght to be the ease, owing to the

intkience of the earth's rotation.

This abnormality is not accidental, dne to observational errors and

the smallness of the amj)litndes ; near the lightship Haaks and the

landstation Helder, the veering in wintertime is also to the left

;

near Helder not only during the wintermonths but in the autumn as well.

The results for Helder are not given here because the friction

coetlicient, as deduced in the manner described above, does not

show reliable values in the different seasons ; evidently the series of

observations nsed for this purpose is of insuflicient duration. This

abnormal behaviour of the gradient, namely veering to the left, must

occur at every coast station where the sea is to the South and the land

to the North. If, however, the gradient veers against sun it is

quite possible that the wind still veers to the right for, if we put

i/j = 0, and thus assume that there is oidy an East—West gradient,

it appears from form. (5) that the wind veers with the sun ; the

possibility of a gradient veering to the left causing a wind veering

to the right is, therefore, not exclnded.

In fact this case presents itself in summer time near de Bilt where
the gradient turns to the left whereas the wind veers to the right.

At de Bilt also there is an important difference between spring

and summer on the one hand, winter and autunun on the other, as

shown in the ditferences of phase A ; in the former seasons this

phase difference is small and the ellipse approaches to a straight line,

in the latter the excentricity of the ellipse is much smaller.

Tables V and VI, showing the elements of the wind- and gradient-

ellipses, convey a better idea of the results obtained and here they

can he easily corrected for the magnetical bearing by subtraction of
14'' from the angular \alues for Terschellingerbank.

TABLE V.

Windellipse of the monodiurnal variation.

de Bilt.
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6^ is the angle between the radius vector and the north-axis at

noon, T is the moment at which (he radius vector has the direction

(( of the great axis or, whenever the eUipsc is tlattened down to

a straiglit line, the moment when it attains its maximum value.

It appears from tiiese tables that tiie gradient ellipses, for both

stations and in all seasons, approach to a straight line, so that a

graphical representation could only be given on a large scale.

It would not be difficult to protfer an explanation of the somewhat

startling result that the angle of deviation varies with the diiferent

seasons. Such an explanation could be based only on a premised

conception concerning the mechanical meaning of the friction coeffi-

cient, as introduced in the calculation, and would be |)remature

before the results obtained have been put to the test by a[)plication

of the method indicated in this paper to other series of observations

made at manv and differentlv situated stations.

Mathematics. — ''The pentagonal projections of tJie regular jlreccll

and Its seniiregular ojf'spring." Communicated by Prof. Scholte.

1. Fundamental theorem. If in two circles (fig. 1) with radius q
situated in the planes 0{X^XJ , 0{X^X^) of a rectangular system

of coordinates in space aS^ we describe two regular pentagons

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) , (1', 2', 3', 4', 5'), of which the first is convex while the

other is star shaped, the five points F^, P^, .., P5, whose projections

are the vertices of these pentagons indicated by corresponding num-
bers, form the vertices of a regular fivecell with Q\/b as length

of edge. ^)

1) This theorem is not new. Probably it was given ibr the lirsl lime by

Dr. S. L. VAN Oss in his dissertation (Utrecht, 18941 Compare also my paper:

"Les projections régulières des polytopes réguliers" (Archives Tei/ler, Haarlem, 1904).

We repeat here the simple proof. If (Pjo, P34) and (Qi^, Qu) ai"e the projections

of the points P and Q with the coordinates x; and /ji {i—-l,2,S, 4) on tiie planes

OiX^Xi) , 0{A\X^), we have

and therefore if d denotes the distance PQ

Now the projections /^i2^t^i2 ^^^^^ /^:uV:5i of each ot the ten edges lii, ..., 45 of

the fivepoint PiP.2P-P4,P:, are either side and diagonal or diagonal and side ot the

same regular pentagon, etc.

Which position has the regular simplex .b\5) witli respect to the planes of pro-

jection O(XiXo) and OtA'sA't)? Evidently this projection is characterized by the

fact that each of the five pairs of non intersecting edges

(25) (34) , C13)(45) ,
(iJ4) (15) , (35) (12) , (14) (23)
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We indicate the i)rojet'tioii of the regiUai' *S'(5) obtained in fig. 1

as the "pentagonal projection" of that poiytope, and we try to show

in tlie following pages how easily the corresponding projections of

has parallel projections on either of the two planes, i. e. that the five lines at

infinity cutting these pairs of non intersecting edges have the lines at infinity of

the two planes of projection for common transversals.

Now there are altogether fifteen pairs of non intersecting edges and therefore

also fifteen lines at infinity each of which cuts a pair of non intersecting edges.

Moreover it can he shown easily that these tilleen line.~ at infin'ty lie on a cuhic

surface. For, in barycentric coordinates with respect to the regular fivecell as sim-
.')

plex of coordinates these fifteen lines at infinity, for which the relation S Xi = 1

.")

changes into S xi = 0, are represented by the equations
1=1

Xi + Xk = 0, XI + Xm = 0, Xn — 0,

where i,k,l,m,n stands for any permutation of 1,2,3,4,5, and these relations

.")

satisfy the equation s .r,''^ = of the diagonal surface of Clebsch. So the Schlafli

double six completing the fifteen lines mentioned above lo the 27 lines of that

.5

surface S Xi^=^0 consists of the lines at infinity of six [)airs of planes O(A^iA'o)

and 0{X:iX^) corresponding to the six pairs of circular permutations

(12345)
I

(l^Xvi)
j

(124:5:))
j

(12453)
j

(12534) J (12513)
j

(13524) i
' (I3'.25) i

' (14523) \
' (14325) (

' (15423) j
' (15324) (

with the property that in each pair any digit has in the two constituents diffeient

adjacent digits. Each of these six pairs consists of two reciprocal polars with

respect to the sphere £ Xr = at infinity common to all the spherical spaces of
i—\

Si, as the two planes of each pair are perfectly normal to each other. According

to a known property, found for the first time by F. Schur, the six pairs of lines

of a Schlafli double six are really always reciprocal polars with respect to a

quadratic surface (compare Th. Reve "Beziehungen der allgemeinen Fliiche drifter

Ordnung zu einer covarianten Flache dritter Glasse", Math. Annalen, vol. 55, p. 257,

and G. Kohn "Ueber einige Eigenschaften der allgemeinen Flache dritter Ordnung",

Wiener Sitziingsberichte, vol. 117, p. 66).

If we deduce in the ordinary way the projection OCA'oA'g) iVom the piojections

OiXiXo), OtX^Xi) after having rotated each of the two regular pentagons over an

arbitrary angle, we obtain the projection of the fivecell on any plane the line at

infinity of which cuts the lines at infinity of OiXiX^) , 0(X:,Xi). This shows that the

projection on an arbitrary plane can only be got in two tempos, i. e. by passing

first to two arbitrary projections 0{X:,Xs} , 0{XiXi) and by deducing a new pro-

jection O(XiXo) after having rotated each of the projections 0(XoA'';5), OiX^X-^)

over an arbitrary angle. Or otherwise: if 1,1' are the lines at infinity of the planes

OiXiXo) , 0{X-iXi) and m, m tliose of an other pair of planes perfectly normal to

each other, there are always two real lines n, n' intersecting I, I', m, m' and repre-
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the semiregular polvtopes derived bv Mrs. A. Boole Stott ') from

the regidar tivecell b}' means of the geometrical operations of ex-

pansion and contraction can be constructed.

But it will be useful to develop first some general laws.

2. We consider the projection of the tivecell S{5) more closely

which leads us to the following remarks

:

a. In pentagonal projection the ten edges of *S'/5) present themselves

in five directions only, any diagonal of the [)entagon being parallel

to one of its sides.

/;. Though all the edges of >S\5) have the same length we 11 nd

in projection two different lengths, with the proportion s : d, where

s and d indicate side and diagonal of the pentagon.

If we wish to take into consideration the length of the edge itself

we can use a very well known rectangular triangle of plane geometry

saying that when r is the radius of any circle and s^^ and 0^5 denote

the sides of the regular decagon and pentagon described in it, s^ is

the length of the edge itself, s^^ and r being the projections.

It goes without saying that the diffei-ence in length of i)rojection

is a consequence of difference in inclination ; five edges of >S'(5' make

with the plane of projection an angle (p for which tgip = h (1^5— 1),

the five others the complementary angle with h (l/5-(-l) as tangent.

c. In projection the ten equilateral faces of >S(5) split up into two

quintuples of isosceles triangles, one group (2.^, d) with an obtuse,

one group (.5, 2d) with an acute \ ertex angle.

(/. In projection the five limiting tetrahedva present the same Irape-

zoidal form (fig. 2). We show tiiat this is of great importance witii

respect to our aim l>y saying that a rotation of the projection (2345)

of the tetrahedron in the sense of the hands of a watch around the

centre C indicated in fig. 1" to an amount of one, two, three, four

times 72° bring this projection succesively into coincidence with the

projections (345J), (4512), (5123), (1234) of the other four limiting

tetrahedra.

In order to give some relief to the single tetrahedron of fig. 2 we

have dotted one of the two diagonals of tlie trapezoid ; by doing

senting therefore llie lines at infinity of the piiuies ©(A'oA'g), O(A'jA'i) to be u.sed;

unless any plane thiongh m (or m') makes with OiXiX^) two equal angles and

the lines J, I', m, m' form a hyperboloidical quadruple, in which case the planes

OCA'gA';^) , 0{X^X\) may he selected from a singly infinite system.

^) "tieomelrical deduction of semiregular from regular polytopes and space fillings"

(this Academy, Verhandelingen, vol. 0, n". 1). In the following we suppose the

results obtained there to be known.
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so we tacitly represent that limiting body considered as lying in its

own tlireediniensional sj)ace. For, in the {)rqjection of a fourdinien-

sional polytope on a iilane tiie question of visihleness has no sense,

as fourdimensional space .stiiTunmls a plane situated in it in the same

way as threedimensional space surrounds a line situated in it.

3. We now examine what we have to expect in general as to

the pentagonal projection of tin? semiregular poly topes deduced from

the »S'(5) by expansion and contraction. For shortness we introduce

for the group of the.se polytOj)es the symbol *S(5j ; moreover we make

use in future of the symbols 7', O, tT, (JO, tO, P^, I\ for the linuting

bodies of these poly topes.

'/. The poly topes >S{5) partake with ,S(5j the property of present-

ing in pentagonal projection edges of five directions only. For it is

easy to prove that the three operations
^^i, t^^, t^.,, taken either separately

or in combination, can introduce oidy new etb^es pmri/lei tu the orifji-

nal ones.

h. All the edges of <S(5) being of the same length we tind here

in projection once more two different lengths with the proportion

.s- : d and the two different complementary angles of inclination

obtained above.

c. As the ten faces of -S'(5; split up in projection into two quin-

tuples of different form, the equivalent faces of SId) must do so

likewise. We shall even experience in the treatment of the different

particular cases that square faces always present a third form of

projection.

d. In projection the limiting bodies of >S{p) behave differently

according to their im[)Ort. The general rule that equivalent limiting

bodies correspoJid in projection only holds for polyhedra of vertex

and of body import : while both the group of edges and the group

of faces of >S(5) admit two different projections, the limiting bodies

of edge and of face import must do so likewise.

But what is of the greatest value with respect to the construction

of the projections desired is that all the limiting bodies of >S'(5) are

"arranged pentagonally" around the projection of the centre of the

original tivecell, i.e. that the four rotations indicated under f/. of the

preceding article bring any one of these limiting bodies successively

into coincidence with four others. If we assert moreover that the

effect of the operations of ex[)ansion and contriiction are extremely

easily obtained in ])entagonal projection, it must i)e cleai' that the

execution of what was planned with respect to the poly topes >b'(5)

is mere children's play.
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4. We now pass to the systematic treatment of tlie difïereiit par-

ticular cases, piittini»- together under the ditferent headings, containing-

the expansion and conti-action symbol, the symbol with the numbers

of vertices, edges, faces, limiting bodies, and the symbol with the

limiting bodies in the order of body, face, edge, vertex import, several

remarks pertaining to facilitate the interpretation of the drawings.

e, S{d) — (20, 40, 30, 10) — (5^7', — , — , 57').

The resnlt is given in tig. 3. By the operation e^ of the moving

ont of the edges the T of fig. 2 becomes a tJ' (fig. 4) with four

hexagons of face import and four triangles of vertex import. As each

vertex of T assumes three different positions if it moves out with

each edge passing through it, tlie vertices of this tT must bear two

digits, the first indicating the original vertex of 7', the first in com-

bination^with the second the edge of T moved ont. By retracing in

fig. 3 the same pairs of digits one easily finds again the ^ J' deduced

from (2345), though for the reason stated above no dotted lines have

been admitted. If we rotate this tT around the centre of fig. 3 to

an amonnt of 72° in the indicated sense it is brought into the posi-

tion with (54, 45) as bottom-edge and (13, 31) as top-edge in coincidence

with a second tT, having in common with the first — in its original

position — the hexagon (54, 53, 35, 34, 43, 45), deduced by the co-

operation from the triangle (345) common to the tetrahedra (2345),

(3451) of fig. 1". Or rather: the centre of fig. 3 is found by drawing

the tT of fig. 4 twice and by putting these two tT" in such a way

upon each other as to get a limiting hexagon in common; then this

centre is the point of intersection of the lines bisecting orthogonally

the two edges (43, 34) and (54, 45). Or still otherwise : the limiting

polygon of the projection is a semiregular decagon with sides alter-

nately equal to z and d and from this fact the circumcentre can be

deduced ^).

It goes without saying that the vertices of each following /7M)ear

pairs of digits deduced from those at the corresponding vertices of

the preceding tT by adding unity to each digit, in which process

the 5 becomes 0.

The four different positions 12,13,14,15 of the original vertex 1

foi-m the vertices of a T of vertex import.

It is easily verified that the ten limiting bodies 5tT,5T, now

') From tig. "2 upwaitl \vc use in oil the diagfams for s and fZ the same measures

in order to show by tlie projection the swelling of the polylopes corresponding to

the operations of expansion,

5

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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accounted for, want as limiting faces exactly all the faces shown in

projection, each face counted twice over, a triangle always being

common to a tT and a T, a hexagon to two tT.

The 20 vertices present themselves in two wreaths (10,10).

e,S{h) — (30, 90, 80, 20) — (5C0, — , 10^,50).

For the result fig. 5 may be consulted. By application of the e,-

operation the T of fig. 2 passes into the CO of fig. 6, each edge of

T being broadened out into a square, the sides of which are pai-allel

to that edge and to the opposite one. Here the particularity enters

that two of the six squares project themselves as line segments, which

is due to the fact that in pentagonal projection the edges 25, 34 of

the T of fig. 2 are parallel. Here we have to indicate the vertices

of the CO by three digits, the first indicating the original vertex of

T and the two others, in irrelevant order, in combination with the

first, the face which is moved out. This CO in indicated in fig. 5

by the same triplets of digits placed at the vertices. By reproducing

it four times by means of the rotations indicated above, fig. 5 is

completed ; here any two CO have to be placed upon each other in

such a way as to have a triangle in common.

After having inscribed all the triplets of digits at the vertices

according to the rule given above about the augmentation with unity

for each rotation in the right sense to an amount of 72° we find

that the 1 is foremost in six triplets, corresponding (fig. 7) to the

vertices of an 0, i.e. we find 50 as limiting bodies of vertex import.

Farthermore the notation shows that the edge (34) of the Z" presents

itself in fig. 5 in three positions, the triplets of digits of the endpoints

of which are found by putting behind 34 and 43 successively one

of the three remaining digits 1, 2, 5, passing — if we rearrange the

second and the third figure according to their value — into 314,

324, 345 and 413, 423, 435. So we get the P, of fig. 8, occurring

in five different positions, and likewise the edge 25 leads to the

differently projected P^ of fig. 9, occurring also in five positions. So

the ten P^ of edge import are accounted for.

Here the circumpolygon is a regular pentagon with sides 6' -j- c/; the

30 vertices appear in four wreaths (5, 10, 10, 5).

e,S{f>) — (20, 60, 70, 30) — (ST, IOP3, IOP3, ST).

The pentagonal projection (fig. 10) exhibits central symmetry as

does e,S{^) itself. Here (21, 31, 4L, 51) is the Tof fig. 2 moved out,

by which remark the 52" of body import are accounted for, whilst
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the four positions 12,13,14,15 of the origiiial vertex 1 are the

vertices of a tetrahedron of opposite orientation, the rotation of wiiich

provides us with the 5 7' of vertex import. The relation between these

two sets of 57' can be indicated by saying-, that two T of the same
set have nothing at all and that two T of different sets can have

only one vertex in common.

If we had followed here the notation indicated under e^ and e^

each vertex would have had to hear four digits, the digit of the

original vertex of ;S(5) followed by the digits of the other vertices

of the 7' witii which the vertex is moved out ; however, for short-

ness we have placed after the digit of the vertex the only digit

which does not occur at the vertices of the 7' moved out.

In this new notation of pairs of digits, where — at variance with

the notation applied under c\ — the order of succession is of

influence, the ten P^ of edge import present themselves in two

quintuples, which can be obtained by putting after each of the

digits of the pair of digits of an edge successively each of the three

remaining digits; so 43 gives the three edges (41,31), (42, 32),

(45,35) of the P^ of fig. 8 turned upside down, while 52 leads in the

same way to (51, 21), (53, 23), (54, 24), the parallel edges of the P,

of fig. 9 turned upside down. Similarly the ten P^ of face import

are found by putting after each of the three digits of a face of 7'

successively one of the two remaining digits ; so 125 gives the two

endplanes (13, 23, 53), (14, 24, 54) of the P, of fig. 8, 134 the two

endplanes (12, 32, 42), (15, 35, 45) of the P, of fig. 9.

The limiting polygon is a regular decagon with side s: from this

ensues the possibility of drawing the ten 7' immediately in position.

The 20 vertices are arranged in two wreaths (10, 10), of regular

decagons.

e,e, aS(5) — (60, 120, 80, 20) — {ot 0, —, 10P„ 5tT).

In this case, for which fig. 11 represents the result, the 7' of

fig. 2 is transformed into a tO (fig. 12); of the triplet of digits placed

at each ^'ertex of this tO the first indicates the original vertex of 2\

the second with the first the edge moved out, the third with the

two preceding ones the face moved out. This notation with triplets

of digits differs again from that applied in fig. 5 in this that the

order of succession of the second and third digits, of no consequence

there, is of infiuence here.

If we have traced in fig. 11 the t(J of fig. 12, rotation about the

centre, accompanied by an addition of unity to all the digits, gives

5*
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the vertices and the triplets of digits of each following tO. It goes

without saving that here too the centre is found by drawing tO

twice over and putting these tO in such a manuer upon each other

as to have — with a diffei-ence in orientation of 72° — a hexagon

in common. In the case of the two tO deduced from (2345) and

(3451), which T of fig. 1« have the face (345) in common, this

common hexagon is characterized by this that the six vertices bear

the digits 3, 4, 5 in all possible permutations.

The digit 1 stands foremost at the triplets of twelve vertices, the

vertices of a tT of vertex import ; b}- omitting from these triplets

the 1 we get not only in position but also in notation the ^Tof fig. 4.

So the five tT of vertex import are accounted foi'. Moreover, as to

the ten P, of edge import we can refer to the development given

under ^,.

Circumpolygon a semiregular decagon with sides alternately s and

d. Six wreaths of ten vertices, all of them semiregular decagons.

e,e, aS'(5) — (60, 150, 120, 30) — \^UT, 10 P„ lOP,, f>CO).

In this case -— for the result compare fig. 13 — the T of fig. 2

is transformed by the ^.-operation into the tT of fig. 4, after which

this tT is moved out as a wdiole; as by this process each vertex of

é?i^S(5) assumes three different positions we must follow once more

the notation of the triplets of digits, which can be done here by

placing after each pair of digits of fig. 4 the digit 1 not occurring

at the vertices of the tetrahedron (2345) moved out. If these triplets

have been inscribed in fig. 13, rotation about the centre and augmen-

tation of the digits by unity gives all that is wanted, as soon as the

centre has been constructed. We arrive as soon as possible at the

construction of this centre by determining the prisms of face import

first. In the case e^ they were the prisms P^ represented by fig. 8

and 9 ; by applying to the T the ^^-operation, the triangles of the

T pass into hexagons, which includes that the P^ are transformed

into Pg, which can be drawn immediately. By applying to the end-

planes (13, 23, 53), (14, 24, 54) of the upper prism P, of fig. 10

the éj-operation we obtain the upper prism P, of fig. 1 3 represented

separately by fig. 14. Consideration of this prism Pg shows that

the limiting polygon is a semiregular decagon, the sides of which

are alternately .!> and s-{-d; from this the centre can be deduced.

In the same way the prism P, of fig. 10 with the endplanes

(12, 32, 42), (15, 35, 45) passes into the P, represented by fig. 15.

Farthermore the two P, with the pairs of endplanes (341, 342, 345),
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(431, 432, 435) and (521, 523, 524), (251,253,254) represent two

P, of edge import, the prisms of fig. 8 and 9 upside down.

The vertices with the triplets of digits where the 1 is foremost

form the vertices of a limiting body of vertex import, a CO in the

position of tig. 6.

Six wreaths of ten vertices, semiregular decagons.

e,e,e, ^(5) — (120, 240, 150, 30) — (5^0, lOP,, lOP,, 5^6»).

This most inflated of the polytopes >S(5) is represented in projection

in fig. 16. According to the number of vertices ^) we hav^e to place

at each vertex four of the five digits, each of them with a meaning

as to the order of succession ; of these four digits the first indicates

the original vertex of >S(5), the second the new endpoint of the edge

moved out, the third the new vertex of the face moved out and the

fourth — according to what was stipulated under e^Sip) — the digit not

occurring at the vertices of the tetrahedron moved out: so 1234

denotes the position of the vertex 1, after this point has been moved

out with the edge 12, with the face 123, with the tetrahedron 1235.

Likewise as in the case e^e.^, S{5) the 7' of fig. 2 passes here into

the tO of fig. 12, traced back easily in fig. 16 if one remarks that

the moving out of this tO under the influence of the t^j-operation

demands the digit 1 after the triplets of fig. 12. While now the

lower side (4351, 3451, 4321, 3421) of the projection of this tO

assumes the same length ,s -\- d as the upper side of the projection

of the F, of fig. 16, i. e. the side (1523, 1524, 1253, 1254), which

Pg corresponds in form and position with that of fig. 14, it is clear

that the circumpolygon is a regular decagon with side .v -|- d. So the

projection is once more central symmetric as is the polytope itself.

In connexion with this the limiting bodies of vertex import are like-

wise tO, w^hich is immediately verified by looking for the 24 vertices

in whose quadruples of digits the 1 is foremost; likewise, not only

the prisms of face import, but also those of edge import, are hexagonal.

Evidently the centre of the figure can be deduced from the side

s -{- d of file regular decagon; moreover it is possible to use to that

end the property that two adjacent P^ of the ten of the form of

fig. 14 lying at the rim have in projection a S(piarc fiice j)rojccted

as a lozenge in common.

1) It is easily verified that in each of the cases treated the notation corresponds

to the number of vertices, i. e. that the number of possible pairs, triplet, qua-

druples of figures is always equal to the number of the vertices.
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ce, S[h) — aO, 30, 30, 10) - (50, — — , 5^).

This figure oan be deduced from fig. 3 by moving the limiting

bodies of vertex import, i.e. the dT projected as trapezoids (12, 13,

14, 15), (23, 24, 25, 21), etc. in such a way towards the centre,

that the ten original edges of >S(5), i. e. the five edges (12, 21),

(23, 32) etc. and the five edges (52, 25), (13, 31), etc. disappear.

It is easily shown that these two conditions do not collide; for, if

we suppose that the trapezoid (12, 13, 14, 15) remains where it is,

whilst of the two adjacent trapezoids (21, 23, 24, 25), (51, 52, 53, 54)

the first experiences a rectilinear translation 21, 12, the second a

rectilinear translation 51, 15, the vertices 52 and 25 will coincide

in the point of intersection of the projections (12, 14), (13 15). So

we get the simple result of fig. 17, where the limiting polygon is a

pentagon with side (/, oppositely orientated with respect to fig. 1".

In fig. 17 the six points where the digit 1 is lacking form the vertices

of an of body import, the four points where the digit 1 occurs

a T of vertex import, etc.

ce,e. Sip) — (30, 60, 40, 10) — {htT, — , -, 5^7').

This figure can be derived from fig. 11 by moving the 5/7' of

vertex import towards the centre in such a way that the ten prisms

1\ of edge import disappear. Then the triplets of parallel edges of

these 7*3 disappear and only the two coinciding endplanes remain.

But this implies that the five tO of body import are reduced to tT

by the annihilation of these edges; so in the case of fig. 12 the

square (532, 352, 354, 534) is reduced by the coincidence of the

vertices 532, 352 and of the vertices 354, 534 to an edge with the

direction (532, 534) and the hexagon (523, 253, 235, 325, 352, 532)

passes into a triangle, while the adjacent hexagons do not change

in form. So we get fig. 18, where each vertex bears a triplet of

digits, of which the order of succession of the first and the second

is irrelevant, while e.g. 345 results from the coincidence of the

vertices 345 and 435 of fig. 11. In this figure the tT of vertex

import, remained unaltered, are recognized by the pi-operty that at

their vertices the same digit occurs under the first two of the three

digits, whilst the five other tT of body import lie in projection

symmetrically with these with respect to the centre.

It may still be remarked that the centre of the figure can also

be found by dhiwing the tT of fig. 4 twice and by putting these

two tT with a difference of 36° in orientation in such a way upon
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each other that they have in projection a hexagon in common ^).

The limiting polygon is a regular decagon with side (/. The figure

is central symmetric as is the ])olytope itself. The vertices appear in

three wreaths of ten regular decagons.

5. Though we have tinished what we had proposed to ourselves

to do, the plate still contains another diagram. In tig. Ji) we have

constructed accurately the radii of the circumcircles of the different

projections and — for the cases where the limit ijig polygon is a

semiregular decagon — also the side of the i-egular pentagon inscribed

in the circumcircle. So the labour of the pure construction of the

figures is reduced to a minimum. This diagram will be clear if we
remark that OA is divided in extreme and mean ratio, that on

OB measured from are to he found the radii of the circum-

circles and on OC parallel to AD measured likewise from the

sides of the regular pentagons inscribed in the circumcircles of the

semiregular decagons. Moreover we have OE^F(r=z, OF=EG=(l,
whilst in connection with 16

OB = QS, 01=Q T, OK= FT
and the points e^ , e^e^ , e^e^ on OB are obtained by letting down
the perpendiculars from H, I, K on OB. Finally Ee^ , Fce^e., and

Ge^e^es are parallel to AD.

Groningen, March 10, 19TJ.

Physiology. — "On the irritation-effect in living Organisms." By

Mr. J. L. Hoorweg. (Communicated by Prof. H. Zwaakdemakkr).

(Communicated in the meeting of April 28, 1911).

1. In this paper I wish to make a few remarks with regard to

an essay of Hill (1) intending to give an extension to Nernst's (2)

theory about the electric irritation of living organisms.

I may remind niy readers of the fact that ever since the year

1890 1 have occupied myself with this subject, when I communi-

cated in the Ned. Tijdschrift voor Geneeskunde {^) experiments about

the contraction of the human muscles by condensator-discharges, and

indicated in this paper a simple connection between the capacity 6'

of the condensator used and the potential F, to which the latter

was to be charged in order to produce a minimal response. This con-

nection is expressed by the formula

1) We remember that under ej the difference in orientation was 72°.
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P=aR + ^ (1)

in which R represents the galvanic resistance of the circuit and a

and b two constants.

This formula was likewise applicable to the condensator-experi-

ments formerly made bv Dubois (4) of Bern and appeared afterwards

to hold likewise for the numerous condensator-experinients made by

Weiss, Hermann (5) and others on all sorts of different organs. Espe-

cially Hermann's extensive and exact investigation has confirmed the

correctness of formula (1). If only the ex[»eriments with large con-

densators are excluded, the agreement is very evident though Hermann

himself, in a later essay, still continues to deny it.

The graphical representation of this formula is a hyperbolic curve,

which, for very small values of C, mounts vei-y high, and, for very

great values of C gradually approaches a straight line parallel with

the axis.

By means of this formula we can calculate the quantity of elec-

tricit}' Q^CP that is required for a minimal contraction and find

then, that for decreasing values of C', this quantity regularly decreases:

the graphical representation of Q is a straight line. For the electric

energy E^bCP- we tiiid figures that reach, for a definite value

of C, a minimal \alue, for which consefpiently the organ is most

sensible.

F .
h

As /=-, the formula fl) can also be written: i=za-\ , and
R CR

as CR represents the time-constant t of the condensator, it becomes

h
i = a -^r

- (-)
t

in which form it is at present much applied by La Picque and

his pupils.

La Picque (6) writes the formula also often thus:

^=''('"9 *'*

and calls then ,? the r/u'obase and t the chronaxle of the preparation.

All these experiments of La Picque and his pupils prove again the

correctness of formula (1)

If one multiplies formula (1) by C, it becomes

CP^aCR^b
and as CP represents the quantity of electricity Q and CR the time

constant t of the condensator, the formula assumes the following form
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Q = at -i- b (4)

of which formnhi Wetss (7) and La Picque (4) have demonslraled,

that, at great approximation, it hokis likewise for the irritation-eifect

of constant currents of very short duration. Keith Lucas (9), vs^ho

made many exact experiments with constant currents of sliort thira-

tion, finds also the hyperbolic curve of formula (1) without exception.

So also GiLDEMPUSTEK and Wkiss in Pfeügehs Archiv Bd. 130.

2, One can consequently admit thai the formula (1) has so clearly

been proved by the experiments, that a theory or law leading- to

results that are at variance with this foi-mula camiot be maintained.

This is the reason why I rejected already in 1891 the law of

DuBOis-RiiYMOND, which was then still generally accepted.

The law of Dubois-Reymond says, that every etfect of irritation is

the consequence of a change of current-strength, and that the in-

tensity of the effect is proportional to the i-apidity with which this

.
di

change takes place, or m a tormida f = a —
*

dt

But this formula applied to condensator experiments led to absolutely

WTong results, and therefoi'c I have (10) replaced this formula by

the following : e = ede
- ,it

This applies to the elementary effect e, whilst the total effect y
of the irritation is found by

:

r

y = a iie-'^^dt (5)

in which a and [3 are two constants dependent on the nature of

the tissues.

« is now the coefficient, indicating the original sensibility of the

l)reparaiion.

i3 is the coefficient, indicating with what rapidity the original

sensibility gradually decreases.

I consequently admit 1. that the irritation-effect is pi'oportional

to i itself and 2. that every following irritation has a smaller effect

than the preceding one, that consequently there is in every irritation

something that diminishes the effect. »

This formula (5) furnishes immediately for condensators the for-

mula (1) in the following form :

rmS m 1

F =— R + ~.y^ (6)

in which in is the constant irritation, required for the minimal effect.
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If one writes (6) in tlie form of (3) one sees immediately tliat the

rheobase of La Picque ( here represented bv j represents the

value of P for very great value of C, whilst the chronaxie of

La Picque is nothing else than the reverse of my coefTicient /?.

It may be mentioned here that at the international Congress for

electrology, held in 1910 at Barcelona, it has been resohed to apply

my condensator-method for the examination of the sensibility of nerves

and muscles, and to adopt the coefficients « and ji as the common
measure for that sensibility. The Spanish Government has then pro-

mised a premium of frs 1000 for the best set of instruments required

for those experiments.

3. For the effect of irritation by con.stant cui-rents of «hort duration

the formula (5) furnishes:

a
J = (7)

a formula afterwards found independently by La Picque (11) and

corresponding better with the experiments for constant currents of

short duration than the formula (4).

Not only for these two cases, but also for all other manners

of electric irritation, the formula (5) furnishes good results, as I have

shown once more in details in Teijlers Archiv (2). It explains like-

wise very easily the so-called "Einschleichen" of a strong constant

current, and, as this phenomenon offers great difficulties with other

theories, I shall here repeat my explanation once more (13).

Axis of time.

Be ABCD the graphical representation of a galvanic current,

that is shut in the time AE, remains constant during the time EF"

and is then broken off at C. This current, conducted into a sensible
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preparation, will cause in it an irritalion-elfect that is at any moment
proportional to the intensity of' the current at that moment, but that

likewise, according to the term c.-r-t- regularly decreases in the course

of time, aud can thus be represented by the curve .l^z/^cr/, which first

increases and al'terwards rapidly decreases and sinks down to the

axis. The total irritation-elFect is now represented by the area of the

figure enclosed between the curve Aahcd and the horizontal axis.

For a minimal contraction a definite area is recpdred. As a rule

this is part of the whole area, e.g. tlie piece A<iJ)fA, but if the

current applied is weak, it may be that the whole area Aahcd
is not sufficient. The sauie will likewise take j)lacc, though the current

is very strong, if the ascent is very slow e.g. aloug the line AB' in-

stead of along the line AB, for then the perception-curve Aa^y,
descends a long tiuie before the current has obtained its constant

valne, to zero, and the irritating area is too small.

For alternate currents formula (5) gives an irritation-effect, which

with the number of alternations first increases and then decreases again,

consequently the formula points to an optima frequention to which

the organ is most sensible. This optima frequention now has been

distinctly fonnd by d'Arsonval (14), Prevost and Batelli (15), v. Kries

(16), WiEN (17) and others. Moreover Wertheim Salomonson (18)

found for very high alternations results corresponding to my formula.

4. After all these results I hoped to have founded on a solid base

the study of the irritation-process. And that was the object of my
investigation. But 1 know very well that both formula (5) and

formula (1) were afterall oidy empirical formulas. An explanation,

why all organisms were subject to that rule, was not given. Conse-

quently a reasonable question remained to be solved : how is the

irritation-effect pi'oduced?

In 1899 Nernst, the celebrated physico-chemist of Berlin, gave an

answer to this question in a treatise in which he says: "Every organic

tissue contains electrolites, and in electrolites nothing else can occur

than motion of ions. This motion of ions must consequently be the

cause of the irritation-effect."

These bold words pronounced by a man of authority made every-

where a deep impression.

Nernst however was in the beginning only able to work this

theory out for alternate currents and when doing so came to a formula

deviating so widely from the ordinary one, that many investigators

and myself likewise considered this attempt to be a failure. But on the

ground of new experiments of Barratt (20) and Reiss (21 j Nernst

in 1908 reverted to the subject again, and defended in a detailed
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essay with all the strength of his great talent the "Quadrat-wurzel-

gesetz" found before, applied the calculation also to the irritation

by constant currents of very short duration and afterwards (22)

likewise to condensator-discharges, collected in 19 Tables all the

experiments of v. Kries, Reiss, Weiss, La Picque etc., showed how

all these experiments, well arranged, brilliantly confirmed the Quadrat-

wurzel-gesetz, and explained how possible deviations from this law

could easily be accounted for by a certain "Accommodation" of the

organism.

It seemed as if all difiiculties were solved with one stroke, and

that physiologists could do no better than admit Nkrisst's theory

in all its consequences.

The irritation-effect of the condensator-discharges was to become

proportional to the root of the electric energy, that of the current

of short duration to the root of the time. With alternate currents

the optima frequention was to be regarded as a fiction, in short all

was to be utterly changed. Of course I could not agree to this

situation and therefore I protested in all humility against this supre-

macy of theory over facts.

Soon however also others raised objections against the "Quadrat-

wurzel" law and exactly the three physiologists who have worked

most in this domain i. e. Hermann, La Picque, and Keith Lucas.

Hermann (,24) has many objections against Nernst's conclusions

and La Picque very soon develops a deviating theory of his own,

whilst in his manifold condensator-experiments he constantly makes

use of the formulas (2) and (3) which have virtually been deduced

from my formula (1). Keith Lucas, though applauding Nernst's

principle, could neither assent to the consequences, and therefore

instigated his friend Hill, a thorough mathematician, to repeat

Nernst's calculations, starting from a more general standpoint.

In a detailed essay in the "Journal of Physiology" of J 908 Hill

accomplished this task in a most competent way.

For simplicity's sake Nernst had admitted in his calculations, that the

second electrode was removed at iniinite distance from the first and there-

fore contemplated only the concentration-changes at the first electrode.

This is a case that never occurs, and therefore Hill has made a

more general hypothesis namely that the electrodes are placed at a

distance of a c.M. from each other, and that now the concentration-

change is asked in a point at a distance of x c.M. from the first

electrode. For the rest the calculation is made entirely according to

Nernst's method. It is true that in this rectified hypothesis the calcu-

lation becomes more intricate, but the result is startling. For the
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"Quadratwiirzel" law has entirely disappeared, at least with regard

to the irritation-effect of constant currents of short duration, conse-

quently exactly for the very case for which Nkrkst maintained it

was to hold best. For the minimal intensity /, recpiired for currents

of short duration Hill finds namely the formula :

' = Y~^. («)

in which ;., ft and 6f represent constants and / is (he time of irritation.

At lirst view this formula does not correspond with mine at all, but if

one observes that, according to Hill, (1. c. p. 20), ^ has the meaning

of e and consequently <9' is equal to the expression e "
, then

we see that, supposing := /? the formula (8) only differs from my

formula (7) by the occurrence of the coefficient (i, which in my
formula = 1. Further appears from Hill's statement, that jli has a

8 4
value varying between —=0.84 and — = 1.27, and consequently

rt" -t

has an average value of 1.04, and then the difference with my formula

becomes so slight, that experimentally it will be utterly difficult to

decide which of the two formulas is the correct one.

Keith Lucas applies in a treatise succeeding that of Hill the

formula (8) to a great number of experiments of himself and of

La Picque, demonstrates its correctness, and calculates then the

value of 6 or rather of log. <9 for different organs. Lucas then

unites in a table (1. c. p. 245) all the different values of log. 0,

found in this way, and sets great value upon the signification of

this magnitude. I am likewise fully inclined to do so, for from the

above follows easily that log. 6* = — i^loc/e; consequently, but for

one factor, log. ^ is nothing else than my coefïicient /?.

According to my experiments (26) and in my units ^?:=1100,

for the motor nerves of the frog, from which follows log. & =
— 0.47, whilst Keith Lucas (i. c. p. 246) finds from his own
experiments log. ^ =r — 0.33 and from those of La Picque lo(j.d^=z

— 0.42.

For the direct irritation of the muscles of the frog I found:

/3 = 88, from which follows log. 6* = 0.038, whilst Keith Lucas

(1. c. p. 245) gives for it figures varying between 0.027—0.113.

The accordance may consequently be regarded to be satisfactor}'.

At the same time it appears from the great difference of 0.027 and

0.113 that the errors of observation, as I pointed out more than
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once, with this sort of experiments, are much greater than is usually

supposed.

For diflferent tissues Lucas gives in round numbers the proportion

of log 6 as follows: (I.e. p. 245)

nerve-tibre 0.3

muscle-fibre 0.07

heart-muscle 0.0005

If one compares these numbers with the duration of the refractory

period (vide p. 9) it appears that tiie longer the refractory period,

the smaller log. 6 or ^. B'or plants that possess a very long latent

period, /? must consequently l)e exceedingly small.

5. Consequently it seems possible to unite my results with those

of Hill and therefore also wiili the main principle of Nernst's theory.

But there are objections

:

a. For condensator-discharges Hill's calculations are exceedingly

intricate and I think it impossible to deduce from them the so

firmly stated formula (1).

b. Neither is the result satisfactory for alternate currents. Though
it appears from Hill's fornnila that i\ ^n is not constant, as Nernst
pretends, the relation of the two magnitudes / and n becomes

exceedingly intricate.

c. Hill has extra-ordinarily great trouble to explain the above-

mentioned fact of the impercei)tibly slow creeping in of strong

currents. Only by introducing the hypothesis that the irritation must

be attributed to the sudden explosive decomposition of an unknown
substance Hill succeeds, after a very complicated calculation, in

finding an explanation that can satisfy him.

These three objections prevent me from entirely agreeing with Hill.

The error in Hill's calculation is, in my opinion, the same that

I pointed out formerly in Nernst's theory, namely that the irritation-

process is considered in it as a single indivisible process, so that

irritation-effect only occurs when the change of concentration has

obtained a certain intensity. This would lead to the conclusion that

with condensator-discharges which positively cause the greatest change

of concentration in the beginning, also only in the beginning

irritation-effect could take place.

This is an absurdity, for then the manner of discharging indicated

by capacity and resistance, would not have the slightest influence.

Much more natural is, in my opinion, the hypothesis, that every

irritation, however slight it may be, has some effect, but that a

visible effect is only obtained by a summation of a great number

of successive slight irritations.
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Therefore I have, like Du Bois

—

Reymond, made a difference

between the elementary irritation e, and the total irritation-effect

y, which is found by the formula:

y= ( sdt (9)

That such a summation effect exists, is generally admitted. Bikder-

MANN says in his Electrophysiology, page 43 "dass jedes irritabele

Plasma zu Summation befahigt ist." Steinach (27), who has made
a very exhaustive investigation on this subject, says page 339: ''die

Summation d. h. das Vermogen nnwirksame Einzelreize zu summieren,

ist eine allgemein verbreitete Lebenserscheinung."

Steinach shows the phenomenon in nerves and muscles, in protozoa

and in plants.

It is likewise irrefutable, that every irritation has an after-effect

on the irritated organ, which e. g. manifests itself in the so-called

refractory period. Formerly it was supposed that this period existed

only for the heart, but the latest investigations of Gotch (28) and

of Keith Lucas (29) have proved that it occurs with every irritable

organ. There is only a difference in time: for the indirect irritation

of muscles it lasts 0.003 sec, for the direct irritation 0.02 sec, for

the heart 2 sec. and for some plants 6 sec. and longer.

As now not a single irritation is in fact momentaneous it follows

from the above mentioned facts that I am fully entitled to maintain

the formula (9).

According to Hill (1. c p. 196) the change of concentration

caused by a constant current of very short duration is

:

vi Ca \ Avi

''"+TV2

a
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y zzz a I le'^P'- dt .

Consequeritij it is possible (o deckice iny law from Hill's calcu-

lation, if only one applies formula (9), and, in my opinion, this

hypothesis is simpler and more natural, than if one must admit

with Hill, that for the irritation-effect the decomposition of a hypo-

thetical substance in a definite quantity is required.

This deduction of my formula I prefer now to the one I have

given before, because, as Hill rightly remarks, in the former reasoning

the 2"^ electrode was supposed to be at an infinite distance from

the first.

6. We may therefore admit (hat my formula finds its origin in

the modified theory of Neknst, and then a great many difficulties

are amoved at once.

At the same lime a clear light is thrown on the meaning of the

coefficient ,?, for from the formula ,^ =^ follows that ,i depends
a

on the ditfusion-coefficient k.

The extinction-coefficient /i shows that there is in every irritation

something that diminishes the sensibility of the organ for a sub-

sequent irritation. It appoai-s now that the cause of this phenomenon

must be found in the dilfusion of the ions which constantly tries to

neutralise the difference of concentration caused by the electric current.

This explanation will satisfy every one.

Hill (1. c. p. 222) explains that by that very diffusion of the

ions the openim/ contractions are caused that occur at a sudden

interruption of a galvanic current. In that case the ions move in a

contrary direction.

But is not that motion of the ions in a contrary direction, after

the cessation of the current, virtually the same that was formerly

called the polarisation-current?

I do not see the difference, and in that case the explanation that

Hill gives of the opening-sltocks, is no other than the one, I deduced,

as early as 1893, from my formula, and that was given, even before

that time, entirely on empiric grounds, by Tigerstedt (30) and

Grützner (31).

In imitation of Nernst one might also reason as follows
:
Every

irritable tissue can be polarised ; consequently in this polarisation

the cause of the physiological effect must be found.

This is the theory among others of Tschagowitz (32) who deduces

from it directly my formula (1).
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He says : iiolarisalioii means cliai-uiii^- a coiKlcrisalor.

Coiise(|iieiilly il' one discliai-ges a coiidciisalor into an organic tissue

it is identical to discliargiiig a condcjisator witii a capacity (! into

another with a capacity c, and one has the ibrnnda

C P= ('i>^r(>

in wiiich /^ represents the number of volts with which 6' was charged

and /) th3 number of \'olts of the pohirisalion of the organ. For a

minimal contraction /i must always be constant consequently

:

cp h

In the same manner La Picquk and others consider tiie |)olaiisation

of the tissues as the cause of the electric ii'ritation.

7. Occasionally I have tried (33) to apply the formula (5) likewise to

other irritations than electric ones e. g. to the irritation of the retina

by light, to the auditory organ by sound, to the organ of touch by

sensation. For the latter exist very exact experiments of de Fkky

and Kussow (34) and the results of these could be sufficiently explained

from my formula (5).

The phenomena of seeing and hearing were then deduced from

the formula (5) but this deduction does not satisfy me any longer.

From the formulas found then it would follow namely that ^i should

be extra-ordinarily great, and this is contradicted by the fact that the

1

impression of light on the retina contiinies — second. This points
8

to a small value of /i.

Consequently a different reasoning must be found. We no longer

consider the influence of light as that of a tpiick alternate current

but as a constant irritation of varying intensity, /, which we can

express e.g. in Metercandles and we directly apply then the formula (5) :

(ill e-/'< dt

but we suppose now that the coefficient tc is dependent on the length

of the wave, so that the sensibility of the retina varies for light of

equal intensity but of different colour. The fornnda becomes then

for very little values of 7"

1/ =! a I T

entirely in conformity with the experiments of König and Dikterici (35).

The same result has been found by Hla.mw (36) in his experiments

concerning the heliotropy of plants. Here the same curvation is found

6

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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when one causes light of 1255 Melercandles to react (.luiiiig — sec.
55

or light of 0.025 Metercandles during 15 minutes. Now, as appears

from the great length of the latent time required for plants to render

the reaction visible (I.e. p. 18) sometimes an hour, ,? is exceedingly

small with experiments on plants, so that we can put ^ = and

then the formula, even for reactions of long duration, becomes:

y =z a I T

which is exactly the mathematical representation of the fact found

by Blaauw and Fröschkl that the product /and T remains always

constant.

At about the same time as Blaauw Miss C. J. Pekllharing made
in the Botanical Laboratory of Utrecht experiments about the curvation

of roots under the influence of gravity and centrifugal force. Hereby

it appeared that the irritation-effect was proportional to the pressure

which, under the influence of these forces, the celluhir fluid exercises

on the protoplasm or on the cellular wall. If one represents this

pressure by D di/nes then the formula (5) becomes:

T

.Bj,

which, on account of the diminutive value of /?, changes again into

:

y = aDT

This is the result found by Miss Pekelharing, that, in order to

obtain the same curvation the pressure multiplied by the time of

presentation must remain constant. Consequently the formula (5)

holds likewise for the geotropy of plants.

At the same time it appears that Froschel and Bla.\uw's assertion

that every perception and irritation is proportional to the energy

consumed, is not correct. F'or in the case of geotropy />> 7' represents

tlie product of a force multiplied by a time, and consequently, at

least there, the irritation-effect is by no means proportional to the

energy.

On the other hand Blaauw's and Miss Pfkelharing's experiments

are agaiu proofs of the correctness of the formula (9).
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JPhysics. — ''On the soUil sfiilc." VII. (Conclusion;. By J. J. vaK

Laak. (Communicated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz.)

30. We shall examine now to wijat modifications some formulae

and results are subjected, when not tiro simple molecules, but

several, e.g. n, associate to a com])Ound molecule.

In the first place the formula for /i, the degree of dissociation of

the compound molecules. Now the calculation of I (These Proc XI

p. 767—770) is modified as follows.

The condition of equilibrium

:

— jUi + w ftj = . . (a)

is reduced to

:

(— CiH-nCj— - r h'*T— + RT{-lopc,-{-nlogc.^ = 0,

|_ o/ij on, J

after substitution of the values for »<, and ii.^ (sec |). 707 loc. cit.).

In this equation li' =
j
pdv — pv — RT 2£n^ . log :£n^, Cj, C.,, n,, ?<,, c^

and c^ having the known meaning (see p. 767). Further:

d^ on, d{i on, rf,i dn, on,

because n, = 1—,^ and n.^ = V. ^^ l'»^^t the equation of e(|uilibrium

passes into :

5<>' c n

(— (\-\-nC,) -~ + RTlog ^ = 0,

or into

because

n, 1 — i?
n, n^

1 «^ + n, 1 + 0*— 1) i?
- n, + n, 1 ^- (n— 1) ,?

Now the value of -r— may be calculated by means of the equation
ü3

of state. From

(1 -f (n-l),i)/27' a

P = 7 , (^)
V — v'

follows:

a

i' V
pdc = {l -\-{n-l)i^)RTlog (v^h) -f

because we know that the quantity ,i must be kept constant during
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tin's integration, as it i-efers to a mixture of tlie (/ö/?n<Vé^ concentration

/?. (Only the condition of equilibrium — [i^ -\- )i (j^ z= defines this

value more closely). Hence we get for i2' -.

S2 ={l + (n~l) ^) RT log '~\,~ + - - ?^,
i + (w— 1) /? V

so that we get for ——

:

öi2' v— h-— = {n-l)RTlog--— (n-l)RT-^
d^ 1 + (n—l) /?

1 + {n— l) [3 /di' cZZ'A a dv dv

We have, namely, assumed the quantity a to be independent of

^. For:

passes with ?ij^ ^1 — ^, n.^ = n^, a^^ = —
, a^ = — into

:

n n^

a =: [{\--^y + 2 (I -/?) /5 + n a, = a,
,

i.e. independent of ^3. {a and a^ both refer to an 72-fold "molecular"

quantit}'). In consequence of the equation of state all the terms with

dv
^- vanish, so that:

ö<2' RT
d,i p + «/„2

is left, because

b = iijj, + n,b, = (1- ,i) b, -f n^b, = b, + /^ (-^y + lib,) = b,^ ^3Ab.

So the quantity Ai6 = — ^i + nb,^ again represents the variation of

volume, when a comjiound molecule breaks up into n simple mole-

cules. We know particularly from my last paper on the solid state

that it depends entirely on the quantity hb whether this state exists

or not. As soon as /\b becomes = 0, there is no solid state any

lono-er.

Then substitution of {(I) into {b) and introduction of the values

of C, and Cj gives:

w"/?" 1

log T{lo!iT-l){k,-^7ik,) +
(l-i?)(l +(n-l)^)"-i RTl

+ [{e^l-n (.,)„] - T [{,iX -- n {,i,\] -f [71-1) RT log RT -

— (n-1) RTlog (p+ ^/v^) - (n-1) RT — (p+%0 ^^

or also:
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loo t__ ^ (/,, T- 1) ^h±^'i - Zl(!ik±!^o

+ "^'^'^"j"""^'^"^"
+ (n-1) lo<j R + (n-1) % T -{n-\)- log n^^ -

- (n- 1) log {p +«/,. ) -^^ A6.

If we now put

—
(- {n— I) LogK — (71— 1) — Log ??" = Log c

R
I

R ' R

R
we get:

r 5 — (^i)o -r '* (^'2)0 — 'h

lO(j :=: loij c 4- V lO(l J +-

+ („_ 1 ) log T - {n-\ ) log {p + «/„.) - ^^^,— ^^

Hence finally

9o A' + V*'^

^. oT'^+^"-'^ ^?'. ïiT
^^

(l-i3)(l-Kn-l),'i)"-l (p+a/^,)n-l "
•

^-^^

For » = 2 this equation passes into formula (2) on p. 770 I.e.

Tlie onl}' ditference is after all this that in the general case the ex-

ponent of T is found to he y-\-{n—1) instead of 7 + 1 ; tliat in the

denominator (/^ + "A,^
)"~' is found instead of /;-|-%-' ^"^ that the

first member has become what (28) gives instead of
(1-^)(1+/?)

31. In this connection we may devote a few words to the

dimensions of the constant c. If we have a quantity of substance

m times as great, the 1*' member in (28) remains unchanged, as

/? and n are numbers. Also 7', and hence Tv-K"— 0, because 7 is

likewise a number. For in the expression for 7 (see above) k^^ and

k^ become m times as great, but also R becomes rn times as great.

The exponent '/"//jr remains unchanged for the same reason. For

a,, and R become both m times greatei-. Further-^ —Ah is also

1 -^ (n—l)^=
, Ah according to the equation of state, and so remains

V—
again unchanged, as Lh and v—h become both ]ii times greater.
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Finally /?-{-"A-- tloes not change in tlie denominator either, as a

and V' become both «^/'-times greater and /; remains unclianged, of

course. So it follows from this that the constant c must necessarily

be independent of the quantity of the considered substance, and

consequently must not contain Unearly the quantities v or R. In

how far is this in harmony with what {e) gives for c ?

Apart from terms which apparently do not change wlien the

quantity of substance becomes /?i-times as great, the terms:

^ h {n—\) log R,

are left, in which particularly at first sight, the term with log R
looks strange.

On closer consideration of the so-called entropy constants 7^„,

however, we see that it is not strange at all. For when calculating

the entropy of a perfect gas, we arrived at the expression:

T V

s — ^„ = k log -— -\- R log—

,

by integration between the limits i\ and v, 1\ and 7" {i\ and T^

arbitrary initial states). Hence

s zzz (sg — k log 1\ — R log v^) -\- k log 'T -\- R log v,

and in this t^o> the entropy constant was written for s^ — k log 1\

— Rlogt\; i.e. 1^0 is properly speaking = i/o
— R log v^, and so:

\- (w— 1) log R =

— {71 — 1) R log Vg -j- (n — ^) log R,

in which now in the fraction of the second member both the

numerator — (?/i)o + H^i-2)o ^^^^ tl^e denominator R become //^-times

larger, so that we may write

:

R
log c z=: loq L\ -\- (n—1) log —

,

which entirely solves the apparent contradiction. In consequence of

R and i\ the quantity c now remains really unchanged, when the

quantity of substance is increased or decreased.

32. Let us now examine in the second place what takes place

with the formula for the pressure of coexistence liquid-solid, as we
derived it in V (These Proc, Oct. 1910) p. 454—458. In this we
shall assume that both in the liquid phase and in the solid phase

only /i-fold molecules are present — in the liquid phase only to a
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slight amount, in tlie solid phase to a verj great amount, as we
saw before; only in the neighbourhood of critical points the concen-

trations approach each other.

As the functions of the temperature C-^ in the two members cancel

each other the condition of equilibrium, viz. : (see also IV p. 133

—

J 35; These Proc. June 1909):

i.e. the equality of the molecular potentials of the compound mole-

cules [then naturally C'^2)/= Cm^X^l in the two cases because of

fij =:= n{i^'\, passes into :

ETloffC^
I
=: {l(l)solid

\^n.
{h)

liq.

From the expression for ii', derived in § 30, viz.

V—h a
o' = :En, . RT log —— H pv,

follows :

Ö52' v—h ^,„ 2:n,.RT 2a^
—- = RT log ~ RT-—'--— h, + ^,
OWj ^n^ V— b V

0^
. . .

because the terms with -— vanish in consequence ot the equation ot

db da
state, while -— = b. and ^^ ^ 2(i^. For from a=n^\i^^2n^n^a^,^-\-n^ a,

follows

da f nii \— = 2n,a, + 2n,a,, = 2 (l-,i) + — a, = 2a„
dn^ V " /

a,

as a,^ = —. So we get:

öii' RT
, ^

2a
-— = RTlog —~- - RT - b, (p -f "/..) + -,
On, p-^"/v"- ^

writing again :i for a^ (see § 30). In consequence of this the relation (/^)

passes after division by RT into;

^''%,^ai^,,^m\v-^ v'^J RT^V V
-log

l-^ l+(n-l)/5'-
0,

when the solid phase is indicated by accentuated quantities. So we

get finally

:

[>+V,. 1—.J 14-(n-l);J'

\p^-"/MMn-l^ 1-/3'

quite in accordance with (19) in V, p. 455. Only, 1 -f (vi—l)p? is

a

RT V V J v ?

1 1

, . (29)
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substituted for 1 -(- 1^- ^^^
t'^

i^ mostly near J, ,f on the other luxnd

mostly near 0, we shall again transform (29) hy means of (28),

From (28) follows viz:

%(1— (i) = % (p-f «/,.)"
(l+(n—l)t?)"-'_

7o

when the temperature function cT^ "
e ^^ is indicated by 6.

Hence

:

1-/5
logip-}-"/,,^)

l+{n-l)^

1= n lot] (/>+ V.-)
^

l+(/i-l)/?

and (29) reduces to

(o)

_/>+ «/"'•- l+ (n-l)^ /?'

a -i~i)-^(i 1
A6

1

because log ^ has the same value in the two phases, and is accordingly

cancelled. Now />, -|- f-b = yz^.^, lieiice also :

_/9+ V.'-^l+(.i— l)i? /i'

a

~R1' 2.1-A
,

1 1

(29")

analogous to (19") in V, p. 456.

If only for the liquid state we substitute the 2'"^ member of (c)

for the J**^ member in (29), we get:

log
»4-"A0" ^" l+(n-l)/3'
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V V

add to this

—Ab

- ^

Lb

1

Lb

1 1

b, . nb.

{nb,y

, and (29'') reduces to;

the sum becomes (see also p. 457 loc. cit.)

log

Now :

P +
(nb,) 1

_ P «/i,2 n"cr/-K"-i)_

^0

A ~^^
I

p{—Lb)-q,

RTb,.nb., RT

Po =
A/>

a

vr' — Lb />, . ;//>
'

as before [see II p. '45, toniiula (10); These Proc. May 1909], when

namely the coexistence curve solid-liquid is rdrogressice (for Lh
negative), so that a pressure of coexistence /^, becomes possible for

7'=0. The second member of the preceding ecpiation becomes then

—Lb= -^^ (p—Po), iind we get :

?^—Po
RT

log (
P +

{nb.Yj 1

P ^- "/iiS w"c,)
quite analogous to (20), but \p\-

{nh^

— (7 -:-(;. -1))%/
7'

substituted for
( j

(30)

(2/.,

?i" for 2-, and y + ("—1) for y + 1.

If we put again :

log

P^-
{nb. 1 = c,

_ p -f "/br n"e_

in which C may bQ considered constant (i. e. independent of p) by

approximation at some distance from a critical point (p. 457 loc. cit.),

(30) passes into :

7? 7' ~

C — {y + {n-l))logTP—Po =
-Lb

• .
(^^1)

analogous to (21) on p. 458 loc. cit. Just as before, T^, i. e. the

temperature of the triple point can be found from this, by putting

p =z 0. (See also p. 460 loc. cit.).

33. Let us now repeat the calculation on p. 461, viz. that of

'^o/t,., which relation is of great importance for the theory of the

solid state. Let us viz. put in (29") :
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we get

:

. , 1 A « / 1 1

n lo(j

n'l\^ n^) RT^ \ni>.^ h
"l—nbA 1

a —Lb / uh;\ _ a {—Lhf
RT, bT.lib., l

~ b7j~ RT, IJTah,
from which

a Ahv r h' 1

Of course this expression also holds for Ab positive, if only a

triple point occurs, and this lies far enough from any critical [)oint

to justify the just mentioned suppositions. The value of 7\ to be

calculated from (31) only holds for the case Lb negative, for only

then there is a pressure of coexistence />„ at 7'=0. Moreover T„

cannot be explicitly solved from (31). (.)n the other hand in (32) the

quantity if occurs, of which we only know that it will l)e near ().

But as we shall see, all the same some inferences may be made

concerning 7\ or rather concerning the relation ^'"/^t-

If we suppose that at the critical temperature (vapour-liquid) the

molecules have become single for the greater part, 7^c can be cal-

culated from :

8 a„ 8 a, : n" 8 a

' 27 b, 27 b.^ 27n nb, '
^

27n a
Hence RJc can be written for — , in consequence of which

(32) becomes :

2\ 27 /A/zV / ^i' 1 A— = — : /or/ (
-i- ._.... (32^)

Formula (32«) differs in this from (27") on p. 461 loc. cit. that

apart from the substitution of {nh^Y for (2/;.J-, the numerator 2ti'

has now changed into ni^ . This is very essential, and brings the

value of TJ7\ into the neighbourhood of the experimental value \/^,

without such a large value of Lb being required for this. We saw

Lb
in V p. 461 that [i' would slill have lo be =0,37 for =— y^,

to bring the ratio TjT,. to 7^ for /^ = 2. Only for still greatei- values

of Lh, {i' might have beeji slightly smaller. This is no longer the

case now.

8 a 8 CI.

1) Also from (1 -f (yi—l)[3) yi2' = - _ y- , whicli passes into nRT,- = - ~- with
^ 27 b 27 Jib^

(3 = 1. (a is viz. independcaL ol' p and -^ Ui lur an «told molecular quautilyj.
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If we, namely put 7\''7\. z= \i.^, (32") becomes, vvlieJi
/^i 4" ^/> is

substituted for nh., in it

:

1 _21 rLF
~2 ~~~%\h "((%')

So we get

:

log
1 27

when .1' is written for the ratio Lb-.b^. From this we calculate then

the following values of n^' for x =z — 0,5, — 0,3 and — 0,1:

X
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So liore llio condilions are still irioro favoiiraltlc, as wo jilroadv foiiiid

in VI p. 644; These Proc. of Dec. J910. Foi-ri' = 0,07 /Mnust be at

least =2 for .?; = 0,5 ; ibr .v — 0,'S at least =5; for .r= 0,1 al

least =11; wliieh would again api)roa(di to 14 foi- ,/=:0.

If we now suppose that in reality ± L h will probably always be

<^7j' '"^'I'l i^ we assume e.g. 0,1 as mean value, then from this

would follow n = \l, resp. 11 — let us say 14 on an average, a

very plausible value, also in connection with v.\n dkr Waals' inves-

tigations.

34. To the foregoing remarks a great deal might be added. In

reality the i-elations will probably not be so simple as w^e have

thought them in what precedes; particularly in the easily mobile

liquid state — where the situation of the compound molecules is

not fixed as in the solid state — all possible combinations will be

conceivable: double molecides, triple, qnadrnj^le etc. And all this in

ratios which depend on the constants of the substance, and moreover

on the temperature and pressure. In the solid state, on the other

hand, probably one kind of multiple molecules will prevail. But

this would simply render the above computations somewhat more

complicated, the essential i)art will remain the same. Accordingly I

have not entered into the calculation for a special case, e. g. n = 10.

The main point is, and remains that on account of association,

both in the liquid and in the solid state, the occurrence of this lattei'

state follows from this as a necessary consequence for not too low

values of Ab. The considerations and calculations of the foregoing

papers have taught us this. At certain high pressures the isotherms

turn hack once mort, and this is repeated for the second time

at low pressures, after which they finally rise to /> =: oc. And we
ha\e seen critical points appear both in the case A/6 negative, and

in that where A/> is positive (see specially V and VI, which I shall

not discuss any further here).

So the whole dieory of the solid state rests on two suppositions :

that of the association and that of the variation of volume {Lb) \\\\\\

the association. The former supposition is now universally accepted,

though VAN DER Waals continues to speak of "Quasi" association.

Yet he applies the thermo-dynamic conditions of equilibrium to it

already in his l**- paper (p. 121—123), which strictly speaking only

hold for ''real" association. Hence I have never understood quite

clearly, why quasi association is spoken of — unless it should be

tliat (|uasi association specially appears imder the exclusive influence

of the molecular forces and that in the expression for the variation
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of' energy

I''

the quantity q^^
= 0. Bnt llien, this is a, very special case, which is

probably only reached by approximation in reality. In any case y

cannot be = even then, and even though the "internal" varia-

tion of energy = at the absolute zero-point, it is not at the ordinary

temperatures (because of the term yBT).

And where for water, acetic acid etc (also in the va|»our) real

association is assumed, it is no more than consistent in my opinion

to assume this "real" association in (til cases by analogy.

Whether we consider the matter from a kinetic or from a thermo-

dynamical point of view, we always come to the same results, in

my opinion. If at a certain moment we could tix the state in the

whirl of the molecular movements — we should always see a certain

jiumber of groups, where two molecules are in each other's imme-

diate neighbourhood (and stay there for some time, however short

it be) ; where three, four, or more molecules happen to be together,

etc., etc.^j. In the same way the real association is thought also

thermodynamically. The priucii)le of the "moltile e(|uilibrium" involves

that a certain number of the formed double molecules break up

again into simple molecules in a certain time etc. And the known

thermodynamic prmciples are applied to the "state of equilibrium"

which has set in in this way.

So association ; but besides variation of volume caused by the

association. For again : without assigning some value to Nj, we do

not arri\ e at the solid state. The theory developed in V and Yl has

proved this convincingly in my opinion.

And now it is, indeed remarkable, that in his theory of quasi-

association van der Waals tloes assume contraction in the \alue of

a — which is supposed constant in our theory (see above) — but

no change in the value of h .'^).

No doubt VAN DER Waals will have had a good reason for this

contraction in the value of a, — the matter, however, has not

1) In connection with this we may refer e.g. to the theory of "Schwarmbiidung"

of V. SCHMOLUCHOWSKI.

2) See these Proc. June 1910, p. 119-121 (with regard to // p. 121); also

Nov. 1910, p. 494. With reference to the value of />, van der Waals owns that

a6 will not be = 0, and even malies the supposition that A/; will probably be

nearly always positive. 'But then what about the melting-point lines running to

the left?). Notwithstanding this he assumes provisionally /^j = 0.
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become clear to me. Tlie grounds alleged by van dkr Waals for

this p. 119—120, have not been able to convince mo and at. any

rate the supposition k=^l^ is arbitrary. It might be asked with

some justice how great the value of ii will have to be for contrac-

tion to take place in the molecular attraction, and below what this

contrciction need not be reckoned with (e.g. for ii=z2, see p. 119

loc. cit. : "It is true") In any case the futui'c will show whether, and

if so in how far a change should be made also in the value of

a — also with regard to the solid state. For there is reason to

assume that — in consequence of the immol)ility of the molecule

groups — the molecular attraction in the solid state may be different

from that in the liquid state.

35. In conclusion I will still discuss here an important question,

which is in close connection with the foregoing, and which I thought

about already years ago: 1 refer to the dependence of the quantity

h on the temperature and the volume.

In a third paper van dkr Waat,s once more discusses the critical

quantities fully, and the changes to which they are subjected in

consequence of the variability of b with v. The intluence of the

temperature is disregarded in this important investigation. I also

occupied myself with these questions already before — though it be

on a more moderate scale — and handled the question in a perfectly

analogous way. I need only refer to an article in the Arch. Teyler

of 1901 ^), where I derived the cpiite general formula for Vc as a

,
fclb\

,, fd'b\
function of 0^ —=/>,. and — =r b\ (see p. 2), and also that

\dvjc \dv
'J,.

ÏOY X^c, RT„ and ft
= -^ (p. 7 formulae (9), (lOj and (11)). But

particularly to a paper in the same Archives of 1905 : (c^uelques

remarques sur l'équation d'état, where on p. 47 et seq. I gave analogous

considerations to those van der Waals gave later on p. 117—119

of his tirst paper (June 1910) on the Quasi association, and more
extensively in his last paper of April 1911 (p. 1211 et seq.)*).

Two things have particularly struck me in this last paper. First

of all that on p. J 214 with too great modesty van der Waals calls

his theoretical formula log-^^zfl-^ 1 I an einuiricdl formula.
' P V 2 J

1) Sur I'influence des corrections a la grandeur /; etc.

~) The formula (II) un p. I!ül4 for Vc agrees with llial already cited on p. 2

of my paper of 1901.
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For (liis foniiiila can very easily — as far as its foi-m is eoiiccnied

— be derived IVoiii the equal ion of state combined witli Maxwell's

theorem. But in the second place that in virtue of considei-ations on

'db\ fdrh
the vahie of

( | and —
) on p. 1221—1229 loc. cil. he ai-rives

at the empii-ical foi-mula (in the neighbourhood of the critical point)

:

p. 1227, where then n = 47» is found.

Now in virtue of considerations — which are in close connection

with the theory of association, developed by me in connection with

the solid state in the six preceding papers — 1 think we have to

arrive at the i-esull, that the dependence of the quantity h on /; in

the neighbourhood of the critical point is represented better by the

relation

:

;;=-(^-j '"

and this led by the following theoretical considerations.

In order to arrive at the form of the function />=/(r,7') in the

equation of state (y^ + ^tOO'

—

h)^lVl\ we can, namely, follow

two difTerent courses.

The first conrse, which is generally followed, is this that the

problem is considered from a purely ^Y/ic^/c point of view. According

to the method of Maxwell, Boltzmann, v. d. Waals, Kokteweg,

LoRENTZ, Reinganum, and others the vicissitudes of every molecule

separately are followed, the effects of collisions etc. etc. To shorten

the calculations we can also make use of the theorem of the Virlal

(Clausius). By often laborious calculations w^e arrive iji this way at

the formula of appi-oximation

b = 4bj 1 ^ -h etc.
^ V 32 y ^

the coefficient ^"/s^ of which has afterwards proved to be := Vs-

The calculation of the following coefficients becomes practically about

infeasible. In this molecular forces are still left entirely out of con-

sideration. If we wanted to include them into the considerations,

the calculations become still much more complicated, and the tem-

perature also appears as influencing factor. (Reinganum).

So the above formula gives the "apparent" change of b, when

the volume decreases. We leave aside here a "real" diminution,

fully discussed by van der Waals some years ago.
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But there is still ca ,^econd metliod, wliit'li leads to the purpose

quicker aud uioi'e accurately in my opinion, viz. iho, theiinodnnnrnu'

method. What can hardly be taken into account in the first method:

attraction, the staying together for some time of' the molecules, for-

mation of so-called chisters of molecules, etc. is here implicitly

directly reckoned with.

The thermodynamic (or statistic) method simply briefly summarizes,

what the kinetic method would be able to reach only in a very

circuitous way. The thermodynamic method does not occupy itself

with the vicissitudes of every molecule separately, but only directs

its attention to the most probable pial state of the system. And the

collisions and the temporary molecule aggregations considered in tlie

kinetie theory are — from a thermodynamic point of view — nothing

but the double, triple, quadruple etc. molecules, the varying quantities

of which are only functions of v and T.

It is this method which more than ten years ago I wanted to

apply to the solution of this problem, and I repeatedly discussed it

orally, but I abandoned the attempt, because at the time the solution

was sought in an entirely different — in my opinion — impracti-

cable direction. I am now perfectly justified in using the qualification

"impracticable", as I myself am more or less competent to judge

about it.

There is, however, one difference between the two methods. The
kinetic method gives some quantitive results, which the thermodynamic

method would never be able to give. E.g. that for v = ao the volume

V must be diminished by four-WmQ^ the molecular volume, to enable

us to find the correct value for the pressure. For this is a question

which is in connection with the collision of molecules considered

as perfectly elastic spheres.

But the corrections which were applied later on for the overlapping

of two, three, aud more "distance spheres", can also be obtained

thermodynamically, in my opinion, by examining how many double,

triple etc. ujolecules are temporarily formed. It is true that w^e do

not arrive at the quantitative value of the coefficients «, ^?, etc. of

before, but yet at quantities corresponding with them. Where,

namely, these coefficients a, (3, etc. were calculated from the consi-

deration of segments cut off from purely geometrical spheres, now
the quantities A/>, hjj, etc. are entered into the calculation, i.e. the

variation of the molecular volum«i in consequence of the formation

of double, triple, etc. molecules. These last quantities remain purely

empirical, and can be considered kinetically as the apparent change

of 4/> for simple molecules, when two, three etc. of them get into

7
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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each others' neighbourhood — i. e. as far as their effect on the

pressure is concerned, in consequence of the "efficient" diminution

of the available volume. I do not know, if 1 have expressed myselt

clearly enough, but the attentive reader cannot fail to feel the analogy

of the two methods.

The thermodynamic method, however, has this advantage that also

the influence of the mutual attraction of the molecules, of the variation

of energy in the formation of multiple molecule groups etc. can now
easily be taken into consideration.

We will not enter here into the accurate solution of this important

problem, in which we are also confronted by pretty great difficulties,

but only give an approximating expression, which may be used in

the neighbourhood of the critical point.

36. Let us imagine instead of n^ simple melecules n^ double, 72,

triple, n^ quadruple ones etc. all the molecules to be ?z-fold on an

average. Then according to (28) of § 30, when we rei)lace

(1 -\-{n-\)^)RT .

/v -f V.2 by m It

:

^v/H RT v-b

(l-i?)(l + (n—l)/i)«-> (l+(n~l)^j«-i(i2T)''-i

holds, so that we get {c' =. c : R"-'^)

{v-bY~^ ,

z=: c 1 [V— o) e e

1-^

If now in the neighbourhood of the critical point /? is put near 1,

i. e. if the multiple molecules are nearly all dissociated to simple

ones, and if we further assume ^0 = ^ (see § 34), we get by ap-

proximation :

z=. c 1 {p
— 0) e

1-^

In this the association factor 71 (at the critical point) can be put

independent of v and T; in general this is, of course, not the case,

as on an average a smaller number (n) of molecules will be associated

to a compound molecule at high temperature and great volume than

at lower temperature and smaller volume.
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So if we represent the temperature function {c'T')-^ by «' ^), we get

:

e
^'—

^

1— ii = «'
.

Hence for bz=:h^-\-,iLlj — or as Ab=—b,-\-nO.„ b=nb.,—{-\—^)Lb —
we find :

b = n6„ — «'Z-6
{v—bf-^

Lb Lb
As is about =— at the critical point, and will therefore be

V—b b

7}Ab

comparatively small, we may put e "~* independent of y as a further

approximation, and write simply

:

Lb
b =z nb., — a —

-

,

(v~è)''-l'

when a'e
'•—

^ is represented by «. The apparent contradiction in

the dimensions of the fraction aLb : (v— b)'^—'^ with that of ?ib^

vanishes when we consider that c' = c : E'^-\ and that therefore a'

and ft still contain the factor i?"-'

.

As for V = Qo at any rate b = nb, , we may write for nb.^ also

b(,, and so we get by approximation in the neighbourhood of the

critical temperature

:

b = bc)

h \n~\'
1 — (f

^V—b

in which, therefore, y = .

b "

From (33) the approximate expression

:

db . r b

(33)

6' = _ = (.-l)^^-^J, (33.)

d(v—b)
now follows easily for 2^c , when —= 1 — b' = ^ is put as first

dv

approximation {b'c is about = 0,07).

Finally we find, also at Tc :

vb"=- «
'^ = Vc { bn \"+l

^) If we do not put qo — O, the factor e ^^ is added to c'T\

7*
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So for tlie relation is tound :

be

Vrhc' Vc

-i— = ^ r (330
be Vc—be

Now at the critical point about

vc=2,20be ; —vebc" = 0,S8 ; be' =='/,, = 0,i)7

so that we get:

0,38 2,20
n

0,07 1,20

hence

0,32 = 1,83 71,

so that for ?i a value is found which is only slightly below 3. If

we take the value 0,39 for — Vcbc" (van der Waals gives even the

ƒ—4 2,8
value =— =: 0,41 on j). 1227 loc. cit.), we find accurately

ƒ 6,8

?z = 3, Hence it seems that in the neighbourhood of the critical point

the slight number of complex molecules which still remain, are on

an average associations of triple molecules.

Hence we may wiite for Tc by approximation

:

I shall have to conclude now ; the fuller discussion of this interest-

ing problem, only just alluded to in §§ 35 and 36, I must postpone

to a further occasion.

Clarens, April 22"^ 19J1.

Cliemistry. — "Action of sunlight on allocinnamic acid." ]iy

Dr. A. W. K. DE Jong at Buitenzorg.

Some time ago (Ber. 35, 2908 [1902]) Ruber found that ordinary

cinnamic acid, in the solid condition, is converted by the action of

sunlight into «-truxillic acid. A number of other compounds possessing

a 4-riug have been obtained in a similar manner.

Among the acids obtained by the splitting of the coca alkaloids

occurs, besides «-truxillic acid, also a structure-isomer, jS-truxillic acid.

It seemed to me very probable that this compound might form from

a/Zöcinnamic acid, which always occurs among the split off acids.

The a//öcinnamic acid, used in this investigation, was prepared

from the split off acids ; it melted at 41°—42°, the melting point of

Erlenmeyer's wocinnamic acid. It was readily soluble in both petro-
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leum ether and ordinary ether. The substance was dissolved in a

little ether and the solution poured into a glass basin when the acid

was obtained in beautiful crystals.

After exposure to fall sunlight for seventeen mornings an exami-

nation was made to see what change had taken place.

It was very plain that the substance was no longer the same, as

it consisted of a quite opaque mass whereas the original ci-yslals

were beautifully transparent.

It exhibited no definite melting point; at 95° it became somewhat

soft to finally melt completely at 165°. Only a portion dissolved in

ether. The undissolved mass melted just above 200° (/i-truxillic acid

melts at 206°). In ammoniacal solution it gave a heavy precipitate

with barium chloride and the acid isolated therefrom melted at 206°;

wdien mixed with ^-truxillic acid, isolated from the coca-acids, the

melting point remained unchanged.

From the ethereal solution a further quantity of ,i-truxillic acid

was obtained and also «-trnxillic acid, ordinary cinnamic acid and a

trace of oil.

In all, 0.64 gram of /i-truxillic acid, 0,1 gram of «-truxillic acid

and 0.2 gram of cinnamic acid were obtained. The «-truxillic acid

has been formed in all probability, from the ordinary cinnamic acid.

Whether /^-truxillic acid is formed from two mols. of rt//t>cinnaniic

acid or from one mol. of alio- and one mol. of ordinary cinnamic

acid (generated from «//t^cinnamic acid) will be further investigated.

Physics. — "Isotherms of diatomic gases and of their binari/

mixtures. VIII. Control measurements loith the volumenometer \

By W. J. DE Haas. Communication N°. 121^ from the

Physical Laboratory at Leiden. ^Communicated by Pi'of.

Kamerlingh Onnes).

(Communicated in the meeting of April 28, 1911).

§ 1. Introduction. With a view to the determination of the com-
pressibility of hydrogen vapour, Prof. Kamerlingh Onnes invited me
to make a special study of the volumenometer (see Comm. N". 84)
with which these measurements were to be made ; the results of

this particular investigation are given in the present paper, and, at

the same time I have described the improvements mentioned in

Comm. N°. 117 which were specially introduced for the measure-

ment of the compressibility of hydrogen vapour, and to which
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reference was then made as to be described later in anollier paper

dealing with that investigation.

The measurements intended necessitated great accuracy in deter-

minations with the volumenometer. While in the researches described

in Comm. N°. 1J7 the volume of the gases whicli were admitted

froui the dilatometer to the volumenometer could be measured under

pretty high pressures (1— ^ atm.), and consequently those pressures

had to be known with certainty only to 0.05 mm., it is desirable

in a determination of the compressibility of hydrogen at very low

temperatures (—259 to —252°C.j, to measure pressures which may be

as low as 10 cm. to one five-thousandth of their value, so that in

this case an accuracy of 0.02 mm. is essential. The lowness of

the pressures to be measured necessitates a very high degree of

accuracy in the pressure measurements. My object in the present

investigation was to see in what way these high demands could be

satisfied, ') and to make sure that such was actually the case in the

results obtained.

§ 2. Constants. I. Determinations of the Volumes.

As has ah-eady been mentioned in Comm. N". 117 § 3, the

accurate volumenometer in use in the cryogenic laboratory -)

described in Comm. N". 84 was re-calibrated, from which at the same

time comparisons might be made with the data of Comms. N°. 88

and W. 92 and an idea of the accuracy to be reached could be

obtained. For this purpose a capillary tap with a fine drawn out

nozzle was fused to the lower end of the air-trap at Eb^ i^Pl. I.

Comm. No. 84). The calibrations were made with mercury with

which the apparatus was filled under high vacuum. During the pro-

gress of the calibrations the temperature of the volumenometer was

kept constant to within V4otli of a degree by means of the ther-

mostat described in § 5) ').

1) A discussion of the degree of accuracy which was then reached was given by

Keesom in Comm. N\ 88 (1903).

~) The volumenotneter with its auxiliary apparatus is shown on the left hand

side of PI. I Comm. W. 117 to whicli belongs fig. I PL I of Comm. N\ 84,

along with the modifying diagram shown on fig. 2 PI. I of this Communication.

In connection with fig. 2 PL L see also § 4 of this paper, l^'or the arrangement

of the volumenometer, scale, cathetometer, etc., see Comm. N". 117. For descrip-

tion of tlie tliermostat see § 5 of this Communication.

3) Before proceeding to calibrate the apparatus it was thoroughly cleaned both

inside and out. In this process the screen Eqi (PL I, Comm, N'. 84) was replaced

by a new one, and the optical properties of the glass windows in the jacket were

investigated before the latter were replaced.
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TABLE I.

Volumes behveen the marks.
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to Vioooo ^^s long- as the volumes of the mercury menisci are known
with sufficient accuracy.

§ 3. IT. Detennlnations of the optical constants.

1^'. Owing to the prismatical sliape of the windows in the jacket

through which the volumenometer was observed, and 2"*^ to the

circumstance that their surfaces were not accurately vertical, an

optical correction had to be applied to the height readings in the

volumenometer. The latter correction may be regarded as composed

of two distinct parts, 1''^
. a correction in consequence of the deviation

from 90° of the inclination to the horizon of llie long axis of the

apparatus in the plane of incidence, and 2"*^. a correction in conse-

quence of the angle ai made at any point i by the outer surface

witii the long axis of the apparatus.

Of these the first was determined every time from the deviations

of a plumb line arranged so that when pointing at the corresponding

mark it is parallel to tlie long axis of the apparatus, or from the

deviations of a spirit level laid on a plane perpendicular to the long

axis. Both this perpendicular jilane and the plumb line mark were

firmly attached to the apparatus. With a sufficiently careful observation

with the plumb line an accuracy of 0.01 mm in the height readings

can be attained. By reading the spirit level during this operation one

can substitute the simpler level reading for the plumb line. When
it is not desired to read to more than 0.05 mm. a simple reading

with the plumb line is sufficient.

The angles between the front surfaces of the windows at any point

i and the long axis of the apparatus are constants of the apparatus,

and need to be re-determined only in the event of the windows being

removed. The correction resulting from this angle may be evaluated

in either of two ways.

:1«' Method. If the long axis of the apparatus is perfectly vertical

the correction to be applied to a reading for a perfectly horizontal

beam of light is, for small angles of incidence,

in which A is the length of the path traversed by tiie light in water

from the i)oint on which the telescope is focussed to the front of

the windows (in the apparatus used this distance was 8 cm.), 6 is

the angle ^) between the normal- to the windows and the horizontal

1) One can easily see that a difïeience of 1' in the horizontal position of the

telescope (when the distance between the objective and the focussed mark is

+ 45 era.) can liave no effect upon an accuracy of 0,01 mm. nor can the deviation

of light caused by the glass of the connecüng necks when these are carefully

constructed.
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plane, and ??,.o is the refraclivo index for air-water. Tlie angle ^ was
measnred by means of a combination level. For this pnrposc was
used a level from a cathetomcter bv the Société Gcnevoise (1 scale

division =r 0/()(i) j)la('0(l upon an auxiliary apparatns (PI. II fig. 1).

This arrangement consisted of an arm R tnrned accurately cylindrical

and attached perpendicularly to a heavy copper |)late P. By means
of the three adjusting screws a, h and c this plate li can so be

placed against a glass comparison surface, which has been made
accurately vertical that the level |)lacod on the arm 11 indicates a

perfectly horizontal position. The s(piare end of the level is then

pressed against the windows of the \olumenometer jacket and the

level is again brought to the horizontal. From the number of turns

of the divided screw head of the screw c necessary- to accomjilish

this, from the pitch of the screw c which has been determined

beforehand, and from the known distance of the point of the screw

c to the line ah the angle 6 may be calculated. From this the error

in the reading follows at once when the angle of refraction of the

window is allowed for. (The application of the combination level

assumes that the curvature is negligible, which will probably always

be the case with plate glass for degrees of accuracy up to 0,05 mm.).

The results are given in Table III, column II (p. 111).

In our present experiments the auxiliary apparatus employed for

the spirit level has not yet allowed us to attain with sufficient cer-

tainty an accuracy greater than that corresponding to an error of

about 0',3 (that is to say a correction of 0,01 mm.j

The 2"'^ method of determining the eri'ors in the readings consists

of ol)taining readings of the heights of the middle mark on the

screens when no water is in the jacket and also when the jacket is

full. For simplicity this measurement is reduced to a determination

of the change in height of one of the marks and the change in distance

of the other mark from this one. For during the measurement of the

differences in height for one mark a layer of water 8 cm. thick is

alternately interposed and removed, and therefore the cathetometer

must be moved as a whole so as to allow its being focussed upon

the standard metre with which every care is taken to ensure its

fixed position and to protect it against any temperature change.

Absolute height measurements were rendered very tedious on account

of this repeated moving of the cathetometer, while the determination

of the alteration in the distances betweeji two central lines was

comparatively simple. The determinations of the changes in the

distances of each line from (he fundamental one were, in order to

ensure the invariability ot the lengths measured, reduced in every
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case to the determination of the changes in the distances between

two successive central lines.

In the sequel the glass windows, even when they exhibit some

curvature, are regarded as prisms, and it is assumed that each of

the portions through which the screens are seen — even in the same

piece of glass — has an individual angle of refraction. These angles

of refraction «j, «.^ etc., (projected upon the plane which during the

height measurements coincides with the vertical plane through the

axis of the telescope) were all measured beforehand.

The next figure (in which the ray is projected upon the vertical

plane through the axis of the telescope) shows a window in which

the prismatic character is strongly accentuated so as to add to the

clearness of the drawing. Let / be the incident ray which traverses

the axis of the cathetometer telescope supposed horizontal. The media

are represented by the indices 1, 2, and 3. Let /?„ represent the total

deviation which the ray undergoes at the mark ?«„ owing to refraction

at the surfaces 1.2 and 2.3; for the sake of simplicity this total

deviation will, in the sequel, be referred lo as i^ as long as tiiere

is only a single mark involved.

Since

l3 = z\ -{- 2^ — a

we get

/? = (wi.2 — 1) « + To (W3.2 n],<2).

When there is no water in the volumenometer jacket it follows that

^ = (^12 — !)«•

Hence, calling the distance of the front surface of the windows

from the screens A, we get for the optical correction to be applied

to the reading for a line on the screens
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A. Ti {113,-1 — ni.2).

This difference was repeatedly determined for one of the central

lines, the one chosen being the central line of the middle screen, so

as to make the deviation errors for the other lines as small as

possible. In these measnrements allowance is made for the sinking

of the volumenometer as a whole when water is admitted; the

distances through which it sank were measured each time by focus-

sing a second telescope of the cathetometer upon a mark on the

volumenometer.

Further, let the indices e and ƒ of /?o, /?!,/?., etc., indicate whether

they represent the corresponding angles when the volumenometer

jacket is empty or when it is full of water, and just as with ^, let

us write i\^, i\^, etc., and ;\^, 1\^, etc., for the various values of

i\ and r.,; we then get for the distance measured with the jacket

empty e. g.

.1 (^?ie - ihe) = A ni.2
I
{r,, — rj + (r,, — r,,)

]
- A {a, - a,)

and when it is full

A (/?)ƒ — ^2f) = A Wi.2 {r\\ — r2l) -f- A «32 (ri2 — ?'22) — A («1 — «2).

Taking the measured distances ^ (/?ie — /?2e) and A{^[f— ^2/) in

pairs and subtracting the one from the other ^ve obtain the following

equations in which V is the difference thus obtained.

Foi 1
n)2 == —. r ^1.2

A «3.2 — n\9

F,2 1

ri2 = f-
T-22

A «3.2 — Wi.o

F23 1

^22 ^^^ ~~ -~ 4" ^32
A 713 2 — Wi 2

Fat 1

^32 ^^^ r ^'-is •

A «3.2 — ?il.2

Substituting in these equations the value of ;'3.2 which is directly'

measured at ??«,, we obtain in succession values for ?'.^j, etc., and

from these the optical deviations are calculated. For example for

m^ from

A («1.2 — 1) ft[ 4" Ar[2{n3,2 — "1.2)'

The numbers thus obtained are giveji in Tab. Ill, col. Ill (p. 111).

§ 4. Control measurements.

Partly to verify the results obtained and partly to control the

proper temperature equilibrium between the various mercury filled

parts of the apparatus, control measurements were carried out as
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indicated in § 3 of Comm. N°. 117 (June 1910) with the mercury
at the same pressure in the two communicating vessels, the manometer
and the volumenometer. For this purpose the upper portions of the

volumenometer and the manometer were brought into communication
with each other and the mercury was then driven up until the

meniscus stood in one of the connecting necks of the volumenometer;

the clamp 4 (PL I fig. 1, cf. Pi. T, Comm. N". 117) was then closed

so as to avoid the effects of vibrations in the mercury in the bulb

(2i (cf. PI. I Comm. N". 117) caused by gusts of wind or by vibration

of the building. Care was always taken to ensure a good vacuum
above the two corresponding mercury levels, so as to prevent trouble-

some expansions and too slow equilibration between the gas in the

volumenometer and the manometer. Since in the case of the uppermost

necks mercury columns about 1 metre in height had to be kept in

hydrostatical equilibrium, the greatest care had to be taken to ensure

the temperature equilibrium of the mercury colimin. For this purpose

a water jacket was put around the manometer tube being firmly

attached to it by means of two rubber stoppers. In order to reduce to

a minimum the optical corrections necessarily introduced by the use

of this jacket, the holes in the rubber stoppers were bored to one

side of the centre so that the water jacket was thinnest just at the

side through which the readings were made. In order to determine

the optical corrections fifteen fine lines were etched on the other

side of the manometer tube. The heights of these lines were also

read on the cathetometer with the volumenometer jacket both empty

and full of water. Each of these measurements was repeated sixteen

times. Since both the water layer and the air layer through which

readings were made w^ere only 4 mm. thick the cathetometer telescope

could be kept immovable and the difference could be determined

directly each time with the micrometer eyepiece. Parallax errors

were avoided by cosering one half of the telescope objective with

a plate of glass whose optical thickness was the same as that of the

water layer in the volumenometer jacket. When the jacket was full,

readings were taken through the uncovered half of the objective,

and when it was empty readings were made through the covered

half. The optical error due to the glass plate was determined inde-

pendently. In this way the optical errors due to the manometer

jacket were easily determined with accuracy to within 0.005 mm.
From the results it is evident that the use of such a jacket has

much to recommend it, while the optical correction appears to be

only about 0,03 mm. a value that may in the majority of cases be

regarded as negligible.
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The manometer jacket was supplied trom underneath witli water

from the thermostat, (see § 5). From above the water flowed out

through a eoimecting tul)e which was well protected from heat

exchange with the surroundings to the lower portion of the volumeno-

meter jacket. Hence variations in the temperature of the jacket water

occasion errors which neutralise each other at least in part, a result

which one cannot be sure of obtaining when the water supplies are

independent or form branches of one circuit.

In the room in which readings are taken it is difficult to keep

the temperature gradient below ^1° per metre ; it often assumes

greater values and, in consequence, it is easy for the mercury in the

bulb and in the rubber tubes to assume a temperature different from

that obtaining in the mercury columns within the jackets; on this

account the water which flows out from the upper end of the

volumenometer jacket is utilised to warm or cool as the case may
be the mercury which flows from the mercury bulb to the mano-

meter or to the volumenometer. For this purpose the short rubber

tubes are joined to the large glass T-piece. The vertical arm of this

T-piece is widened so as to obtain a greater surface for heat exchange,

and this vertical arm is surrounded by the two copper tubes shown

in PI. I, fig. J. The water which is flowing off from the volumeno-

meter is then divided into two circuits which traverse these copper

tubes and then leave the apparatus at I^ and I^. By this arrangement

are eliminated all undesirable convection currents and conduction

phenomena in the masses of mercury.

In conclusion we may mention that all parts of the apparatus

were carefully wrapped up so as to be protected from heat exchange

with the outside.

After these precautions had been taken, a great number of mea-

surements were made of the heights of the menisci in the communi-

cating vessels. The capillary depressions were obtained from Kelvin's

graphical constructions in which a mean capillary constant was

assumed. After a proper application of the temperature and capillary

corrections the optical corrections were calculated as the remaining

difference in height. In Table II are collected the mean data obtained

from the various measurements which with the help of the method

of communicating vessels have led to one of tlie determinations of

the optical constant for the mark m^. The means of all the mea-

surements are given in Table III, col. IV.

Since there can be no doubt about the pressure equilibrium a

comparison of the optical corrections thus determined with those

obtained by the method of the combination level with the removal
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TABLE IL

Control measurement at mark m^ {PI. 1. Comm. xY". 117).

Neck mark m^
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within 0.01 mm. ; it is therefore possible to measure mercury pressures

of 10 cm. with certainty to 1 in 10000.

In conclusion it may bo mentioned that the heights of the edges

of the menisci were read at tlie near side. As comparatively little

light could be introduced into the interior of the volumenometer jacket,

readings at the sides of the volumenometer tube were matters of

considerable difficulty, but by making (hem in front sharp readings

could be obtained, for, with suitable illumination from an electric

hand lamp the meniscus edge could always be seen as a sharp line

at which a number of images came to an end. As the near edge

of the meniscus was about 8 mm. nearer the objective of the telescope

than the top the same artifice was employed to eliminate parallax

errors in this method of reading as was indicated above in the deter-

mination of the corrections for the manometer. Glasses were placed

in front of the telescope objective and were firmly attached to the

telescope tube as is shown in PI. II. fig. 2. The optical shortening

of the path of the light rays was about 8 mm. By turning the

glasses round their axis and thus causing them to approach or recede

from each other the adjustments could be made perfectly free from

parallax. The top of the meniscus was read through the glasses and

the edge through the uncovered portion of the objective. Optical

errors arising from the glasses used in this apparatus and also from

those already mentioned as used for the manometer tube were accu-

rately determined beforehand.

TABLE III.

Comparison of the different measurements.

Neck
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§ 5. The Thermostat. The thermostat which was used in these

control measurements and also in experiments upon the con)})ressi-

bility of h} drogen at ordinary temperature wliieli have already been

made but are not yet published was essentially the same as that

described in Comm. N". 70. For a description of the apparatus refe-

rence must be made in the first place to that paper. Certain modi-

fications have been introduced with a view to

1. better constancy of the temperature during a great time interval

and consequently less necessity for constant supervision ; and

2. easier adjustment to the desired temperature.

The water vessels have remained the same. A small cylindrical

vessel has been introduced immediateh' after the large one (see

PI. III). The copper s[)iral witi» the xylol regulator of the vessel B
has been removed and in its place has been put (temporarily) a glass

spiral of three turns going from the bottom of the vessel B upwards.

This spiral is bent upwards tVom below- and ends in the gas regu-

lator. A side tube with ground joints connects the spiral with a large

thermometric vessel. A rubber connecting piece allows the system

to vibrate without damage. The thermometric vessel and the spiral

are filled with chloroform and mercury, the mercury being shown

black in the figure. The use of chloroform as thermometric liquid

offers the advantages of small specific heat, and small compressibility,

compared with a pretty large expansibility (cf. Comm. N" 70 III § 3).

The spiral contains about 100 cc. and the thermometric vessel about

600 cc. of chloroform. By means of a tap Sp^ the total mass of

mercury present in the apparatus may be altered.

The action of the apparatus is l)riefly this: The glass spiral regulates

the temperature of the bath B just as the copper spiral did in the

Plate of Comm. N°. 70 III, while the large vessel C considerably

diminishes small temperature variations. The thermometric vessel,

which presents a relatively small surface compared with its large

volume, is not sensitive to these variations. The same applies equally

well to integral temperature variations. Should, for instance, a con-

tinuous rise in the temperature of the room cause the teu'perature

of the vessel C to rise a little, then mercury will fiow from the

thermometer vessel through S[>o, to the spiral, the regulating flame

will become smaller, and water will enter the large vessel at a

temperature that is lower but is still kept constant by the spiral, so

that the absorption of heat by the walls of the large vessel is thereby

to a great extent neutralised.

The second purpose for which the modifications \vere introduced

is, as can easily be seen, also served. For, when once the burners
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have been lighted, tlie thennostal .-kIJiisIs itself to a tern peral ure that

is practically determined by the quantity of mercury |)resent in ihe

apparatus. The utility of the apparatus i;^ therefore greatly increased.

To give an idea of the capabilities of the apparatus temperatures

taken on some of the measuring days are given below. The temperature

was taken immediately before the water was allowed to flow into

the manometer jacket.

J 2 h. 15 m. 12 h. 45 m. 2 h. 15 m. 3 h. 5 m. 4 li. 55 m.

March 22"^ '11 16.04 18.07 16.07 16.07 16.07

3h.40m. 8h.55m 4h.20m. 4h.45m. 5h.25m. 6h.

March 30^1' '11 19.00 19.00 19.00 19.00 19.00 19.05

So that the temperature as can be seen remains for hours at a

time constant to less than 0.01°.

How far this constancy of the temperature can be utilised to keep the

temperature of the volumenometer constant depends upon the constancy

of the room temperature; its heat insulation however can still be

improved. If sufficient care is taken to keep the room temperature

constant, one is usually successful in keeping the gradual change of

the temperature of the volumenometer to within O'^.OS per hour ^),

and any single temperature measurement remains certain to 0^.02.

Physics. — "Further Experimeyds inith Liquid Helium. D. On the

Change of the Electrical Resistance of Pure Metals at very

loio Temperatures, etc. V. The Disappearance of the resis-

tance of mercury" By Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnks. (Commu-

nication N". 122^* from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden).

As was mentioned in a former Communication (April 1911) I have

made a more accurate examination of the resistance of pure mercury

at helium temperatures, in which I have once more had the assis-

tance of iMessrs. DorsmaxN and Holst. The resistance was now mea-

sured with the differential galvanometer by the method of the over-

lapping shunts (KoHLRAUscH; and also by the method of the measurement

of current strength and of potential difference. By this it was con-

firmed that at 3° K. the value of the resistance sinks to below

0.0001 times the value of the resistance of solid mercury at 0° C.

extrapolated from the melting point. But from the present measure-

ments it has also been ascertained that the actual value of the

resistance is very much smaller than this upper limit which I was

able to ascribe, to it from my former measurements.

^) For the comparison of mercury columns as in Table II constancy to within

10 times this value will be sufficient.

8

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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The value of the merrmy lesistance used was 172,7 £1 in the

li(|iüd condition at 0°C. ; extrapolation from the melting point to

0°(J. by means of the temperature coefficient of solid mercury gives a

resistance corresponding to this of 39.7 ii in the solid state. At

4°.3 K. this liad sunk to 0.084 Ü that is, to 0.0021 times the resis-

tance which the solid mercury would have at 0° C. At 3° K. the

resistance was found to lia\ e fallen below 3 X 10~^ <2, that is to

one ten-millionth of tlie value which it woidd have at 0° C. As the

temperature sank further to 1°.5 K. this value remained the upper

limit of the resistance.

The next step was obviously to look for the point at which the

resistance tirst becomes measurable as the temperature is raised. The

temperature of this point was found to be slightly more than 4°. 2 K.

at which the resistance was found to be 230 micro-ohms or one

hundred thousandth of the resistance (solid) at 0° C. As the tempera-

ture was raised to that of the boiling point (4°.3 K.), the resistance

rose once more to 0.084 fi. This change took place more quickly

than the rate of change to which the formula given in the December

(February) Communication leads — exactly how much more quickly

is not yet known but it certainly seems to be increased very much

more rapidly. A point of inflection which does not appear in the

formula given — a formula which I regarded as incomplete also

on account of the method by which it was deduced, seems to occur

between the melting point of hydrogen and the Itoiling point of helium

in the curve which represents the resistance as a function of T.

The more the up|)er limit which can be ascribed to the i-esistance

remaining at helium temperatures decreases, the more important

becomes the ol)served phenomenon that the resistance becomes prac-

tically zero. When the specific resistance of a circuit l)ecomes a

million times smaller than that of the best conductors at ordinary

temperatures it will, in the majority of cases, be just as if electrical

resistance no longer existed ujider those conditions. If conductors

could be obtained which could be regarded as being devoid of resis-

tance as long as their cross section was not excessively small, or

conductors of the smallest possible sections, either cylindrical with

diameters of the order of the wave length of light, or films of mole-

cular dimensions, whose resistance would be but small, if there had

no more to be reckoned with the Joule development of heat in

increasing the current in a bobbin to exceedingly high values, because

the development of heat in a circuit of constant current strength could

be made extremely small compared with the latent heat of vaporization

of the liquid which can be used for coohng, — then further experiments
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in all possible dirci'tioiis would give tlie fullest pmniise, notwilli-

standing- the great difüculties which are encountered when woi-king

with liquid helium. It is therefore all the nioi-e necessary to esta-

blish beyond all possibility of doubt the property of which advantage

would be taken in such experiments. With this end in view niodifed

measurements are being made.

It is further worth noting that just as the resistance of constantin

changed but little when the temperature fell from ordinary to li(inid

hydrogen temperatures so too the change is slight as the tem|)eratiire

sinks further to those of liquid helium. This proi)erty was utilised to

obtain rough confirmation of the value of the latent heat of vapori-

zation of helium, which can be calculated from Clapeyron's formula

using the data which have already been published ccmcerning its

vapour pressure and vapour density. (Conq^are the above remarks

as to the ratio between the Joule heat development to the latent

heat of the liquid which is used for cooling).

Physics. — ''Researches on Magnetism. 111. On Para- and

Dia-magnetism at very low temperatures.'' By H. Kamereingii

Onnes and Albert Perrier. Communication N". 122'^ from the

Physical Laboratory at Leiden.

§ 1. Tntroduction. In an earlier research (Comm. N". JK), April

1910) w^e investigated the magnetisation of oxygen dow^n to lem])e-

ratures close to the freezing point of hydrogen, and we foimd

deviations from Curie's law which seemed to us to be connected

with the problem as to how far the electrons which occasion

magnetic phenomena are frozen fast to the atoms when the substance

is cooled to very low teiuperatures^). This made it very desirable

to extend the research, especially as far as hydrogen temperatures

were concerned, to other paramagnetic substances which follow

Curie's law at ordinary temperatures. If, as we found to l)e the

case, it were found that deviations of the same character as those

for oxygen were encountered with these substances also: it might

well be assumed that such deviations, and also, should they be

connected with the freezing of the electrons, this freezing itself

V This idea of which repealed use has been made in former Communications

(cf. Weiss and Kamerlingh Onnks, Comm. N'. 114, Febr. lülO p. f) note 1) did

not appear to be applicable to the case of ferromagnetic substances (loc. cit. p. 9)

as the temperature sank to the freezing point of hydrogen. Our experiments give

rise to the further question as to how these substances would bebave when tiie

temperature was lowered still further.
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would lie in the very nature of paramagnetism. In that case there would

hold for eveiy substance, as was shown in Comm.N". 1J6 to be the

case for oxygen, a more general law than Curie's, which only within

a definite temperature region would not differ appreciably from Curte's.

After we had been engaged upon an investigation in this direction

for a considerable time, its importance increased considerably from

two different points of view. In the first place came the discovery

by Weiss ^) of the magneton as forming a part of all magnetic

atoms. Should the deduction advanced by Weiss that the molecular

magnetisation of different substances can be expressed as whole

multi[)les of the magneton hold for all temperatures, this would,

because it supposes that the constant of Clrie is accessible, entail

the validity of a law which gives the means to determine this constant,

fui'ther allowance having to be made only for sudden changes in the

number of magnetons or in the numl)er of degrees of freedom. Certain

of our measurements appear to be incompatil)le with exclusively dis-

continuons changes, for they even seem to indicate that gradual changes

take place. Should this be the case, then it is possible that deviations of

the values of the magnetisation from those values which Weiss's theory

combined with Curie's law would lead us to expect could be eliminated

by means of corrections which our knowledge of these gradual changes

would enable us to apply. And if it should ai)pear from further

investigation that all deviations could be explained by discontinuous

changes, then the knowledge of the law according to which these

discontinuities occur is, by the discovery of the magneton, made a

matter of the highest imi)Ortance. However the case may be, we

shall, in sjjeaking of the deviations from Curie's law mean both

continuous and discontinuous changes.

In the second place the rather indefinite notion of the "freezing

of the electrons in the atoms" has taken a more definite shape since

it was found (Comm. N". 119, Febr. 1911) that the electrical resis-

tance of pure metals disappears in liquid helium and that this can

be ascribed to the coming to rest of vibrators of definite frequencies

which are ju radiation equilibrium according to Planck's formula.

The freezing of the electrons which we mentioned in connection with

the magnetisation of oxygen may also be looked for in the coming

to rest of vibi-alors. Perhaps then it may also be that, in general,

deviations from Curie's law may be found to be connected with

the dissipation of the energy of the vibrators ') or of the circular

') P. WkissTg.R. CL'I p 134, £22, 309, 19il, also: Aidi. de Geneve, May 191 1.

~) From a friendly teller lliat reached us just on going to press from Professor

\Vei!~s, whose coming to Leiden gave the initial impetus to our magnetic resear-

ches, we learn that this idea has also occurred to him.
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motions according- to the same formula and for the same reasons.

In the present paper we shall confme our attention to a short

résumé of the results which we have obtained up to the present

in which we shall also include those referring to diamagnetic

properties. In a further communication we hope to give the results

of the experiments upon which we are still engaged and at the

same time further details of the experimental method. To attain a

greater degree of certaint}^ we used with the apparatus described in

Comm. No. 116, a new cryomagnetic apparatus with which it is possible

to measure electromagneticallj' the forces exerted upon the experimental

substance by a strong magnet, and with which it is possible to place

at ivill the experimental substance at the point of maximum attraction

or repulsion as long as it occupies a space of small dimensions, or,

if the experimental substance be in the form of a cylinder, to place

it with its one extremity in the pole gap.

§ 2. Numerical results. The values given below are the results

only of preliminary calculations. There are still some corrections

to be applied which have not yet been fully investigated, but these

in all probability will not, in the most unfavourable circumstance,

exceed 2 "/(,. The numbers given are, of course, mean values, / is

the specific susceptibility or the magnetisation coefficient per gram,

and T is the absolute temperature.

TABLE I.

Crystallized Gadolinium sulphate Gd2 (804)3, 8 H2O. ^)
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TABLE II.

Crystallized ferrous sulphate (powdered)
(Merck's very pure "for analysis")
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we hope to repeat this experimenl kitei- under more favourable cir

curastances.

TABLE IV.

§ 3. Deductions. Paramagnetic substances. The order of sequence

of the three ]>aramagnetic substances has been purposely chosen. It

is a striking fact that even down to 17° K. gadolinium sulphate

remains in perfect agreement with Curie's law. It first begins to

show a slight deviation in the direction of too small a susceptibility

in the neighbourhood of the melting point of hydrogen. On the

other hand the susceptibility of ferrous sulphate is inverselj' propor-

tional to T down to 64° K. In a bath of hydrogen boiling under

atmospheric pressure a deviation in the direction of a decrease is

quite clearl}^ noticeable, and this deviation increases rapidly as the

freezing point of hydrogen is approached. And finally dysprosium

oxide even between ordinary temperature and 170° K. shows a

deviation of 4 7o which gradually increases so far that in liquid

c

hydrogen the susceptibility is only one half of -
. Let us conclude

our list by the addition of oxygen, remembering that this substance

as well as ferrous sulphate and in all probability the two rare earths,

too, follow Curie's law at ordinary temperatures, and we can only

conclude that probably the susceptibility of substances which obey

Curie's law at ordinary temperatures will, in general, if the tempe-

rature be sufficiently lowered, increase more rapidly than they should

in accordance with the — formula, but that the individual tempera-

1) Gf. Suppl. m. 2 to Nos. 61—72.
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tiires at which the de^'iations become appreciable differ considerably

for the different substances. It is notewortiiy that, in the case of

gadolinium sulphate, this temperature lies very low, and is probably

only 15° K.

Concerning the behaviour of these substances at temperatures

below that at which this deviation becomes appreciable, //^?^zö? oxygen

can, in the first place, give us some information. In fact in this case

<

another well defined law, viz, — has been found to obtain over a
l/T

pretty wide range of temperatures ''90° K. to 63° K.). At the lowest

five tem[)erature8 reached the magnetisation coefficient of ferrous

sulphate increases somewhat more rapidly than would be in

accurate agreement with this law, bul it undoubtedly approximates

to it. At the four hydrogen tem|)eratures at which measurements

were made dysprosium oxide follows the same law as liquid oxygen.

Taking all this into account we are only justified in assuming that

for all substances there exists a certain range of temperatures differing

greatly for the different substances, for which this law to a high

degree of approxiuuition governs the dependence of susceptibility on

temperature.

c

In the neii>hboui'hoo(i of 15° K. solid oxygen did not follow the

law, but deviated still more st rongly from Curie's law, and even

showed a tendency to attain a constant value; further experiments

which have not yet been completed, confirm this result. As none of

the three other substances have yet exhibited this phenomenon it still

remains an open question if it is characteristic of oxygen only, or

if one only needs to lower the temperature sufficiently to be able

to invoke its appearance as a general property of all paramagnetic

substances.

On the occasion of oui- research uj)Ou oxygen we remarked con-

cerning the theoretical explanation of the increasing deviation with

falling temperature that it might, amongst other causes, be due to

association amongst the oxygen molecules. Some experiments which

are still incomplete upon mixtures containing equal quantities of

OX}'gen and nitrogen seem to exclude this explanation, but these

experiments must be continued further to be quite conclusive. From
the experiments which have already been concluded, however, we
have sufficient reason for not reverting to this explanation in § 1.

We must further note that with none of the paramagnetic sub-

stances investigated we have been al)le to observe a decreasing
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susceptibility with iiicreasinp; field, that is a co)inneiiceinimt of

satarailoii ^).

Bismutli. It has been shown bv Curik and lalei- coniirnied by

HoNUA that for bismuth between ordinary temperauire and the

melting- [)oint the temperature coeflicient of the magnetisation may

well be represented by the formula

The fact that at ordinary temperature we obtained an absolute

value of the susceptibility which is somewhat smaller may be due

to the presence of a small quantity of free iron which, on account

of the intensity of the tields used, will have no inlluence upon the

relative results ; indeed, for various kinds of commercial bismuth

which were not so pui-e as ours. Curie found the same dependence

upon temperature. The values which we obtained with our specimen

may quite well therefore serve as the basis of deductions regarding

relative values. With .:« :z= 0,00105, the mean of the values obtained

by Curie with samples which were not perfectly pure, extrapolating

to 20°.3 K. we should obtain /-.his= — 1-64.10-^ , which is a

value somewhat greater than that given by expei-iment. It would

therefore appear that the lineai- change of the magnetisation of bis-

muth does not go on as the temperature falls, and this result is also

in agreement with the experiments of Fleming and Dewar, who only

went as far as liquid air. The two values which we obtained in

hydrogen boiling under reduced pressure seem to indicate that when

the temperature sinks as low as this, the susceptibility becomes pretty

well independent of the temperature; if the law of change were still

linear at these temperatures then between 20.°3 K. and 13.°9 K. one

should have to observe an increase of 0.7 "/„, while what was actu-

ally observed was i-ather a decrease.

Hi/diV(/en. With a view to the determination ot the corrections

to be ap|)lied we made a measurement of the suspectibility of liquid

hydrogen, the result of which probably deviates less than JO "/„ from

the true value. This determination is rendered extremely diflicult by

the smallness of the density and of the volume-susceptibility of the

') Willi rogaid lo the difference that was found belween llie c.onsUuilri fur the

formula —— for solid and for li(iuid oxygen (Goinm. No. 1 l(i, April I'Jlt», ^ o),

it may be remarked that cryslallisalion phenonH'na can inlluence llieni. The invesh-

gali(jn of the problems referring lo this point will be seen to be further compli-

cated when we remark that on freezing oxygen Uansparentsolidoxygen is first formed

which, al lower lemperalures, is transformed into an opatjue mass.
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livdrogen. We found for the volume susciptil)ility K=^ — 0.186X 1^ *"

and, taking- Dewar's value for the density of liquid hydrogen 0.07

we find V =r: — 2,7.10"-^. Within the limits of experimental error

this value agrees with that calculated by Pascal •) / = — 3,0.10-'^

from the organic compounds. As we do not propose to repeat this

determination for the present we think that there is sufücient reason

for us to communicate this result here.

Physiology. — ''The pi'rmeahiliti/ o/ hlood-corpu.sc/c.s In phi/siu-

/(x/iail conditions, cspeci'i/fi/ to alhdl and eartk-alkall metals"

.

By G. Grijns.

Messrs Hamburger and Bubanovic reproach me in their communi-

cation in the meeting of February 25, 1911, that in my criticism (Proc.

of Oct. 21), 11)10, p. 481)) I should not have taken account of the

fact, that, after the addition of watei- or NaCl, the original \olume

was used again for the analyses. This accusation is unjustified.

Messrs. H. and B. said in their communication of June 25, 1910,

p. 259 : "'To accompUsh this in an eficient manner, a certain quan-

tity of blood icas centri/ugalized, the serum luas partly removed and

mixed irith the necessary amount of XaCl, or loater ; then it was

added to the rest of the blood and well mixed with if-

This seemed to me perfectly clear and rational. Relying on it 1 have

calculated the dilution by the water on the entire quantity of blood.

Now Messrs H. and B. say, that they retained so mnch fi-om the

serum mixed with water or with NaCl that, after the mixture with

the residue, the original volume was obtained. Consequently they

followed another method than the one they described. I therefore

complied with their request and repeated my calculations with this

new statement.

In the experiments with water we must now not calculate the

quantity of a component of the blood (hat the mixture must contain

by multiplying the total quantity by the fraction indicating to what

proportion the entire quantity was diluted : but we must subtract

1/Tl of the quantity contained in the serum from that total quantity.

For only from the serum something is taken off, and there after

to 10 parts of the sei'um that is still present, 1 part of water

has been added, as follows likewise from the example given on

p. 220.

1) P. Pascal Ann. chira. el phys. (S) t XIX p. 5; 1910.
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As the addition of 0,2 7,, *>* '^ii^'\ to a senim does not yet increase

tlie volume by 0,1 "/„, the neglect of it can cause a<, the utmost a

difference of 1 in the thiid decimal. As for the experiments with

addition of NaCl, consequently the result docs not clian<>e by the

new calculation.

As for the experiments with addition of water, with KCl the

difference is reduced from 0,118 G. to 0,0596 G. With NaCl it mounts

however from 0,292 G. to 0,447 G. and with CI from <S,5 on 10 cM'

1/10 Norm. AgCl-solution.

I ask myself, if the gentlemen have themselves made the calcu-

lations tlipy required me to do.

Geology. — "Some considerations on the (jeoloyij of Java' . By

Prof. K. Martin.

(This communication wilt not he published in these Proceedings).

(June 23, 1911).
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Physics. — "^h/ /lie liijiiwiicc of electric tvaDes upon platinurii

nnrrors. [Coherer action).'' \iy Dr. .1. Clay. (Coiiimiinicated by

Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes).

(CommiinicakHl in tlie meeling of Dr^ccmber 24, 1910),

In llio present paper T give the results of some of 1113' experiments

undertaken with a view to solving a difticulty regarding coherer

action on platinum mirrors wliicli, to the best of my knowledge,

has not yet been cleared up. Various observers^) have noticed that

electric waves falling upon a plalinuni mirror cause an inci'case of

ils electrical resistance. This was difticull to reconcile wil h Lodck/s'^)

assumption that clecti-ic oscillations render the metallic |»arlicles of

a cohei-er beller able to conduct electricity.

It ap[)eared to me that the intluence of electric oscillations depended

a great deal upon circumslances. I had sevci-al platinum miri-ors

construclcd, which were not all raised to the same temperature, so

that the platinum layer was not of the same firmness in every

case. Miri-ors N". 1 and 2 (see Table) were heated to about 300°,

and 3, 4, and 5 to about 400°. N". H was a lube platinised on the

inner side so that the platinum could not be tirmly fused into the

glass. N". 7 was a tube platinised on the outside l\y being ke|)t for

a long time at red heat; from it platinum could not be removed

even with a sharp instrument.

From the table the influence of electric waves upon the various

mirrors can be seen ; in 1 and 2 it is greatest, in 3, 4, and 5 it is

much less, in 6 it is again great, wdiile in 7 it vanishes completely.

From this it appears that the magnitude of the change depends upon

the condition of the |)latiuum deposit, and points, therefore, to a

mechanical action. Particularly with 1 and 2, tapping after a change

had a strongly recuperative effect on the resistance. With N°. 2 a

change of 3 ohms was observed to be occasioned even by a hissing

noise.

It was also ascertained that at large distances from the source of

the oscillations (the spark of an induction coil) the waves occasioned

a reduction of the resistance, at shorter distances, on the other hand,

they brought about an increase. It seems to me that the latter effect

may be regarded as analogous to the action of an electrostatic field

1) AscHKiNAss. Verb. d. Phys Gesellsch. Berlin. 1894 and Wied. Ann. ï>7. Branly

La Lumière Electrique 40. 1891. Haga. Wied. Ann. 56. 1895. Mizuno Phil. Mag.

40. 1895. D. V. GuLTK. Diss. Groningen. 1896. Wied. Ann. 66. 1898.

2) Lodge. The Work of Hertz and his Successors. 1894.
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u])on a powder sucli as gypsum. As long as it is weak the electro-

static field leads to well detined continuous lines of force, but as

tlie lield becomes stronger the directive forces become too powerful

and the powder particles are heaped together and the lines of force

arc l)rokeii. In th[? present instance the eifect is probably the same.

In a weak field the particles are well disposed for conduction, but

as the field becomes stronger this disposition of the particles is

altered in many ])laces. The inversion of the effect of the waves

should thus take |)lace at shorter and shorter distances the lirmer

tlic binding of the platinuui to the glass. This, too, wiis observed

with these mirrors.

With tube N". 7 not the slightest change was observed even when

it was brought to within 1 cm. of the spark.

These phenomena, therefore, support in a different way Lodge's

assumption as to the mechanical influences of electric waves.

T take this opportunity of thanking the Director and Professors

of the Delft Physical Laboratory foi- their kindness in gi'anting me

facilities for experimental work.

Crystallography. — "O» the or'nmtdilon of crj/slaJ sirtions irith

the help of fhe traces of two [jhmes and the optic extinction".

By J. ScHMUTZKR. (Communicated by Prof. C. E. A. Wicumann).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 27, 1911).

In the problem of the orientation of crystal-sections the given

direction of the trace of a plane can be replaced by the direction ^)

of the optic extinction.

With optically uni-axial crystals the extinction, with regard to the

trace of a plane supposed ± on the optic axis, is always straight,

so that the problem is reduced here entirely to that of the orientation

with the help of the traces of three planes.

With optically bi-axial crystals the solution of the problem becomes

less simple. Be in fig. 1 the projection plane T applied ± on the

bisectrix O of the optic axes A and B, be further the crystal-plane

Fi given liy the azimuth fij = CEP and the height r^ = Pv, of

its pole i\, r, by the coordinates ft, = CRQ, v., = Qv. of its pole

v.„ the secant-plane S by the coordinates ^= CR, o= Rs of the

pole s, then the angles h,=:^FOG and h, = ^ DOG, which are

1) Proc. Royal Acad. Amst. 1911, 720.
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Fig. 1.

included by the traces of the phiiies V^ and I^^ with the tictive

trace S: T {= OG) in the slide, will be given by :

cos Otg \\ — sm ö cos (q — n^)
cot /t, ::=

vot h

sin {q — fij)

cos Ö tij r
J
— sin <1 cos {q !*,)

!^,)

(1)

(2)
8171 {q

whilst the optic extinction t/ := / EOG, with regard to (he Irace

S : T, can be found from the relation:

1 — shf V COS' Q — (1 — sin'^ V sin^ q) sin' G
cot 2y = {''>)

sin 2^ sin o sin'^ V

in wiiicli V represents half the axis-angle (= \
--- AB).

In the slide one can oidy measure the angle ti between (he (races

of the planes V^ and V.^, and likewise (he extinc(iou-angle ,:? wi(h

regard to one of these traces e.g. of 1^,. If one introduces for

A, and // the values h., :=: h^ -\- a, j/ z= h^ -\- 1^, then in the erpiations

(1), (2) (3) besides q and o only A, appeai-s as unknown, which can

be eliminated. Trying to solve the two equalions by algebi-aic-gonio-

metric methods in order to lind 'j and <>, one however meels widi

unsurmountable diflicuhies, so (hat one has to recur to a gra|)hical

method.

The latter may be demonstrated by a concrete case.

In tig. 2 (he partial projecdon of an oligoclase-crystal of B.\mi,k

is represented. A and fJ are the loci of the o[)tic axes, a and c tiiose

of the obtuse resp. acute bisectrix
( P'"--=4(^°35'1Ö").

Be E a plane, applied ± on the bisectrix .'.(>; if now one measures
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the azimuth (it) along the great circle c/?, beginning from the point c,

and calling positive a direction contrary to the hands of a clock

Fig. 2.

whilst the height (r) is measured from the circle cJi, the direction

towards the pole n being positive, then the planes J/(010) and 7^(001)

are given by the coordinates of their poles

M{v,):[i, = 172°58', r, = 1°6'

Fiv,) : lu = 86^45', r, = - 11°53'.

Be further in a slide the angle between the traces of P and M
equal to n^=1t^— Ji^ = — 101°45' whilst the optic extinction, with

regard to the trace of M, amounts to an angle ,? ^ y — A^ r= lo°50'.

In order to determine now the direction of the slide-plane S{q,g)

one combines in the first place the A-diagrams for P and M, the

diagram for M being removed over an angle [i^ — (i. = 86°13'

with regard to that for P (ci. \^\. I, U). Then in the upper octant to the

left (PI. I) the curve TgAg represents the geometrical place of all poles of

secant-planes, in which the traces of P and J/ include an angle of

— 101°4:b' = h^ — Aj. This curve is found by interpolation between

the curves ^^A^ and S^^^ which, as appears from the shape of the

h^- and A^-curves indicated in the figure, represent the G. P. of the poles

of the secant-planes, in which r<= A,— h, = — 100° resp. — 110°.

Now the curve ( TA) occurs only in 4 octants i.e. — if we call the

octant just spoken of the P'— in the octants I, III, VI, and VIII. If one

regards the left-octant below on PI. I (oct. V), then here a = h^ — h^

should have the value rr — 101 °45' = 78°15'; from the figure it

appears, however, that the 0, 10, 20 . . . etc. cur\es of P{v^) do not

intersect with the — 70, — 60, — 50 . . . etc. -curves of M{v^), so

that here the curve (TA) does not appear. The same holds good for

the octants Tl, IV, and VII.
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Now one places on the horizontal OO the valncs of li ^ and //.

which correspond to the secant-planes, the |)oles of wliich li(> in the

cnrve ( TA), as ordinate downward, in the way as lias been done

on V\. II for the points F (cf. /J and H (cf. 1^^). From the points

(/) and (A) resnlt the curves ilK) and (/>JA), indicating the mode
of change of the angles //., and li^, when the |)ole of S{cf,ö) moves

along the cnrve ( TA). As //, remains <^0, and //, > 0, and conse-

qnently the cnrves {IK) are drawn doited, the cnrxes (/.,!/) in fnll,

one finds in the diagrams the value <i =r h.^ - ll^, bv providing with

a negative sign the sum of the absolute values of the ordinates of

• the jioints on {IK) and {L^f) that correspond to a definite abscis.

In PI. I, II the value « = — i01°45' is easily found from {IK)

and {LM). If now one draws // to the curve {LAI) a curve {NO)
each point of which with an etiual abscis has an ordinate surjiassing

that of the correspondent i)oint on {LM) by i3°50', and one con-

structs further with the help of the //-diagram for I^=46°35'J5"

the curve (A'J') that indicates the mode of change of the extinction-

angle with regard to the trace S : T, if the |)ole of the secant-plane

S moves along the curve {TL), then the ijitersection {D) of the

curves {NO) and {XY) satisfies the condition

{AB) — {AC) = h^ — h, = a=z — 101°45'

{AD) - {AC) — //
- h, =- ,'i — 18°50'.

The point that on the cnrve (TA) answers to {D) is consequently

the requii-ed pole of the secant-plane *S' ((/,«).

It apj)ears now, that the cnrves {NO) and (A')") cut each other

only in 3 octants, i.e. in I, III, and VI. These |)oles of the secant-

planes are given according to the figure by the coordinates

P: 305°30' 57°

Q: i23°40' 42°10'

R: 206°45' — 45°30'

If one calculates, for the sake of control, from these coordinates

with the hel|> of the relations (1), (2) and (3) the values //,,//., and //

again, then one Iinds

/ij Aj A.,—Aj error
// y

—k^ error

Given: - — _101°45' — — 13°5()' —
p 5i°57' —49°15' —101°J2' —33' 65°42' 13°45' -5'

Q 6()°49' —40°o6' —l()l°4o' - 74°4J' J3°.52' +2'

R 42°32' —59°48' —102°2()' +35' 56°13' 13°41' —9'

Consequently the result of the graphical solution may bu called

satisfactory. If one constructs, with the help of a relation formerly
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deduced '), the figures of the crystal-sections for the section-planes

(P), {Q), and {H), then one finds tlie sections that are represented

in fig. 3.

7T[i{o<o)

Fig. 3.

At tlie sections (P) and {(2) the traces of F (001) and .1/ (010)

inchide an obtuse angle, at (P) its supplement jt — 101°45' = 78°15'.

Whilst between the sections {F) and {Q) on the one side, {R) on

the other side a choice can easily be made, now the sections {P)

and {Q), at first sight looking identical, can be distinguished again

on account of their different double refraction.

Botany. — "A few oh^ervatioiis on some, iiein ta/d i/'ttle knoini, cttsi's

of Leguininosae loith inechanicallij irrltahb' leaves." l»y S. H
KooKDEKs, at Buitenzorg.

(Communicated in the meeting of May 27, 1911).

Introduction. The observations here described were made

from 30 January to 13 February 1911 at Buitenzorg in the Botanical

garden, partly at older specimens, partly at young pot-plants. Although

other occupations took too much of my time to study these cases

in detail still I tliiid< them worth publishing, how incomplete they

mav be, for fi'om the literature at my disposition I must conclude

that the occurrenca of mechanically irritable leaves in the species

examined by me is either quite urdvuown or as yet not observed

at Buitenzorg.

§ 1. A 1 b i z z i a s t i p u 1 a t a Benth. — The first observation on

movements of the leaflets (foliola) after vigorous tapping was made

1) Proc. Royal Acad. Amst. 1911, p. 1033.
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by my wife and myself on 30 .Taniuiry at lialf past five p. in. at a

pot-plant of about 1 M. high. Within 5 minutes after lapping on

the stem all the leaflets of the youngest leaf folded upwards close

together; the narrow leaflets of the older leaves (in this species

bipinnate) folding distinctly upwards in oblique direction. At the

beginning of the experiment all the leaflets were nearly quite

expanded, whereas 5 minutes after the irritation the youngei' leaves

had assumed the nocturnal position.

When we repeated the experiment next morning at 7 o'clock with

pot-plan(s of the same species, all the younger leaflets showed, it is

true, a distinct movement indicating irritation, but the older leallets

folded upwards only hardly perceptibly, the younger ones on

vigorous tapping and shaking assuming almost nocturnal |)o.sition.

He it noticed that the irritated leaflets not only |)erfbrn.' a movement
upwards, but also take an inclined position with regard to the secondary

leafstalks, in such a way that the faces of the leaflets remain fairly

parallel.

The determiiuitiou of the species of the experiment plaiu has

been xeritied by me and found correct.

§ 2. Poinciania regia Bojek. — The hitherto uimoticcd

extreme irritability of this species, not seldom cultivated on Java

as an ornamental tree, was first observed by me with regard to

mechanical stimulants (as shaking and tapping), which hitherto had

remained unknown, on 1 Februai-y last at .some very young pot-plants

gi'own in the Buitenzorg Hortus. When on that date between 8 and

9 a.m. I slightly tapped the stem of some of these plants all the

leaflets made within few minutes verv obvious movements indicatinc:

irritation, whereas in the no]i-irritated plants all the leaves (in this

sj)ecies bi|)innate, with narrow leaflets) i-emaine<l in the normal

expanded day j)osition.

After the plants had been left some hours, the leaffets had, at least

outwardly, quite i-ecovered frtmi the irritation. At the hand of some

sini|)lc? irritation experiments with a young pot-plant of Poiitridiiut

I will try a to describe the (piick and very peculiar complex move-

ments performed by the leaflets.

The experiment plant is about 25 cm. high and has 5 quite expanded

leaves. They are bipinnate and (in this young specimen) have from

5— 7 pinnae. The pinnae bear from 7—12 pairs of oval, unhaii-ed

leallets, of ii-regular width, very short-stalked, oblique at the base,

rounded or crenate at the top, the topmost dark green, those at the

base [)ale green, and al)oul 1 cm. long. The common petiole has a
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lengtl] of from 3—6 em. The petiohiles are V'a millimeler lonpj, nillior

thin, nearly without hairs, with small articulations. The leafstalk

and the common rachis are nearly bare or xery short-haired. Both

are, also after irritation, almost horizontal. Hy day in non-iri-itated

state all the leaflets are always in snch a jwsition that the midrib

of each leaflet is standing almost vertically on the secondary i-achis,

the blade beinj; normally and horizontally expanded. Hence, in

nnirritated diurnal condition all the leatleis are Ivin!»' iiearlv in the

horizontal plane.

As to the movements provoked on 4 and 5 February in the above

experiment plant of Poincidiwi rey'ia by mechanical agency (shaking

and tap|)ing) I refer to Plates 1 and 2 and further to the following

observations.

E X
f)

1 a n a t i o n o f t h e j» 1 a t e s o f P o i n c i a n i a r e g i a.

Pl((te 1. The foresaid plant in non-irritated state photographed at

9.40 a.m. on 5 Fcbruai-y 11)11.

Plate 2. The plant ligui-ed on Plate 1, 5 minutes later (9.45 a. m.)

after irritation by vigorous shaking. The exterior of the ])lant has

quite changed within 5 minides in consecpience of the mechanical

irritation, and this is most ob\ious when the [)lant is consitlered tVom

above. By the stimidation the leaflets have in the fii'st place

performed a rotation aiound their longitudinal axis with the result

that the left half of each leaflet is turned obliquely dowjiwards,

the right one obliquely upwards. Secondly the leaflets make

simultaneously another irritation movement. Of all the leaflets, namely,

the tops move almost at the same time, or at least in very (piick

succession, sideways in horizontal direction so that, owing to this

second movement the midrib of the leaflets, which primitively was

at right angles with the secondary petiole, now is at acute angles

with it. After this complex movement, performed \vithiu 5 minutes,

all the leaflets are standing obliquely upright, clog- wheellike, whilst

in consequence of the inclined position of their midrib the two leaflets

of each pair have taken the shape of the letter V and have their

faces almost parallel.

Further o b s e r \' a t i o n s on the above plant of

P o i n c i a n i a r e g i a photographed on
5 F e b r u a r y.

5 February, 4.30 p. m. — The plant has outwardly quite reco-

vered from the stimulation (of 9.40 a. m.) and all the leaflets are
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aQ;ain Iioi-izoiitally expaiulod, tlic inidrih of each leaflet Iteiiig al li^^lit

angles with the secondary rachis.

5 tehruai'ii. 8.45 p.m. — The plant is standing oiil ot' doors at

a sheltered place. No rain. No wind. Since abont 2 honrs there has been

a thnnderslorni. All the leaflets have taken the so characteristic noc-

tnnial position. The}- all have, namely, by night their tops directed

vertically downwards, the n|)per snrfaces of each i)air pressed

together, the leaflets on the same side of the secondary rachis being

imbricated. Hereby the midrib of the leaflets stands ^ertically or

more or less inclined on the secondary petiole, the latter being placed

with all its leaflets in a nearly vertical plane. A comparison of the

noctnrnal positioii of Poinciama i-e(]ia with that assumed within 3

minutes by the strongly irritated leaflets, proves that in the latter

case the movement amounts about to the half of that performed in

from 1— iVa hour at the passage from day to night position.

7 Fehruiu'ii, 1 />. m. - Cloudy. No wind. — All the leaflets are

in non-irritated day position, quite expanded. x\bout 3 minutes after our

slightly tapping with a lead-[)encil on the leafstalk and the common
rachis of the topmost leaf, all the leaflets of the irritated leaf had

taken the before described "irritation position", apparently, however,

the irritation had not been ti'ansmitted to the other leaves. At least

after a quarter of an hour the latter did not yet show irritation

movements and all the leaflets were quite outspread whereas, still

then, all the leaflets of the irritated leaf were in the described highly

interesting "iriitation position".

7 Febraanj, 4 p. m. — It has become dark since 7- hour. The

leaves are nearly in the nocturnal positio]i. Only in the topmost

leaves each pair of leaflets has its upper surfaces closely pressed

against each other. In the other somewhat older leaves the leaflets

are almost, but not closely, pressed together. It further aj)pears that

the closing of the leaflets takes place acropetally at the secondary

rachis.

11 Fehniani. 2 p. in. The experiment plant in iion-irritaicd

condition (now with its leaves quite outspread) is cautiou.sly, without

shaking, placed in a shut cupboard.

Idem, 4 p. m. — All the leaves have the peculiar appearance

of the "irj'itation (position", but not one shows the "nocturnal posi-

tion". This was neither the case at another date by day after the

plant had been left 5 hours in the dark room. In the latter case

also all the leaves had the pecidiar clog-wheel appearance, chai-ac-

teristic of the "initaliou jiosition", with obli(piely rising ["shape-

placed leaflets, whilst yet in not one leaf the downward turned
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leaflets were pressed logetlier, as takes place in from 1

—

Vj^^ hour

at the periodical passage from daj to night position.

Idem, 4V2 p- ?'?• — The plant is cautiously transported from tlie

dark room into the full light without.

Idem, 5 />. m. — Tlie three topmost j^oungest leaves have rjuite

recovered from the stimulation and are again fully expanded. Only

the two at the base are partly restored.

Finally be it mentiojied that a simple "burning experiment", to

which anotlier Poinciania reyla was submitted, proved that the

iri'itation caused by burning one or two leaflets with a match was

not transmitted to the neighboiu-ing leaflets, notwithstanding this

species was very sensitive to mechanical stimulation (shaking;.

Further it may be noticed that the non-artiticially irritated control

plant which was continually kept at a sheltered place, showed all

the day <|uite expanded lea\es. The determination of the species of

this biologically highly interesting plant 1 have verified and found

right.

§ 'B. Calliandra spec. — A very young pot-i>lant grown

in the Buitenzorg Hortus under the garden-name of Calliandra

hamata (evidently erroneous for ////(^^/irt^ccf/Vi^ïA^ Hassk.) was subjected

to an irritation experiment on 5 February 7.30 a. m. by vigorously

tapping on the stem with a lead-|)encil.

Within about 3 minutes the leaflets of the topmost (youngest)

leaf had closed, the other leaves only indistinctly reacting on the

stimulation, whereas in all the non-irritated plants all the leaves

(also the youngest) were then almost fully expanded.

§ 4. C a 1 1 i a 11 d r a p o r I o r i c e n ^ i s Benth. — A shrul)

about 3 M. high with bipinnate leaves and narrow leaflets, grown

in the Hortus Bogor. in garden-bed XV. J. (A. XIV) Number 6,

under the said name found correct by me.

When on 2 February at 574 p. m. 1 made an expenment with

it bv vigorous shaking, all the leaves were still in fully expanded

(lav position. Directly after the shaking the leaflets of the irritated

branches folded upwards and assumed closely pressed together the

nocturnal position ty|)ical for that species. Meanwhile the leaves of

the non-shaken branches remained expanded. When repeating this

experiment some days consecutively about \/j— 1 lioui- before sunset

1 obtained the same results. However, the experiment plant showed

in the forenoon at 7 o'clock, also wlien vigorously shaken, only

relatively feeble irritation movements, whilst in that case the nocturnal



S. H. KOORDERS. "New cases of mechauically irritable leaves".

Plate I.

Poinciana regia Bojer. — The young plant not irritated in day position, at

9—10 a. m. 5 Februar 1911.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.





S. H. KOORDERS. "New cases of mechanically irritable leaves".

Plate n.

Poinciana regia Bojer. — The same plant after 5 minutes, in irritation-

position by shaliing.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol, XIV,
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position was not taken hv a siiiole leaf. Of tiiis species (here are

two specimens more in the Hortns liou'. iindci' Niiml)er 1 and
Number \A in garden-bed I 11.

§ 5. Aden a n t h e r a micros p e r m a Tkvs.m. & Binn. — Tree
grown undci- this name in Hortus i^>ogor. in garden-bed IB, Number
41). On 5 Fel)i'uar3' at 1) a.m. I found thai (lie leaves (in tin's species

iiipiimate), ar least the youngei- ones, pcM-formed I'lithor disliucl but

only feeble iri-itation movements after vigorous shaking of the branches.

These movements reminded of those typical for Polncianla, bul iu

AdenarUliciut the movement is much slightci-. 'J'he determination of

the species has been verified by me and, iu as much as the material

at hand allowed, found correct.

§ 6. T e t r a p 1 e u r a T h o n n i n g i i Bk,nth. — A young tree

about 1 M. high, grown under the said name in the Ilorlus under

Number 14 in garden-bed I.G. The leaves ai-e bi|)iniiate and remind

of Adenanthera. At 7 a.m. on 5 February, the plant was vigorously

shaken. Within few minutes the younger leaves which before, like the

older ones, were quite expanded, plainly showed irritation movements
similar to the Poinciania type, but much less vivid.

§ 7. S c h r a n k i a h a m a ta Hb. & Bpl. — Undershrub kept in

the Buitenzorg Hoitus under that name, which was verilied and

found right, in garden-bed A XXV of the Leguminosae herbs division,

under Number 2, with bipinnate leaves and very narrow leaflets.

Not only in the forenoon but also in the aftei'uoon, all the branches

when mechanically irritated (by shaking) reacted almost as quickl}'

as Mimosa pudica.

Buitfinzorg, February 12, 1911.

Mathematics. — "On the .structure of -perfect sefs ofpomfs" {^^ecoud

connnunication ')). By Dr. L. E. J. Brouwkr. (Communicated

by Prof. Kortb;weg).

(Communicated in tiie meeting ul' April 28, 1911).

§ 1.

A furtJier extension of Cantor s fn,n<hiinent(il tlieoreni.

The proof of Cantor's fundamental theorem and of its Schoenflies

extension, given in § 2 of the first communication, holds also for

the following property :

1) For the first communication see these Proceedings, Vol. XII, p. 785.
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Theorem 1 . ^1 ivell-ordei-ed set of points in Sj),. edck point of inhich

possesses a jiiilte distance from the set formed htj aU the following

points, is denumerable.

Out of this is obtained in the following form a generalizalion of

Cantor's fundamental theorem, probably the widest one of which it

is ea[)able :

When a closed set of points is replaced b}- a closed set contained

in it, we shall say that the first set is lopped.

A fundamental series of closed sets of ])oints will be called a

lopping series, if each following set is contained in the preceding

one. The greatest common part of the terms of such a series is a

closed set, which we shall call the limifint/ set of ihe lopiung series.

By an Inductihle pi'opei-tij of closed sets of points we shall under-

stand a [)ro{)erly which, when possessed by each term of a l()p[)ing

series, holds also for the limiting set of that series.

From theorem 1 now follows :

Theorem 2. Let n be ri closed set of points of Sp^ possessing the

inductihle property a; ive can reduce it by a denumerable number of
lojtpings of a defnite kind j? to a closed set of points n, possessing

stiU the property c, but losing it by any new lopping of kind ,?.

This theorem can be specialized in many directions.

If we choose as property n the simple [)roperty of being closed,

and as lopping of kind ,i the destruction of an isolated j)oint resp.

of an isolated piece, then Cantor's fundamental theorem resp. its

Schoen flies extension appears.

An other special case is obtained in the following way :

After ZoRETTi ^' a continuum C is called Irreductible between Pand

Q, if the pair of points {1\Q) belongs to C, but to no other conti-

nuum contained in C, and Janiszewski-) and Mazurkiewicz^) have

proved the following theorem :

Let C be an arbitrary continuum and P and Q two of its points,

then in C is contained a continuum irreductible betweeii P and Q.

This property appears likewise as a special case of theorem 2,

namely by choosing as property « the property of containing Pand

Q and being continuous, and as lopping of kind {i the most general

lopping.

§ 2.

The structure of closed sets of pieces.

In § 3 of the first communication it has been proved that all perfect

1) Annales de TÉcole Normale, 1909, p. 485.

-) Goraptes Rendus, t. 15i, p. 198.

3) ibid., p. 296.
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sets of pieces possess tlio same ficoinelric typo ol' ()r<K>r, namely llio

common type ol* onier of linear, perfect, piincliial sets of points. An

analogous theorem exists for closed sets of |)ieces.

In § 3 of the first comnnmication the set of pieces n, taken there

as perfect, was broken np into two such closed sets
fj,,

and </„, that.

(Hull) "^ fHi') iiii<l "(i'^) f'i) ^ '^Mi'O? llicn each m, into two such closed

sets ƒ!/,„ and ;t/,2, that (f{ni,L)^(Hnii) 'Mk\ (tin ha, !.ii,i)> (i{(.ih); auó so on.

In this way the f/, 's converged for indetinite accresccncc of the rows

of indices / unifoi*ndy to the pieces of (i, and we could construct a

continuous one-one correspondence hotweeu the pieces of (i and a,

nowhere dense perfect set of real uund)ers hetween and J, where

for each of those nninl)ers the row of tigures in the numei-ical system

of base 3 was identical to the row of indices of the corresponding

piece of ft.

If, however, ;< is a closed, not |KM-fect set of pieces, then the

breaking uj) of an arbitrai'y jr^ into ƒ*, ,) and (if .^ can take j)lace in

the same way with the only exception that a u^ consisting of a

single piece also appears as (i^ „ , whilst ft^ ,, falls out. Then too the

fi, 's converge for indetinite accrescence of the rows of indices /

uniformly to the pieces of (i, and we can construct a continuous

one-one corresj)ondence between the [)ieces of n and a nowhere

dense closed set of real numbers between aiul 1, where for each

of those numbers the I'ow of tigures in the numerical system of

base 3 is identical to the row of indices of tiie corresponding

piece of [i.

So we have proved :

Theo]{EM 3. Each closed set of pieces in S/),, possesses the (/eotnetric

type of order of a linear, closed, punctual set of points.

§ 3.

I'/te (linision, of the phrne into more than tino regions

uritli a common houndarij.

On a former occasion ') I constructed a division of the plane

into three regions with a common boundary, and 1 communicated

at the same time that by a suitable modification of the method

followed there a division into an arbitrary (inite number, and even

into an infinite number of regions with a common l)oundary can be

obtained. That modified method I shall now explain.

1) Compare "Ziir Analysis Situs", Matiiem. Annalen, Vol. 08, p. 422—434.
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Our starting-point is figure 2 (Plate I) explained i.e. p. 423 and

424 of Vol. 68 of the Mathem. Annalen, wliicdi figure in the following

will be called the primitive Jigure.

We tirst simplify the primitive figure by leaving out the red band,

and by reducing the breadth of the black bands to zero. These

contracted black bands we shall call ''supportimj threads', and we
draw each of them through the middle of the white band determined

by all the i)receding supporting threads, as is executed here in figure 1

for the first four supporting threads (this figure is to be looked at

in the position indicated by the subscription : Fig. 1).

The rectangular circumference of figure 1 we shall indicate by k,

the circumference together with its inner domain by i'"'. The circum-

ference together with the supporting threads we shall call the .9l-^/t^/o«

of the figure. Two arbitrary points of the skeleton possess the pro-

perty of being contained in a perfect coherent part of the skeleton.

We now consider a horizontal section / of figure 1 cutting all the

vertical line segments of the supporting threads, and we determine

the points of / by their ^(^.3^/5, i. e. their distance from the left endpoint

of /. The length of / we choose as unity of length.

Then the abscis of the point of intersection of / with the first

1

supporting thread is — ; the abscissae of the points of intersection of
u

1 3
/ with the second supporting thread are — and — ; those with the

4 413 5 7
third supporting thread are — , — , — and — ; and so on,

8 8 8 8

So the set of points determined* on / by the system of supporting

threads possesses as their abscissae the set of dual fractions between

and 1.

Two points of F will be called directly coherent, if they are con-

tained in a perfect coherent part of F having no point in common
with the skeleton. Two points directly coherent with a third point

are also directly coherent with each other. The points directly cohe-

rent with a given point form a set which will be called a cohe-

rence thread.

The abscissae of the points of intersection of / with a coherence

thread form a set of numbers to be called a directly coherent set of
nunihers. Two abscissae then and only then belong to the same
directly coherent set of numbers, if either their sum or their diffe-

rence is a dual fraction.

The set of coherence threads jiossesses the po\ver of infinity of

the continuum.

10
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV,
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Of this figure 1 we shall now construct a generalization ; in the

white band determined by the first n supporting threads we shall

namely di-aw the [n -\- If^^ supporting thread not tkrowjh the middle;

thereby each supporting thread segment gets an arbitrary distance

from the corresponding white band edge segments; however we

take care lirstly that the new supporting thread penetrates into each

segment of the corresponding w^iite band, and secondly that each

v2rtical supporting thread segment cuts the line /.

In the more general figure it may happen that some segments of

coherence threads have expanded to bands, so that for this figure

we shall replace the name of coherence threads by coherence strips.

And if each point of F which can be joined to the skeleton by

a line segment meeting the skeleton only in its endpoint, is added to

the skeleton, then also in the skeleton, just as in the coherence threads,

certain segments may expand to bands, so that for the new skeleton

we shall replace the name of supporting threada by supportiih/ strips.

In the more general figure we assign to the points and inter-

vals in whicli / is cut by the n*^ supporting strip as their coor-

2^+ 1 , . , . ,
dinates the same numbers

^,,
which in figure 1 appeared as the

abscissae of the corresponding points of intersection of / with the

7i''i supporting thread, and each point or interval determined on /

by a coherence strip gets as its coordinate the number corresponding

to the Schnitt determined in the coordinates belonging to the supporting

strips. Then along / the coordinate is a nowhere decreasing continuous

function of the abscis, and like the abscis it has the initial value

and the endvalue 1.

Now for a moment we abstract from the figure, and set apart a

finite or a denumerable infinite system of directly coherent sets of

numbers. The numbers belonging to these sets we shall call special

nunibers and we determine a coordinate function of the just now

described kind possessing each special numerical value over a certain

interval of abscissae, but each other numerical value (0 and 1 included)

only for a single abscis.

Our aim is to construct the generalized figure 1 in such a way

that the coherence strips corresponding to the special directly coherent

sets of numbers get everywhere a finite breadth, whilst all segments

of the other coherence strips and of the skeleton get a breadth zero.

Starting from the coordinate function just now constructed on / we

succeed in this in the following manner:

The first supporting thread we construct through the point of / with
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coordinate -, and eacli i)aii' of points resp. intervals of / wiili mean

coordinate - wc join within k and ronnd altout the first snpp()i-tin,i>-

thread I\v threads resp. bands twice rectangidarly bent and not

meeting each other, thereby taking care tliat the iiorizontal segments

of these threads and bands determine an everywiiere dense set of

points and intervals on the perpendicnlar let down from the endpoint

of the first snpporting thread on the horizontal n|)per limit of F.

The secoiid snpporting thread avc constrnct in such a way thi-oiigh13
the iioints ot / with coordinates -and- that it does not cross liie

4 4

threads and bands already constructed, and each pair of points res}).

1 3
intervals of / with coordinates "> and with mean coordinate —

2 4

we join within k and ronnd about the second snpporting thread by

threads resp. bands twice rectangularly bent and not meeting each

other, thereby taking care that the horizontal segments of these

threads and bands determine an everywhere dense set of points and.

intervals on the perpendicnkxr let down from the endpoint of the

second supporting thread on the baseline of F.

The third supporting thread we constrnct in such a way through

13 5 7
the points ot / with coordinates -, -, — and -, that it does not cross

8 8 8 8

the threads and bands already constructed, and each pair of points

1 1

resp. intervals of / with coordinates between - and —and with mean

3
coordinate — we join within k and round about the third snpporting

8

thread by threads resp. bands twice rectangularly bent and not

meeting each other, thereby taking care that the horizontal segments

of these threads and Imnds determine an everywhere dense set of

points and intervals on the perpendicular let down from the endpoint

of the third supporting thread on the baseline of F^.

Continuing in this wa}^ we secure that the "special" coherence

strips get everywhere a finite breadth and that the other coherence

strips and the skeleton get ever^-where a breadth zero. The inner

domains of the special coherence strips form together a set of points

everywhere dense in F\ and ail these inner doinalns have the same

boundary.

If we choose the coordinate function on / in such a way that it

10*
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possesses not only each special numerical value but also the value

of each dual fraction not identical to or 1 over a certain interval

of abscissae, then the just now described construction of the gene-

ralized figure 1 can be repeated without modification with the only

difference that the supporting threads are replaced by supporting

bands. These supporting bands determine together with the rest region

of F a region G possessing the same boundary g as the inner

domains of the coherence bands.

So this continuum g divides the plane into regions with a common

houndai-y ; whether the number of these regions is finite or infinite,

depends on tlie choice of the special directly coherent sets of numbers.

Let us call two points contained in a perfect coherent part of a

not identical to g, directhj coherent in g, and let us call the set

formed by tlie points directly coherent in g with a given point, a

72erve of q, then the skeleton of the figure and likewise each cohe-

rence thread furnishes one nerve of g, and each coherence band

furnishes two nerves of g.

If we choose oidy one special directly coherent set of numbers,

then our construction furnishes a closed curve (in the sense of

ScHOENFLiEs) which Can be divided into two improper arcs of curve

but not into two proper ones, in which category is included the

primitive figure from which we started.

M-
The hnposslblUtg of a linear arrangeinent of the points of an

irreductible continuum.

By ZoRETTi lately a method has been explained of arranging the

points of an irreductible continuum linearly, analogously to those

of a line segment^).

His method is however inapplicable to several continiia constructed

in the article ''Ziir Analysis Situs" cited above.

This having been pointed out to him, Zoretti has based a method

of more restricted aim on the following theorem ')

:

"Given an irreductible continuum C and a point c of C, then C
can be divided in one depnitr. manner into three sets of points C, , C',

and r, possessing the followring properties : C^ and Q are coherent

and have c as their only common point; r consists of the common

limiting points of C, and €,. Both sets of points C^ + FandC^ + r

are irreductible continua."

1) Annates de TÉcole Normale, 1909, p. 485—497.

2) Comptes Rendus, t. 151, p. 202.
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From this theorem would follow that, if not all the points of C, yet

a considerable part of them would be capable of linear an-angement,

and that it would be possible to crumble 6' in the same way as a

line segment into an indefinitely large number of lineai-ly arranged

''partial arcs", two arbitrary ones of which then and onl}- I hen

cohere, if in that linear order they succeed each other immediately.

But neither this theorem can be maintained, if we try to apply

it to our primitive figure.

If namely we choose this closed curve as the irreductible continuum

C, then either Ci -f- -T or C, -\- r must be identical to C, and either

Cj or Cj reduces to the single point c, so that the division of C
becomes illusory.

It is a priori certain that all attempts to arrange the points of

such a continuum linearly by repeated crumblings must fail, the

crumbling being practicable only for a single system of directly

coherent points, and therefoi'e the linear arrangement being restricted

in any case to points of a single nerve.

And even of this we are not sure for the most general irreductible

continuum. For, in a system of points directly coherent in C again

may be contained an irreductible continuum C' breaking up into

a set of the power of infinity of the continuum of systems of points

directly coherent in C' . And so on.

§ 5.

A generalization of Jordan's theorem.

Jordan's theorem runs that a continuous one-one image of a circle

is a closed curve, i.e. divides the plane into two regions of which

it is the common boundary.

The extension lying at hand that a continuous one-one image of

a closed curve is again a closed curve, has not yet been proved.

However, for a special kind of closed curves a partial result can

be arrived at, as we shall explain in the following.

Let C be an arbitrary closed curve, and let us represent by

C"»i/ the cyclic type of order of its points accessible from its iiuicr

region. A Schnitt s arbitrarily given in c'*ii determines two "Schnitt-

contijiua" oi and (J,., to which cVi converges on the left resp. on

the right of s. The points common to <J/ and (7,. form a closed set of

points o, to be called "the juncture helongimj to the Schnitt s".

Lemma. In the inner region of C we can construct an arc oj

curve which abroad from its ends is simple, and of lohich one end

reduces to a single point of the inner region of C and the other is

contained in the juncture o.
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Proof. Let AT be a point taken arbitrarily in the inner region

of C, and let a^, a^, a^, . . . . be a fundamental series of indefinitely

decreasing arcs of simple curve lying abroad from their end|)oints

in the inner region of C, whilst the endpoints belong to c^liy ^^nd

are separated by the Schnitt s. In this series is contained a series

b^, b.^, bs, converging to a single point P of o, and in which

each bn is separated from M by C -\- è„_). We can then join M
and P by an arc of simple curve z cutting an intinite number of

tlie by, in the order of their indices each in one point and passing

there from their side turned to M to their side turned to s. The
by. intersected in this way form a series cl^, d^, c/,, Let z,i be

the part of z enclosed between (/„ and r/„_|_!, 7)„ the point of inter-

section of z and d,„ An resp. Bn the left resp. right endpoint of

d„, (fn resp. \pn the arc of curve determined on C by the Schnitte

corresponding to A„ and .4„_^i resp. to /i„ and ^„-^i, (>„ resp. t„ the

part of the inner region of C cut off by the arc of simple curve

Ay: D„ I),i-\-] A,.tj^\ resp. B,, D^ D,i-\-\ Bn-[.\, Un resp. v„ the part of

<fn resp. V^« b'i"o i^ ^») resp. Qn- We then can join Z)„ and Z)^-^i by

an arc of simple curve /„ lying entirely in the part of the inner

region of C enclosed between (/„ and d,i-\-\ and moving away from

^^^ _|_ ji^ _[- n^^ no farther than a certain maximum distance 6„ inde-

finitely decreasing for indefinitely increasing n. .These arcs tn form

together an arc of curve possessing the properties required.

Theorem 4. If the closed curve C is divided by die Schnitte s^

and s.^ of r'^]-
into two proper (i.e. not identical to C) arcs of curve

C and C.^, then the points- common to C, and C^ form a non-coherent

set of points C\^.

Proof. Let ^i resp. o.^ be the juncture belonging to s^ resp. s^,

then according to tlie lemma just now proved we can draw from

a point M taken arbitrarily in the inner region of C to ends ^^ and

e^ contained in o^ resp. o^ two arcs of curve which abroad from

their ends are simple, do not meet each other, and lie entirely in

the inner region of C. These arcs of curve we represent by f^ and

F2 (see the schema in fig. 2), and the largest perfect coherent part

of C12, containing e^ resp. c^, by p, resp. p^. Let Q, resp. Q^ be a

point of cm belonging to C^ but not to C^, resp. to C\ but not to

C.. Then from M to Q^ and Q^ we can draw paths iv^ ajid la^

which abroad from their ends lie entirely in the inner region of C,

and meet neither each other nor f^ or f^. In the inner region of

C these paths w^ and lu^ are separated by f^ and r^.

About Qi as centre we describe a small circle y.^ which together

with its inner region has no point in common with C^ -\- f ^
-]- f ^,
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and we draw a path tv\ joining the infinite with a point Q\ of x,,

and abroad from Q^ lying entire!}^ in the outer region of C as well

as in the onter region of y.^. Then id\ forms together with some

parts of u\ and of the radius Qi Qi of Tt^ a path l^ joining M witli

the infinite, and abroad from M not meeting C, -j- f, -|- f^.

In the same way we can construct a path 4 joining Al witli the

inlinite, coinciding for a certain initial part with a part of v\, and

abroad from M not meeting C^ -\- f ^ -{- f^.

As in the vicinity of M the arcs f, and f, are separated by w^

and u\, in the complete plane t\ and e^ are separated by /j -)- /^

(whether l^ and 4 meet each other abroad from M or not).

So, since /, -f- 4 contains no point of C-^^, also />i and p.^ arc

separated in the complete plane by l^ -\- /.,. Hence i\ and y?, cannot

be identical, and Cj, cannot be a continuum.

As furthermore two finite continua whose common points form a

non-coherent set determine more than one region in the plane '),

from theorem 4 ensues immediately

:

Theorem 5. A continuous one-one image of a closed curve divisible

into two proper arcs of curve determines in the plane more than

one region.

1) This may be proved by breaking up the boundary of a region determined

by the common points of these continua into two closed sets (\ and Co poi;sebsing

a finite distance from each other, and then applying the reasoning of Matliem.

Annalen, Vol. 68, p. 430.
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Mathematics. — ''The surfaces of revolution or quadratic cylinders

of non-Euclidean space". By Prof. J. A. Barrau. (Com-

nmnicated by Prof. J. Cardinaal).

(Commuiiicaled in the meeting of April 28, 1911).

In hyperbolic space each quadratic surface whose inter-

section with the absolute ((uadratic surface i2 degenerates into two

conies fcasuquo still farther) is surface of revolution as well as

cylinder, in such respect that the line of intersection of the planes

of the products of degeneration is cylinder axis, its reciprocal polar

line with respect to i2 axis of revolution.

In one consideration the surface is generated as locus of a conic

revolving round one of its axes ^); in the other as locus of an invariable

conic, of which one of the centres describes a right line, to which its

plane always remains perpendicular, while its points describe plane

curves. It is clear, that by assuming this definition of cylinder, that

one as cone with vertex at infinite distance, which coincides with

it in Euclidean geometry, is abandoned.

Now according to the axis of revolution being metrically real (i. e.

having a real part within ii) and therefore the cylinder axis ideal, or

the reverse, it will be more natural to regard the surface as surface

of revolution tlian as cylinder (classes A and B), whilst a transition

class C is formed by the cases in which both axes are conjugated

tangents to i2.

If the surface is projectively real (i. e. metrically real or ideal)

then the planes of the degenerations are (projectively) either real or

conjugated complex; both axes are thus in any case projectivelj' real.

Each plane through the cylinder axis cuts the surface along a

conic in double contact with i^, that is along a circle after hyper-

bolical measure.

If this intersection is metrically real, then it is a (finite) circle, a

limiting circle (or circular parabola) or a line of distance, according

to the surface being ranged in class A, C or B"). So we have a

first system of circular sections for each surface.

But the general quadratic surface possesses four systems of

circular sections, namely the tangential planes to the four focal

cones (cones in the pencil determined by i2 and the surface).

Of these four systems two are absorbed in our case by the above-

1) Gomp. Story: On non-Euclidean Properties of Conies [Amer. Journal of

Mathematics, vol V, p. 358). His terminology is followed here.

-) Some surfaces fall in more than one class.
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mentioned first s^^stem, so in general two are still to be expected,

which can however be ideal or imaginary (in which case we shall

not describe them) or they can coincide.

We shall now give an enumeration of the possible types of these

surfaces, including the cones of revolution, excluding however the

purely ideal forms/

j

A. Surfaces of revoi-ution Proper.

Cylinder axis ideal (or indefinite), first system of (finite) circles.

I. Both planes of degeneration in e t r i (; a 1 1 y real.

1. Cone of revolution ivith real vertex and real axis.

2. Cone of revolution loith ideal vertex and real accis.

Has a gorge-circle with centre in the vertex of 1 and a system

of distance lines in tangential planes to cone 1

.

3. Hyperholoid of revolution first kind.

Two-sheeted, non rectilinear") surface falling between 1 and the

planes of degeneration. Divides space (inside il) into one outer

domain (in the ordinary projective sense) and two inner domains.

4. Hyperboloid of revolution second kind.

Two-sheeted, non rectilinear surface falling outside the planes of

degeneration. One inner domain, tw^o outer domains.

5. Hyperboloid of revolution third kind.

One-sheeted, rectilinear surface between 1 and 2. Is generated by

rexolution of a real right line around a real axis. Has a gorge-circle

and a system of distance lines in tangential planes to 1.

6. Hyperholoid of revolution fourth kind.

One-sheeted, non rectilinear surface, outside 2. Has a gorge-circle

and two systems of distance lines, resp. in tangential planes to

1 and 2.

II. n ^ plane of degeneration metrically real

(Z^i) one touching i2 (e. g. in /-*).

7. Limiting cone of revolution (vertex in i2, real axis).

8. Hyperbolic paraboloid of revolation first kind.

One-sheeted, non rectilinear surface between 7 and D^. Right lines

out of P (within 7) intersect first the surface, then D^.

9. Hyperbolic paraboloid of revolation second kind.

One-sheeted, non rectilhiear surface outside öi. Right lines out of /^

(inside 7) intersect first D^ then the surface.

1) Of course already well known forms are again included in the place where

they fit in this classificalion.

2) i. c. without real right lines.
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10. Hyperbolic paraboloid- of revolution third kind.

One-sheeted, non rectilinear surface outside 7. Has a system of

distance lines in tangential planes to 7.

TIL One plane of degeneration metrically real,

one ideal.

IJ. Semi-hyperboloid of revolution.

One-sheeted, non rectilinear surface.

IV. Both planes of degeneration ideal.

12. Elongated ellipsoid of revolution.

Closed surface.

V. Planes o f d e g e n e r a t i o n c o n j ugate imaginary.

13. Flattened ellipsoid of revolution.

Closed surface.

VI. One plane of degeneration ideal, one touching 52.

14. Elliptic paraboloid of revolution.

One-sheeted, non rectilinear surface.

VII. Both planes of degeneration touching i2.

15. Circular cylinder.

One-sheeted, non rectilinear surface. The curve of intersection with

i2 is degenerated into a skew quadrilateral, the surface belongs also

io B. Both axes are equivalent, the ideal one bears a pencil of sections

along finite circles, the real one along distance lines.

VIII. Planes of degeneration ideal, coinciding.

16. Sphere.

Closed surface, x' systems of finite circles.

IX. Planes of degeneration touching 12, coin-

ciding.
1 7 . Limiting-sphere.

One-sheeted, non rectilinear surface, also belonging to C; oo^ systems

of circles, amongst which gd' systems of limiting circles.

X. Planes of degeneration real, coinciding.

18. Surface of distance.

Locus of points at fixed distance on either side of a plane. Two-

sheeted, non rectilinear surface ; one inner domain, two outer domains.

Belongs also to B and C; oo' systems of circles, as well as of distance

lines, oo' systems of limiting circles.

B. Cylinder-surfaces Proper.

Axis of revolution ideal (or indefinite), first systems of distance lines.

The surfaces 15 and 18.

XL Planesofdegenerationreal.
19. Cone of revolution ivith ideal vertex and ideal axis.
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Two-sheeted surface, one inner domain, Iwo outer domains; cylinder

with direcli'ix degenerated into two right lines.

In the pencil foi-med with JTi is a second cone of the same type.

20. Hyperbolic cylinder first kind.

Two-sheeted, non rectilinear surface. One inner domain, two outer

domains. Possesses a second system of distance lines in tangential

planes to one of the cones 19.

21. Hyperbolic cylinder second kind.

Two-sheeted rectilinear surface. Is generated by revolution of a

real right line about an ideal axis.

XII. Planes of degeneration conjugate imaginary,
but not touching ^ (compare VII).

22. Elliptic cylinder.

One-sheeted, non rectilinear surface. In the pencil with £1 is an

ideal cone, whose tangential planes cut the surface along a system

of finite circles. These planes make equal angles (on either side)

with the plane of the orbit of the great axis of the directing ellipse.^)

C. Transition Class.

Axes touch i2, first system of limiting circles.

The surfaces 17 and 18.

XIII. Planes of degeneration real.

23. Cone of revolution icith ideal vertex, axis touching i2.

24. Limiting hyperbolic paraboloid of revolution, first kind.

One-sheeted, rectilinear surface lying between 23 and the planes

of degeneration. Is generated by revolution of a real right line about

an axis touching 52.

25. Limiting hyperbolic paraboloid of revolution second kind.

One-sheeted, non rectilinear surface outside 23. Has a system of

distance lines in tangential planes to 23.

26. Limiting hyperbolic paraboloid of revolution third kind.

Two-sheeted, non rectilinear surface inside 23, yet outside the planes

of degeneration. One inner domain, two outer domains.

XIV. One plane of degen erati on real, one touching ii.

27. Limiting semi-circular paraboloid of revolution.

One-sheeted, non rectilinear surface.

XV. Planes of degeneration conjugate i m a g i n a ry.

28. Limiting elliptic paraboloid of revolution.

One-sheeted, non rectilinear surface.

1) In Euclidean geometry this quadratic system degenerates into two linear

systems (pencils of parallel planes).
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In elliptic space the same considerations hold, but i2 is

imaginary, in consequence of which tlie number of cases remains

more limited.

Ill the first place space is now finite — so each surface is closed.

Tlieii both axes are always real, so that each surface of revolution

is as naturally a cylinder.

Finally (here exists only one real type of conic by means of which

the surface can be generated : the ellipse. It has three centres (of which

one is in the inner domain) and three axes (of which one is in the

outer domain). There is also but one type of circle.

The surfaces possess — if nothing further is said — only the

first system of circular sections.

We can now distinguish :

I. P 1 a n e s of degeneration real, differing.

1. Flattened ellipsoid of recolution.

Non rectilinear. Is generated by revolution of the ellipse about that

axis cutting it, which measured in the inner domain is the shortest.

II. Planes of degeneration real, coinciding.
2. Spliere.

Non rectilinear. Locus of points at fixed distance of given point,

likewise of given plane; oo- systems of circular sections.

III. Planes of degeneration imaginary, not touching i2.

3. Cone of revolution.

4. Elongated ellipsoid of revolution.

Non rectilinear, is generated by revolution of the ellipse about the

longest axis in the inner domain.

5. Elliptic cylinder.

Rectilinear surface, is generated by revolution of the ellipse about

the outer axis ; likewise by revolution of a right line about an other

right line, to which it is not a Clifford parallel. The tangential

planes to the cone (of type 3) belonging to the pencil formed with

i2 form a (quadratic) second system of circular sections.

The surface has a gorge and an equator, lying in mutually

perpendicular surfaces.

IV. Planes of degeneration imaginary, touching fi.

6. Circular cylinder.

7. Rectilinear surface. Both axes are equivalent, the surface is

generated in two ways by revolution of a circle around the outer

axis, likewise in two ways by revolution of a line about an axis

to which it is a Clifford parallel. It possesses two systems of circles

(in pencils of planes through both axes). The circles of each system
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are equal; the surface is in two ways locus of points with fixed

distance to a given right line (each of the axes). If those two

distances are equal, - each, the surface divides elliptic space into

two congruent parts ^).

Botany. — ''On the distribution of the seeds of certain species of
Dischidia by means of a species of ant : Iridomyrmex niyr-

mecodiae Emery.'" By Dr. W. Docters van Lkkuwen and

Mrs. J. Docters van Leeuwen—Reynvaan. (Comnuiuicated by

Prof. F. A. F. C. Went).

Schimper ^) in his well-known work on American epiphytes, has

arranged these plants in a number of groups according to the methods

by which their seeds are distributed. Obviously it is necessary for

these plants, that their seeds should ultimately reach the places, in

which the adult plants generally grow. The seeds of epiphytes may

be distributed through the agency of fructivorous animals, and through

that of the wind. The representatives of the first group are characterized

by the possession of edible portions of the fruit or seed. Various

members of this group are known among the orders Ridjiaceae,

Melasiomaceae, Artocarpeae, etc. The wind may distribute the seeds

if they are very light, as is the case with Orchids for instance; the

spores of epiphytic Lycopodiaceae and Filicinae are also carried

from tree to tree by air-currents. Other plants have seeds provided

with a floating mechanism such as representatives of Gesneraceac

and Asclepiadnceae.

Among well known epiphytes belonging to the last named order

are various species of Dischidia, of which D. Raffesiana has already

been dealt with in several works. Since our arrival in Java, we

have had repeated opportunities of observing this plant, both in its

natural habitat and in our garden. Not only D. Rafflesiana but

also D. collyris and still moi-e D. nwnmularia are especially abun-

dant in the immediate neighbourhood of our present abode. On the

1) Likewise we find elliptic space Sin-\-\ of an od<l number of dimensions

divided into two congruent parts by the quadratic Qin containing the points at fixed

distance = j from a given plane Sn as well as from its reciprocal polar Sn with

respect to ri2».

~) A. F. W. ScHiMPER. Die epiphytische Vegetation Araorikas. Bot. Milt. a. d.

Tropen, Jena 1888.
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hills in the vicinity of Semarang, i.e. on the last ofF-shoots of the

Oengaran moimtain, the numeroas Mangifera's and Tectonas are

often completely draped with these epiphytes. Tliey are also found

in thousands in the teak woods of Mankang, Djerakah, Tempoeran
and Kedoeng Djattie. As long as three years ago when we first

found these plants in the wild state, in the forest of Tempoeran,

we noticed that trees over-gro\vn by these Disclddia species, were-

full of a small dark-colonred species of ant. At the slightest touch

the insects swarm over the trunk and the plants growing on it, and,

in spite of their small size they can bite very unpleasantly. Since

then we have noticed, that in numerous places, where the Dischidia's

occur abundantly, the same species of ant also inhabits the trees in

large numbers. In the neighbourhood of Kediri, a small town at a

distance of a day's journey from Semarang, one of us also saw
these plants in large numbers in the tops of the shade-trees of a

coffee plantation. Attention was drawn to their presence by the fact

that on a certain spot the coiTee trees were badly attacked by a

small species of ant, which destroyed the bark and built channels

within it, so that a large numbei- of coffee trees died off. It was

found to be the species of ant already mentioned in the title. That

there was a connexion between the life of the three above-mentioned

species of Disclddia and the sjiecies of ant had been clear to us

for a long time, but we were only able to discover the nature of

this connexion in the last two rain monsoons.

Some time ago there appeared a [)aper by Ridley on symbiosis

between plants and ants, in which this investigator states that there

can be no question of a true symbiosis between ants and Disclddia

Rafjiesiana. Possibly his opinion might have been different, had he

known the connexion which exists between these ants and the seed-

lings, although we consider that as yet there is not sufficient evidence

to assume the existence of symbiosis. We propose to publish our

own results on this point in a detailed paper, but as the time we
have at our disposal for research, is limited and the portion of the

work mentioned in the title of the present paper, forms a rounded

off whole, we here give a brief survey of the facts we have observed.

The seeds of Disclddia Rafjiesiana and nummidaria agree comple-

tely as to shape (we are not yet acquainted with those of D. collyris),

but those of D. Rafjiesidna are about IVa times as large as those

of D. nummidaria. Both have at one end a fine pappus of long

white hairs. The seeds are compressed laterally and have on their

narrow side and opposite the pappus, a thiu white crest, which

contrasts strongly with the testa, which is dark brown or almost
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black. This crest is broadest at one extremit}' of the seed ; it gradually

gets iianower towards the opposite end and ceases completely about

half way. The crest is composed of thinwalled cells containing oil

and protein; it is clearly shown in the drawing of the seed of

D. Eafj1esi(inn published by Schimper (PI. 6 fig. 6).

When walking on a quiet sunny day under the Mangifera's,
which are sometimes completely draped with the grey strands of

D. numinularia, one sees, when the seeds are ripe, the white pappus

floating in the currents of air. If the seeds come into contact with

a tree, tlie^^ attach themselves more or less firmly, but can also be

carried on again. At first sight one would therefore imagine, that

these plants are disseminated by the wind alone. In our own garden

and in that of the High School, in which a large number of trees

are grown, we have carried on germination experiments with the

seeds. They were stuck by means of a little water to the trunks

of various trees and were regularly watered during the first few

days. The seeds germinate extremely rapidly ; the seedling attaches

itself by the lower end of the hypocotyl and after a few days the

cotyledons already appear. (Later we hope to describe the germination

in detail). If the seedlings are now left on the trees without being

taken case of, i.e. if they are not watered regularly, they soon begin

to languish, although they are able to support much drought. The

cotyledons keep crumpling up and become again turgid after a

shower of rain. Although the past monsoon was very damp, not a

single one of all the seeds, which were sown, survived. They all

died off after a few weeks of drought.

ScHiMPER writes that the seeds themselves may get down deep

into the fissures of the trunk, but we have never observed anything

of the kind ; on the contrary the hairs of the pappus completely

prevent the penetration of the seed itself into the fissures of the

bark. It is further known that these plants, and especially D. Raf-

fiesiana prefer to grow on trees with slight foliage or high up in

the crown, so that they are exposed to the intense rays of the sun.

It seemed to us worth while therefore to investigate in what manner

the distribution and germination of the seeds really takes place.

After many abortive journeys through the habitats known to us,

we saw the first young seedlings appear on the trees at the begin-

ning of the wet season. They all, without exception, came up from

deep down out of the fissures in the bark. Moreover we now saw

them arise in all sorts of places out of the channels of the Jrido-

mi/rmex-SLnt, already well known to us. The seedlings were found

most numerous in those places where the ants build their very
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primitive nests. Besides building between (he branches and the roots

and in the pitcher leaves of Dischklia Rnfjlesiana, these insects

make their nests from enlargements of the tunnels, which diverticula

are built with the same bitten-off particles of bark as the tunnels

themselves. They prefer to make these enlargements on the lower

side of a lateral branch, where such a branch emanates from a

thicker one, but also on the lower side of the point, where two

thinner twigs come off together. It would of course have been very

peculiar, if the seeds had become attached in laiger numbers just

at these places and had afterwards been covered by the ants. By

these discoveries the problem was solved and later journeys and

observ^ations confirmed us more and more in our view.

When this fact has once been noticed, it takes very little trouble

to collect a few hundreds of seedlings or more witliin a short time.

Although germination takes [)lace very rapidly, the further growth

is, at least in the beginning, very slow. In the teak forest of

Tempoeran we found very good evidence that we had not been

mistaken. Among thousands of pitcher leaves of D. Rnfjiesiana we
found a single specimen which had a narrow slit in its wall. This

pitcher was inhabited by a lai'ge number of ants, which had divided

its lumen into various chambers and passages. The j)eculiar thing

was that from this slit thei'e issued the two cotyledons of a seedling

of D. nummularia, while the hypocotyl axis was long drawn out

and grew out from the in.uermost part of the ant passages.

The ants often live in large uuuibers on the small trees of

Protium javanicum, which have been planted along the village

roads and owing to continual pruning have assumed the aspect of

pollard-willows. The widened, often half mouldered portions aj)pear

to be excellent nesting-places for the ants. Dbichidia's indeed grow

on these small trees in large numbers. We do not know why, but

in various places one finds numerous ants on one side of the road

and none or hardly any, on the other side. Without exception there

were in such cases numerous Disclddia'.s on one side of the road

and few on the other. It is indeed in these places that the dissemi-

nation by ants is readily observed. We were moreover able to take

a large number of photographs which will be reproduced in the

more detailed publication.

This point in the investigation was reached very rai)idly but the

principal evidence was still wanting. We had never directly observed

the ants dragging away the seeds. Expei'iments made in our garden

were unsuccessful, for the Iridomyrmex was always driven away

by other species of ants. But after a long and abortive search we
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\vei'e iihlo lo innke iiioi-e siiccesslul ()l)sor\;iti()iis in llic acliial li;il)il:il

of (lie plant.

It was 011 the iiioniiiig of a sunny day, witli a very gentle breeze.

All around us we saw the light seeds floating in the wind. Whenever
a seed stuck to a tree at a spot, where there were ants, the latter

soon came running np from all sides in large numbers. The small

ants are not able to take hold of the seed itself. They j)ull it by

the hairs of the pappus. Among these hairs there are two kinds:

a large number of long ones which l)reak off easily, and a smaller

number of short ones, which are less fragile. First the long fragile

hairs are pulled off by the ants seizing them with their jaws and

pulling ill all directions. Then the seed is dragged away by a small

niiml)er of ants and is seen to disappear among the leaves and

stems of the Disc/ndias already present. If no Dischidias are near,

the seeds are drawn into the fissures of the bark and are then

carried further. Since the ants make their tunnels in the upper, as

well as in the lower parts of trees, the seedlings also are found

glowing in all sorts of places. The beautiful young seedlings of

D. liafjlesidim are found everywhere. At first {\\Qy grow slowly,

but as soon as they have become somewhat arger, long, strongly

heliotropic, climbing stems arise, on which but ïqw leaves are

developed. In this way the plant soon grows up to the higher pai-ts

of the tree, where, as is well known, it lives by preference. I), nuin-

iiiuliirid and D. colh/rls however also grow with ecpial luxuriance

in the shade.

In trees which are grown over in this way, the ants prefer to

build their nests in between the Dischidlas. The roots of these plants

then spread through the walls of the passages and nests, and some-

times form thick networks.

We thus arrive at the following conclusions

:

1. that the seedlings which simply germinate on the trees without

further intervention have a languishing existence.

2. that the healthy seedlings are to be found in (he passages or

nests of a certain species of ant.

3. that these ants drag away the seeds.

4. that the distribution of D. RafJIesinna and nummularia (and

also of D. coUi/ris, in which species we have not yet, iiowever,

observed the dragging away of the seeds) corresponds with the

distribution of a species of ant. In the environs of Kediri, Semarang,

Djerakah, Mangkang, Kedoeng Djatfie, Tempoeran, Pekalongan and

Koeripaii this species is Irldomyrinea: mynnecodlae Emery. It is of
*

11

Proceedings Koyal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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coiu-se quite possible lluil in otiiei- j)hu'es a diflei-ent species of ant

takes over the function of Jri(loit)//)'nie.r.

The ants have been determined by professor Forkl. through the

intervention of Mr. Jacobson
; professor Fohi<:i, further states, that

this species of ant inhabits in large numbers the tubers of Mipine-

codia and HiidnopJitjtiun, a fact which we onrselves could observe

in phxnts from Tjihitjap and nuitenzorg. Another species of A'syV^/^/^/,

namely D. siujlttata Decaisne, which we found in large numbers on

Hibiscus tiUaceus on the sea shore at Koeripan, germinates and grows

on the trees in our garden more readily than the two otliei- S|)ecies.

So far we could not find here any trace of myrmecophilous disse-

mination. In addition to theii- i)eing distributed by ants, the three

D/sr/udia's Jiiffdcsiain/, codt/iis and nuiiinruhiria agree with one

another in a \arie1y of other points. We hope to be able to show

this later.

Physics. —-
"/.sv>///('/'//'.s' of moiKitoiiiic suhshdiCi's and of thcii- hiiKirij

ini.i'tarcs. X. The hclmviour of (tiytni. iridi n'sjx'i-t to do- /aw

(f conrspoiu/iin/ sfftlcs." (Conlinucd). l>y l*rof 11. K aimkrlinoh

OnM":s and C A. ('uom.mkmn. ('omm. N". 121 '' tVom the

Physical LaboratoiN at Leiden.

/

(Communicaloil in tlie incrlin^- of May 27, 11)11).

§ 4. Corn/)((risoii if niyon. isutheniis icilli diosc ohtdiiiad from, die

iDCdii reduced equation of state, and with those for isopentane.

Two tables which we have already |)ublislied, one of them ')

containing the individual virial coefficients for argon calculated from

the experimental results, and the other') the corresponding coefficients

deduced from the mean reduced equation of state VI 1.1 afford, on

conq)arison with each other, a means of deteiinining the behaxiour

of argon with respect to the law of corresponding states. Of this

behaviour, which finds expression in systematic deviations from VII.

1

we have tried in Plate I to give a comprehensive representation

which seems to us a suitable manner of giving striking expression

to the characteristic deviation of the reduced equation of state for

the monatomic substance argon from the reduced mean equation for

') Proc. Ac. Amslc'ulam, Dec. 191U. Comm. N". 11S6 Table II.

~) Proc. Ac. Anislei'daai, March l'.)li. Cuinia. N*^. 12()c/ Table 1.
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ttie nonrial siiltslaiicos in uciici'jil and fVoiii llial for isopcMilaiic in

partic'uUii'. ')

Oui' previous diaui-am') retei-red to a niiicli smaller region of

temperature than that embraced bv the present one, for it extended

only from /(>ƒ/ t =: to -|- ^-^^^ '^'^'^ i'nnn /o(/^.V'=z— 'J.8 to — 3.2.

For the constrnetion in the region above the critical temperature

and in the region of unsaturated vapour of the diagram now given

we may refer to §2 of our previous paper. In these regions percen-

tage "*) deviations of />r from the values of pr obtained from VTI. 1

are again plotted as functions of Io</ ^.v> and arranged according to

/(>;/ t. In the liquid region deviations in r at any tern ])eratiire occasion

very much laruor deviations in pr, so much so thai it would be

im[)0ssible to show at the same time in a single diagram percentage

deviations of pr in both the liquid and gaseous states. This difficulty

has been avoi<led by taking A?' ^\ in percent of r ') calculated from

VII. 1 in the region of small volumes") as the deviations and plotting

1) With reference to the list of values of f published on page 1019 of our

previous paper (IX of this series, Proc. March 1911, Gomm. N". I20f/) we may

remark that these values were obtained by substituting the vapour pressures and

the corresponding temperatures along with Tk and 2)k of Proc. May 19J0, Gomm.
N". H5 in the van dkr Waals vapour pressure formula, and that in these values

of f 'm the neighbourhood of the critical temperature errors of observation are

magnified. To diminish the influence of observation errors upon the deduction of

tlie course of f in the neighbourhood of the critical temperature the observations

can be adjusted by means of a vapour pressure formula which is in good agree-

ment with tlie real values, and from these smoothed values the value of /"

for every temperature may be calculated. This was the treatment adopted in

Gomm. N'. 115, Proc. May 1910, and for the critical point was then deduced

f ^= — VTr/ ^=^•''^12, which by using common logarithms in the vapour pressure

formula as wa? done in Gonnn. N^. 1:20a becomes 2.481 ; it must therefore he

concluded lliat f between — 140° G. and the critic^al point gradually increases in

value from 2.415 to 2.481 or in natural logarithms from ö.-j(jl to 5.712.

In this connection compare J. D. vak der Waals, Proc. April 1911.

^) Proc. March 1911 Gomm. N'\ 120a.

=^) 1 % corresponds to 2 mm. on the diagram.

^) Proc. June 19(J1, Gomm. N". 71 § G and Arch. Néerl. (2) <5. 874. 1901.

Gomm. N". 74 § 4.

^) The symbol A will always be used to represent the ditlerence between tin-

observed value of a magnitude and the corresponding value deduced from Vll. 1,

e.g. Lv = v^^ — v^^ .

Ar
^) The evaluation ot , A/>ü having ahead v been calculated, is made in the

r '

d {lo,l r)
_

tollowuig iiractical lashion: the quantify ——r^ is evalualrd alontt' the isotherms
• d{pv)

11*
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these as ordiiiates taking the corresponding line belonging to lo<j t

as abscissa axis.

In one stri]) of the diagram going from the critical state towards

L{pr)
higher temperatures and larger vobimes the graphs ot . 100

pv

and — 100 are the same. On the larger \olnmes side of this strip

V

the first method was chosen and on the smaller volumes side the

second. It appears that in this way a com|)rehensive repi-esentation

of the ditferences between the isotherms may be obtained for the

whole region. ') ^).

Ojüv boundary curves and diameters^) obtained from experimental

data are shown, and those whicii would bo ol>taincd froju VII. 1

are omitted. The reason for this is that the determination of these

curves from VII. '1 necessitating a very prolonged calcidation, has

not yet been completed.

eillior by di-awins tangents or by linear interpolation between t!ie observations or

l)y calculation from Vll. i ; of the three methods the last is to be |)referre(). It is

now assmned llial llie VII. 1. isotherms are practically parallel to the experimental

isotherms — indeed, the last melliod is based upon Ibis bypotbesis - ;m(l we

may, therefore, write

d {lofi v) Zl {l(Ki r)

d {pv) A (jn-)

(see note 5 on page 159). This assumption is correct to sullicient approximation

and is legitimate at all events where it is only a (lueslion of giving expression to

systematic cbanges in the differences, so that rigorously carc^ has to be taken only

tlial lliey are always subjected to llie same perfectly detinilc treatment. Tli.' above

now becomes

dilogv) ^ ^ f Ac

d{pv) ' V '

from which —^ is easily obtained.
V

1) Since observations upon argon in the region of great densities are not yet

available we shall no further discuss the exact shape of this strip.

~) In our cboice and development of tbis manner of presenting the results we

bave gralefully availed ourselves of the experience gained by Mrs. van Rheedt-

1 Portland, née Sillevis in earlier calculations and constructions.

''') For abscissae of points on the diameters we have taken values of tbe quantity

loQ 1l in whicb volumes are expressed in the tbeoretical normal

f I 1 ^

volume as unit.
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The boundary oui-ve for af^on has been lenj-thened on llic li(|ni(l

side by means of Bait and Donnan's ol)servalions in Ihe noi.uiiboni--

hood of (he boiling point.

We mentioned in our former paper (hat the in(ro(bjction of (he

quantity ;.o = -^ v ^) enabled us to leave entii-elv on( of accouiU (he

value of the critical volume deduced for isopejitane from the diameter

law '\ and for argon fron> the equation ( . 1 =1 ) The same

principle has been also utilised in drawing the whole of the accom-

panying diagram with the exception of the critical points themselves

(marked k on the diagram) which here appear as points of contact

between the experimental boundary curves and the cri(ical (empe-

rature axis.

From the diagram it is quite evident that (he various differences

between argon and ordinary normal substances, in pai'ticulai- isopentane

are systematically connected over the whole i-egion, and (hat we
must ascribe the appearance of this difference graph to a definite

cause common to the various deviations. We may obviously look

for this cause in the hypothesis that (he mona(omic argon molecule

is less compressible (han the poly-a(omic isopentane molecule. This

circumstance is clearly shown at (he smaller volumes. Along (he

whole of (he liquid branch of the boundary curve the argon volume

Pk''k
1) The quantity ; = --- (sec Proc. June 1001 Comm. No. 71) which was used

^k

/? 7'

in out- former paper is connected with the f|uantily /v|. = "^ by the simple rc-

lalion A = -77- . The property that is from the point ot view of Ijie law of

corrcsponding states an invariant was lirst utilised in Proc. fSept. 1000 Comm.
N". 50a, while in Arch, necrl. (2) 5. 644. 1900 Gomni. N". G5 ;t was first applied

to mixtures. In Arch, necrl. (2). 5. 665. 1000 (Comm. N'. 66 and Proc. Jan. 1004

ii: appeared as C4 alona; with the quantities (7i C^ ('< which had been introduced

before, and which, from the point of view of the law of corresponding slates, are

also invariants, in Proc. March 1011, Comm. 120(/, and Proc. Febr. 1911, Comm.
N'^. 117 Ki is written for Cj. to prevent confusion with the coellicient (' of the

general equation of stale, and in future this change will be continued.

Comp. also Ph. A. Guye, Ann. d. Chim. e. d. phys. (6), 21, 211, 1890 and Arch,

d. Sc. phys. e. nat. (3), 23, 204, 1800.

~) As Plate II of this paper we print an improved block of the diameter graph

(sec Proc. Dec. 1910, Comm. N'. ll.Sa, and C A. Crummelin, Diss. Leiden 1910)

as certain inaccuracies appeared unnoticed in the original block.
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is jïreater than the isopentane volume, and this is in agreement \Yith

the \'aliies which we found for K^ and ^/.m viz.

/iT/argon) =3.28 while

K^ (isopentane) = 3.73
;

/^?M (argon) = 0.9027 while

i^M (isopentane) ^ 0.8923 ^).

The most obvious explanation of these larger values for argon is to

ascribe tliem to the absence in argon of the usual coni|)ressibility of the

molecules of normal substances.^) Indeed, taking foi- the moment the van

Ro
DEK Waals isotherms ).:=— that is to say, a constant (i.e. independent

8/'

of the temperature) displacement of loij ^.o means that h is increased

or decreased in a definite ratio. Looked at from this point of view

the accompanying diagram gixes immediate experimental expression

to the fact that the argon molecule is le.ss compressible than the

molecule of an ordinary normal substance. From this it is probable

that the differences between the values of A', and of a-s] must also

be ascribed to the same cause.

The question still remains if we ai'e here dealing with an actual

^) It is worth noting the appearance of the vapour branch for argon which, in

tliis diagram, ahiiost coincides with that for isopentane. If we imagine a reduced

GiBBS surface on li.e one hand for argon, on the oilier for isopentane, then for

argon the liquid crest is displaced towards the side of larger volumes, and in the

vapour region the surfaces fake a dilTcrent form on account of the deviations of

the isotherms. The two causes, therefore, in conjunclion v/ith a raising of the

liquid crest must so operate that a coincidence of the vapour branches of the

boundary curves is obtained.

-) As will be shown in an article by H. Kameuli.ngh O.nnes and W. H. Keesom

on the equation of state and its graphical treatment which will shortly appear in

the Encijdojiaedie der mathematisrhnn Wissenschaften, dilïercnces between

the surfaces of state for various substances such as have here been found to

exist between argon and isopentane may also be brought about by a difference

in tlic distribution round the molecule of the mean attraction potential, for

example, by a diflerence in the ratio between tlie hairing distances (i. e. distances

over which tlie potential is diminished by half) to the radius of the molecule

supposed spherical with which, according to the latest considerations put forward

by VAN DER Waals, should be connected a varying degree of a|iparent association.

On the other hand sucli a difference in distribution of the attraction potential could

depend on a difference in the molecular shape ; it might, for instance, be that

with spheroidal molecules either prolate or oblate the possibility of clcser packing

may give rise to an overlapping of more concentrated parts of the corresponding

fields of force, which would conduce to the development of a greater attraction

virial (and consequently also to a higher value of the critical temperature.)

CI', also Proc. March 1911, Comm. N '. 119.
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smaller molecuhir coni[)rcssil)ility, or with plioiiomciia wliicli would

result fioin a]ipreefable deviations froni true spheres in the shape of'

the iHolecides, which coiiid therefoi'e, at higher densities, he packed

more closely than would be possible with spheres, of which the

radius is ecpial to the average radius, which is to be ascribed (o the

molecules in the gaseous state. For isopentane, then, a prolate molecnio

might be assumed. But since carbon dioxide also belongs to the

substances under consideration which agree well with VII. 1, and as

it is not necessary to assume tor it a molecule which is either

particularly |)rolate or particularly oblate, the <liagram seems to show

that in this case it is really molecular incompressibility which deter-

mines the behaviour of' argon.

Physics. — " fsotlwnns of inouaUnnic su/jsfances and ofthcir hiiKH'ij

mirtiircs. XT. Remarls upon tlw critical temperature of neon

and upon the meltinp point of o.vi/r/en.'' By Prof. H. Kameri.ingii

Onnes and C. A. Croinimklin. Comm. N". 121'' from the physical

Laboratory at Ijeiden.

(Gommiinicaled in the meeting of May ^7. 1011).

Foi' some time past we have been busy with an investigation of

the erpiation of state for neon in which a ]>lace of importance is

taken by the isotherms for the tempei-atures which are repeatedly

used with liquid oxygen in our cryostat, viz. —182° 0. to —217° (-.

It is obvious that for the purpose of this branch of the investigation

one should be able to take advantage of a knowledge of the critical

temperature.

Before, therefore, proceeding to determine a series of isotherms

which would be specially arranged with a view to the deduction of

the critical temperatui-e from these isotherms which is the ob\ions

method of obtaining a i-eliable estimate when the direct detei-minafion

cannot be made with a bath of lirpiid oxygen — we have first

ascertained if the critical tempei'ature of neon lies above oi' below

the melting point of oxygen. Such an investigation is necessary i)ecause

the critical temperature of neon is not yet definitely knowni, and the

estimates which have been made of it differ w^idely. Tk.weks, Skntkk

and Jacqukkod ^), who start with the assumption that the critical

temperature of neon nuist lie below — 213° C. obtain the \alue

— 223"^ C, while A. (). Ivankink found a short time ago from two

ij M. W. Travers, G. Senter and A. .Jacquerod, Phil. Trans. A. 200, 105, 1902
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differeiil methods the two vahies — 210°.4 C. ^) and —2n\0C.')
For tlie melting point of oxygen Estreichek*'') gives — 227° C.

Relying upon these data, therefore, one should be able to determine

the critical constants for neon by using a cryostat containing oxygen

cooled by means of liquid hydrogen to the neighbouj-hood of its

melting point. Indeed, if Rankine's estimates are correct we should

be able to attain the desired temperature by means of oxygen boiling

under greatly reduced pressure, by means of which temperatures are

usually obtained down to about ± — 217° C.

Experiment has shown that both deductions are incorrect.

A cryostat ') consisting of a partly silvered vacuum glass and

containing not only the piezometer reservoir full of neon but also a

platinum resistance thermometer and a valved stiri-er was filled with

liquid oxygen and was connected to a Burckhakut vacuum pump of

great capacity. To minimise as far as possible heat exchange with

the surroundings (his cryostat was surrounded by a vacuum glass

containing liquid air.

When the pressure in the cryostat had been diminished to 1 mm.

we noticed that the liquid oxygen was covered with a crust of solid

oxygen. A small increase in the pressure caused the solid oxygen to

distribute itself throughout the lifpiid in the form of small transparent

pieces (crystals?). As long as these pieces were kejjt in continual

motion in the liquid by means of the stirrer a constant tem[)erature

of — 218°.4 C. was ol)served. Gradual compression of the neon to

60 atm. did not give rise to any trace of li(|ui(l in the neon jjiezo-

meter nor did a gradual expansion from 60 atm. to atmospheric

pressure. From this we may conclude titat the critical temperature

of neon lies at least some degrees below — 218°C., and that there-

fore the determination of the critical temperature had, in the meantime,

better be made from the isotherms below — 200° C.

The result obtained for the melting point of oxygen is surprising.

The diiference between our value ') and that given by Estkekiieh

can, however, be simply explained from the description of his experi-

ment liiven bv Estreichek in which he himself moreover declares

that it is quite possible that his result lies somewhat too low. In

his experiment half of the helium thermometer reservoir was in oxygen

1) A. 0. Rankine, Proc. R. S. A. 84. p. 190.

2) A. 0. Rankine. Phil. Mag. Jan. 1911.

3) T. Estreichek. Bull. A. Sc. Gracovie. Dec. 1903.

4) Proc. Febr. March 1903. Gomm. N'. 83.

Ï) Wc hope to shortly communicate the results of a dcterminalion more accurate

than lliis preliminary measurement.
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frozen solid ovoi' liquid liydrof2;en. Il is (piilo prohiiltlc that llic tern-

pcraJiirc of thai solid piiasc lay niiich lower than tho tiiio iiicltiiiii'

point of oxvincn.

We .gratefully acknowledge oui' indebtedness to Mr. G. Hoi.st, who
was kind enough to undertake the measurement and calculation of

the above temperatures.

Physiology. — ''On, (lllj'erinit r(f(//is ('ffCf-ts /t/Hin th(' hcftrf /i/ri'st/\jaf,-(/

hji means of ('l(X'troc(ir<//'o(/r'/i)/ii/.^^ \\\ W. Eintiiovkn aud

J. H. WlEKlNGA.

A nuud)er of electrocardiograms give evidence, that dill'erenl effects

on the heart action can be obtained by vagus stimulation in dogs.

Not oidy the frequency of the heart beats is diminished by stimulation of

a vagus nerve, but at the same time the auricle contractions are

weakened and often modified.

There can be produced a partial block, i.e. that not every auricle

contraction is followed l)y a ventricle one, as in normal circumstances,

bnt that two or more auricle contractions precede a single ventricle

systole.

There can appear a com[»lete block, auj-icies and venti'icles beating

in their own rhythm.

The conduction through the right branch of the auricnlo-ventiicidar

bundle can be impeded, effecting an atypical systole. In these circum-

stances the ventricle electrogram shows the shape of the afy|)ical

electrograms, which are produced by stimulation of the left biaiich of

the bundle.

Il also liap|)ens, that the conduction through the left branch of

the bundle is impeded, atypical electrocardiograms being recorded

of the opposite form.

Theie finally can be produced imi)ediments that either affect one

of the branches of the bundle partially or that are not purely i.solated

in I hat branch. In these cases there appear ventricle electrograms,

the shape of which differs from those described.

The different effects of \agus stimulation are explained in the

sinq)lest way by assuming, that there are various knots of fibres in

the trunk of that nerve, some of which being connected with tiie

aui-icles, some others with ihe node of Aschoff-T\\\ ak \ ami again

others with each l)ranch of the bundle. If .some fibres react more

strongly than other fibres u|)on a stimulus, the heai-t action will

be modified in a special way, e\'ery knot of fibres producing its

own peculiar effect.
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It is perhaps also possible to explain the phenomena in an othei-

waj. It might be assumed, that onlv one knot of similar ti bres con-

nects the heai-t with the bulb. If the heart were exposed to no

other influences, the stimulation of these fibres would always have

the same effect, i.e. a decrease of the frequency of the heart beats

or a standstill of the heart. But we have to take into consideration,

that as a matter of fact in normal conditions there are still other

influences which affect the heart, e. g. those, which are brought

about by the accelerator nerves. And the variations in the excitatoi-y

state of these nerves might perhaps produce all the ditferences in

the effects of vagus stimulation.

This explanation, which in our opinion is a less probable one,

can be tested, if our experime]its are repeated with this ditfei-ence,

that previously the rm. accelerantes are sectioned.

The detailed account of our investigation >vill be published elsewhere.

Microbiology. 'Thi')iii()-t<)hT<i})t ///>iis('''. Vn Dr. X. L. Sohngkn.

(Coninniuicated by I'lof. S. Hoookwkh fk).

Thermo-tolerant lipase means in this communication a fa1-sj)lilting

enzvme able to resist a temjierature of 100° ('. during 5 minutes

without being decomposed.

Thermo-tolerant lipase is secreted by the microbes of the group

of B. fluoresci'ns Uqwfndëns, to which in this relation are also

reckoned B. pimctafum, B. pf/oci/iwum and B. Uffiefaciëiis alhiis.

The enzyme is not formed by the ^voup oï B. lipofj/ticuni, B. .shdceri,

B. fluorescent non-Iique/nciëns, neither by Oïdliun Incus, /Upergilbis

ni(/er, PoüciUluin (jlaticum, and Cladosporluni hutijri, all of which

secrete a fat-splitting enzyme which decomposes already at 80° C.

The most convenient medium for the above melting bacteria is

broth with 3 ",
„

peptone, the cultivation being successfully effected

in Erlfamkyki{ flasks under aerobic conditions at + 23° C.

When such a medium is inoculated with one of the said melting

bacteria the microbes will after six days' cultivation have secreted

a considerable quantity of lipase so that the culture liquid in a

fatted tube at 30° C. shows the lipase reaction already after 1 hour.

The following investigations are made with cultures aged 6—10

days.

Experiments on the decomposition of the microbic lipase by influences
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of lompcralin'c proxod llial tlio fal-spliKiuLi' oir/yino of tlio f:;r<)ii|) ol'

the melting' Hiiorcscents is able to resist veiy liiü,li (omperatures.

The (piantity of lipase which is still active after heating' at a fuiven

teiïi|)eratiire and for a tixed time can he (piantitatively estimated

hv titration of the fatty acitls splittod olf from the fat hy this lipase.

By means of fatted tubes the quantity of lipase still active in the

culture can be com])uted by comi)arison with more or less heated

pi-eparatioiis as the degree of decoloration of the fat in the tubes

corres|)onds with the vigoni' of the lipase preparations, proxided

their alkalinity be the same.

The tifst experiments on the decomposition of the lipase by the

action of high temperatures were made at 75"^ (J. and were con-

ducted as follows.

In a water-bath of 75° C. sterile test-tubes were placed tilled with

.10 ci\P of a culture containing lipase. The niveau in the tube> was

about 3 cAI. below that of the water-bath.

After 2 minutes the liquid in the tubes has adopted the tempera-

ture of the water-bath, so that from that moment the heating is

reckoned to begin. The lieating of the culture li(pnd in the series

of test-tubes lasted respectively 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and BO minutes;

the contents were then, after quickly cooling, poured over into a

fatted tube which was sul)sequently kept at 30° C. foi- 24 hours.

When comparing the intensity of the decoloration of the fat in

the tubes we could slate that the lipase was only slightly decom-

posed. Even healing of an hour at 75° C. caused but a slight decrease

of activity of Iho lipase. Analogous experiments at 84° 85°(*.

showed that after an hour's heating a considerable portion of the

lipase had still remained active; after 40 irdnutes, howe\er, a

distinct decrease of the action of the enzyme could be stated.

These facts show already that the lipase of the group of B. jhior-

f'sci'iis H.qui'fnclriis resists higher temperatures than other enzymes,

such as diastase, catalase, urease, trypsine, etc., all of which aie

decomposed after being heated during 3t) minutes at 75'^'
(

'.

The following e\|)oriments will pi'ove tiiat the eii/ynie of the

melting Ibioi'escenis resists still considerably higher tempci-alui-es.

HMtimi of th.(' lli)((si' from lKi° 07°.

On 13 Mav 1911 a series of tubes with cidlnre liipiid were placed

in a \valei--balli at l)ti°—97°. After a fixed time llicy were (piickly

cooled and the li(piid was poured inio faded tubes. Aftei' 24 hours

at 30° the aclion on the fat wa^ staled.
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(/Onseqiioiillv llic lipaso is not (lc('ornp().so(U\lioii hoilcd (ni(> iniimie
;

this is the case after 5 minutes' hoiiiiiii'.

It is notewortli}' that the <|iiaulitv ol" Cat splilted I)y iioii-heated

and l)v l)()iie(l cidtures is the same, from which faci il ma\ i»e

inferred that the mici'obes of tlie .<>r()np of meltinji' Hiioresccnts prochicc

only one lipase, namely thermo-tolerant lipase.

Determinafio)) of the rc/oc/'fi/ of thr (Iccoinposifion of lijxisi hif

IwatiiKj at 99°- 100° C.

These experiments were effected Jiisl in the same; \va\ as those

wilh l)oile<l lij)ase on 1

(^)uanlity of falty Decoloration

7 June 1911 acid formed, (wpressed of the

in cM". V,„ N. faded lidies

)0.
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It is xerv pofiiliar lluil finely divided iioii-vohilile acids, e. <;•.

stearic' acid, render the lipase already inactive in a cnltnre liquid.

If thus we add finely dixided stearic acid to a boiled fluorescens

liquefaciëns culture it splits no more fat. When we now filtrate the

fatty acid, the filtrate contains very little or no lipase, but it is

bound to the. fatty acid on the filter and can again become active

l)y neutralisation of tlie acid.

Lil)ase can thus be almost (piantitatiNely renu)ved from a licpiid

by means of finely divided fatty acid.

The lipase is not, however, bound U) the fatty acid if the litpiid

which contains it reacts feebly acid. If then the fatty ^xcid is filtrated

off, the tilli-ate contains I he li|)ase. which after neulrulisalion of the

former auain becomes active.

From this investigation follows that the group of the melting

fluorcscents secrete a fat-splitting enzyme wlii(di tolerates heating

from 99°—100° C. for 5 minutes, or a minute's boiling without

being perceptibly decomposed. This enzyme is called fheruw-toh^miit

lipase.

It is bv this property distinginshed from the enzymes known lill

now and likewise from the lipase formed by the group of JJ. lijio-

Ititle Kill, Jl. stutzcri, Ji- jluorcsceiia non liqiiefacii'ns, and from that

of the moulds : Oidium laclls, Penlcllliuni cjlaucwn, A.spfiyilhis ni(/er

and Cladoaporium hutyri.

The properties of the lipase of the latter micro-organisms and those

of the thermo-tolerant lipase exhibit for the rest a great similarity

as is shown by the way of diffusion through agar and gelatin media,

and by the behaviour of both enzymes towards soluble acids and

non-volatile fatty acids.

Chemistry. — ''On retro^/resstre meltbuj-point lines." (Second Com-

munication) By Prof. A. S.mits. (Communicated by Prof. J. D.

VAN DER Waals.)

(Goramuuicated in the meeting of May :27, 1911).

Introduction.

In my first paper on this subject ^) 1 started the discussion of

retrogressive melting-point lines in the system H^O—Na._,S04, which

discussion will now be completed, and improved iti a single point.

To reach a stricter accuracy in my reasoning I will now derive

1) These Proc. Sept. (lV)U9j p. 227,
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llio o(|Uiili()ii (>r llie nielliiiji,-|)()iiil liiio iit xarviiig' vapour pi-ossiiro

from tlio difïei'Giitiiil eqiuilioiis di-awii up bv van dku Waai,s for

two-phaso (Mpiilihiia in a l»iiiai'V sysleni.

If we combine llie foUowiiiu- two e(pialioiis:

ai ld

{ h% \

(1

.^)

i.e. if we seek llie iiilerseetioii of Ihe two n<pii(l surfaces, we get

au eipiatiou for the three phase e([uilibiMiiui ^ -\- /> -|- ^i- If as

r/,77 dit

here, we want to tiud the e(nuitioii of — , we eUmiuate , which

(piautitv for the ecpiilibrium between Hcpiid and vapour in the case

under consideration is equal to that foi- the ecpiilibi-iiim between

solid and liquid.

So from the equations (1) and (2) follows:

0-^ A '^''7, »/.s7.
'''.'/

—

-''a f 0-s ^ "'•'

,7 -f
-—

"'^L V>-'*'"lJpt'^'^^ '\SL %L \<'''",Ji.pdT r
^^

L %L

01

dw M"SL~-'lSL%L
dT

If finally instead of the decrease of entrop}' we write thedeveloj)-

nient of heat divided b}' the absolute temperature, we get the

ecpuitioii which will be applied in the further discussion.

As we wish (o apply this equation up to tein|)eratures at which

critical phenomena appear, it deserxes re(*onimeiidatioii to write /;.,/

and //'.,/• instead of i\f and w^j., so that the equation takes the

followinu' form :

dwL
T — =

dT

1 '-''„L • ^'-^y - "-y
' ^,L

f ^^ (.'^. - "'/ ) z;^/^ - (.7;,/-./;/^) V,f

Vö.r/^V/>7

K^)

Now with regard to the sign of the tpiantities /',,./ iind w^f, we
must I'cfer to the relation indicated bv the etpiation :

or;/.,

in which {jt^f),- denotes the loss of energy that takes place when

1 gr. mol. of the solid phase is dissolved in an inlinilely large

"'•-y '•./• H- (^z)'- (4)
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qnjiiitily of the coexistiiii»' Üiiid pluiso, the volimic remaiiung coiistiiiil.

It may be said ot' tliis (iiiaiitit) that it is negative as a rule, and

so, tiiat during the process mentioned no loss of energy, but increase

of energy takes place, and that this negati\e value is generally so

great, that it far exceeds the first term of the second member of

equation (4), wliich is generally negative, but which can also be

positive, so that ir^f is negative.

Yet this is not nl/ntj/s the case. In the first place an exothermal

chemical reaction may take |)lace during the solution of the solid

phase in ('onse(pience of which the energy at constant volume does

not inciu'asi', but decrease, so that (a../),, becomes positive, and when

this term exceeds the negative value of the first term, //",,/• is positive.

As the reactiou is here an exotheruial one, the cheuiical ecpiilibrium

will be shifted in the endothermal direction with rise of temperature,

in consequence of which (?>;/•),; will become less strongly positive, and

can finally become negative again. A consequence of this it will be that

Wsf passes through zei'O at rise of temperature, aftei- which it becomes

negative again.

In the second place, as van dkk Waals 8r. ') showed, it may be

fdr\
derived trom the couj'se ol the isobars I that the line 7'_s/=

gets outside the connodal line in the neighboui-hood of the plaitpoint

(Z/ = 6' -}- S). As now this quantity is negative outside the locus

v,ƒ=:0, whereas it has a positive value inside it till the line

— =z is reached, where it increases up to x and becomes ayain

negative inside this latter locus, we can predict that in the neigh-

bourhood of the mentioned plaitpoint the quantity ?;.,ƒ can assume

rather high positive values in the stable region.

In this case the term i\,; will begin to preponderate,

and this too may bring about that the quantity iv^f becomes zero,

and then negati\e, hut this reversal of sign is confined to the critical

neiyhbourhood, irltereas the revt^rsal discussed in the first place is only

possible, when the phenomenon of solution is accornpanied by an

ed'othermal chemical reaction.

Let ns once more consider after this introduction how to explani

the phenomena observed for the system H,0 — Na.^S04.

1) These Proc. Uct. 1903, p. 280, Nov. 1903, p. 357.
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If we begin with llie inelling-|)oiiil line of Na.^SO^ . 10 H^O, we

observe that the qnanlily Vsf, which stands iicre instead of y.s/ , is

/ X 3 ^ S" 6 J 8 ^:^

Fig. 1.

negative, whereas ?/y and Vf^i are positive, and as WsfVgi'^ irrjiVsf,

the numerator of equation (3) is positive.

In the denominator %

—

xi is negative, but in spite of this the

denominator is positive because of the great value of Vfji .

n '

Numerator and denominator are positive, and I
„'

) is positive

in the stable region, so that i is positive.
dt

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.

12
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At the Iransilion temperature of tlie hydrate Na^ SO^ . 10 H^O

intersection takes place of the melting-point line of this hydrate and

that of the anhydrons salt and now the remarkable fact occnrs, that

the melting i)oint line of the anhydrous salt is a retrogressive one.

If we now for the present fix our attention on the temperature of

the transition point, the hydrate and the anhydrous salt are in equi-

librium with the same solution and with the same vapour: so lo,/

refers to the same tluid i)hase for these two solid substances, and

now it is the question whether this quantity iVgf can have another

sign for the anhydrous salt than for the hydrate.

It is natural to assume that the solution in equilibrium with the

solid hydrate, contains hydrated molecules, and when this is so, the

quantity lOsf may greatly deviate for the anhydride from that for

the hydrate, for then as was said before, («,ƒ),, can become i)ositive

in consequence of the chemical reaction, on account of which zt;,/ too

can assume a positive value.

In this case the numerator is negative, whereas the denominator

dxi

has remained positive, in consequence of which / ~-^ has become

negative

So the fact that the melting point line of the anhydrous salt is at

first really retrogressive is an indirect proof for the presence of

hydrated molecules in the solution discussed here.

Now we see further that the melting-point line of the anhydride

bends again to the right at higher temperature, and so it takes a

course to the right.

This too, might be anticipated, as was set forth in the intro-

duction, for at rise of temperature the hydration will decrease,

and with it (v),, will become smaller and smaller positive, pass

through zero, and finally assume again a negative value. So w .,/

too will pass through -zero, and become negative again, and a

consequence of this will be that for a certain ?Z(?^a^iW value of w;^/ the

dxi

numerator becomes zero, and so also T—- , so that the meltmg-point
at

line gets a vertical tangent.

dx
Above this temperature T— is again positive, and it would have

dt

been possible that as far as the sign of T— was concerned, no

more change had occurred up to the melting point of Na, SO,. If

however, like here, we are dealing with a system of the type of

ether—anthraqiunone, we must get the case already mentioned in
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the introdnc'tioii, and tlie melting point line must approach the plail

{G ^=z L) with rise of temperature. P>ut we know that t».,/- passes

through zero at this a|)proacii and becomes greater and greater

positive, which has tlie consequence that also vr,/- can |)ass through

zero, after which it continually increases in ptjsitive value.

Now it follows from equation (4) that in_^f becomes zero for a

positive value of Vgf. So if ?',ƒ = 0, iv^f has still a negative value;

so at that moment numerator and denominator are still posiiive.

This is also still the case when Vsf is posiiive and ?/;,/• still negative,

but on approach to the pïaitpoint iv/ continually increases in positive

value, in consequence of which ?/;.,ƒ also becomes positive, and then

for a certain positive value of v,,f and corresponding positive value

of lu^f, the numerator will become = zero, in consequence of which

the melting point line gets a vertical tangent for the second time.

Above this point Wsf . VfjL begins to exceed more and more the

first term ?r^/^ . Vgf, the denominator becoming smaller, so that

7'—— becomes larger and larger negative, and the melting point line
dT

becomes more retrograde, till the plaitpoint has been reached, at

which numerator and denominator become = 0. But as then also

(Lvi
T -—- will be = — 00 .

dT

It is of importance to point out here, that the positive sign of

lUsf at the critical end-point p also follows from the circumstance

that for a critical end-point, for which

:

Xj—.VL a^g—A'L

follows from equations (1) and (2),

t'^ =Tf^ ^ =^
dTsig XdTsfJx Vsf

or in words, that the line for the equilibrium between solid-fluid at

constant x touches the three-phase line just in the plaitpoint /;.

„, dTsifj
As now I -—- IS positive in this point, while v,f is also positive,

dp J r ^

it follows from this that also id,/ must have a positive value in the

12*
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point p. T mentioned this here because for tlie

same reason lOgf is generally negative at the

second critical end-point q.

/
\

So when no other complications had made

/ K their appearance, the melting-point line of

/ / Na,SO^ would have had a sliaoe as has been
/ /

'

T

I

/ given schematically in fig. 2.

/ / The found melting-point line, however, de-

viates from this, for before the point B.^ has

been reached the rhombic modification of NajSO^

has changed into the monoclinic one, in conse-

quence of which a very interesting part of the

melting-point line disappears and already below
^ the point R^ a new melting point line Joins

Fig. 2. the first ; the new line immediately runs back,

which proves that lOs/Vgi is already stronger positive than ?<;^L2;,y for

the new modification.

If we now proceed to discuss the second critical end-point q,

where also:

\dTJsLG y^^^JsG ^^/"

we see at once that if— as is the case for ether-anthraquinone — the

expression T(^ )
in ^ is negative, ?ty will have to be negative,

\dTjsLG

because is/ is undoubtedly positive in that point. So it follows from

this circumstance, w4iich is the normal one in my opinion, that the

positive value of v../ in the point q does not suffice to make also

Wsf positive ; so the locus id,/ = seems already to ha\e retreated

inside the liquid branch of the connodal line at q.

So somewhat above the point q the numerator of the second

member of equation (3) is positive, the denominator also being

positive, so

:

7 — =: positive
dT ^

Rise of temperature does not bring about any change in tliis;

when the temperature falls to the second critical end-point q

dxi
T— becomes = -^ go .

dT

So if also the point q had lain on the ascending branch of the

three-phase line, so that in this case T-— would have been positive
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in q, u\,f and }v,f would still have had the same sign as for p, but

it will never occur that w,f has such a large positive value there

that in conseiiucnce of this the numerator will become negative.

So the second part of the melting-

l)oint line must always have a shape

as is schematically represented in tig. 3.

This second branch of the melting-

point line, which has been determined

for the system etker-anthraquinone, could

not be investigated for the system HjO

—

NasSO discussed here for want of

suitable material.

I hope to discuss the course of the

melting-point lines under constant pres-

sure in a following communication.

I

Amsterdam, May, 1911,

Anorg. Chem. Laboratory

of the University.

Chemistry. -— "On retrogressive vapour-lines \ (First communication).

By Prof A. Smits. (Communicated by Prof. J. D. van der Waat.s).

In connection with the discussion of the 7!«;-projection of the liquid

line of the three-phase region of a system that belongs to the type

ether-anthraquinone we shall now proceed to the discussion of the

vapour line corresponding to it.

We may arrive at the equation of this vapour line by combination

of the following two differential equations:

Vs,, dp z=z {.r,s - Xg)
I
-j~^ ]

d.Vg -\- 7,scj dT . . . . (I)

and
ff/PT

H
(2)Vl^ dp r= {.I' I A-,,) —— (IVrj + 7^/,/ dT . . .

\0.v-gJpT'

in which we come to the following expression for the said vapoui

line

:

rp 'I

dT

[il )

{Vs — Xg) Vlg {Xl — Xg) Vsf
(3)

PT

if we, namely, write Vgf and lOsf instead of Vsg and iv^9
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In order to be able to apply this equation, we must know the

sign of the ditferent quantities in the point where the line solid- fluid

intersects the vapour branch of the border-line, both for the same

\alue of X.

If we apply the equation

\dT,f)r v,f

to the line for solid-fluid ^Fig. 1) and the analogous relation:

to the vapour-branch of tiie border-line (Fig. 2) as far as the plait-

point K, the quantities ivi^ , Vf,f, iv^f SiWÓ. vir, have the sign indicated

ill the figs. (1) and (2) in different places.

u,/
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If we bear in mind that u'sf . vi(j^ toitj . Vs/-, and that

{.Vs X,,) Vlg y>{Xl— Xg) Vsf

we come to the conclusion that

:

T—^ = pos.
dT

If we now proceed to greater vahies of ,r, the situation of tlie

two PT-hnes changes in this way that the points of intersection on

the liquid and the vapour branch of the border line shift to higher

temperature and higher pressure, at least when we are on the

ascending part of the three-phase region, whereas the said points move

to lower pressure at higher temperature, when the PT^-section passes

through the descending part of the three-phase region.

If the three-phase region ap[)roaches the plaitpoint curve till it

finally meets it, this means for the (PJ').r-sections this that the second

point of intersection changes its place in such a way that it finally

coincides with the critical point K. The vapour coexisting with the

liquid phase and the solid substance has then become a critical

phase or in other words the concentration corresponding with this

section is that of a critical end-point.

If we now suppose that the concentration approaches that of the

critical end-point, we shall have to take the fact into account that

the locus for i?.<; =: enters the stable region so that for a certain

concentration y.,/ is equal to zero exactly on the \apoui- branch

of the connodal line.

Then the line for solid-tluid just possesses a vertical tangent in

the second point of intersection, while this is not yet the case for

the vapour-branch of the border-line liquid-vapour.

At this moment the first term of the numerator and the last of

the denominator becomes zero, but as the sign was already before-

hand determined by the other terms, this does not bring about any

dXq
change in the sign of T—'-

, which remains positive accordingly.
dT

If we advance still further in the direction of the concentration

of the critical end-point, ^;.,ƒ is already positive^) in the vapour point

G, as Fig. 3 indicates, and so we get the following value:

- + - -
«7(7 Vsf «V . Vlrj

{Xs—X.j) Vl(j {X I Xr,) Us/-

+ - + -f

(5)

V Fig. 3 points to a double retrograde phenomenon, whicli has really been

observed for the system ether-anthraquinone.
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Fig. 3.

from which appears that now too numerator and denominator are

negative, so 1 — z=.pos.
"" dT
Now it is clear that when we pi'oceed fnrtlier in the same direction

with onr concentration, the point of intersection G will coincide with

the point wdiere the vapour bi-anch of the border-lii^e possesses a

vertical tangent, so where vig = 0. At this moment, too, numerator

and denominator are negative, so T —— is positive.

Beyond this concentration virj will have become positive, in conse-

quence of which, however, the fraction considered here, viz.

- + - +
IVlfj Vsf — 'U\,f . Via

(.«s— .r^) vi(j

+ +

(6)

will certainly not change its sign in the neighbourhood, because now

the tirst member of the numerator and the second of the denominator

predominate now.

Now we know that comparati\'ely far below the first critical end-

point p the positive value of v,/ becomes so great,' that soon iv,/

passes through zero, and becomes also positive.

Then we get the following value .

- + + +

{.Vs—.'c^) Vlfj-

+ ' +
{Wl X,,) Vsf

+ 4-

(7)

from which it appears that numerator and denominator ha\ e remained

negative and the vapour line has kept the same direction.

If lUsf is positive in the point G, this means that the maximum

pressure point of the line solid-fluid has now also got into the stable

region, as fig. 4 indicates.
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The following cluiiige which now will lake place coiisisis in the

quantity ivig passing through zero, l>ecause llie point (>' will have

T
F'm. L

to pass the point whei-e the vapour branch of the border-lino has

its maximum pressure.

So beyond this point all the quantities of the fraction which then

govern the vapour line, are positive, so

+ + + +

7

—

-^—r^ ^
—

• (8)
{Xs X„) VI,, — {,Vl — Xn) Vsf

+ + + -f

but the sign of numerator and denominator is negative, because the

Second member of the numerator and the second member of the

denominator predominate, and this remains the same up to the

critical end-point p, so that in the point where G and K have

coincided

:

dT ^
So the vapour-line of the tirst part of the three-phase region need

not possess a vertical tangent.

If we now proceed to the vapour branch of the second part of

the three-phase region, it is iioteworthy that the order in wdiich the

quantities iCsf and luig become zero in the })oint (t is the reversed

one of that which exists for the vapour branch of the tirst [)art of

the three-phase region. Even by a graphical way it is easy to see that

now tirst wi,, and then ?y,/- jiasses througli zero.

It is further worthy of note that in the critical end-point

dT
T

SLG dT^JJx '<•/

d]p

When now, as for ether-anthracpiinone, —- of the three-|)hase line
dT

is negative in q, it appears from the above relation that, ?;,ƒ undoubt-
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edlj having a positive value, tlie quantity ?t'.,/ must be negative in

that point.

From this it follows again, what also graphically appears a necessity,

that in this case lOsf does not pass through zero once, but twice,

before the critical end-point q is reached, and I will at once add

that this also follows from the course of the determined (PJ!,/ )x-lines,

as will appear from the following communication.

In this way we come to the conclusion that the locus ?/.y=rO

gels outside the plait only on the vapour side of the latter.

So on the vapour branch of the second half of the three-phase

region state (6) is succeeded by state (6a)

:

+ + - +
—

^

' («Ja)

{ws—a,,) vif, — {xi — .x.j) Vsf

+ + + +
In this change the numerator has passed through zero and has

changed its sign (has become pos.), so that now T -j^ is negative.

Now on approach of the plait the point is indeed reached where

yr.s7= and then becomes j)ositive, so that we then get state (8),

but the second member of the numerator can never predominate,

because the positive value of ?^Vƒ remains too small for this ; moreover,

as we remarked just now, for ether-anthraquinone we meet here

with the case that w,f soon passes through zero again, so tliat this

quantity has become negative again before the second critical end-

point q is reached.

In the immediate neighbourhood of this point the signs are as

d.v

indicated in {Cvi) and so 7' ,y will be — cc in the point q.

So tlie projection of the li<iui(l and the vapour lines of the interrupted

three-phase region will have a shape as has been indicated in the

figures 2 and 3 of the preceding communication ''On retrogressive

welting-yoint lines" .
^)

In the case that the plaitpoint curve only takes a part out of the

ascending branch of the three-phase line, this projection cannot

undergo any essential modifications for the reasons mentioned above.

It is true that Wsf is then positive in the critical end-point q, but

this can never give rise to a change of the sign of the numerator.

Amsterdam, June 1911. Anorg. Chem. Laboratory

of the University.

1) These Proc. p. 170.
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Chemistry. — ''On the cowsd of tlw, I'T-Unea for constant cnn-

centration in the systnn ether-anthra(jumone." By Prof. A. Smits

and J. P. Tkeub. (Coimuunicated by Prof. J. D. van der Waals).

Already in 1903 ^) Van der Waat.s indicated by means of PT-
sections for constant concentrations how in the iieighbonrliood of

the critical end-points 7^ and q (he meeting of the lines for WiV/-//«/(/,

and liquid-vapour wonld have lo take phice.

Theory, however, was in liiis respect far in advance of experiment,

so that a perfectly nnexpecled |)ecidiarity found afterwards hv one

of us (S.), in consequence of which the said lines must partly have

another position with respect to each other than van dkr Waals
had supposed, could not be taken into account in these considerations,

and for this reason it was very desirable to investigate this point

more closely experimentally.

The just-mentioned peculiarity consists in this that for some mix-

tures lying on the ether-side of the critical end-point p, far above

the critical temperature, ^vhich was of course observed here for

unsaturate solutions, three-phase equilibrium (/9-f-^-]-(^') appeared again.

This behaviour points to the fact that the line solid-fluid for a

concentration on the left of the first critical end-point does not meet

the border-line liquid-vapour tnnce, as van der Waals supj)Osed, but

four times, so that the Pl'-iigiwe for this concentration becomes

about as indicated in fig. 2, which is of course preceded by contact

on the right, as drawn in tig. 1, which contact of course takes place

for the vapour most rich in ether of the second part of the three-

phase region.

Since in the case that the critical phenomenon is observed for

an unsaturate solution, the plaitpoint K lies between the liquid point

L and the vapour point G, we see that the peculiar phenomenon

discussed here is iji connection with the enormously large difference

which must exist for this system between the plaitpoint temperature

and the maximum temperature.

As one of us (S.) has set forth in his first communication ") on

the (/-'y'V-lines for solid-fluid by means of the formula:

T
dp

dTsf/x
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these lines possess two liorizontal and two vertical tangents in normal

cases, and with regard to tig. 1 we maj now observe that as we

have assumed to be near the concentration of a critical end-point,

Vgf is positive not only on the connodal line, but also far outside

it, so that the liquid branch starting from L and the vapour branch

starting from G possess vertical tangents in the stable region.

If we now go to greater concentrations of anthraquinone, the

border curve moves more to the right with respect to the line solid-

fluid, i.e. towards higher temperature. Moreover both curves move

upwards, so towards higher pressure, but the left-side branch of

the line solid-fluid moves quickest in this respect, so that the left-

hand meeting changes into contact at a certain concentration, after

which this contact is quite broken off.

Before this takes place, however, the discussed critical end-point

appears, for the plaitpoint moves to the right, and when this at

last has coincided with the point G, the end-point of the first three-

phase pressure line (Fig. 1), this implies that the liquid- and vapour

phase coexisting with solid anthraquinone, have become identical.

This case, which is indicated by fig. 2, presents also this peculiarity

that the three-phase line HLK and the line for solid-fluid Z)Zil/i 6^16^2

touch in K, for as van der Waals proved

:

dTsLG \dpsf.

holds for this point.
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For greater concentrations of anthraqiiinone the plaitpoint lies on

the metastable branch of tlie border curve, so that not a single

critical phenomenon is to be observed in stable state.

When we have arrived at that concentration for which contact

takes phice on the left, we have the case that at a certain temperature,

with compression of the three-phase system [S-\-L-\-G), tiie solid

substance and the vapour disappear simultaneously, while this was

the case at two difterent temperatures with smaller concentrations.

It is of importance to point out here that this contact does not

take place in the point where iVgf=z 0, but where this quantity has

a positive value. (See the communiciitions on retrogressive melting

point lines ^)).

If we take a greater concentration of anthraquinone, the line for

solid-fluid has got detached from the border line on the left, and

as we now proceed to still greater anthraquinone concentrations, the

plaitpoint K approaches the point G^, and finally coincides with it.

If this takes place, the second critical end-point q has been reached,

which case is indicated by fig. 3.

r.(()

If now with our concentration we pass the point q, the plaitpoint

K will lie on the right of the line for solid-fluid, and again critical

phenomena are observed for unsaturate solutions.

The following figure 4 shows what the investigation of the system

ether-anthraquinone has yielded on this point.

In this fig. 4 we see the two parts of the three-phase line and

further the PT-sections of the surfaces solid-fluid for different

constant values of x, (mol. 7o anthraquinone), while for some very

slight anthraquinone concentrations also the section of the liquid-

vapour surface is indicated, which however is rather indistinct in

consequence of its being so small.

If we begin with the PT-sections corresponding to the very slight

1) These Proc. p. 170 and p. 189.
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anthraqniiione ooiicentrations of 0.1 and 0.2 mol. V^, it is note-

worthy that, whereas the point where the border line for liquid-

vapour possesses a vertical tangent, so where vi,, = 0, still lies in

the stable region, the line Ibi- solid-fluid under the thi-ee-i)hase line

already shows a maximum pressure and a maximum temperature

in the stable region, from which follows that we find here ix double

retrograde phenomenon.

At the same temperature retrograde condensation and retiograde

solidification may namely be successively observed with increase or

decrease of volume, (See fig. 3 of the communication "On retro-

gressive vapour lines" in the Proceedings of this Meeting p. 180).

At the concentration 0.3 mol. Vp the letrograde condensation has

just disappeared, but tlie i-etrograde solidification under the three-

phase line continues to exist. This phenomenon of relrograde solidi-

fication must also exist above the three-phase line, but the point

where the upmost bi-anch of the line soUd-jiuid possesses a vertical

tangent lies at such high pressures that up to now no retrograde

solidification has been found above the three-phase line.

If we now consider the {PT)j; section corresponding to the con-

centration 0.9 mol. %» i- e. (he concentration of the first critical

end-point, we notice that the line for .solid-jhdd passes for the

second time through the border line with this concentration, and

that in such a way that the upper section takes place at about 46
atmospheres, from which follows tliat the same phenomenon must

be found already for smaller anthraquinone concentrations, as was

found indeed.

A consequence of this second meeting is this that the rigiitliand

branch of the line for solid-fluid no longer runs on uninterruptedly,

but is stopped by the three-phase line, where it becomes metastable

resp. unstable, as was already shown schematically in fig. 2, after

which it appears again in the stable region at lower pressure.

For the concentration 1.3 mol. 7o the first branch of the three-

phase line is still cut, and the line for solid-fluid just shows still

a pressure maximum in the stable region, but it is so faint, that

we may be justified in saying that this is the greatest anthraquinone

concentration, at which this pressure-maximum still occurs in the

stable region.

So up to this moment the meeting of the solid-fluid line with the

three-phase lines has taken place in the points where lu,/ is neg.,

but for greater concentrations this is changed.

If we now consider the concentration 1.9 ?>?c/. •;,,, we observe that

h e line for solid-Jiuid has already got detached from the first branch
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of the llii-ee-phase line, so tliat now the pressure-minimum has got

into tlie stable region ; the pressure-maximum., on the other hand,

has disappeared, and now llic meeting with the three-phase line takes

place in a point where iü,f is positive, from which follows that

iVsf has passed throngh zero on the three-phase line; and if we now
consider that this holds for an anthraquinone concentration which is

smaller than that corresponding to the second critical end-point q,

it follows from this that the reversal of sign of w..j takes place on

the vapour-branch of the second three-phase region.

If we then proceed to the concentration 2.6 mol. "/o' ^'^^ see that

the line for solid-fiuid has mainly the same shape as that of the

concentration 1,9 mol. Vo, b"t it has moved pretty much upwards

and to the right, the pressure-ma.vimum having become less deep.

For the following concentration of 3,6 mol. 7o the latter takes place

in a far greater degree, and for 4,2 mol. "/„ the minimum is only

just present, and for 5,7 mol. "
„ i^ h^s quite disappeared. So we

see from this that the meeting with the three-phase line for this

concentration takes place in a point where lUg/ is negative, so that

we come to the conclusion that the quantity lUgf has passed through

zero for the second time, and as the concentration of the second

critical end-point has not been reached as yet, it follows from this

that all this takes place on the vapour branch of the second part of

the three-phase region.

That this is a necessity is at once to be seen when we consider

that the line for solid-liquid possesses horizontal tangents in two

points, so two places where zys/=0, which will lie inside the coniiodal

line for systems without critical end-points, but which here have got

outside it for a series of concentrations lying between p and q.

Now we know that for the concentration of the second critical

end-point q :

rj. ^ ^ f^P_\ _ !V
dTsLG \dTsfJx Vsj

'

dp
and 1 —— being negative for the system ether-anthraquinone,

d-l SLG

lUsf will also be negative in the point q.

We know further that this point q must lie on the upper branch

of the line solid-liquid, from which follows that before we have

reached the second critical end-point, first the maximum, and then

the minimum will have entered the metastable resp. unstable region,

in consequence of which Wgf must twice pass through zero on the

vapour branch of the border line.
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We may also express this as follows : the locus for w,f = gets

outside the connodal line only on tlie vapour side.

If the plaitpoint curve had only cut a portioji out of the

ascending part of the three-phase line, lö^j would still have been

positive in r/, and the locus ?r,y = would run quilc round the

connodal line near the plait.

Fig. 4.

If we return to fig. 4, we see that when we exceed the concen-

tration 5,7 mol. 7o> the line for soUd-jïuid sinks more and more into

the metastable and unstable region so that the portion remaining in

the stable region becomes steeper and steeper, and when at last the

concentration of the second critical end-point has been reached the

three-phase line and the line for soVid-jluid touch each other in the

point q. As is to be seen from the figure, this concentration lies

between 9,4 and 13 mol. "/j.

When the concentration of anthraquinone becomes still greater,

the upper branch of the line for solid-fiuid will even have to change

its direction entirely, for this branch must possess a point where

the tangent is vertical, and this point must move to smaller pressures

for greater anthraquinone concentrations, till at last it will enter

the metastable region, at which moment the liquid branch of the

line solid-fluid runs to the right from the beginning.

Before this moment has been reached, and so when the point

where v.c/= still lies in the stable region, the phenomenon of

retrograde solidification above the threephase line, must make its

appearance, wdiich has not been found as yet, and \v'\\\ soon be the

subject of an investigation.

Amsterdam, June 1911. Anorg. Chem. Lab. of the University.
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Chemistry. — "On rclnxjiu'ssin' mcllliKj-poui.t lines.'' Hv Prof.

A. Smits cind J. 1'. Tkkuh. (Tliird foiniTniiiicjUioii). ((k)iinnn-

nicated l\y Prof. .1. 1). van dkr Waals).

It has appeared from llie preceding coniirinnicatioTi on the {PT).r

liiies foi' the eqiiilihriiiin solid-thiid tlial in the system ether-anthra-

quinone not only the locus for ?'>/= 0, bnt also that for 10,,/:=

enters the stable region in the neighbourhood of the plait, which

involves the i)henomenon already predicted by one of us (Smits),

that when the melting-point lines under constant jn-essure are deter-

mined, a point where —-1 = can occur twice.
\dJ Jp

From VAN uek Waals' differential equation

vsf dp = {.vs—^cf) { ^ I ƒ% + Vsf dT

follows for constant pressure:

dx'\fjrr
or

'd,t "N Waf
T

\d.r-jyrr

Now it follows from this relation that when in the stable region

two lines for solid-jiuul touch a plane for constant pressure projected

in the 7-*, TjA'-figure of the system idher-Kut/waquimme, which contact

must take place in its maximum for the line for snuill anthraipiinoiie-

concentrations, and in its minimum for that for greater concenti-a-

tions, the melting-point line will lia\e to possess two remarkable

points, because in the said points of contact ?(),,/ must be = 0, so

fdx \
7' —- =: 0, and so the tangent must be vertical.
\dTJ j>

Now it follows from the shape of the found (7^7's/)-lines that the

melting-point line will not present this particularity for all pressures,

but that this phenomenon remains restricted to a certain region of

pressure, outside, which oidy the lower, resp. the upper point will

still possess a vertical tangent in the stable region for some time,

while for greater, resp. smaller pressure it will vanish from the

stable region.

In the annexed 7-^'-iig. the projection of the liquid and the vapoui-

line uf the two parts of the intei-ru|)ted three-phase region, and

\'3

Proceedings P»oyal Acid. Amstordani. Vol. XIV.
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fiiitliei- some Tj-r-sections coirespoiuliiig to different constant pressures

liave been indicated.

When we consider tiie melting-point line for the pressnre of 45

atmospheres (in the figure the pressure has been gi\en for everj-

melting-point line), we observe that this melting-point line i-eally

possesses two vertical tangents, and that it runs strongly back

between the two points where the tangent is vertical. Below the

first, and above the second point the direction of the melting-point

line is normal, however, so at higher temperature it runs to the

side of the component with the highest melting point.

It is easy to prove that this is in perfect harniojiy with the theory,

for below and above the points where iihf is zero, iv^f must be

negative (this follows from the intersection of the (P7',ƒ).rliues with

fdx\ .

the plane tor constant pressure), so that T\ — I is positive. Between
\dTjp

the said points, on the other hand, w^f is positive, from which

tollows that T\ — is negative.

If we now proceed to higher pressures, we see that at 50 and

52.8 atms. the melting-point line has still the same shape in the

main ; two points may, namely, be indicated where the tangent is

vertical, but in concentration these points lie further apart than for

lower pressure.

At 54,3 atms. the melting-point line presents this peculiarity that

the upper point, where the tangent is vertical, lies exactl}' on the

vapour line of the three-phase region, from which accordingly follows

that there w^f = 0.

The melting-point line under the pressure of 59 atms. shows that

the vapour line of the three-phase region is already met at a place

where u\,j is positive, so that the melting-point line now possesses only

one vertical tangent.

At the pressure of 61 atms. the melting-point line no longer pos-

sesses a vertical tangent in the stable region, for where it meets the

\'apour branch of the three-phase region, ii\j is negative. So it appears

fiom this too, that the quantity Wsf on the vapour branch passes

from negative through zero, and becomes positive, after which it

soon passes through zero for the second time and assumes again a

negative value. As was already set forth in the communication on

the (/'*7l/)x-lines, this is to be ascribed to this that the locus for

iL\.f:=() gets outside the vapour branch on its approach of the plait,

but uot outside the liquid branch.
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At the pressure of 61,5 atms. the melting-point line runs strongly

to the right, because lo^f is pretty strongly negative here.

Finally it is still worthy of note that there are two pi'essures for

which the melting-point line presents another, not yet mentioned,

peculiarity ; they are the pressures of the two critical end-points

/> and q.

The melting-point line corresponding to the pressure of the first

critical end-point p (39,7 atms.) touches the continuous liquid-vapour

branch of the tirst part of the three-phase region in p, and the melting-

point line for the pressure of the second critical end-point (/ (62 alms.)

touches the continuous liquid-vapour line of the second part of the

0, from which itthree-phase region in q. In these points —

^

follows that the melting-point line must possess an horizontal tangent

thei-e, whicli van dkr Waai.s Sr. M already pointed out. So the

melting-point line at the pressure of the critical end-point p not only

possesses two vertical tangents, but moreovei' a point of inflection

wilh horizontal tangent.

The melting-point line at the pressure of the second critical end-

point q, however, only possesses a point of inflection with horizontal

1) These Pioc. June 1905, p. 193.

13^
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tarigeiil, l>iil no vertical taiigeiils, l)ul it iiuiy still be i'emarked of

this iiielting-point line that it is the tirst that pursues its course

undisturbed up to the melting-point of anthraquinone. The nielting-

[)oint lines corresponding to higher pressures also proceed nninter-

ruplcdly from the eulectic point to (he melting-point of anthraquinone,

but they present a point of iiilloclion as sole peculiarity.

. , ,
. ,..,, Anorq. Ckem. Laboratory

Amsteraaiii, June 1911. ^'
.

•'

of the Umvcrsifi/.

Chemistry. — "U/i the .^ystoit iraler-pheno/." By Prof. A. Smits

and J. Maaksk. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. Hoi.leman.)

Though the system water-phenol has already' several times been

the subject of in^•estig•ation, and already many peculiarities of the

mutual conduct of these substances have been revealed, it yet seemed

woilli while once more to take this system in hand, and determine

the melling-point ligure, the more so as we had come across a

hydrate of phenol that had drawn Cai.vkrt's^) attention already long

l)efore, but had not been met with by Patkkno and Ampola') in

their determination of the melling-point line of phenol in the system

water-phenol.

In his paper entitled V IJeher e'm kri/stalUsirtes Hydrat? des

Phenols" Calvkrt writes as follows: "Schiittelt man 4 Theile Phenol

mit 1 Tlieil Wasser gut durcli einauder und kiililt man das Ge-

menge auf 4° ab, so bedecken sich die Wande des Gefasses mit

feinen sechsseitigen rhombischcn Prismen. — Dieser neue Körper lost

sich in Wasser, Alkohol und Aether und schmilzt bei 1(5°. Die

Analyse der zwischen Fliesspapier abgepressten Krystalle fiihrte zur

Formel C.,H,0., -f HO" ').

After all Calvert, however, seems not. to have been perfectly

convinced of the existence of this hydrate, for in the title he placed a

note of interrogation after the word Hydrat. — Now it will appear from

what follows, that Calvert really had come across a hydrate of phenol

and that Patkrno and Ampola have quite overlooked this compound

in consequence of the circumstance that the formation of this hydrate

very often does not take place, so that very easily metastable states

1) Zeitscbr. f. Chemie 1, 530 (1865).

'-) Gazz. Ghim. ital. 27, 523 (1897).

'^ RiNKES (Thesis for the doctorate Amsterdam 1910 and Re. 30) has availed

himself of this circumstance for the preparation of perfectly pure phenol, as the

hoinologueb of phenol do not give hydrates, as far as we know.
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make their appejiniiico liere It is llicrofore not iniproh.il)!^ lliat

Calvert's doubt finds its origin in tliis circnnistancc.

In the adjoined 7\V-fignre the lines Zjfd^ and h^e^ represent tiie

two parts of the nieUing-point line of phenol in the system water-

phenol, which are separated by the region of non-miscibility.

Now the most remarkable thing in the system mentioned is this

that notwithstanding this part yd, appeared to be metastable, we
can just as easily determine this part as the part zy, because as a

rule it is exactly points of solidification of the part tjd^ that are

observed when water-j)lienol mixtures of concentrations corresponding

to this line are cooled without any precaution.

So this must be the reason that Patkhno and Ampola found

exactly this line, or rather that they oidy got deposited solid phx'uol.

The melting-point curve they found, agrees, indeed, with the curve

zgd^ with regard to its shape, but on the whole they found lower

temperatures ; at some places the difference is even 1°.

It is clear from the tig. that for concentrations lying between the

points r/j and h^ at a cei'tain temperature solid phenol must deposit

from the two layer system, whereas the acjueous liquid layer nuist

be formed at the same temperature for concentrations lying between

n and d,. — On cooling the conversion L,^ —^ f^i -\- Suhcnoi takes

place on the line ndj)^, so that at last the liquid layer L^, which

is richer in phenol, has quite disappeared. vSo long as the three

phases are present the temperature remains constant, and this ex|)lains

the fact that Paterno and Ampola have found a somewhat oscillating

temperature of solidification of ± 1,74° in a certain range of concen-

tration. The temperature of the three-phase equilibrium Lj-j-Ty^+'S'^V/CT../

was accurately determined by us by means of the resistance thermo-

meter, and found at J, 7°.

As it was expected that the eutectic point lying under it, where

ice, solid phenol, and liquid coexist, would differ little in temperature

from the just mentioned three-phase equilibrium, this point too was

determined with the resistance thermometer, when the tenq)erature

of 1,2° was found.

As was already observed before, the «nelting-point line of phenol

is only stable up to the point r/, for it appeared in oui- investigation

that in the stable state not the continuation
<i

d^, but the melting-

point line <! fd is found with a maxiinuin in /', which maximum
corresponds to the concentration (C„ H,, OH)^ . H^ ( ). In this case,

where mixed crystals play no j^art, this points to the fact that in

stable state a compound of the concentration mentioned above occurs,

which, as appeared to us, was easy to obtain l)y sudden cooling of
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the liquid iDixtures in a bath of sohd carbün-dioxyde and aicuhol.

When tlic solid compound had once been obtained in this way,

the (UiFerent points of the stable melting-point line were dclcrmiiiod

by seeding the undercooled mixtures with solid hydrate, and by

determining the temperature, in which the last trace of solid substance

vanishes by slow heating.

Instead of the metastable three-[)hase e(|uilil)rium between two

liquid layers and solid phenol discussed just now, we now likewise

get such a three-phase equilibrium in stable state, but now between

two liquid layers and solid hydrate. For this stable three-[)liase

equilibrium indicated l)y the points l.dh the tenq)erature 12,2° was found.

If we now go to lower temperature, we get the continuation of

the melting-point line of the compound which lies very much to the

side of the component, water, and ends in the eutectcc point for

ice, liquid and .solid lujdrate, the temperature of which a])peared to

lie at —1.0°.

In conclusion we may still mention that to get perfect certainty

that the top of the melting-point line of the hydrate really lies in

the stable region it must be examined if there exists a eutectic point

of solul hydrate, liquid, and solid phenol, which in this case must

lie below the highest melting-point observed on the n)elting-|)oint

line of the hydrate. This question was settled beyond all doul)t by

the following procedure: we started from a mixture lying in concen-

tration between (j and li; this mixture was entirely melted, then

undercooled by cooling to ± 15°, and then seeded with a con-

glomerate of the solid com|)Ound and the solid phenol. Then the

temperature rose to 15°.8 and remained constant there for a consi-

derable time, from which follows that the top of the melting-point

line of the hydrate really still lies just in the stable region, as has

been indicated in the 7'-,6'-(igure.

Anorij. Chein. Lnboratorij of the Uaiversit//.

Amsterdam, June 1911.

Chemistry. — ''On the .system hydroyensid/ddde-water." By Dr.

F. E. C. ScHEFFKK. 'Communicated by Prof. A. F'. Hollkman.)

1. In a previous communication ') I already mentioned the prin-

cipal part of the results of my investigation on the system hydrogen

sulphide-water in the neighbourhood of the cpiadruple j)oint hydrate-

two liquid layers-gas. From the determination of the /^- 7^-projection

of the four three-phase lines the behaviour of the said system could

ij These Proc. Jan. 1911.
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iilready be examined in main lines. Bv tiie aid of these determina-

tions I have already schematically f»iven the shape of the P-,/'-section

thi'ough the spacial tigure for about 20'', which is reproduced in

ligure 1. From the slight differences in pressure between the tension-

line of the liquid hydrogensulphide on one side {a in Fig. 1), and

the two three-phase lines SLJjr(J)) and L^L^G{c) on the other side

it was already vei-y i)robable that the concentrations of L^ for the

two mentioned three-phase pressures would lie near the hydrogen

P

^

]{,Z

lO -h Li,

3.G

VG

H,0

Fi.2. 1.

sulphide side, while the gas phases corresponding to them must

contain >till less water than />,. With regard to the situation of

G and L, on the thi-ee-phase line SL^G{(I) we may derive from

the relative volatility of the two components that G lies on the

side of the first component; the situation of L.,, however, cannot

be found from the determinations of vapour tension. 1 had already

drawn A^ iu the P-,i'-section on the side of water, as some {)reli-

iniiiary experiments had already proved that the liquid coexisting

with hydrate on SLJt{(1) contains only little hydrogensulphide.

To obtain further certainty I have determined the situation of the

liquid bi-anches on the three-phase lines SLJjrih) and SL.,G [d] by
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the aid of soaled liilx^s. A tubo providcMl wiih a cjipilltiry was

wciglied first ciiiptv, then with water. At'tci- coiideiisatioM of hydrogen

sulphide the Inhe was sealed at the eoustriclion, and the weight of

the eoudensed gas was easily found by weighing of the tube with

the melted oil' |)ai1. Then the tube was slowly heated in a water-

bath, and the temperature was determined at whicli the last crystals

disappeared. It will be (dear that this observed temperature will lie

on the liquid branch of the three-phase line only wiien liie vapour

phase disappears at the same moment as the solid substance. This

can, of course, no! be carried out in j)ractice; it is, however, possible

to choose the (piaidity of vapour small, and then the observed tem-

perature differs in general oidy very little from the leal one. This

latter precaution, which will have little, if any, influence for the

determination of the li([uid points on SLJJ, must, however, be

carefully observed for the determination of the discussed points on

SL^G. We can easily see this in the following way. If the last

crystals disappear, the observed temperature agrees entii-ely with the

liquid [)oint of the mixture, the quantity of vapour being neglected.

If we now are on SLJr, the vapour consists for the greater pai't

of hydrogensulphid?, the substance which is present in the mixture

in great excess; so a neglect of the vapour s])ace is undoubtedly

justified, when it is small. For the line /S'L./j^, however, the situation

is just the i-everse ; the vapour which remains at the observed

vanishing point of the solid substance, consists for the main part of

hydrogensulphide, the substance which is present in a small quantity,

and with appreciable vapour space tlie errors can i-eaeh here a

high value. Accordingly in the first place the vapour space should

be (diosen small; to eidiance the accuracy, however, I have determined

the vapour space by calibration with water at the end of the

determination. The quaidity of hydrogensulphide in the vapour

could then be roughly calculated by the aid of the three-phase

pressures IVoui llic preceding communication, and the law of Royi-k,

which though probably not holding sti-ictly here, can yet be used

in the deternunation of the correction which is already snuill.

Moreover it ap|)eared that after the said correction the points deter-

miiic<l with great gas xoliime, ngreed satisfactoi'ily with the ob.sei-

valioiis with small gas volume. The observed li(piid points have

been collected in the followinu' table:
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So we can derive from the table that /^i contains about 1,3 mol. %
H^O and L, 3,4 mol. "/„ H^S at the quadruple point. Soit appears

really that non-miscibility extends almost over the full width of the

figures of concentration.

2. In the preceding communication uncertainty continued to prevail

about the constitution of the hydrate. The first analysis of the hvdrate

found by Wöhler in 1840 was made by de Forckand. In reference

to these analyses, which (irst led to the formula II.,S \b (iq ^), after-

wards to H..S 12 aq -), DK FoRCKAND i-emarks that it is diiTicult to

obtain this compound in dry state; generally in the formation of

the compound a quantity of water remains excluded from the action

of the gas owing to its being enveloped by a layer of solid substance.

To this difliculty, which presents itself in a perfectly analogous way
for other gas-hydrates, it is owing that the most divergent formulae

have been proposed for the concentration of the hydrates, which

possess the smaller ratio of water as the investigations were repeated

with greater care. Thus in an analysis carried out latei- on by dv.

FoKCRAND and Villard the concentration H,^S 7 aq appeared to be

the most probable one ^), but of this analysis the two investigators

state that also in this case the ratio of water is probably still too

high. Villard") comes to this conclusion on account of the great

analogy between this hydrate and the numerous other hydrates

examined by him, for which his extensive investigation has made
the general formula M.QHJJ probable. Besides in virtue of this

analogy Villard thinks he han to ascribe the analogous formula

H^S . Q H,0 to the hydrate of H._S, also on account of the possil)ility

of seeding a mixture of ^^0 and H.^0 with the hydrate of H^S,

so that X.,0 .^ HM is deposited. Villard has, however, not made
any direct determinations to prove this constitution.

Dk Forcrand arrives at the same conclusion by another way.

From some regularities found empirically between caloric quantities

and the temperature, in which the line SL^G reaches the pressure

of one atmosphere, de Forcrand finds a means to calculate the

concentration of the hydrates. This calculation, which I shall not

discuss any further iiere, has yielded the value //^-S' . 5,69 ^/Y for the

hydrate of hydrogen sulphide';, which led de Forcrand to conclude

to the formula H^S.^aq.

1) De Fohukand. C. r. 94 '.JG? (1882).

-) De Forcrand. Ann. chim. phys. (5). 28. 5 (1883).

3) De Forcrand and Villard. C. r. 106. 1402 (1888).

^) Villard. Ann. chim. phys. (7) 11 -I'S',) (1807).

^) De Forcrand. C. r. 135. 959 (1902).
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Tiionaii in tliis way the two investigators concur in considering

the formula H.,S . (^ aq the most probable, neither reasoning seems

to me to be conclusive for the given composition. In the tirst place

Villard's arguments can at most make the said formula probable,

while we cannot attach absolute certainty to de Fokcraxd's calculation

in my opinion already for the reason that an analogous calculation

applied to the hydrate of S(J.. yielded the value SO., . 8 JiJJ, whereas

the analysis of Bakhuis Roozeboo.m already made 7 HJ) probable,

and Villard's later determinations, which were carried out with

great care ha\ e j)roved with certainty in my opinion that the content

of water cannot be higher than 6 molecules.

For this reason a renewed analysis seemed desirable to me. I have

carried it out in a way which the spacial tigure naturally suggests,

and which was already applied before for the determination of the

composition of gas hydrates by different investigators, among others

a single time by Bakihis Roozkboom and rejieatedly by Villakd.

Ill the spacial figures of the gas hydrates in general a large region

is found where the solid hydrate occurs by the side of a gas phase,

which pi'actically consists entirely of the most volatile component.

So when we tirst realise the state (jii SLJJ, and then evaporate the

lirpud phase Lj , we shall retain the pure hydrate by the side of gas.

The determinations were made in wide tubes provided with stems

with two capillary constrictions; after the tube had been weighed

empty and with a certain iiiiantity of water an excess of H„S was

condensed, and the tube was fused to at the upper constriction. By

first heating the mass to the qnadi-uple point and then cooling it

shaking it violently the mass was converted into hydrate ^). After the

state SLJt obtained in this way had been preserved for some days,

the tube was cooled in carbonic acid and alcohol, and opened ; then

we either evacuated the hydrogensulphide at — 80° by means of

the water-jet circulation pump, or removed it by boiling about

— 13° (ice and salt). In both cases we are in the -S- (9-region, as

will be clear from the /-*- 7^-projection of the preceding paper. Three

weighings, the last after the tnbe has been sealed at the lower

constriction, yield the data required for the calculation.

1 have carried out some thirty analyses of this kind ; the values

obtained thus oscillate round 5,3 mol. watei-; almost all lie between

5,3 db 0,2 mol. water (28 observations) so that I think I may conclude

that the formula H^S .^ HJ) is the most probable. I think 1 am
justified in this because the found oscillations can only be accounted

1) In some analyses this was jn-omoted by glass rods or small glass spheres,

which, hov.'ever, had no influence on the result.
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for l)v iiiconipletc ('Oiiibiiuitioii of llio Iwo coiïiponeiils, so lli;il ;i

siiuill (iiuiiilily of water escapes rtii-lln>r aclioii ol" (lie gas by Ueiiig

enveloped in solid hydrale. A ruriiici- pioof of this is fiiniislied by

the fact that some |)reliniiiiaiT experiments, in wlrcli little care was
devoted to the com[)lete formation of the hydrale by siiaking, yielded

far more oscillating- values, which were all higher than those men-
tioned above. So it is beyond doubt that tlie values found can only

indicate a too great content of water.

So the hydi-ate H^S . 5 HJ) diifers from the many hydrates

M.(j/I.,0 examined by Villahd.

3. When in conclusion we survey the results of ihe imestigation,

it appears that the system H,S—H^O presents great analogy to the

system SO,—H.2O, one of the gashydrate systems investigated by

Bakhuis Roozeboom. The sohdulity of the hydrate of SO.^ under the

three-phase pressure in the condensed gas is oidy small, like that

of the hydrate of N.,S, because in both eases the pressure of the

line SLJjr lies ojdy little lower than the vapoui- tension line of the

li(|uid, most volatile compcment. The other systems examined by

Bakhuis Roozeboom deviate more or less from this system, either in

consequence of the fact that the concentration of L^ on SL^G lies

much less on one side, or because this line shows higher pressure

than the two components, so that the L-6r-surface presents a nuixi-

mum in the isothermal sections.

Anorij. Chon. hthoiuilorn of tlw IJiiicersih/ of Ainslerddin.

Physics. — 'UJti iJw, mconslstciicii if nii/ ltc((t. thcorcni and VAX dkr

Waals' lyiitiiion dt renj low tenipcrdf.iurs.'' By Prof W.
Nkknst of Berlin. (Communicated by Pi-of. \\. A. Lokkntz).

(Communicated at tlio meeting of May 27, 1911.)

Messrs. Kohnstamm and ( )rnstkin ') have published a criticism on

my theorem of heat -) in these Proceedings, which is based on clearlv

mistaken premises, and which therefore calls for a refutation.

Everybody who has studied Thermodynamics, knows the form,

in which Hki.mholtz and others have expressed the second theorem

of heat

:

dA

dT ^ '

1) These Proc. of' 24 Dec. 1!)10.

-) Ni;uNST, Theoret. Clieni. VI Anil. 8. G'.l!» (IHOU); d'. also tlie lilciatiiie

mentioned in my paper, Journ. de Gliim. Phys. 8 228 (l'Jlü;.
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Now tlie question rises iiow under certain condijions the two tber-

niodjnaniic functions U and A (vai-iation of tlie total and the free

energy) behave al low temperatures, and in the discussion of this

(|uestion I pointed out that when gases are present in the considered

system, we cannot reach the absolute zero of temperature wiliiout

discontinuities making theii- a|)j)earance, bid that when only solid and
li(piid substances occur, the following equation holds:

dA dU
Urn -— = Ivtn — =r 0, for 7' = C2).dT dT '' ^^

The (juestion what is the relationshii) between Uami A for very low
temperatures, has, moreover, already been ti-eated by different authors');

hence it seemed superlluous to me to give further explanation about

this problem itself.

In the strange way in which they treat the problem the two
authors write that "it may be assumed" that the meaning is that

the limit is approached with constant volume, because otherwise

the whole [)roblem would be indefinite.

It appears fi-om this remark that the authors do not quite under-

stand the meaning of equation (2), and though it seems hardly

necessary, I shall illustrate the question of the way in which
the limit is reached by an example. Let us consider the reaction

S (rhomb) —^ S {mon)

;

independently of the pressure under which the two modiücations

of the sul|)hur are, A possesses definite values, of course variable

with the pressure. As equation (2) if it is correct, must also hold

for the case of compression — and we come here to the conclusion

that for low temperatures the heat of compression A — U becomes
equal to 0'^) — we need not impose any restriction on equation (2):

only the differential quotient of A must of course in each special

case be formed in the way that classical thermodynamics requires for

equation (1). I can, however, not be expected to set this forth more
fully here.

The authors now come to the conclusion in a rather circumstantial

way, some points of which are by no means indisputable that when
we consider van der Waals' formula to hold for tluids down to

any temperature however low, equation (2j cannot hold.

This result, which, of course, ] had known for a long time, may
be arrived at in the following direct and exact way.

1) Van 't Hoff, Boltzmann Festschrift 1904 S. 238; Brönsted, Zeitschr. phys.

Ghem. 56 645 (1906).

•) Nernst, Journ. de Ghim. Phys. 8 236 (1910).
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As a case (o wliicli wo will applv c(|iiatioii (2; \vc consider the

expansion of a liquid from the volnnio v, to the vohnne r.^ at constant

temperalnre. When \'.\N dkh Waai>s' foimula

P I
"^ ]{v-'b) = nT (:{)

holds foi' this, \vc aet

while

A =
\ p di'—llT (n \-

~
J ^\~^> ''.2

a a

follows for L'. These relations are of course in harmony with

equation (1), of which one can easily convince oneself; on the otliei-

hand we have

:

dA v,—b , dU
Urn =r R In , Inn = (for 7' =r 0',

dr v,-b dT ^

relations which are incompatible with equation (2), i.e. the new

theorem of heat.

Now, however, it would be entirely injustitiable to consider the

new theorem of heat refuted on this ground ; it is indeed oidy

experiment which has to decide this question. And as we know,

experiment proved long ago that van der Waals' formula and even

the general theory of corresponding states too are often in flagrant

opposition to experiment ') ; it is further easy to see that especially

at low temperatures the deviations become particularly striking. The

new theorem of heat, on the other hand, has already been conlirmed

bv a great number of examples, and in many hundreds of cases, in

which we conld not yet prove it with perfect exactness for want

of a more accurate knowledge of specific heats at low temperatures,

at least certain a))proximate results were contirmed, which I could

derive from it.

For the rest it is also easy to derive from molecular theory even

without having recourse to the new theory of indivisible units of energy

which is of coui-se incompatible with foi-mula (3), that this formula

cannot possibly hold for licpiids at low temperatures. For it is known

that stronglj' undercooled liquids assume a rigid glassy state at low

temperatures according to Tammann's iinestigations, and nolxuly but

1) Gf. e.g. my Tiieoiet Gliem. p. 23<i and paiiicnlaily KiisliiK.' Meyer, ZclLschr.

piiysik. Chem. 32 1, (1900).
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Messrs. KoilNsTAMM ;iii(l OuNSTKiN Would ever lliiiik of applviii^i- v.vN

DKH Waals' formula lo aiuorplioiis (^luii'z, and siinilai' suhslaiices.

For here there is no loii<ier present unchecked movement of the

molecules, and this is entirely in conflict with the premises on

which VAN DKK Waals' tornuila was derived. Indeed, the new theorem

of heat is intended to account for the entirely different circumstances

found here; for the rest it necessarily follows from the theory of

indivisible units of energy ^).

Messrs. Kohnsta.alm and Oknsthin therefore try to refute my theo-

retical consideration- l»y evidently inaccurate, nay even inadmissililc

formulae ").

It is known that when Tait (piestioned the second theorem of

heat on the assumption of Demons, Clausius could point out with

perfect justice that his formulae did not refer to the question how

heat behaved with the aid of Demons, but what it did of its

own accoi'd. In the ^ame way the attention of Messrs. Kohnstamm

and Ohnstkln nnglit be drawn to the fact that equation ^2) does not

hold for substances which oidy exist in their imagination, and that

the real behaviour of substances at low temperatures should be

laken into account.

In conclusion we may point out that the formulae (2) express the

whole of ni} theorem of heat, and that particularly the applications

which I have n)ade to (jtiseous systems, with which remarkably

enough, the authors exclusively operate, consist oidy in a combina-

tion of these formulae and the already known theorems of heat.

Physics. — ''Further EiperiinerU.'i todh Liquid IIcHuiil. E. .1 Udiuni-

(Jrijostat. Ri'iiuirks on the [)recu'dLiig (Join inuniaitions." By Prof.

H. Kamerlingii OxNNKS. Oomm. N". 123" from the Physical

ijaboratory at Leiden.

§ i. introduction. In the Jubilee volume presented in October

1910 to J. M. VAN Bemme],en a description was given of an arran-

gement by means of which liquid helium had been successfully

transferred from the apparatus in which it had been prepared to

another vessel in which the measuring apparatus could be immersed

in liquid helium. Advantage was then taken of this arrangement to

1) Nernst, Journ. de Chim. Phys, 8 234 (1910); F. JütTxXer, Zeitschr. I'. Elek-

trochem. 17 139 (1911); 0. ÖacküR, Ami. d. Phys [4] 34 455 (1911).

•) With an analogous reasoning the said authors might also have "refuted"

Pla.nck's ioiniula of radiation, the whole theory of indivisible units of energy etc.
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investigate how Wiv \\i\\i'u\ lieliiini could Ix; cooled before solidit'icalion,

and to reach the lowest temperature hitherto attained. Hut, as was

pointed out in that Paper, this arranf^einenl did not a|)pear to allord

the recjuisite certainty in its action.

Experiments upon the electrical resistance of metals at helium

temperatures and upon the thermal j)roperties of helium were, there-

fore, again made (December lOlOi by introducing the necessarv

a|)paratus into the chamber of the helium li(pielier, in which the

liquid formed by the ex|)ansion of the gas collected. Hut, as long

as a stirrer camntt be used in the helium bath, and with this arran-

gement its introduciion would be a matter of the gi'eatest diflicidty

one cannot be sure of the nnifornnty of the temperature of the bath

which, nevertheless, is a siw <ju,a noii, for accurate temperature

determinations. There was couse(piently urgent need for the con-

struction of a cryostat ^) which, although still closely connected with

the liqnelier, would yet aUow the apparatus which one wished to

place in the helium bath to be introduced and still have free and

independent exit above. In the present paper a description is given

of a cryostat which fidfills the necessary conditions. With this cryostat

various experiments have been made including those upon the dis-

appearance of the resistance of |)ure mercury (Comm. W. 120 Proc.

April 1911 and Comm NM22'^ Proc. May lilll).

Now that this cryostat is available it is possible to measure the

resistance of a mercury thread (Cat.i.kndak's bridge method, ordinary

differential galvanometer method, method of overlapping shunts,

measurement of fall of potential and current strength) whose four

leads connecting with the measuring instruments are also (glass tubes

filled with in the lower part solid) mercury up to the point at which

ordinary tempei'ature is reached. Moreover, the difficulties attending

an investigation of phenomena connected with electrical conduction

are diminished, and in this connection an nivestigation is proceeding

with a view to ascertaining how far one can, in measuring all kinds

of very small potential differences, take advantage of the increase

of sensitivity experienced by the current carrier (e.g. fixed coil*),

suspended coil, current circuit or string) of the galvanometer when

brought to the temperatui-e of liquid hydrogen. Finally, one can

attempt to obtain baths giving temperatures between the boiling point

of helium and the melting point of hydrogen, which must l)e regarded

as of the highest importance for resistances (and perhaps for specific

1) Gf. also Comm. N". 119, Pioc. March I'Jll A § Ü.

2) When thus cooled the resistance of a fine wire coil is diminished to that of

a thick wire coil.

J4

Proceedings Royal Acad. Arasterdani. Vol. XiV,
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heats as well), and which are essential for an accurate (leterniina-

tion (already once unsuccessfully attempted) of the critical tempera-

ture of helium \).

A short description of this cryostat, therefore, is desirable.

§ 2. Description of the apparatus. The chief difference between

this and the apparatus described in the van BEMMEi.EN-Jubilee volume

lies in the separation of the helium liquetier from the cryostat chamber

by a valve, and in the siphoning over of the liquid helium through

a cooled siphon. For the rest, the apparatus on the one side resem ble.s

the a[)[)aratus described in the van Bemmki-en xolume, and on the

other the liquefier with enlarged reception chamber described in

Comm. N". 119 Proc. March 1911. Reference may be made to

Comm. N". 119 for a descri])tion of all that is common to the

earlier and the later apparatus; the same letters are used to indicate

identical parts, while, where one of the partb has been moditied, the

letters are distinguished by accents. As in Comm. N". 119 reference

must be made to the earlier Communication for a detailed description

of the parts connnon to the heUum licjuelier there described and

that given in Comm. N". 108, while the plates given in Comm.'s

N". 108 and N°. 119 should be consulted along with the figure

given with the present paper. -)

ij For a criticism of the thermal properties of helium an accurate knowledge

of this temperature is essential. In this connection we may remark that circum-

stances other than those brought forward in § ü of Comm. N'. 119 (Proc. March

1911) may influence the deviation of helium from ordinary normal substances in

the sense opposite to that in which associated substances deviate from them. An

increase in the elongation of the vibrators would bring the attracting particles

closer to the surface of the atoms, and this could lead to an increased association

at higher temperatures. But, in particular, a peculiarity in the equation of state,

ascribed to the change of a and b, may just as well be brought about by the

non-appearance of changes occurring hi ordinary normal substances (and perhaps

loo m substances such as argon and oxygen wliose critical temperature is not

yet loo low) which had not been allowed for in the examination of the changes

undergone by their a and b. For it is the comparison of helium and ordinary

normal substances, that is regarded. An increase in the value of b for helium

would, therefore, correspond with the total or partial absence of a (hiuinution of

b (compressibility) of normal substances, and similarly an increase of a with tem-

perature for helium would correspond with the absence of aii increase in a at

temperatures down to those usually reached with ordinary normal substances.

(_Cf. too the note on the compressibility of argon atoms in Comm. No. 121^ by

Kamerlinsh Onnes and Crommelin, These Proc. p. 16:2).

~) In tlie construction of this cryostat as well as of the apparatus placed in it

during the various experiments 1 owe much to the skill and ingenuity of Messrs.

Fuji and Kesselring, instrument maker and glass blower respectively at the

Cryogenic Laboratory.
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Tlio silvered siphon (ubc Eak (see accompanviiig' figure) vvliicli

transfers the liquid lielinni from the vaenuin glass Zv/" of the liqnelier

in wliieh it collects lo the vacuum glass of the cryostat *S. — the

eryostat glass — is fused to the under part of the vacuum glass

Ecd'li^. The lower portion of the vacuum glass of the li(piefier as well as

the rising limb of the sij)hon Eak^ are siu-rounded with li(|ui(l air

in *S'„ from which they are separated by a goi-man silver case ,S',

cemented and consequently immovably attached to the li(|uelier glass

at aS'ij. To this case the rii^g ;S'^ whicii cari-ies the crvostat glass ;S'. is

also tixed immovablv. When the cryostat glass with its rid)ber i-iiig

Sr, is attached to this, and the cover \ with its rubber ring -S'«, is

placed over the cryostat chamber, this case forms with the coimecting

tube aS's and the cryostat glass S. one closed whole. The same

method of connecting by means of rul>bei- rings as was used in the

earlier cryostats was again enqtloyed with the li(|uetier, at >S',2 above

the cemented junction S^^, and this connei'tion was also provided with a

safety envelope, thus ensuring an air-tight sealing of the whole

enclosed space. A heliunj thermometer whose german silver reservoir

JSfb^ is placed in the liquid helium space indicates the accumulation

of liquid hehum which may be transferred to the cryostat cluunber;

its steel capillary Nh^ passes along by the spiral A of the helium

liquefier and is connected to a stem Nh.^ and a barometer tube;

this thermometer is placed alongside the thermometers which indicate

the level of the liquid in the hydj'ogen chamber of the liquetier X
and N(i (cf. the plate of Oomm. N". 119).

Along the upper end of the siphon EkIi.^ is laid a co|)per capillary

Eal through which is flowing liqnid air and which is wrapped up

with the siphon tube in a layer of insulating material; by this

means it is ensured that when the liquid helium tlows ([uickly over

it takes up but little heat. At the extremity of the siphon Pjali.^,

whicli opens into this cryostat glass is a valve Eak, consisting of a

stopper plate Eak^ which turns about a horizontal axis and is [)ressed

against the opening of the vacuum tube by meajis of the large-

pitched worm gear Eak.^. The worm is operated from aboxe the

cover of the cryostat l)y turning the handle E(ik\ to which is

attached the shaft Eak;^ (made partly of glass) passii»g through the

s tufting box Eak^.

The stirring arrangen)eiit consists of a german silver |Him|) Sh,

with valved piston >S/>, and outlet valves Sh^ ; by means of a wire

^ib^ and a soft iron cylinder Sb^, inside the glass tube Sb. the piston

follows the course of a magnet ;S'<;/, which is moved u|) and down
14*
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Uy ail elec'li-ic motor '). Hy this means a powerful cireulation is

obtained.

Only tlio upper i)ortion of the cryoslat glass is silvered. At the

level of Ihe inlet valve the silvering ceases, so that one is able to

control the action of the valve and to observe the level oflheli(|uid

meniscus in the cryostat glass. A vertical strip on each side of the

vacuum glass A"7> which contains liquid hydrogen and surrounds the

the cryostat glass is left unsilvered so that the position of the liquid

helium in the cryostat glass may be seen. The vacuum glass A""6'

with licpiid air which })rotects the liquid hydrogen is treated in the

same way. Vaporization is chiefly due to entrance of heat from
above by conduction and by absorption of radiation by uncooled or

insuflicienti}' cooled portions of the a|)paratus (e.g. cover, resistance

thermometer leads, etc.). 'The radiation, too, which is admitted

through the transparent parts of the walls as well as the radiation

from above can be absorbed by objects which are in conlaci

with the licpiid helium (this seems to be particularly the case with

the opaque or metal parts of the apparatus), and can give rise to

considerable evaporation '). For many experiments the rapid evaporation

occasions great difficulty.

In the case represented by the accompanying figure (experiments

of April 1911) the cryostat contains a. the helium thermometer 77iJ'

(with capillary 7%,,"); f>- the gold resistance thermometer i2.i„ (an

insulated gold wire wound on a glass cylinder); c. the mercury
resistance S2j-/,j''). To make it possible for the mercury to solidify and

1) It is peculiarly charming to see this litde pump ejecting the light liquid over

its upper edge when the level of the liquid helium sinks a little below it.

2) The whole of these radiation and absorption phenomena at exlreniely

low temperatures IcmI to the conviction that in bringing a measuring instrument

that receives radiation to a low temperature, a wide field of investigation is m.ade

easily accessible. In this connection it may be mentioned that according to the

well known formula A™ r=0.294 cm. deg., at the lowest helium temperatures

Am becomes approximately 2 mm. (at the melting point of hydrogen a value of

0.2 mm. is already realised) ; the heat radiation, therefore, given by the wave-

length Km is almost identical wilh the actual Hertz oscillations of small wave
length (4 mm.) realised by Lampa. We may also mention that at 4° K. at which

temperature vibrators of wave length 0.5 mm which seem to play an important

part in electiical resistance come to rest, A,» becomes 0.7 mm. approximately.

•^) The estimate of the frequennj of the resistance vibrators in mercury (which

gave a = 30, see Comm. N'. 119 B, § 3 note under table, Proc. March 1911)

was obtained by paying due attention to the fact that the situation of the chief

points on the cu)ve defining resistance as a function of temperature seemed to be

determined by the melting point — a fact already commented upon in Gomm.
N". 99% Sept. 1907). 1 thought it clearly suitable to apply the law of corresponding
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liquety iigain witliout division and witliout iiijnrin<>- the glass tlie

last resistance consists of a series of u-shaped glass capillaries tilled

with mercury arranged in a cii-cle and connected bv expansion

i-eservoii'S ; there are foui- j)latinuni leads for conj>ling it to the

measurinu- instruments.

states to metals, which has been done repeatedly shice, and to regard the melting

point as a corresponding temperature. I also thought that when it was a question

of concluding from elastic phenomena, the principle of mechanical similarity could

well he apphed, as 1 had already tlone in explaining the extended validity of

VAN DER VVaals's law of corresponding slates.

Metals, the-efore, in corresponding states are regarded as mechanically similar

systems the various properties of which, expressed in units depending upon length,

mass and time, are, when in corresponding states, given hy the same numerical

values by using units which are ot)tained for each metal from its own hmda-

mental units [L\, [M], [T]. The natural units of mass and volume are the atomic

weight M and the atomic volume, so that [i] = i(f' /s
p - Vs where p is the density.

The particular unit of lime for each metal is the reciprocal of the frequency here

required, i. e. the period of the resistance vibrators. According to the dimensions

[L'-MT--] of kinetic energy which determines temperature, we get from llie cor-

responding melting point temperatures fl*- and S'^ and the expression for
f.

[T[ : [T] = LLJJ/V.<9,-V. : [L']il/'".^',-'. =

from which it would follow lliat taking the Irequency for lead such that a — 54

the frequency for mercury should be such that ö = 37. As comparison with

platinum would give a value 47, we can regard the results of this method as

only a rough approximation, and a further reduction to 30 which promised to

give better agreement seemed quite permissible.

I have more recently seen a formula for the frequency deduced by Lindemann

as far back as lUlO (Physik. Zeitschr.) from more specialized assumptions, from

which the expression just given follows at once; this is not surprising since the

principle of similarity may be applied to his assumptions. While I wish to take

this opportunity — as 1 should have done in my first paper on the subject — of referring

to these important calculations of Lindemann it is perhaps fortunate that 1 had

not seen them sooner, for they give a^ 46 for mercury, while it was just from

the estimate a = 30 that I was able to forecast that at some of the helium tem-

peratures the resistance of mercury could be measured and at lower temperatures

it would disappear, and it was this forecast that made experiments with mercury

so particularly inviting joined with the prospect of working with a pure metal.
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Astronomy. — ''Prdbniiuirn /'nvest/j/tttioii into the motion of the

pole of the earth in. J 907." Hy Dr. H. .). Zwikks. (Coinmnni-

ciited 1)) Pi'of. K. F. VAN dk Sandk Bakhuyzkn.)

Ill 1910 I started investigations into tlie motion of the momentary
rotation-pole of the eartii since tlie l)eginiiing of tlie year 1H90.

Besides the general scientitk* importance of such an analysis, especi-

ally for the future explanation of the rather complicated phenomenon,

another reason prom|)ted these investigations, i.e. the desire to arrive

at a safe basis for a (piick reduction of some observations of

declination with the Leyden meridian circle. For often enough

starplaces must be reduced soon after the day of observation,

even before aiiytliiiig is known about the momentary value of the

latitude, which is one of the most im[)ortant elements of re<luction.

The general results of these investigations I hope to |)ublish before

long. At present I desire only to communicate some preliminary

results about a perturbation in the regular motion of the pole, which

must have taken place in the course of 1907.

Early in my investigations I found, that, while the motion of the

pole up to the beginning of 1907 could be represented by simple

formidae with tol<3ral)le accuracy, later observations showed great

deviations. Originally only the results of the observations u|> to

1908.5 were known from Prof. Albkkcht's dilferent pui)licati()iis,

and the lapse of time after the moment of the perturbation was too

short to determine accurately its nature and the orbit described

afterwards. In N". 4414 of the Astvonoinii^che Nnchricltten Albrecht

gave the polar co-ordinates for the period 1908.0 until 1910.0, and

in the first days of June 1911 in Astron. iVachr. N^ 4504 a con-

tinuation of the table of these co-ordinates was jMiblished by him,

as far as the commencement of 1911. This enabled me to investigate

more closely into the time and the probable nature of the disturbance.

Without dealing with it in detail, I must first give here some
results of my earlier investigations.

It api)eared, that from 1890.0 until early in 1907 the motion of the

pole could be analysed into a yearly ellipse and an approximately 14-

monthly circle, the motion in both being from W. to E. The polar

co-ordinates msiy be thus represented by :

, \_ (i)

in which the indices 1 refer to the co-ordinates in the yearly ellipse,

the indices 2 to the 14-monthly circle, while 5 and ^ represent the

co-ordinates of the mean i)ole.
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1 coiiiinenced iny calculations hv deducing also for the period

1.S90.0 to 1899.8 tlie value of the vearly c-term, found afterwards by

KiMURA, as far as the published observations would allow it. The

separate results came out with considerable uncertainty, but takinji,-

the mean of the values, found for : for the corresponding tenth

parts of the different years, 1 arrived at 10 mean values, which

were represented as well as possible by the following' siiuisoïd ;

^ = + 0"0043 sm If' + O"0221 cos if

in which if?
is being counted from the beginning of the year.

From the values of Ay, corrected for this j-term, I computed

the rectangular polar co-ordinates ./ and // foi' that period, so (hat I

obtained a continuous, and homogeneously reduced series of these

co-ordinates, from 1890.0 up to 1908.5. From this 1 deduced in

lirst approximation the elements of the yeaily component for (hiee

periods

:

a from 1890.0 to 1897.0

b from 1895.5 to 1902.5

c from 1901.0 to 1908.0

takin^'- each time 7 years together in oi-der to eliminate the second

com[)onent, whose period was thus in this tirst approximation su[)-

posed to be exactly 14 months.

For these three periods 1 found a yearly ellipse, showing slight

variations in size and shape, and in the position of the axes. This

need not to be a cause of wonder, however, when we accept clianges

of mainly atmospheric nature, e. g. varying dislribulion of atmospheric

pressure, accumulation of snow and ice in winter, as the chief factor

in l)ringing about this component.

A single result of this investigation deserves to be shortly men-

tioned here.

While for the periods a and b the zero-values of ^ and ?/ proved,

that the adopted origin of co-ordinates coincided practically exactly

with the real mean pole, I found in this first approximation for the

central co-ordinates in the period c :

^ — + 0" U09 n= + 0".032.

These values indicate, that for the later years the adopted origin

deviates sensibly from tiie niean pole. The observations of this period

have all been made at the six international latitude stations, and

have been reduced uniformly by Prof. Ai.bhecht in his Ri'sultate

Bnd. I, II and 111. The origin of co-ordinates chosen by him, and

adopted as "mean pole", coincides fairly accurately with the centre

of the orbit of the pole resulting from the observations from 1899.9
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until tlie beginning- of tiie year 11)01, which were first discussed.

Albrecht's method of' reduction niusi then for subsequent years

always conduct to the same "mean pole" and could not give any

answer to the (luestion of its secular motion. Only an analysis of

the total motion can give a criterium for this qnestion in the con-

stancy or otherwise of the co-ordinates of the centre found after

subtracting the periodical components.

From the three yearly ellipses, combined with | aud ïj, I calculated

three- series of values of $ -f- .7\ and i^ + //i
fi"oni 0.1 to 0.1 year.

The first series was used for the period 1890.0—1893.5, the second

for 1899.0—1899.9 and the tiiird for 1904.5 and following years.

The values for tlie iutcruiediate years were obtained l)y simple

interpolation. Subtracting these values from ,/ and //, 1 obtained a

continuous series of values of .c, and v/.,, which served as a first

approximation of the second component. This series I divided in two :

A : 1890.0 to 1899.8 B -. 1899.9 to 1908.0

and first of all 1 deduced the length of the period from transits

through the axes of co-ordinates. I found :

from A : P, = 1.198 year

from B: P., = 1.174 year.

Provisionally I decided on adopting a general mean value, and

computed from A and B together:

l\ = 1.188 year = 434.1 days.

1 examined the shape of the second component for three parts of

the whole interval, and found three ellii)ses, which agreed inter se

so closely, that there was no objection to taking them together in

one mean orbit

:

.6-, = + 0."123 sin i|?., — O."o57 cos if?.,

_V, = + 0. 061 sin x\i^ 4- 0. 126 cos t|'.,

in which i|% has been counted from 1890.198, and increases yearly

with 360°: 1.188 = 303.°03.

Taking the two periodical terms together, we find :

,v, — 0."186 sin {xp.^ + 335.°1)
^

;/,
— 0."140 sin {\p, -f 64.°2)

Practically both amplitudes are ecpiai and the phases differ 90°,

so that the second component appeai-s to be a circle with a radius

of nearly 0."14.

The co-ordinates ,c^ aiul //.,, com|)uted from the above foi-mulae,

were now used to inv{>stigate the yearly couipoiient in second

ai»proxiination. For the present 1 shall only mention the i-esult 1
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obtained fur the i)enocl 1904.6 to J 907.5, which pei-iod iminediately

precedes the peitnihatioji in 1907. As co-ordinates of the mean pole

1 found :

§= + 0."001 7i= + 0."040

ill ,t!,ootl accordance with those nienlioiied al>ove. The elliptical co-

ordinates Itecanie

./'. = — Ü."075 sin ih, — "0 1 9 cos If, 1

y^ = -f 0."00l si,, ,|v — 0."058 <r^^• If', ^
• • ' ^->

in which \]\ has l)een counted from the l)eginning of the year.

This yearly component of the motion was supposed to be constant

for the whole jjcriod 1904.0 till 1911.0 and I diminished the .rand

// resulting from the observations with these ,i\ and //,. From the

residual values for ^ -\- ,i\, and j^ -f- //.^ I computed, adopting for the

length of the period the value found abo\e : 434.1 days, two ellipses,

1" for the period 1904.0—1907.0 and 2Mbr 1908.0—1911.0. I found :

,,,. , ,, ^ I
^ -- -r "-"0 '3 X., = 0."n5 sin (iK ^ 199.°2)

1904.0 - 1907.0 ' '

I 7^ = -f O."044 //, = 0."121 sin (if, -f 288.°3)

v.. being counted from 1904

I ^ =: I- < ."008 .V, = 0."252 sh, (iK, + 280.^1)
1903.0 1911.0 ) ^ ' ^ '- ^ ''

I >^ = 4- O."037 V, ^ 0."249 sin (if., + 10.°4)

If., being counted from 1909.0.

Both orbits are so nearly circular, that I substituted for them the

two following circles;

I .*,-, = 0."118 sin{ii\ + 179.°;;)
,

1904 0—1907.0 '

,

^^' ^
,

y., =z 0.ni8co.«(if, -f 179.°3)

... (3)
1 .r., = 0."250 sin (if, -f 188.°7) '

1908.0— 11)11.0 '

' ^^' ^

\ _//.,
= 0."250 cos (if, + 188.°7)

i|\, being counted for both from 1907.5.

For these formulae (3) I have not yet derived the mean error

Observ.—Comput., but when we considei-, that Albrecht estimates

the mean error of each of his polar co-ordinates a; and y at ± 0".02,

the results I found, justify the following two conclusions:

1. the co-ordinates of the mean pole have remained unaltered

since 1904.0;

2. the computed difference in phase of 9°.4 is too slight to be

answered for, the more so, as a somewhat smaller value of P, ^) seems

not improbable.

Therefore I accepted for both ])eriods :

1) Cf. the last paragraph of this paper.
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5 = +U".OUG ./•., = r^ ,in (ip^ + 184°.0)) .... (4)
rt= ^ O .040 //, = c, cos (V^, + 184°.0)

j

^
'

where again
»f\^

lias been counted from 1907.5, and furtlier:

from 1904.0 to 1907.0: c, = i)"A18

tVoni 1908.0 to 19J1.0: c, = .250.

From ["2) and (4) 1 now i*om|nited, according- to (1), the (lieoretical

values of .6' and //, and compared them with At,hrkcmt's results from

ihe observations. Tal)le I gives the i-esnlt of this comparison, the

adopted unit being Wo^,^, second of arc.

The differences —C (Observation—Computation) give as mean
enoi' of my computed values:

J904—1907 : ///, = ± 0".0204

1908—1911 : db .0237

while, as I said before, the mean error of an observed co-ordinate

is estimated by Alrkkcht at =b 0".020.

I think, that from this I may conclude, that within the admissible

limits of error of the observations the polar motion is represented

by a yearly and a J4-monlhly component, as expressed by the formulae

(2) and ^4).

From this it follows

:

'J. that a change iji the 14-nionthly motion must have taken place

in the course of the year 1907
;

2. that the perturbation did not cause any appreciable change of

phase, or displacement of the mean pole

;

3. that the change in the motion is wholly owing to a gradual,

or more or less sudden increase of the amplitude of the 14-monthly

motion from 0".12 to 0'.25.

In the following manner 1 have attempted to determine more

precisely the very moment and the nature of the perturbation.

From the formulae found for the period 1904—1907 1 deduced

the co-ordinates for 1907.0—1908.0, such as they ought to have

been, had the motion of the i)ole remained undisturbed, and com-

pared them with the observed positions. The numerical results of

this comparison are contained in Table II.

The columns —C yield as mean error ± 0".0461, which is far

more than the accuracy of the observations allows for. Moreover a

glance at these differences makes it clear, that although the agreement

up to 1907.3 or 1907.4 may be satisfactory, the differences found

afterwards are decidedly not admissible.

Secondly 1 compared the observed co-ordinates with those which
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TABLE II.

1

Epoch
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As mean value of the difFerences between observation and com-

putation we here tind ±0".059J, an even less admissible result

from chance errors than the value, derived from Table 11. Here it

is the ditferences 0—C from 1907.0 uj) to about 1907.B, that

reach very abnormal values. From 1907.7 the agreement may be

considered satisfactory

.

This would seem to lead up to llie coucbisiou, that the change

in tlie second component of the polar motion must have taken place

rather rapidly, and some^iiere between 1907.3 or 1907.4 and 1907.7.

On closer examination, however, it seems to me, that the obsei'va-

tions do not suflicicnlly justify this conclusion. We may rather say,

that the real path of the pole during the year 1907 deviates more

and more from the foiiner orbit (1904—1907), to approach to that

deduced from the elemenis found for 1908— 1911.

Bettei' still than by the Tables II and III, this is shown by the

annexed figure, which rejn'esents the observed path of the pole, and

the two com|)uled ones from Tab'.e II and 111. The curve drawn

continuously shows the dis|>lacemeut of the pole according to the

observations; the computed curves have been rejn-esented l)y dotted

lines. The inner one results from the elements found for 1904— '07,

the ontei' one from those for 1908—'11.

It had alreaily appeared from Table I, and the mean errors deduced

from il, that the elements (4) represent the observations before 1907 and

after 1908 with sufficient accuracy, and the figure shows, that the

observations in 1907 indicate a gradual rather than a sudden ti-ansi-

tion from one orbit to another. Thus I simply sup[)Osed, that the

amplitude c, of the 14-monthly circle gradually increased in the

course of 1907 from 0".118 to 0".250, and the computation on this

basis corresponds so remai'kably well with the observed co-ordinates,

that I thought it unnecessary to extend the researches still in other

directions.

For a closer investigation moreovei-, it would have been necessary

to go back to the original observations of the several stations.

AT>BRKt'HT's coordinates have been obtained by a process of adjust-

ment, and this turns even rather sudden changes into smooth transi-

tions. In the first place the time for such an investigation was

lacking, and secondly it remains to be questioned, whether the accuracy

of the separate results would admit of a decided conclusion.

In foi-mula (4) I substituted therefore for the year 1907:

6-., ~0".118 4- I ".132 '« - 1907.0) (5)

Combining the resulting values of .k^ and y^ with the yearly com-
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ponent, and llio coiislaiil co-ordiiuites of the mean pole, 1 ol)laiiie<l

the coni|ni(e(l \alues of ,/ and // of Table IV.

T A 15 L E IV.

Epoch
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easily explained by tlie causes mentioned aliove. .So the question

regards more particularly the agreement in length of period and in

phase of the 14-monthly component.

In the Archives NéerJandaises, Série II, Tome II p. 479 Dr. E. F.

VAN DE Sande Bakhuyzen gives a summary of deduced transits through

the positive axis of ,v, i e. through the Greenwich meridian.

From my computations mentioned on p. 213 I have added to

this list two new epochs, one being deduced from the observations

of 1890.0 up to 1899.8, the other from those of 1899.9 up to 1907.

I compared the whole series with the elements obtained by E. F. van

DK Sande Bakhuyzen :

Epoch = J. D. 2408567 1\ = 431''. 14.

Representing the corrections of these elemei/ts respectively by

a and v, we arrive at the following equations

:

1. Washington 1^^' vert. 1862—67 ?/—14 r — — 26'i /> = 2

2. Pulkowa vert, c, Pol. 1863—70 u—13 t- = + 72 2

3. Leyden, Fund, stars 1864—68 7^—12 i- = 2

4. Leyden, Polaris 1864—74 ^^—12 v = — 8 2

5. Greenw., Trans, circle 1865—72 w— 12 ^^ = -f 41 1

6. Pulk., vert, c, Fund. st. 1863—75 u—10 /• — + 23 4

7. Pulk., vert, c, Pol. 1871—75 z/— 8 v = -\- 28 2

8. Pulk., 1-^ vert. 1875—82 //— 3 v = -{-

W

2

9. Pulk., vert. c. 1882—91 u-^ 'Ó v = ^ 6 4

JO. Greenw., trans, c. 1880—91 u-\- 3 v = -\- 9 1

11. Madison 1883—90 m+ 5 y = — 18 1

12. Lyons 1885—93 w+ 6 7; = — 2 2

13. Albrecht-Zwiers J 890—99 ii-{-10 v = — 'S 6

14. Albrecht-Zwiers 1900—07 //+i9/- = -f30 8

The solution of these equations by the method of least squares,

taking the weights p into consideration, gives:

u = 4- 13^.42 c = + 0d.097

so that the new elements become

:

Epoch =: .1. D. 2408580 J\ = 431^1.24.

With these elements 1 tind the following residuals

:

1.
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Aliliotiuh lliis <',,iii|,ii(ali()ii of /\ lias only .i prcliiiiiiiary clmmctel',
f^t'H J ll'i"l< 1 ;i"i ïivc lo L'oiK'liule, tlial (lic ii;j,rcenic)it helwocii tlic

new and llie old oi)sei'\ jilioiis is as satislaclory as nuiv hc expected
from (he delicate nalui-(^ o!" (Ids rcsc^aicli. The |)ei-io(l we lia\e now
found for (he so-called 14-nion(hly motion, correspoiKlin"' wi(h a
yearly increase of phase of ;j()4°.l)5, even brinos out a closer agree-

ment between (he phases for J9()7.5 as deduced from the mo(i()n

before 1907 and after 1908. Widi /^.^ r= 4;UM we had found

a difference of 9°.4
; reducing (he pliases found for 1905.5 and foi'

1909.5 wiih (he above mentioned value of
'

' (o 1907 5 we obtain-
t/t

from 1904—1907:
.f.,

for J907.5 — IHI^.U

from 1908—1911: if., for 1907.5 = 184°.89.

This resnh strengthens (he conclusion arri\ed a( on p. 216, that

the i.ei'(url)a(ion of 1907 did not cause any appreciable change ot phase.

When we (ry (o lind (he cause of the decidedly rather sudden

change in (lu- 14-monthly nu)tion, i( seems na(ural (o seek i( in

the inlluence of i'a|)id displacements of mass caused for instance b\

volcanic erup(ions or eai'dnpudves. }*i'of. Hki,mkrt has already developed

their inlluence in his "//////(/v ( ii'i)(l<isir''\ II 1\m1, S. 41(5— 418, but

(he deiails of (he (tbseixcd phenomenon are no( in accoi'dauce \\i(h

his resulls. .\l'l(>r his analysis, a sudden dis|ilaceineu( of mass mus(

chielly cause a change in (he direciion of (he axis of grea(es( momen(
of iuei'lia, (he direc(i(m of the ins(au(ane(»us axis of rotation re-

maining unchanged. The angular distance between (he (wo axes is

allei-cd, au<l (lie axis of rota(ion condnues reg(darly i(s mo(ion in

a eircula!' cone around (Ih^ new pi'incipal axis of ineiiia i.e. around

(he u(n\' mean pole. A [dienomenon of (his characler would (here-

fore al(er (he posi(ion of (he mean pole and (he mean \alue of (he

geogra|)hical laddules, while (Ik^ analysis of (he observed fac(s did

on the contrary in(lica(e an unailered posidon of (he mean pole,

and a spii-al displacemeid of (he pole of ro(ation.

So (he cause of the phenomenon must be souiiht elsewhere, and

there is anodier problem (o be sohed by (he ilynanncal (lieoi-y of

(he polar mo(i()n.

Lrijdi'H Ohscrcdtorii, June 1911.

15
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Geology. — "Notes on the Soimettui-MounUiln.s in the MiiKthas.sa."

(First part.) By Mr. M. KorEKBF.Rfi. (Coninninicaled hy Prof.

C. E. A. WiCHMANN.)

Since the lust urcat eni|>lioii of So|)oelaii in 1833 M i?i'eat traii-

quillilv lias prevailed in the so intensively voleanie eentral-distiict

of the Minahassa, which in an area, liardly as large as the Dnlch

province of Drenle, numbers at least 18 eruptive seats. ( )i)ly Sopoetan

itself and the cialer-laUe Linou continued to show some activity,

though limited lo fumaroles and as for Sopoetan possi!)ly also to

sporadic slight ash-eru]>tions -). The tendency to diminution of \'ol-

cauism seems likewise to he indicated hy a gradual declining of the

hot springs.

In the last years liowexer a series of pheiKunena ha> pro\ed a

i-eanimation of volcanic activity. On 29 Mai-ch 1893 at al>out 5.30

1). m., according to a couinniuicatioii of .Mi'. K. («okdmlokd, (Nat.

Tijdschr. v. X. Indii' ^'ol. I d \'
|>. 2()l)j, au<l the descrii»lion of the

Sakasins (Di-. 1^. and Dr. V. Sakasin "Entwurf einer geologisch-geo-

graphischen IJeschreilmng der Insel Celebes" ')
i>.

28 — 35) in the

saddle between the Lokon and the smallei- \-olcauo Eni|)(»n.ii- suddeidy

an old bocca resumed activity, and in the neighlioui-hood some new

fiimaioles were formed, without the least seismic motion.

This was followed in 1901 by tho formation of a new solfatara

in the Sopoelan-mounlains, umler sti'ong seismic disturbance all over

the Minahassa, which uas reported by us in the "Vei-slag \an hcl

Mijnwezen" of the fust quarter of that year rap))endi\ of the

Javasche Courant of 1(3 -luli 1901 N". 55. j). 13—14,. and in the

"Verslag over de Geologiscdie en Mijidxmw kundige ondei-zoekingen

in de residentie Menado" durinu the year 1901. (Jaarboek v. h.

Mijnwezen 31^' jaargang. 1902, p. 147—148).

Accordinii' to a statement by Mr. A. LiMBiiui of Tomoiiou, Nat.

Tijdschr. V. N.-Indië, Vol. LXY p. 125), in 1904 the Mahawoe-volcano

showed a somewhat intensified activity. After the last eruption of

1) Not in 1838; after Prof. Dr.. A. Wichma.nn, (Mon. Ber. d. D. Geol. Ge.-. Vol. G2,

i!)10, p. 502).

-I. in 1845, (Natuurk. ».^ Geneesk. Arch, vour Xedeilaiidscli hicfië, 3. 1846 p. 6();i),

and in the night of 20 to 21 and on 24 June 1890, in the report about that year

in the Nat. Tijdschr. v. N Indie Vol. LI p. 321 brought into connection with Ibe

eruption of the Makian-volcano on 29 and 30 June, but probatjly rightly attributed

to Sopoetan by Wichmanx and tlie Sarasins.

') On account of this work containing an elahorate compendium of the older

connnunicalions about the volcanoes of the Minahassa, references may conveniently

be left out here.
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] 780 this moiiiitiiiii seems lo liave been quiet, hiit iuid rcsttirted

sniokiiiii' a couple ol" yeai's back.

In 19()(> and '1907 followed at last tli(> eruptions in the Sopoetan-

niountains, to he discussed aftei'wards.

The new solfatai-a of 1901 is located in a kind of atrio between

Sopoetan proper and the more northern Rindcngan-rano-e, evidently

part of an older crater-edge. The further course of this edge is

not so distinct. In general the relief of the Sopoetan-mountains is

not easily to be understood. From the reports of the various visitors

it is evident that they feel that they venture on uncertain ground

whenexer they have to discuss the surroundings of the Soi)oetan-cone.

Even with i-cuard to the names of these mountains the different

travelling-reports do not agree. This confusiou is chietl}' caused by

the fact, that the natives themselves, who must decide in this respect,

are no longer sul'licienlly acquainted with them, on account of the

steadily increasing iidluence of Europeanisation ; they sometimes

ha])pen to look for information in these re|)orts, most certainly a

surprising result of the work of civilisation, but not exactly favour-

able to correction of former errors. Moreover names are given to

spots, which, according to our ideas, iiad uot the least claim

to so|)arate deiiomiuation, e.g. the name Kctengcn for the part of

the liindengan-wall, where the path descends towards the Pentoe ^),

and which links it to the southern Senq)oe-edge. For mount Sempoe

the name ' Kinaalidan" was also mentioned to me; this means the

place where a tree has been rooted up'), and so originally might

not have been the name of the whole mountain or range. AVhat is

indicated on the map as Sempoe is called by the Sarasfns, according

to their descri])tion, "Kelelondei" (= reversed canoe), which is some-

wliat a|)plicable to the oblong rounded profile. Their Sempoe or

Keleloeak') is the craggy range south of the path coming from the

settlement Kelelondei and on the north of the old volcano Manim-

porok. For the reasons above-mentioned I^ must leave undecided

which of the denominations are the correct ones.

More imi)ortant than this simple (piestion of names is the exact

conception of the group of volcanoes itself. That this is so difficult to

get at is in the first place due to the fact, that in the rather small

culminating area, nearly coinciding with our map, several large

1) According to information kindly forwardod by Dr. Theol. S. Sciioch vicar

of Tomohon.

2) Londcl is one of the manifold type.s of rowing- or sailing-boats, loeak the

Indian wood-cat, the moesang or moevmvg of the Malays.

15»
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(.'i'citers are lying close tugetlier, parlly even overlapping each other,

and having clislurbed each other's relief. As a further cause of

transformation erosion took [)lace on tliose sides that were favourable

to it. At last every thing is covered by the ejected coarse sand or

grit and lapilli of the youngest, now all-dominating So|)oetan s. s.

;

the great lines of the i-elief would of course not have lieen etfaced

by tiiis cause only, bul it has contributed to make discrimination

very difiicult : the smaller rugosities were levcik^d, the contrasts

between crater-bottoms and walls became less manifest, especially

where the latter had alreiidy lundiled down, and at last the uniform

grey sheet of gravel, oidy locally interrupted by spare l)lulls, renders

it next to ini|)0ssible to discern ou mere eye-sight the xolcanic

formations of \arious kinds.

In such cases a detailed topographical surxey of the \olcanic system

is si ill the best means of unra\olliiig the inliMcale relations, and of

pr(t|iLMiv inlei'|)r("tiiig the geological obsei'vations. Though the survey

of jyOl, made undei- my sup(MiiiteiKlencc, chielly by Mi'. W. van

DKN r>os, topographer to the Miniiig-de|)artment, remained restricted

to the iumiodiale neighbourhood of the newly lormed solfalara, yet

the map borrowed from this surveying allows ot" compleling in

some respects the opinions of former in\ esligators.

KooKi)i<',Ks was the first to pronoiiiice iIk^ correct view thai the

mountain-ridge uordi of Sopoetan s. s., the Riudengan-Toiideroekan-

range, forms an old craler-edge. He look ihe Sopoelaii-mass lo l»e

the remains of a siiigli' old \()lcano, his Riiidengaii-xolcaiio, on w liich

the Scm}»oe — in his siiuimary identical with Kelelondei, — and

the Sopoetan are secondary and consequenlly younger craters. It is

less clear what he underslaiids by Sempoe or Kelelondei.

The Sauasins resume Iheir observations in this way ^1. c. p. 59)

thai tliev range So|)oelan s. s. as a chief cone Kelelondei (and iManim-

jiorok). I am ol" opinion thai by doing so, ihey allow too great

independence to llie monticule designated by them as Kelelondei. Bnt

apart from this we need no longer doubt of the exislence of a large

old edge, «'alkMl by them Kelelondei-somnia, of ^vhich their Sempoe

forms a soulhern part, whilst the part of Kookdkrs' Ivindengan-

Tonderoekan-wall running along Ihe brook Masem forms a northern

and w^estern part.

Starting from niv own observations and the evidence afforded by

the survev, 1 lliinU I may conclude that both representations have

to be combined, and that in reality besides Manimporok, two old

craters exist, as indicated on our map in dolled lines. In order to

agree as far as possible with the former' explorers the south-western
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crater unxy be nieiitioiied ;is lluul<'n<i<iii.-criili'i\ llie iiorlh-easlerii one

as Senipot'-ci'dtcr.

Appareiilly this \-ie\v does not (liffer iiiiu-!i IVoiii that ot" llie

Sakasins as il is e.\[)resse<l, if no! in the text, al all events on their

map of the Miiiaha.ssa (I.e. Taf. XI), where around (he So[)oetan-coiie,

to the soiitii-, west-, and Jiorthwest-side a wide encircling- wall is

indicated. They founded themselves for it (I.e. p. 60 and HI) on the

promontory that interrupts the cone-prolile on the south-west-side

and has been recognized by liiNiNE ^) as a fragmentary somma. This

induces them to admit of an old Sopoelan-crater concentric with the

present one, and so l)elonging to this comparatively young volcano,

consèc[uently not to the old fragments of the ci-ater-edge, which have

doubtless been presei'ved iu the i-anges to the north of this cone.

Indeed towards this side their older So[)oelan-e(lge remains open, and

even they guess, on account of that somma, that of the three volcanoes,

Sopoetan, Manimporok, and Kelelondei, the former might t)e the

oldest.

On my tirst ascent of Sopoetan in May 1899 from Tombatoe, I

intended, after having reached the crater from the south-east, also to

visit the mentioned somma, known as Sopoetan Fdtepam/an. A dread-

fid rain-shower however made the descent to degenei'ate into a wild

flight of my men to the bivouac, and compelled me to gi\e up this

plan; later on I have neither found time for it. So I caunol adduce

a proof for my suppositi(jn that we have not to do here wUh a

prior stage in the history of the origin of Sopoetan proper, i)ul really

\vith a south-western part of the old Rindengan-edge. It is certainly

remarkable tlnd further round that mountain, i. e. over the greater

|)art of the circumference, this [)resunied Sopoetan-somnni cannot be

pursued, not even by any, irregularity in the slopes, and remained

intact exactly there where it conqiletes in a natui-al way the part

of the Rindengan-wall situated diametrically opposite, with which it

also agrees pretty well in the estinuited sea-level. In my opiinon

consequently in the southern part of the Rindengan-crater tlie Sopoetan-

volcano has originated, the eru[)tions of \vhich have erected this

volcano-cone which is to be j-egarded as not com|)osite, in an uu-

interrni)ted series of eruptions.

Within the Sempoe-ci'atei* also there is a mountain, — tlieScmpoe

of the map, howexer \vilhout a crater. ( )n ilie |)hotograni in

Rinnf;s afore-mentioned nolicc (l)eil;tge-blatl \'ll lop-ligure), taken

ij Prof. Dr. V. Iiin.m; : Skiz/.rii ziii' deologU' der Minaluissa in N()rcl-(.lek'l.)c.^.

Zeitschrift d. Dculijclicn (Jcol. Cicricllscljati I'l. Lll IIJOU, Öcpt. p. 8 and Beilage-

blatt U and 111.
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from the soiitli-side, fliis mountain lies to the right of the Walèlang

(= WaHraiig). Only the greater western part is to he seen, but the

missing eastern part corresponds almost witii the other extremitv. The

shape reminds of that of the hill in the huge recent crater of Oena-Oena

(Toraini-bay) said to have arisen during the eruption of 1898
;

(Verslag over de Geol. en Mijnbouwkundige onderzoekingen in de

residentie Menado van het jaar 1900, Jaarl). v. h. Mijnwezen in N. Indie,

30^"-' jaarg. 1901 page 118). Probably the central monticule, which

in Oena-Oena is covered like the surrounding crater-landscape with

masses of sand, at the Sempoe with gravel, is in both instances a mass

that has moved outward, something like what was formed in 1904 in

the crater of the volcano-island of Roeang (1. c. 38''' year 1909 page 222

v.v.) and has l)een stated already to have occurretl also in the

immediate neighbourhood of Sempoe in the Sopoetan-eruption of

1906. With such a mode of formation both at Sempoe and at Oena-

Oena the opening through which the mass has emerged must lie

directly below the highest pai-t of the to|>, in this respect differing

from what occurred at Roeang, where the emei-ging mass very soon

iilled the whole crater-cup.

Both sommas, as reconstructed on the map as far as |)Ossible

from the present course of the walls, extend for a short distance

over each other to a maximal breadth of about 150 M. Since these

craters have come to rest they must have widened however by the

tumbling down of their walls, which consist, as far as can be seen,

of a tufaceous mass, decomposed, whitened and softened by acid

vapours.

This receding of the walls however cannot have been of great

amount, as appears clearly from the l)oun(laries of what still Jiow

can be recognized as true crater-bottom, indicated on the map by

thinner stri|)ed lines. The walls of the solfatare Walclang teach us

that there the old bottom of the crater does not consist of eruptive

gravel, or only to a slight depth, and consequently at the end of

the activity it did mtt lie lower than at the present moment, so

that this period cannot be so long gone by.

These considerations, for which on the map abstraction should

be taken of the solfatare Walèlang and the surrounding inflection

of the level lines, probal)ly dating not farther back than the beginning

of the 19''' century, may account both for the nose-sIia|)ed spurs

projecting from the mountain-walls into the common zone of the

bi-circular system and for the somewhat vague features of the relief

in the middle part of this zone.

From the fact that of the two crater-walls, in so far as they
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are still extant, that of Rin(leii,ü;au notwitiislainiiiif;- its f>"realei- Iieigiit

has reiiiaiiied in belter coiidiliün, and that there the contrast between

edge and bottom is more marked than that at tiie Sempoe-crater,

we may cojichuk' that the former crater is 3 ounger, or at least has

come to rest later than the other one. In that part of the system

where the two craters as it were interfere the Rindengan-wall, the

spot indicated on the map as K^r^tengcn, is continned almost without

interruption, aiul the uncertain relief is turned towards the Sempoe-

side. The circular ])lain is here at the side of the solfatai'e still

interruj)ted by a low irregular ele\ation. Of course the fad that on

the whole the bottom of the Sempoe-crater lies more than l(K) ^1.

higher than the Rindengan-bottoni may have some intlueuce in this

respect; but 1 think that the relief in the central |)art would show

a quite ditferent as[)ect if the former had come to rest at the same

time as or later than Rindengan.

The Sempoe-crater has an almost circidar shape with a diameter

of 2,8 to 3 KM. The dimensions of the Rindengan-crater cannot be

given because the south- and west-side are made uncertain by

Sopoetan, and the map is incomplete towards those sides. It seems

that this crater had an elongated sha])e extending from NNE—SSW.

From the map we tiud a minimum length of 2,8 and breadth of

±1,(SKM. These are for the Indian Archipelago not excessive dimen-

sions ; but they are of sufficient importance to conclude, that the

ejected mass, if nearly adecjuate to the size of these vents, must to

a great distance prevail in the [)etrographical comj)osition of the

surrounding territory.

Now the central part of the Minahassa consists, as far as \isible,

chietly, and southward of the Sopoetan-mountains under the thin

covernig of Soi)Oetan-sands even entirely of pumice-tufa, partly in

strata. The igneous i-ucks of the Minahassa-volcanoes belong chieliy

to andesite ^) and their dark colour, also in the slaggy or punuceous

varieties, often also the presence of chrysolite point to basic com-

position. This * is especially true for the material |)roduced by the

volcanoes in the historical period ; (Sopoetan s.s., Hatoe Angoes and

Batoe Angoes baroe). The material of Sopoetan proj^er is distinguished

from all the other igneous rocks by the constant presence of much

chrysolite, thereby showing great affinity to basalt. The rule that if

in different periods of the eru[)ti\ily, the magma is varyim; in

composition, the youngest magma is the more basic, may not always

') Compare I'rof. Dr. H. IJückinu : büilrügu zur Licoloi^iu von Celebes ; S.iiniiilungeii

des Ceol. Keichö-Museums in Leiden. Ser. I, Vol VU, part f, page I'J'.J
—

"J0:2.
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liokl, in tlie Sopoetan inoiuilaiiis it is undoubtedly confirmed. What

I saw in the Minahassa strongly impressed me tliat iliere is a

cei'tain contrast between these andesitic igneous rocks and tiie light

pumice-tufa, and at least for I he stratified tufa it is clear that its

deposition belongs to a now-closed period. Hence on good grounds

we may conclude that Sopoetan proper has nothing to do with the

deposition of these beds of tufa. In how far that external contrast

answers to more essential petrographic and chemical differences and

if perhaps other volcanoes of the Minahassa may thus be shut out,

these questions 1 must leave now undiscussed, the data of our Menado

exploration still awaiting their final composition and for the present

not l)eing at my disposal.

If for \alid reasons the conception of the Tondano-plateau with

its comb-shaped eastern margin and the adjacent tufa-layers dip[)ing

and slicl\ing towards the sea as a gigantic volcano, might iji the

end prove to be untenable, as I am inclined to believe, it will not

l)e difficult to find any othei' of the neighboiii'ing eruptive scats apt

to be held res[)()nsible for these tufa-deposits.

On the southern flanks «»f the |»lateau it is (lillerenl. The tida-

layers occur here in ground that belongs unmisiakaitly to llKM-nninion

volcano-foot of the group Sopoetan-Mauinipoidk. So their presence has

here the demonstrative power that we mu^t as yet deny to those

of the just-mentioned Lendiean-chain. ( )nce indiu'cd to conclude

that the older volcanoes of that ,iirou|> have given vent to the

material for the puniicc-liira, in so far as this forms tlieji- own

mantle, we may readily jidmit that the eruptions from these large

craters ha\e also s[)read the pumice-tufa to a «•reat distance in the

surrounding country. If it is confirmed that the circular walls and

bottom of the Riudengau- au<l Sempoe-craters are composed of the

like material, then a more direct proof is given of the paif that

has been assigned here to these volcanoes.

With regard to the details of location ihere is an almost perfect

congruence between the solfature of 1901 ami the neighbouiing

Walèlang. In both cases the solfatare lies upon the channel lon.ui-

tudinally cut l)y the brook in the valley-flat, Walèlang on the brook

Masem, the solfatare of 1901 on the Pentoe. Relating to Walèlang

we niav remark that by some authors the name of Masem is like-

wise given to the solfatare: the Sakasins even spenk oï Md-si'in-crnter;

this must be a mistake ; the name of Afn.si^iii belongs exclusively to

the brook. Classing these solfatares with the craters may oidy be

allowed for, if the so-called explosion-craters are ranged under this

category. Indeed one may s})eak as well of water-volcanoes as of
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mnd-volccinocs, bul then ii j^reat number of geysers belong to the

volcanoes. Onr soltalare unites the characteristics of the c.xplosion-

cvaters, the mud-craters and the geysers. A heightened rim, the sign

of continued real eruptive action, fails however, as also at the older

Walclang; eruptive activity took |)lace only at the breakijig out but

not afterwards.

Whereas the authors represent the Walèiang as a lake and

mention that it has no outlet, it may be stated that this small

basin is in reality a rather abrupt expansion of the upper dry |)art

of the Masem-ravine. On the photogram by Ri?s^e (o.c. Heilagebl.Vl),

this gully can be seen both upward and downward ; on the down-

wardside the solfatare is however barred by a low saddle, rising

until + 20 M. above water-level, as it were a low dam, which in

case of highly increased water-afilux evidently might serve as an

overflow. It is oidy at some distance downward that the creek itself,

fed by small branches, becomes water-bearing. The name of the

brook however indicates already that in it, underground at least,

part of the tai-t, acid-loaden water of the solfatare assembles. Muddy
half-dried tongues of land, especially on the left bank, show that the

level of the water must have been higher in former times than it

is now, whereby the formation of the overflow may be explained.

At the solfatare of 1901 the chasm is situated in the left bank a

few meters apart from the brook; the basin is not open in the

direction of the brook, but in the downward corner there is a narrow

connection with the bed and through this the emerging mud-water

discharged itself as a rather rapid stream into the clear water

of the Pentoe. It was observed at Amoerang, where this mountain-

stream reaches the coastal plain that the water suddeidy turned

muddy, and if the exact moment had been noticed, this might have

been of use to give some information on the initial history of the

solfatare.

The hot spi'ing Roemcrcga on the Pentoe downward, Avhicli gives

evidence of being an old solfatai*e by at present ojdy faint \apours,

smelling somewhat of sulphur, is again iji the immediate neighbour-

hood of the brook-bed.

The Sakasins mention a second sollatare also on the Sempoe-side

northward ol" the central elevation and thus here also inside the

circularwall. Whether it lies also on the bank of the brook, here

the Masem, I do not know. That such is however the case with

all three solfatares under discussion most surely cannot be attributed

to mere chance, and rather seems to indicate that the proper seat

of the acti\itv of which the solfatares are the results must lie in
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sliailüw (Icplli, lo 1)0 ;il)l(^ t(» reatM so locallv oii tlic local difrerciicos

of the surface.

Near the solfatare of 11)01 the Riiuleii^aii-atrio is iiiternipted l)v

a steep liill-raiii;e,. on account of some groii|)s of blocks Ibiiiid on

its back, a rather conspicuous feature iu the whollv graveloiis oi

sandy siu-ioundiniis, most likely an old covered stream of l)lock-la\a,

having issued from or at the foot of the Sopoetan-cone and being

mox'ed radially onward towai'ds the cii-cnlar wall. Abox'e (page 226)

we have already alluded to the fact thai in the immediate neigh-

bourhood such a slow eruption was i-ealized iu li)0(j and 11)07.

The considerable eruptive mass that was produced on that occasion

is sket(died on the map according to iiidicalioii> for which I am
indebted to Dr. Sciioch. 1 intend to revert to this eruption in the

second |)art of these j)()tes.

The solfatare lies exactly there where the hill-range in (pieslion

ends against the I'entoe. The left-baidv of the l)rook-chamiel which

does not exceed two meteors iu width and ni depth, can at present

only be recognized with diflicidty : that chamicl-wall now gradiudly

passes over into the adjacent foot of the hill by the regular c()\eriug

of mud ejected by the solfatare. This sloping mud-tield had a pecidiar

[tarallel-stripcd appeai'auce by the downwai'd running furrows made

iu it by till' rains right through to the under-lying So[)oetan-gra\'eI.

The solfatare itself, a ])ool estimated at three to four meters wide

and at that time in a \ iolently boiling condition, lies in a hole with

steep walls, which must ha\e been formed at the initial outburst, had

enlarged itself afterwai'ds by the tumbling down of the wall at the

hiirher side, and at the time of our visit mav ha\e been about

twelve meters wide, measui-ed along the edge. Thei-e was no pos-

sibility of getting down into this hole and lo the sides of the hot

pool. .So the dimensions given here are but rough estimatioJis.

Standing on the outer edge I could not fully account for \vhat

really occurred under the dense cloiul of vapours, i^ut from the

hardly three meter long connection of that hole, sliding olfobli(piely

to the Pentoe-bed, we could observe that the boiling was attended

by the throwing up of perpendicular jets, the height of which until

their vanishing into the dense steam-cloutl, might be estimated at

al)0ut one meter; their formation is doubtless coimected with the

viscosity of the boiling mass, but lilvewise indicates the great

pressure with which this mass was driven out, nmst likely through

sevej-al narrou^ canals. In the nearest vicinity a smell of sid-

phuretted hydrogen w^as easily, sometimes even strongly, to be

observed.
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For want of a direct (ieteriniiiixtioii oftciriperaluro we may nienlion

that ill a bottle of mud-water, taken from the outlet to the Pentoe

and already cooled down by rain- and brookwater, the thermometer
still showed 75° C. The volume-ratio of suspended solid matter of

this mud-water amounted to 12,2 7o-

In a sample sent for chemical examination to the Head-office

of the jMining-Department, were found — by the mining-engineer

E. C. Abendanon, (Verslag van het Mijnwezen van het 9'- kwartaal

van 190J, bi;)lage der Jav. Ct. van 15 Nov. J901 N". 91 p. 1-2):

A. Mud, dried at 120° C:
Insoluble in HCl 83,35 "/„

in which SiO^ 73,95 7o (perhaps meant of the residue, then in

reality 61,64 "/J ;

Soluble in HCl

Fe,03 0,0455 gv. = 2,27 „

AUG, 0,1680 „ = 8,40 „

CaO 0,0555 „') = 1,44 „ ')

95,46 7„

Whether the remaining 4,54 7,, '^'^^ been controlled by direct deter-

mination does not appear. This remaining part should contain especially

the amount of alkalies and perhaps of colloidal solved silicious acid,

to which as well as to the possible presence of free SiOa no attention

seems to have been paid.

B. Per 300 cM'' of the water obtained:

A1,0, 0,0265 gr. = 0,<S8 gr. p. L. (ought to be 0,088 gr. j). L.)

CaCO, 0,1575 „ =0,714 „ CaSO, p. L.

BaSO, 0,6540 „ =0,96 „ H._,S(), „ „ (in i-cality 0,917 gr. p. L.).

H('l, HNO.,, Mg and K-salts absent, strong acid roaction by free

sidphuric acid.

The contradictions in the ligurcs (pioted allow only of presuming

that the water contained per liter:

bound by Al^O, 0,253 gr. sulphuric acid

,, ,, Lav) 0,514 ,, ,, ,,

(),7(i7 gr.

and consequently per liter 0,917— (),7()7=:0,150 gr. free sulphui-ic acid.

Sulphuretted hydrogen could not be detected at IJalavia, but at

the spring it could be very distinctly by the comparatively rough

1) If these ligures reCer to the same quantify of 2 gr, of niud used (or the

determinaliün of Fe and Al, they need correction.
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reaclioji of the hkickciiiiiii of silver coins. Tiie vjiiiisliiiig of FI.S,

uppareiillv less by escaping tlian l)v cliaiige into H.^SO^ lias already

i)een observed by Hkrinoa ^}.

As far as I he determinations go, llie ^vafer may be taken lo be

mineralized only by the ordinary process i. e. lixi\iation of ruck by

newly formed sulphui'ic acid. Most likely this wonld be more obvious

if the investigahjr had also determined iron and especially natrium,

instead of rather strangely restricting himself lo kalium, the absence

of which is striking but for the i-est not so a-lonisliing, as we have

to do here chiefly with plagioklastic rock.

Without proper analysis it is impossible lo enter into a discussion

of the ({uestions connected with tlit' chemical composition of the

solfalare-material ; however unwillingly I must restrict myself to hint

at them only to indicate that they are not devoid of interest. Thus

the composition of the mud might be of use for the solution of the

(piestioii to which phase of \"olcaiiism the formation of the solfatare

corresponds, to the basic So|)oetan-eruptions, or — as after-elfect —
to the Rindengau-Scmpoe-activity with its more acid products. The

high amount of silicious acid if ii'i-efulalile and oi-iginal might ha\e

led us lo look foi- some co-i'clatioii with the dacile found by Rinnf, -j

near the Walclang, and so possibly lo the unxeiling of an eruplixe

phase of still more acid material and presumably higher auti([uity.

Confirmation of the supposition just ventured about the miuei-alizalion

of the water might on the contrary be an indication that we ha\e

to take the solfatare only as the result of the contact of iiililtraliug

atmos[)herical watei' wiih hot masses containing sulphides, a pheno-

menon of oidy [tartial \olcanic nattii-e. This conclusion would be

supported by the circumstance that many of the stones ejected with

the mud are rich in pyrites.

In .March 1910 the mud-field around the s|)ring extended oxer an

area, the length of which I estimated at more than 250 M. in the

direction along the Pentoe upwards. Downwards the coating of mud
did not reach so far, hardly one hundred meters; on the right bniik

of the Pentoe whei-e the Ketengen-Rindengan-wall hindered the

extension sideways, it was however likewise restricted in the upward

') JoD Heiiin(.;.\: "Onderzoek van eenijie bronnen en inodderwellen in de Minalias^sa."

Nat. Tijdschr. v. N. -Indie Dl. LIV p. 93 et seq. So his opinion that the smell of

sulphuretted hydrogen might be locally peculiar to the atmosphere only, and the

water itself would be free from it, is not valid for our case.

~) Prof. Dr. f'^. Rin^e: Beitrag zur Petrographie der Minahassa in Nord Celebes.

Silz. Berichte der K. Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschafte, Phys.-Math. Glasse,

1900 XXIV p. 482/488.
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tiiid (lowiiwiird direction. The spi-iiiLï luis coiiscqiieiidv ;i \cry cX^eeiitric'

situjilioH ill the luiidtiold lluil luis heen forined hy il. It was elearly

visible on llie spot lluil towards the higliei' side a biji; pieee ot

gToiiiid liad been i-eino\ed by Wic brcakin.g-oiil of the solfatare
;

now it is reniarkable that we found the (diasni separated from the

adjacent Pentoe-bed by a narrow strip ol' niidisliirbed gronnd, only

iiilerrnpted by the channel evidently cni in by the escaping mnd-

water, whilst it niiglit have been ex[)ecled thai the great hydranlic

|»ressnre wonld luive had I he greatest etl'ecl towards the weakest

side i. e. towards the bed ol' the brook. l>oth phenomena can, in my
0|)inion only be explained, if we admit that the lirsl l)reak-ont was

not vertical bnt in a diagonal and upward direction, away from the

Pentoe, tending nearl}' towards the Sopoelan-axis.

I fonnd the last-mentioned peculiarity likewise at the Roemercga.

This spring is situated to the right of the Pentoe, here ali-eady a

rather strong though still small mountain-stream, only a few meters

apart from the bed of the brook, at the h)ol of a wall showing

the ravinaled super})Osition of the bhudv Sopoelan sand on the greyisli

tul'aceous material. The bottom of the hole, enclosed by that wall

and ihc little dam at the side of the bi-ook, is covered with luke-

warm clear water, which ag;iin has ils oul-llow lo I he brook on

ihe downwai'd side. <)f suppiy-orilices nothing was to be seen.

About 40 M. ahead, nearly one kilometer below the new solfalare,

the mnd-stream still formed a se|»arale central \ein with a tem|)eratui-e

of ± 70° in the here about i\/^ M. wide and 0,1 AI. deep wal(M--

bed of the Pentoe. That as yd no mixtiiiv had taken place may

be considered, in my ()j»ionion, as another indication of Ihe \iscosily

of the mud, resulting again from the presumed jtreseuce of colloïdal

free silica. The presence of sulphurelled hydrogen could be ascertained

in the mud and also by the smell in the atmosphere. On cIiIkm'

side of ihe bed there w^as a fringe about 1 M. wide of the sofi,

grey mud, apparently dating from former stronger jteriods in the

efllux, when the stream of mud may have tilled the whole bed.

Even on the edge of the new chasm, notw iihsianding the violent

boiling inside, we could not obser\e any spirting of the mud. This

must have occurred during still mov(^ itowerful initial activity, which

in the very i)eginning must have shown a paroxysmal character.

This hardly 5 cM thick sheet of mud wonld certainly not have

stood against siudi tremendous rains as one can only enjoy on the

mountains in our tiopical archipelago-climale, during the couple

of weeks that had elapsed at the time of our visit, since the forma-

tion of the spring. 1 Ihink this entities me to conclude that such
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paroxystïuil increase of ju'liA'itv must liavc repeatedly occurred. It

may indeed be expected that with sucli newly funned springs a

state of permanent equilibrium ensues only after a pei-haps rather

long lapse of time. It .seems even that the Walèlang, dating from

before 1821^), was not yet in a state of regidarized activity when

it was visited by 1vIN>k in 1899. This is perha|>s the cause that the

desci-iptions of its appeai-ance are greatly at xariance. Even now
this solfatare had not yet (|uieted doun. We obser\ed some bui)bling

near the north-east coiJier and now and then in a little round

pud<lle in the half dried u|> western j»arl on the sulphur-crusted

land-tongnes.

Notwithstanding the apparent contrast between the minute boiling

chasm of 1901, the com|)aratively gently steaming but 300 by IGO M.

measuring lake of Walelang and the lukewarm pool of Roenrr ga

the dilferences are in my opinion rather of a gradual nature with

regard to si/e as well as to intensity. Numerous more or less radiat-

ing rents at the foot of the Kctengen-wall, in \vhich the white under-

gi'oiind and some sulphui- was visible, and which gave some idea

of the great subterranean pressure that has caused the eruption of

the mud-stream, in the mean-lime enforced the im|>ressiou thai with

undiminished power the chasm would enlarge itself still considerably

also towards tliis side.

These crevices must be well distinguished from the long, narrow

crevices, ahnost hair-iissurcs, observed in the gravel-field to the south

of our Sem|)oe, and on the top of the Sopoetan-cone from the crater-

edge to about fifteen meters down along the northern and north-

eastern slopes. Here they follow pretty well the Jevel lines. The

vapours constantly issueing from this highest part of the volcano-

mantle, now mostly rose from these crevices, which did not exist at

the time of my former visit. South of Sempoe the direction of the

crevices was about N. 40° East. In my opinion they are of seismic

origin and as such likewise known from other places. The pretty

compact coarse sand has sufficient coherence to prevent these traces

of the effects of the earth([uakes from disappearing again immediately

after the shocks. Fresh landslii)s in the Sopoetaji-crater proved that

the loosening of the mass of the edge along concentrically running

lines had gone a little further. Such slips of band-shaped, concentric

masses from the upper edge inside the crater are not restricted to

the latest earth-quake-period ; they have also been observed by the

Sarasins (1. c. p. 60) ; and have left at the north-eastern wall in a

') Mentioned by Reinwardt, wlio visited this solfatare in 1821.
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riiiiiicI-sli;i|)C(l \vi(leiii)i|ü,' lo\v;ii<Is llic crt'st and a slrai^lillv (lescciidiiiu'

ötripiiig a graiul remiiüscem'c.

The c'üinmnnicationy aboiil llie volcanic pliciioinciia dl" li)()l in

the East-Indiaii Arcliipola^o (Nat. 'I'ijdscln'. y. Ncd.-IndiC', xol. LXIl,

[). J7()) conlaiii Iwo re|)(H'ls alxtiil Sopoelaii. In one ol' llicni, daled

14 FehiMiarv, Uv tlio disli-icl-(»riiccr of 'I'ondano, llic |)lienoinon{)M is

in tho main correctly stated. ()!' a second nind-sprinu mentioned

lliei-e I liaxe however not discovei'ed any trace on tlic spot, its

existence is in fact contradicted by the other eommnnication, issued

by Ml'. Li.MiUK(;, in which oidy one new hole is recorded.

'I'liis hole mnst have been formed before 4 Febrnary, the date ot

this latter eommnnication. 1 conld no loiiuer ascei-tain whetlier, as is

mentioned in the report, in the be^iiiniiiij; an eruption of ash had

taken plac(\ which would ha\e given to the outbreak of the solfatarc

in reality the character cd" a little volcanic eruption. Koi' the I'est

it is charactei'istic to the nature of the phenomenon, tiiat in the

lu^ginning sand and gravel may, as it were, have been blown

up, — though we need not yet think of a real ash-ei'uplion,

uidess the mud immediately made its api)earauce at the initial

explosion.

The reports published about the earth-(piakes, (1. c. p. 188 el se(|.)

do not give a complete |)icture of the seismic disturl)ance prexailing

in the Minahassa from '2 Februaiy as late as Marcdi, po.ssibly even

in x\pril. lu February haidly a day passed without earth-cpiakes,

which es|)eeially in the lirst half of the month almost constantly

were felt in swarms so as to make it rather arduous to notice the

separate shocks. In a sense the i-eporls may be regarded as rather

signalling the critical days. None of the movements was of excessive

intensity; most of them remained between degrees III and VI of

the scale of llossi

—

Forki.. In the southern part of the plateau of

Tondauo a few shocks seem to have reached the intensity \\\ (or

Mil Mercalli). In the Soi)Octan nu)unlains the crevices indicate a

greater intensity, especially in the southern Sempoe-atrio, less on

Sopoetan itself, where the relief nnist have facilitated their formation.

In the wdiole district uo accidents have occurred, and during my
investigation I did not hear of any damage. It was not so mncli

the violence as the tVeipiencv of the slnxd-cs, that, connected with

ihe phenomena near Sopoetan, troubled the natives, and even caused

the beginning of a panic in Ihe southern settlements of the plateau.

The fact of our investigation next induced the fugitives to return to

their homes and to show' them.selves more or less ashamed of their

anxiety. It was curious for us Europeans to hear by way of excuse
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that only the valid iiihahitaiils had fled, thus leaving- the sick and

the old to their fate.

In my quieting' report (coin)), (he already cited annual and

quarterly report) was based in the main on (he cleai-ly discernible

connection between the seismic dislurbance on the one hand, the

formation of the Pentoe-sollatare on (he other hand, and on the total

absence of any other symptom of increasing local activity. The

Sopoetan-crater. from which in the jirst place an eruption could be

apprehended, the more so as according to tradition its foi-mer eruptions

had always been |)receded by some eai'11i-(puikes, was in the same

state of calm and feeble fumarole-activity, as I had seen it about

two years previously. From two boccas in the southern part of the

bottom of the crater the rising of steam seemed even to have

somewhat diminished. As likewise the existing solfatares, and hot

springs, in so far as we could observe, or gather from reports,

did not sliow any marked change in their activity, the formation of

the new solfatare, also taken as a hydro-thermal i)henomenon, could

be considered as entirely isolated and of a local nature.

After it was ascertained that there was no other cause for the

seismic disturbance, the coincidence of its beginning and maxima)

violence with the formation of the Pentoe-solfatare got a primary

importance. The causal connection which thereby had become very

probable was, as we have already indicated, further su[)ported by

the fact that the pleistoseistic region proved to agree with the nearest

surroundings of this solfatare. At Tombatoe the earth-pulsations were

not stronger than on the Tondano-plateau, and at Amoerang the intensity

and frequency must have agreed nearly with those at Menado. It

seems that on the whole the seismic phenomena, south and west of

the Sopoetan-mountains, were somewhat weaker than in the north

and the east.

Utiyrht, Mav 1911.

• 16
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K K li A T LI M.

p. 88 1. »i tVoin tlie top tbr cases, read phases.

,, 89 „ 10— 11 ,, ,, bottom ,, we substitute the 2'"' nieiiiber

of (c) for the 1-^ member in (29),

i-ead ue substitute iu (29) the 2""^' member etc.

,, 92 ,, 14 from tlie bottom for — 03, read — 0,3.

„ 99 „ 3 „ „ top

for — or as Lb — — A, + //A,, A = /<A., — (1—,:?) Lb —
read — or A, ==. nb., — (1 — t^?) Lb, as Lb = —

'''i
+ *i^>. •

,, 99 ,, (> from the bottom foi' in which therefore, read in which.

,, 99 ., 5 ,, ,, ,, ,.
1—/>'=:1 is i)nt, read 1

—

//is})ut=l.

,, 99 ,, 3 ,, ,, ,, ,, also at 7', i-ead also near '][

.

(August 28, 1911).
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p. 278.
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zenes". (Communicated by Prof. A. P. Holle.man), p. 298.

Physics. — ''Eiiergij ami mass'. By .). D. van dek Waals Jr.

(Communicated by Prof. J. D. van der Waals).

§ i. Inirodtiction. In chissical mechanics the mass of the bodies

was considered to be constant and tlie force was defined as the time

derivative of tiie momentum; in consequence of this the law of

conservation of momentum, the hiw : the action is e(|ual to the

reaction, and the law of the uniform motion of the centre of inertia

of an isolated system were considered to be tiiree different ways to

state the same law of nature. At present many pliysicists consider

this not to be the case. They assume that the hiw of conservation

of momentum iiolds <2;ood in nature. Foi' this assuuiptiou, liowever,

it is necessary to ,<>encraHze tlie notion of moment urn, so thnt we

ascribe also a (|uaiilify of monieiiliiui lo the electromagnetic Held.

The law action = reacliou however, most physicists consider not

17
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to i)e fulfilled. It is easy to genemlize also the notion "foix-e" in

such a way that this law is satisfied. The only thing that is required

for this purpose is that also the time derivative of the electromagnetic

momentum is called "force".

To this the objection has been raised that we must consider the

ether to l.)e stagnant, and that il is therefore, meaningless to speak

of a force which is exerted upon it. Hut we speak of the momentum

of this stagnant ether and 1 do not see why we cannot as well

speak of the force which acts on it. Moreover we may a\oid both

expressions and attribute tlie momentum not to the ether, but to

the electromagnetic cjiergy, and in the same way we may take the

force to be exerted on this energy. Thus we also attribute the entropy

not to the vacuum or lo the ether, but lo the radiating energy.

These are after all mere questions of nomenclature. More important

is the question, whether the motion of the centre of inertia of an

isolated system is really uniform. It is evident that we may assume

this to be the case if we conceive the electromagnetic momentum

to consist of a mass which is in motion. As an instance we will

consider a stationary body with a mass M and a ray of light which

is absorbed by it. The ray represents a quantum of momentum which

we will denote by iiir, the ra(balion propagating with the velocity c.

When the ray is absorbed, the total momentum must remain constant.

Now we can make two different assumptions. In the first place that

of PoiNCARK M, ^vho assumed that the mass M obtained a velocity /",

so that Mr = inc. The uniformity, however, of the centre of inertia

required the following rather startling assumption abuut the mass 7/?,:

when the radiation is absorbed the mass 1» is stopped, il is howexer

not annihilated, Init i)ecümes stationary at that place where the

energy has been absorbed. The body which has absorbed the energy

however moves in the mean time away from that j)lace. Poincare

himself declares that a |)hysical meaning cannot be ascribed to this

theory.

Another possible assumption was pi*oposed by die present \vriter

also in 1900 in defending his theses on tlie occasion of his promotion

to the degree of doctor. This assiimplion consists in this, that we

ima"'ine the mass in to remain in the bodv which has absorbed the

energy. This body would llien obtain a velocity ^/, which is determined

bv the e(|uation {M -\- m) 1:' :^ inc. Tliis assumpliou involves a hypo-

thesis with a very decided physical meaning, namely that the mass

of a body depends on its energy. In '1900 however there seemed to

1) H. P01NGARÉ. Livre Jubilaire dedii'' a H. A. Lorentz p. 252 Anno 1900.
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l)c lilde reason (o doiil)! the eoiislaiicv of the iiuiss of the Ixtdies.

1 iherctore telt üblit^cd to reject this hv[)otiiesis aiul with it the law

of the iiiiitoniiity of the iiiotioii of the centre of inertia, and the law

action = reaction.

The electron theory, however, has since that time given rise to

donbts as to the constancy of the mass of the bodies, and Kinstein ')

has moreover shown that I.okknt/;s theory of relativity reqnires in

some cases that we ascribe to the bodies a mass varying with tjjeir

energy. It seemed therefore desirable to return to the idea rejected

in 1900 and to ascribe a mass to the energy, and that as well with

PoiNCARÉ for the case that the energy moves in the electromagnetic

tield') as with Einstkin for the case that it occurs in ponderable

bodies. Laue') has given a general theory for this latter case. Although

my results partially coincide with those of Laue the following

considerations will perhaps not be superfluous.

§ 2. In the tirst [>lace we may deduce from the formulae:

The current of energy = 5
1

The momentum per iniit volume = — to

1

that the mass of a (piantily of energy f is equal to g. The velocity

of this mass in the electromagnetic field may be assumed to be

m = --
. ]F= ^

((£- -F Jp") representing the density of the energy. I

say it tnnn be assumed to have that value, for we may also introduce

another supposition namely that at a point several [)arts of the energy

have different velocities. And in connection with § 5 this assumption

has some advantages.

So if a ray of light moves in an electrostatic field, the abo\e xaliie

of IV is differeiit from c. We may however also assume that the

light energy moves with the velocity c, and liie other (piantilies of

energy move with different velocities or are stationary. It is however

immaterial which supposition is introdiu-ed, if only care be taken

1) A. Einstein. Ann. d. I'hys XVttl p. 639, 19Ü5, and XXIll p. 871, 1007.

Compare also G. Nordstrom and M. Abraham I^liys. Zeitsclir. X and XI Anno

(1909 and 1910) and H. A. Lorentz. Versl. Kon. Alcad. Amsl. Juni 1911, p. 87.

(Still to be published in lliese Proceedings),

-) H. PoiNCARÉ I.e. Compare also A. Einstkin. Ann. d. Phys. XX p. 627.1906

and M. Planck. Ann. d. Phys. XXVI p. 1. 1908 and Phys. Zeitsdir. iX p. 828.

1908.

S) M. Laue. ""Das Rolativitatsprinzi])." Vif.wec nnd SoiiN. braunsc liwoip; 1!)11.

Also Ann. d. Pliys. XXXV p. 524. 1911.

17*
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thai -2" Trir» = ^. The iriomentiim has then also the right amount

— ^. In this paragraph I will assume for simplicity that at a given
(.•„

point all electromagnetic energy has the same velocity.

It is important to |toint out that c is the maximum value which

can be assumed by n>. This ^'alue is reached if ^" and p are equal

and perpendicular to one another. In all other cases iv> is smaller

than c.

Finally I point out that the essential |)roperty of mass according

to our considerations is that //it» = momentum. That moving mass

involves a quantity of kinetic energy is not to be considered as

essential ^). It is not even genei-ally true. When a body radiates

energy in all directions, the energy (and therefore a pai-t of the

mass) which was originally in rest, is set in motion. This motion,

however, is not connected with any kinetic energy, for the energy

is constant. The fact that the motion of a body is accompanied with

kinetic energy must therefore be considered as a secondary pheno-

menon. The energy is then not only set in motion, but also augmented.

So the energy of an electrically charged conductor is augmented

with an amount of magnetic energy when this conductor is moved,

and something of the same kind nuisl haj)pen in other cases where

kinetic energy occurs^).

We will now put the question : what are the forces which are

exerted on the electromagnetic energy? We will start from the well

known equation :

Here L V is an element of volume, o the density of the material

Ö

mass, i> its velocity and w the Poynting vector. The symbol y

indicates a partial ditferentiation with respect to the time with

constant value of the cooi'dinates, and

Finally represents

d
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d.v d?/ de

p,, = i ((S^ J^ ,p^) — S^, _ ^^,

y),., =r - (^, ^£, + .!>., JS,
)

;>,, = - (tr., (v, J^ .0,, .p, ).

Ill oi'der lo iiitroduco the forces which uct oii llic meiliuni eiieruv

we will Iraiistbrni the righthaiul nieiiihei' of equation (1) in such
'ó

a wav that the diftercutial i(uolient witii uo longer occurs in it,

<l' d d Ö d
l»ul a (lifierential (luotient with — = -—-(- n), • \i\, -I- iiv —
This can he done as follows. We put

1 ^— *cr = o'li"

Then equation (Jj can be written:

d{Qi^,AV) d\<>'w,AV)
^

dt ^ d't

,
d'AV f ö^'iD^. ö^'iü^ ö(>'a>.

d't \ d.r '

'' dl/
' d:

If we now ))ut :

2x^ @/
P XX = (> U\,

c' q' C^ W

V »,,
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Thus we Jire led to considei' the elements of / as the qiuiiilities wliicli

determine the tensions in the medium. In the electrostatic and iji the

purely mag-netic field these expi-essions agree with those given by

Maxweij.. l^nt in the general case they difïei' from those values. In

a plane wave for instance the tension in the direction of propagation

becomes zero. At first sight this may seem strange. For M.wwfjj,

deduced the existence of the pressure of the radiation from his value

of the tensions, and it appears that in putting /,,. =z [x being the

direction of propagation) we deny the existence of that pressure.

Yet this is not the case. For often we deduce the existence of the

pressure of radiation from the momentum of the electromagnetic

field without making use of the tensions. Properly speaking these

two explanations of the pressure are contradictory; or at least one

of them is superfluous. If both the tension and the momentum existed

in the medium, the effect of these two causes ongiit to be added

and we siiould iind the double value for the i)ressure.

This difficulty does not exist if we ascribe the above values to'

the tensions. According to them a force exerted on a body is to be

ascribed either to a tension or to the momentum of the medium.

And if they both exist, their elfect must be added. liet us consider a

ray of light refiected on a |)erfect mirror. In the ray we do not

assume any longitudinal tension, bnt at the surface of the iniiTor the

normal component of © is zero, and our expression for the tension

is by no means zero, but coincides with that of Maxwell. The effect

of a ray of light on a mirror is therefore cpiite analogous to the

effect of a jet of water on a surface by which it is thrown back.

In the jet there need not be any pressure, but on the surface where

the water is thrown back, a pressure does exist.

The tensions t, which we introduced, are therefore quite analogous

to ejastic tensions in bodies; the tensions of Maxwell on the other

hand are analogous to the absolute' tensions, as Lauk, calls them, i. e.

of those quantities whose divergence is equal to the change in

momentum of a stationary element of volume. This change is occasioned

bv two causes: 1*^ the tensions t, 2"^^ the transport of momentum

through the surfaces of the volume element.

The result of our general considerations is this, that we — it is

Xyi^q — deny the existence of l)odies with a constant mass, and that

our assumptions differ in this respect from those of classical mechanics.

But on the other hand the law of conservation of energy warrants

that the total amount of mass is constant, so that the only

difference is that we assume that the mass can be transferred with

the energv from one body to another. Moi'eoxer we have reassumed
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(ho liiw action = I'cuc'lion and llie law ol' (lie imilbrin motion of (he

centre of iner(ia. Coniparinj;- these assnniptions wi(h (iiose of the

older theory of electi'ons, where the total mass was a variable

(jnantity, it appears that we hv no means deviate farlhei- from classical

niechaiiics, hut rathei- that we i-eturn to it.

§ 3. Let us now consider a special case: a hodv is set in motion

bv a force -^t. We will assume

d.m 1= lOi' and
dt
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This observation throws a new liglit on the signification of the

well-known experiments of' K.\rF:\r.\.\x (Blcherkr, Hupka). Tiiese

experiments arc cai-ried out wilh a [)nrpose to investigalc wliether

Ihc electrons conlracl when nioxiiig. We here see however that, even

if' the accuracy of' formula (2) is perfectly confirmed by experiments

of this kind, this by no means pi-oves the existence of the contraction.

What really can i)e decided by these experiments is whether we
have I'ightly attributed mass to the energy.

In order to deduce e(iuation (2j we have assumed that the increment

1

of the mass is equal to -^ the increment of the energy. We are
C'

1

now inclined to ask whether also m„ =z - 6„ {^^ = the energy of

the body when its velocity is zero). Specially we will put this

question for electrons with surface charge. For the electromagnetic

energy and the electromagnetic momentum we find respectively :

1
c^ H 1^"

3
, ^ ^., 4 i>

f „ and (^ =

ly'
V- ^ , r / i^-

C K c'

e'o representing the electrostatic energy of the stationary electi-on.

These values do not agree with the formulae:

f = — and 0) = BV .

1

but it does not follow tiiat these formulae would not be satisfied if

we had taken the total energy and the total momentum instead of

t' and &. It is namely known that an electron has besides its electro-

magnetic energy, still energy of another kind ^j (elastic energy), in

consequence of which its mass and its momentum must be augmented

by a positive term. But there is another reason why &' must be

diminished by a certain amount in order to find the total momentum.

For inside the electron is an amount of momentum whose direction

is opposite to the direction of the motion of the electron. To prove

this we will investigate the ^ector of Poynttng when the electron

moves in the direction of the positive lA'-axis. At the half of the

electron turned towards the positive A'-axis this vector is directed

inward, at the half directed towards — A"
it is directed outward;

') Goinp. i. a. H. A. Lorentz. The tlieory of electrons p. 113 and 114, where

also the remarks of Poinc.\ré and Abraham referrini;,- to this are discussed.
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ill tlie electron i( is zero. The conliimil)- of llie niolioii of llic energy

reciiiires that in tlie cle(;tron the transport of energy in the dii-eetion

— A' takes place, and that therefore also an anionnt of nioinentnni

in that direetion exists. This trans|)(»rl of energy in the elei'tron is

oeeasioned by the elastic forces. In the ehM'tron e.vists namely a

tension, and this is always accompanied with a transport of energy

opposite to the motion of the hody, in the same way as a pressure

is accompanied with a transport in the direction of the motion.

So we see that OV and f' mnst be augmented by several amounts

which are at present unknown. It is therefore impossible to decide

1

whether the equation ///„ := — f^ is satisfied. It is not even certain
("

that this question has a real meaning. For in mechanics the energy

is never perfectly determined, Init contains an arbitrary constant.

And though for some kinds of energy no reasonable doubt can exist

as to the absolute amount, as for the kinetic, the electric, and the

magnetic energy, it is by no means certain that for all kinds of

energy we have a sulïicient reason for the determination of the zero

of energy. So we must content ourselves with observing that it is

certainly also impossible to prove that the equation does not hold good.

The explanation of the relation between the energy, the mass, and

the momentum of a mo\ing body given here diifers from that of

Einstein ^), who assumes that the energy of a moving body varies

if a system of equal and opposite forces is applied, although they

influence neither the velocity noi' the shape of the body and accord-

ingly do not change the energy when evaluated from a system of

coordinates which shares the motion of the l)ody. According to

LoRENTZ ) these forces brin<>- about also a variation of the momentum.

It appears however to me that this view cannot be maintained.

In the tirst place the existence of a rigid body is assumed, and the

existence of such a body would be at variance with the fundamental

hypothesis of the theory of relativity ^). Hut the increase of energy

and momentum would not be found even if we assumed the existence

of such a body.

For a body cannot be rigid with respect to every system of

coordinates. If it has that (piality with i-espect to a coordinate system

which shares its motion, it cannot have it with respect to other

coordinate systems. A disturbance wiiicli propagates with infinite

velocitv when evaluated from a svstem which shares the motion of

1) A. Einstein, Aun. d. Phys. XXllI, p. 371. 19U7.

3) H. A. LoRENTz. Veisl. Kon. Ak. Anist. Juiii 1911, p. 'S,.

a) M. Laue. Phys. Zeilschr. 12, p. 4S, Anno 1911.
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tlic Ixxly, will |»ro|»jii2;alc with oilier vclocilio when cvaiiuiled fVom

ji system relative lu wliicli tlie ImkIv inuves with a xelocitv i\ Evaluated

fVoiii sncli a system the velocity of propagation in the direction of

C' <•"

the motion is -, in ihe opposite direction il is .

Lei ii> jiow lake a r(»d whose ends will he called ^1 and Jj. In

.1 and 1} two (Mjiial ajid oi)posite forces are ap|»lied. These forces

ai-e a{)[)lied at the same lime when evalnaled from a system relative

to which tiie rod is in resl. An observer relative to whom the rod

moves in the direction from .1 lowards B will find that the force

in A is applied earlier lliaii that in />. Call t' the moment in which

the force in A is applied, then he will find thai llie force in li is

applied at the momenl f' -\- .,.''. The energy and the momentum

cah'ulated hy Kinstkin and In Lokkntz are those (pianlities imparted

to tiie body by the force xi during the interval ./', during which

the force in B was not yet apjilied and could not cancel it. We
have here however not yet taken into account that the effect of the

force in B propagates in the rod with a negative velocity and that

I»

it is fell in A before it is applied in ]l. During ihe interval ;^ .r'

,

during which il is not yet aj)plied, the force in B im])arts notwith-

standing energy and momentum to the body which exactly cancel

those amonnts which are imparled by the force in A.

We see here again that the assumption of the existence of rigid

bodies leads in the theory of relativity to unacceptable conceptions.

We are therefore induced to assume that every bodj' is elastically

compressible and thai in such a way that the same law which holds

for the propagation of light in moving media also ajiplies to the

propagation of elastic disturbances.

Let us apply to a body a system of equal and ojjposite forces, by

which it is compressed, and if we then set il in motion, in consequence

of which it contracts farther, then the forces will again do a certain

amount of work when this contraction takes place. This is perfectly

analogous to the case that we apply first a set of forces A, which

compress a body, and afterwards another set B, which compress it

still further. At this second compression the set ^4 will again do

some \York. So it pro\'es to be true that a set of equal and opposite

forces changes the energy of a moving (and also of a stationary)

body, but this energy is exclusively the consequence of the contraction

and change of form of the body.
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So il appears tu mc tlial llie circitiiislances are much .slmj)ler lliaii

we shoukl conclude from the ratlier slarllir'fi,- coneliision of P]instkin,

that forces which do not imparl aiiv change of velocilv or shape to

a body, yel would change its energy.

I lay some stress upon this j)oinl because it aj)pears to me that

everything in the theory of relativity may be interpreted in a nuich

more rational and intelligible way than many people imagine. So the

fad that according lo the dieory of relatixily two velocities cannot

be added in die ordinary way by means of die parallellogram is

often thought lo necessitate a new doctrine of kinematics. We must,

however, take into account that velocities, measured by the same

observer, may l)c added in the usual way. ()iily for velocities eva-

luated from coordinate systems moving with dilferent velocities this

is not the case. Those velocities, however, are measuied with dilferent

units of length and time. iVnd velocities measured with dilferent uints

cannot directly lie added. This was already the case according to

the old doctrine of kinematics. Kor that reason we do not want a

new one.

Neither is the Lorkntz conti-action a sufticient reason to Sjieak oi

a new doctrine of kinematics. It appears to me that the best way to

formulate the discovery of Lorkntz is to say, that when a body is

set in motion, it experiences forces which try to make it contract in the

wellknown manner. It is however possible that those forces are

cancelled by othei- forces, and then the contraction does not take place.

So the contraction cannot take place when a body rotates : a begin-

inng contraction is in this case opposed by elastic forces.

In the same way we formulate the law of Neavton by saying,

that two masses at a distance y attract each other with a force
/'—^

—

'-.

Whether they will obtain the corresponding accelerations depends

upon the possible existence of other forces which perhaps cancel the

Newtonian force. So it appears ro me that the law of Lorkntz con-

cerning the contraction no more belongs to the region of kinematics

than the law of Newton concerning gravitation.

§ 4. Mutual Mass. Let us imagine two electrons with e(pial

charges <' but of opposite sign, and both with a total mass }ii. Their

distance lie /'. Then we may distinguish three masses : /// in the

e"

centre of each molecule, and a mass iii^., = , which reallv resides

in the Held, but which I'or many purposes may be thought to be

concentrated in its centre of inertia i. e. in the point halfway bet vveeji
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the two electrons. If wc impart to this svslein a velociiy i\ then

the monieiituui will l)e (2/// -j- "'12) ^^ ^)- ^^ *^i'g of the electrons is set

in nioiion and the other remains in rest, the moment nm will be

(,/y, _|_ ^ v;?^^U\ for the mass n/,.,, remaining halfwav between the two

electrf)ns, moves with a velocity h v. This however is only trne for

cimisi stationary motio]i, and we innst keep in view that the requirements

for (piasi stationary motion are in this case by no means so easy to

be fnltilled as in the case of a single electron. If e. g. the electron

vibrates witli a wavelength < y, then the mass residing in the tield

and contributing to di..^., cannot be assumed to have everywhere the

velocity h iv This mass therefore may not be thought to be concen-

trated in the centre of inertia and the mass of the electron may not

be augmented with h in^.^.

Let ns consider electrons on the sun. They have a greater poten-

tial energy than those on earth. Are we justified in ascribing a greater

mass to them and in expecting that the period with which they

vibrate will accordingly be greater ?') In order to answer this question

we must investigate whether this potential energy shares the motion

of the electrons or not. If we assume that gravity propagates with

intinite velocity, we shall have to assume that the gravitational energy

moves with the electron, and then the mass of electrons on the sun

would really be greater than that on earth. If on the other hand

gravitation propagates with the velocity of light this conclusion woidd

not be justitied.

If the shifting of the spectral lines in the light of the sun as

expected by Einstein therefore does not occur, this fact does not

prove that we are wrong in ascribing a mass to the energy. But it

proves that gravitation propagates with finite velocity. Ifon the other

hand the effect did occur, it would show that gi-avitation propagates

with infinite velocity or at least with a velocity which is very great

compared with that of light. The effect would therefore be in direct

contradiction to the hypothesis of relativity.

§ 5. We will still consider the following special case. A rod of

1 cm^ cross section experiences a pressure tjj- in the direction of its

length. We will call the ends of the rod ^ and j5 and choose the direc-

tion from .4 to B as positive A'-axis. The rod moves with a velocity

i^ in this direction. If" be the density of the energy of the rod. The

amount of energy which [)asses through a stationary plane of unit

1) This agrees with the calculations of L. Silberstein, Phys. Zeitschr. XII,

p. 87, 1911.

3) A. Einstein, Jahrbuch der Radioakt. u. Elektr. IV, p. 459.
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area perpendicular lo tlie A^-axis, would according to classical mecha-

nics be :

According- to onr considerations tiie (juestion would be a bttie less

simple. We shall have to conceive IT to be sc|)ai'ated into three

parts: IFi moving- along with the rod with the velocity i\ W^
moving with the velocity ii).^ in the -{- A and IK, moving with the

velocity iï>., in the — A-direction. We are inclined to su|)pose that

\l\ -j- IF, ^^i" '*6 ^'^c elastic energy which is a consequence of the

compression, and that \i\, and iiv, are the velocities with which a

j^ertnrbation propagates in the moving rod according to a stationary

observer. If we put t> = 0, we get ir.^ =: lUj and the assumption, which

I introduce here is, that also in this case the elastic energy is not

in ]-est, but that we cannot ascertain its motion because two equal

currents of energy move in opposite directions. If we again inqiart the

velocity i-» , both currents will be changed, but in a diiferent degree,

in consequence of which a current of energy in a definite direction

can be ascertained. These considerations are conlirmed by the fact

that the energy transported by the tension through the moving rod

cannot move with a velocity, r. So it cannot be transformed into rest

togedier with the rod.

For our jMirpose however it is not necessary to determine the

values of If^^, W^, ii\, , and \i\. We certaiidy may |mt:

©,= IFi.-]^ It>.^— ir,av, (3)

The force exerted by the rod on a body against which its end

B rests, may not simply be put equal to /x, . For we must take

into account that the rod contains two quantities of momentum : a

1

quantitv with a density ^^ IF,u\^ moving with the relative velocity \l\,— i^

1

towards the end />, and a (puintiiy with a density - [l'',a>, movijig

with a relative velocity m\ -j- ^ away from it. The force exerted on

the end of the rod is therefore

:

1 1

1) It is obvious tlial in principle txx has llic closest analoiry lo what is ordina-

rily called clastic tension. Tiie quantity txj; however cannot be measured and in

so far T.,:i, which represents the force as il is mcasureil, is a more important

quantity. An easy calculation shows that fn is the same quantity as the (juantity

tzz of Lauk. The tensor / is symmetrical, whereas t {t in the notation of Lauk)

is an asymmetrical tensor.
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Therefore we (iiid for llie energy whicli passes tlie slatioiuiry plane :

We will iiilrodiice in (his equation the (pianlity />j., which ib

equal to

:

C'

We eiisiiy tind :

Taking- e(piation (3) into accotmt and putting - = ,i' we lind :

0"

Z,{l^-ii') = {W+p,,)i^ (4)

It is imporlant lo remark diat this eipiation, dcdneed hei-e widioul

making use ot ihe theory of relalixity, can also l»e derived (Vom the

equations (102; of Laue ^)

:

^J =
l-^-^

c-

\V—
1 — ^'

C'

If namely we imagine tiie rod to rest relative to Ihe aceentualed

system, then ^',,= 0. We find then equation (4) by eliminaling

j)',.r and 11
'.

In the same way we can discuss the case that the rod lies paral-

lel to the }^-axis and that a force in the -\- X direction is applied

iji the middle of the rod. In the ends of the rod two equal forces

act in the A'-direction, which together exactly balance the force in

the middle. This system moves with a velocity i> in the A-direc(ion.

For this case both ways of calculating yield

So we see that it is i»ossible to derive several conclusions from

the law of the uniform motion of the centre of inertia which usually

are derived from the theory of relativity. In priiiciple the two ways

of deducing them are equally justitied. In both we start from laws

which ai-e pr()\ed lo hold good for some regions of observations and

^) M. Laue. Das Pielulivilülspriuzip p. 87.
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apply tliein to plienomena belonging- to regions for wiiicii their

applieability has not been expei-inientcilly proved. A generalization

of this kind is of course iiypothetical. The fact tliat the two deductions

here yield the same results will probably l)c cojisidered as a conti r-

niation of the validity of the iij'potheses.

The qnestion suggests itself whether the hypothesis concerning the

mass of the energy is not only in the special cases treated above,

but with [)erfeet generalily in agreement with the theoj-y of relativity.

The most general method to solve this (piestion seems to be thai

suggested by Laue. His argument comes in principle to the following.

We will take the 16 quantities

Pxx
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transformation of ^r is determined. The considerations of Late,

therefore, are only jnstified if he can show tiiat it is possible to

attribnte to the different kinds of energy a velocity whose value is

such -that the ti-ansformation of o and iv yields for ^oa\ ihe same

formula as he postulates for the transformation of »3. Considerations

of the same kind apply to the quantities p_,, and TT.

Postscript. Perhaps 1 have not always been consistent in the use

of the words force and tension. I have thought for a moment ihat

we could do without these notions altogether, and that we could

account for every change in the momentum in a volume-element by

means of the transport of momentum through its sui-faces. But then

we are checked by some difticulties. The nomenclature most accurate

in principle is of course to use the word force only for that change

of momentum for which we cannot account by a transport of

•momentum. But it seems to be impossible to perform tiie separation

between the effect of forces and of transport in an iniambigiious

way. In § 5 eg. I called t,, the force exerted on tlie rod. This is

accurate if the (piantities of energy IF^ and If', are partially reflected

at the ends of the rod. if they, however, j)ass the ends and flow

into the othei' body, tj-,- would represent the force and Txx—^.rr \voidd

represent a quantity of momentum which is imparted to the rod by

means of transport. It seems to be inq)0ssible to find good reasons

for a choice between those two conceptions. It is after all immaterial

to nhich of these quantities we will apply the name of force.

In the same way we may ask whether we will define the force

by the equation

rfo dm
^ = m — + -—

dt dt

or by

K= rn — .

di

The force adds energy and so also mass to the I)ody, and the

value which we ascribed to the force will depend on the momentum
which this new mass had, before it was added to the body. If we

think that it was then stationarv, we shall undoubtedlv call tn,
—

* •

dt

dnt
the force exerted on the "old mass" and t> — that exerted on the

dt

"new mass". But if this new mass had a velocity iv before it was

absorbed b\ the Isody, we shall ascribe another \alue to the force

properl}' speaking, but say that the momentum of the body is also
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changed in corisequencc of the moinentiim of (lie "new mass", which

is added to it. Tiie vahie of lü being- nnknown in many eases it will

be impossible to perform the separation between force and transport,

and we will simply call -Jv the force exei'ted on the body.

In some cases however it will be useful to take the ditFerence

between force and transport into account. An electrical condensor

e. g. sharing the motion of the earth is suddenly charged, heat is

generated in a wire according to the law of Joule, or a body receives

heat from another body. The momentum of these bodies is increased.

Is a force required in order to keep the motion of these bodies

uniform, and will they sutler a retardation when this force is not

applied ? The answer to this question will undoubtedly be : If they

receive their energy from a stationary source, this will be the case,

but not if they receive their energy from a source moving along

with the earth.

Mathematics. — ".4 bilinear congruence of (jiiartic twisted curves

of the first species." By Prof. Jan de Vries.

1. If we allow each quadric Q^ of a pencil {Q-) to bisect each

surface of a second pencil {Q")', a congruence r* is formed of biqua-

dratic twisted curves, q*, of order one; for through an arbitrary

point F passes one q\ the intersection of the two (2^ which is

determined by P in the two pencils.

An arbitrary line / is cut by the pencils into two quadratic in-

volutions, which have, in general, one pair in connnon ; the con-

gruence r is thus of class one fan arbitrary line is bisecant of one

curvej.

2. The base-curves j5^ and /5'^ of the pencils are singular curves;

each of their points bears go^ curves q^. As ji" and q^ lie on a (2^,

they cut each other in eight points. So we can determine F also

as the system of the 9'' cutting each of two given biquadratic twisted

curves in eight points.

Each bisecant b of /i'' is a singular line. For the surface Q" deter-

mined by a point of b contains b and the pencil {Q"^)' cuts b in the

pairs of an involution, so that b is bisecant of co^ curves q\

3. Besides the two congruences (2,6) of singular bisecants deter-

mined by ^i^ and ^'\ the congruence r has a congruence of singular

bisecants on which {Q^) and {Q-)' describe tJie same involution.

18 .

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XiV.
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The double points of such an involution are harmonically separated

by two surfaces chosen arbitrarily- out of {Q^) and two surfaces

taken arbitrarily out of {Q^)' . The locus of those double points is

therefore the surface of Jacobi belonging to those four surfaces. If

a'^j. = 0, l/x = t), c% = 0, d'^j- = are the equations of the indicated

surfaces, then for a pair of double points X, Y we have

SO that the surface of Jacobi is represented by

«i«x ^^x c^Cx d^dx
I

0, (1)

a^aa^-x

a^ax

''i^X

h,hx

h,hx

d^dj,-

d^dx

d^dx

=

tjUj; h,hx

Khx = (2)

To find the number of pairs A', 1^ lying in a plane we put in (1)

x^ = 0, 11^ = 0. By elimination of yi, ij^,
?/., we then find the conditions

a^üj- b,br c^Cx d^dx

«3«x b^hj: c^Cx d^dx

The determinants arising from this matrix, if one omits the third

or the fourth column, disappear for the points of intersection of two

twisted curves; to these belong the three points, for wiiich the matrix

of the first two columns disappears. The four twisted curves indicated

by \2) have thus six points in common forming three j)airs ofX Y.

In an arbitrary plane Wo, {\\QYeïovQ three singular bmcants oï\\\q sqq.o\\&

species.

From this ensues that the quadruple involution in which F is

cut by any plane contains fifteen singular lines; this corresponds to

a result obtained by me in another research ^).

4. We consider the bisecants sent out by the curves (/ through

a given point P and w^e determine the surface 77 on which their

points of intersection lie. The q^ passing through P is projected out

of P by a cubic cone of which the generatrices touch /Z in P; so

P is a three fold point (triconic point) of n. An arbitrary line through

P is bisecant of one <)'*
; so /7 is a surface of order five with tri-

conic point P.

The cone of contact for P can have with 77% besides the q'

through P, only straight lines in common. Hence through P pass

eleven singular bisecants.

1) See my paper: 'A quadruple involution in the plane and a triple involution

connected with it" (Proc. of Arast. Vol. Ill p. 84).
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Tu lliese belong tiro bisecants of ,>' and tico of ,:J''; the remaining

seven aie singnlar bisecants of the second species.

So the siiujular biaecants of I form two congruences (2.6) and

one congruence (7,3).

5. The section of TI' witli a phine through P is a curve witii a

triple point, hence of class fonrteen sending eight tangents throngh

P. The tangents of the q'^ form therefore a complex of order eight.

The points of contact of the tangents drawn out of P lie evi-

dently on a twisted curve of order nine.

This can be confirmed as follows. The points of contact of the

tangents out of F to the surfaces Q- lie on a cubic surface, the "-pohir-

sur/ace" of F with respect to the pencil {Q-). A second cubic sur-

face contaijis the points of contact of the tangents out of 7^ to the

surfaces of [Q")' . Each point of intersection of the two polar

surfaces determines a q\ of which the tangent passes through F; so

the points of contact of the tangents drawn out of F lie on a (j\

6. The quadrics {Q^) and {Q-)' are arranged in a correspondence (2,2)

when two surfaces intersecting each other on the line / are made
to correspond. This causes the points of a line ni to be arranged in

a correspondence (4,4) ; so m contains eight points each bearing two

surfaces intersecting each other on /. From this it is clear that the

curves o'' intersecting / form a surface A\
On a line intersecting ,i' the (4,4) is replaced by a (2,4) ; we con-

clude from this that ,J^ and ,i'^ are nodal curves of .P.

The c)\ too, having / as bisecant is a nodal curve of A^.

7. A plane / through / cuts A^ still according to a curve ?.'

passing through the points of intersection of the nodal curve q\
having / as bisecant, with this line. In each of the remaining five

points of intersection of / with ?.' the plane ?. is touched by a q\
The locus of the points of intersection of a given plane with curves

of r is theiefore a curve of order five, ?.\

Evidently /.^ is the curve of coincidences of the quadruple involution

determined by F and it passes through the eight points, in which

p^ and ,.^'^ are intersected by X ^).

This involution containing fifteen quadruples in which three points

coincide ^), an arbitrary plane is osculated by fifteen curves of r.

Furtheron four quadruples consist each of two coincidences-);

so each plane is bitangential plane for four curves of F.

1) See loc. page 82. 2) ggg Jqc. page 83.

18*
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If we nllow ;. to revolve round /, then the curve )} describes a

surface on which / is a single line. For through each point of /

passes one q\ and one of the planes through the tangent of that point

contains /. From this ensues that the locus of the points in which

curves (>* can be touched bj planes of a pencil with axis / is a

surface of order six.

8. The curves (5", touching the plane X in the points of the curve

;/, intersect ). each in two points; the locus of those pairs of points

is a curve of order fourteen ^) (branchcurve) with quadruple points

in the points of intersection of the base-curves
i:{^

and /3'\ The surface

containing the curves (>^ meant here, has thus with )• an intersection

of order twenty-four, is therefore a surface A'-'^ with quadrisecant

curves /?* and /?'".

With a plane [i the surface A^"^ has a curve ft^^ in common con-

taining quadruple points in the points of intersection with /i^ and ^i' ^;

these eight points lie on the curve (L«^ which is the locus of the points of

contact of ft witii curves of r. The two curves have 24X5—8X4=88
points in common besides the base-points. So there are 88 curves ^'^

touching two planes.

9. To r belong ao^ curves (V which contain a nodal point, because

they are the intersections of two surfaces touching each other.

According to a wellknown property") the locus of the points of

contact of two quadrics belonging to two given pencils is a twisted

curve j)^\ cutting each of the two base-curves in 16 points.

On an arbitrary surfiice Q" lie therefore 2X^4— 16 = 12 points

of intersection with as many surfaces Q". The locus of the curves

d^ is therefore generated by two quadratic pencils in correspondence

(12,12^; consequently it is a surface A"^ on which /i^ and /3'^ are

twelvefold curves.

10. The intersection of Q- and Q- breaks up into a line and a

q\ when they pass through a common bisecant of ^^ and i3'\ The
bisecants of these cur\'es forming two congruences (2,6) the number
of the common bisecants is 2 X 2 + 6 X 6 = 40. So to r belong

orty figures consisting of a cubic curve with one of its bisecants.

Through a ^^ can be laid four cones belonging to the quadratic

pencil having q'^ as basis. The pencils determined by the 00" curves

1) G. loc. p. 83.

~) See a,o. Mineo, Bendiconti del Circolo matematico di Palermo, XVII, 297.
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of r form a system oo'' of quadrics; the corresponding cones liave

their vertices on the surface of Jacobi of the system. This surface

contains ten lines, which are double lines of as many pairs of planes

belonging to the system. From this ensues that T contains ^6?z figures

consisting each of two conies cutting each other twice.

Mathematics. — "A quartlc surface with twelve strnhjht Unes'''

By Prof. Jan de Vries.

1. We regard as given the three pairs of straight Imas n, a' \b,b'

;

c, c'. Let ta denote a transversal of a and cd ; and let ti and tc have

an analogous meaning. The points P sending out three transversals

ta, t(j, tr lying in a plane, form a surface (P) of which we intend to

determine the order.

First we notice that the six given lines belong to [P). For, if P
is a point of c and Q the point of intersection of c' with the plane

through the transversals ta,th, the transversal tc^PQ lies with 4, /^

in a plane.

We can designate six other lines lying on (P), viz: the two trans-

versals tab,t'ni> of the pairs a, a' ; b, b' and the analogous lines /f/,,. , /'i,^^ ;

tact'ac- For, tij coincides with ta for a point P on t,,ij, so that ta,

th and tc are complanar.

Let tc be an arbitrarj^ transversal of c, c, in a plane t through tc.

The lines ta and //, lying in t determine on tc two points A and B
which describe [irojective series of points when x revolves; the two

coincidences A and B are evidently points of {P). The points of

intersection of 4- with c and c' also belonging to [P) the locus to

be found is a quartic surface.

If we allow tc to describe a pencil, whose vertex C lies on c,

then the above mentioned coincidences describe a curve of order

three; for, if C' is the point of intersection of c' with the plane of

the lines ta, tb through C, then one of the coincidences A^ B or

tc=CC' lies in C.

2. The surface is entirely determined by the ten lines a,a' ; b,b' ; c,c';

tah,t'ab\ tact'ac- For, if ou each one of tiie first six lines we take

arbitrarily five points and on each of the remaining four lines one

point then the quartic surface determined by those thirt3-four points

will contain the ten lines mentioned.

Being moreover as locus of the point P entirely determined a.

quartic surface tlirouyh tlie above-mentioned ten lines must contain

tivo other lines {viz: tbc, t' be)-
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Such a surface can be regarded in two mays as surface (P). For

the six lines a,a' ; b,h' ; c.c' can be found out of the six tic, i' be;

taci'ac-, tab, i' ab , in the same way as the second six out of the first.

For, a,a' are the two transversals of tab, i' ab; tac, t'ac, etc. So the

surface is at the same time the locus of the points P, which send

out three complanar transversals to the pairs ^at» t' ah; tbc, t' bc; tac, t'ac-

The points of intersection and the connecting planes of the 12 lines

form evidently a configuration (24-, 24^}. Each of tiiose planes inter-

sects (P) in a conic; so the surface contains 24 conies.

3. The plane cr of the transversals t,„ tb, tc envelops a surface of

class four containing the same twelve lines. For, each plane through

c contains a tn and a ti; the line connecting the point fJi, with the

poiut in which c' meets the plane is the corresponding transversal

t,.. For a plane nr through tab the corresponding point P lies in the

point of intersection of tab with 4 lying in rr.

The following confirms the fact that ct is a surface of class four.

If we let a plane r re\olve about the line /, the point of intersection

X of the lines ta,tb lying in v describe a twisted cubic which, con-

sidered as the intersection of I lie hyperboloids [laa') and {Ibb'), has

/ as bisecant.

The transversal tc lying in v describes a hyperboloid passing through

the points of intersection of the above mentioned twisted cubic with

the bisecant /. In each of the remaining four common points three

complanar lines ta, to, tc meet; hence the line / bears four planes rr.

4. We now regard four pairs of lines a, a' ; b, b' ; c,c' ; d, d'

and we determine the locus of the points P for which the four

transversals tn, tb, tc, tj lie in 07ie plane.

The surfaces {P)abc and {P)abd have evidently the six lines a, a'

b, // ; tab, t'nb in common.

For an arbitrary point of a the transversals tb, tc and td are not

complanar ; this is the case for the four points of intersection of {a)

and {P)bcd- Consequently a, a' ; b, b' are quadrisecants of the tAvisted

curve 9'" which {P)abc and {P)abd have still in common.

Moreover, tab, t'ab are bisecants of ^"'
; for, on each line, hence

also on tab, be two points for which the plane tctd passes through

that line (see § 1).

Hence we may conclude that the locus of the points bearing four

complanar transversals is a twisted curve of order six having the

four given pairs of lines as quadrisecants and their six pairs of

transversals as bisecants.
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5. We finally regard five pairs of lines and determine liow many
points give five eomplanar transversals.

The surface {P)abe l»as forty points in common with the twisted

curve Qahcd found above. Sixteen of these lie on the four quadrisecants

a, a' ; h, h' ; in each of those points ta, to, tc, ta are eomplanar, but

their plane does not contain 4-

Then to those forty points belong the four points of intersection

of the bisecants tac, t'ab of q with that curve; in such a point the

plane Utj passes through the bisecant, but not through tc.

Hence there are ticentij points for which the jive transversals lie

in one plane.

This result can be confirmed as follows by applying the law of

the permanency of the number.

If we substitute for each of the five pairs of lines a pair of inter-

secting lines^and if A, B, C, D, E are the five points of intersection,

«, ;3, y, d", 8 the five connecting planes, we then lind one of the points P
in the point of intersection of the plane ABC with the line 6e ; for

the lines PA^ PB, PC are to be considered as transversals ta, tb, t^,

the traces of ö and e as transversals td, te. Analogously the point «/?

satisfies the question ; td and 4 connect it with Daxi&E; ta, t^, tc are

the intersections of «, /?, y with the plane thi'ough «/?/, D and E.

In all we evidently lind twenty points P.

6. In connection with § 2 we have still to notice that we can

bring a quartic surface through six arbitrarily chosen lines and four

of the thirty quadrisecants which they possess four by four. But

such a surface will contain in general not more than these ten lines.

We can determine quartic surfaces also passing through a bised'-

iuple of a cubic surface. For, each 0' through the thirty points of

intersection of the two sextuples must contain the twelve lines, as

each line contains five points of 0\ Thus through a bisextuple pass

OD^ surfaces 0\
So we can find surfaces with thirteen lines; the thirteenth line

must then intersect one of the lines of the bisextuple.

An 0^ with fourteen lines is found by drawing two lines, each

of which rests on three of the twelve given lines and by making

the surface to pass still through four points, two of which lie on

each of those transversals.

If the lines of the bisextuple in wellknown notation are indi-

cated with aic, bjc and if / is a line in the plane {a^b.^) cutting b^,

then an 0* through two arbitrary points of / will contain not only

this line, but moreover a fourteenth line eomplanar to /, ^^i and b.^
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and " intersecting a^. As we can lat 0' pass still throug-li two arl)ilrai'y

points, there is a possibility of bringing tlirongh the bisextuple an

0^ with sixteen lines. To this end we have bat to repeat the above

consideration for e.g. the lines a^, b.^, h^.

7. An 0* through a hi/perOoloidical quadruple contains a secon»!

quadruple consisting of four quadrisecants of the former. For, througli

an arbitrary point of the intersection of 0^ with the hyperboloid

containing the given qnadruple we can draw a line of the second

system of the hyperboloid, wiiich then contains live points of 0^

and lies therefore on 0' ; the intersection of the two surfaces con-

sists then of two hyperboloidical quadruples.

Let us suppose an ()' to be laid through six lines ai; of which

a^,a^,a^,a^ and at the same time a^,a^,a.^,a^ lie hyperboloidically.

The hyperboloids bearing these quadruples have still two lines it and

/' in common which are evidently intersected by the six lines a

and are therefore situated on 0*.

Besides these two transversals 0^ contains still two transversals of

the first (piadruplo and two of the second. In all 0^ contains there-

fore twelve lines ; they form a configuration in which the six trans-

versals appear 'm the same manner as the six lines a. For, the

six transversals form two hyperboloidical quadruples with a^, a^ as

transversals to six lines.

It is evident that again cc^ surfaces 0* can be made to pass

thi-ough this configuration of twelve lines. So we can obtain an 0^

with fourteen lines by drawing a transversal of «i, «^3, «j and a trans-

versal of a^,a^,ag, and by assuming on each of these lines two points

through which we make 0* pass.

The six lines f/k can be chosea also in such a way that they form

three hyperboloidical quadruples. Let a^, a^, a^, a^ be such a qna-

druple, «5 an arbitrary line. The hyperboloids {a^ a.^ a^) and {a^ a^ a^)

have still two lines t and t' in common resting on the five lines a.

The hyperboloids ia^a,_a.J and {a^a^a^) have now the lines a^, t

and t, therefore one line a^ more, in common, resting on t, t'

.

Consequently also the quadruples a^,n^,a^,a^ and a^, a^, a^,a^ lie

hyperboloidically.

Each surface 0* containing this sextuple of lines passes at the

same time through the two transversals t, t' and through the three

pair of quadrisecants belonging respectively to the three quadruples;

the surface contains therefore at least fourteen lines.

If we do not take t, t' into consideration we have a configuration

of twelve lines, showing the same structure as the configuration of § 2.
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But ill coiKsequejice of the special position of the lines d, the locus

(/-*) now consists of the three hyperboloids iji^ (i^d^ a^, {d^d^ ci^ (li)

J

8. Two triplets of planes «j, «,> «3 ^"d 1^1, /ij' .^3 determine a

}1encil of cubic surfaces of which the nine lines («/.•/?() form the

tjasis. If these surfaces are conjugated })rojectivel3' to the planes

through an arbitrary line /, the surface 0\ generated by the two

jjencils contains besides the already mentioned ten lines six lines

inore of wliich each of the given six planes furnishes one.

These sirU'tni lines form a configuration, in which each line is

intersected by six others; it is identical to the figure which is

generated when four arbitrary planes w. are intersected b}' four

other planes /?/,:. For, the planes through /, conjugated to the fignres

{;u^,a.^,<'.„) and (i'?i,|l,, /^j) can be called successively /-^^ and a^.

! Let t be a transversal of the lines /, («, /^J, («^ ^J, («, /ij. The

projectivit_y indicated above can be arranged in such a way that

(he plane (It) is conjugated to the cubic surface passing through a

|)oint of t, hence containing t. In an analogous manner we can deal

jvith two other lines, each of which rests on / and on three not

intersecting lines {ati^i). Then the projectivity is determined and

the surface O^ generated in this way evidentl}^ now contains

nineteen lines.

We finally note that E. Traynai^d {BuU.Soc. Mat. de France, vol.

38, p. 280) has described an (>' with thirty lines.

Chemistry. — ''The application of the neiv tJieory of aUoiropy

to the .system sulphur.'' By Prof. A. Smits. (Communicated by

Prof. A. F. Holleman).

Those who have been occupied with the sulphur problem up to

now, have always thought the pseudo system to be binary, i.e. they

assumed that they had to deal with two pseudo components or two
kinds of molecules, which can be converted into each other, and

one of which gives rise to the formation of the well-kno\vn crystallized

modification, the monoclinic and the rhombic sulphur, whereas the

other would |)roduce the amorphous sulphur, called so because attempts

to make this form of sulphur crystallize have not been successful

as yet.

Though in my opinion the above view is not the correct one, 1 will

begin willi treating sulphur as a pseudo-binary system, and show
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what relation there would have to exist between the equilibria in

the pseudo-binary and the unary system to explain the observed

Fig. 1.

phenomena; especially because in this way it appears the more

clearly how rational the pseudo-ternary view is.

The 7\Y-rigure, ari'i\'ed at in this way, has been gi\en scliematically

in fig. 1.

The lines //^ and gl^ are the melting-point lines of the monoclinic

and the rhombic sulphur, the former of which is made to meet the

region of non-miscibility at 111° and 47o S,j., because it was thought

that from this concentration of Sy. the point of solidification did not

change any more on addition of Su.

.

The same thing has been assumed in this figure, hence the meta-

stable melting-point line of the rhombic modification meets the

metastable region of non-miscibilitj^ at f/^ .

As in accordance with the theory mixed crystals had to be assumed,

to which also some experimental data point, as I already demon-
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strated, the mixed crystal lines fe and
(i(\ corresponding to the

melting-point lines have been drawn.

The existence of the latter mixed crystal line, which at e^ passes

into the line (\m with a break, involves the necessity of two mixed

crystal lines starting from the transition point 0, which run down-
ward, because as was found by me in collal)oration with Dr. dk Leeuw
and was also stated by Dr. van Klooster^), the transition point is lowered

on increase of the /SVconcentration. At the point where the lower,

the rliombic mixed crystal line oq, meets the other rhombic mixed

crystal line e^m, this latter line becomes stable. So the point q indi-

cates a stable rhombic mixed crystal phase, which coexists with the

monoclinic mixed crystal phase y, and at the same time with the

liquid h.

So the monoclinic mixed crystal phase must also coexist with the

liquid h, and the point h being the point of intersection of the melting

point lines of the monoclinic and the rhombic sulphur, the said

monoclinic mixed crystal phase must lie on the line ep^ or in other

words the mixed crystal lines eu and ov meet in p. Below the

three-phase equilibrium byq the rhombic mixed crystals qm are in

equilibrium with the liquids along ha in the pseudo-binary system.

It is not difficult to see now what must be the relation between

the pseudo-binary and unary equilibria, or in other words how the

lines for the internal equilibrium must be drawn in this figure.

The line for the internal equilibrium in the monoclinic sulphur

starts from S.-,, and that for the internal equilibrium in the rhombic

modification from S^.

Above 95.°4o, the unary point of transition, the monoclinic modi-

fication is stnble, below it the rhombic modification. At the tempe-

rature of 95.°45 the first line, which starts from 6\, must intersect

the monoclinic mixed crystal line op, and the second line, which

starts from S^, must intersect the rhombic mixed crystal line o q,

so that >S/ and S^' are two coexisting solid phases, which are in

internal equilibrium, one of which is monoclinic and the other rhombic.

Below this unary point of transition the rhombic modification is

stable, its internal equilibria being indicated by the line S' S^.

According to the new \iew, however, the 7\Y-figure given hei'e,

is illogical, for to account for the observed phenomena it had to be

assumed here that the pure pseudo-component Sy possesses a point

of transition, and the theory of allotropy says that the phenomenon
of transition implies non-miscibility in the solid state For the phos-

1) See communication of Kruyt Chemisch Weekblad 34, G47 (1911)
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pliorns the transition phenomenon could be indicated also with the

pseudo-hinari/ conception of the sjstera according to the new con-

ception, but this being impossible for the sulphur, we are compelled

to reject fig. 1 and to consider the system sulphur to be pseiidoterna?y,

as has been done in fig. 2, In the T, X-diagram drawn by Dr. De

Leeuw according to my directions, the three pseudo components are

indicated by Sr, Sm, and Sa- Further melting-point figures have

been assumed for the three pseudo-binary systems, yyhich have been

represented in the three side ])lanes of the trilateral prism.

In the pseudo-binary systems Sm + S^ and Sr -\- S,j. a region of

non-niiscibility has been assumed which comes in contact with the

melting-point line of Sm rosp. >S'a' ^).

The only complication which the pseudo-ternary figure displays is

exactly this meeting. If we start from the three-phase ecpiiiibrium

between the monoclinic mixed crystal phase and the two liquid layers

Kf

Fig. 2.

'^) When this paper had already been written it has been found by me in colla.

boraiion with Dr. de Leeuw that the supposed region of non-miscibility does not

exist, so that it should be removed from figs 1 and 2.
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in the system Sm -f Su, wliieli equilibrium is indicated by tlie points

ƒ, (/, /, we see that the temperature of this three-phase equilibrium

is lowered by addition of Sr till the eutectic line cy„ is reached.

At this meeting the liquid layers are also saturate with regard to

the rhombic mixed ci'ystal phase, and a four phase equihbrium

invariant at constant pressure occurs between the two mixed crystal

phases /\ and /\, and the two liquid layers g^ and h^. It is clear

that we get the same four phase equilibrium starting from the three

phase equilibrium between ihe rhombic mixed crystal phase and

the two liquid layers in the plane for Sr -\- Sy. indicated by f\gih^

and so we see that the eutectic line which meets the region ofnon-

miscibility at (/^, skips to h^, from where it pursues its course to the

ternary eutectic point indicated by /g.

After this explanation we can proceed to the discussion of the

lines for the different internal equilibria.

The line kL^ in the plane for Sr -\- Sj/ indicates the internal liquid

equilibria in this pseudo-binary system
; 4 and S.^ are the liquid and

solid phases which coexist at the unary meltingpoint temperature

;

from S.^ starts the line for the solid internal equilibria, which meets

the mixed crystal line of the pseudobinary system in *SV, so that at

this place the transition point in the system Sr -}- Sm occurs with

unary behaviour. Then >S/ is formed by the side of S^', and below

the transition temperature the solid phase, which is in internal equi-

librium, moves along the line S/Sq.

So it is supposed here that in the pseudo-binary sj^stem Sr -j- Sm
a point of transition occurs, but not between the pure pseudo-

components, but between two mixed crystal phases, one of which

is rhombic and the other monoclinic.

Before we proceed it may be pointed out here that the points

/j and >Si represent the metastable unary melting-point, and that,

as was mentioned before, the line for the internal equilibria in the

rhombic moditication, which does not become stable until below the

transition point, starts from /S'l.

In the other two pseudo-binary mixtures the liquid and solid

phases which are in internal equilibrium are also indicated, but

transition points need not be assumed in these systems.

The question which called for a solution tirst of all was this:

"what shall w^e get when to the system Sr + S^J, which is thought

to be continually in internal equilibrium we add Su, of which substance

we suppose for a moment that it cannot be converted to rhombic

or monoclinic sulphur, and wdiich, accordingly, behaves as a real

component.
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If we now take the simplest case, the stable unary melting equili-

brium will be lowered in temperature bj addition of S,j, so that

lines can be diawn over the melting-point surface and oxer the mixed

crystal surface of >S'j/, starting from 4 I'esp. from S^, which indicate

the liquid and solid phases which coexist with internal equilibrium

between Sr and Sm on increase of the Sy. -content. The same thing

holds for the metastable unary melting-point equilibrium. Here too

we get two lines starting from /^ and *Si, which traverse the meta-

stable part of the melting-|)oint surface resp. mixed crystal surface

of Sr. And finally we get something of the same kind for the

transition eqnilibrium. If this too is lowered by addition of Sy. ,

lines will start from the points ;S'/ and ,S'./, which traverse tiie mixed

crystal surfaces of Sr and S^/ .

If we now consider the case that there is alwiiys internal ecpiili-

brium between S],t and Sy, and that Sr behaves as a true component

or in otiier words is not converted, we assume here that also the

unary melting-point equilibrium indicated by the points /, and S^, is

lowered by addition of ;S7;, so that lines will start from these points

/j and -S', running over the melting-point surface and the mixed

crystal surface of S,]/.

At the point where the liquid lines starting from /, and I^, meet,

we shall have a solidifying liquid, in which the three pseudo-

components are in internal equilibrium with each other, so that this

point indicated by L in the drawing, is the liquid point of the stable

unary pseudo-ternary melting-point equilibrium while the point of

intersection of the lines starting from S, and /S'3, gives the mono-

clinic sulphur, which is in internal equilibrium and coexists with the

liquid L at the unary melting-point temperature. This point is denoted

by S.

We find in the same way that L' and S' denote the liquid and

the solid phase, which are in equilibrium with each other in the

metastable unary melting point of the rhombic sulphur.

In the same way as the line for the infernal equilibria which exist

in the liquid phase at higher temperatures starts from L, the line

for the internal equilibria in the solid monoclinic sulphur starts in

S, and this line runs to smaller concentrations of Sy with fall of

temperature. The same holds for the line for the metastable internal

equilibria in the solid rhombic sulphur, which starts from S'.

When a meeting of tliese lines and the transition surfaces takes

place, as drawn here, this means that a point of transition occurs

in the unary pseudo ternary system. The monoclinic mixed crystal

phase Sj is converted into the rhombic mixed crystal phase S;,, with
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generation of heat, and when this conversion lias been completed,

the temperature falls on further withdrawal of heat and with internal

equilibrium the i-hombic sulphur moves along the line S, S3, which

is the continuation of S'S^.

It is easy to see that the course of these lines for the solid

substance in internal equilibrium, is in agreement with the obser-

vation.

The fact e.g. that the rhombic sulphur melts at a higher tempe-

rature according as it is heated rapidly from a lower temperature

can just as well be accounted for when we take this view of the

matter, as when we take that indicated bj^ fig. 1, for according as

we start from a lower point on the line S^ S,, we shall reach when
heating rapidly either the melting-point surface S'li'SJ^, or the

melting-]ioint surface S'L' >S'i/i at a higher temperature.

It may finally be pointed out here that if we assume Sr and

Sm to be always in internal equilibrium, and Sy. to behave as a

true component, some more conclusions may be drawn from the

figure for this case than have been already discussed.

Then the liquid line of the melting-point surface starting from

I^S^ will meet the region of non-miscibility at g^ and a second liquid

A3 will make its appearance. The solid substance ƒ, will coexist

with the two liquid layers, so that a three-phase equilibrium prevails

here, which is invariant if the pressure is assumed to be constant. On
withdrawal of heat g^ is converted to ƒ3 -[-A3, and at lower tempera-

tures the melting-point surface will be formed by the line /g^'s for

the solid phases and by the line hj^ for the liquid phases.

An analogous remark may be made with reference to the melting-

point surface starting from SJ^. The liquid line of this surface meets

the metastable part of the region of non-miscibility, which starts on

the plane for Sn -{- S/j., so that also here we get a three-phase equi-

librium, which is metastable, and which is indicated by f^f/Jt^.

Below this three-phase temperature the metastable melting-point

surface is indicated by the lines that run from /\ and h^ to lower

temperatures. If now the liquid lines intersect each other, as is

assumed here, this means that a liquid which coexists both with mono-

clinic and with rhombic mixed crystals, is found in this point of

intersection. It follows from this that also these mixed-crystal phases

are in equilibrium with each other, and so that they must lie on

the transition surface.

So, as is at once clear, the three coexisting i)hases are found by the

meeting of the two melting-point surfaces and the transition surface.

Of the two melting point surfaces the liquid lines meet; this
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gives llie point l^ and the transition surface meets of each of the

melting-point surfaces the line for the soHd phase, and tlius we tind

the points S^ and S^.

So we get a second stable three-phase equilibrium, but now be-

tween rhombic and monoclinic mixed cr^'Slals and a liquid; the tem-

perature of this three phase e(piilibrium we might call the transition

temperature lowered by S^j..

With withdrawal of heat the transformation aS^ -^ S^ -\- 4 takes

place, i. e. the monoclinic mixed crystals disappear, and the two-

phase equilibrium between rhombic mixed crystals and liquid, which

was metastable before, now becomes stable.

Though the pseudo-components *S'/^ and Sm will not always be

in internal equilibrium under all circumstances, and Sy. never

behaves as a true component, it will appear later that the view of

this case, discussed here may be of some use.

Remark. The reader will perhaps have seen already, that the

new theory of allotropy for the first time gives a rational explana-

tion of the rule, found by Ostwald, that with the appearance of a

new phase the metastable state occurs first. I hope to treat this

question in a separate communication later on.

Anorganic Chemical Laboratory

of the University.

Amsterdam, September 1911.

Physics. — ''On the plienomena of condensation for niLviures of

carbonic acid and nitrobenzene in connection with double retro-

grade condensation" . By Prof. Ph. Kohnstamm and J. Chii.

Reedeks". Van der Vfam.?,-fonds researches. N°. 3. (Connnu-

nicated by Prof. J. D. van der Waals;.

In These proceedings April 23, 1909, (Vol. XI p. 913) we
demonstrated by means of some experiments how great the influence

is which slight quantities of urethane exert on the phenomena of

condensation of carbonic acid ; we further showed that at our smal-

lest concentration of 3-///qo we were still very far from that con-

centration for which double retrograde coudensation will be found.

We shall proceed to give some similar observations on the system

carbonic acid and nitro-benzene. These observations were undertaken

in the hope that we might succeed in proving the existence of double

retrograde condensation for this system.. This hope has proved vain;
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but yet these observations seemed important enough to us to com-

municate something about them ^).

The ari-angement for the filUng with cai'bonic acid was tlie same

as that used in our former experiments ; the nitro-benzene could not

be conveyed quantitatively in the same way as we followed for urethane

i. e. in solid state. For greater quantities this could be done in small

bulbs fused together, placed in a pear-shaped apparatus, which was

fused to tlie capillary of a Cailletet-tube. For smaller quantities it

appeared to be unfeasible to make the bulbs small enough and till

them, and to convey in this way a quantity of some mg. quan-

titatively into the tube. For this purpose we have used very narrow

glass capillai-y tubes; the extremities were drawn out still further to

an exceedingly small diameter. These tubes, open on either side,

filled themselves when one end was immerged in the liquid, by tlie

influence of the capillary pressure. They were not closed because the

liquid appeared to char by the high degree of heating required for

this. Moreover it proved to be unnecessary to close them ; it appeared

to be impossible to ascertain any loss of weight, even after they had

been for some time in a space which had been exhausted by means

of the Gaede-pump. By cautious heating of the filling apparatus, the

liquid was expelled from the tube, after the whole space had been

exhausted of air, and fused to, and the drop was conveyed from the

filling-apparatus into the Cailletet-tube, which had already been placed

in the pressure cylindre, provided with a stirrer.

Then the tilling-apparatus was cut off, and the capillary of the

tube was fused to the glass capillary, which was attached to the

steel capillary of the high pressure cock by means of sealing wax,

so that then the carbonic acid could be added.

In our foregoing communication we could praise our tubes of

borosilicate glass, but a new supply of this kind of glass, which we

had to use now, pi-oved very unsatisfactory. At least some ten tubes

burst during the experiment, both under the influence of the pressiu-e

and luider the influence of local heating during the preparation of

the tubes or of cooling during the filling. Hence the occurrence of so

many gaps in the observations given by us. Of many mixtures with

concentrations between those given by us e.g. witli a; = + 0,01,

0,004, 0,003, it could only be stated that the required concentration

had not been reached, but definite observations could not be made,

because the tube burst. We passed at once to another concentration

1) Our attention was drawn to this sy£;tein by the communication of Büchner

(Diss. Amsterdam 1911 p. Ii2t2} about the unmixing of mixtures of nitrobenzene

and carbonic acid.

19

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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then. In the same way some mixtures are wanting between A'=r 0,476

and ,r = 0,121. It is further worth mentioning that for the last

tubes we have replaced the Cailletet-cement, used by us formerly to

cement the Cailletet-tubes into the brass flanged tube, by ordinary

sealing wax, which melts at much higher temperature, for it had

happened a few times at the very high temperatures of the room

of this year that the gas had escaped from the tube in consequence

of the cement melting in spite of uninterrupted cooling with water.

We have experienced no disadvantages in consequence of this change.

Further we have put in practice what we alluded to in our pre-

ceding communication, viz. the modified form of the Cailletet-tube.

The upper part of the tube was widened, and had a capacity of

more than 2 cm' for a length of 2 a 3 cm., i. e. about double the

capacity of the other part of the tube, which was 4: 30 cm. long.

Our mixture IV e.g. has been investigated in such a tube ; it appeared,

however, to be attended with some experimental difficulties, so that

we can consider the experiment as only very partially successful.

Temperature and pressure were obtained and observed in the same

way as in the investigaticm of the system carbonic acid and urethane.

Our first mixture contained a slight quantity of nitrobenzene

+ 30 mg. X = O.OIS'*; for we intended in the beginning to demon-

strate the double retrograde condensation.

The system proved to come up to the requirement ^) that the three-

phase pressures, A, lie below the pressures of carbonic acid at the

same temperatures. For at 31°. 2 we find A = 71.50 KG. p. cm.,

while we found 75.30 KG. for the critical pressure of carbonic acid

at r=31°.05.
As the concentration of this mixture was not so very small yet,

we could still easily distinguish the different phases. At each of the

obser\ed temperatures there was always a slight amount of the pale

yellow liquid fphase 3) present by the side of the vapour phase, if

we made the volume as large as possible. So we were all the time

on the righthand side of the vertical tangent of the liquid branch,

the point for which Vg, = 0. On compression we brought about

unmixing at all temperatures lying between two critical end-points.

At 7^= 29°.9 we found the lower critical end-point, where the

loop 2—3 has contracted to a point of inflection with horizontal

tangent (plaitpoint phenomena between the two liquid phases in

coexistence with phase 1 (vapour). At somewhat higher temperature

1) Double retrograde condensation can occur even if this condition is not fulfilled,

but it presents other properlies then; cf. van der Waals. These Proc. Vol. XI

p. 828. One of us will soon discuss these systems more at length elsewhere.
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after unmixing had taken place, the phase 3 disappeared on further

diminution of the volume, so that we might conchide tiiat we were

on the lefthaud side of tiie point 2. After this the pi-essiire began to rise

appreciably again, we always found ordinary end-condensation ; we
always finished wilh phase 2, so we were on the righthand side of

the liquid-vapour [)laitpoint. The quantity of phase 1 that was left

when 3 had just disappeared, at the temperature of + 30° a pretty

considerable quantity, rapidly decreased with rising T, so that this

quantity was very slight for 7^=: 39°. An increase of pressure of

0,10 KG per cm" was sufficient to make it disappear. At a somewhat

higher T J and 3 vanished simultaneously, so we knew that with

rising T the point 2 moves to the left and passes the point ^^ =r 0,015''

at 39°.l.

At higher T the gas-phase had disappeared before the viscous

liquid, so we were then on the righthand side of 2. At ascending pressure

this quantity decreased rapidly, and at last disappeared. So we were

on the left side of the liquid-liquid plaitpoint of that T.

At T^39°.9 we found plaitpoint phenomena between vapour and

thin liquid phase in coexistence with phase 3. So this temperature gave

us the upper critical end-point. On further compression the phase 3

disappeared again and the mixture was again homogeneous.

At temperatures above that of this end-point we found the retro-

grade condensation of the phase 3, which must always be the case

when we arc on the lefthand side of the plaitpoint.

Then we proceeded to mixtures with smaller -x by adding car-

bonic acid.

For mixture II, x = 0,0081 we were now quite on rhe left side

of the point 2 at all temperatures below that of the upper critical

end-point. We further found exactly the same phenomenon as we
observed in this case for our former mixture. At the temperature of

the upper critical end-point or at a temperature just a little lower

we happened just to come still in the point 2, which therefore almost

coincided with 1 there. So we may safely assume that this mixture

indicates the concentration of the upper critical end-point, the x of

the point of inflection with horizontal tangent, from which the loop

1.2 will have to form with descending temperature. So from this

observation and from that at 39.1 for the preceding mixture we
can determine the displacement of the point 2 with the tempera-

ture, and by approximation we find then for
| -^^ \ the amount

:

dT
0,015— 0,008 0,007-^— — = 0,01.
39,8—39,1 0,7

19^
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Also mixture ]II has been investigated by iis in a tube without a

widened part, and this accounts, no doubt, for the bad agreement

of the vahies found bv us for this mixture and for the preceding

ones. For it was, indeed, possible to ascertain that there was some

liquid in the tube, which was for the rest entirely fdled with

the gas-mixture, but whether it split up into two layers could not

be ascertained. We thought, however, that we might state that

there was a region for which the volume did greatly decrease

and the pressure remained nearly constant, which would, therefore,

point to the existence of more than two phases, but these pressures

do not harmonize very well with the A's for other mixtures.

Our mixture IV, ./; = 0,0022, is the only one that we could watch

in a widened tube for a short time. This enabled us to use not too

slight a quantity of nitrobenzene, a little more than 5 mg., in spite

of the small x, and thus to demonstrate the unmixing very clearly,

whereas this had been impossible for the former mixture with

-iz 3 m.g.

In view of the weakness of our tubes, we wanted first to examine

the three-phase line and then if i>ossible determine the end-conden-

sation pressures, so as not to be obliged to expose the tubes at once

to those higher pressures. When, however, also this tube burst before

w^e had been able to follow the whole three-phase line, and it appeared

from the observations that we were still very far from the point 1,

which, accordingly, will not be much displaced with the temperature,

we resolved to abandoji the research of the double retrograde con-

densation also for the system carbonic acid and nitrobenzene, hoping

to resume it afterwards with more favourable components.

It seemed, however, of importance to us to determine the con-

centration of the lower critical endpoint ; we expected that this would

lie at much larger x.

Our next fdling, however, now again in a straight tube with

,7? z= 0,476 showed that the region of non-miscibility will lie entirel}'

in the left half of the j>figures, and so did some following mixtures,

the tubes of which gave way at the first observations.

So ^ve ha\e not succeeded in fixing the utmost limit of the region

of non-miscibility, the place of the point 3 at the temperature of

the upper critical end-point.

We could conclude from the mixture .v = 0,121 that we were

still on the righthand side of the lower end-point, and also on the

righthand of all the plaitpoints at higher temperatures, because every

time after the vapour phase had disappeared at the end of the A-region

we saw the phase 2 disappear on compression. Though the required
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increase of pressure was slight near tlic temperature of (be lowei'

critical eud-poiut, we could nevertheless not conclude that the con-

centration of the latter must lie in the immediate neighbourhood,

both because we knew nothing about the shape of the loops 2.3,

and because we thought that the liquid-liquid plaitpoint would, no

doubt, move to the right with increase of tempei-ature, and we
found it still lying on the left side at our highest temperature of

nnmixing.

Hence that our following filling has an ^' which is still considerably

smallei-, viz. .v = 0,090. Now however, we were undoubtedly on the

left hand of the lower end-point, and also of all the plaitpoints. It

appeared from the increase of the pressure with the condensatioJi

at which phase 3 disappeared now, that we were now again further

from this end-p'jint tlian for cr=:0,121.

In order to find the accurate concentration we have a few times

allowed some mg. of carbonic acid to escape from our tube, and

then only examined if we were still on the left side of the lower

end-point. In this way we have closely approached it in three steps,

and we think we have got the right one in our mixture .i' = 0,114.

If we then compute the displacement of the point 2 with the

temperatuie, we find that it takes plsice very regularly. In the

temperature range of ±10° between the critical end-points it is

displaced from x= 0,008 to .v= 0,1 14, w^hich vields ( —^ | = —— =
a little more than 0,01, which we also found over the temperature

range of 39°.l— 39°. 8. It ap[)eared from the further observation of

these mixtures that the liquid-liquid plaitpoint continues to lie about

at constant .x^). We could raise our temperature to a little more than

46°, and we always observed plaitpoint phenomena on compression.

At temperatures above 35°, however, the meniscus disappeared

somewdiat lower down than halfway the total volume; so this pointed

to retrograde condensation of the phase 3, accortlingly a slight dis-

placement of the plaitpoint to (he lefthand side took place.

If we now suppose the liquid-liquid plait to be about symmetrical,

point 3 must move just as far to the right as 2 towaids the left,

and we should find for the extreme poijit of the region of non

miscibility a concentration .v = db 0,22. We may finally remark that

we have tried as much as possible to observe the different mixtures

at the same temperatures. As the three-phase pressures rise pretty

1) So this is the same thing as Timmermans found for llie mixtures examined

by him. These Proc. XIII p. 5U7.
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rapidly with the temperature, it proves liowever, that it is not quite

sufficient to Iveep tlie temperature constant to a tentli of a degree.

Hence the agreement in tlie different values is not so very great

(see table).

Moreover we sometimes found a slight deviation of the temperature

of the critical end-points. We have been able to ascertain that a

trace of air has a very great influence on that temperature. With

one of the fillings, during which somehow some air had got iiito

the tube, we found the whole region of non-miscibility about 5°

lower. Possibly this may account for those deviations.

If in conclusion we draw^ the three-phase pressures and those of

the liquid-liquid plaitpoint as functions of the temperature, we find

nearly linear function.s for them. The inclinations of the lines amount

resp. to ( )
= 1,75 K.G. p. cm" per degree and I ) = 3,5 K.G,

VA 77 1.2.3 \LTJ^i

fLp\
p. cm^ per degree. Also outside the region of non-miscibility I

—— 1

j-emains almost invariable.

TABLE of the observed three-phase pressures and end-condensations
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VIII, ,t = 0.114

T L ph. endc. ph.

29°.9 69.15 pl.p. 69.15 pl.p.

31 .2 71.20 2 and 3 74.10 „

32 .9 73.65 2 and 3 80.05 „

34 .6 76.65 2 and 3 85,90 „

35 .9 78.60—78.65 2 and 3 90.50 ?

37 .4 81.60-81.65 2 and 3 95.95

38.9 84.15—84.20 2 and 3 100.90

39 .9 86.60 pip. 104.40

41 .0 108.20

42 .0 111.10

43 .0 114.10

44 .0 117.10

44 .7 119.20

45 .4 122.75

46 .2 124.15

tube bni'st

Physics. — ''The vanahilitij of the quantiti/ h in van der Waals'

equation of stite, aUo in connection with the critical quantities."

I. By J. J. VAN Laar. (Commnnicaled by Prof. H. A. Lorentz).

1. At the end of my last paper on the solid state (These Proc,

]May, 1911) I annonnced on p. 100 the fuller discussion of the

problem alluded to in §§ 35 and 36. I may now be allowed to discuss

this problem more at length.

In the paragraphs mentioned, particnlarly in § 35, I have already

set forth at length how we can arrive at a complete theory of the

variability of the quantity h, if we only assume that the molecules

are associated to larger molecule complexes to an amount varying

with the temperature and the volume, in which we must suppose

the volumes of the complex molecules smaller than the corresponding

volumes of the simple molecules which form the complex.

I think I have demonstrated (loc. cit.) in a convincing way that

Ihe two causes of the variability of h, which were kept separate

before, are solved in, and are comprised by the wider theory of

association — which naturally also includes the third cause recently

brought forward by van der Waals — I mean the so-called "qnasi"-

association.

For the diminution of the molecular volume h in consequence of
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(he increasing association, on diniinntioii oi' (he volume v e. g., can

be considered to be a real dinniinution of that molecular volume, but

also as an appareM diminution accompanying it. The quantity

^h —— h^ -f r/>2 introduced in our theory need namely not necessarily

indicate exclusively the real change of the volume of a molecule,

but can also include the apparent change, in so far as it is manifested

in its elfect on the pressure in consequence of the temporary aggre-

gations of (he molecules (see p. 96 and 97 loc. cit.) ^).

The degree of variability of h is then further exclusively determined

by (he degree of dissociation ,-? of the compound molecnle-conqd^xes.

As (his t|uanti(y beijig a function both of v and 1\ the <juantity b,

given by /> = (1 — /i) ij -(- i'/i6.^, i.e. by

6 = r6, -(1 — /?) A6,

will depend besides on v, also on T, though the latter will be the

case only to a very small degree, as we shall show presently.

Ir is this way of considering the problem, which I dimly conceived

already some ten years ago, and winch I have practically never

quite abandoned, though 1 adopted other points of view for a time.

Now after the completion of my theory of the solid state, I am
more than evei' convinced that my original point of view must be

the right one. Already the course of the quantity /? as function of

V and T made me see the great probability of this point of view.

The way, namely, in which /5 for v and 7'= approaches asymp-

totically (so that only complex molecules are then present), and

approaches 1 asymptotically for v and 7^=: oc (all the molecules

sinqile) ; while the critical point appeared to lie exactly at the beginning

of the abrupt inlleetion from 1 to — which pointed to an appre-

db
ciable value there of b =z —

, and to a rather considerable value of
dv

d'b— vb" =^ V— — all this convinced me more and more that the
dv^

xariability of /-' was onli/ and e.vc/iisiveli/ to be attributed to the

varying degree of association of the molecules, together with the

variation of volume A6 (real or apparent) attending it.

Whereas in ihe paper of van di<:r Waals presently to be mentioned

(loc. cit. p. J 227 and 1228), oidy an ernpirical relation could be

^] Exactly in (lie same way as among olhers Reinganum, when lie comes to the

conclusion that the influence of the temperature on the pressure which tlie mole-

cules of a non-ide:il gas exert on the wall, is manifested in a fictitious enlarging of

the molecule: it seems '^as if' the molecules are enlarged with rise of tempera-

lure ; etc.
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given for the variability of b, holding onlv in the neighbourhood of

the critical point, \-i/.. -- = 1 — a\ ^\ , now a theoretical for-
b,, \v J

inula can be derived for this variability, which just as my theory

for the Solid State, has a purel}^ pliysiccd foundation.

Already in my Solid State YII I derived (p. 98—100) from the

general formula an approximate formula, viz. — =1— '/(
—~\

,

b,j \v—bj

which in mv opinion is preferable to van dkr Waals' empiric for-

mula, though of course oui- approximaHve formula is not accurate

either. But iu what follows we shall make use of the original quite

accurate formula b =:: f {o,T).

The same quantities /> and Lb, which play so important a part in

the transition of the liquid state to the solid state, and the reverse —
so that we may safely say : no solid state without these quantities —
must also necessarily play a ])art in the theor}' of the liquid (and

of the solid) state considered in itself.

So this furnishes one cause, both for the deviations of the beha-

viour of liquids from the original ideal equation of van dek Waals,

and for the solid state appearing at lower temperatures. And so in

this way the ivhole behaviour of a substance, also the appearance of

the three states of aggregation with their gradual transition at cr/^/cvz/

teuiperatures, can be brought under one point of \iew.

This solves at the same time the question repeatedly put by van

DER Waals in his last paper but one (These Proc, April 1911) on

the critical quantities (see among other p. 1212 at the bottom;

p. 1222 in the middle; p. 1228 at the bottom): "What is, after all,

the cause of the variability of b".

As principal causes he seems still to accept the real diuiinuliou

by compressibility (p. 1212 loc. cit), and the apparent diminution in

consequence of the partial overlapping of the distance spheres (see

p. 1225 and 1226 where the coefficient « ==
'/s occurring in this

case is mentioned). The so-called quasi-association would play only

a negligible part (at least at die critical temperature) (see p. 1213

at the bottom).

In our theory, on the other hand, the association, with which the

quasi-association is practically identical (see p. 93— 94 of my last

paper on the solid state), is the only factor — and it will appear

from what follows that the critical quantities are also perfectly

accurately determined by the sole assumption of association, with the

variation of volume Ai accompanying it. We shall find that at the

critical point the compound molecules are decomposed to an amount
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i^z=:0,95 into simple molecules (so only 7.^^ part is still complex),

while on assumption of an association to double or triple molecules

in the neighbourhood of the critical point the value of A6 is found

to be such that the limiting volume [b,, = vh., for v = 00) has duly

decreased to half its original size {h^ = b^, where h^z='^/.,vh^), when
V has become = b.

To tiiis is added the circumstance that the minimum molecular

volume />„ for v = b pi'oves to be the same for every temperature. Kor

hovvc\er high or low the temperatui-e may be, /? will always be =
in the ex|)ression (1) for (3 (see § 2) for v = b ; hence b„ = b^, in

^vhich b^ is iiie molecular volume of the complex molecules, on

account of t!ie above expressions for b and hb. And reversely the

value of />„ will again be = b^ for T=zQ for every volume, because

also for 7'= () the degree of dissociation /^ will approach to 0. Hence

there is not only one limiting volume for great volume and high

temperatui-e, but also only one limiting volume for small volume and

low temperature; the latter about half the first.

The ditferences which continue to exist for different substances in

the reduced etpiation of state, and which van der Waals p. 1212

pointed out, can now also easily be accounted for by a somewhat

divergent value of /? (and possibly also of A6). For it is clear that

the degree of dissociation of the complex molecules will not be the

same for every substance. It will of course entirely depend on the

constants of tlie equation of dissociation \1). And thus substances

will also be found with abnormally greatlj^ divergent values of /?, the

so-called anouia/oiu substances.

Also the value of i' can be different. It will namely also depend

on the constants of the substance, hoio many molecules wil combine

to a com[)lex molecule at different temperatures and volumes. I have

already pointed out in my last paper on the solid state (p. 98 at the

bottom) that also i' will be a function of v and T, and that on an average

a greater number of molecules will associate at low temperature and

small volume than at high tem})erature and great volume. But in our

following considerations we shall for the present neglect tliis depend-

ence, because we shall confine ourselves exclusively to the critical

quantities. And at this volume and this tenqjerature v will ap[)ear

to be about from 2 to 3, i. e. the few molecules which arc still

associated then (about Vso) ^'^'ll be on an average associations of

double or tiipie molecules. [At 7'^ ao and r^ x the exceedingly few

conq)lex molecules, still present then, the number of which approaches

to 0, will only be double ones of course].

In my last paper I came to the conclusion (p. 100) that v is about
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8 at the critical point. But this was only an approximative calculation :

a more accurate calculation makes ns find a value of 2 a 3 for r.

But now we proceed to derive tlie critical quantities from the

equation of state on the supposition of the variability of Z» exclusively

in consequence of the dependence of the degree of dissociation /? on

the volume v; while i^Thas to be multiplied by the factor 1 + (»'— l)i^,

because in all there are 1— ,? complex molecules and v^i simple

molecules, in which v will denote the number (for the present

considered constant by us, see above) of simple molecules which are

on an average associated to one complex .molecule.

Also the quantity a will be assumed to be constant by us (see

Solid State VII, p. 94 at the bottom, so that the contraction introduced by

VAN DER Waals in the value of a is not introduced in our derivations.

The number of molecules associated to one complex molecule (on an

average Vj.,) is not great enough for it at the critical temperature,

so that no reasou whatever would exist for tiiis contraction, (see

also VAN DER Waals, Quasiassociation. These Proc. XIII p. 119

—

121). So we consider the formula

as valid, which passes into a ^ n^ with /ij = l — |?, n^^n^,a^.^ =

^— , «2 = ^
J

ill whicli (and this will henceforth be the case when

the contrary is not asserted) always r-fold molecular quantities of

the substance are considered.

The formulae following here were ah-eady derived by me in 1908,

and published in the Arch. Teyler (2) 11, Troisième Partie : "7%(^(?m

de tassociation etc.", where (see p. 25—34) comparatively simple results

were obtained. But these formulae only hold for the case r = 2,

and we shall, therefore, give the derivation here once more for the

perfectly general case that not 2, but v molecules are associated to

a complex molecule, in which at the same time some simplications

will be applied in the derivation.

2. The general formula for /? was already derived for the case

of Ï' molecules in my Solid Slate VII p. 84 —86. We found there nl.

:

(1-/3) (1 -h (r-l)i5)-^-i (p+ "AO-^-'

If we substitute for /;-|-^'/,.2 the expression which follows for it

from the equation of state

(P -f-A-) (v-h) = (1 + (r-l) i?)
RT,
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we get

:

(1-;?) (l+(r-l)^)-i (l + (r-l)ii)-' (7^7')v-i

or putting v — 1 = x :

(r-^/V ... (1)

If now A/^ is positive, i.e. if the complex molecules (real or apparent)

occupy a smaller volume tiian the simple ones, the degree of disso-

ciation ji will get the value for v = b, and the \alue 1 for

V = X. In the same way the quantity /i will approach to at

l^=zO for positive values of qo and y, and at T= go to 1.

In order to facilitate the following calculations, we put:

Ab
(1+../?) ~ = (p, (a)

V—b

in consequence of which (1) passes into

(\—^){l-^o',^Y (f^

(I'O

£\b\^ V — 7o

in which ^ represents the temperaturefunction c I
—

j
T e ^^.

The equation (1^), combined with the equation of state

ip+ "/r^)(v-b) = {l+.v,3)RT (2)

will now represent the total amount of the considered substance, to

which then b = (1

—

{i) b^ -\- r,i è^ can be added, i.e.

b = vb^ _(l_^-j)A&,

or rb.^ being the limiting volume for v ^ go (;?=!):

b = b, — {l—^)Ab (3)

in which ^ is given by (l'^), and hb by Ab := ~ b^ -{- rb^.

Now in order to find the values of v, RT and p at the critical

/'dp'\ f^^'P\
point, we shall onlv have to put — and — equal to 0.

From the equation (2) in the form

_(l+.r^)i?r a _<(RT a

^ ~ v— b V^~Kb V
follows (for T constant)

dp 2a RT dip

dv~V''^~Kb~db ^^^
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in which we must therefore calciüate — . From (o;) ui the torin
dv

follows :

{l-{-.iii)Lb — (f{v—b)

d3 f , d^\ ,
d<p

dv \ dv I dv

db (7,i

because — z= Ah — according to (ö).
dv dv

Hence

(v—b) -^^-if -\-{x^if)Lh — (y)
dv dv

d3
So we have to calculate — , and that from (1"). This relation, dif-

dv

ferentiated logarithmically, yields :

/? ' 1 — ^5 l+ojjiy dv dv if dv

x-\-l dij X -\- <f dip

/?(1—,?)(1 +,!•,?) dv
"

(f dv

If in this we substitute the value (y) found just now for

or

d(p

dv
, we get

:

.r+ 1 di3

dii—
(p + {x-]-(p)Lby-

x-x-(p dv

or

or also

',^l-^){\+X^)dv

x^l

^ V—h

{x^ifY Lb X i- (pd^

Jv \j{l—^){l^X^)
"^ ^ V- b]

" V—b
'

v— b d^ '«H-y

i. e. taking {a) into account :

V— b d[i x-\-(p

V—b

l-\-x[3 dv x-\-l

/?(l-i?)
+ i^+^pY

for which we ma.j also \vrite
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1

L'— h df3 X -f- 1

iH^-^)[.^+ *p)

1 +.P/? dv 1

So we find linally, substituting (d) in (y)

1

(hp Ah .f+l

rtü r— o 1

/?(1—/?)(..+ r;r)
=

1 + —77i^(l-<^)(-'-+^/r

Ab
01- as (1+.;'^) - = rp:

v — b

dp 2a RT (p

dv v^ Ab (v— b) 1

a;-\-l

d'p
As also — must be = O, we have, when the equation

V— b RT fp

Ab 1

is logarithmically differentiated :

1 f db^ 3 l d<p 1 dy

i<i)

d<p cp

dp
Now we get for — , by substitution of this value in ((i)

:

dv

(4)

dvj V if dv \-\-y dv^

when for shortness we put the expression ^i(l

—

iJ){x-\-(p)'- fora

db d^
moment = y. Hence, as — = Aè — :

dv dv

^c-b) d3 1 1 dy
1 Ab — = [v— 6)—

,

V dv ^-\-l/
1

—

y dv

1
dip (p

because (v— o) — is equal to according to (e). Hence we get

.

dv 1+2/

. dS dy
{2J^y)-^lJ^.y)Abj-+{V-b)J-

V—b dv dv
3—_ ^ ,

V l-\-y
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or also

V— Z civ civ

'^-ry
iv)

d^
For {\-^y) Lh — we find according to (d), taking into account that

dv

Lb
{\ +x^ - = ^:

V—

(1 \y) Lb
'-f
= -—- i?(l-/V) if (.. + (/:).

dy
The vahie of — is found from

dv

from which follows

:

dy 1

(it' x-\ 1

f/(/) f/J'

(IV dv

With (y--6)'^ = — -^^seetj),and(y-è'^= ---ji(l-^)(l \-,v[i)

dv ^-Vy dv x-\-i

(.t' 4- f/--) : 1 -}-?/) (see (d)) this becomes:

dy

at;

1

(.^+ l)(l+2/)

Hence

dy
(r-6)/-(l+^)A6-^ =

dv dv

(/,?

ip)

(..+l)(l+.V)
9.l^(^ _2/i(l -,i) r/(.. + r/) - (1 +y) |i(l—,i) a(.^• + y) -f

+ --T 1^(1 -i5) (l+xii) (l-2i?) (.^^-r/)^

so that we find

v—6 2 1

3 {l + yY
{l + hy){l-i-y) +
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as (1+^^) (1-2,?) = (1—2/?+2.t-,i-3.#^) - ..i-?(l-/i).

Now we get fiirtlier tbr the factor between
[ ]

:

J ,7^+ 1

2(.c+ l)' .7;+l 2(.«+l)

+ ^r4T^ ^(1-^) (H 2(,.-l).'i-3.#)(.v;4^.^)'- —477, (?^(l-/?r(.r+ y,)'.

2(c'?;+ l)' 2(a-+ 1)'

In this we have :

- —- ^{i-i3){.>:^^<py = —4- .i(i-.?)(^-+<r) + :~-—8{i-i3Mx+rp),
2 A'-f-l 2(;r-|-l) J(a'-|-1)

80 that the factor mentioned becomes

:

^ + ^^./?(l-/?)(.^+ ^/')+—i77.|:?(l-i^)(l+2(..-l)/i-3.^^^

in which the siipplementaiy piece S is represented by

2(.r+ l) .t-+l 2(.r+ l)-

The first two terms give ^^(1—/^) /(-'+ ^/>) : the two following
2(.f+l)

1

ones
2(.r+ l)

represented b}'

1

/5'(1—/^)''/('<'- +</')'
; so that the first four terms can be

^(1—^)^(.7;+ g))
2(.^+l)

and this is evidently the fifth term apart from (he sign. So the

supplement S is := 0, and we finally get

:

y_^, 2 1 r 3 X

Z X -\- 1

1

3(l + 2/r

+ 77-TT^ ii(l-/?)(l + 2(..— l)/?-3,./?')(^-4-rp)^

If we henceforth put

:

20
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3. 1 l'^'^

we find the simple expressions

... (6)
Vk— hjc 2w hl 3w^— 2w

For .1? = 1 (r ^ 2) the expressions tbr y/? and n pass into those

which are to be found in the eited pajtei' in the Areh. Teyj.ek (p. 29).

If ,? =: or 1 (one Ivind of molecules;, m and //, duly l)ecome = 1

and the old value 3 is found back for -.
Ok

</p

Now the value of RTk is easily tound trom (4) by putting — =0.
dv

Then we get:&^

RTk = ~—^ m,

A6
or (f

l)ein<;' i= (1 +'^"ii) :

V—b

1 2a
RTk = (v—Oy rn.

V— b 2?i b 3?/i'— 2n
With = _— ,

-= the last expression becomes
V om^ r 3ïn^

1 2a 3m''— 2n 4/i*

Elk — . - •
.

• '^M
l+.-c/S b 37/i- 9m'

hence

1 8 a H-(37Ji'— 27i)

RTj. = "^ ^
. . , . (7)

8 a
If (i 1= 0, this l>ecomes {m = 1, n = J j A' 71- =="_—. And ifp^l,

27 bk

18a
we get e. g. for ,v=i 1 (r = 2), yt7'/, = --^ -

. But as then the quan-
2 27 1)k

titles (I and /> refer to ^/c^/z/c^-molecular ([uantities, we have ^i ^4//' and

8 a
h=z'll>', hence R7)= — — as before, where a' and // now refer

to single molecular quantities.

Formula (7) occurs (for jj = Ï) in Teyler on p. 31 (formula (16)).

At last the expression for pk follows from the equation of state

(2). The latter yields:
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a iï^ (3m" — 2w)

27 h

n =
3m»

h h
3m" — 2» yZm" — 2n

2w
as V — /; =—7

/>, as inimedialelv follows from (6). Hence
3?/r — '111

4 a w (3w-— 2/i)- 1 a (3m''— 2w)'"

^''' "~
27 7)» /ii^^ 9 è^ ^^^"

'

i. e.

1 a (3m-— 2n)-(47?—37/i)

''^rih^ m^
' ^'^

identical with what we foniid in Tkylkk, p. 32 (formula (J 7)).

1 a
Here too />.iL-

= is duly found both with |i=:() and with
27 h-k'

,i = 1 (?>? ^ » =^ i). Just as in the formulae for v/, and liTk, h is

then constant, and /;/, is either = Aj (if /? = 0), ov^h^ (if
i-?
= l).

Of the greatest importance is particularly the knowledge of ihe

quantity ft =—--. ror this we hnd now:

1 a (3m'—2n)-(4«— 3m) 3m-

27 èi' m' 3m"-^ '''

1 8 a n^Sm^—2n)

or

l-{-xi327bk m'

3 m'(4:n— Siii)

.a = (l +..^)-_l-_ i
(9)

o
For ,? = this becomes (i =:--, for ,:?=1, and e.g. .?'=ri (r= 2)

o

3
we lind 2 X ,

• ^*'d it must then again l)e borne in mind thai then

for the calculation of fi the critical.volume of a (^/o^/^AMnolecular quan-

tity of substance has been taken for v/-. Hence if |i = l, so that we
only have simple molecules, the value — if r/.. refers to a single

molecular quantity as usual — must still be dixided by 2, and we
3

gel again .^ Ö
g

Formula (9) corresponds with (18) on p. 32 in Tkyt.er.

3. Of just as great iin|)orlance is also the knowled.ue of the

([uanlity
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T dp

From

follows

lience

P =

p dTji,

V— b v^

{v—by " ydTj;dT L,

rj.(dP

or also, in virtue of («) :

<a=G'^-^

r-b '

X
—b\dTj„

a\ RTWdp
.: + (! + ,n3)

Lb

1 + -i— t('-]{.v +y)

So we must calculate [t.,]- F»'om (1") follows immediately by

lojjavithmic dilfereutiation (see lor the tirst mcuiher also the calcu-

lation for f
~ 1)
dv Jt

x-\-\ d^ y q^ d<f .v dip

^?(l_.i)(l^.,.^i)(/7' T RT dT (fdT

RT <f dJ

Now from <ƒ) = (! -f .I'i?)

1 dif di

Lb

d^

follows

1 d,H

<f

-L = '- A Lb -^ = .V. + (14- .'?'i^)

dT l^.vihlT^ v-b dT l-|-.r,'irf7\ ''v-b

Lb

hence also

1 d(f •v-\-(p d[3

so

(pdT l-\r^v[3d2'

So we get, as q^-{- yRT^ q:

A'+ l d[3 q {x-\-ipyd'^

^3{\—^){\^xi3) dï'^ RT' ~ l-^x^dT

9.

d^

dT

RT-
^:^(l-«(l+.^,«)^

.r + l

+
(..^4-.^)=

i?(l-|i)(l+.'i5) 1 + ^/3

1 4-
1

^+ 1
/5(l-i?)(.r+ ./)^
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For ƒ we may now write

a

pr'

1

7 ,v-\-l

^ RT 1

^a—^)(.'.-+y)

A- - j- 1

(10)

We observe tliat the factor of — according to (d) is also

V-b (/,i

' \+.v^ dv'

Formnla (10) agrees with (28) on p. 42 in Tkylkr Ot'=l).

We see at once that when ci is near 1 or 0, the factor of
RT

will be very small. If now q itself is also still small, as ma}' be

assnmed in case of association nnder the inflnence of the molecnlar

forces (see also Solid State VII p. 94 at the top and 98 at the bottom),

we may safely neglect the correction term L( in

LA

(10^)

and write, jnst as van dkr Waai,s does

ƒ= 1

a

pv-

at least in the neighbonrhood of the critical point. But we shonld

bear in mind that stricth' speaking this can never be quite exact so

long as the state of association is also intluenced by the temperature.

If (10'') should practically be sufüciently accurate, we should of

course also be able to calculate the quantity a from it.

Before proceeding to calculate the quantities ji and <^ from fi and/'

at the critical point, we shall first derive the value of a few quan-

tities, which are of importance at te critical poijit. We mean the quan-

db
vb"

d'b— I'— . It is self-evident that we do not
dr'

tities // = — and
dr

find the values now, found for this before by van dek Waals and

by myself. For if we start from the equation of state

_ ET a

without the factor 1 +,'•,? of RT, we find // from

dp _ RT{\—b')^2a__
^— ~(^-b)' '

T'^
~ ''

and //' from - = 0, which after climinalion of d and /i7' yields
dr'
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(see also Teyler 1905: Qnelques remarqnes sui- I'efination d'ètat, p. 46) :

/•-// ^ ^ 1—6' 2

But the values of h' and //' resulting from this will of course be

slightly different from those which we shall now calculate from the

same experimental data ; and so we are not allowed to draw any

conclusions from the deviation of the values of />' and //' calculated

by us just now from those found before. They remain simply secon-

dary values, which can never be found by direct ex|)eriment, but

only by the calculation based on certain suppositions.

Now in the first place the value of h' can be found from (3),

viz. h:^h,,— (1—13) ^^>, from which directly follows:

an
h' = =1 Lh

d V dv

Ab
Taking (d) and (1 -]- ./;,i) :

=
'f mto account, we get

V— b

// = ^ (II)

1 ^ -i3(i-,i){.v+cpr

The calculation of //' from tliis expression is about as elaborate as

d'p dp f V]. \
that of —- from — see § 2 the calculation of . The easiest

dv"- uv \ vie
—

bi;J

WAY to reach the result is the following. The numeratoi' of the

(p f \

second member of (IJ) being = y we put // tor ^{l-^i){x^'f)^
.f -[-'/'' V *

'•-f-1

for shortness' sake, above in ^ 2 ), we have:

hence

.V-i-'f'

du if^ dy ,v d'fj

dv a-\-(pdv {•^^-T-ffY do

But as 6 = =
, we iiave

X -~ rp X -~<p ^v -\-
(fi I -}- y X -(-7' 1 + .'/

also

ffj 1 du xil dp
i'—f') fy (i+.y) = -^ Tx- ^'-^^ T + nf r

(«-^'') T-
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Now according to (if'), we liave:

(v-h,^
iö 1 - 2.i(l-.i).^, (.,;+/ )-r
dv (r-f l)(l-f/y)

while according 1o (s)

(r— A) ' - = — t"t— •

at" 1 -J- //

Hence

:

(o-b)b"{i + >,y =
1

_(.6-+l)(l+//)
I

2,3{l-,^)if(,v^<f)

4-^ <i (1 - .?) (1 + ..,?) (l-2(i) (.H-^/)^ j
- --'^-

or

{ü-o)b"{i^>ir = cf

,/-4-l
l?(l-i?)'/^ f

1 ./;y(l + y7)"

(.l,-4-l)- (•''+ ^P) ._

After substitution of

•^— 1 («'• + 1)'

we get further:

(c-b) />" (1 -f jjY = 'f
.>;-[-

1

,? (1-^i) (.;-[- 2r/)

(./;-t-l) L J

hence finally (putting (i -|-
// = in, see (5) j

:

1

t'— brn x-\- i
{.c+ 2r/)) +-— (.i-;i-^+ 2,i- 1 ) (..+ rp)'^ .(12)

6/.

Finally the value ot — can be tound trom
b.

from which follows

b,, = b,j-{\-^)Lb,

bic A6
(13)

()f the now derived (luantities only \i and / are of use for the

calculation of the two unknown quantities ^ and (p at the critical

point. Then the value of x can be assumed to be such, that we get
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Lh Ab
a suitable value of calculated Iroui if = (l-f--^'^) • li ^ve

wanted to consider .v, jj, and fp as univuown quantities, so that the

Lh
value ot was of course determined, the knowledge of a third

r

—

b

quantitj' would still he required at the critical point. This third

quanlit}' could be no other than the direction of the so-called "straight

diameter" in the critical |)oint. But as the discussion of this calls

for a separate study, which we hope to give in a following Paper,

we shall now content ourselves with the kuowledge of
fj

and/', and

Lh
simplv examine at what \alue of ./ a suitable \'alue of is

r— h

obtained with the calculated values of ,i and '/

.

4. Let us in the first place examine what the approximate formula

(10") for ƒ teaches us concerning the values of the quantities ^y? and ?z.

From f=\ -\ follows:

_ '7," _ è^' \vk

p,[- 1 a \Sm^— 2n)' (4?i— 'Sm)

'21 bt'

b/,-
.

3m"— 2n
or as — is = —:—^— , according to ((3; :

oom

4?<— Ó7n

f— 1 'ó)n

or also'—r= — . ie.
/ 4/*

in 4 /-I
. . (")

n S J

If we now assume a "mean" normal substance, for which the

value of/' maj be put to be 7, we find for the ratio ?/i : ?i the value

m _ 8

n 7

After division bv 1 -]- ,c,

3 \+x3m' f m\

14- -f n \ n J

follows from (9\ as we Shall regard the value of V]- in —— as referring

to simple molecular quantities.
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WitJi —=—- it follows from tlii,s that
n 7

348 l+év

If ill this we substiliile the value ().2()5 foi- //, which \ahie aixuit

agrees with our substaiiee for which /'=: 7, we get :

l+.r 8
« = 0,947 -• m=-» (c)

] -f ,0^ i

As aceordiiig to (5)

3.^•

nzzzl A |?(1—/:?) (''+ y) -f
^2(.7-+l)^^

^'^ ^ *^ '

+ l^^rr-^ i^ (1—'^) (1 + 2 (.6—1) ;:f-3.r.f^) (..+ ^)='
\ , (5)

- l'^' ~T 'f
I

,i,-4-l

we can liiid the values of 3 and ff from the above e(inatioiis with

an arbilrarv value of .v.

Thus e.g. with ./ =: 1 we tiud the values:

(i = 0,9547; r/ = 1.2-J7.

For then ?? becomes =0,947 V = 0,9(>9; /// = u = 1,107,
l,9oo <

while

n ^ 1 -f - i? (1—/?) (l + r^)
-f-
1 .^(l-<i) (I-3,i-0 (1+r/))^

4 8

3 1= 1 H X 0,04325 X 2,227 X 0,04325 X 1,7344 X (2,227)»
4 8

= 1 4- 0,0722 — 0,1036 = 0,969.

also follows from (5).

And as to )n -.

m = 1 4- y .^ (1—ii) (1 + Y)-' = 1 + -i- X 0,04325 X (2,227)^

= 1 ^ 0,1072 = 1,107.

1.227 Lh
llien we find furtiier the value — 0,628 for from

1,955 r—b
Lb

<f
=(l+/i)—y.

v—o
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This Vtilite is pi-ohahlv loo liigii. For if we piil ' at al)oiit '2,1,

then tv^. = 8,4 9, becuuse hk is by approximatioji about equal to

l),i z= 4o (o = tiie vohime proper of the molecules). Hence the limiting

volume /)„ for r^=h{=^ that of the complex molecules A,) is about

— X8»'ic*=2,i o, because in most cases a value is foimd for this

4
^ ^

limiting Nolume in the nei,uhl)ourhood of 74 *** '''^ critical volume.

As now br^ =z r/j..=z4:0 and A„ =: Aj = 2,lc>, ^^o A/> = — A^ -j-

-}- rA, = l,9o, and hence

A6 1,9

^ 4
0.475.

Z.// Lb Lh
So we find for , supposing --= -—:

r— ft />A- /^/

Lh

Lb l)k 0,475 — 0.43.
ri:-hk V,, _ ^

2 1-1

/'A-

So the value 0.63, which we found above, is too high. l>ut we

must not attach too much importance to this circumstance, because

it is very well possible that ai lower temperatures and smaller

volumes, where association to molecule-complexes which are larger

on an average, will take place, and x accordingly assumes a higher

value,
<f'

will tutturallij decrease. We pointed out already above

that the quantity x is properly speaking, variable, and that we should

only consider it to be constant provisionally in the neighbourhood of

the critical point to simplify the considerations.

Before we proceed, iiowever, and repeat the foregoing calculation

for ^' = 2, we shall first calculate the relation - with the values
bh

found for m and n, and also the factors of - — and — ^ resp. m

the expressions for RTkUnd /fi- We have viz. according to (6):

vf, 3w/ 3 X (1,107)^ 3,678

j^ 3m=—2n «7— 2X0,969 1,740
= 2,114.

So we see that the ordinary theory of association, though /i differs

only little from 1, and in consequence in and n only deviate little

from 1, is perfectly adequate to account for the very considerable

diminution of the ratio v/c:bk from 3 to about 2,1, a value which

is in perfect harmony with the value computed by different investi-
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cators led by other considerations. Tims we may say tluit die values

of ,i and (p, wliich we originally calculated tVomƒ= 7 and n i= 0,265

are also rever.'^ehj able, to reduce y/j :/>/,• from 3 to 2,1, /'from 4 to 7,

and n from 0,o75 to 0,2(55 . The ordinary theory of the apparent

diminution with the coefiicients h, ,i, etc. in the expression

h — h,, { 1—«- -1- ii|
-'-

\ — etc.
J

has always failed to do this, (see also

Tkylek, 1901, "Sur I'mtluence des corrections etc.", [>. J— 10, spe-

cially p. 10 at the top).

If in formula (7) a and hi- are made to refer to sim|)le molecular

quantities, the second member has to be multiplied by the factor

1 -\- x {=: v), and we get

:

l^.r 8 a n' {3m'~2n)
RT,

l+,7;i?27 hk

-. .. ^ , - .. 8 «
.

/*"! 7
bo n we put = /j the tactor oi —= — , we tind lor ,/; =: 1 , as — = —

:

2 7 bj. ^fi 3

._ 2 /7>^^3 X (1,107)^ — 2 X 0,969

1,955 VSy (1,107)=*

hence

49 1,740
ƒ, — 1,023 X — X = 1,004.^64-^^,357

This is in perfect accordance with v. d. Waals' ol)servation, that

— even if ^'/.- := 2,1 /;^: instead of 36^ — 111). yet becomes again

8a.= — -- with a high degree of approximation.

Further we have, according to (8):

_ 1 a (3w^— 2«)'^ (4w—3m)
'''' ~ 27 hi} m'

'

1 a
and thus the factor of becomes:

27 6^:^

(l,740y^ X 0.5536 1,676
A. = — ^—

^

— ^ = 1,007.
1,226 X 1,357 1,664 -^

1 a
Here too it appeai-s once more, that /;/, remains =i ^_ ^ appi'oxi-

mately.

Clanms, Aug. 22 1911. (To be continued).
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Chemistry. — ''On the henzenelteMicldorules and tlwir spliitin.;/ up

into trlcldord>i'nznies\ By Dr. T. van der Linden. (Com-

municated l)y Prof A. V. Hoj.lemanj.

(This commiuiiccxtiou will not I)e i)ublislie(l in these Proceedings).

(October 26, 1911).
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Mathematics. — "Continuous one-one irans/ormations of surfaces

In themselves." (4^^^ communication ^)). By Dr. L. E. J. Brouwer.

(Communicated by Prof. D. J. Korteweg).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 27, 1911).

In this communication as in the preceding one we shall occupy

ourselves with continuous one-one transformations with invariant

indicatrix of a two-sided surface in itself.

If for such a transformation there is an invariant arc of simple

curve, it contains at least 6>?ie invariant point ; more than one invariant

point need not appear.

If, however, each of its two sides is invariant, then tiie arc contains

at least t>ro invariant points; more than two invariant points need

not a})pear.

Of the former of these two evideni theorems we have sliown in

§ 2 of the third communication that it can be extended to the most

general circular continuum (of which the arc of simple curve can

be regarded as the simplest type) ; to the latter theorem we shall

give the same extension in the following.

A segment of the circumference formed by the accessible points

of a circular continuum will be called a complete circumference

segment, if the set of its limiting points is identical to the circular

continuum itself.

As the generalization of the arc of simple curve with two invariant

sides we can consider a circular continuum (p' whose circumference

can be divided by two "Schnitte" into two complete circumference

segments, both invariant for the transformation.

Of (f' together with a certain vicinity i|/ we construct a continuous

one-one representation on a finite region of a Cartesian plane, where

they pass successively into (f and if'> ^^nd we draw in that Cartesian

plane a simple closed curve x lying together with its image and its

connterimage in if', whilst its inner domain contains <f

.

All figures to be constructed in the following and likewise their

images and their counterimages we suppose to lie in tp.

According to the third communication 7 possesses a point /invariant

for the transformation; we shall suppose that this point /is the only

invariant point of (f.

The two Schnitte determining on (f the two invariant complete

circumference segments 0^ and 0^ , we shall represent by S^ and S^ .

1) See these Proceedings Vol. XI, p. 788, Vol. XII, p. 286, Vol. XIII, p. 767.
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An arc of simple curve joining two points of the ciiciimference

of ff, and for the rest not meeting y, will be called a .skeleton arc.

We surround q by a fundamental series of polygons ^P^, ^^/Pj,...

approximating rf ^^ distances s„ e^. f.,, ( f/,+i <^ ^ 8/,
J

. The side

of the largest square whose inner domain lies between ^P„ and ff

,

we represent by en; for indefinitely increasing n we find thai e,,

converges to zero.

Each polygon '^t we divide into segments in which the distance

of (he endpoints lies between 4?/,, and 12?/,, and the distance of two

arbitrary points does not exceed 24g/, , and we draw from the points

which separate these segments, to ff paths <^ 2f/, not intersecting

each other, and cutting each polygon '^„ (n > k) only once. Each

two of these paths which immediately succeed each other, form

together with the segment of % connecting them a skeleton arc.

We first suppose that the Schnitt S^ is not determined by an

accessible point, and we choose on a fundamental series ofpol^^gons

^^«1 , *^a., , • . • a fundamental series of skeleton arcs .s\^ ,Sa^, . . . , not

intersecting each other, converging to a single point P, and all

containing between their endpoints the Schnitt aSj . The arc of ^j,

belonging to .'>'y. we shall represent by (j^ •

We then construct an arc of simple curve b ending in P, inter-

secting each element s^ of a certain fundamental series s^^ , s-„ , . . .

(contained in the series of the .sv ) once and onlv once in a point

Pz of Oz , and passing there from the outside of ö-- to its inner
/> ^ /' 'p

side. The part of b contained between P^ , and P- we represent
I- iJ—\ -p t-

by bz , the part of ^Pr preceding resp. following qz , and lying inside

6'r _ , by tz^ resp. Vz . Then it is impossible that as well the part

of tz lying to the right of bz , as the part oïvz lying to the left of

bz , converge to zero; for, in that case P would be an accessible point.

So out of the series of the tp we can select such a fundamental

series /i^
, /?j , . . . (preceded in the series of the r^ successively by the

elements )\ ,Y^,-- ), and determine to that series such a quantitj' c

that for each [i^j is attained on e. g. the part of t^s lying to the right

of 6^5 a maximum distance > 32c from P by a certain point (3,2

whilst neither óy , nor s^ , nor b^s reach a distance > c from P,

and fy as well as e^ are <' c.

Then on r^g lies a point R^^ which can be joined with Q^s inside

21*
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^5 bv a path < t\ |/2, whilst farthermore Os and R,i may be

3
connected with (f by paths Q^ Hi and Rs K,i <l^^r, , lying»'i I p t

^
I p ' p ^ '

fj

outside '?>; , and not cutting 5^3 _,
thus containing S^ between them.

These tliree r)aths form a skeleton arc Ha Qs Rs Ks whose size
* ' p ' p ' p ' p

for indefinitely increasing /; converges to zero, and which we shall

represent by ^,5 .

So out of the series of the (ip we can select a fundamental series

Tj, r,, . . , in such a way that for indefinitelij increasing p the skeleton

arc OfT converges to a single point V not identical to P.

We shall now suppose that the Schnitt >S\ is determined by an

accessible point P. Let in that case iv be a path leading to P, and

let s^,s.,,. . . be a fundamental series of skeleton arcs separating S^

from X, and whose size converges to zero. Then as soon as ]> has

exceeded a certain value, all s^, must cut iv, and that in points which

for indefinitely increasing p uniformly converge to P, so that 5^ con-

verges for indefinitely increasing p uniformly to P.

So if 'S'l resp. S^ is not determined by an accessible point coin-

ciding with /, we can construct a skeleton arc U^ V^ resp. f/, V^ as

small as we like, separating S^ resp. S^ from y., and not cutting its

image U\V\ resp. U\V\, so that either the circumference segment

f7i Fi resp. U^V^ is a part of the circumference segment U\V\
resp. U'.^V\, or the circumference segment L''i F'l resp. U\V\\'iSi

part of the circumference segment U^ V^ resp. f/, F,.

Farthermore it is impossible that S^ and aS, are determined by

accessible points coinciding with each other, for, in that case (he

derived sets of 0^ and 0.;^ would have only that one point in common,

so that 6»! and 0^ would not be complete circumference segments.

On
6>i

we choose a point P not coinciding with /; the image of

P we represent by P\ the image of P' by P", the counterimage

of P by Pi. From y. we draw to P, P', P", Pi paths iv,z,u,v not

meeting each other, and containing such endsegments e, e', e", ei that

e' is the image of e, e" the image of e',ei the counterimage of t^ and

we construct an arc of simple curve k starting in P, not passing

through /, cutting 0^, and not meeting iv ; the image of i?; we repre-

sent by k', the image of k' by k", the counterimage of k by ki, the

size of k, k', k", k successively by g, g', g", gi, the largest resp. smallest

one of the latter four quantities by gh resp. gi. We describe circles

a, a', a", a; containing in their inner domains J,/,
ƒ',^8- at a distance

gh successively the arcs k,k',k",ki, and we take care to choose /.•
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so small that two arbitrary ones of the sets of points iv-\-J, - +ƒ,
u-{-j", v-]-ji possess a distance ^8^;/j from eacli other, that the

parts of io,z,u,v contained in j,j',j",ji belong entirely to e,e',e",e;,

and that k cannot contain a skeleton arc separating a Schnitt S^ or

/Sj determined by an accessible point coinciding with /, from the infinite.

Either k or k' contains a point Q of o^ accessible from y. along a

path not cutting cf -}- ^" + ^'. In the following we shall assume Q
to belong to k ; if it were to belong to k', we might consider instead

of the given transformation its inverse, and then follow the reasoning

of the text.

From z to Q we lay a path m not cutting rp -\- k -}- k' -\- lo.

The part of k contained between P and Q we represent *by r,

its image by r', the image of r' by r". If we then approximate ^/ -\-

r

at a sufticiently small distance by a polygon ^, this polygon P con-

tains two arcs p^ and p.^ both connecting to and m, and having no

point in common. Together with certain parts of lo -\- r -\- m these

arcs p^ and p.^ form two polygons ^^ and '^, whose inner domains

have no point in common, so that the inner domain of e.g. ^Pj does

not contain the point /. We then determine the positive sense of

circuit of the circumference of (f hj a circuit from Pto (^2 inside
^13i.

The circumference segment PQ contains one and not more than

one of the two Schnitte Si_ and S^ : we may assume the Schnitt

aSi to belong to the circumference segment PQ.

Then *Si cannot be determined by an accessible point coinciding

with /; for, in that case r conld not contain a skeleton arc separating

S^ from the infinite, so that tlie point / would be accessible inside

^1, which is impossible, / lying outside ^^3,.

We represent the image of Q by Q, and according to the manner

of succession of the points P,P', Q, Q' for a positive sense of circuit

we distinguish four cases.

First case: P' precedes P, and Q' precedes Q.

In this case r contains a skeleton arc d separating (2' from the

infinite, and accessible from the infinite without a crossing of 7 -[-/'-[- r'.

Let M be the endpoint of d preceding Q' on the circumference of

q), t a segment of d containing M, c the part of r thai i-emains after

destroying in r all skeleton arcs separating (2' from the infinite.

Between the image ?o' of iv and t we construct a i)olygonal line

^',, and between t and the image m' of ?h a polygonal line '^V^ which

both approximate q -\- c -\- r -\- r" at a distance e.

The segment cut off from lü' resp. t by ^', we represent by
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A^' resp. t't ; the segment cat off trom t resp. m' by ^'^ we represent

b}^ x\ resp. n' ; the part of t contained between the endpoints of

''^\ and ''^.V^ we represent bj t' . The arcs r', f\ \p',, t' ^\, ijl form

together a polygon '^'
; 1 lies outside this polygon. For the lengths

of the transformation vector and of the inverse transformation vector

inside ^P' there exists a certain minimum /.. Let / be a quantity

smaller thaii (n and smaller than — ir. then we take care to choose./'
8

f so small that

^1,^1,1 1 1

0_ Old .J_j Oj OiJ

We divide ^^'^ and 'p'^ into segments in which the distance of the

endpoints lies between — /and — ƒ, and the distance of two arbitrary
8

3
points is smaller than — ƒ. From the points separating these segments

we draw to 7 -\- c -\- r' -j- r" rectilinear paths whose lengths lie

1 3
between — f and — f, but among ihese paths we retain only those

whose endpoints do not lie on r, r' or r". These remaining paths

determine together with ?/;', in', r\, and t\ skeleton arcs lying

against ^^.V^ and ^X''^, and not meeting their counterimage skeleton

arcs, whilst these counterimage skeleton arcs can meet neither /• nor r'.

The last point of intersection with 'P', of the counterimage skeleton

arc s separating Q' from the infinite, we represent by L ; the image

of L we represent by L', the image of s by s\ the first point of

intersection of r with '^V by E, the image of E by E'

.

A), s' is separated by s from the infinite.

Our aim is to find the total angular varia-

tion («1 of the inverse transformation vector

for a positive circuit of the polygon ^',

and we represent by Xi the total angle

described by the inverse transformation

".^ vector from P' to L' along ^' ; by -/z the

total angular variation of a nowhere

vanishing vector of which the origin runs

from P' to L' along ^' , and the endpoint

as a continuous function of the origin

from P to L along path arcs nowhere

passing outside ^', constructed according

FiR-. la.
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to ^ 2 of the third communication ') ; by
(f^\

the total angle described

by the inverse transformation vector along the segment L' E' of 'P'

;

by (f .^
the total angular variation of a nowhere vanishing vector of

which the origin runs from L' to E' along '^'
, and the endpoint as

a continuous function of the origin from L tot E along a curve p
lying inside ^"'); by \]\ the total angle described by the inverse

transformation vector along the segment E' P' of r' ; by i|-., tlie

total angular variation of a nowhere vanishing vector of which ihc

origin runs from E' to P' along r' , and the endpoint as a con-

tinuous function of the origin from E to P along a curve obtained

by replacing in the segment EP of r each part lying outside '^' by

the segment of "P'^ joining the same endpoints.

Then tiie following equations hold

:

X, = X. + 2n.T (/. ^ 0)

(fi = Ts

tf\ = rp^

^1 ='Ai + ^/i -f il'i-

Now Xs + '/a + V'a represents tlie total angular variation of a

nowhere vanishing vector of which the origin describes the polygon

^P' in a positive sense, and the endpoint as a continuous function

of the origin a closed curve nowhere passing outside ^]^', so tiiat

we have:

Ai + ff, + V'2 = 2-T.

Hence

o>i r= 2n.T (w > 1),

Fig. lb.

1) See these Proceedings Vol. XUl, p. 770.

2) If L' lies not on
"'P',

but on one of the paths connecting ^' and
(f,

we must

take care that p does not meet this path.
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so that we arrive at the absurd result that inside ^V must lie an

invariant point.

B). s' is not separated by s from the infinite. Then the two end-

points of .9' as well as the two endpoints of s lie on o^. Defining

f'^i» /n X21 ^/'ij '/a' ^1' V'a in the same way as just now, we arrive here

at tlie following equations :

;/j z=z -/^ -f 2»rr {n > 1, because between P' and s' lies the Schnitt S^)

'li—U, — 2rr

A\ = 4%

^i = Xi + ^/i +if'i

Xï + 'f\ + V'. = -'T-

Thus again Wi = 2?zjr (?z ^1), so that inside ^^' there would have

to lie an invariant point.

Second case: F' follows P, and Q' precedes Q.

A). Q! is separated hy r from the infinite. We construct the

polygonal lines ^\ and ^\, and tiie polygon ^' with its skeleton

arcs in the same way as in the first case. Then the counterimage

of
''P'

is a simple closed curve ^P bearing skeleton arcs wiiich, like

those of ^', cut neither ;* nor r' . We want to find the total angular

variation />, of the transformation vector for a positive circuit of '^-V

We represent by E' the endpoint of ^'j

on t; by E the counterimage of E'; by Xi

the total angle described by the transforma-

tion vector along the segment PE of ^P; by

X2 the total angular variation of a nowhere

vanishing vector of which the origin runs

from P to E along '^. and the endpoint as

a continuous function of the origin from P'

to E' along path arcs nowhere passing out-

side ^ ; by i|.'j the total angle described by

the transformation vector along the segment

Fig. 2a. EP of ^ ; by V?^ the total angular variation

of a nowhere vanishing vector of which the origin runs from E to

P along ^P, and the endpoint as a continuous function of the origin

along a curve obtained by replacing in the segment £"7^' of P' each

part lying outside ^ by the segment of r joining the same endpoints.

Fiom the equations

X, = X. + 2n7r {n ^ 0)

^, — ip,

^1 = Xi + ^.

Xï + ^2 = 2^
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then ensues t)-^ = ^njt {n> 1), so that inside ^ there would have to

lie an invariant point.

B). Q' is not separated by r from the infinite. We construct between

to' and m' a polygonal line approximating 7 -[-»'+ ^''+ *'" at a distance

8, cutting off from tu' resp. m' the segment h' resp. ft', and forming

with f', r', and ft' a polygon ^13'. The deter-

mination of f, and the construction of the

skeleton arcs of P' take place in the same

way as in the first case. We want to find o^^/
the total angular variation i>i of the trans-

formation vector for a positive circuit of the

counterimage "P of ^V^ and we understand

bj ^5 the total angular vaiiation of a no-

where vanishing vector of which the origin

describes ^V, and the endpoint as a continuous

function of the origin runs first from P' to

Q' along path arcs nowhere passing outside

^P, and finally describes r'.

Then we have

:

^j =: ^, + 2ujt {n ^ 0)

^, = 2jt

Hence O-^ = 2?2.t (/z ^ Ij, so that inside '^ there would have to lie

an invariant point.

Fisr- 2^.

Third case: P' foUoius P, and Q' follows Q.

In this case r contains a skeleton arc d separating Q' from the

infinite, and accessible from the infinite without a crossing of 7 -\-r-\-r'

.

We determine c, t, and f, and we construct
^1^'s, 'P'4,

*^',
'P, and the

skeleton arcs of these polygons in the same way as in the second

case under A).

The last point of intersection with '13 of the skeleton arc s' of

^'3 separating Q from the infinite, we represent by L' ; the counter-

image of L' we repi'esent by L, the counterimage of s' by s, the

endpoint of ^'3 on t by E' , the counterimage of E' by E.

A), s is separated by s' from the infinite. Our aim is to find the

total angular variation v>j of the transformation vector for a positive

circuit of p, and we represent by /i t'^e total angle described by

the transformation vector from P to L along ^; by Xj tl^G total

angular variation of a nowhere vanishing vector of which the origin

runs from P to L along ^, and the endpoint as a continuous function
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Fig. 3a.

of the origin from P' to L' along path

arcs nowhere passing outside ^ ; bj

cp^ the total angle described by the

transformation vector from L to E
along ^; by

(f.^
the total angular

variation of a nowhere vanishing

vector of which the origin runs from

L to E along '^, and the endpoint

as a continuous function of the origin

inside ^ from L' to E' along an

arc of simple curve p; by if^i the

total angle described by the trans-

formation vector from E to P
along ^, by \\\ the total angular variation of a nowhere vanishing

vector of which the origin runs from E to P along ^|3, and the

endpoint as a continuous function of the origin along a curve obtained

by replacing in the segment E'P' of ^^ each part lying outside ^
by the segment of r joining the same endpoints.

Then the following equations hold:

Xi = X, + 2njr (n ^ 0)

^1 = Xi + (Pr + V'l

Xï + y, + ^\ — 2jt.

Hence i^j ^= 2?zjr (n ^ 2), so that inside ^^3 there would have to lie

an invariant point.

B). s is 7iot separated hy s' from the

infinite. Then the two endpoints of s

as well as the two endpoints of s' lie

on 0,. Defining ^p /i, Xa' ^i' V^»' ^'i' V'j

in the same way as just now, we arrive

here at the following equations

:

/^ = -/j -f 2nTi (?2 ^ 1, because between

P and s lies the Schnitt aSJ

^Px = ^ï

^i^Xi+yi + V'i

X, + 'P, -f ^\ = 2^.

Thus again ^, = 2wjr (n ^ 2), so that inside ^ there would have

to lie an invariant point.

Fig. 3&.
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Fourth case: P' precede.-^ P, and Q' follows Q.

A). Q' is separated by r from the infinite. We construct the polygon
'^' with its skeleton arcs in tlie same way as in the third case. We
want to find the total angular variation <i\ of the inverse transfor-

mation vector for a positive circuit of ^P', and we represent by x^

the total angle described by the inverse

transformation vector along the segment P' Q'

of ^' ; by Xs ^he total angular variation of

a nowhere vanishing vector of which the

origin runs from P' to Q' along '^'
, and

the endpoint as a continuous function of the

origin from P to Q along path arcs nowhere

passing outside ^' ; by tpj the total angle

described by the inverse transformation vector

from Q' to P' along r' ; by il^j the total

angular variation of a nowhere vanishing

vector of which the origin runs from Q' to Fig. 4a.

P' along r' , and the endpoint as a continuous function of the origin

from Q to P along a curve obtained by replacing in r each part

lying outside ^' by the segment of ^\ joining the same endpoints.

From the equations

Xi = X, + 2n7r [n ^ 0)

<^i = Xi + ^Pi

X, + t^, ^ 2.-T

then ensues coj = 2n:r {n ^ 1), so that inside ^' there would have to

lie an invariant point.

B). Q' is not separated hy r from the

infinite. We construct the polygon ^' with

its skeleton arcs in the same way as in the

second case under B). We want to find the

total angular variation m^ of the inverse

transformation vector for a positive circuit

of ^' , and we understand by (o, the total

angular variation of a nowhere vanishing

vector of which the origin describes ^', and

y^\\ U the endpoint as a continuous function of the

origin runs first from P to Q along path

arcs nowhere passing outside ^', and finally

Fig. 46. describes r.
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Then we have

:

to, = o), + 2n.-r {n ^ 0)

a>2 = 2l:rr

Hence w^ = 2nrr {n > 1), so that inside ^l-V tiiere would have to lie

an invariant point.

With this we have completely proved the following

Theorem. For a continuous one-one tmnsformation with invariant

indicatrix of a two-sided surface in itself a circular continuum with

two separated invariant complete circumference segments contains at

least two ijivariant points.

E R R A T A.

In the 3'f^ communication on this subject, these Proceedings Vol. Xill

p. 767, 1. 6 from top for: indicated, but read: indicated but

1. 20 from top for: paraboli read: parabolic

Physiology. — C. A. Pe,kelharing reads a paper on: '' The excretion

of creatinin in man under the influence of muscular tonus'',

after experiments b}^ Mr. J. Harkink.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 30, 1911).

Some time ago I reported here on an investigation by Mr. Van

Hoogenhuyze and myself, proving that in vertebrates the content

of creatin in the voluntary muscles increases during the tonus, but

not during simple contractions of the muscles. We may therefore

expect that by increase of the muscular tonus more creatin passes

into the blood than in other circumstances. Moreover a later inves-

tigation showed us that creatin, when gradually introduced into the

circulating blood, is partly excreted by the kidneys as creatinin '). So

we may conclude that an increased tonus will lead to a larger

excretion of creatinin.

A series of estimations by Van Hoogenhuyze and Verploegh

showed indeed that less creatinin is excreted per hour during the

night when the muscles as a rule are relaxed in sleep, than in the

daytime, when the muscles are now in a tighter, now in a less

intense tonus. Besides they stated that a smaller amount of creatinin

1) Onderzoekingen Physiol. Laborat. Utrecht, 5de R. XI. p. 236.
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was excreted by old people and by those suffering from considerable

muscle-paralysis, than by normal, healthy persons ^).

However all this is no inquestionable proof that these fluctuations

in the excretion of creatinin are necessarily caused by changes in

the muscular tonus. For it may safely be granted that, although the

muscles contribute mostly to the formation of it, yet creatin is formed

in several other organs. People that are asleep, as well as persons

weakened by old age or other causes, show a greatly reduced meta-

bolism, not only in the muscles but also in other organs. Under
these circumstances we might be inclined to attribute the diminished

excretion of creatinin not entirely, nay perhaps not even in the first

place to the muscles, but to the weakened function of other organs.

Therefore I thought it desirable to examine whether a larger output

of creatinin can be stated by purposely intensifying the muscular

forms, while all other causes of changes in metabolism are excluded

as much as possible.

It stands to reason that in this case vertebrates have to be ex-

perimented upon, no creatin being found in invertebrates. However
it seems impossible in animals simultaneously to cause a protracted

tonus of a number of muscles without producing at the same time

other, unreliable changes in metabolism. On man, however, the ex-

periment may be satisfactorily performed. Therefore I invited Mr.

Harkink, who had shown genuine interest in the problem, and who had

distinguished himself by accurate and careful work in the laboratory,

to subject himself to a number of experiments, proposal with which

he fell in most graciously.

Our plan of research was a vei-y simple one. Leading a scrupu-

lously regular life and passing the greater part of the. day in the

laboratory, engaged on work that required little muscular exertion,

Mr. Harkink took every day the same amount of food, which con-

tained neither creatin nor creatinin. On some days, however, the

muscles of the trunk and the limbs were maintained in tension as

much as possible by assuming the so-called "stramme Haltung" every

time during four hours. Then we had to ascertain whether this

intensified muscular tonus led to a larger output of creatinin.

The experiment began on June 20 and ended on July 20. Every

day his food consisted of:

8.30 a. m. 200 gr. wheaten bread, 20 gr. butter, 50 gr. cheese,

400 cc. milk.

1) Ned. Tijdschr. v. Geneesk. 1908, HI, p. 1689.
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12.30 p. m. 350 gr. potatoes, 50 gr. rice, 20 gr. butter, 100 gr.

sugar, 300 cc. milk, 300 cc. water,

7. p. m. 150 gr. wheaten bread, 50 gr. cheese, 20 gr. butter,

300 cc. milk.

During the rest of the day he took neither food nor drink.

From June 20 to July 5 the urine was collected in 3 portions,

from 8 to 3, from 3 to 10 and from 10 to 8. From July 6 till

July 19 the morning-portion was divided into one of 8 to 12 and

one of 12 to 3. In each portion the content of creatinin was stated

after the method of F'olin by means of the colorimeter of Vat^

HooGENHUYZE aiid Verploegh, first in the unchanged urine and next

after the urine -|- 2 Vol. n. HCl had been heated at 115° C. for half

an hour in order to ascertain whether an}' creatin could be found.

The total output of nitrogen was stated after the method of Kjeldahl.

Six times, viz. on June 30, on July 3, on July 9, on July 15

and on July 18, each time from 8 to 12 a. m. the muscles were

kept in tonus as much as possible. In order to compare this to the

influence of muscular labour Mr. Harkink took a walk of 20 K.M.

from 8 to 12 a.m. on July 12. On June 20 he weighed 72.5 K.G.,

on June 29 73, on July 10 71,7 and on July 20 72 KG.

The examination of the urine proved that on the days of the

tonus more creatinin was excreted than on other days. On the other

hand the performance of mechanical work — a four hours' walk

over against a four hours' tonus, which was kept up as much as

possible, yet not continually — had no perceptible influence on the

amount of creatinin excreted on that day, in accordance with the

statement of Van Hoogenhuyze and Verploegh. Also on the day after

the tonus the creatinin-figure was every time comparatively high

and no wondei'. For creatin introduced into the circulating blood is

not immediately nor entirely removed in the shape of creatinin, as

far as it is not decomposed, as experiments on animals have shown.

The average excretion \)er day was:

normally (J 8 days) 1.493 (max. 1.527, min. 1.361) mgr.

tonus (6 days) 1.614 ( „ 1.640 „ 1.573) „

next day (6 days) 1.525 ( „ 1.545 „ 1.454) „

walk (1 day) 1.534 mgr.

The minimum of the normal days regards the flrst day of the

whole series of experiments. For the rest it never fell below 1 .444 mgr.

Creatin was not once found in the urine.

On the tonus-days there soon was an increase of the excretion.

This was especially evident, when from July 6 onward, the urine
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was daily examined from 8 to 12 and from 12 to 3 separately. On
those days (8—12) remarkably little creatinin was excreted during

the tonus, while the quantity in the period of 12—3 increased con-

siderably. On those days the average amount per hour was:

July 6, 8—12 (during the tonus) 51.7, from 12—3, 82 mgr.

Q 48 9,^
J) *^5 »> J) 5> J) ^^^

JJ >> '-'»J
,,

>> 15, ,, ,, ,, ,, 52.5 ,, ,, 95.5 ,,

5> 18, ,, ,, ,, ,, 5o ,, ,, <8 ,,

on the other days the average excretion was: July 6—19, from

8_12 60.6, from 12—3 75.6 mgr.

More than the ordinary amount of urine (235 cc.) and at the same

time more creatinin (74.3 mgr. per hour) was excreted in the first

period of July 12, after a walk from 8—12, but during the rest

of that day the creatinin did not exceed its usual limits, as the

above figure of the total excretion shows.

Corresponding to the series of experiments by Van Hoogenhuyze

and Verploegh the average excretion of creatinin per hour was

found to be less during the night than in the day time. And as a

rule the figure of excretion was still low in the first period of the

day from 8—12. For the whole series, from June 20 to July 20,

excluding the tonus-days, it amounted to

:

from 8— 3 on an average 65.6 mgr. per hour

3—10 ,, „ 67.6

,, 10— 8 ,, ,, 57.7 ,, ,, ,,

Undoubtedly a considerable part of the creatin, formed during the

muscular tonus and passed into the circulation, was not changed

into creatinin and excreted as such, but was further decomposed.

However this is not evident from the total amount of excreted nitrogen

which is subject to fluctuations, dependent on numerous unaccountable

circumstances, notwithstanding the uniform nourishment and the

regular way of living.

If we compare the products of decomposition of creatin to the

nitrogenous matter of the urine being of an other origin, they occupy

but a secondary place. In this series of experiments about 1.5 gr.

creatinin was excreted per daj', equivalent to about 0.5 gr. nitrogen,

i.e. a small part of the total amount, about 13 gr., which was per

day found in the urine. Over against the nitrogen produced by the

protein, that is digested in the alimentary canal and afterwards is

desamided, the increased production of creatin in the tonus cannot

possibly be of much influence, eAen though we must take it for
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granted that the creatinin excreted by the kidneys, represents only

a part of this creatin. Yet, stating the average excretion of nitrogen

and creatinin per hour, tlie fact is remarkable that on the tonus-

days the proportion of the amount of nitrogen to that of the creatinin

is largest in the afternoon in the period of 3—10, after the creatinin

has reached its maximum in the preceding period.

So the above experiments confirm the conclusion, drawn from the

content of creatin in the muscles of vertebrates, that chemism in the

muscular tonus is totally different from that in the contraction of

the muscles. In the first case a nitrogenous metabolite, creatin, is

formed, in the second non-nitrogenous products are consumed.

In performing mechanical labour the influence of the tonus is

greater proportionally to a more or less careful control of the move-

ments. Consequently we might admit the supposition that intense

muscular labour will produce an increase of the excretion of nitrogen,

if not only powerful contractions are called forth, but the movements

are regulated with great care by tonic contraction of the antagonists,

as is often the case with athletic performances.

Physiology. — ''The effect of substances which dissolve in fat on

the mobility of Fhagoci/tes and other cells." By Prof. H. J.

Hamburger and J. de Haain.

The investigations which will be described in the following treatise,

are a continuation of those published in the Proceedings of March

25th 1911 ').

It will be remembered that their starting-point was formed by

an investigation relating to the favourable effect of Iodoform on the

treatment of wounds, and that we arrived at the result that even a

slight quantity of this substance (a dilution of 1 to 5000000) has the

faculty of accelerating the amoeboid motion of the white blood-

corpuscles and of promoting at the same time their phagocytarian

capacity. In order to explain this i)roperty of Iodoform we assumed

that the outer layer of the phagocytes consists of a fatty (lipoid)

substance. Now when Iodoform is dissolved in it, this fatty substance

is softened and the amoeboid motion is facilitated. If this view was

the correct one, then other substances, soluble in fat, such as Choro-

form, Chloral, Benzene, Camphor, Turpentine must likewise increase

1) Hamburger, de Haan and Bubanovig : On the influence of Jodoform, Chloro-

form and other substances dissoluble in fats on Phagocytosis.
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the mobility of' these cells and consequently tlieii* phagocytarian capa-

city. This was indeed found to be invariably the case.

In order to test this view by means of further experiments we
have continued our investigations in three directions.

In the first place the effect of otlier substances, soluble in fat, viz.

of Alcohol, Butyric acid. Propionic acid and also of Peruvian Balsam

on the phagocytarian power was investigated.

Secondly we examined to what exient the amount of these sub-

stances, necessary to bring about a just perce})tible increase of Phago-

cytosis, is governed by and pi'oportionate with the degree of solu-

bility of these substances in fat.

And finally we asked ourselves whether other cells namely plant-

cells were affected, as regards their mobility, by the substances soluble

in fat.

I. Effect of alcohol, butyric acid, propionic acid and Peruvian

BALSAM ON PHAGOCYTOSIS.

The experimental method adopted here was identical with the one

we had applied before. We investigated namely the percentage of leuco-

cytes which had taken up carbon from a suspension, to which slight

quantities of the substance to be in\estigated had been added in one

case, and not in another.

First preliminary experiments had to be carried out to establish

how much of the substance would have to be added.

Table I may serve as an answer as regards alcohol,

a. Effect of Alcohol on Phagocytosis.

TABLE I.

The leucocyte-suspension tias been in contact for one hour, at the ordinary room-
temperature, with the fluids to be investigated. Thereupon the leucocytes have been

enabled to take up carbon-particles for 25 minutes.

pj,,;j„ !

Percentage of leucocytes having
^'"'"^-

I

taken up carbon.

NaCl 0.9%
j

l^'^X 100 = 48.40/0

1 CC. Alcohol to 10 CCm. -^y \r\(\ ^ n 0/

NaCl-solution 322 ^ '"

1 CC. Alcohol to 100 ccm. 168 vy,nn_Qnno/
NaCl-solution 543

XIOU_dU.y/„

1) This quotient denotes that 834 leucocytes were examined and that of these

404 had taken up carbon.

22

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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Hence we see that Alcohol in a dilntion of 1 to 100 has still a

pernicious effect on phaj^ocvtosis. Therefore it was advisable to expe-

riment also on weaker alcoholic solutions.

The following table gives the result of this experiment.

Ej^ect of Alkohol on Phagocytosis.

TABLE II.

Percentage of leucocytes having
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We see from this table that in a dilution of 1 to 100000 butyric acid

has a pernicious effect on phagocytosis; in a dihition, iiowever, of

1 to 500000 the phagocytarian capacitj' rises from 38.1 to 46.9, to

return again to its normal value at a dilution of 1 to 1000000.

Similar results have been acqnired with propionic acid, as is seen

fiom the following table.

Eject of Propionic acid on Phayoci/tosi.s.

TABLE IV.

Fluids.
Percentage of leucocytes having

taken up carbon.

NaCl 0.9X
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Here too it appears that a solution of propionic acid 1 to 500000

has still a deleterious effect on phagocytosis. A solution of 1 to 1000000

causes it to increase from 38.1 to 47.1, which value rises even to

52.8 Vo when the solution is 1 to 5000000, an increase therefore of

52.8 - 38,1— ~ X 100 — 38,5 7„.
38,1

'°

Hence it appears that fatty acids impede phagocytosis even in a

very slight dilution, whereas still iveaker dilutions have a directly

opposite effect.

On comparing the effect of fatty acids, with that of ordinary

mineral acids, on phagocytosis, tlie fact ivill he impressed upon us

how poisonous the fatty acids are. For as we saw before '), in a

concentration of 1 to 7000 the impeding effect of sulfuric acid has

already become very slight, whilst in a dilution of 1 to 500000

propionic acid has still an even more hurtful effect. To some extent

the cause of this difference will have to be traced to the greater

penetrative power of the fatty acids, owing to their solubility in the

lipoid surface. In this connection we are reminded of the symptoms

of autointoxication which characterize acidosis, so well known in

pathology.

c. Effect of Peruvian Balsam on Phagocytosis

Considering that also in Peruvian Balsam an organic acid is found,

viz. cinnamic acid, we asked ourselves if perhaps Peruvian Balsam

might not likewise increase phagocytosis.

The exi)eriments have fully confirmed this supposition.

Therefore the following experiment was carried out : a big drop

Effect of Peruvian Balsam on Phagocytosis.

TABLE VI.

Fluids.
Percentage of leucocytes having

taken up carbon.

1. NaCl sol. 0.9 Vo

2. Extract of Peruvian balsam
in NaCl sol.

3. 1 vol. extract (2) and 3 vol.

NaCl sol.

4. 1 vol. extract (2) and 49 vol.

NaCl sol.

470

1057
X 100 = 44.4%

m X100 = 63.20/„

622

1062

521

1089

X100 = 58.57o

X100 = 47.8'Vo

1) Hamburgkr and Hekma. Ou Phagocytosis, Proceedings of June 29 1907.
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of Peruvian Balsam was shaken with 50 cc. of a NaCl-solution of

0,9 7o '^ii^J tlicn fiUrated. The filtrate had a nicely aromatic smell.

Then various diliilions were made of this filtrate with 0,9 "/o NaCl-

solution, viz. dilutions of 1 to 4, 1 to 10 and 1 to aO NaCl-solulion.

We subjoin one of the series of experiments.

This table shows that whilst in NaCl 0.97o <1>g number of white

blood-corpuscles having- taken up carbon amounts to 447,,, this value

has become 68.27o nnder the influence of the undiluted extract.

This means a considerable increase of phagocytosis. I'his increase is

still plainly observable at a tenfold dilution; even in a tiftyfold

dilution a slight increase could still be established.

There is no doubt but the i-emarkably favourable results obtained

with Peruvian balsam in the treatment of infected wounds, which

has hitherto not been explained, must be attributed, partly at least,

to an increase of phagocytosis ^). Undoubtedly chemotaxis will be

promoted likewise, based as it is upon an increased mobility of the

phagocytes. Indeed we have observed before, when studying the

results of the action of calcium, that promotion of phagocytosis and

promotion of chemotaxis go hand in hand. But the salutary effect of

Peruvian balsam will probably not be restricted to the phagocytes

only. It will very likely also affect the granular tissue, and the

activity of other cells, which play a part in the healing-process.

II. Phagocytosis and Distribution-coefficient.

In order to test by further observation our views on the cause of

the greater mobility of cells under the influence of substances dissol-

ving fat, we have asked ourselves whether there is perhaps some

connection between the quantities of these substances to be added to

the watery suspension, and the solubility of these substances in the

lipoid membrane of the cells. If for instance a solution of Iodoform

in NaCl-solution is added to leucocytes, then the Iodoform will soon

distribute itself between the lipoid of the leucocytes and the NaCl-

solution. The proportion between the concentration of Iodoform in

the fat and in the NaCl-solution (water) is called distribution-coefficient

as we know. It is obvious that the greater the solubility in fat and the

slighter the solubility in water, the more of the Iodoform will pass into

the cells. In general it may, therefore, be expected that of a substance

which is not so very well soluble in fat, but more so in water, a

greater quantity will have to be added to the watery solution, if

1) More detailed communications on this subject will be published in the "Feest-

bundel voor Prof. Hector Treub".
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Olie wishes a sufficient amount of this substance to enter into the

exterior of the cells.

Now the question is -. Is this corroborated (in the present instance)

by experiments? In other words is a weaker solution of Iodoform

than of Alcohol sufficient to bring about an increased phagocytosis?

For we know, that Alcohol is dissolved in fat much less easily than

Iodoform. This is indeed the case. It was found for instance that

a solution of 1 Iodoform to 5000000 water promoted phagocytosis,

whilst the ajuount of Alcohol necessary to do so should certainly

be no less than 1 to 20000.

Camphor dissolves easily in fat or oil, but in water with some

difficulty. Hence the fatty surface of the phagocytes will be able to

extract from a very weak, watery camphor-solution the required

amount of camphor. It is indeed found that a watery camphor-

solution in a dilution of 1 to 1000000 greatly increases phagocytosis.

Chloral dissolves pretty easily in fat, but also in water. And what

do we tind? That a much stronger solution of Chloral in NaCl-

solution is necessary than of Camphor. And like this we might

continue. The greater the distribution-coefficient of the substance

between oil and water, the weaker the concentration of the watery

solution may be.

It goes without saying that a mathematical proportion cannot be

expected liere. In the first place it is very doubtful whether the

same molecular amount of different substances dissolving fat, brings

about the same weakening of the lipoid membrane. And secondly

another factor comes into play, viz. the noxious effect of the pene-

trating substance on the movement of the protoplasm, which effect

will most probably be different in the case of different substances.

Moreover the exterior of the cells is a fatty substance, but no fat.

JS^evertheless a manifest relation is found to exist between the relative

solubility {distribution coefficient) of the substances in oil and loater

on the one hand, and the concentration necessary to bring about a just

perceptible increase of phagocytosis on the other hand. We shall

revert to this subject more explicitly elsewhere. For the present we
would point out another remarkable phenomenon deserving mention

in the same connection.

When the weakest concentrations are sought of the substances dissolving

fat, ivhich cause paralysis of the phagocytes, then it appears that

these concentrations correspond loith those, which according to H. Meyer

and Overton are necessary to cause narcosis, consequently to paralyze

the ganglion-cells. And it has been established by these investigators
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that the concentration of the lluids, necessary to produce narcosis,

runs parallel to the distribution coefficients between water and oil.

We shall give a few examples.
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on the surface of the distilled water with which this basin was

partly filled. The grains were therefore placed, as it were, on the

surface of the water. They were just moistened by it and were yet

sufficiently at the surface to get plenty of air, necessary for their

germination. Now it was observed regularly, after certain intervals,

how manv of the wheat-grains showed distinctly that their germination

had set in.

The seed was considered to have germinated when the white

germ became visible through the broken seed-coat.

We shall not detail the particulars we had to take into account

in these experiments, but summarize one of the experiments in a table.

Efect of Chloroform on the Germination of Wheat-grains.

TABLE VII.

The seeds have been Of 200 seeds have germinated after

soaked for 18 hrs. in:
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Hence we see that the Cliloi'ofunii-sohilion 7,^^ lias worked nnla-

vourablj on the germination. Evidently the protoplasm has been

paralyzed to a certain extent. In the weak chloroform-sol ntion 1 to

100000, however, the germination has been promoted. It appears

that in this Chloroform-sohition 72 grains have germinated after 1(^

hours, whilst in the same time only 51 grains have germinated of

those which were soaked in water. After 28 hours this acceleratingo
effect of the Chloroform-solutions is still visible, but by no means
so plainly as after 16 lioui's. After 40 hours, as was showji by

other experiments, no traces of this favourable effect of Chlorofoi-m

were any longer perceptible.

We shall not add any more of these experiments. It need only he

observed that the same results loere obtained if the grains loere alloioed

to (.jerminate not on tuater, but in humus. Also in plant-cells there-

fore, we are led to think of an increased mobility of the cells, caused

by Chloroform ; for without such mobility no division and germination

can be conceived.

It may be expected that also other substances dissolving in fat,

will bring about the same phenomenon in plant-cells. We are extending

our researches in this direction. It lias already appeared, however,

that various factors haxe to be considered. First the rapidity with

which the substances dissolving fat, enter the seed and leave it again.

Secondly the noxious effect of this substance on the protoplasm. In

other words, care should be taken that the amount of the substance

dissolving fat, which enters the cells is just sufficient to increase

their mobility, but not large enough to impair, seriously at least,

the vital functions of the protoplasm. On the other hand it should

be contrived that the fat dissolving substance which has penetrated

into the cell, does not pass too soon into the water, leaving the cell

entirely before it has had time to effect an acceleration.

We may add that our experiments lend support to the supposition

of CzAPEK, that the superficial layer of the protoplasm of plant-cells

is of a lipoid nature ^).

Swnmari/.

The opinion put forth in the preceding treatise, that the acceleration

of phagocytosis by substances dissolving fat, must be attributed to a

weakening of the fattv surface with the result that the amoeboid

1) F. CzAPEK, Ueber die Obertlachenspannung unci den Lipofdgelialt dei- Plasma-

haut in lebenden Pflanzenzelien, Ber. d. Dcutschen Botan. Gesellsch. Vol. 28 Dez. 1910,
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motion is facilitated, finds an additional support in the following

3 arguments

:

I. Also other substances dissolving fat, taken at random, and which

were formerly not experimented upon, viz. Alcohol, Butj-ric acid,

Propionic acid and also Peruvian Balsam, were found to accelerate

phagocytosis.

Alcohol was found to increase phagocytosis in a concentration of
1 to 500—20000; Fropionic acid in a concentratioji of 1 to 10.000000.

On comparing these results with the effect of mineral acids such

as HCl and H, SO^ we are struck by the noxious effect whicli mere

traces of Propionic acid and Butyric acid have on phagocytosis. For

whilst the l)ad effect of Propionic acid commences ah-eady at 1 to

1000,000, that of H, SO, mauifests itself only at 1 to 7000.

That Peruvian balsam should increase phagocytosis was to i)e

expected, as it contains cinnamic acid, likewise an organic acid.

The remarkablj' favourable, hitherto unexplained, effect of Peruvian

balsam on infected wounds, may be explained, partly at least, by

an increased mobility of the phagocytes and of other cells playing

a part in the healing-process.

II. If the iceakest concentrations of the fat dissolving substances

are sought in which the phagocytes show a plainly perceptible acceleration

of phagocytosis, then these are found to run parallel to the degree

oj solubility of these substances in fat; in other words to the

distribution coefficients of these substances between water and oil.

Moreover the remarkable fact is observed that the same concen-

tration of substances which dissolve fat, necessary to cause paralysis

of phagocytosis, also effects narcosis of tadpoles and of mammals.

As we know the concentiations necessai-y to bring about iiarcosis

are, according to the investigations of H. Meyer and Overton governed

by these distribution-coefficients.

III. Not only animal cells (phagocytes, ganglion-cells, eggs of

lower marine animals, ciliated epithelium) show an increased mobility

under the effect of slight quantities of substances dissolving fal, but

also in plant-cells the same fact is observed. Under the effect of

Chloroform 1 to 100000 an important acceleration in the germination

of wheat-grains was obser\'ed. Chloroform 1 to 1000 on the contrary,

impairs the generation, evidently because a second factor makes itself

felt, viz. paralysis of the protoplasm.

Groningen, September 1911.
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Chemistry. — "Tke essential oil of Litsea odonfem Val {Trawas

oil)". By Prof, van Romburgh. (Preliminary communication,.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 30, 1911).

Some years ago I received from Dr. Boorsma of Buitenzoi-g a

small bottle of an essential oil obtained by distilling with water

trawas leaves which are sold at the "pasar" (market) at Biiitenzorg as

a medicine. The qnantity of oil was only sufficient for a preliminary

investigation. Having been since in Java myself, I was able to purchase

the whole of the leaves from some trawas trees, whilst Dr. dk Jong

was kind enough to prepare for me the essential oil in the agri-

cultural chemical laborator}^ at Buitenzorg. Meanwhile Dr. Valeton

had taken in hand the determination of the tree which belongs to

the family of the Laurineae and given 'üXhQivAvaeoï JAtsea odorifera

Val. I am much obliged to these gentlemen for their trouble.

The trawas oil has a pale yellow colour and a disagreeable odour.

The Sp. Gr.j5 of the different specimens of the crude oil varied from

0,836 to 0,846 whilst the rotation in a 2.0 cm. tube amounted to

from — 10' up to — 7°. Under the ordinary pressure the bulk of

the oil passed over at 233°, under 10 mm. pressure most of it

distilled between 120° and 125°.

The oil does not give aldehyde reactions. If it is shaken with a

solution of sodium hydrogen sulphite, a solid compound is formed,

which after washing with ether and decomposition with sulphuric

acid yielded a liquid which showed but a faint left-handed rotation.

An aqueous solution of potassium permanganate is decolourised by

the crude oil ; if so much of the oxidiser is added that the violet

colour no longer disappears and the mixture is then distilled in a

current of steam, an oily liquid passes over with the water \'ai)Ours,

which gives w^ith sodium hydrogen sulphite a crystallised compound.

With semicarbazide and a little acetic acid the crude oil gives a

crystallised semicarbazone ; a portion of it, however, does not combine

with the reagent but gives a crystallised phenylurethane with phenyl-

isocyanate.

An elementary analysis of the tViiction boiling at 233° gave results

which showed that it might be a mixture of compounds of the

composition CnHjoO, CuH^jO and CuH^^O.

In order to separate the ketones from the alcoiiols a large quantity

of the oil was treated with semicarbazide and acetic acid. The semi-

carbazone formed melted at 114°. The melting point increased a

little on recrystallisation, but could not be got higher than 116°.
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On treatment with dilute sulphuric acid the ketones were again

liberated from the carbazone. A liquid was obtained which appeared

to be optically inactive. Potassium permanganate still had a strong

action, therefore so much was added that the permanganate colour

no longer disappeared. If now a current of steam was passed through

the liquid, a colourless oil}' liquid distilled over with the water

vapours (m. p. 12^, Sp. Gr.^ 0.829, b. p..^^ 234°) which, on treatment

with semicarbazide, gave a compound melting at 124°.

The elementary analysis led to the formula C,iHj,0, the propei-ties

mentioned quite agree with those of methyl-n. nonylketone (2-undeca-

none) the main constituent of the essential oil of Rata graveolens.

From the oxidised liquid could be isolated an acid which melts at

49° and has according to the analysis, the composition CjjH^gOs.

This proved to be 2-ketodecanic acid CH3.C0.(CHJ..C00H, which

on oxidation with chromic and sulphuric acids yielded suberic acid,

whereas on treatment with sodium hypobromite azelaic acid and

carbon tetrabromide were formed.

CH3.C0.(CHJ..C00H -^^ COOH.(CH,),.COOH suberic acid

NaO Bi-

CH3.C0.(CH,)-.C00H -^ C()OH.(CH,)..COOH azelaic acid

From the results obtained it follows that to the unsaturated ketone

must be attributed the formula: CH, ^ CH — (CH,), — CO.CH,. Il

is, therefore, nonylene-(l)-methylketone or undecene (1) one (10).

As no separation of the semicarbazones from the ketones could be

effected by recrystallisation, another course was taken to isolate

the unsaturated ketone and it was endeavoured to convert it first

into a bromine addition product. Methylnonylketone however, is

attacked readily, with evolution of hydrogen bromide, when acted on

by a solution of" bromine in chloroform or carbon tetrachloride. On

the other hand a methyl-alcoholic solution of bromine ^) acts very

slowly on this saturated ketone. A solution of bromine in methyl

alcohol is, therefore, allowed to run into the mixture until the liquid

just assumes a yellow colour. The alcohol is distilled off and the

residue washed with sodium carbonate solution to remove traces of

hydrogen bromide. On now heating in vacuo at 160°, the saturated

compounds pass over, leaving the bromine addition product behind.

At 204°!- the greater portion of this distils as a colourless liquid

which, however, becomes dark on keeping.

1) According to Lobry de Bruvn (B. 26, 272 [1893]) bromine acts very slowly

on methyl alcohol ; for this reason a methyl-alcoholic solution of bromine is much

to be preferred to an ethyl-alcoliolic one.
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On boiling the dibromide with zinc dust and alcohol tlie bromine

is eliminated and tlie unsaturated ketone can then be readily separated

by distillation in a current of steam. After purification via the semi-

carbazone it is obtained as a colourless liquid which melts at —7°^)

and boils at 235° SG^^.^ 0,848. MR = 52,47 (calculated for

C,„H,„Op,52,51).

The alcohols from tlie trawas oil obtained in the treatment with

semicarbazide may be isolated in a similar manner. In this case a

solution of bromine in carbon tetrachloride may be used.

The saturated alcohol proved to be methyl-n.-nonylcarbinol. It has

a left handed rotation ') a = - 5°.40' (/ = 1 dM.). On oxidation with

chromic acid in sulphuric acid solution methyl-n.-nonylketone is

formed which was identitied by the semicarbazone melting at 124°.

The unsaturated alcohol also has a left handed rotation («=- 5° 10°

/= 1 dM.). The boiling point was situated at 233° ; Sp.Grj, = 0,835.

On oxidation with chromic and sulphuric acids a ketone was obtained

the semicarbazone of which melted at 113° whereas by oxidation

with potassium permauganate 2-ketodecanic acid was formed. This

alcohol therefore, consists of undecene (1) ol flO).

The results of this research will be communicated more fully

elsewhere.

Utrecht, Univ. Org. Chem. Lab.

Botany. — "Jnvestk/,(tio7i of the transmission of light stimuli in the

seedlings of Avena'. By P. C. vaiN der Wolk. (Communi-

cated by Prof. F. A. F. C. Went.)

iGommunicated in the meeting of September 30, 1911).

§ 1.

The investigations, which are recorded in this preliminary com-

munication were carried on in the Botanical Laboratory at Utrecht,

in a phototropic room which, in order to eliminate the harmful

constituenis of the air, is isolated from the laboratory building and

forms part of the group of hothouses in the Botanic Garden. Accord-

ingly these experiments have in general been carried out at higher

1) This melting point must be given with some reservation as the unsaturated

ketone may possibly contain traces of the saturated compound formed during the

action of the zinc dust. These cannot affect to any extent the other properties.

2; Power and Lees (Soc. 81, 1593 [1902]) found in Algerian essential oil of

Rue an active methyl, n. nonylcarbinol x — — PIS' {I = 0.25 dm.).
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temperatures and with greater degree of moisture than is usually the

case, but all this with favourable results to the experimental material.

A further great advantage as regards technique was due to the

quicker course of separate experiments, a point to which in this

paper further reference will be made.

By means of a ventilator fresh air is introduced directly from

outside, so that the atmosphere in the phototropic room always

remains pure; at the same time the temperature can be maintained

more or less constant, for without ventilation the temperature would

be raised as a result of the burning of red lights. The lighting is

done electrically so that, brieily, this phototropic room is entirely

arranged in accordance with the requirements of modern investigation

on the physiology of stimulation.

In this section I must at the outset call attention to an important

phenomenon that has not yet been observed by investigators of

stimulation-phenomena and that can give rise and doubtless has given

rise to faulty or at least to unreliable results. I refer here to the

great sensitiveness of the coleoptile of Avena to contact-stimulation,

an observation which may perhaps in the future be extended to

other seedlings. This sensitiveness to contact-stimulation was first

noticed when it w^as found that phototropic curvatures can be

inhibited by rut bing with the finger on the non-illuminated side.

Smce I was fully occupied with other experiments, a further investi-

gation of this newly-discovered phenomenon was postponed, and I

limited myself to a few very preliminary experiments, with the

intention of obtaining a rough idea of the nature and degree of this

sensitiveness to contact-stimulation. With some objects of widely

differing degrees of hardjiess the coleoptile was rubbed on one side,

in red light, while light stimulation was excluded. The following

table shows the results obtained.

Object.
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Naturally the first tliijig that strikes one is the great rapidity

with which, to the naked eye, the reaction sets in; the next thing

worthy of attention is the strongly marked parallelism between the

amount of energy applied and the time of curvature, which hitherto

has not really shown itself in the physiology of any stimulation effect

at one and the same temperature of 18° C. Further we see that the

softer the object is the longer must it be rubbed in order to obtain

corresponding times of curvature.

It is also certainly worthy of note that one can quite well obtain

a contact curvature with soft gelatine, although after rubbing longer

and waiting longer; we here recall the studies of Pfeffer on tendrils.

In short, although these facts give only a cursory and very imperfect

representation of the sensitiveness to contact-stimulation of the

coleoptiles of Avena, they are doubtless remarkable enough to be

worked out in a further investigation.

Now this sensitiveness to contact-stimulation plays a very important

part in experiments with the coleoptiles of Avena and when it

is neglected may lead to all kinds of erroneous and unexpected

results.

A knowledge of the sensitiveness to contact-stimulation and of

the typical contact curvatures was of the greatest importance in those

of my experiments where it was necessary that the coleoptiles should

be touched in various ways, either by cutting them, or by placing

on them little caps or by covering them with closely fitting little

cylinders; every investigator in this field must above all make the

necessary preliminary studies of this point. For a few striking cases

this paper may be referred to.

At the same time the investigation of the susceptibilitj' of the

coleoptiles of Avena to stimuli has been enriched by a new field of

work, which in certain respects raised the importance of this plant

for the physiology of stimulation, yet, on the other hand, experi-

mentation with so extremely sensitive an object thus becomes extra-

ordinarily difficult.

In the second place a few words must be said in this introductory

section with regard to the determination of phototropic sensitiveness,

as it has been carried out in the present investigation and as it might

perhaps be carried out with advantage in all future phototropic

experiments. The earlier view adopts as measure of sensitiveness, the

quantity of energy which is necessary for the crossing of the threshold

of stimulation; the smaller the amount of energy required for this,

the greater the sensitiveness of the plant. But the recent investigations
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of Arisz^) have made us somewhat sceptical with regard to the

existence of a threshold of stimulation ; fairly conclusive experiments

have rendered its existence very doubtful. On the other hand there

certainly exists a definite maximal curvature which appears after a

definite time and at any definite temperature corresponds to a definite

quantity of energy.

The more sensitive a plant is, the less light is necessary to produce

one and the same definite maximal curvature. Now in order to be

able to compare plants of different sensitiveness with one another

it is necessary to have a standard to indicate that the different

quantities of energy all correspond to one and the same definite

maximal curvature.

B'or practical considerations the angle of curvature cannot be taken

as this standard, seeing that its determination presents great difficulties

and would demand much time. Further, just as little can we accept

the maximal curvature which is still just visible to the naked eye,

because we can observe exceedingly small curvatures with the naked

eye; and this would be a source of individual errors; but this

method is moreover especially objectionable, because these curvatures

only arise after a long time and the longer an experiment lasts, the

more unfavourable it is for the object and for the result, especially

in the case of seedlings which are operated upon by one or another

method.

We must indeed above all use a method in which the duration

of the experiment shall be as short as possible. And seeing that the

above described maximal curvature occurs after a definite time and

it being so remarkable that, Avhen two seedlings of different sensi-

tiveness get such a quantity of light, that they produce the same

maximal curvature, this maximal curvature is attained in the same

time, this is also an indication, to express the measure of maximal

curvature in terms of the time in which it arises. We are then able

to make this time as small as possible, in which endeavour we are

helped by carrying out the experiments at higher temperatures.

In this investigation I have worked with maximal curvatures which

occur at 25—27° C. after half an hour, an interval which might

even be somewhat shortened in the favourable condition of high

temperatures. In order to obtain this maximal curvature after half

an hour, a definite quantity of energy is necessary. If now a plant

is more sensitive than the object with which it is being compared

1) W. H. Arisz. On the connection between stimulus and effect in the photo-

tropic curvatures of seedlings of Avena saliva. (Proceedings Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch.

March 1911.
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we seek tbr the (|ii;iiilil_v of eiiorjiv wliicli is ;ii;aiii iieccssjirv in order

lo g'ive a niaxiinal ('iir\;i(ure, aftei' half an lioni'. These Iwo maximal

eurvatures will then i)e of the same magnitiule, Imi th^ ([nanlily of

energy necessary, will be less in the ease of the more sensitive plant.

Further, whenever the sensitiveness is mentioned, the temperature

should always be given, as this is of vei-y great influence on the

sensitiveness.

Observation of the maximal curvature taives place by means of a

glass plate provided with a millimetre scale on which an image of

the coleoptile is projected by means of a lens. Nevertheless, with

some experience it is possible to observe with the naked eye the

maximal curvature by repeatedly looking at and comparing the

experimental objects. Of course red light is always used.

It so happens that Blaauw and FR<)ScnF,T, have always worked

with the quantity of energy, which is necessary to produce a maximal

curvature after i^'.^—2 hours, just visible to the naked eye. But as

they did not pay special attention to the maximum of curvature,

the values they obtained for the quantity of energy are somewhat

divergent.

Finally, it must be specially remembered that the coleoptiles

execute, their strongest nutation in the median plane, i.e. the i)lane

passing through the longitudinal axis of the grain ^), so that slinui-

latiou should always lake place in a direction i)erpcndicular to this,

in the transverse plane therefore.

§ 2.

It is fairly intelligible that, now when the physiology of stimulation

has developed more and more in every direction, renewed interest is

taken in investigating the problem of transmission of stimulus, at

the same time with some hope that from this side also a step might

be taken towards the solution of the problem of stimulus, a problem

obviously beset with great difficulties.

Various investigators have already had the study of the trans-

mission of stimuli in plants on their programme of work, but for

all that it has remained in many aspects an obscure question and

unfortunately the points at issue have quite recently again increased

in number.

Thus in this section I wish to criticise the recent investigation of

BoYSEN JïiNSEN ^j, whicli, by its remarkable and somewhat unexpected

^) A. A. L. Rutgers. Do invloed der temperaliuir op den praescnlalietijd l)ij

geotropie. (Diss. Ulrechl 1910

)

-) P. BoYSEN Jensen. La transmission de rirritation phototropiquc dans I'Avena.

(Acad. roy. d. Sc. et des lelt. de Danemark, 1911. N". 1.

23

Proceedings Royal Acad. Arasterdam. Vol. XIV.
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results as- well as by its violent coiiflict with the results of Fitting')

offers ample induceineut to subject this alleged localisation of the

transmission of phototropic stimuli to a new inquiry.

So far as concerns experiments in the atmosphere of a room of

usual humidity and temperature, my experiments were carried out

in just the same conditions as those of Boysen Jensen; they took

place in the phototropic room of the laboratory building, at a

temperature of 17° C. and a humidity of 70 7o- The illumination

was always with the very suitable amount of energy of 400 candle-

meter seconds.

The phototropic curvature effect which was produced by unilateral

illumination of the apex, transmits itself in the course of a certain

time to the base, a phenomenon that since Darwin is interpreted as

the transmission of the phototropic stimulus.

Now if Boysen Jensen makes a transverse incision on the illuminated

side, which I will always speak of as the front or anterior side of

the coleoptile, then he sees that a basal curvature nevertheless,

arises in unilateral illumination of the apex. If on the other hand,

an incision is made on the posterior side he observes that ijj the

atmosphere of the room, onlj^ the apex curves phototropically, while

the base remains erect; in a space saturated with water vapour the

base indeed curves phototropically in the latter case, but the curvature

remains absent, when a mica plate is introduced into the incision. These

results cause Boysen Jensen to conclude that the stimulus is only

transmitted along the posterior side. Even in my very first experi-

ments I found that the influence of the incision is much greater than

might be concluded from Boysen Jensen's paper. When a unilateral

incision is made I perceived a really considerable curvature directed

to the side of the wound ; this curvature must probably be in part

put down to some traumatic stimulus, seeing that a curvature also

takes place in air saturated with water vapour; since in that case,

however the curvature occurs in much less degree, this is an

indication that in the ordinary room air the curvature is in the first

place due to the great amount of evaporation from the wound. This

view is still further confirmed by the following experiment. If we

make a unilateral incision and leave the coleoptile thus operated

upon for about half a day in a space saturated Avith water-vapour,

it will gradually recover from the cur\ature which had arisen

;

various coleoptiles then resume their normal erect position; not that

the wound itself closes through the apposition of the parts separated

-) H. Fitting. Die Leitung tropislischer Reize in parallelolropen Pflanzenteilen.

(Jhrb. f. wiss. Bot. Bd. 44. 1907).
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by the ciil ; lliis iievei- luippciis; ihc cut imder all cirriiiusUDices

heconies speedily a gaping wuiuid. If we now bring a coleoptile

wliieh has once more become erecl, iiilo the ordinary air of a room
which by contiiuions ventilation is ke|)t as pure as possible, then

we again see a strong curvature take place towards the wound.

Evaporation doubtless |)lays a predominant part or, generally

speaki]ig, the intluence of the wound is very great in the ordinary

atmosphere of the I'oom. Is it therefore to be wondered at, that

with a cut on the posterior side and with unilateral illumination of

the apex in front, the base does not curve phototropically in the

ordinary atmosphere of the room ?

As W'ill follow from further experiments, the oidy right interpretation

is that through evaporation from the wound the base has an inclination

to curve backwards, so that its phototropic curvature is annulled.

That the apex itself under these circumstances indeed curves photo-

ti'opically, is one })roof the more of its extraordinary sensitiveness

to light. p

These experiments emphatically show that any experiments in

which incisions are made must per se take place in a space saturated

with water-vapour: this requirement has not always been fulfilled, so

tlial we have data in ])lant physiology on so-called traumatic stimuli

and their transmission, wdiich probably must be ascribed more to

an evaporation-effect than to the effect of a stimulus; this applies

for instance to the transmission of traumatic stimuli by dead elements.

When BoYSEN Jensen finds that the base, in a space saturated with

water-vapour, and with a posterior cut, curves phototropically- when

the apex is illuminated (I call the illuminated side the anterior), then

this is caused by the fact that -on account of the great decrease of

evaporation, the force directed backwards is also much smaller and

therefore the j)hototropical effect is hardly counteracted at all. But

we must at once add, that in the latter case the extent of the basal

phototropical curvature is dependent on the size of the wound but

above all on the time, during which the incised coleoptiles remained

in the atmosphere of the room before being brought into the space

saturated with water-vapour. A few miiuites, exposure to the air of

the room can indeed be sufficient to prevent the phototropic curvature

of the base in the atmosphere saturated with water vapour. Alike

in the experiments of Boysen Jensen and in my own the incision

was always made in the ordinary air of the room, because of the

very considerable difficulties that attend the performing of the various

operations and |)reparatiüns directly within a space saturated with

water vapour.

23*
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Therefore it is again easilj' miderslood why Boysen Jensen

obtained no phototropic cnrvature of the base in air satnrated

with water vapour when he introduced a mica plate into the posterior

incision. It always takes some time to introduce a mica plate into

the \evy fine incision, wiien working in a weak red light with an

average of 8—10 seedlings, and taking care not to handle the objects

more than is necessary ; above all great care is necessarj' in placing

the little cylinders round the bases. The result of Jhis is, that the

seedlings huve already been exposed too long to the air of the room

to give a phototropical curvature of the base, because the influence

of the evaporation from the wound has alreadj^ become much too great.

This is my reason for repeating Boysen Jensen's experiments in such

a way, that special precautions were taken to avoid making the cut

needlessly large and that the seedlings operated on were only exposed,

to the influence of the air of the room for a minimal time.

For this purpose each seedling is treated separately and finished

completely ; the cut on the posterior side is only made in the coleoptile

and in particular does not extend (o the leaves since these by an

evaporation curvature counteract any curvature which might occur

in the base of the coleoptile. Hence a semi-circular cut is made, into

which a crescent-shaped piece of tin-foil is introduced, so that the

wound is really completely shut olf. Next the base is covered with

a little cylinder of black paper and the coleoptile so treated is at

once covered by a bell-jar saturated with water vapour. Thus, from

a box of seedlings, each coleoptile is separately worked through

;

specimens, in which the operation does 'not succeed readilj-, are

definitely excluded. When all the seedlings have been thus treated,

unilateral illumination is admitted.

The result of this experiment was according to expectation, but

nevertheless equally surprising and convincing -. for in these conditions

the base actually executed a clear phototropic curvature. With this

not only is the interpretation of Boysen Jensen disproved, but it is

moreover shown that his results must really be ascribed to some

influence of the evaporation from the wound.

But also in a quite different way, I have succeeded in showing

the inaccuracy of Boysen Jensen's interpretation. As has already

been mentioned, when a cut is made on the posterior side, the base

shows a strong curvature towards the wound. Yet if the apex is

illuminated on its anterior side then the base remains erect, and

does 7iot curve towards the wound as indeed Boysen Jensen found.

The question which at once presents itself is ivhy, in this last case,

the base does not curve towards the wound, for if Boysen Jensen's
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localisaüon hypothesis is correct, if l\y the cut on the poslerior side,

provided with a mica pUite, die phototropic connection between the

l')ase and the apex is indeed broken, then it must still be a matter

of inditference to the base, wliether the coleoptile is illuminated or

not. Now, however, since we see that on illuminating the apex, the

base does not curve towards the side of the wound, the suspicion

arises that there is still, along the front side of the coleo[)tilc, a

transmissi(jn of the phototropic effect. This suspicion vvcis confirmed

when in addition to that on the posterior side, an anterior cut was

made and was provided with a mica plate, so that the alleged

transmission in front would be inhibited. I have carried out the

experiment in such a way that I made first a cut on tiie anterior

side, after which I let the plant recover from the operation as

described above, for about three-quarters of a day in a space

saturated with water-vapour, so that it again became erect. Then

on the posterior side a cut was made and provided with a mica-

plate ; immediately afterwards the apex was illuminated, while for the

rest I allowed the plant to remain in the ordinai-y air of the room.

This is therefore really the fundamental experiment of Boysen

Jensen, only with the difference, that by taking special precautions,

transmission on the front side is also prevented. The result of this

experiment was again completely convincing; the base now curved

indeed towards the side of the wound in spite of the illumination

at the apex. The cut on the anterior side indeed exerts an influence,

but the fresh cut on the posterior side preponderates and over-rides

also the transmission of stimulus which possibly might have taken

place from both incisions. This result furnishes ])roof that by the

cut on the front side "something" is really held back which before

prevented the base from curving towards the side of the wound.

What can this "something" be other than a phototropic curvature

effect? Therefore here also on the anterior side transmission of

stimulus takes place.

The following experiment furnishes direct proof that the trans-

mission of stimulus can take place anywhere. In contrast with the

foregoing experiment a cut with the arrangement of mica-plate was

made both in front and behind, whilst the seedlings during the

whole experiment remain in the ordinary air of the room, this

again being an experiment, similar to Boysen Jensen's initial experi-

ment, with the difference that the unilateral influence of the cut on

the posterior side is inhibited by a cut on the anterior side. Control

experiments indeed show that in such an experiment, without

further illumination, the base remains erect. Suppose we now
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illumine the apex on the anterior side, then we see unequivocally

that the base executes a phototropic curvature, although it is some-

times necessary to wait longer. This therefore is again proof that

BoYSEN Jensen's hypothesis cannot be accepted, but also, that the

stimulus can transmit itself past the two wounds which often overlap,

that is to say, it does not necessarily take a straight course.

In short, all these experiments sufficiently show that Boysen

Jensen has not interpreted his results correctly. There is no question

of localisation of the transmission of phototropic stimulus. The

stimulus is transmitted, from the apex to the base, along any

arbitrary line, so that the results of Fitting are thus upheld

once more.

§ 3.

A second problem of the phototropic ti-ansmission of stimulus,

with which 1 have occp.pied myself, and shall deal in this section,

is the polarity of phototropic stimulus transnussion and some newly

discovered facts in conuection with it.

The polarity of ])hototropic transmission of stimulus was iirst of

all discussed by Rothkkt, but as he himself truly says, was iiot

demonstrated by him with comj)lete certainty. Since then no one

has further concerned himself with it.

When the coleoptiles of Avena are ilhiuiinated at the apex

unilaterally, then the plant executes a phototropic curvature effect

towards the base. If we now wish to investigate the polarity of

this transmission of stimulus, we have only to illuminate the base

in order further to trace to what extent any basal curvature is

transmitted towards the apex. It should be clearly understood that

henceforth the base and i\[)ex refer to the basal half and the

ai)ical half of the coleoptile. Accordingly before I adjusted the

necessary little cyliiiders or caps, a very fine line of ink was made

at the middle of the coleoptile, which might thus always serve as

a guide. In order to be able (o observe clearly the curvature of the

apex, I fastened the basal |)art after illuminating it, by means of

a closely fitting, unbendable cylinder of tin-foil, made by rolling

the foil several times round a little ghiss-tube, of the same, width

as the coleoptile. During the illumination of the base the apical

portion was always covered \)\ an accurately fitting cap of tin-foil.

A really great experimental difficulty arises fiom the sensitiveness

of the coleoptile to contact stimulus. We must proceed very

carefully, and a knowledge of contact-curvatures as such is of first
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iinporfaricc. Tims, for instance, we niusl lake si)ec'ial care (hat tlic

little cylinder oi- cap does not, by being placed obliqnely, rest with

its edge unilaterally against the coleoptile, as may so easily happen;

this causes very troul)lesoine contact-curvatures, which might lead

to eri-or. We may probably conclude that the reason for Rothkrt's

tailure in his experiments on polarity, must be ascribed to these

contact-curvatures, which were unknown to him.

If we now set to work to discover wdiether any basal phototropic

curvature effect can be transmitted to the apex then in any case

we must first api)ly to the base such a quantity of light that it

really curves, in order to be sure that the light has been perceived

there. One is at once struck by the fact, that the base is ccrii

much less S(')isitire than the ape.r, in spite of the former not being-

inferior in rate of growth to the lattei', especially at the higher

temperatures at which these experiments were made. I made a

determination of sensitiveness as described in the first section and

so found that the quantity of light which is necessary to cause

a just observable maximal curvature at 25—27° C... after Vj^ hours

is for the base about 20000 candle meter seconds, whilst that for

the apex, at the high temperature employed reaches a value of

only 18 candle meter seconds. A very distinct basal curvature was

only obtained with 50000 candle meter seconds, a quantity of energy

wntli wiiich my first experiments were performed.

The result of this first series of experiments was to show that

after an illumination of the base in this way a phototropic curvature

of the apex can never be observed. Now since for a possible apical

curvature it might not be indifferent, with wdiat quantity of light

the base was illuminated, a large series of experiments were arranged,

in which the base was illuminated w^ith very different quantities of

light, starting from 'JOO candle meter seconds and gradually mounting

to several thousand candle meter seconds. But not in a single one

of these cases could curvature of the apex be observed. Tlds is

therefore a clear proof of the existence of a pohvitii, of an irrever-

sibiiiti/, in the transmission of a phototropic stimulus.

In order now to trace how far this polarity Avas dependent on

the influence of any external conditions, especially having in mind

gravitation, we made tw^o new series of experiment's, in \\hi('li

first of all suitable coleoptiles wei'e ke|)t in an inverted position

during the whole experiment, and in addition experiments in which

the coleoptiles were fastened to a clinostat with horizontal axis.

But in neither of these two series of experiments could any

transmission from the base to the a])ex be traced.
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l^earing in mind the great difference in sensitiveness between the

apex and the liase, I considered to what extent tlie greater sensitiveness

of the apex might be caused by its being in general more trans-

parent to light than the base, since the leaves which are found

within the coleoptile, frequently do not completely till the apex and

since they are also narrower and thinner than those in the l)ase;

lience at the apex more cells of the coleoptile receive direct unilateral

illumination than at the base, where the leaves are mucii thicker

and broader and, in addition to being more opaque, offer a greater

resistance to any curvatures. In order fui-ther to decide this question

the leaves when very young were removed from the coleoptile, so

that the base was then as transparent as the apex. However the

great trouble which this gave was not i-ewarded by a positive result

:

the leafless colcoptiles behaved in exactly the same way as the

normal ones.

We will now pass on to the description of some experiments,

of which the results may be able to tlii-ow new light on the

physiology of stimulus.This paper has always been concerned with

the polarity of the ti'ansmission of phototropic stimuli; but it must

be specially borne in mind, that our terminology is only based on

the outward visible effect, which we shall si)eak of as the phototi'opic

curvature effect; and it is the pohirity or rather the irreversibility

of the phototropic curvature effect which has been demonstrated in

the course of tiiis investigation. The question will now be answered

as to how far the apex, even though it does not curve when the

base is illuminated, is nevertheless influenced by the illuminated

basal portion. Here we obtain the result that the darkened apex

is indeed influenced by the ilinminated base, namely in the sense

that the base renders the ape.v more .sensitive. For this experiment

the apex is shut off by means of a closely fitting cap of tin-foil,

and subsequently the base is illuminated; immediately afterwards the

apex is freed and the base made immoveable by means of a closely

fitting cylinder of' tin-foil ; then the apex is illuminated in order to

determine the quantity of light which is necessary in order to

establish after half an hour a maximal curxature and at the same

time control plants are started in which the base had not been

illuminated before, but which, for the sake of more accurate

comparison, had been fitted with little caps and cylinders just as the

actual plants of the experiment. The result now v/as that the quantity

of light necessary to give a maximal apex curvature after half an

hour at 25°—27° C, amounts to about 85 candle meter seconds

for the control-plants, wl'.ilst for the seedlings in which the base
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had been previously- illuniiiuiled, the amotiut was only about 12

candle meter seconds. Throwjli lllamination of tJic base th<' ape.i-

there/ore became more sensitive.

This fact is very remarkable; for let us at once lay emphasis on

the fact that the adequacy of a small amount of light necessary to

make the apex curve, when the base is illuminated, is not at all a

question of summation; for an effective sununation only occurs in

unilateral stimulation, whilst in the present case the increase of

sensitiveness is on every side; summation does not therefore come
into consideration.

This diifuse enrichment with light energy might to some extent be

compared with an all-round direct illumination of the apex, but, and
here I lüish to lay special emphasis, we know from phototropic

attnnement, that on the contrary an all-round illumination diminishes

the sensitiveness; the conception of sensitiveness in the present incesti-

gation is therefore completeh/ opposed to the notion of attiuiin<i and
maij in no way be identified ivith it.

What has been established with regard to the influence of tlie

illuminated base on the apex was also found to be true of the

influence of the illuminated apex on the darkened base.

Since in the latter case we have the difficulty of the phototropic

curvature effect being transmitted to the base, the top half of the

coleoptile w^as cut off, three minutes after the illumination of the

base. Three minutes, and most probably even less, were sufficient

foi' the base to show already the influence of the illuminated apex,

again in the sense that the base becomes more sensitive. Control

experiments prove that by means of the current of sensitiveness

alone, hence without the direct illumination following upon it, a

curvature of the base never occurred. All that we know of the trans-

mission of the curvature effect from the apex makes it improbable,

tliat in tiie three minutes (a time which in all probability might be

further diminished), the cui-xature effect would have already reached

the base. We can confidently say that there is also here, as in the

case of increased apical sensitiveness, a current of sensitiveness which

as it were travels like a shock through the plant at the moment of

illumination.

§ 4.

As a result of the experimoiUs described above, we can say that

it is here very clearly found that perception and reaction are two

wholly different processes. We have seen how on illiunination a

current of sensitiveness travels almost immediately through the
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coleoptile and in it we therefore see the perception retlecteil. Hut

this current of sensitiveness in itself never gives rise to curvature

effect; for tliat, direct illumination is necessary, a second physiological

principle, as it were of light which calls into existence a distinct

process, namely the curvature elfect, which thus manifests itself to

some extent as independent of the perception process. When we

seek to explain the facts described above we are thus justified in

expressing in our hypothesis, the independent course of these two

photo-physiological processes, and so the results of the present

investigation have perhaps brought us a step nearer to the solution

of the process of phototropic stimulation. I shall now attempt to

construct with the facts mentioned a hypothesis which may perhaps

lead to further investigations in the field of the physiology of stimulus.

Let ns first of all take the really striking fact that the base is so

very much less sensitive than the apex. We must duly consider

that we are dealing with the following phenomenon : in one and

the same small organ two parts are in proximity, only separated

from each other by about 1 cm. and differing in age only by about

one day, and these parts show a difference of sensitiveness to light

to the extent of the apex being J 500 times more sensitive than

the base. The question is whether such a difference of sensitiveness

corresponds to a normal condition ; can it l)e regarded as true under

all circumstances? is it a predisposition, independent of any illumination,

a difference in the constitution of the pi-otoplasm existing apart from

any effect of light?

Is it probable that the plasma of one aiul the same young tissue

growing vigorously and healthily in every part, can in the course of

one day decrease so enornu^usly in sensitiveness that the apex possesses

an almost proverbial sensitiveness, while with respect to the base

there has even been a time (I am thinking of Darwin) when the

latter was regarded as insensitive to light?

Such a phenomenon must l)e based on something else than a

decrease of sensitiveness in the ordinary sense of the word. It points

to a certain definite influence which the illumination as such exercises

on the coleoptile, and suggests a certain change which the plant

undergoes by means of the illumination. If in this polarity of the

sensitiveness of apex and base, we were inclined to see a suggestion

of the polarity of the transmission of stimulus, the admission of a

change wliich is brought about by the light itself corresponds with

the fact that the polarity of phototropic transmission of stimulus is

also not influenced by external circumstances which lie outside the

actual illumination.
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The specific change which ihe plant nudergoes under tiie intluence

of illumination, we will call phototo/ius. The phototonus is then seen

to bring about the ditference in sensitiveness between the aj)ex and

base and by reason of this in the last resoi't, the polarity of the

transmission of stimulus also.

In the foregoing section emj)hasis has been laid on the fact that

this phototonus can al)soluteh' not be compared to the "attuning

phenomeiion". This phototonus expresses itself as a wave of sensi-

tiveness which in a short time runs through the plant organ and

must, on the ground of experiment, t)e regarded as distinct from the

phototropic curvature eifect. From the experiments on the sensitisation

of the base when the apex is illuminated, it is clear that the process

of sensitisation is primary, and the curvature effect secondary. The

rapidity with which the phototonus spreads through the coleoptile,

taken in connection with the very remarkable polarity in sensitiveness

of apex and base, gives rise to the surmise that we have here to

deal with a polar displacement followed by a polar massing of ions;

in the apex an accumulation of ions specially sensitive to light, in

the base of those less sensitive to light, and it is this process which

tirst shows itself oji illumination; this phototonus would therefore

be the actual j)rocess of perception; experiments prove that this

process is an independent one. We then get as a secondary process

the specific intluence of direct light on the two accumulations of ions;

this also is ah independent process and is very probably of a chemical

nature, a })hotocheinical process therefore ^). This photochemical process

causes the curvature effect; to what extent the actual curvature is

directly caused by any change of permeability which might be set

up photochemically is left undecided. The ions in the apex wdiicli

are very sensitive to light cause there also a very intense pholo-

cheniical process, which in its turn brings about an equally powerful

transmission towards the basal portion, while in the base the ions

which are slightly sensitive to light cause a weak basal photochemical

process with a corresponding!}^ weak transmission of negligible

magnitude; it is thus that the phenomenon of irreversibility of the

transmission of phototropic stimulus arises.

If we take the general standpoint of the j)hysiology of stimulus,

that where there is absence of or little sensitiveness, absence of or

slight transmission of stimulus is to be expected, then the well-known

slowness of transmission of vegetable phototropic slimuli is explained

by the tact that the base is so slightly sunsiti\e.

1) A. H. Blaauw. Die Perzeption des Lichtes. (Recucil ties Travaux Bolaniciucs

Néei'landais. Vol. 5).
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To sum up, we have been able to analyse tlie j)i"oc'ess of pliototropic

stimulation into the primary electro-physiological perception process

which causes the remarkable polar division of sensitiveness between

the apex and the base and by this means has become the actual

cause of the irreversibility of the phototropic curvature effect and

in addition, secondarily, the photochemical process which brings about

the curvature. Possibly we may be able to refer the decrease of the

phototropic curvatnre effect by means of greater quantities of energy,

as also rectipetality, to the origin of polarisation currents, to which

the polai' accumulations of ions in their turn give rise.

Utrecht, September 1911.

Chemistry. — " The photochemical transformations of Ferri-trichloro-

acctate solutions".. By Prof. F. AI, Jaeger. (Communicated by

Prof. V. Rombukgh).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 30, 1911).

§ 1. When carrying out some few yeai-s ago a series of investi-

gations relating to the photochemical transformations of certain

iron-salts by exposure to the light, 1 noticed that the almost

colourless solution, which forms, if fresldy precipitated ferric hydroxide

is shaken for some days, in the dark, with an excess of an a(|ueous

solution of trichloroacetic acid, — rapidly deposits, when exposed

to the light, a white crystalline substance; while, simultaneously,

a colourless gas collects in the closed limb of the U-tube employed.

Although a more fully detailed article on the many c[uestions which
present themseKes, will appear shortly, a few preliminary communi-
cations are already following here, regarding this remarkable photo-

chemical reaction.

§ 2. Originally the solutions were prepared by shaking freshly

precipitated ferric hydroxide, after prolonged and complete washing,

in stoppered bottles with an aqueous solution of thrichloroacetic acid

for some days in the dark. The colourless solution may be kept

unaltered in the dark for an indetinite time; but when exposed to

daylight, it splits off, after some time, a white crystalline substance

with a peculiar odoui'. If an e.vcess of Fe„0^ is taken, the solution

obtained is orange-yellow, it is then not sensitive to light, but it

regains this property as soon as the solution is again rendered

colourless by addition of an excess of trichloroacetic acid.
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Afterwards llic solutions rcciuired were always prepared by double

decomposition of the pure bariiiin-salt of trichloroacetic acid with

ferric sulphate. The pure acid, twice distilled in vacuum (b.p. 94°,8

ujider 12 m.m. pressure) was converted by means of barjiumhydroxide

into the barium-salt, which crystallises with varying quatjtities of water.

A preparation with 25,3 "/o oï ]ja was precipitated with a ferric sulphate

of 22,5 "/„ of F(' and the solution was filtered several times in the

cold. It has a pale yellow colour and gives no precipitate either

with BaCl, or H^SO^ ; it is, moreover, not sensitive (o light, but

can be brought in such condition l)y means of an excess of trichloro-

acetic acid.

Another time it was tried to obtain a solution of the salt as

concentrated as [)0ssible. A solution of the barium-salt containing

4 niols. pro litre, was mixed with a solution of ferric sulphate

containing 1.33 mol. pro litre. The BaSO^ now separates in a

colloidal, very viscous mass, which prevents a complete decomposition

from taking place, even when one of the solutions is poured in a thin

stream and with constant stirring into the other. Tiie fdtered liquid

is always rich in ii/7-salt, whereas the brownish precipitate, on

washing with water, yields a reddish-brown solution, which contains

an excess of ferric sulphate. The direct fdtrate is almost colourless

and very viscous; after being analysed it is treated cautiously with

ferric sulphate until it gives no precipitate with BaCl^ or dilute

H^SO^. On repeating the experiment such incomplete decomposition

was noticed constantly.

Although the quantity of the highly concentrated solution thus

obtained, amounted only to 200 cm^ many of its properties were

studied just because the phenomena observed with these very strong

solutions were much more simple than with the diluted ones. A
solution containing 32,33 "/u by Aveight of iron salt, corresponding

to about 0,06 gram-molecule of salt in 100 grams of solution was

especially employed.

§ 3. Properties of the solution. It has a brownisli-yellow colour

but gradually tuins a little darker on exposure to the air; by an

excess of water it turns more of a yellowish-brown, and by an excess

of trichloroacetic acid it becomes colourless.

With a little //^ SO^ it becomes nearlj- colourless ; with dilute

7/2 SO^ also, but with a very faint tinge of sea-green.

With a little HNO^ (S.g. 1,4) it turns almost colourless; with an

excess, pale yellow. With a little strong //C/ it turns greenish-yellow
;

with an excess intensively' orange-yellow.
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With acetic iiciil il (iinis vcllow, with ah-ohol yellowish-brown,

with ether hiood-red aii'l after shakiiiu' re|)eale(liy witli ether all the

ferric salt may be extracted. The dried ethereal solution yields on

evaporation, besides a little trichloroacetic acid, a reddish brown

crystalline mass which, on analysis, appears to have a varying

composition and contains about 10 7o of C, 067» of 67 and 10 to

11 "/„ of Fe. It always contains too little C for a normal ferric

trichloroacetate. Undoubtedly it is a mixture of two hexatrichloroacetato-

derivatives.

A freshly prepared solution gives with A(/ A'Oj a scarcely perceptible

A<j 6V-reaction ; old solutions yield more Ar/ CI. Indeed, the same

l)henomenon is • also found with strong solutions of the acid itself;

it is based, as we shall see, on an oxydalion by atmospheric oxygen.

The solution exhibits all the reactions of the ferric-ion; with

potassium thiocyanafe a red, with ])Otassium ferrocyanide a blue

colouration; with XHjJH and alkali-hydroxides a preci|)itate of

colloidal Fe.J)z\ with H^S a separation of sulphur, with JK a

liberation of iodine; with XaMPO^ a while precipitate soluble in

excess of trichloroacetic acid ; with f.V//J.yS" a black precipitate of

FeS. The solution has an acid reaction. The analysis shows that the

relation of Fe -. CI in the solution is exactly 2 atoms of i^^t' to 9 atoms

of CI. There is no doubt that the behaviour is that of a solution

of a true ferric salt.

§ 4. Beluivioui' in the lujhL The

couceutrated solution is soon decomposed

ill daylight with cvolutioji of a colourless

gas and separation of a heavy, white

crystalline precipitate \vith a [)eculiar

odour.

The gas, on anah^sis, proved to consist

of pure carbon-dioxide. The white

substance was filtered off, sharply dried

and repeatedly recrystallised from ether

and alcohol. On slow evaporation the

crystals shown in tig. 1 were formed.

They are rhomb ic-bijj)/rnmidal an could

be proved also by etching figures.

Axial relation -. a : b : c = 1,7992 :

1 : 3,1713.

Form.s : a = |100|, predominant and

very lustrous; ?n ^ \110\, also yielding

p-
2_

sharp reflexes; >• = flOlj narrower and

tn a m:
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reflecting' l)iit dull}'; the planes n and r are frcqnenlly striped parallel

to the /^-axis.

The crystals are somewhat elongated along the c-axis ; tliej'donot

possess a decided cleavability.

according according

Angular values : Measured: Calcuhiteil: \o (r.-. to />.-.

a: m =:(1Ü0):(110)=:* 60° 56' — 60° 54' 61° 0'

a : r = (100) : (10 J) = * 29 34 - 29 35 29 40

m : m = (110) : (TlO) = 58 4 58° 4' 58 12 58

r : r = (101) : (TOl) = 120 54 120 52 120 50 120 40

m:r =r(110):(i01)= 64 58 65 64 57 65 5

Tn convergent polarised light, the two branches of a dark hyper-

bola are noticed on a; the axial plane is probably i)arallel to |100|.

Strong donble refraction and everywhere normal extinction.

From these determinations it follows that the substance is nothing

else but 'pure liexacliloroethane C^Clg, studied by Bi?ooKr^, ^) in 1824

and later, in 1904, by Gossner -), who obtained his crystals from

carbon disulphide. Gossnkr finds as optical axial plane jlOOj, with b

as acute bisectrix; the double refraction is strong and negative, the

dispersion: ^)<iv. Sp. gr. of the crystals: 2,091.

The measiu-ements of Brooke and of Gossner are placed next to

mine for the pnrpose of comparison; in those of Gossner, the 6- and

c-axis have been interchanged, but from his axial v^alues — using

the plan adopted here — the axial relation is readily calculated as

a:b:c = 1,7965 : 1 : 3,1649.

This leaves no doubt that the two preparations are perfectly identical.

A chlorine-determination after Liebig's method gave 89,757o CI ;

calculated 89,877o Ci On account of incomplete decomposition,

Carius' method always gave too little CL The melting point is situated

at 186° C. ; the snbstance then begins to evaporate almost at once ; so

its triple-point-pressure can differ but little from one atmosphere.

§ 5. It soon became evident, that the splitting into CO,, and C^Cl^

needs not to be the only reaction, uidess special precautions are taken.

First of all it was noticed that the same solution gave C(J^-\- C^Cl
in one vessel, whereas in other apparatus the liquid turned yellow,

and free chlorine, readily detectable, was formed together with a

very little chloroform; in the absence of an excess of free acid y^..^^

1) Brooke, Ann. of Phil. 23. 864. (1824).

~) Gossner, Zeils. f. lirysl. und Miner. 38. 151. (1*)Ü4).
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wa« also deposited. After a long 'search it was found thai (he cause

of the reaction could not l)c traced to the different kinds of glass

used, but was directly connected with the presence of free oxygen

above the surface of the liquid. This prevents the separation of

hexachloroethane, but on tlie oilier hand, causes the formation of C'/.,

,

HCl, and Fe./),. Iji this and in other cases — as will be shown

afterwards more in detail — it has been proved that trichloroacetic

acid in aqueous solutions acts in a remarkable manner as an oxygen-

carrier, and that the free acid itself is oxidised with elinr'nation

of free chlorine. Such can be proved by the catalytic oxidation of

»//i-solution by air if (X'U . COJi is present; a reaction which also

takes place in the dark with measurable velocity. Further by the

auto-oxidation of 21s.- and 4N.-acid solutions, if they are kept in

contact with air; by the auto-oxidation of fei-iic-chloride-solutions,

which all begin to get charged with (V-ions etc.

These oxidation phenomena explain why, from a solution pi-epared

from 240 grams of crystallised bariumhydroxide -}- 250 grams of

trichloroacetic acid and decomposed with 100 grams of anhydrous ferric

sulphate, after seven months, a quantity of hexachloroethane was

obtained which amounted to only 427o of the theoretical yield. In the

solution was still found, by titration, 0,118 gram-atom of chlorine as

ion ; besides about 25 grams of free trichloroacetic acid, which were

obtained by direct extraction and then identified. The solution gave

all the rccxctions for ft'rrou.-<-\o\\ besides these for the /Vryvr-ion. As

these reactions had taken place in three open bottles the cause must

be attributed to the action of the air. In the study of the photo-

chemical deconq)Osition it is, therefore, necessary to carefidhj exclude

every trace of free oxygen.

§ 6. Light absorption. A solution of 16 grams of ferric salt in

100 grams of the liquid exhibits iji a layer of 10 cm. thickness the

complete absorption of the visible violet, of the blue and of about

^j^ of the green in the visible spectrum. If then to the solution are

added 16 grams of trichloroacetic acid, the now colourless solution

has a much smaller absorption-power ; still, with a 10 cm. thick

layer, about 7s of t'^^ visible \iolet also disappeared.

The solution was now placed in four troughs which were covered

with glass plates as monochromatic as possible
;
yellow, green, red

and blue '). As might have been expected, no action whatever was

observed, even after several weeks, in the red and yellow troughs ;

on the other hand, after a short time, action occurred in the blue

1) From ScHOTT & Gen, Jena.
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umi soinewluil hilor <also in the ürecii trouulis. Tlic (leeomposilion in

the bhie light proceeded about 3 or 4 limes more rapidly than in

the green one.

A similar solution was placed in tubes and troughs consti'ucted of

uviol glass, and the light of three uviol lamps was concentrated

thereupon by means of a uviol lens of 120 mm. diameter. After 8

hours' exposure a measurable quantity of C^Cl^ had already de|)osited.

(^Quantitative experiments in a small uviol thermostat and also in a

(piartz apparatus with the aid of a cpiartz lamp are now being

carried out ; they prove anyhow, that the decomposition-xelocity

depends distinctly on the concentration of the solutions. Generally,

the action of the ultraviolet light is again a particularly strong one.

§ 7. Further decompositions are caused by the electric current

and by an elevation of tem|)erature. The latter first causes a brown

colouration owing to increased hydrolysis ; afterw^ards evolution of

CO., and a turbidity due to a deposit of Fc-^ O^, and liberation of

chlorofonn. (^)uite analogous, for instance, is, as I noticed, the decom-

position of a solution of tliallous-tribromoacetate into CO.^ and CHB)\

when heated at 70°, ciud the p/iotocheniical trfinsforination oï a sohxüon

of ferric-tribromoacetate, which always yields 00.^, Fe^ 0^ and

hromoform.

The electrolysis of the ferric salt shows nothing much in parti-

cular. The specific resistance of the solutions is great and at first

they always tuni brown. At an increased current-density, an evolution

of gas takes place at the anode and this gas is nothing else but

free chlorine. Simultaneously we can observe at the cathode the

formation of a ferrous salt, also the presence of much HCl which

causes the resistance to gradually decrease. Hence, both the thermic

and the electrolytic decompositions of the ferric salt are different

from the photochemical one.

In regard to the above stated comparisons between the three

transformation-form 8 of the ferric solutions, one miglit also imagine

that it was i)ractically a question of a photochemical splitting of

trichloroacetic acid, in which the i'Vion would exercise its wellknown

photocatalytic action. It is, therefore, obvious to also compare this

splitting of the CCl^ . CT/^-complex with the thermochemical and

its electrolytic decomposition.

The thermochemical decomiwsition has l)een thoroughly studied
;

6'^>., and C'// 6'/, ^ii"e always the main products in the desintegration

of the trichloroacetic acid molecule. This happens, for instance, on

boiling the solution of the alkali, barium, ihallous and of the ferric

24

Procteiiiugi Royal Acad. Amsteidaiu. Vol. XIV.
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salts. This form of deoomposi tioM is therefore, quite distinct from (he

photochemical splitting. The question is what (he electrolysis of the

acid might be able to teach us ?

§ 8. In the study of the photochemical decomposition of the ferric

salt of trichloroacetic acid we found C^ Clg and CO^^ as the main

products. This splitting of the acid is apparently quite analogous to

that observed in the electrolysis of the carboxylic acids and their

salts '). KoLBF, found that the acetates, in favourable circumstances,

give mainly C\ H^ and CO.^ ; Kaufler and Herzog, however, get

with monochloroacetic acid different results, namely, always a

liberation of CI and formation of formaldehyde ; Herzog (Diss.),

however, also founii in addition metliylene-chloride (in the case of

bromoacetic acid, methylene-bromide and with iodoacetic acid, me-

thylene-iodide and also iodine) ; Crum Brown and Walker obtained

from ethylpotassium-malonate the dietliyl-ester of succinic acid ; also

from succinic acid, adipic acid ; from adipic acid, sebacic acid and

from the latter suberic acid. Kaufler and Herzog succeeded, moreover,

in proving, by means of an anode charged with iodine, that the

formation of C^ H^ from acetic acid does not take place according

to the mechanism suggested by Kékulé and Bourgeoin (Ann. d.

Chem. 131 79. (1864; and Ann. de chim. phys. (4), 14. 157 (1868)

neither in the manner represented by Schall (Z. fur Electrochem.

3. 86. (1896)), but simply according to:

2CH3.CÖ.O + 2©^2CH3.CO.O-2CO, + 2CH3 = 2CO, + C,H,.

The intermediary formation of the 6W3-groups was proved by the

generation of CH^ J, which was fixed as phenyldimethylammonium

iodide and determined as such.

Hence, if, in the electrolysis of trichloroacetic acid, C^ Cl^ could

indeed be obtained besides CO.^ , the photochemical splitting of the

iron salt would be quite analogous to an electrolytic process.

. This fact is of great theoretical significance. With our veiy imper-

fect knowledge of the mechanism of the photochemical reactions several

theories as to its nature have originated wdiich each have their pro

and contra, according to the particular cases in which they are applied.

^) KoLBE, Lieb. Ann. 69. 257 (1849); Jahn. Wied. Ann. 37. 408.(1880); Grum

Brown and Walker, Lieb. Ann. 261. 107. (1890): Kaufler and Herzog, Bed. Ber.

42. 3858. (1909); Feist, Berl. Ber. 33. 2094. (1900; von Miller and Hofer, Berl.

Ber. 28. 2427 (1895); Elbs and Kratz, Journ. f. prakt. Chemie, N. F. 55. 502.

(1897); Elbs. ibid. (2). 47. 104; G. Herzog, Inaug. Diss. Zurich, 1909; Troeger

and Ewers, J. f. prakt. Ghem. (2). 58. 127. (1898).
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For ;i imiiilior of years tli(> ()|)iiii()ii lias gained ,i!;i-()iiii(l in dillerenl

([uartcrs, (luil the pliotoclieiincal reaclion wonld be quite analogous

to the lliernioehemieal one at a niiicli higlier lemperatni-e ol' the

system; that, therefore, the liglit (diielly increases in a liigh degree

the "tein|)eratui'e" in the system of the reacting substances, vvliich

would explain the great reaction-velocity and tiie small temperature-

coefficient thei-eof, etc.

()|)posed to this view in a certain sense is another theoi'y, lately

defended es|)ecially by Bancroft, in which the great analogy between

the photochemical reaction and the processes, occurring in the electi-o-

Ij'sis at the cathode or the anode is pointed out. In particular, the

analogy with cathodic reductions occupies the first place. It cannot

be denied that the comparison is, in many cases, strikingly correct.

The decomposition-form of ferric-trichloroacetate might serve in a

certain sense as an argument in favour of this theory, if the electro-

lysis of the acid actually proceeded in the sense of Kolbl's synthesis.

The following may ser\e to prove also the incorrectness of this

pres um[)t ion.

^9. If a dilute (N/jJ aqueous solution of trichloroacetic acid is

electrolysed between platinum electrodes, a current of about 0,05 anq).

and 5 volts being used, the only result is an evolution of 0.^ at the

anode and double the volume of H^ at the cathode. Yet, a little

C4 may be detected towards the end at the anode besides some

67'-ions in the liquid itself ^).

Afterwards a N/., solution was taken and submitted to electrolysis,

a current of 0,17 amp. and 8 volts being used. At the commencement

most of the gas is being evolved at the negative pole; the potential,

however, slowly falls to 7,6 volts and after an hour the proportion

between the volumes of the two gases has undergone but little

modification. After four hours, however, both volumes have become

e(jual; at the anode the evolution of the gas becomes more and

more rapid whilst at the cathode a more and more retarded evolu-

tion lakes place. The li([uid itself gets rich 'u\ CY'-ions, owing to

which the resistance gets less and the intensity of the current a little

greater. After another 37, hours, the volume of gas at the positive

pole is already much larger than that at the negative one, and con-

^) This fact has always escaped notice in experiments on the determination of

the electrolytic dissociation constant of trichloroacetic acid. It is very much the

question, whether the well-known extraordinarily large value of K for this acid, as

deduced fiom Ostwald's experiments, is nol to he attributed in part, to the pre-

sence of HCi in llie solutions.

24-
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tains chlorine to a large extent. The potential tluctuates, with shocks,

between 7 and 7.4 volts.

Next a 0.68 N. -solution was taken and electrolysed with 0.3 amp.

and 7.75 volls; the matter is now quite ditferent and the same as

that observed in the electrolysis of a 2 N.-solution with 0.46 amj).

and 7.6 \olts. In this latter case were formed iwincdlatftlii^ at the

positive pole, large gas-bubbles, which ascend /;// jiU ami starts,

while a continuously and slowly ascending stream of small gas

bubbles is noticed at the cathode. At the same time is formed at

the liquid-meniscus above the anode a lurbid looking drop, which,

gradually increasing in size, detaches from the meiiiscus and falls

down on account of its much greater density. Later, it was found

that an 8 N solution of the acid gives Cl^, CO^, COCl.,, and H^ and

Oj, bnt no liquid product.

After 50 minutes the volume of the gas at its negatix^e pole had

increased to 15 cc, that at the anode, however, to 88,3 cc. The

anodic gas was practically coloui-less and contained Cl^, CO.^ and

CO but also to a very large extent phosgene COCl., as was proved

by its various properties and by comparison with phosgene-gas,

expressl}'^ prepared for this pur|>ose from CCl^ and fuming sulphuric

acid.

In order to haxe a survey as to the relative velocity of the evolu-

tion of gas at both poles, a few observations taken from one series

of experiments are communicated in the table below:

Time : Anodic gas-volume : Cathodic gas-volume

:

(in cc.)

7

9

10

10.5

10.8

11,0

We notice that after a given time the evolution of hydrogen at

the cathode almost ceases. Probably the hydrogen is used up for a

reduction and as the whole of the liquid present in the u-tube is strongly

charged with phosgene and chlorine and a considerable quantity of

HCl is also formed therein, it is vei-y probable that this JI^ is ab-

sorbed to form HCl. In these experiments the potential fell continu-

ously until the end value of 7.25 Volts was reached.

(in minutes)
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The aiuilvsis of tlic anodic gas sIio\v(m1 thai ils coiiipositioii is not

constant, particiilarly as regards the chlorine-content. For instance,

of the 88.3 cc. mentioned above only 6,7 c.c. consisted of Cl^ ; the

remainder consisted of COC\^ and CO^ with a little free (X and CO.

The heavy, turbid liqnid was collected; on being washed with

water it generally at once solidifies. Yet, it seems as if the product

is not always the same in all conditions of temperature; for instance,

the mass resulting at 0° remained permanently- liquid under water

whereas the product jn-epared, as usual, at 22° generally solidified

suddenly like a strongly undercooled melt. This product, however,

has always the horrible odour wliicli reminds at once of chloral

and |)hosgene, and experimeiitiug with this substance consequently

becomes a veritable torment.

It is decomposed bv water; after some time it disappears in the

licpiid of the electrolyte. In that decomposition it yields volnmes of

phosgene. The melting |)oint of the substance, after repeated pressing,

when determined in a capillary tube, was 32°—34°. With water, it

yields COCl^, trichloroacetic acid and 6V'-ions. Hence, when heated

with KOH and aniline it gives the carbylamine-reaction, thus proving

the presence of CHCl^ which has formed from the CCl^COOH on

boiling with potassium hydroxide.

Anahisis. The substance was prepared by electrolysis of a '21.1
^l^

trichloroacetic acid solution, a current of 1,11:) amp. and 17 volts

at 22°.5 being used. It deserves notice that the liquid formed in the

electrolyte has always a somewhat lower temperature than the

surroundings. The substance was pressed many times and then dried

in a vacuum desiccator; 0.943 gram of the substance lost 0,3706 gr.

in weight thereby.

The residual mass was then analysed in duplicate according to

Cariüs. Found 75,62 7o—75.59 7„ average 75,61 7„ of CI
The compound is, therefore, nothing else but iric/iloroacetic-tricfdoro-

iiietkyl-ester : CCL, . CO^ . CCl^ , — which requires 75,8 7„ of 67.

This substance, I noticed, was indeed obtained by Elbs and Kuaatz

as electrolysis-product from the solution of the Na-, and Zn-sahs oi'

trichloroacetic acid. They, however, could not analyse it as it was

always obtamed by them contaminated with water and consequeatly

in a continuous state of decomposition. For this ester is decomposed

even by traces of water according to the equation:

CCl, . CO . OCCl, 4- H,() = CCI3 . CO . OH + HCl +C0C1,,

which also fully ex[)lains the formation of C(>CL^ at the anode and

that of HCl in the liquid. The melting point is given as 34°, therefore
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quite analogous to my own deteruiinatiou. Tlic fact however, that

the ester is formed principally at the surface of the Jiquid, also if

a 4 N.-solution of the Ba-?,£i\i is electrolysed, seems to indicate, that

the COCI3 plays some role in its formation. Perhaps:

CCI3 . CO .
0' -1- HCl + COCU ^ H,0 + CCI3 . COOCCI3 ?

As this substance has always been previously described as a li(piid,

we must assume that it remains readily in the condition of an under-

cooled melt; this also in connection with the low melting-point and

the depression tliereof caused by the HJJ and the decomposition

products ^). Indeed afterwards I found, that the pure ester, prepared

by chlorination of trichloroacetic-methylester in the sunlight, remains

liquid in a closed, evacuated vessel for several months

!

In dry ether it dissolves readily ; in alcohol or moist ether with

violent evolution of gas. With NH^ it forms a white crystalline

substance of a comparatively high melting-point, which appears to

be trichloroacet amide.

I also wish to observe that catalysts such as A/.JJ/,.,, for instance,

readily split the ester into CXV^ + CO^. It would not be a matter

of surprise, if also the catalytic action of the light could do this.

In that case the photochemical decom|)osition of the ferric salt, the

formation therein of CO^, C^Clf^, HCl, and free CCl^ . COOH, might

be explained l\y assuming an intermediary formation of this substance;

we should then have a complete analogy of the photochemical reac-

tion with an electrolytic process. If, however, this should not be the

case, — and up to the present, everything points to this, — the form

of the said photochemical reaction does not seem to tally either with

the one or the other of the two theoretical views.

§ 10. The fact that this singular compound is given in Bkii.stkin's '-)

manual as being identical with the jxnitucJiloivctliiil-estei' of chluro-

fonnic acid induced me to more carefully study both substances.

During this investigation I came across a shoi't treatise of Anschütz

and EMÉin^'), which authors had altcady prepared l)Otli compounds

in 1893 for e.vactly the same purpose. Although my results agree

1) It should be ol>served thai the formation of a coinijoand : CY'Aj . CO . OC'CV^ ii)

the electfolysls of trichloroacetic acid is in complete accord willi the experiences

of G. Herzog (Diss. Zurich 1909), who observed with monochloro-, monobromo-

and dichloroacelic acid the formation of the analogously constituted esters during

the electrolysis of the sodium salts.

~) Beilstein's Manual, Vol. 1. -171. (1893); corrected in Suppl. Vol. I. p. 167.

(1901).

'') Anschütz and Emery, Ann. der Cliem. 273. 56. (1892).
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with flieirs, a few particiilai's of (lie rcsearcli may he comniiiiiii'ated

Iiei-e because, at the end of their treatise, tliey seem to want fiii-ther

conhrmatioiis of (heii- didit whieh ai-e opposed to those of H. Mul-
lere). Moreover, a few additional daUi may be mentioned here.

The idea that CCl, CO, . 6YV, and Cl^.CO. 0. 0,01, should be

identical is derived from Or.oiiz^). He bases his view chietly on the

fact that botli esters lead, with H,0 , NH^OH, alkalis, alcohol etc.

to the same end-products.

Like OOh.OO.OOOk, the compound C/ . CO . 0C,C4 is also

converted by water into trichloroacetic acid, cai-bon-dioxide and

hydro?:en-chlorid^^ ; the |>h()sgene formed at tirst is decomposed by

watei' into 6V>, and '1 HOI.

The reaction with NH^ , which in both cases leads to trichloro-

acetamide, also seems to prove such. It is, however, plaiu that by

accepting, — according to Cloï;/, — the spliltiug off of CO 67. as the

first reaction-stadium, we can obtain from both esters the same

products, although they are diiferendy constituted.

CI NH„
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twice, the ester appeared to boil without decomposition at 205°,

2

under 758 mm. pressure. The solidifying point was constant at 23°, 7.

The compound, like the trichloroacetic-trichloromethyl ester, has a

strong tendency to undercooling; after inoculation it crystallises

immediately, but \yitli little linear yelocity. The heat of crystallisa-

tion is rather considerable. The sp.gr. at 23°,5 was 1,7336.

From the melt, the substance crystallises in thin, colourless, mono-

clinic plates or needles with rectangular limitations. They are frequently

blunted at the angles and show right extinction. The crystals exhibit

a strong double-refraction: the smallest elasticity-axis coincides with

the longitudinal directioji, which direction is also that of the optical

axial plane. In convergent light an optical axis is visible at the border

of the field of view ; the bisetrix is of a negative character, while

the dispersion is exceedingly feeble so that it could not be ascertained

for what wave-length the axial angle is the largest.

With NHJJH it gives trichloroacetamide with strong evolution

of heat. It di[f'<'rs from CC% . CO . O . CCl^ although the esters are

so analogous that they may almost be mistaken for each other. The

penetrating odour of phosgene and chloral, which both esters possess,

is however much more pronounced with the C'C'/g . C^J. OC6Y3 than

with tlie })entachloro-derivative, a fact, which is no doubt directly

connected with the other point of difference, viz. that CICO^C^C/^ is

evidently decomposed by cold water much nujre slowly than (he

trichloroacetic acid derivative. Moreover their melting points differ more

than 10^. According to x-Vnschütz and Emery the substance obtained by

clilorination of trichloroacetic-methyl-ester boils at 96° under 22 mm.

pressure; the ])entachloro-derivative obtained by myself at 104°.

The difference between the two substances, therefore, admits of

no doubt ; a (|uautitative comparison as to their reaction-velocities

is in progress.

§ 11. As regards the mechanism of the studied photochemical

decomposition it has been showji, by the experiments made up to the

present, that the decomposing substance can be considered as the normal

ferric-trichloroacetate : {C C/, CO . 0), Fe.

With very concentrated solutions contained in u\iol-giass tubes, a

separation of C', C'/g takes already place after eight hours' exposure

to the light ; with dilute and consequently brown-coloured solutions

a little trichloro-acetic acid should be added first for the purpose of

decolourisation, that is to say for modification of the light al)sorption.

Still it is doubtful whether that addition really accelerates the process

;

from the data at disposal I should feel more inclined to conclude
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to ;i retarding action; which might then perliaps be explained in that

sense, that it is really the {CC/3CO . 0')-ion, previonsly coinl)ined

with the Fe---ion in some very definite manner, and split off tVom this,

which is resolved. All this is still problematical. One should rather

feel inclined to pnt this photochemical reaction (piilc on a level with

that of ferric oxalate

:

and :

Fe, {C 6Y3 . CO,), ^ 2 F^ {C 67, . CO,), + 2 CO, + C; CI„

or if we assume a splitting of ions;

and :

2 Fe- + 2 {C 6V, CO . O)' -^ 2 Fe- + 2 CO^ + 6', CI,.

It is, however, still the cpiestion whether this conclusion is ftdh

justified and whether it is not probable that several more intermediary

stages occur; tliis will have to be elucidated by further research.

§ 12. Finally we nia\ mention a few experiments with solutions

of ferric-pentachloropropionate, of which a sensitiveness to light was

fully to be expected on account of the experience, gained during this

investigation.

The acid for this |)urpose was handed over to me by my colleague

BoF:sEKEN to whom I again bring my thanks. The melting-point is

situated between 210° and 215°; the chlorine-content, according to

B.'s statement has been found as 72.()57„— 71.78"/,, ; theory: 727,,.

The preparation of the Ba-salt by neutralisation at the temperature

of the room, presented difficulties in so far that a sweet smelling oil

separated even in the dark. Nevertheless, the neutralised solution was

precipitated with the calculated ({uantity of ferric sulphate and by

repeatedly filtering in the dark and in the cold a clear greenish-yellow

solution was obtained. This is very sensitive to light and gets very

soon (lecom|)Osed into CO^ and a heavy colourless oil with formation

of large quantities of Cl'-ion in the solution. The oil was sepai-ated,

j)uritied and dried and identified as (/2CI4. The photochemical splitting

of ferric-|)entachlor()[)r()pi(»nate is therefore perhaps represented by:

/(X),.CCl.,.CCb, /'CO,.CCI,.CCM,.

Ke—C0.,.CC1.,.CCI, -^CO, + C,C\, + Fe—CO,.CCI,.CCI,.

\(:.o.,.cci3.cci, \ci
etc.,

iHitil, probably, FeClj alone finally remains; the colour oftheli(pnd

is brownish yellow.
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From this it appears that this photochemical transformation is qnite

analogous to that wiiich the acid itself, according to Boësekkn, under-

goes by heat. From what has been stated above, this reaction cannot

be put on a level with the photochemical decomposition of the tri-

chloroacetate, without further evidence.

Labor, for Inorg. and Phi/.s. Cltem.

15 September 1911. of the Univ., Groningen.

Clieinistry. — "xl remarkable case of isopohjmorplasm with sails

of the alkali-metals". By Prof. F. M. Jaeger. (Communicated

by Prof. P. VAN Romburgh.)

(Communicated in tlie meeting of Sept. 30, 1911).

§ 1. The numerous researches which have been made to explain

the morphotropic relation of the alkali-metals, may be said to have

led to no other view but the conviction, that the problem of the

mutual replacement of these metallic atoms is one of an almost

hopeless complexity.

The most accurate researches in this dominion, —^ those of Tutton,

— lead the author, with complete negation of all other well esta-

blished facts, to the conclusion that anyhow the metals K, lib and

Cs possess plainly an isomorphotropic relation, which numerically

runs parallel with the rise of their atomic weights, and that (-V/^4)

and Tl are, in many respects, to be placed outside the series; but

that with an eventual form relation the (A^//J-radical exerts an

influence which stands between that of lib and Cs. As to the optical

})roperties, no regularities seem to occur. As is well known, Tutton's

beautiful researches only relate to the alkali-sulphates, the alkali-

selenates and the monoclinic double sulphates and double selenates

of the formula: R\Jfe" {SO,),, 6//, O and A^', Jfe" {Se (),).„ QH, O.

Even in these researches it seems here and there, that the con-

clusions drawn must be considered as being too general. For instance,

with the selenates, the 77-compound is very analogous to the lib-

salt ; the difference in molecular volume is here only 0,47o, as

against l,4"/„ between the lib- and (A^//J-salt. With the sulphates

this difference between the Rb- and Tl-^alt is about 0,8"/(,, between

Tl- and (X//J-salt only 0,087„, and a similar trifling difference

between (A^//J- and TAsalt is also observed with ammoninm-zinc-

sulphaie and thallous-zmc-sulphate (0,03"/(,), so that the place of
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the (.YZ/J between the llh and the Cs, is in tliese respects less

correct than in tlie [)roxiinity of the 77.

That however, as soon as we consider llie i,n-cal iiiiinhc>r of facts

wiiich have been collected by other investigators besides Tltton, —
but little is left of these sni)posed general rules may I)c seen from

a short recapitulation :

1. The ncld tartrate.^ of K, llh, C.s, .V//, and 77 aic rhombo-

bisphenoidic and form an isomorphous series. In this the /^t» and the

TZ-salt are placed the nearest to each other, then follows the (A7/ )-

salt, the A^-salt and tinally the ^,!s--salt.

2. On the other hand, the Rh- and CVsalts of the neiitntl

tartrates are trigonal ; the 7V-salt is monoclinic and trigonal, whereas
the (N'H.yssdt, although also monoclinic with comparable parameters,

is certainly 'not isomorphous with the monoclinic form of the 7y-salt.

In connection with the following it should be observed that with

the T/-salt the angle /? = 86°43'; with the (A^//J-salt, ji = 87°37'.

3. Now, proceeding to the complete series, which are related to

inorganic acids, we may mention here, besides the sulphates, sele-

nates and double sulphates investigated by Tltton, the K-, {N H^)-,

Rb-, Cs- and Tl-ahuns, derived from aluminium (Pettersson), those

froui vanadium (Piccini) and clirumiuin, those from (jaUium and

iron (Sorret). those from rhodium, indium and iridium. There is

here nowhere any indication of polymorphism, but with the oi'dinarv

alums for instance a quite regular moditication of the physical pro-

perties has been noticed, which gives no occasion to assign to the

(iV^i/J-salt a particular position in the series.

4. Of the chlorates the A'-, Rh- and C!y-salt are probably isomor-

phous ; the 7V-salt is isodimorphous and has one foi'm which is

isomorphous with the /v-salt ; the (.V/f/)-salt, however, is trigonal-

pseudo-cubic, like Kd>romate. The latter is isodimorphous with

/f-c hi orate.

5. In the series of the pcrchloi'tili's which is i.«omorplioiis, the

77 is also placed nearest to the Rh.

6. K-iJdr.^ulphate: ^.^^.^0^ is triclinic-pinacoidal : the Rh-, Cs-,

(xV //,)^ and 77-salts are monoclinic and isomorphous. Here we have,

therefore, an isodimorphous series.

7. The K- and Rh-jdnlinuiii-iiitrites are monoclinic; ^ \-philiniini-

nitrite is also monoclinic, but totally dilfers from the two others
;

tinally, the 7V-salt is again monoclinic but still again dillerent from

all other salts, so that we have here a xavy interesting case indeed

of an isotriuiorplious series.

Of the same compounds, but crystallising with 2 //./>, I he A'-sall
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is triclinic, the Rb-salt monoclinic, the {XH^ysalt. rlionibic, altliough

so analogous to the /^/>salt, that it should be regarded as pseudo-

symmetric. Finally in the series of the alkaU-platiauni-jodo-nitrites,

the /v-salt is tetragonal the Rb-%^\{ trielinic-pseudorhombododecaedric,

the CVsalt monoclinic, with a pseudorhombododecaedric habit.

8. The K- and /^6-chromates are rhombic-bipyramidal ; the CV-salt

is dimorphous, namely rhombic and ditrigonal-scalenoedric ; and finally

the (AWj-salt is monoclino-prismatic, but certainly dimorphous, — as

it can form witli {N'H,)„_ SO, mixed crystals of great concentration.

The K- and Cs-dlchromates are isomorphous : the (A^/Zj-salt is

monoclinic and totally different from the two other salts ; the /i6-salt

is dimorphous, namely monoclinic and triclinic, whereas the mono-

clinic form is probably isomorphous wiih the (iV^J-salt.

Still more complicated is the matter with the tric/womntes. The

/v-salt is monoclino-prismatic; the AY>-salt is hexagonal and rhombic;

the Cv-salt is trigonal and quite different from the hexagonal /^6-salt;

finally the (iVi/J-salt is rhombic but quite difTerent from the second

form of the Rh-ssdi. We must therefore assume here an isotri- or

isotetra-morphous replacement of the alkali-metals.

9. But by far the most complicated of all is the behaviour of the

alkali-metals in their nitrates!

The /v-salt is dimorphous: rhombic-pseudo-hexagonal and trigonal;

the 7i6-salt is rhombic but not isomorphous with the /v-salt; at 161°

it becomes cubic and at 219° trigonal, while all the conversions are

reversible; the CV-salt is rhombic and cubic; the 7V-salt is trimor-

phous, namely rhombic, cubic and hexagonal. Finally, the (A'//J-salt

is tetramorphous : rhombic, monoclinic, tetragonal and cubic, wliereas

according to Wallerant the tetragonal form again returns at— 16°C.

Here we have a rich field for the study of the binary systems

concerned, which is still very incomplete.

§ 2. The above summary, which could be easily extended by

quoting other examples, for instance, from the nitrides, polyhalogenides,

hexafluosilicates, tetrachloro- and tetrabromoaurates may prove our

contention, that the mutual morphotrjpic relations of the alkali-iuetals

form an exceedlnyhj complicated problem, and that it is unwarrantable

to lay down rules, which are not supported by a sufficient number

of facts.

A peculiar contribution to the above question is given here.

During an investigation concerning trichloroacetic acid, I obtained

the acid potassium-salt of this acid ; it forms extraordinarily beautiful

crystals, which on investigation showed a few peculiarities of
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importance. I then prepared also all (he oilier i-alls of Ihc series,

whose general formula is represented hy H' CO^. CCl^-\-HC(J, . CCI^.

The results of the investigation are given helow. A detailed description

of these compounds, also thai of the acid thallhnn-fr/hroiiuxiccftfi,'

(investigated bv way of comparison) will be given lii-sl.

§ ,3. 1. POTASSIUM-SALT : KCO.td, . HCO.CC/, .

The analysis gave 10,(>() 7„ K- calculated 10,68 7„.

Sp. Gr.: at 18° C, 2,005; molecular volume: 182,04.

Large clear, vevy iusli-ons crystals, which are generally llaltened

along two parallel |)lanes. Small isometrically developed, colourless

octahedra also occur. The crystals are represented in fig. 1.

THragoiinl-trapezohedric.

a -c = 1 : 0,7808.

Potassium-salt.

Fig. 1.

Forms observed: o == |111|, large, with a high lustre and well

developed; ,i'=:|311|, with four planes above and fouj- below in the

alternate spacial-oclanls, but often wanting, and in all cases small

and rather dull; ~ = |511|, very small and narrow, dull aud mostly

quite absent.

Angular rallies:

: = {111) : {111) =-^

: d^= {111) : {111) =
: ,r = (111) : (311) =

0:,/=(JJI):(311) =
A':,r=;311):(131)=.-

X:0 = {;Sn) : (111)=:

msiired -.
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An</i(liir values:
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A)i<iiil(ii- ]^(il/(es: Measured: Calc/iin/ed :

0:o=:(lJlj:(lÏJ)=:- (i2°4r —
0:0 = (IIJ) : (111) = 94 417, 94° 427/
0:0 = (111) : (111) = 85 1,S7._, 85 177,

A distinct eleavaue was not tbuiul.

The compound is isoniorplious widi die polassiuni-sall.

The crystals are o[)lic:dly nionaxial ; the character of the (U)id)ie

refraction is positive. They exihibit no circular polarisation.

Topic parameters : / : if : oj :=^ 6,3197 : 6,8197 : 4,8522.

III. Rl HIDIUM-SALT : RhCOJJCl, . HCOMCl,.

Tiie analysis gave: 20,(38 7o ^^^'^ : calculated: 2(),(i5 7„.

Sp. or. at 18° C, 2,150; molecular volume = 191,21.

The tirst crystallisation-e.xperiments showed at once, tiial we wei'e

dealing here with crystals of a quite ditferent habit. Further inves-

tigation proved indeed that the Rh-^aXi has a form (piite ditferent

from that of the two former ones.

Colourless, vei-y thin, elongated-hexanguhir little plates which

often form on the surface of the li(püd, or deposit on the walls of

the vessel.

The crystals ai'e shown in Fig. 3.

Forms observed

Rubidium-Salt.
Fig. 3.

Monocïinic-]n'isiii(itie.

rï: A :c= 1,4649:1 : 3,1596

,'?^ 86° 357/.

c=|001{, large, lustrous and strongly [»redomi
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naiit : y = |011|, well developed and yielding sliarj) reflexes ; )n = SMOj

also always present and better retlet'ting- : ir=z\\\'2\, narrow, some-

what dull and sometimes wanting altogether.

In the orthodiagonal zone the forms: |1.0.18|, |J05| and |102| were

sometimes met with, in a very rudimentary form. The crystals are

elongated along the clino-axis.

Anf/uinr vaine.s:

c:<l =(001): (Oil)—*

C: //^ = (001): (110)=*

ni: m = (110): (110)=*

m-.q =(110): (011) =
q:q = (Oil) : (Oil) =
C: to = (001): (112) =
m-.m =(112): (110) =

Probably, a not very distinct cleavage is [)resent along |001|.

The substance is optically biaxial ; the exact situation of the axial

plane could not, however, be traced microscopically.

Topical parameters : / : xV -. to = 5,0(^70 : 3,4590 : 10,9290.

Measured :



Measured -.
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Angular values: Measured: Calculated:

a : m = (100) : (210) =* 26^ 10' —
h: = (010) : (211) =* 67 18 —
o:??z = (211):(210)=*107 23

7/^: ^; = (210):(110)= 18 20 18° 20'

p: 6z=:(lJ0):(0J0)= 45 30 45 30

(>:m = (211):(2lO)= 72 37 72 37

o: (>=:(211):(211)= 45 24 45 24

a: c = (100) : (001) = 80 28 80 1^'U

o:m = (211):(210)=: 50 21 50 16

No distinct cleavage was found. The habit is thick-prismatic with

elongation along the vertical axis.

On |100| normal extinction, on |110| obtuse extinction, sym-

metrically orientated in regard to the c-axis. The etching figures on

/// and a prove the said symmetry. On jlOOj one branch of the

dark hyperbola is visible ; the optic axial-plane is {OlOj.

On account of its two monoclinic forms, the caesium salt must,

therefore, be considered as dimorphous.

V. Thallous-salt : Tl CO, CC{, . HCO, CCl,.

The analysis gave: 38,37„ Tl ; calculated 38,467„.

Sp. gr. at 18° 2,822; molecular volume = 187,74.

Small and also larger, colourless very lustrous crystals of the form

of the K-, and (iVi/J-salt. They give sharp reflexes and may be

measured very accurately.

Thallo-Salt.

Fig. 5.

Tetragonal-trapezohedric.

a:c = l: 0,7672.

Forms observed: o = |111| large, predominant and yielding almost

perfectly shavp images ; m = jllOj, narrow, but always present and

brightly reflecting.
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Monoclino-prismatic .

r/:6:C = 1,5515:1 : 3,3007.

/?=87°48'.

Forms observed: c = |001|, large, very lustrous and predominant

;

|101| and r = |1()1| about equally' stronglj' developed, and giving sharp

reflexes; ^^|011| reflecting very perfectly, broad and never want-

ing; ,5?=:{013|, very narrow and mostly absent ; to = |112j yielding

good reflexes; o^|112| even reflects better still.

Angular vulues: Measured: Calculated:

c
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that of the i^^-salt; the analogy with the second form of the G^-salt

is, however not so conspicuous.

B}^ these relations it lias been clearly demonstrated how complicated

the family-relation of the crystal-building alkali-molecules is, and

how much the ex{)ected isomorphism may be confused by the occurrence

of |)o]ymorphism.

§ 6. Efforts to find definite transition-points with the acid of the

crystallisation-microscope, were without result. On heating, an

apparent melting-phenomenon occurs in the crystals, to i)e attributed

to the fact that the split-off trichloroacetic-acid-molecule, causes the

occurrence of a liquid phase in the pores of the crystals, which then

become porcelain-like and opaque, while the}' are crossed with

innumerable cracks. On account of the decomposition of the substance,

it is not possible to prove the occurrence of another modification by

a thermic method.

§ 7. Mixing-experiments.

Although a more complete iiivestigation of the mixing-phenomena

of these salts must be postponed till later, still a few experiments

have been made, for a first orientation, which already have brought

to light some veiy peculiar phenomena.

1. Thallium-, and Ammonium-salts.

From mixtures of the thallous- and the ammonium-^ïiXi crystallise

small, well formed quadratic octahedra, afterwards larger ones of the

type of the (iVT/J-salt. The first crop of crystals are optically /w^vVm^.

In the last fractions there were found small crystal-clear, tetragonal

double-pyramids, which were faintly negative; the axial image was

normal. In the very last fractions there were found similar crystals, which

however, possessed a strongly negative double refraction. Their angular

values agree with those of the Tl- and the (iV//J-salt. There can

be no doubt as to the complete isomorphism of the two compounds;

probably, their mixing-series is an uninterrupted one.

2. Potassium-, and Rubidium-salts.

From mixtures of the potassium-, and the rubidium-salt are first

deposited crystals, which are quite analogous to those of the pure

7?6-salt. Later, small little plates appear with hexagonal limitations.

Measurements showed that they were well built, possess monoclinic

symmetry, and that their angles differ but little from those of the

Rb-üü^Xi.

(001) : (Oil) = 72°35' (measured) (110) : ifO = 111°10' (measured)
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The first angle is 11' larger, tlie latter 6' smaller than that of the

it6-salt. From the last fractions however, — which, of course, are

very rich in potassium-salt, — both monociinic crystals and tetragonal

double pyramids are deposited. They are monaxial and faintly positive.

3. Potassium-, and Caesium-salts.

Up to the present the most peculiar phenomenon, however, was

found with mixtures of the potassium-, and the caesium-^d\\.. The

latter is exceedingly soluble ; from the mixed solution are deposited

fii'St mixed crystals, richer in potassium. Although possessing a

somewhat different habit (Figs. 7 and 8), these crystals, which,

Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

Mixed crystals of Potassium- and Caesium-saW.. They exhibit the form of

the Rubidiiim-sa\{.

though small, were irreproachably l)uilt, appeared to exhibit the

monociinic form of the Rb-sah \ The remarks made in the description

of the thallous-tribromoacetate also apply hei'e : the monociinic form,

which was the more stable one in the Rb-ssiit, appears to also occur

by preference in the mixed crystals as an exceedingly stable struc-

tuie. If we adhere to the principal difference between Rb- and Cs-

forms, there must, probably, be three hiatus in this mixing series.

That indeed the form of the monociinic Rb-ssi\t and not that of

the monociinic CVsalt was present is proved by the following mea-

surements :

c:q = (001) : (Oil) = 72°32' m : m = (110) : (ifO) = 111°40'

w :^ = (110):(0T1) = 37°13'

c : m = (001) : (110) = 88°21' q q = (OJ 1) : (Oil) = 34°o2'

m:(7 = (TlO):(011)==38°21'

The angles in the different mixed crystals of this series diverge

about -|- 4' and —5' from the above values.

Up to the present, no tetragonal mixed crystals have been observed
;

also no monociinic ones in the second form of the C'v-salt.
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4. Potassium-, and Aimnouium-salts.

From mixed solutions of K- and (NllJ-tricliloroat'etale, on slow-

evaporation, mixed crystals are dei)0sited which exhibit solely the

tetragonal-bipyramidal form, and often possess a pronounced la) cr-

slructure. They are optically positive, — even the crystals deposited

later ; the interference image is often a little distorted, which points

to a not quite homogeneous structure.

5. Rubidium-, and Tlialliuin-saH.

From mixed solutions were obtained the mixed crystals of the

form of the 7^6-salt and chiefly in the habit of Fig. 7. The angle

(ilO):(lïO) was 72°42\'; (Ollj : (OJf) = lll°4i'. Up to the present

no individuals of the jfV-type have been noticed.

6. Caesium-, and Thallium-salts.

Even with a very small YY-salt content, mixed crystals of the

form of the Rb-?,i\\\. are deposited from the solutions of the two

trichloroacetates. At a very large concentration of the 6V-salt,

however, there were also found — besides thes aid monoclinic forms, —
monoclinic, rectangular thick plates, which were cleavable towards

|001| and exhibited in convergent light a beautiful axial-image, with

a very small axial-angle, a strong dispersion . q^ i', and with the

first bisectrix nearly ± upon |001j. The character of the first diagonal

was negative. The following measurements were taken : (001) :

(111) = 53°5i'; (111) : (IlO) = 37°1'; (110 : (001) = 89°9'. The

mixed crystals, therefore, possess the first form of the pure caesium-

salt ; those with the second form ha\"e nexer been found as yet.

7. Caesium-, and Rubidium-salts.

As in the case of the caesium-thallium-salt-mixtures, mixed crystals

of the i^6-type appear first ; these possess chiefly the habit shown

in Fig. 8.

The following measurements were taken : (110) :(1Ï0) = 72° 247./;

(Oil : (Oil) = 111° 207, 001) : (111) = 61° 4'
; (111) : (110) = 27° 21';

(001) : (110) =r 88° 25'.

At a very great concentration of the caesium salt, however, one

finds very thin, square, little plates, which appeared to be mixed

crj^slals of the first caesium-type, which are deposited alongside

with the other mixed crystals. They are biaxial, with a very small

axial angle and negative character of the bisectrix. The dispersion

is weak: q<^^ ^ï^<^ with rhombic symmetry. Mixed crystals of the

second C's^-type have neither here been met with as yet.

Inoiy. Clieiii. Lab. of the University.

Groningen, September 1911.
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Botany. — "The action of the respLratory enzymes of Sauromatum

venosum Schotf', By Dr. Th. Weevers (Communicated by Prof.

F. A. F. C. Went).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 30, 1911).

The production of beat in the spadix of Aroideae has been long-

known; it was first observed by Lamarck in 1777. Since it has

been repeatedly investigated '} and was found to be a process invol-

ving absorption of oxygen. Khaus ^) showed that in the tissue starch

and sugar are used up, whilst CO, and sometimes organic acids are

produced.

In 190J Hahn '), in a short paper, stated that in the press juice

of Arum macvlatum an enzyme is present, which decomposes glucose

Avith formation of carbon dioxide. After removal of the CO, by

l)oiling, the litpiid still had an acid reaction. He observed neither

formation of alcohol in the air, nor in a hydrogen atmosphere, al-

though in the latter case also the glucose was decomposed and CO^

was formed.

Tliis short note was not followed by any detailed communication,

so that it seemed to me desirable to investigate wliether the interest-

ing results of Hahn's inquiry were confirmed with other objects.

Sauromatum venosum Schott appeared to me to be suitable for

investigation on account of its size and the ease with which it can

be obtained.

For the purpose of orientation, I rubbed up in a mortar the fertile

as well as the sterile part of a spadix, and made the pulp up to

250 c.c. with water. One half of this was at once boiled for 5

minutes; to the other half a few drops of toluene were added and

after the flask had been closed by a plug of cotton-wool it remained

for 48 hours at 16° C. Its contents were then boiled, a certain

amount was filtered off from both halves and the reducing sugar as

well as the organic acids were determined in the filtrate. (Indicator

phenolphtalëine, which gave a sharp endpoint.)

In the flask in w^hich autolysis had taken place were found 10 mg.

glucose and 8,0 c.c. 0,1 N. acid, in the control flask 80 mg. glucose

and 0,5 c.c. 0,1 N. acid.

^) Saussure, Ann. sc. nat. 18:22.

Vrolik and de Vriese, Ann. Sc. nat. 1836.

Garreau, Ann. Sc. nat. 1851.

2j G. Kraus, Abh. naturf. Ges. Halle, 1882. Ann. Jard. bot. 1S9G.

«) M. Hahn, Ber. chem. Ges. Bd. 33, 1900.
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So this preliminary experiment showed, that in the autolysis sugar
was decomposed and organic acid formed. In furthei- experiments
however a different plan was adopted. After the tissue had been
rubbed fine in a mortar, 1 strained tlie pulp through the finest

plankton gauze; the lluid thus obtained, which was almost'perfectly

clear, was heated with a thi-ecfold quantity of 957^ alcohol, tiie

precipitate filtered, washed out with alcohol and dried in the air

in the dark till all the alcohol had eva|)oi-ate{l (about 12 hours).

The powder then obtained i.e. a crude enzyme or a mixture of

enzymes was used for further experiments and was found to have
a strong glucoclastic action; similarly the pressed-out, dried niass had
this action, even after treatment with acetone.

The former result was unexpected because Hahn, with a crude
enzyme prepared in the same way from Arum mamlatum, only

obtained a very weak action and because more investigators in this

field hold the view, that destruction of cell-structure and treatment

with alcohol weakens the action of the respiratory enzymes in tissues

rich in water, and even desti'oys it.

Zaleski ') says : "Ueberhanpt kann man sagen, dass die Zerstörung

der Struktur am starksten die Atmung derjenigen Objekte vermin-

dert, die im Zustande tiitigen Lebens sich befinden, oder wasserreich

sind. Noch starker wird die Kohlensaureansscheidung zerriebener

Objekte nach dem Behaudeln derselben mit organischen Lösungsmit-

tehi wie Aceton und Alkohol vermindert, und manchmal hort diese

ganz auf."

This cannot therefore be generally valid, at least not for the object

here investigated, which is rich in water and is in condition of

active life.

In exactly the same way I have been able to obtain from the

fresh leaves of Sauroniafam a crude enzyme, that decomposes glucose

while forming 00.^ and organic acid. The action was however weaker.

The dried preparation of the enzymes was generally used at ojice

for the experiments, after some days the activity diminished, although

it did not completely disappear.

If I made the preparations by treating the press juice with acetone,

I obtained a precipitate that was similai'ly active after removal of

the acetone.

The experiments were made as follows.

The enzyme preparation was mixed in a Mask of 750 cc. capacity,

with 1 7o glucose solution sterilised by boiling, and with some

ij W. Zaleski Atmungsenzyme dei- Ptlanzen. Bioch. Zeilsch. Bd. 31. 1911.
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drops of toluene. In experimeiils with access of air, a regulated

current of air sterilised ^) and free from carbonic acid came iuto tlie

closed flask, and the issuing current of air passed first through a

calcium chloride apparatus and then through a potash-bulb (with

CaCl^ tube). The increase of weight of the potash bulb indicated

the amount of carbonic acid formed, whilst in some experiments

this was also sliowji qualitatively with baryta water.

For the experiment in a hydrogen-atmosphere the flask was first

filled with hydrogen that had been purified with dilute-potash,

after which, with the necessary precautions the enzyme, a solution

of sugar and a few drops of toluene were introduced. Then during

the experiment a [)uriiied cun-cnt of hydrogen })assed through the

flask and carried the CO.^, which had been produced, into the potash

bulbs; at the end aii* free from CO^ passed through, in order to be

able to determine the increase in weight of the bulbs.

The experiments always lasted 48 hours ^), only once did I deter-

mine the CO, produced in successive periods of 3 and 6 hours, but

found no great differences. Indeed the method was not suitable for

successive determinations with small intervals, since after terminating

the experiment by healing the liquid in the tiabk above 70° C, one

ought to pass the current through for a short time longer in order

to get all the carbonic acid into the potash bulbs ').

The liquid in the flask was always boiled for a moment at the

end of the experiment and the first distillate was tested by means

of the iodoform reaction for alcohol, the result was always negative,

both in the aerobic experiments and in those in a hydrogenatmos-

phere *).

Then the liquid was cooled, made up to a definite volume and

filtered. I determined the quantity of organic acid in the filtrate,

equally that of the glucose, the latter one before and after boiling

with dilute hydrochloric acid *). Control experiments, in which the

liquid was boiled immediately after mixing, gave the total quantities

1) For this purpose the air passed through strong caustic potash, to which

some toluene had been added.

-} The experiment with a preparation horn the spadices took place in daylight;

since organic acids in aqueous solutions are gradually decomposed by light, the

quantities found are somewhat too small.

3) If traces of GO^ should remain behind, the result would naturally be too low.

^) Only a few drops were distilled over. Generally the odour indicated traces of

butyric acid.

5) The glucose determinations were made according to N. Schooel's method.

Ned. Tijdschrift voor Pharmacie 1899. The quantity after boiling with HGl was

generally as great as before boiling, the former values are given.
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of reducing sugar and organic acid at (lie beginning of the experinnent

;

the latter in the experimeiits with the alcoliol precipitate from tlie

spadices amounted to 0,1 cc 0,1 N at most.

Below are given some of the experiments.

I. Experiment in CO, free air.

400 mg. crude enzyme, acetonic preparation.

Decrease of glucose from 437 to 360 mo-. := 77 mo-.

Increase of the potash bulbs by 00, production 34 mg.

Increase of organic acids 9 c.c. 0.1 N.

II. Experiment in CO3 free air.

750 mg. pressed and dried tissue powder, that had been

treated with acetone.

Decrease of glucose from 457 to 217 mg. = 240 mg.

Increase of potash bulbs by CO, production 140 mg.

Increase of organic acids 25 c.c. 0.1 N.

The glucose can be more strongly decomposed, so that after boiling

wdth HCl only traces of reducing siigars remain ; in these experiments

K2HPO4 was generally added, which according to the investigations

of Zaleski and Reinhardt ^) stimulates the action of the enzymes.

This made a determination of organic acid difficult, because the

potassium phosphate had an acid reaction and the quantity added

perhaps partly entered into combination during the experiments *)

III. Experiment in H atmosphere, potassium phosphate added.

800 mg. crude enzyme (alcoholic preparation).

Decrease of glucose from 437 mg. to 2 mg. = 435 mg.

Increase of potash bulbs by CO2 production 165 mg.

IV. Experiment in air free from CO2, potassium phosphate added.

1.500 gr. pressed out material, which had first been dried at

60° C. ; then acetone had been poured over it and it had

again been dried at 60° C.

Decrease of the glucose from 485 mg. tot 5 mg. = 480 mg.

Increase of potash bulbs by CO. pi-oduction 187 mg.

Finally two more experiments with the crude enzyme from the

leaves ; no potassium phosphate was added.

1) W. Zaleski and H. Reinhardt Biochem. Zcitschr, Bd 27. 1910.

2) Compare the inve.stigalious of A. Harden and W. J. Young. Biochem. Zeitschr.

1911.
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V. Experiment in air free from CO^.

1.200 gT. crude enzyme (alcoliolic preparation).

Decrease of glucose from 375 mg. to 340 mg. = 35 mg.

Increase of potash bulbs by 00^ production 27 mg.

Increase of organic acid from 1 c.c. to 3.2 c.c. =: 2.2 c.c. 0.1 N.

VI. Experiment in hydrogen atmosphere.

1.200 gr. crude enzyme (alcoholic preparation).

Decrease of glucose from 375 mg. to 343 mg. = 32 mg.

Increase of potash bulbs by CO, production 14 mg.

Increase of organic acid from 1 c.c. to 3.5 c.c. = 2.5 c.c. O.I N.

Decomposition of glucose has taken place in all my experiments,

in those in the air, as well as in those in a hydrogen atmosphere,

carbonic acid and organic acids are always formed, but no alcohol,

an enzyme identical with zymase cannot therefore have acted in this

case, the more so because in the experiments of Kostytschew and

Palladin ^) the production of organic acid never occurred at all.

In the anaerobiosis of Agaricinae Kostytschew -) also found production

of CO, without formation of alcohol ; Palladin and Kostytschew ')

pointed out, that in the absence of carbohydrates carbonic acid is

similarly formed by old etiolated shoots of Vicia Faba, but without

alcohol.

Indeed in all these experiments, which were for the most part

conducted with intact parts, killed by freezing, formation of acids

never took place, at least it is never mentioned. Only in the much

discussed experiments of Stoklasa c.s. "*) is there any question of the

production of acid. In these the press juices of sugar-beet, barley,

peas and lupin seedlings w^ere treated with alcohol and the precipitate

was used for the experiments. On addition of ghicosc the latter was

decomposed and there resulted CO, and organic acids, but also alcohol.

The organic acids were chiefly lactic acid, tlien acetic acid and

formic acid, whereas it will be shown below, that these acids were

absent in my own experiments.

The above described action of the respiratory enzymes of Sauro-

matum seems therefore to be very speciiic and shows much agreement

with the action of the press juice of Arum maculatum only ; the

considerable formation of acid reminds us of the metabolic processes

1) Palladin & Kostytschew. Ber. d. d. bot. Ges. 1906.

2) Kostytschew. Ber. d. d. bot. Ges. 1907.

3) Palladin & Kostytschew. Ber. d. d. bot. Ges. 1907.

^) J. Stcklasa, Adolf Ernest, Karl Chocensky. Ber. d. d. hot. Ges. 1907.
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of Fun^i in which so often acids are formed and of the nocturnal

production of acids in Crassulaceae, in which according to more

recent investigations the formation of acid may be connected with

the decomposition of carbohydrates ^). The question now is, what

acids are formed in the decomposition of glucose by the enzyme of

Sauromatum venosum ?

The quantity of liquid which was not required for the other

experiments was evaporated, extracted with ether and the ethereal

extract used for further investigations. The small quantity available

was not sufücient for macrochemical investigation, I therefore

made the analysis in about the same way as that described by

H. Behrens *).

The ether was distilled off and water added. First of all I tried,

whether the acid was volatile with steam, this turned out not to be

the case, only a minute quantity passed over, too small for further

investigation. Moreover the liquid had already boiled for a few

minutes as described above, and the odour then indicated traces of

butyric acid.

The acid reaction is therefore not caused by formic, acetic or

propionic acid, nor by higher fatty acids.

By sublimation on a microscopic slide a sublimate was only obtained

at a fairly high temperature, when the substance was coloured brown.

The sublimate was not crystalline even when breathed on, so that it

cannot be oxalic or succinic acid. The test with lead acetate for

malonic acid yielded an equally negative result.

On the other hand the aqueous solution gave distinctly Berg's

test '^
i. e. a yellow colouration with a solution of two drops FeClj

45° B and two drops HCl 22° B in 100 c.c. water. This reaction is

peculiar to organic acids with one or more CHOH groups, oxyacids

therefore of which the best known are lactic, tartaric, malic and

citric acid.

The test for cobaltolead lactate as well as for potassium and

silverbitartrate gave a negative result, the two first mentioned acids

are absent. On the other hand, testing with AgNO^ , there was proof

of the presence of citric acid, as shown by the crystals of silver

1) Hugo de Vries. Verb. Konink Akad. v. Wet. 1884.

G. Kraus. Abhandl. naturf. Ges. Halle 1884.

0. Warburg. Unters. bot. Inst. Tubingen 1886.

A. Mayer. Landw. Versuchsst. 1887.

K. PuRiEwiTSCH. Bot. Gentr. 1894.

•) H. Behrens. An), zur mikrochem. Analyse 4e Heft 1897.

3j Bekg et Gerber. Bull. soc. chim. 1896.
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citrate (see Behrens). Citraconic acid must tiierefore be present in

tiie sublimate and after adding NH,, evaporating and redissoiving in

water, crystals of the thallous salt of citraconic acid were actually

obtained on adding thallous nitrate.

Once I obtained crystals of silver malate, after the addition of

AgNOj, it might therefore be possible, that, malic acid was here

formed as well as citric acid.

Both acids are known to be final or intermediate products in the

decomposition of sugar, I have already mentioned malic acid ^) in

this connexion, and Wehmer-) has shown that Citroniyces spec,

Penicillium luteum and Mucor pyriformis, when grown in sugar

solutions produce citric acid; this acid also frequently occurs in

Phanerogams (comp. Czapek. Biochemie der Pflanzen).

Whether in addition to citric and perhaps malic acid, other less

known acids are also formed by the enzyme in the decomposition

of glucose is of course still an open question.

If we calculate the quantities of acid found as citric acid

[C3H,OH(COOH)3-fH,0, mol. weight 210] we find:

I experim. for 77 mg. glucose 34 mg. COj and 63 mg. citric acid

)i 5> x ( D ,, ,,

5> 5> Id.5 ,, ,,

It is mj' intention by using more material to determine the quantity

of citric acid foi'med, for only then can it be ascertained whether

the decomposition of sugar to CO3 and citric acid is complete. It

seems natural at the same time to investigate what enzymes are

present in the crude enzyme, whether oxygen is absorbed in the

process and how the object beha\es after freezing by Palladin's

method, questions which the method explained above leaves un-

answered.

The results of this investigation can be summarised as follows.

By pressing out and precipitating the press juice with alcohol or

acetone, there can be obtained from the spadix of Sauromatum

venosum Schott. a crude enzyme, that decomposes glucose with the

II
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formation of carbonic and organic acids, but without any production

of alcohol neither in the air nor in a hydrogen atmosphere.

Destruction of the cellular structure and treatment with alcohol

or acetone do not therefore inactivate the respiratory enzymes in

the present case, their powder of decomposing sugar remains very

marked.

In the same way a crude enzyme is obtained from the leaves of

Sauromatum, which is similar, but has a weaker action.

In the ether extract of the acid liquid citric acid was demonstrated,

which acid very probably must be formed by the respiratory enzymes

at the expense of the glucose.

Amersfoort, September 1911.

Zoology. — " Pleistophora gigantea Thélohan, a parasite of Crenila-

hrus m.elops." By N. H. Swellengrebel. (Communicated by

Prof. Max Weber.)

(Communicated in the meeting of September 30, 1911).

Among the neosporidia the microsporidia distinguish themselves

by their spores, which are smaller than those of the allied myxo-
sporidia and do not possess such distinct polar capsule and polar

filament as the spores of the latter group.

According to Minchin flQOS) the microsporidia are divided into:

1. Polysporogenea ; the trophozoite (i.e. the vegetative generation')

forms many pansporoblasts, each of which contains many spores.

2. Oligosporogenea; the trophozoite transforms itself entirely or

partly into one single pansporoblast. Each pansporoblast contains 4,

8 or many spores.

The parasite that I wish specially to describe here has the following

life-history. Trophozoites with one or more nuclei are found in

the connective tissue of the skin and in the mesenteriuni of Creni-

labrus melops. After encystment the trophozoites form by successive

division an unequal number of sporoblasts, each containing two

nuclei. These sporoblasts become spores by the formation of a

thick membrane. The spores have one or two nuclei, whilst there is

nothing that points to the existence of a polar capsule with polar

filament.

Thelohan (1895) described a microsporidium, Glugea gigantea,

found in the abdomen of Crenilabrus melops. He has not been able

to investigate the development of this parasite, but only states that
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by none of the expedients known the polar filament could be indicated

in the spores. It is difficult to decide whether the parasite described

here is the same as that of Thelohan, but as in neitlier of them a

polar capsule is found, and the}" have the same host, in whom,
according to Auerbach, (1910) no other niicrosporidiuni lives, it is

very likely that these two parasites are identical. The microsporidium that

I intend to describe here is however no Glugea, because the trophozoite

is directl}' transformed into a pansporoblast, and produces an unequal

number of spores, consequently it belongs to the genus Pleistopliora

and I propose to call it Flehitophorn tj'ujantea. If P. gigantea is

identical Avith Glugea gigantea then the latter name must be dropped,

if not, the two names continue to exist beside each other. It will

however be hardly possible to decide if this identity exists or not.

For this Thelohan's description is too incomplete.

2. }faterlal and methods.

The different stages of the development of P. gigantea were found

in a big tumour, situated at the ventral side of the head and the

thorax of Crenilahrus me/ops. The tumour extended from the ])Osterior

margin of the gills along the pectoral tins to the ventral tin. The

tumour was caused by hypertrophy of the connective tissue; it did not

show any inclination to infiltration, neither the gills and the organs

of mouth and thorax, nor the parts of the skeleton were effected by

it, it was a pure outgrowth of the skin. The tumour was so iieavy

as to deprive the fish of its hydrostatic equilibrium.

Portions of the periphery and the centre of the tumour were fixed

Fis;. 1. Fig. 2.
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ill corrosive alcohol of Schaudinn ; washed in water, alcohol and

iodine, hardened in absolnte alcohol, nionnted in j)arafüne, and cut

into sections of 3—5 [i, which where coloured with haeniatoxyline

of Ehrlich, Delafikld or Hridenhain or with Giemsa's solution. In

order to discover polar filaments living spores were examined. With

none of the reagents nsed (canstic soda and potash, snlphuric-acid,

hvdrochloric acid, nitric-acid, methyl-alcohol, ether, iodine, distilled

water), was it possible to demonstrate a polar filament,

3. The Ufe-liistorij of Pieistopliora glgantea.

The yonngest stages of the development of the parasite that I

could discover, are uni- or multi-nucleate cells 9.8—11. 2 ft long

and 4.6—6.3 n broad, situated between the connective tissue oi

the tnmour (fig. 1). Probably these cells mnltiply by schizogony,

it seems at least that stages as those of fig. 1 point to this fact;

they are each surrounded by a thin membrane. These cells represent

evidently the \egetative stages of the development, they are the

trophozoites. In the beginning these cells are quite diffnsedly spread

between the fibrils of the cellnlar-tissne. Afterwards they unite into

smaller or larger groups (fig. 2) and surround themselves at last

with a membrane, which, thongh very thin, is after all thicker than

that of the separate individuals.

Fig. 3.

In the individuals that have united into groups and are surrounded

by a cyst- wall (the pansporoblasts) the nuclei range themselves

26
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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into groups of two nuclei. Tliis is occasioned by the division

of the nuclei whilst the daughter nuclei continue to lie against

other. The encysted individuals are now divided into aeach

number of smaller cells (fig. 4—5) containing each two nuclei

lying close together. The formation of these cells does not take place
by schizogony of the originally encysted individuals, they separate,

by the formation of buds, repeatedly part of tiieir protoplasma from

Fig. 6.
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llic inotlicr cell, and with it at the same time one of the groups of

two nuclei.

The cysts formed in this way containing the bi-nncleate sporo-

blasts are of very different sizes. The smallest have a diametei- of

11—49 (I, the largest which usually contain only ripe spores and

show only at the periphery a layer of sporobJasts (tig. 6 rejn-esents

part of the periphery of such a cyst), can become 0.49 by 0.86 mm.
to 1.44 by 3.82 mm. and even reach still larger dimensions.

By the formation of a thick cyst-wall the sporoblasts, i.e. the round

bi-nucleate cells change into the real spores, which have also

two nuclei. Besides the bi-nucleato spores some are found with

a single large nucleus, so that it is probable that the latter

is formed by the fusion of the two sporoblast-nuclei. If this

were the case, then we should have to regard this phenomenon

Fig.

as an autogamy. The spores are 5—6 ji long and 4—5 ft broad.

Besides the single or double nucleus no other organs as polar capsules

and the like are to be observed in the plasma ; in and beside the

nucleus however sometimes chromatoid granules are found, which

show in their microchemical reactions distinct affinity to volutine.

As I remarked before the spores formed in this way are united

into smaller or larger cysts. Besides these however spores are found

that are diffnsedly spread between the connective tissue. It is likely

that these spores originate in trophozoites that were not united

into groups and surrounded by a cyst-wall. As T have however

never been able to observe the formation of these diffnsedly spread

spores in particulars, I cannot decide with certainty on this point.

The reactioii of the hosts tissue against the parasitic in\asion is

2G*
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very different. Small isolated individuals containing few nuclei are

sometimes found surrounded by thick layers of multinucleate connective

tissue. Round larger aggregations of multinucleate trophozoites only

an insignificant growth of connective tissue is to be observed, and round

the larger cysts the connective tissue is paiicinucleate. On the

spots where spores are diffusedly spread between the connective

tissue frequently multinucleate giant-cells are found. They contain

2- -15 nuclei and obtain a dimension of 28—43 ft.

Sometimes a large cyst is found surrounded by many smaller

cysts; this phenomenon is most likely to be regarded as a secondary

infection, of which the large cyst is the primarj' seat.

It is a pleasant duty for me to pay my sincere thanks to Dr. Kerbert,

Director of the "Kon. Zool. (Jen. "JS'atura Artis Magistra", for his

kindness of placing the material for this investigation at my disposal.

EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES.

Fig. 1. Trophozoites in diffused infillration (iiuelei of connective tissue between the

parasites).

Fig. "2. The trophozoites unite into small aggregations.

Fig. 3. Encystment of small aggregations of trophozoites.

Fig. 4, Pansporoblasts divide into sporoblasls.

Fig. 5. Small cysts with sporoblasls, pansporoblasts and spores.

Fig. 6. Periphery of a large cyst with sporoblasts and spores (in figs. 5 and 6

only the circumferences of the spores are sketched).

Fig. 7. Ripe spores.

The figures have been drawn with Zeiss's camera : fig. 1—6 with oil

immersion 2 m.m. ocul. 4 ; fig. 7 with ocul. 18.
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Geology. — "On peculiar sieve .structures in igneous rocks, rich in

alcalles". By Dr. H. A. Brouwer. (Communicated by Prof.

G. A. F. Molengraaff).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 30, 1911).

The following poicilitic structures, occurring in nepheline-syenitic

rocks from the Pilandsbergen (Transvaal), are very instructive with

regard to the insight wdiich they allow into the order of succession

of the crystallizations in magma's which are rich in alcalies.

1. Intergrowtlis of dark nmierals loith felspars

and felspatoids.

A tardy crystallisatiun of the alcalip)roxenes and alcaliamphiboles

is known in alcaligranites, alcalisyenites and nephelinesyenites.

Sieve structures in which the crystals of the dark minerals are

ramiticated between the colourless ones are found e.g. in the paisa-

nites and the alcaligraniteporphyries from Zinder (Sokota) ^). This

structure is very common in rocks from the Pilandsbergen and is

beautifully developed in aegirineamphibolebiotiteneplielinesyenite-

porphyries from Wijdhoek (701), in which principally the alcali-

amphibole is ramificated in skeletons of equal optical orientation

between the elements of the groundmass : nepheline, sodalite, felspar,

biotite, fluorspar, iron compounds and traces of apatite "). jMacros-

copically those crystals are visible as round spots of a few m.M. in

diameter contrasting with a grey, medium- to linegrained "ground-

mass". The larger crystals of biotite and aegirine, which are very

subordinate, show the same poicilitic structure. The biotite also

occurs in small crystals in the groundmass, whilst the pyroxene,

amphibole, and larger crystals of felspatoids are only crystallized

after the colourless minerals.

Tiie same sieve structures enclosing the colourless minerals, are

found in crystals of uiolengraaftite and astrophyllile.

In lavenitebearing lujauriteporphyries from Wijdhoek (701), the

larger crystals of molengraaffite and aegirine are speckled with small

crystals of nepheline ^), whilst the felsparcrystals are completely free

from inclusions.

1) A. Lacroix. "Sur les microgranites alcalins du territoire dc Zinder."' C. R.

Ac. des Sciences, t. CXL, 1905 p. 22..

-) See Pi. IV, fig. 1 and 2 in H. A. Brouwer. "Oorsprong en samenstelling der

Transvaalsche nepheliensyenieten." The Hague. Mouton and Co. 1910.

1) Seejbid. fig. 9, p. 158.
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Poicilitic intergrowths of astrophvllite with felspatoids occur in

adjacent astrophvllitelnjaurites, wliere numerous idiomorphic pseudo-

morphoses of zeolites and analcime after nepheline, and also aegirine

are enclosed by large crystals of astrophvllite. In the iujauriteporphyries

from Wijdhoek (701) which are rich in pectolite, strongly pleochroic

crystals of eucolite poicilitically enclose nepheline and sodalite, whereas

sometimes they are intersected by lath-shaped felspars as is found

to occur with the augites of the diabases.

2. Mutual intergroivths of felspars and felspatoids.

In the aegiriueamphibolebiotitenephelinesyeniteporphyries mentioned

sub 1, we find besides the interlaced crystals of the dark minerals,

numerous large crystals of idiomorphic nepheline, which only between

crossed nicols contrast with the tinegrained mixture. Sometimes

this nepheline is free from inclusions, sometimes it is filled with

short laths of felspar. Some of the crystals of nepheline are enclosed

hy an amphibole skeleton and themselves enclose numerous small

crystals of felspar and biotite. All transitions from nepheline free

from felspar to nepheline rich in felspar can be seen ; in an inter-

mediate form the inclusions are limited to the marginal parts of the

crystal.

Consequently in this rock real plienocrysts of nepheline must have

been crystallized before the finegrained mixture was formed.

In a lesser degree the enclosing of felspatoids by felspars, and the

crystallization of nepheline with angular forms in the spaces between

the felspars, is a common phenomenon in the rocks of this region.

In these rocks also occur large felspatoid crystals, enclosing the

smaller ones.

Macroscopically the rock is mediumgrained with lightgreen fels])ars

and lightbrown nepheline; aegirine is very subordinate. Under the

microscope we see the peculiar structure between crossed nicols : the

crystals of idiomorphic nepheline and sodalite which are vei-y abundant,

the microperthitic felspar, and the aegirine enclose innumerable small

idiomorphic and rounded crystals of nepheline (and sodalite) ; the

crystals which are rich in inclusions are reduced to skeletons. The

felspatoids are partly decom|)osed to cancriuite : we find complete

pseudomorphoses, with the form of the original crystal, which consist

of one crystal of cancriuite with sieve structure. It is interesting

that the enclosed small ci-ystals of felspatoids are not altered at all;

there must be a cause why they could resist the CO, bearing

agencies, may be as a result of changed chemical composition of the

magma during the crystallization.
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3. Intergrowths of other minerals.

In astrophj^llitelujaurites we mentioned the poicilitic intergrowth

of astroplijUite witli felspatoids. In schistose lujaurites from Tusschen-

komst (3311 which are very rich in aegirine, crystals of astrophyllite

which are allotriomorphic with regard to felspars and felspatoids,

enclose innumerable needles of aegirine with different orientation

;

the aegirine can fill up more than half of the crystal.

Thus in these rocks astrophyllite is the latest product of crystal-

lization, whereas it is one of the first crystallized minerals in aegirine-

amphibolefoyaites from Wijdhoek (701), where its idiomorphic

crystals lie scattered in the other minerals. The eucolite mineral

which is strongly altered to catapleite, is idiomorphic in these rocks,

whereas in a lujaurite from Kruidfonlein (649) it is allotriomorphic

with regard to felspars and felspatoids, and encloses innumerable

small crystals of aegirine.

In this rock eucolite is the latest product of crystallization just

as in the astrophyllitebearing aegirineamphibolefoyaites from Wijd-

hoek (701), where it has been formed simultaneously with aegirine-

spherolites, which are younger than all other minerals.

In the molengraaffitebearing lujaurites from the southwestern, part

of Wijdhoek (701), crystals of a pectolite mineral occur, which are

crystallized in angular forms between the other minerals, and enclose

numerous needles of aegirine. Between crossed nicols the aegirine

contrasts against a strongly birefringent back-ground showing equal

optical orientation over a large distance whereas the connection

between different parts of one single crystal is often Droken.

In a lujauriteporphyry from Wijdhoek (101) which is rich in pectolite,

this mineral is either jammed in angular form between the other

minerals, or it encloses poicilitically the felspatoids and aegirine of

the groundmass, whilst lath-shaped felspars occur in them with

idiomorphic forms. Especially with the felspatoids i1 is often interlaced

with sieve structure. In the same rock both the felspatoids are en-

closed by eucolite, and the sodalite principally is enclosed by the felspars.

The crystallization of the pectolite already belongs to the pneu-

matolytic period in which the material for the growth of the minerals

was partly given by reabsorption of these minerals which had been

crystallized previously. According to this we see it accompanied by

abnormal analcime, spherical aegirine, albite and fluorspar.

All that has been said above, tends to prove that the order of

succession of the crystallization is not constant in these rocks, and
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gives an illustration of the strong force of crvstallization of some

minerals under certain circumstances, which enables them to crystal-

lize in large crystals still in a nearly completely soliditied magma.

For the development of large crystals, the circumstances must have

been most favourable shortly before the end of the crystallization,

because the same minerals wei-e often already formed in small crystals

before. Further the richness in pneumatolytical and thermal minerals

is characteristic for all the rocks of this region ; accordijig to this the

loss on ignition is always very considerable.

Probably undei- certain detinite pressures and temperatuj-es the

above described structnres can be formed in magma's which, in conse-

quence of their richness in pneumatolytical gases, tire very fluid,

whilst the changes in the succession of crystallization are principally

determined by the chemical composition of the magma.

In connection with this, we find that in. rocks i-ich in ncpheline,

although they nuiy have widely dilferent structures, ue[»heline is

constantly the first mineral to crystallize, whereas in rocks poorer in

nepheline this mineral has crystallized after the felspars. This we

see as well in rocks in which the felspar encloses the nepheline, as

in rocks in which the nepheline encloses the felspar. In lujaurite-

porphyries from Wijdhoek (701) the felspars enclose numerous needles

of aegirine, whilst the fels[)atoids contain those sometimes, but onlj'

in the marginal zone. After the crystallization of the larger felspatoids,

a mosaic of small idiomor})hic crystals of felspatoids w^as formed,

still later the crystals of molengraaffite and aegirine enclosing the

small felspatoids poicilitically.

These rocks are relatively rich in nepheline ; after a period of

crystallization of larger crystals of felspatoids followed the ciystalli-

zation of the larger felspars and small needles of aegirine, while

the crystals of felspatoids grew on slowly. Then the principal part

of the felspatoids crystallized as a mosaic, probably under suddenly

changed conditions, and at last the larger perforated crystals of aegirine

and molengraaffite were formed.

In the aegirineamphibolebiotitenephelinesyeniteporphyries which are

rich in nepheline and poor in dark minerals, a j)eriod of crystallization

of felsi)atoids free from inclusions, and of some felspar was followed

by the crystallization of small short felsparlaths and some biotite,

while the larger crystals of nepheline grew on simultaneously

;

smaller crystals of this latter mineral were not formed, wiiicli is

evident from the occurrence of perforated crystals of nepheline

englobing the felspars only. The inclusions are often limited to their

marginal zone. The amphiboles and pyroxenes have been formed
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only in large crystals, and excliisiv^ely after the colourless minerals.

In the aegirinenephelinesyeniteporphyries from Olivenfontein (145),

which are very rich in nepheline, the first crystallized mineral is

the apatite; it was followed by small crystals of nepheline and

sodalite, still later hy larger crystals of i)erforated nepheline, sodalite

and felspar, simultaneously with the enclosed small needles of

aegirine ; finally the perforated aegirines could still be formed in

large crystals.

On account of the tardy crystallization of the larger crystals the

order of succession of the crystallizations can be studied more easily

in these rocks than in their normalgrained equivalents.

The sieve structures described above, can be distinguished from

those of the contactrocks and crystalline schists by the occurrence

of exclusively idiomor})hic or rounded inclusions, according to their

relative age. From the real plienocrysts of the porphyric rocks the

larger crystals here described differ in this respect that the inclusions

are not ranged after the laws of crystallization of the enclosing

crystal.

x4s the perforated crystals usually show a perfectly idiomorphic form,

we see that the rule according to which the relative age of the

crystals in igneous rocks is proportional to their idiomorphism, does

not hold good here.

Mathematics. — "A?i ed'teiulon of the intec/ral theorem of FovRmR."

By Mr. .1. Droste. (Communicated by Prof. J. C. Kluyver).

(Communicated in the meeting of' September 30, 1911).

As is known, for an extensive class of functions /{.c) the equation

y(.«)= Ida ixp{.c,y, a)f(;/)d>/

becomes an identity in d', if we put b= — a= co and xp{u:,i/,a)=
^=cosa(,c— I/]; in this way we find the integral theorem of Fourier

which can be regarded as a limiting case of the series of Fourier.

In the theory of the integral equations Hilbert and Schmidt have

proved developments in series of which those of Fourier are special

cases. The following is a theorem which is in such a mannei- an

exteusion of the integral theorem of Folkiki{.

Let K {.i;,y) be a continuous symmetrical kernel, 7 ^
(./,), • •

, 7v (-'')> • • •

a complete system of normalized orthogonal fuiiclioiis of thai kernel

and belonging to the limits of integration (t and A, and P.j, . .
.

, P.,, . .

.

the corresponding roots ("Eigejiwerte").
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As

we find

a:(2) (.., y) = Ck{.v, 5) a: (5, !j) d^

ao f 'K ff ..(x) (fXv)
^(2) (.., y) = ^-r/, (y) Ki^) (.^., z) r/, [z) dz = 2 ' ^

[l
'^̂

and there is with given x and positive e such a number tfiat for

7i- greater than that number and a^i/'^h we have
})-\-m fM.v)ff,{y)\

1, 1
<«•

i:~

If q ^ 0, tlien as a matter of course

"+"'| 7..(.r)7,(^
); <^

Let ff^O and (/{'t) be such a function of «, that tor «>() we have

/7(«)

besides

then we tind

|^(«)| ^ M and

J «'+-^

«l+'l --J<iV,

c/<( = ^4

;

V I ^v 1 2+7J
and consequently the series

'+°

.'/

<N

converges absolutely and for constant x uniformly in (//, ((). So if

f{y) is a continuous function of y and if m ^ 0, »ve tind :

I

da I ^i.i:,yM)jl!/)dy — ^(f ,(.6')
j

f/ I'M'M/ \
'

A ,1+0
du

n

and therefore

7n b b

ldal^j{.ty,u)f{y)dy — ^^q ^v)iq..{y}f{y)dy\
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t-j ln\ r/,(.^•) Lf,(y)f{n)dy , (1)

if both sums iippearing here converge. If wc put

/? =
!;.v|2+v'

we tliid

/^;
',;-vi'^~+*^'^ V i-?>vi-+'/

:'+°
^/r( = 1

m
i;.,I'-^+'7

^j- /(.^)

1 /V/O^
(A:? <

M a.yX^+l)^

A'^

ni

l^et /> now be an integer, satisfying the condition

1 +(2+ .y)rf^/><(2 + 7)ff+2 (2)

We tind then, if

b

J\x) =jKiP){^c,jj) hill) dy

n

and //(ƒ/) is continuous,

b h b

ƒ Yv(.v) ,/•(//) dn = \<ii,i) d;i JAr'/'O/.s) A(5) f/|

" o a

b b b

and so the second member of (1) is equal or smaller than

<
I

Affm^\X\i'- '^+'/V— 1 .^_

The sum appearing here converges according to § '2 of Schmidt's

paper on integral C(|iiali(>ns in tlie IMalh. Ann. \ol. 68, whilst from

the given suppositions al)out /'(//) follows that the sun» in the first

member of (1) is ecpiai to ƒ(/). Kor ///// /// = x follows therefore

out of (1)
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\

t\x)— idaiy\}{x,y,a)f{y)dii (3)

o a

From (2) follows that the smallest value of p is two. If we take

e.g. q=zO, 0:= ^, g{a)=::sin^ It, then J/=:'l, iV<^l/jr and

00

ƒ8171- ((

If therefore /{x) is a continuous function in .v, for \vhich the

integral equation of the first kind

b

ƒ(..) = fK{^x,y) h{y) dy

has a continuous solution h{ij), then (3) holds if we put

l/:7rv= ] ah

If however we put q^=0,6=\, g {u) =isi}V a, then J/=:^V=1
and

00

da =
a^

and therefore

2 * 1

i|^ = — ^ ^-v' 7v i'V) (f. {y) -T --^in {aIA-,''),

whilst p = 3.

It is easy to see that after a choice of q and rf we can always

suffice by taking

it!

g [a) z= (.sm'«) 2
,

or also, if r is an integer and

1 + cf^r<2 + rf,

{j(a) = sin'' «.

Another example is

^ = ~ ^ ~V~ , (/) =r 2)
rr V—

1

a ' w' ;~ V H r

which is found for q = and r) = 1, if we take
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Mathematics. — ''Hoimxjeneous Unedr dljfemitlal eqiadlo/i o/onlei'

tiro ivlth (jweii, relation hetireeii tiro particular Integrals".

(!'' Cominuiiiccilion). By M. .1. van Uvkn. (CoMiiiimiiciited by

Prof. W. Kai'tkyn.)

(Communicated in Ihc meeting of September 30, 1911).

We consider tlie lioiiiogeneous linear differential equation of order two

. d'\v d.v

;^ + /'(0^H-7(0-=0. . .... (A)

If we replace the independent variable t by an oilier 7' connected

with t by the relation

^'=/(0' (1)

then on account of the formulae

dx __d,v d.f d'x d\v fd.f\- dx d^f

dt dT dt ' df- dT^ ' ydt J
'^

dl'
' df

the differential equation {A) passes into

d'x f"+pt'dx q

df d-f
when we |)ut - = /' and — = /".

'

dt
'

dl-

Tlie new coefficients are therefore

ƒ 2 p. (2)

If we put

we have

and

dTT^^ '
;/^
= ^'

dt
' dT ƒ' dt

so that

q-^2PQ=
,

Q+ 2PQ q'-i-2pq ^T~=—T~ = ^- (3)

Q- q''

The differential form J i-emains therefore invariain when ojie

independent invariable passes into the other.
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Gul of' the second equation (2) we still 11 nd

1/7 dt

or

|/Q . (IT = \/q .dt=:dT (4)

The iunclion t remains likewise invariant for the above mentioned

transformation apart from an irrele\'ant additive constant.

The form / written as fnnction of t has therefore the form which

is independent of the chosen independent variable ; it will therefore

be characteristic for the connectioii existing- between two particnlar

integrals.

All functions built up exclusively of / and t or deduced from

dl dU r
these, as — ,~r~,--, iTdr, etc. will be equallv proof against trans-

r/T dt* J
formation of the independent \ariable.

If we now choose r as independent variable then according to

(4) f' =z\''(i, hence according to (2) Q=i and in consequence of

(3) I =z2]\ hence P=z\l. The ditferenlial e(|nation (^1) assumes

in this way the following standard form :

d^x I ir) dx

dx-^ 2 d,r
< \ )

As in this equation only / and t appear, all invariant functions

(built up evidently out of the coefficients and the independent variable)

can be expressed in 1 and t.

Let us now consider the so-called canonical form of the dilleren-

dx
tial equation, i.e. the form in which the coefficient of — is zero:

dt
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dT =r e dt

and

2,CFdT 2i pdt

Qe =z (j e

Let LIS moreovei- still show this.

d / dt\ dt'

dt[dTj'^^'dT

d'T
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Instead of / and t we miglit luive taken ^y, and f^ as standard

functions. We find tlie expressions for J and r in r/, and f^ most

easily out of (3) and (4). Tiiese expressions fnrnisli

dT=\/q,.<lt, (9)

'=^^^t ''''

If we now" start from tiie differential ecpiation given in the general

form (A) then the definition of / as function of t does not make an

integration necessary, whilst to get t as function of / we have

but to integrate once. The formation of / as function ofrfWyelima-

nation of t) requires therefore but one integration.

The construction of
<J^

as function of /, requires on the contrary

(see (5) and (6)) two integrations. It will therefore be in general

easier to find /(t) than ^i(^i).

Let us now suppose a relation between two particular integrals,

we can then make it our task to find the form of Pr) or of ^i(^,)-

It will then often be easier to detern)ine /(t) than q^iti). Hence we

shall work in many cases with the standard form {B). But also the

canonical form will often be able to serve us by its greater conciseness.

We shall now suppose the connection between two particular

integrals .i{t) and )/{t) of (.4) to be given in one of the two forms :

H^'fi-v) (11)

or

F{.i',v) = (12)

The latter equation will serve in particular as basis when FU', y) =
is an algebraical equation of order ii. In this case we shall make it

homogeneous by introducing the factor of homogeneity c (where after

the operations have been performed z is put equal to 1 ) and we

shall then write it

F{,^,;i,z) = () (13)

Our tirst work is to express the functions J and q^ in one of the

two inregrals, e. g. d\ We commence with equation (IT) and we

introduce the following abridgments :

dx dx^ dt^ dt^' dt^ dt^" dt^

dx • d^x dy d^y dl

dx dr^ dx dx^ dx

The two functions ir{t^) and //(^J satisfy the differential equation

which we shall write in the canonical form :
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^•" + q^ ,f rrz O, . . . . . . (CJ

/ + '/, y = 0. . . . . . . . . (Q
From (his ensues

y ,c — .?; y =^ y)

or

v' ,/;
— ,r' 1/ =: c (14)

If we take ,/ and // I o he (rectangular) coordinates then (11)

represents a certain curve. To each point of this curve belongs a

certain ./, hence a certain t^. If we now consider the radius vector

connecting- a |)oint of the curve with the origin 0, then it will

describe an ai'ea whilst describing the curve of wdiicli the element

(IS is e(|ual to hi^vdij- ij dv). So for equation (14) we can wi-ite :

dS
2— = c

or

2
t,^ — S, (15)

c

when the constant of integration is put equal to zero in connection

with the choice of the direction zero of the radius vector.

The ecpiation (^15) now expresses that the canonical variable t^ Is

proportional to the area descrihed by the radius vector out of 0.

If we kee[) in mind thai

we then have according to (14)

{:'•'! X— <l)''' = <'. • (16)

whilst from [C^) ensues

Elimination of ,/" with the aid of (Cj furnishes then

^fxx

\\\ eliminating ,/'' out of (16) and (17) w^e tinallx' ai-i-ive at

C'(fxx

{'^'Ix—<l)

Foi- dt^ we lind the expression

17)

(18)

1

dt^^=-- (xffi—ff) d.v, (19)
c

from \vhicli we conclude that ^/ic^ <'////t'/v^////fz/ equation {C) ca?i be solved

bi/ one single quadrature as soon as is l-no urn inJdch connection there

is betirec)) tiro purtunilar ii/Jegrals.

27

Proceedings Koyai Acad. Ainsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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We shall now find <h and / as functions of x.

Out of (9) follows

dx z=zc -—
. — {ic(( X— '/ ) dx — dx . / ,

3 c V 'C'ix—'i

01', if we put

-^^ = if^O^-) (--20)

•»</x

—

H

we find

./t = l/V' - ././• ........ (21)

According to (10) holds

'--J*^-.i(,r-;)=^..;:(,,-)-.

or on account of (18) and (19),

c dx\ > y .ff/^,—r/ x(fx—fl dx
\ \

t|.2

1
1

r/.rV y ouf,-(id.v x,f—(f,

3 J

hence
^^VV:-2^^

, (22)

or according to (20),

_ (A-</'a:— </ ) <y arax— 3.ry , 3:"

^

If now w^e take the equation i^(a',,y) = ü or F{,c,y,z)=^0 as

basis of our considerations, we tind first of all

F,x' + F,,y^ = ^.

If we understand by o a function for the present not closer

defined of t^ we can put

.^•' = ^F., ,
y' = - 9F. (24
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The equation (14) tells us then

- i,{F,x-{-F;,y)=zc,

(>!• with the aid of ihc iiomogeneous equation (13)

thus

and

or

c

'^ = y:

d.v cFy

F^dx
dt, = ——

,

' czF,

(25)

(26)

(27)

where the factor c has been introduced in the denominator for the

sake of homogeneity.

Differentiation of (26) according to t^ gives :

^_„ ^ ^
F~F,;-F^FJ ^ ^

F:{F,^x'^F,,,i,')~F,{F,,x'-\-F,,>j')

F^ Fz

^^ VF,{F,,F, -F,„F^^ - F,{F,,F;,-F,,F,)\

=
J_.

U'\{^\,F,-F,,,F,) - F,{F,,F,,-F,,F,)].

B^- application of the formulae

{n— l)Fx — xF_,j. + yF^.;, + i^^, etc.,

n{„—\)F = .r^F,,, + 2xyF:ni + y'F,,,i + -IxF,, -f 2///'^, -\^ F,, =
the form between [ J

can be i-educed to

I

J^ XX^ -^ XJ/^ ^ xz

X '\

Fxi/i Fffif, F,f.

Fx~., Fy,, F,,

Let us put

we then lind

{n-Xf

Fxx^ Fj;/, F_i-~
I

F,,/, F,,,,, F,,, z=zH, (28)

Fxz-, Fuzt F~z

(n— iyFJ
X,

2V
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so that from (6') follows

g,=
"^"^

, (29)

The factor c' serves to make the order of the numerator equal

to that of the denominator.

We deduce from (9), (27) and (29)

3 I

~- cz^m FAx

or
1 1

r/t = —^— (L- (30)

(n— 1)FJf,/
For /we find

^ //2 / ,.//2

1

("-1)/^J
3

cm
n— 1

Q lF,{lIJ^\j-n,,F.,) - ':^H{F,-F,-F,,J<\)\ =

I 3

F^m
iF,{FI,F,j-n,,F,) - SH{F,-F,-F,,F,,)l

or, if we put

:

FAII,F„-n,F,)--?>II{F,,F-F,,F.;)^G. . . (31)

/:=^^)-^
, (32)113' ^ '

z^F-^H'^

where the factor z- takes care that the degree of the denominator is

as high as that of the numerator.

Before passing- on to a discnssion of special equations //=(/{,r) or

F{.v,y) = we wnsh to make a few general observations.

As the functions

^ = (uv + ^y
j

n = y-''" + <v (

satisfv likewise the given differential e(|uation, the eqnalion

'i = U (^)

or

(33)
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y.v -f ff// =
(f

{((,i; 4- .-i;/)

wiil have to determine the same functions /(t) and r/,(;fi) as y = r/ (./).

Now the curve i/ = (/{,c) undergoes on account of the sul)stitutions

(33) a liomogeneous linear transformation, where therefoi-e the line at

infinity and the origin remain invariable. It is therefore a matter of

course that the bearing of the curve with respect to these einvariant

elements will come particularly to the fore. The form of the func-

tions 7(t) and q,{f^) will therefore be generally governed by the

mutual position of the points of contact of the tangents out of the

origin. Indeed, we read from (21)) 1. lliat q^ gets an inlinite value

in the points, for which at the same time holds F=zO and F~ = 0,

i. e. iji tl)e points of contact of tiie tangents out of the origin, 2.

that c/j vanishes in the points which satisfy at the same time 7^^=:

and z :^C), i. e. in the points lying at infinity whilst 3. q^ tends

to zero in the points indicated by 7^=0 and H=z{), i.e. in the

inflectional j)oiiHs. Ecpiation (32) on the other hand bhows us

that / becomes infinite in the |)oints lying at infinity, iji the points

of contact of the tangents out ofthe origin and in the inflectional points.

That the part played l)y the points at infinity can be studied more

con\'eniently out of (29) and (32) than out of (18) and (23) is one

of the chief reasons why we have included the equation F{.i',t/)=zO

in our considerations.

Geology. — "Xotes on the Sopoetidi Monntnins in tlw .}fin(fh((ssi("

.

(Second part). By Mr. M. Kopekbekg. (Communicated by

Prof. C. E. A. WiCHMANN).

(Communicated in the meeting of Sept. 30, 1911.)

The eruption of 190(1

According to the official telegram of the Resident of Menado and

a comminiicalion of Mr. A. Limburg, the meritorious observer of

the seismic plienomena at Tomohon, both (pioted in the Natuur-

kundig Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsch-lndië, Vol. LX VII, p. 5.5/58,

the sym[)toms of new volcanic activity in the Sopoetan-monntains

were fii'st observed on the J 7^'' of .lune early in the morning, in

the form of a dense colunni of snu)ke, afterwards accompanied by

occasional showers of ashes and nnid, among others at Amoerang and

at Tondano. After information from the initives a new ci'ater had opened

at about 800 M. distance from the Sopoetan-crater, about '/^ bouw

i. e. ± 1750 M.' in extent, measuring 45 to 50 M. in width, the

contour taken as a circle, from which sand or grit and stones in redhot
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condition were ejected to a lieic^ht of about 300 M. and in falling-

back had been piled up to a wall around the hole, which on the

21*f of June was already about 300 M. wide and 10 M. high.

In July to September the place was occasionally visited by Dr. theol.

S. ScHOCH, then curate of Sonder. An account of one of these visits,

inserted in the weekly paper Tjehaja-Sijanu- of Sept. 15 1906, published

at Menado in the Malay language, and information kindly forwarded

by Dr. Schoch, enable me to complete those reports, though all the

circumstances are not yet cleared uj).

The atrio of the old Rindengan-volcano to the north of the Sopoetan-

cone was again the scene of the phenomena, but whilst in 1901

the activity showed itself at the abrupt end of the formerly (First

part p. 230) mentioned hill-range iri-adiating from Sopoetan just

where this range is breaking olf at the Pen toe, it occurred now in

the upward part of the atrio cut olf by this spur into a separate

basin. Tnei-e two new scoria- or cinder-cones have ai-isen surrounded

by a tield of blocks, all sketched on the maj» in the first {)arl of

these notes (Proceedings of the meeting of June 24 j». 222) from

the indications of Mr. Schoch. The height of the uorth-westei-n cone,

indicated on the map l)y 4, above the level of the valley is estimated

at about '/, of that of Sopoetan, i.e. at about 150 M., that of the

south-eastern cone at 40 M. and that of the edge of the block-tield

to the side of the Ketcng 'u-wall at ±: 15 M. Nearer to the cone the

block-stream was much thicker. Among the single scoria-tlakes some

were seen of dimensions of more than two fathoms (3.5 M.).

In the beginning of June there was not a vestige of this entire

mass of grit and stone-, which may safely be valued at a volume

of more than ten million cubic meters. It has emerged in the second

half of June and in July, and has gradually moved oji "in the

shape of a wide black and red stream" in the direction of the

solfatare of 1901 ^), which it had reached already at the time of

Dr. Schoch's tirst visit in the middL^ of June. Since that time it

seems to have come to a stand-still, so that the solfatare itself has not

been covered over. On 18''' of August Mr. Schoch stood there against

"the high separate mass", but the stones were then still so hot and

steamed so vehemently that he had to abandon every idea of scaling

the talus. Not before September he succeeded iji doing so, "after a

troublesome ascent, because the stones lav so loose". On the surface

^) •'.
. . .laloe disoiong dengau gagah ka s;abelah barat laoet sampai kepada

„kawah jang meletoes pada tahon 19U1, maka roepauja soeatoe koeala hitani

,dan merah amal lebar jang kebatoe l)at()ean didjalannja". Dr. Sciiocii in Tjeliaja-

Sijang I.e.
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Mr. ScHOCH observed exiLMisive furrows in (he du-ei'lion of and

nndoid)tedlv caused />// the onward inovemeiil, as it were, a desolate

t'rag-landseape in miniature, with liills and valleys directed towards

the solfatare of 1901".

In accordance witli the view ex|)ressed l)eforo, ((ii'st part page

226), that the opening through which such a mass has gradually been

shoved out, must be located under the highest point, the mass of 1906

must have taken its point of issue at the cone 4, which is also Mr.

Schoch's dual impression, and is clearly indicated l)y a photograph

of the stone- and grit-mass sent me at the time by jVJr. Schoch and

now in the records of the Menado-e\ploration al Batavia. The state-

ments of the natives atford further aftirmation that this cone worked

tirst. Evidently this is the new crater mentioned in the Resident's

and Mr. LiMiUKCi's lirst re|)orts.

In the beginning a real eruption took place on the spot of cone

4 from a new crater, which surrounded itself in a few days with

a wall. But as early as June 21 the redhot cinder- and grit-mass

shosved itself: so at least 1 think we have to comment the passus in

the last-mentioned report that the crater "seems to consist of two

orifices which will certainly become one, as between these vents

there is but a redhot mass as separating-waJl". Hereat we must

observe that likewise at the Roeang at the verge of the cinder-

mass and of the crater here and there powerful fumaroles indicate

the e.Yistence of canals or less tightly packed spots ((V)inp. my
quoted report, Jaarb. v. h. Mijnwezen 1909 PI. 12).

Whether and in liow far the cone 5 has also conliibuted lu the

formation of the block-stream cannot be decided with certainty from

the reports. In the middle of July and on August 18 Mr. Schoch

found this cone in sti'ong eruptive action. Krom a hole at the southern

side of the lop redhot stones and grit were ejected amidst a column

of tire and a large dense column of snu)ke, as high as i)erhaps

100 ^I. abo\ e the crater, and fell down on the Hanks, so that this

mound became gradually higher. In the meantime detonations were

heard, as is likewise reported by Mr. Limburg of the crater that was

first in action: on August 18 however these detonations were con-

siderably less violent than a month before. It seems that previously

the material was ejected from this crater, or from cone 4, to a greater

distance; Mr. Schoch at least found on his return, wheii ascending

not Kètëngën but one of the Sem|>oe-toj)s itself, on the sIo|)e (which

on oui- ma|) must be the adjacent hill-spui' on the east-side) many

obviously new stones. Every now and then the activity of cone 5

seemed to shift. Mr. Schoch repeatedly saw that towards the vsouth,
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i. e. beliiiid ihc culiiiuii ut' lire aiul smoke, a new cloud of smoke

appeared and stones were thrown up, a phenomenon that was, liowever,

every time only of short duration.

The activity of' cono 4 was at that lime restricted to tlie pushing'

out of white and bhie smoke at the outside, wliilst a noise v/as

heard "like the rumbling of near thunder or lieavy breakers on a

coral-reef". (The Malay itinerary mentioned al)0ve). It was then

comparatively (juiet, and it is not to l)e wondered that in the

beginning- Mr. Schoch regarded not this cone but cojie 5 as the

principal seat of the activity and the |)oint of issue of the block-

stream, the more so as the height of this pimiacled mountain, then

sloping dovvji smoothly by being covered with sand and grit, was

over-estimated. Relating to these facts Mr. Schucu wiole me moruovei-

:

"By the violent winds in August and September however all the

"sand and grit was blown away and only the naked blocks of rock

"were left, so that it had the ap[)earance of a high benteng. That

"it was higher in September than in August was an optical delusion

"caused by the greater sercnily of the atmosphere in Septendx'r, and

"because 1 was then in the immediate vicinity". On all sides dense

clouds of smoke escaped then from this skeleton of blocks, whilst

the stones taken fiom the slope weie still vei'y hot. Cone 5 on the

contrary was entirely extinguished; the bottom of its fuunel-siiapeil

crater was "perfectly dry, sandy and without any smoke". Its

activity, however important and imposing it may have been, has

consequently oidy been a transitory episode of the complex of phe-

nomena of 1906.

It would certainly be j-emarkable if liie masses of blocks and grit

had emerged from two separate crater-vents and had united inio

one single stream, without leaving behind in its relief any trace of

.thai twofold origin. It is only by a further local inxestigation that

the desirable cerlainlv in this res[)ect may be obtained. 1 must con-

sequently conliue myself to point — if need be as a hypothesis —
to the i)0ssibility, in my opinion even the probability, that the course

of events has been a'^ follows: On the s[)ot of cone 4, where, as

Mr. Limburg was iidbrmed, as early as the ejid of May some activity

pi the earth coidd be observed, most likely consisting in a slight

npheaval, and onW there the grit- and scoria-mass has emerged,

initially by explosion, so that an encircling wall was piled u[),

which afterwards, as the mass was pushed on moi'C quietly, was

tilled in and prop[)ed up, had become irrecognizable as a crater, and

during the further process of pnshing oji and extending of the mass

to all sides, (Mr. Sciiocn compared the spreading out of the field
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of rocks lo (lull of tli(; circles in (he \v;tler when ;i sloiic is plunged

iiilo it), coiikl be pi-eserved as a higlier part oulv. In liie time of

or shoi'Uy aflei- the hegiiniing another crater-orilicc had heen formed

at 5, and the gases and vapours egressing tliei-e with ex|)losive

strength, when the mass of stones ha'! I'cached the sjtol, caught the

material and piled it up, hut here by way of rearrangement, to an

encircling wall, which now contrary to what happened at 4, was
j)reserved as a well-developed crater-i*oue, because the force dimi-

nished only alter the moving on had ceased and conseipienlly the room

within the encircliiig wall could no more be tilled up neithei- from

l»elow^ nor from the sides. iMr. Sciioch's before-cited information aixjut

the state of this crater comes ai>parcntly to the support of this

hypothesis.

It might e\en be that tlie formation and the activity of the crater-

hill 5 should have to be taken entirel}' as a secondary |)henomeiion.

There was here at the foot of the Sopoetan-cone, to the left of the

uppermost, now^ \vliolly covered gullies of the Penloe, a moist spot

in the dry and barren gril-|)Iain, a pool a few centimeters deep,

kiiown as Ranoe Alenono, and ali-eady mentioned by K()oi{I)1':ks, who
had a camp in the immediate neighbourhood. Evidently there is

here some permanent aftlux, perha[>s originating from infiltrations

in the Sopoetan-crater, but to a hydrostatic level of oidy a few

centimeters above the gronnd. When the redhot mass of rock reached

this spot a sudden evaporatior» was to start with eruptive force, by which

the loose material of the cinder-stream may just as well have l)een

re-arranged as a crater-wall, as it could be done by eruptive agency

tVom a trne crater. To preserve this mound in its place, ir was in

this course of events only necessar}' that as long as the inoxing ot

the mass was still going on the re-arranging action had not decreased

too much, i.e. that the arri\'ing material Inul not too much cooled

down. And this may readily be admitted, as still on the 18'"' of August

Mr. ScHocu saw the stopped stream steaming also at its end near

the solfatare of 1 90i , about ()0() M. away from the starting-point,

and foimd the mass there still too hot to allow of trying an ascent,

whilst the cone 5 is only '2(10 M. renioxed from the |»t)int of issue.

In my opinion the irregularity observed in the erui)ti\e activity at

cone 5 tallies oetter with this explanation than with the supposed

existence of a real j)rimary crater there. If this explanation is correct,

then this (pnte parasitic cralerwoiild only have operated with material

of the stream, wdiilst cone 4, like the solfatare of IIIOI, moreover

must have ejected material of a dilferent nature, among others the

light-coloured material of the old crater-bottom, ijideed among the
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cinder or scoria specimens sent me at the time by Dr. Schocfi there

were also grey, white, and yellow pieces which are exclusively taken

from cone 4, whilst the stream and cone 5 consist entirely of the

dark cinder- or scoria-material, reminding Dr. Schoch of cokes, which

in petrographical nature seems to agree with the material of Sopoetan

proper. Want of time prevented my further examination of these

specimens. A serious argument against such a secondary, [)urely

hydro-lhermical mode of origin might l)e drawn from the fact that

tire-i)henomena have been observed. Dr. Sciioch speaks even of a

mass of flames which was occasionally seen : this may however be

occasioned by the red-hotgrit thrown up by (he \iolenl ebidlition.

Something of this natui-e likewise might have laken jilace on a

smaller scale at tlie solfatare of 1901, if it had also been submerged,

and the stream of blocks had not come to a stop a few paces back.

It seems that this solfalai-e has gradnally subsided, but in 1901,

according to Dr. Scnorn's Malay itinerary, it was again in activity

with the old strength, so ihat for liim too it was impossilde lo

descend into ihe hole on accouui of (he sul|»hur-\apours and Ihe

excessive heat of the bottom.

With sufticient certainty we may conclude from the information

in hand that the "cokes"-mass was not in a \u\\\u\ slate at the tiuic

of ejection. I'iic ciuei-aliou has taken [ilace uudergi'oimd. liolh in

this respect and in the manner of eruption and moving onward,

which is to be conceived ralhei- as a iop[>ling over each other than

as a moving on by proi»elling, the ])henomenon forms a I'epetition of

that of Roeang iu 1904 fO. c. p. 223/224 and 25(3/258). The diuerences

originate in the pre-existing relief of the surface and the relative

ciuantity of the ejected matter: nf liOcuiKj a comparatively sn^all

crater which was filled and from which the mass desceuded along a

fold of the uiouulaiu-tlauk, Iwrc a comparatixely large valley-basiu, iu

which the mass rolled down from one or two ei'uption-seats and

extended itself freely, and was not large enough to pile itself up to

a somewhat important height against the walls, so that the cones

risen on and round these eruption-seats could retain iheir dominating

relief, whereas at Roeang, if originally they have likewise been foi'med

in the space of the crater, after the tilling up, they could no more

be detected. In so far as 1 can remember from the ()hoiograph sent

bv Dr. ScnocH, the relief form of the stopped mass is what it ought

to be under these circumstances, a gradually sloping heap of stones

culminating in the two cone-slia|)ed elevations, and towards the free

sides a comparatively low and not too steep talus, round which

still some loose material is spread. It is to be presumed that in the
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nortli-wosl, against the lillle viuv^a i-adialiiiü,' from the Soput'laii-cuiic

the circumference of the mass of stones adapts itself more to the

level-lines than the sketch on the map indicates, and tluit the Pentoe-

hed on detailed surveying would prove to be more submerged; in

this way the otherwise rather |)u///.ling streain-sha[)ed extremity near

the solfalare of HIOl will probably have to be amended. 1 have

however found no freedom to depart from Dr. Sciiocn's indications.

If at any time a "Nachscdiub" of great im|)()rtance is coming on,

then firstly the remaining part of the ali-io will be (illed, and then

a stream of blocks will go down into the Pentoe-ravine. The similarity

with Roeang would then, or even now if the quantity of the new
material had been greatei', be readily perceptible. Another stream might

spread itself then in tiie grit-tlelds between S()i)oelan and iManimporok

running down southward to Tombatoe. With volcanoes however, and

especially here, it is to be kept in mind that : "le vraisemblable

c'est rimprévu", and it might very well happen that in that case

the cinder-hearth would seek its outlet in the i-ing-wall of Sempoe
and then streams of blocks would take the way of Masem or the

direction towards Kelelondei.

Later reports are still wanting; we may assume that since Septendjer

1906 cone 4 has gradually ceased to smoke, which was in fact the

only after-etfecl. Not until 5''' or 7''' of June 1907 a new activity is

rejHjrted, (Nat. Tijdschr. v. N. I. Dl. LXVIII p. i 20) with a violence

"similar to that of the year before", (A. Limhurcj) ; from the crater

that was then formed, — unfortunately it does not ap[)ear which of

the two crater-cones is meant, — "dense colunms of smoke emerged,

and at night a glare of lire was percei)tible"\ (Controller of Amoerang).

A great "Nachschub" did not occur then ; this appears from what

has been said. Pi-esumably even little or no material has been

ejected, otherwise the solfatare of 1901 would most likely hax'e

become pai'tly or entirely choked, and this would soon have been

perceived. The statement of the controller of Tondano, that on 25"' of

June after the earth-(piake of that day \^ increased act i\ ity of .Soj)oefan

could be observed, makes us suppose that at that time the acti\it\-

had ali'cady i)een abating again. Passing and without lasting conse-

(piences as the phenomena of that ycai' e\idenlly were, they ai"e

however in my opinion of importance as a [)roof that the activity

') hi lliL' leporls of Llic (,';iilli(|iiake.> (Nat. Tijdrfclir. i.e. p. 174) only ;i shock

al T'- I'"- kit',, t. al j-ialaliaii «ui llial ilay and an wilier in the iii;^lil of -J-") jo :2r»

ahoLil !'' luc. I. ail' iccoiilcd lidui IJic .Miiialiussa. ll is iml cleaf wliicli <huck is

meant.
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of the hearth has not yet been closed and at a repetition wouUi

most likely choose the same way.

After that time no more volcanic phenomena are reported from

the Sopoetan-mountains or from tiie Minahassa. Prof. Dr. Wichmann

was kind enough to call my attention to a lecture by Jon. Ahlhuhg,

(Monatsberichte der Deutschen Geologischen Geyellschafr, 1910 N". 3

p. 191 and N". 11 p. 6(^5), who visited N. Celebes and the Minahassa

in 1909. After a notice about the i>revious history, reduced already

by Wichmann to its exact value'), we read there as follows:

"Noch vor ei]iigen Jahreii ereignele zich cin uouei' Ansbnich :
bei

"diesem ganz unvermutelen Ausbruche trat in der Senke zwischen

"Soputan ujid Kelelondei eine gewaltige Lavamasse aus, die lux-h

"heute" (so 1909 or 1910), "im Innern gliihend isl und in He-

"wegung zu sein scheint. Dieser Lavaausiu'iich ist um so bemerkens-

"werter, als grössere Lavaergüsse in der Minahassa, wie iiberhaupt

"im Indischen Archipel zu den Seltenheiten gehch-en"
;

(I.e. p. 193)

and "... Die Senke (zwischen Soputan und Kelelondei) steigt etwa

"150 m. (gerechnet vom Kessel zwischen Sopulan, Manimporok und

"Sempoe, dem Lagerplatz der Gebrüder Sarasin) emi)Oi-, und in

"ihrem oberen Telle gewahrt man — vom Soputankrater ostrand

"besonders sclir»n zu selien — eineu Hacheii, lauggestreckten Lava-

"kegel. Der Kegel liegt dem S(t[»utanMaug zu : die Obertlache zeigt

"deutliche Einbriiche und klattende Spaltenrisse nach der Soputan-

"seite (dem Steilhang des Kegels) zu ; der Strom (nach Siiden ge-

"richtet) teilt sicli an der ()stb()schung der Senke (am Kelelondei)

;

"die Obertlache zeigt ty[)ische lUocklava : aus dem Innern auisteigende

"Dampte (die im Verein mit der ausstrahlenden Hitze ein Naher-

"kommen verhinderten; farben die Kruste weisz und gelb. Der

'^\uslu-ucli fand stalt am 18 Juni 1908') (nach Angal)e des Hukum

"tua von Langowan), oline vorherige Erderschiitterangen. Bemer-

"kenswert ist, dasz der neue Kegel unterhalb der Hauptfumarole

"des Soputankralei-randes (Ostseite) gelegen ist, dasz in derselbeii

"Richtung der tatige Masemkrater und die Schlammpfuhle bei

b Ibid. 1910 N". 8/10: Ueber deu Vulkan Soputan in der Minahassa, and 1911

X". i : Ueber die Ausbruche des Soputan in der Minahassa.

i hope to revert afterwards to some geological information about N. Celebes by

Mr. Ahlburg that is at variance with my observations. Here 1 only want to remark

thaL where the author takes the volcano-mountains to consist of Manimporok,

Kelelondei and Sopoetan, the further indication "von diesen ist besonders der

"Soputan in neuerer Zeit wieder in Tatigkeit getreten", is in sofar incorrect that

the Sopoetan- cone has notliing at all to do with these eruptive phenomena.

2) A clerical or printer's error for 1901) ; as also to be induced from the first

words of these quotations.
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"LangOWaii, einilicli die liois/on (^)ii(>ll('ii hei l^asso iiiid <i;iii/ im

"Osteii (Ier iicMi,!L>el)il(lelo Parasil lialii Aii^iis ham (Slrassc \()ii I AMuhe)

"liegen "

"Hinziifügen will icli noch /ai diesem Ucpiclile, das/ icli niicli der

"Lavamassa auf ca. 400 iii. genalierl iiiid mil einem Zcissglas meiiie

"Beobachtiiiigeii (aucli kleine Skiz/en danacli) geinaclit liabe." (Lc.

p. 667/(i68j.

In order (o riglillv understand llicse cnniniiinicalions and in

connection with our map, we observe in ihe lirsl place thai instead

of east everywhere north-east should be read'), and further that

(lie name of Kelelondei is a[)plied in the sense of the Sakasin's,

for the elevation called on the niaj» Sempoe. That the depressicm

between those two mountains is divided^^b}- an edge into two basins is

then however not noticed l»y the author, unless since 1906 the new
mass should have been piled up more than a hundred meters higher,

and consequentlv the Ketcngen-wall should have ceased to be a

characteristic line in this mountain-landscape. But then pretty sureh^

the solfatare of 1901 would have been submerged and through the

two oxertlows the mass would have been poured out of the basin.

That but for Mr. x-Vhlbukg nothing should have transpired of such

indeed enormous changes, where there are established in the Minahassa

and in the nearest surroundings exact P]uropean observers, who with

scientific zeal are galhering information, is cei'tainlv most inilikely.

From what is told and still more from what is not told, I suppose

that in reality Mr. A. has not seen antl could not have seen anything

more than what is described above according lo Mr. Schoch's indications.

Oidy some moi-e material might perhaps ha\ e been added in 1907,

and the cone 5, to which in my o])inion only an ephemeral existence

may be attributed, might liaxe disappeared. 1 can, howevei-, inuigine

that when looking from the lofty north-eastern Sopoetan-crateredge

only the cone 4 was perceived, and that the so much lower cone

5 as an unimportant knoll remained unobserved.

1) The very liist nuip (if llio Miiialuissa Icaclirs llial llir line Sopoclaii— lialoe

angoes baioe vuna N.K. U iuunds somewliat singular that Mr. A. coiiiiecls Sopnelan,

over the neighbouring r^angowan and Passo, tlicn however skipping nearly the

entire Middle- and Norlh-Ahnaliassa and llicir niuncroii^ volcanoes and groups of

volcanoes, with Batoe angoes baroe. In a more discreet way llial hydro-thermal

line has been indicated, for llie lirsl time. I believe, by Koohders. In a country, so

full of volcanoes, hot-water- gas- and mud-spiings, such aliginiienls arc of course

possible in every directiiui 1 1 is siiigulai' al.-<o thai Baloe angoes baroe is called

here siiorlly a parasite, so llial an oulsidei- miglit easily believe be had to do

with a parasite of Sopoelan. A parasite il i-, hul nl a ijuile dillerent system of

volcanoes, far away in I lie ulmosi norlb-easleru pari of llie Minahassa.
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From llie vet'\ fircumslauce lluil Mr. Aiii/urHc; beheld the new

mass IVoin the Sopoetan-crater-i-im, thus from another side tliaii

Mr. ScHOCH, these eommiiiiications l)C)rro\v however a certain value

as an amplification and confirmation of those of my correspondent.

The mass showed itself as in our opinion it must show itself from

that elevated point, from all sides turned towards the valley slightly

ascending to the rather eccentric mound of crater 4, at the back of

which the Sopoetan-tlank pi-ecluded free development, whilst the

principal mass moved of course towards the "ThaKveg", so that along-

side the Sopoetan-flank a steeper talus and the original irregularities

could remain preserved. It is not astonishing that the uppermost

part has not been i-ecognized as a crater-cone, if we consider that

here — at variance with Roeang — the crater and its stuffing do

not differentiate. On the other hand the directions of the current-

like extension, indicated on the map by arrows, seem to have been

more distinct in the bird's eye view, than they were to Mr. Schoch

looking from j)oints in much lower levels.

It does not appear whether the internal glowing, the egi'ession of

vapoui-s and the radiating of heat related to the whole extent of the

mass, or whether they were limited to the highest part, and what

has led to the opinion that the mass should still be in motion. If

this remark is correct, then it seems to me much more likely that

a slight "Nachschub" had taken place, a short time before Mr. A.'s visit,

and without additional jihenomena observable in the neighbourhood.

In one respect the communications seem to be at variance with

what 1 felt allowed to deduct from those of Mr. Schoch, where

Mr. A. speaks of la\a or block-lava and even of a lava-cone, in so

far as this, in distinction from cinder, can be taken to signify that

the mass has been emerged in a melted slate, and has onl}' after-

wards congealed to compact blocks of rock. His further annotation

that he has made his observations by a field-glass makes me believe

however that by those terms not precisely such a narrower

\arietal limitation is meant. So I can find no reason to modify my
view, that as at Roeang cineration has been at work, which I

regard as real for this kind of erujitions, consisting in the slow so

not explosive moving out of solid material in blocks and grit. A

real lava-eruption here would be remarkable enough to make us

hope, that further information from the Minahassa may soon obviate

the risen uncertainty.

Sopoetan proper has shown no phenomena of increased activity,

neither during the phenomena of 1906, and as may be deducted

from the quotation till 1909, nor during the so much less impoi'tant
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phciioineiiji of ll)()l. The iK\u;i(i\o fju't lluil liiis iin|)()'^iii,L>- uiid not

at all e.xtiiH'l looking- cralor '), rciiiaiiKMJ (Miliivly passix'e (liii'iiii>' ;tll

llie volcanic phenomena tiiat look ])lacc at ils fooi is perhaps no

less i-eniarkahle than the series of positive facts themselves, andean
btit confirm our opinion that the veal canse of the recent activity,

(lie magma-hearth, ))resumable in itsell" alreadv not |)rimarv, '^^

seated at shallow depth. It is not less remarkable that, whilst on

acconnt of the topographical sitnation might be said that the old

Rindengan-volcano has resumed its activity, the emerged material,

as has already been said, seems to cori-espond petrographically to

that of the eruptions of Sopoetan pi'opei-.

Now it is (piite natural that we should ti-y to lind a co-relation

between the phenomena of 1901 and those of 190(V1909. l>ut the

nature of this co-i-elation is not so easil>' detected and al all e\en1s

not so, that the former of necessity should have been directly

precursory to the latter; therefor the occurrences were eacli time

too much localized, to spots that for the two cases are 600 M. apart.

We might account for the connection in the following way: About

or in 1901 |)art ol" the magma |)enetraied by way of apophysis into

the humid zone, — the real character of which may remain undis-

cussed here, — and by local i]icalesceuce caused the bursting foi-lh

of the solfatare. The magma on the other hand cooled gradually

down, contracted and left free space which atforded to a new
supply of magma about 1909 the oi)portunity of congealing under

reduced pressure. This laller iiiitially quickly progressing process,

caused the eruptive formation of the crater-cone 4, through which

at the further |)rogress the formed cinder-material, in consequence

of the increase in volume, contiiiued (o move to the outside. So a

new fact, the posterior afflux of jnagma, was necessary to cause the

phenomena of 1901, after some years of continual cooling dowMi

and contraction, to be followed l»y the oiitbivak ol' 1906, and what

was further coniiecled with it. A similar co-relation might perhaps

be established bclween the solfatare Walelang and the ei'uptive

mound within I he old Sempoe-crater and between lloemcrcga and

1) I cannot fully ;ulniil i\h'. AnLBUiUi's view (I.e. p. 1!)8 ami üüü), that the

hotloni of the eraler sliouKl liave risen IVom UJii<nown (.ieplh to "200 and 100 M.

heneiitli the edge since llie eiuplion of 1838C::') by the crumbling down of the

walls, in 1899 and 1901 1 was able, like Mr. A. in 190i>, to see al (lie loo! ct

the guaf the in my "pinion evidently original bnttom willi its boccas at tlie

southside, wherever the '"lioirur vacni'" and the prolile ol' the eralcrwall did not

prevent me from looking down. It seems to nie lliat Rinne'.s clause to which A.

refers, quoted also by VVichmann in his crilieal notice (I.e. page 59;}), does not

mean what A. has apparently read in it.
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(lie liill-i';iii,ut' i-iuli;iliii,ii' iioi'tliwjird IVoin Sopoctjiii ; Imt l>_v dijing su

we are jA'oiiiii' slill tartlier aslrav in llie daiigerous lield ofcoiijeciiire

vvitliout even having tlie support of chronological data.

The sending out of an apophysis by a hearth of magma will be

hardly conceived otherwise than along a newly opened fissure, or

by the sudden widening of an existing fault, both facts which,

according to the <Mirrent views, may be causally connected with

earth-quakes, so that we need not look any further for the primordial

cause of the series of volcanic and seismic ])henomena. I must re|)eat

here howevei', that the composition of the earlli(piakes in the Mina-

hassa for the lirsl half year of 11)01 in the appended table A does

not reveal such connection with any certainty.

We succeed still less in discovering for 190() any co-relal ion between

the volcanic and the seismic events in the Minahassa. At the time

when the out-bi-eak began, the region was, as appears from tlie

composition A, in a state of seismic calm which continued for almost

four months, and the fact that the oidy earth-motion between April 29

and August '22 took place on the very day that the break-out began,

loses all further value, because tliis shock was of no greatei- sigjuti-

cation than the slight pnlsations that repeatedly occur here ever and

anon also nnder ordinary circumstances.

It is quite different in 1907. The month of June in which the

crater of 190(i resumed its activity shows, with (i earthquakes in

about 20 days, a rather high frequency, whilst the most violeut

shock, abont mid-night of 25 to 26, with an intensity of Vll U) \T11

(Rossi-FoREi,) at Tomohon ^), Tondano and Menado"-), was followed,

as also observed on the spot, by a strengthening of the volcanic

action. Consequently we are fully entitled to regard this pulsation

as a real volcanic one, and then it is not nnimportant that it has

also been recorded at Batavia. Besides this surely not accidental

coincidence, the recognisable connection is restricted to an increased

freqnency of eai'thquakes especially in June. As long as the move-

ments of volcanic origin cannot systematically be separated from the

real bathn-seismic commotions nothing more may be expected.

As appears from the comparative synoptical table B such a more

or less evident coincidence of greater seismic agitation in the Mina-

hassa" and increased or renewed activit}' of not too far removed
^) "Coins lying on the table slid down: clocks stood still; the water spurted

"out of the ewers. Rumbling before and after the shock. The violent shock was
"followed by three lighter ones In the neighbouring Tondano the church-bell began
"to toll by the shaking of the earth."' (Communication of Mr. A. LimbukgI.

-) "Trees were distinctly seen to swing, hanging lamps oscillated more than

"0,5 M. out of the perpendicular (pendulum-length ± 2V2 M.)". Amplitude conse-

"quently + 2:2°. "Fissures in walls". (Communication of Mr. F. A. J. Keuchenius).
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volcanoes, besides the one just discussed and that in February/March
190J, is still to be slated: for J889 with re^ai-d to Roeang and
beginning- of Septemher for the submarine volcanic phenomena near
Mahengetan, perhaps 1893 for Lokon and 1898 and 1904 again for

Roeang; but quite as often even this vagne co-relalion cannot be

recognized
; so that in the end ojily so much can be admitted as

irrefutable for the Minahassa and neighbouring islands, that iji "eneral

an increase of the seismic agitation is accompanying the increased

volcanic activity of the last years.

Before concluding these notes, I have to add some observations

about Mr. Ahlburg's statement, on the authority of native informers

that Sopoetan, at the last or perhaps at a former great eruption,

should have lost its summit and that then the great crater should

have been formed. (I.e. page 193). In the first place the cone as

seen from the north-side does not gi\e the impression of having

formerly been more pointed. With many of the so regular volcanic

mountains, with Sopoetan it is the case from the south-side, the

truncation of the crater-edge gives the impression as if the top of

the cone has been broken off by \'iolence. Indeed of most of these

mountains a story may be heai'd here or there, that such a cata-

strophe has really taken place, as with i,iJ^ so often a legend is to

explain why there is no pinnacle on a sti'ikingly obtuse tower. A
real st rato-volcano however begins its existence by the crater-orifice,

not by the cone, and this is certainly the case with Sopoetan with

its fine alternation of horizontally outcropping layers of coarser and
finer agglomerated material visible in the crater to great depth. If

in a strato-volcano the crater should ojily be chiselled out of an

existing cone by an eruption, then this implies a long previous

history, during which a former crater has entirely disappeared through

collapse and erosion. This how^ever will not make the mountain

more pointed but rather more obtuse and flat. Of course at every

great eruption a crater may be swept clean, and shaky pieces can

be blown off. In this sense some value might jierhaps be allowed

to the communicated story, which had remained unknown to me, if

it is really founded on tradition; though it is entirely excluded that

it can relate to an eruption that took place after Reinwardt's visit

to the volcano. The crater has certainly an unbroken appearance,

this needs however not plead a recent origin, but oidy proves that

the time (tf the last great eruption is not yet long ago. (I.e. p. i)6iy).

The structure of the crater and the great thickness over which the

shell-like superposed strata are visible therein, show on the conti'ary

that this volcano, as late as 19(Hó still the youngest of the system,

nevertheless may look back on a venerable duration of its activitv.

28
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.



Date

2/II

2/II

2/1

1

3 11

6/II

7,11

8/1

1

6/1

1

to

8/II
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A. Composition of the earth-quakes of the Minahassa during the first

iialf year of 1901, 1906, and 1907; in tiie main from flie records in

the Natuurkundig' Tijdschrift voor Nederlaiidsch-Indië.

Time of

Batavia
Place of

observation
Observer or

reporter

Dura-
tion

in sec.

Direction Particulars

FIRST HALF YEAR OF 1901,

4h49ni

>3h 49m

Oh ISm

Oh 24 m

Oil 3m

I

Oh 22,3m

12h 18m

to
22h48m

12'! 19'"

+ 12h

Oh 47m

4h 18m

Id.

4h38m

4h 47m Menado Koperber

Menado
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Date
Time of I Place of

Batavia I observation
Observer or

reporter

Dura-
tion

in sec.

Direction Particulars

9/11

16/11

16/11

24/11

24/11

24 II

l/III

16/III

6/IV

6/IV

0h58ni

lh3m

3h48m

3h 18m

ShSSm

3h48m

6h 18<n

6h 18m

6h 28m

22h 48m

23h 3m

5h36m

Kelelondei

Tondano

Tomohon

Tomohon

Distr.ofMenado

Tomohon

Masarang

Tomohon

Masarang

Distr.ofMenado

Tomohon

Distr. of

Tondano

511 4 m
{
Tomohon

6/IV

4h49m

4h55m

5h3m

5h3m

5h 4m

5h5,lm

Kelelondei

Gorontalo

Tondano

Tomohon

Kelelondei

Batiavia

Veen

Government

Lim.burg

i>

Government

Limburg

Goedbloed

Limburg

Goedbloed

)i

Government

Limburg

Government

Limburg

Veen

Government

n

Limburg

Veen

Observatory

22h 19m Kelelondei Veen

7/IV
,

2'! 18'" Tondano Government

2h 20.8"' Batavia Observatory

2

2

2 to 3

5 to 6

20

+ 10

SWb.S.NEb.N

NW/SE

N/S

Vertical

Vertical

N/S

I

Vertical

6 to 7 E W

Vertical

EW
SW/NE

Vertical

SW/NE

A few jolts.

Horizontal.

One strong shock (vertical)^

One feeble vertical jolt.

Vertical shock.

Rather violent.

Strong vertical shock.

Soft.

Soft.

Violent vertical shock.

Three light horizontal

[shocks.

Rather strong vertical earth-
quake.

Violent.

Slight, horizontal.

Rather violent, horizontal.

Strong", vertical earth-quake.

In the course of the day
five more slight shocks.

Seismogr. Milne; beginning;
recorded movements more
at 6' 26,0m and 6^ 48,6 m
(perhaps corresponding
with thel ater shocks report-

ed from Kelelondei).

Horizontal. Of shorter du-
ration and of less signi-
fication than the earth
quake of April 6.

Beginning. Seismogr. Milne.

1) The apparent contrast between the indication as vertical and the statement of a direction has
not been explained.

28*
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Date
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Dfltp i

T^'f"^ °^ Place of i Observer or

I

Batavia I observation ! reporter

Dura-
tion

in sec.

Direction Particulars

19 7

26,1 9'! 33'" Tengali

3/II 1'' 18"'? Amoerang

±12h47"'

jl2h47'n

J12h54'n
I

llShS'"

13h 13"'

13h24'n

Id.

13h23 8"i

jl3h49ni

|

+ 141i47m

2h3m

2h 19m

2h52m

2h54ni

2h 18m

211 37 m

lh59m

2h 39,5 ni

5'- 17 m

4h39m

5h 19m

5h5m

5h 15,2m

22'' 2"!

Kawangkoan

Kotabaroe

;;

Tomohon

Passo

Limbotto

Gorontalo .

Batavia

Kotabaroe

Kawangkoan

Amoerang

Kotabaroe

Tomohon

Menado

Tombatoe

Tomohon

Kotabaroe

Batavia

Tomohon

Kotabaroe

Romoön

Peore

Batavia

Tomohon

Government
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Date

2/VII

3/VII

7/VII

19/VII

20/VII

20/VII

23/VII

3/X

26/XII

Time of^ Place of

Batavia I
observation

Observer or
reporter

Direction P a r t i c 11 1 a I- s

28 VI ,12'! 47'"
,
Toinohon

12h 18"!

I2h27ni

9h47m

8h7m Menado

8h4m Gorontalo

7'! 54m Limbotto

8h29m Paleleh

8h3'" Toli Toli

8'! 14,3"' Batavia

13^1 H"" I Tomohon

20i>47m

21 1'

20h50,7"'

7h47ni

3'! 32'»

3h Hm

3h 32"!

Taroena

Batavia

Tomohon

Tondano

Batavia

15h32ni Tondano

Limburg

Director
Cadastre

Government

Observatory

Limburg

Government

Observatory

Limburg

Govermnent

Observatory

Government

Some

25

15

10

2

4 45

Vertical

NW/SE

N/S

N/S

W/E

N/S

Vertical

E/W

Slight vertical quake.

Slight and vertical.

» » »

Two slight vertical shocks.

Very slight horizontal shocks.

Rather strong.

Three shocks.

Vibrating.

Vertical Slight.

Two shocks.

Slight.

.Slight shock ; two clocks
E-W stopped.

Not strong.

Some rather strong shocks.
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B. Comparative Synopsis of the frequency of the earth-quakes

in the Minahassa, and the volcanic phenomena in this

and in the neighbouring regions during the period

J 887^

—

19Ü8; from the reports in the Natuurkundig

Tijdsciirift voor Ned. Indie.

Year

1887

1888

1889

1890

1891

1892

1893

1894

1^95

1896

1897

189S

Entire
j

oTe^rth^-
Distribution over the year

quakes

Volcanic phenomena

12 3 12 Aug. 5; Sept. 3; Oct. 1;

Nov. 3.

4 Sept. 2; Oct. 2.

more than! Jan. 1; Febr. 2; May 1; the

13 rest as swarms from 6
to 12 Sept.

2 in Ftbr.; 1 on 3 March;
swarm on 6 March a. f.

days; 1 in March; 2 in

Oct.

Jan. 1 ; Febr. 2; May 2;
Dec. 1.

3

16

22

Increased activity at Roeang since
June

;
presumably in September also

at the sub-marine volcano of Mahen-
getan (Sangi- and Talaut-isles).

Ash-showers on 20,21 and 24 June,
presumably wron.uly brought into

connection with out-break Makian
on 29/30 June; possibly to be attri-

buted to Sopoetan.

On IS June and 19 Oct. Eruption Sangi on 7 June.

On 24 March, 7 April, 8 Aug.,

18 Sept. and 20 Dec.

On 16 April, 12 June, 14

Aug., 4 Sept. and 23 Dec.

On 27 July, 1 6 Oct. and 5 Dec.

1 in Febr; 2 in May; 2 in

June; 1 in July; 2in Aug.;
2 in Sept.; 2 in Oct.; 4
from 8 u. a. i. 15 Nov.

4 from 7 u. a. i. 26 Aug.; 3
from 21 u. a. i. 28 Sept.; 1

on 15 Nov.; 3 from 4 u. a. i.

8 Dec.

Febr. 2; March 2; on 9, 24,

25, 27 and 30 April; on 15

May; on 1, 4, 12 and 16

June; July 1; Aue. 2;
Sept. 3; Oct. 1; Nov. 1.

Of these nothing recorded
at Batavia.

Activity at Lokon since 29 March,
resumed in September and on 18

December.

Increased activity at Lokon.

Eruption Oena-Oena, since 10 Apri
introduced by earth-quakes on 2

and 3 May the eruption.
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Year

Entire
number
of earth-

quakes

Distribution over the year Volcanic phenomena

1899

1900

1901

1902

1903

1904

1905

1906

1907

1908

12

morethan
20

11

212)

14

25

10

On 21 May ; and on 30 Sept.
Oh 17'" Bat. t. 'Heavy
shock of rather long dura-
tion vert, and horizont.

W/E" (Goedbloed). Possi-

bly connected with the

great earth-quake of Ce-
ram on 29/30 Sept.

Jan. 2; Febr. 2; April 2');

May 2'); June 2; Sept. 2').

Swarms from 2 u.a.i. 8 Febr.;

Since still 17 or more; viz.

6 from 9 u. a. i. 24 Febr.;

2 on 1 and 16 March; 4 from
6 u. a. i. 7 April ; 3 from 10

u.a.i. 21 Sept.; 2 in Oct.

and Nov.

Febr. 4; March 2 ; May, July,

•Sept. Oct. and Dec. each 1.

Jan. 4 ; July 1 ; Aug. 3; Sept.

1; 8 from 28 Oct. u. a. i. 26
Nov.; Dec. 1.

1 on 24 Febr.; 5 from 1 1 u.a.

i. 2') March; 1 on 19 May;
1 on 31 July; 10 from 18

Aug. u. a. i. 27. Sept.; Nov.
I and Dec. 2.

3 from 22 u.a.i. 26 Jan.; on
16 Febr.; on 5 and 23 May

;

on 21 June and on 17 Aug.

On 13 Jan.; 5 from 24 Jan.

u.a.i. 7 Febr.; on 25 Febr.;

on 22 March; 25 and 29
April; 17 June; 22 Aug.;

5 Sept. and 18 Dec.

6 from 26 Jan. u.a.i. 1 1 Febr.;

5 from 19 u.a.i. 30 March;
12 from 10 June u a.i. 23

July; on 3 Oct. and 26 Dec.

In Jan. 2; in April 2; in

May 2; in Aug. 2; Sept. 1

and Oct. I.

Eruption Siaoe on 21 Dec.

Formation of the new solfatare on
Sopoetan, beginning February.

Submarine volcanic phenomena near
Mahengetan on 17 and 18 April

and 27 Aug. Roeang since 23 April

especially on 1 16 Sept. Mahawoe
beginning Oct.

Siaoe 21 and 22 May ash-shower.

Roeang 21 29 May sounds and vibra-

tions and on 23/24 May eruption?
and stream of water.

Sopoetan-mounlains: Middle (17)

June beginning of the out-break

from the new crater.

Sopoetan-mountains. Resuming of

the activity of the new crater since

5 June (and on 7 June and 25 June).

1) One of which recorded by the seismograph at Batavia ; the one of April perhaps

originating in the neighbourhood of Karakelang, (Sangi- and Talaoet-islands).

2) On 20/21 Sept. midnight, on 21 Sept. ± 12'' and on 22 Sept. 13'' 30>" and 16''

repeatedly dull sounds observed by me.

Utrecht, Mei 1911.
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Physics. — ''Some remarks on the direction of the hinodal curve.^

in the v—x-diagram in a three-phase-equilihrium.'' By Prof.

.]. P. KUENEN.

Professor Schreinemakers lias privately communicated to me the

following rule which he has derived from the general theory of

plaits and which occurs in a joint paper about to be published by

him and Professor D. J. Korteweg:

In a three-phase-equilibrium the two hinodal curves wldcli pass

through an. angle of the three-phase-triangle lie either both inside or

both outside the triangle.

For the special case of the «f>surface for binary mixtures this rule

may be proved as follows. Choose one of the angles, say 1, and

start from the condition where the phases 2 and 3 coincide, a con-

dition which we may always imagine, even though it may not be

physically realisable: at this moment the two binodal curves through

1 form one continuous curve. If now 2 and 3 separate the two

curves meet at an angle and obviously in the beginning they both

lie outside, the triangle. As the surface continues to change one of

the binodal curves (say the one of the equilibrium 1,2) may pass

into the triangle by its direction at a definite moment coinciding

with the side 1—3 of the triangle. But it may be shown that at

the same moment the second binodal curve coincides with the side

1—2, in consequence of which this curve also passes into the triangle.

The equation which expresses the special position referred to of

the binodal curve 1,2 is as follows ')

:

V — V

Solving for — we find :

Or ÖxQv

in other words the curve 1,3 coincides with the side 1— 2, q. e. d.

Looking through the literature concerning the if?-surface one finds

that in the diagrams the above rule has been often sinned against.

1) All the differential coefficients without an index refer to the point 1.
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Keeping (his rule in view and considering (lie diagram in the

neighbourhood of a critical point for two of the phases, where a

plaitpoint makes its appearance (or disappears; we at once arrive

at the following important law :

When a plait touches a second plait in its plaitpoint the curvatures

of the tiro are of the same sign.

An independent proof of this law may be given using the pro-

perties of the curves of constant pressure, the isopiëstics. It is well

known that the isopiëstic which touches a plait in its plaitpoint is

curved iji the same direction as the plait. At the point under con-

sideration the three curves (viz. the binodal with the plaitpoint, the

second binodal and the isopiëstic) touch each other. But (he isopiëstic

cannot touch the second binodal curve simply on the outside, for

that would mean, that the point was also one of maximum vapour

pressure on the second plait, and it is well known that this is not

the case. The isopiëstic and binodal curves must therefore intersect

as well as touch, i. e. they have the same curvature, from which it

follows that the second binodal is like the isopiëstic curved in the

same direction as the plait which it touches.

Analytically the law is expressed by (he equality ot the two

'd^v\ /d'-v'

expressions — and (
- which may be easily confirmed by

*

\d\rjtin VÖ'^'V/'

calculation. I find that some time ago a proof of this relation

was given by van der Waals ^), but 1 must add at once that I

do not agree with the view expressed by him that the value

of these coefficients should be zero at the point in question, in

which case the two curves would have a point of inflexion there.

d'v
, , .

The condition = holds at a pomt where a plait separates
d,v^p

into two parts with a plaitpoint on each. Van der Waals assumes

a separation of that kind, but it occurs inside the second binodal

curve, not on it "), and the condition does not hold at the point

where one binodal curve with a plaitpoint emerges from a second

binodal curve. If I am right some of the diagrams in van der Waals'

paper would need modification.

The literature on the subject shows again a number of diagrams

which are not in harmony with the law enunciated concerning the

curvature of the two plaits. The figures in my own treatise on

1) J. D. VAN DER Waals. Proceedings XI. p. 900, 1909.

2) Gomp. the paper on plaits by Kortewec (Arch. Need. 24), and e. g. van

DER Waals, Proc. X p. 141. 1907.
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mixtures ') will be found to be correct in this respect : in drawing

those 1 was guided partly by experimental results partly by another

law ') which was deduced from the theory and which comes to this,

that the sejiarated two-liquid plait lies outside the vapour-liquid plait,

if the tw^o components, as liquids, mix with expansion and vice versa.

It stands to reason that this law and the new one must essentially

be one and the same.

As regards the direction of the two hinodals which meet in an

angle of the triangle it was mentioned that they always form an

angle and naturally such that the curves enter the metastable part

of the surface. A proof of this may be given without directly using

the theory of plaits by means of van der Waals's formulae. If the

two directions coincided at any moment we should have :

Ov- ö,tOv

V, V, J Owd.c

-^
1 _ '^3-'^A _M^

If the common factors in numerator and denominator are not equal

to zero we may divide by them and we obtain the condition for a

plaitpoint at 1, a case which we may exclude. If the factors are

zero the three phases are in a straight line : this has a practical

meaning only, if 2 and 3 coincide and we already know that the

two binodals at 1 form one continuous curve in that case. Under

other circumstances therefore the curves must meet at angle, q. e. d.

For the special case that the point 1 lies at the extreme limit of

the plait, in the so-called critical end point, the proposition was

proved and used by vax der Waai-s. ')

In conclusion it may be pointed out that by taking into account

the last proposition one may easily deduce from the v—x diagram

1) J. P. KuENEN. Theorie u. s. w. von Gemischen, Barth. Leipzig p. 153. et seq. 1906.

3) 1. c. p. 158, 159

3) J. D. van dee Waals. Proc. XI p. 822. 1909.
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the phenomenon of double retrograde condensation predicted by

VAN DER Waai-s bj a different method ^). Tlic plienomenon occurs

when the vapour is about to form a critical {)oint with one of the

liquids while its representative point is still on the vapour side of

the plait, (which involves that it has to turn the corner of the plait)

and this condition is certainly fulfilled, as van der Waals pointed

out, if there are two liquid layers below the critical temperature of

the lower component and this is nearly always the case. But the

phenomenon is not limited as might be supposed from his paper ^)

to the case that the three phase

pressure is lower than the vapour

pressure of the lower component.

In order to show this I will con-

sider the case not discussed by van

DER Waals where the three phase

pressure is above the vapour pressure

of both substances, as with ether

and water (Fig. A). The vapour

1 must come together with the

liquid 2 : therefore either 1 must

move round the extreme point of

the plait towards 2 or 2 comes

round to 1. In the first supposition (Fig. BCD) the maximum in the

vapour pressure which lies hidden inside the triangle appears outside,

at the moment when 1 and 2 have the same composition x{B),

/I

\r

gradually moves off the plait and disappears ; at this moment the

plaitpoint P belonging to the equilibrium 1,2 passes over to the

liquid side, and the case has now become identical with that considered

1) 1, c. p 816, sqq.

2) Ph. Kohnstamm and J. Ghr. Reeders. Proc. XI p. 917. 1909. Professor

KoHNSTAMM draws my attention to a note in a recent paper by the same authors

n the September Meeting (p. 272) where the limitation is withdrawn.
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by VAN DEI? Waals. The necessity of double retrograde condensation

(fourfold intersection wilh a line // t;-axis) is seen in figure D.

In the second supposition (Figs. EC') 2 passes through the critical

end point {B') and immediately after we again obtain the configuration

which involves double retrograde condensation with this [)eculiarity

I, 3

B z

d. x.c.jr

however, that the first retrograde condensation which occurs on

compression is retrograde condensation "of the second kind" owing

to the position of the plaitpoint on the vapour side. The phenomenon

as a whole might therefore be called double retrograde condensation

of the .second kind. The maximum vapour pressure disappears inside

the triangle itself in consequence of the transformations which we

know from Korteweg's investigations take place inside the plait in

this case. Whether the first or the second supposition is the correct

one, say for ether and water, 1 shall not try to decide.

Mathematics. — "The characteristic numbers of the pri.smotope."

By Prof. P. H. Schoute.

1 . AJode of generation. Let S„^ , 6',,. , . . . , .S'„ represent a certain

number p of spaces respectively of n^ , n^ , . . . , ?iy dimensions having

by two no point in common Imt the point O common to them all.

Jjet us assume in each of these spaces a definite polytope with

as one of its vertices, and let us denote the ])olytope in ;S„j by (P^„j
,

that in S„^ by (P)„^ , . .
.

, that in ,S'„^ by (P)„ . Now let us move

{P)n„, remaining equipollent to itself, in such a way that the point

coinciding originally with coincides successively with each point

within (P)„i; then the locus of all the positions of {P)n^_ is a pris-

motope with two constituents {P)^y
,

(P),!^ which may be represented

by the symbol {P^ ; I\.X Kow let us move (P),,, , remaining equi-

pollent to itself, in such a way that the point coinciding originally

with coincides successively with each point within ij\ ; I\) ;

then the locus of all the positions of (P)„3 is a prismotope with three
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constituents (P),,^
, (P)„„ , (P)„3 which may be represented by the

symbol (P„, ; P,,.^ ; I\). In the same way we find by combining-

(P)„, and {I\ 1\ ; P,.,) a pi-ismotope (P,,, ; 1\ ; 1\ I\) witii four

constituents and finally, after having used (P)„ , a prismotope

tuents.[P,,^ ; 1\ ; . . . \ P„) with p consti

It is not difficult to show that the result is independent of the

order of succession in which the constituents are introduced in the

process mentioned. To that end we have only to demonstrate that

the interchange of (7^)„, and (P)^^ in the generation of (P,,^ ; P„J
does not influence the result. Let P be an arbitrarily chosen

point of the position {P)',,^-oï (P)„, in which the point of {P)„^

coincides with the arbitrarily chosen point 0^ of (P),,^ , and let

O^ be determined by the vector equation 0^P= 00,, i.e. let 0^
be (he point of (P)„„ corresponding to the point P of {P)'„^. Then
OO^PO^ is a parallelogram; so P may be considered quite as well

as the point of a new position {P)',,^ of (P),,^ corresponding to the

point 0, of (P)„j , this new position (P)',,^ of (P)„^ being obtained

by moving (P),,^ equipollent to itself in such a way that the point

of (P)„, coincides with the point 0, of (P)-„. Or, in connection

with the remark that 0^ and 0., are arbitrary points of {P),.^ and

(P),,2 , whilst OP is the resultant of the vectors 00, and 00, : "if

0, and 0, are arbitrary points of (P)„, and (P),,^ , the end point P
of the resultant OP of 00, and 00, is an arbitrary point of the

prismotope with the two constituents (P)„j and [P),,,". This can be

extended immediately to: "if 0,, 0, , . . . , 0,, are arbitrary points of

{P)n, , {P)v,, • •, (P)«,, the end point P of the resultant OP of

00, , 00, , . . . , OOp is an arbitrary point of the prismotope

(PR- • P V'

This mode of generation shows clearly the irrelevancy of the order

of succession of all the constituents.

p
The prismotope (J\ ; 7\^ ; . . . ; 7^„ ) is a polvtope with ^m dimen-

sion«; the space with this number of dimensions containing it is

completely determined by the spaces 6",,, , S„, , . . . , Sn with the com-

mon point 0.

The aim of this paper is to determine the characteristic numbers

of the prismotope (P„^ ; P„, ; . . . ; P„ ).

2. j^otation. We indicate the numbers of the vortices, edges,

faces, . . . , limiting poly topes (/)„-i of a polytope P„ by the same

letter, say a, with the subsci'ipts 0, 1, 2, .... , n—1 and represent
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moreover by a.i the unit corresponding to the polytope itself. So,

if the polytope belongs to the group of the EuLERian polytopes,

what we suppose to be the case, the relation holds

what we express by saying that the EuLERian form A, i.e. the left

hand side of the equation mentioned, is equal to unity.

For the different constituents (P)„,, {P)„^, ...
, {P)n^^ of the prismo-

tope, all of them supposed to belong to the EuLERian group, we

introduce for n and .4 different letters a, />,..., /> and A,B,...,F.

3. We now prove the following lemma:

"The number of limiting elements {J\ of 7 dimensions of the

prismotope (P,,^ ; I\; • • • ; Pv) is equal to the sum of the terms out

of the product AB . . . P of the EuLERian forms of the constituents,

for which the sura of the subscripts is equal to </, with the j)Ositive

or the negative sign according to q being even or odd.".

Example. In the case of three pentagons as constituents we find

by developing {ci,—a,-^a,){h^—h,-\-h;){(',—c,-^c,) where

a, = ^'o
= t'o = a, = ij = i\ = 5, a, = h.^ = c, = 1,

if
(/o' ?i' • • • i'öfer to the prismotope,

q^ = 125, q, = 375, q^ = 450, q, = 27b q, = HU, q^ =: 15, q, = 1

and therefore a sixdimensional polytope with the symbol

(125, 375, 450, 275, 90, J 5)

of characteristic numbers; this symbol satisfies the law of Euler.

Proof of the lemma. Let us represent the prismotope {P,,^ ; P„„ ; ... ; P„^)

under consideration by Ft for short and let pt = {a,^
; ||,., ; . . . ; ^t^^

represent a new prismotope, the constituents of which are definite

limiting elements «,, of {P)„,,.ii^, of (P)„, , . .
. , rr^^^ of (P)„^, where

it is allowed to take vertices for some of these limiting elements in

which case the corresponding dimension number si is zero and the cor-

responding {P„.) inactive in the formation of pt. Then pt will be a

p

limit {l)g of Pt under the condition ^s; = q. Reversely each element

{l),j of Pt can be generated in this manner. So the number of limits

{l)q of Pt is equal to the number of the different ways in which

we can gather a set of limits a., , i^,, , •••, ^s , the numbers 5/ satis-

p

fying the condition ^.Si= q, which last number is represented evidently
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I)}- 2£<(^^ A,., . . . />., lor 2£si = (j, iuul iii its lui']i tliis expression represents
' /=;;

the absolute value of the number indicated in the statement of the

lemma, Avhere it is atfeeted by the sign (—1)7.

4. If we bring tlie poljtope {P)„ with the symbol (a,, a^, a„_, ..., *7„_i)

of eharactei'istic nnmbers in relation with the polynominm

rt„ + n^.v + a„.^•'' + . . . + a„_M-"-i + .v"

which may be called the "EuLERian function" of the polytope, the

connection between the characteristic numbers of the prismotope and

those of its constituents can be expressed Ncry simply by :

Theorem I. "The EuLKRian function of a prismotoi)e is the product

of the EuLERian functions of its constituents".

Corollaries. "The Eii,ERiau function of I he simplex AS^n-J-T; of ^S„ is

(n+ l), + (n f-1), X + ('^+ 1)3 '^"- + ... + (»+ !), .v;"-i + .7;",

for which can be written - - |(.t'-|-l)"+' — Ij."
,1;

"The EiLERian function of the simplotope (compare p. 45 of vol. II

ot my textbook "Mehrdimensionale Geometrie", Leipsic, Göschen,

1905) with the constituents S {ui -f 1), {1= i,'2,. .
. , p) is represented by

1 {(,;+l)'.+ l _ J
I
|(..+ 1)-+' _lj..J(,,+l)",+ '_l|."

,vl'

"The EuLERian function of a prism of rank /(. is divisible by (2-[-.t')^".

So i2-\-d'f' is the EuLERian function of an n-dimensional parallelotope

(I.e., p. 39, vol. II and as for the characteristic numbers line Bn •

of p. 245, vol. II)."

So the characteristic numbers of the parallelotope of >S'„ are con-

nected in a simple way with the digits of the number representing

the ?i''' power of 21, if in this evolution the ordinary reduction

to higher uiiits is suppressed, i.e. if we write 21^ = 8(12)61,

2r = (16)(32)(24)81, etc.

E.vawple. We consider the sixdimensional prismotope {tCO: tCO)

with two tCO (see the last polyhedron of lig. 55, l.c, p. J89, vol. IH

for constituents; as the symbol of characteristic numbers of tCO is

(48, 72, 26) we tind

as EuLERian function and therefore (2304,6912,7680,3840,820,52)

as symbol of characteristic numbers.

Remark. Theorem I is not reversible, i.e. the decomposability of

the EuLERian function into polynomia which i-epresent EuLERian

functions of polylupes willi sinaller numbers ol' dimensions does not

29
Proceedings Koyal Ac.td. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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imply tluit the pülytopc iiiidei' consideration is a })risrnotope. So tlie

polyiiedroii t(} (tlie last poiyiicdro]i of the iirst row of li,u'. 55, I.e. ]). 189,

vol. II) eorresponds in symbol (24, 36, 14^ of eharaeteristic nnndiers

with the prism l\., ; therefore its EuLKuian function 2^-\-'Mx-\-\4:,v^--\-x^

is decomposahle into the EuLERian fnnctions 12 -\- Vh; -\- x"" and 2 -\-

x

of the l)ase and the upright edge of l\^, though ^^> is no prism at all.

Hy |)utting x =^ — 1 we deduce from theorem I that the product

of the EuLERian forms of the constituents is the Erj,ERian form of

the prismotope. So we tind:

Theorem. II. "A prismotope satisfies the law of Euler, if and

only if this is the case with all its constituents".

If we denote as "sum of limits" of the polytope {P)n with the

symbol {a^, a^, . . . ,a„-\) of characieristic numbers the expression

(/^_|_^/^ -j- . .
. -|- (/„_! -|- 1, where the last unit corresponds to the

polytope itself, the tii-st theorem gives for j'= l :

Theorem 111. " The sum of limits of a i»rismotope is the product

of the sums of limits of its constituents".

Corollaries. "The sum of limits of the simplotope mentioned above

is (2,,+i - 1) (2,,+, - 1) . . . (2'v+i - 1)."

"The sum of limits of the yi-dimensional pai-allelotope is 3».".

Example. The sum of limits of the jn-ismotope (/CV>; ^6V>) mentioned

above is 147^ = 21609.

Physics. — "llie varlahUltii of the (/uaniiti/ h in van der Waals'

equation of titate, aho in connection miih the critical quantities." II.

By J. .1. VAN Laar. (Communicated by Pi-of. H. A. Lorentz).

For b' we lind with x = l according to formula (11):

^, ^ 7./^(l-i^)y(l +^f) ^ 0,021*32X1,227X 2,227 ^ 0^908 ^ ^^^^^^_
m 1,107 1,107

This value is — as w^as to be expected (see also I, p. 292) —
somewhat lower than that which was formerly calcnlated with the

eqnation of state iciihout RT being mnltiplied by the factor 1 -[- ^/?.

1 1

Before about was found, but now about--.
13 ly

For — vh" we calculate with ,/ = 1 according to (12)

:

2,114 1,227 _ Q ()^^g.2
J-..

454 _^_ q g^^é X (2,227)^]

V (D 1

V—b mr 2

~ 1,114 1,357

z= 1,898 X 0,9038 X 0,02162 X 7,969

= 1,715 X 0,1723 = 0,-J95.
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This xaltK', loo, is lower lluiii tluit coitipiiled befoi'c on other

— vb"
supjjositions ; now 0,30, before 0,40. But lor the relation —y-

0,396 0,295
about Ihe same value is touiul ; before— = 5,2 ; now = 5,5,

0,076 0,0534

so only siig-hlly highei".

Finally wo tind for hi- \ hi, according 1o (13):

' = 1 — 0,0453 X 0,700 = 1 — 0,0317 = 1 .

hr, 31,5

A 6 Ab: bk
For as we found the value 0,628 for , we i^et = 0,628,

vk—b].
' vk

h~
Lh lib

and hence — = -- = 0,628 X 1,114 =: 0,700.

So reniarkablv enoneli we tind for the same value as van der

30 1

Waals o-ave tor it, viz. — = 1
.

31 31

The above may already suffice to establish the conviction that the

ordinary tlieory of association in itself gives a function of v for b

(through the quantity /^), which already on the supposition ,i' = l,

i.e. association to iknihL' molecules on an average, represents the

ci-ilical data pi'i-fecth/ conwct/i/. ( )f the said double molecules only

0,045 = '

.^3 are still |)resent in this form : "V-j, has already broken

up into simple molecules. And yet in consequence of this Vk : b/-

falls from 3 to 2,1, (i from 0,375 to 0,265, / rises from 4 to 7,

hi, 'SO — vb"
'

S a
while z= , —^^— ^5, and the factors t\ and f\ of—i-- and

bg ol b
' ' 27 6

la.
-—^^ in the expressions for R7\ and p/^. are both very near unity.

5. When ,i' i= 2 instead of ./'=:1, i.e. r = 3 (association to triple

molecules), we find from

:

m 8 l+.c
- = „ and fi = 0,947—^—

,

n 7 l+.^•i3

calculated from ƒ= 7 and
f<
=: 0,265 (see I, p. 295), in connection

with the expressions (5) (loc. oil.) for m and 7i :

/?— 0.9.^84 ; r/o-r 0.9158.

29-
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3
Kor 11,011 n = OM'i X~— — 0,074; /;^ = 7.// = 1 ,1 l.'l wliilo:

—,.'1 1

n = 1 + mi-m + cp) + ^-g
/i(l-/i)(H-2i:?-6/r^)(2 + 7)"

— 1 4_ 0,03984 V 2,916—0,002213 v 2,595 X 24,79

— 1 H- 0,1162- 0,1424 = 0,974

follows IVoni (5), and

m = l+^ li(l-i?)(2H ^/r

— 1 _|_ 0,0132 8 X 8,502 = 1 -f 0,1129 = 1,113

is round for )n.

It is worlliy ot" nolo I hal ,? again gols into llio noiiiiiitoiii-liood of

0,955 jusl as for .*;=:] ni order lo bring ƒ from 4 lo 7, and ff from

0,375 to 0,2fi5; wc nov\ iind a value wluoli is only 0,3"/,, luulier.

lint for 7 a much lower value is found for ,v
=

'2 than for ./=],

when we calculated go =1,23.
Lh

,
,

hh 0,9158
Krom 7 =(1 + 2,:?) wo calculate = _ = 0,314 .

r

—

b I'
— 1> 2,'.'l/

Jlcjice exactly l;alf the value of that for ,?;= 1. And as we saw

A /

in 1 1). 296, that - must |)robal)lv be =0,43 (for then the

limiting volume l>„ for r = A becomes about half />,, for r = x, i.e.

a fourth of Oie critical volume), x=2'/„ would perhaps be most

satisfactory ; for then M : (vt—bi^ would ha\'e become al)out

= V.,(0,31
-\- 0,63) = 0,47. Howevei-, this conclusion is not inevitable,

as we already remarked loc. cit.
i).

296; for in the iieighbourhood

of the critical point A/> : (r— />) can very well be =0,63, Lh decreasing

gradually at lower temperatures, where .u will become gradually

greater in the liquid |)liase.

vie 3m^ ,. ,

For — =^ — we now liiul :

/>/.. 3m''— '2n

sxaais)" ^'^'7iö„.jo2,
/(f._2X0 974 1,768

oidy little loss than for .r=7-.\.

For /j and /"^ , too, values are found which de\iale onl} slightly.

We lind, namely :

3 49 1,768 ^ 49 1,768 ^
^^^^^

/ =:: V _ V - -— = 1,029 X - X ^ - 1,010,
''' 2,917 ^ 64- (1, 11:!)' ^'64" ],378

while
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(1,7()8)^^U,55()5_ l,7:}i>

1,239x1,^78
~ 1,707

,01 !>

is obtiiiiied i^lor .r = 1 we Ibmul rtvsp. 1,004 aiul 1,007

Tlic formuhi tbr // now i'ives:

b'
— i/^^(l_^j)f^,(2H-r/>)_ 0,01328X0,9158X2,9158 _ 0,03547 _

m

— 0,0319

1,113

_ 1

~~
31

1,113

This Viiliie is aguiii ('()iisi(lora!)lv lower tliau (liat lor ,/: = 1, vi/.

0,0534=. , which was already h»wer than the value found l>e fore'lil
1

on other su|»[)osilions (no t'aeloi' 1 -|-
'i")*

lor UT), viz. . Also

— vb" is Ibnnd lower. For

— vb" =

yields :

/•
.f'

1

V— b ni ó
(2-1-2/)-^

^
(2.-f^+2,i-l)(2 f-vr

2.102 0,9158

1,1^^ r!^78"
f,//' — :__. X --"—_--.- X 0,01328 [3,832 H- 0,9180 X ('-^,91^/"]

= 1,908 X 0,0644 X 0,01328 X n,''4 = 0.190,

vvliereas 0,295 was tbnnd for .i:=l. Hul for the ralio - rb" -. b' we

0,190
now lind z=(),i, i.e. an oidy sli<ihllv hii'lier value than lor

0,0319 j ö . o

,t;=zi, when we fonnd 5,5 for it.

Finally wc have

:

^'=1— (1—
ii)/, ^

' = 1 — 0,041 (; X 0,314 X 1,102,
b,, b,,

A6 vic
—

bic vjc
—

bi- bi-

hceanse was =: 0,314, and —-- =

—

-— = 1,102. llence
Vk-l>k '>'.! ''/.: b,,

becomes =1 — 0,0144 = J

1

09.4
, so that the volume of the mole-

cules at the critical temperature is still nearer the limiting \olnme

b,, tbr ./.•:=2. Vet (on account of the ureal value of //') the consecfuences

of this are so great that the ditïerent critical ((uantities accord per-

fectly with the experimental values also now, i. c. Vk : l>k gets from

3 the value 2,1, ƒ from 4 the value 7 and n from 0,375 the \alueO,2G5.

We shall now consider the sirii /'(/// i dliimclci- moi'c closely, and

then make a tew remarks about (he so-called "anomalous substances".
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6. The straight diameter. In order to luive at our disposal

some material to n^e for a (onipiwlson in the derivation of the

coexisting liquid and vapour phases, and also with a view to a

)tiethoclicaI treatment of the problem which is very ditïicnlt in the

case of non-constant b, I will begin with the dei-ivation of the

equations referring to the problem for the case that b is constant.

Then va?4 uer Waals's equation of state holds in its original form, viz.

RT a _ RT a

V—6 V V — V

in which / refers to the liquid phase, v' to the vapour phase.

Then we ha\e further for the coexistence :

1 /• RT v'—b a

P — ', \ipdv— , log ,

.

V—vj V — V v— b vv

After substitution of /> = ?/>/,

,

T=inTf,, r^nuk, in which:

I a S a

^^ 27 /r '27 h

we get the well-ivnown reduced relatioJis

8m 3 Sm 3 8//t 3//— 1 3

3^— 1 ,/- 3//—

1

71- 3 {n'— n) ' 3n— 1 )in'

or also, after introduction of the densities d ixnd d d^ and (/' =
,

:

V // » J

d d' dd' fd 3-d'\
8= 8m - - - 3 ./•-• = 8m - 3d'' = 8m --^,^ log

,
^- - - 3dd . (a)

3-(/ 3-(7 3{d-d) \d S-dJ

Equalisation of the tirst two equations (a) for 8 now yields:

d d' _ 3 dr--d"

3^d ~ 3^d' ~ IT m

For this e(piation we can also write :

3 {d-d') _ 3 d'—d"

{3-d){3-¥)~^"'7n
'

or

(
3-(i)(3-c/')(^/^c/') — 8m (1")

If we equalize the tirst and the third, and also the second and

the third of the oriuiiial equations {a) for 8, we get :

/ dd' d \
8m log = 3dd - 3(/- j

\3{d—d') ^ 3—dJ I

dd' ^' \ < /"

lo(i = 3dd — 3(/

"

3{d-d;) ' 3-d'^

that is, after division of the tirst equation by J, and the second by r/':
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8 / (/' , 1 \
,

\

3 y3{d—d') "^ 3—dj

s r d i \

8 \3{d~d') '' 3— d'J

01' l)\ cXtlditioii :

d-i-d' 1 1 Ö~idi-d')
Ml — 7.

. + --,-; =
3{d-d') 3—d: 3— d' (3-rf)(3— (/')

If relation (i") is taken into consideration, this becomes:

d 3-d'\ 8 d-d'

As we shall see iji what follows, we find back the two equations

(1) and (2) in about the same form for no'U-con.stant b ; only some

numerical values ai-e slightly different then.

Division of (1) by (2) makes in disappear, and gives the following

relation between the two coe.cistlny densities :

d 'd'

log loq

1, i^)
d d' d^d'

3—d 3-d!

which enables us by a[)proximation to calcidate for any arbitrarily

assumed value of d the corresponding value of the vapour density

a. If we viz. put ^ = .1 and
;
=-4', the calculatioji from the

3 —d. 3 — (/

perfectly symmetrical equation

log A— log A' 6
(3-)A—A' d^d'

is vei'y sinq)le indeed, and so it is not necessary for the solution of

this problem to introduce goniometric or other auxiliary variables,

as Planck and others did.

When the density of the vapour [)hase d' can be neglected by the

side of that of the liquid phase d, which is the case for values of

iti <^ 0,4, it follows immediately from this, that

K = 0) m = -^rf(3-ö?),^) (4)

while it follows from (3) for d' , that

3 / ( X 32 A
1) Reversely d = — ( 1 J- I / 1 — — ^ \ follows trom this, which passes

2\ ^ V 21 J
8

into (Z = 3 T^vn lor very small values of m,
9

^
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Uy iiieaiis of (1") and (3') — IIiü lasl (Mjiialioii for llic calciilaliuii

of ril, after <l' lias heen cak'ulated from the tirsr — or of (4) and

(5), wheji ??? <^ 0,4, we now easily ealenhite the |>rc('eding table.

I - m
In the eoliunn with the heading J -|- — , we have ealcnlated

the value of the abscissae of the straujltt luw which connects the ci-itical

point with the point - (</ -|- ;/)= 1,5. The deviations are so slight
Li

[the greatest deviation at about //?= 0,77 amounts onl}' to 1 7o
)

that in a graphical representation made at the ordinary scale the

1

deviations of the curve [d -\- d') z^
J-

[ni] from the straight line

Nvould be hardly perceptible. Hence the above rei)resentation is

greatly exaggerated

.

As we shall immediately see, the coefliciejit of direction of thé cui-ve

1

in the critical point is =0,4, while that for //a= 0, - (r/-j- (/)== 1,'^
Li

4
iiets the valne ot or 0,44. The coefticient of direction of the straight

line being =: 0,5, the real "straight" diameter will have moved

somewhat to the side of the vnpour at the critical point, and some-

what to the side of the liquid at iii = 0. About at m =z 0,35 it

passes the straight line. As is easily derived from the above table,

the coefficient of direction of the curve in this latter point is = 0,5B,

Near m = we derive from the table 0,46, which will pass into

0,444 exactly at in = 0. It follows namely from (4j (see the note), that

IS' — VJcZ+ti') V/,— '/.,d= ^ approaches to 7,, at y/i= 0. If we wish
w m

also to derive the dii-ection iiear the critical point from the table,

we cannot make use of the first values, because the calculation of

(/' from d by means of (3) is not accurate enough. But from the

values for f/z=l,3 and 1,5 we calculate the value 0,405 for r/ = J,4,

which comes already very near to the limiting value 0,4. Finally

we point out that for d=2 the coefticient of direction of the curve

amounts h) 0,41), so that there (at the place of the maximum deviation

from the straight line) the curve runs almost parallel with the

straight line.

So il foHow's fi'oni the above that the fact thai Ihe curve 72 (^^~l~'^')
=^

= f{i/i) is almost strdijht, must not be ascribed to a very special

form of the e([uation of state, as Cardoso does among others, who puts
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the question in one of his hist papers : inltdl is the eqaatioit of state,

after all, that corresfxmds to the fact of the ''straight diameter ' —
hut that this fad ah-eady follows from the simple equation of van

DER Waaj.s with I) constant, as a special particularity that the coefii-

eient of direction of the curve ^/^{d -\- d') = fm) does not deviate

much at its initial and its final point from the coefficient of the

direction of the straujut line connecting them, so that the curve, as

it were, winds about the straight line, and nowhere moves away

from it considerably.

This alone is the reason of the said curve being almost straight, and

it is (|uite unnecessary to look for a very special equation of state

which was to account for this fact. And for this reason we took the

trouble to demonstrate this iu the above with respect to the "ideal"

VAN DER Waals' e([uation. For there already we meet with the

so-called '\^tr(ii</ht" diameter. And ihis fact continues to exist also

for the ecpiatiou of state modified by us when the molecules of the

substance have joined to greater molecule-complexes by association.

Only the coefficient of directioji will then not be 0,4 to 0,5, but

abont twice as large, viz. 0,9 to 1, as we shall ])rovc in a following

communication.

Verv near the critical point d and d' (see also the above table)

will be represented according to the idi'>d ecpialion of state by

whereas in reality a much greater divergeiice of the two phases is

found, when m becomes slightly smaller than 1. Then the coefficient

2 should be replaced by about 3,6, as follows from the values d

and d' for the standard noruial substance tluorben/.ene, and also

from that of SO,, which latter values very recently were determined

by Cardoso with great accuracy in the iuimediate neighbourhood

of the critical [>oint.

With respect to C\,H,F we have the following table (p. 437)

(see also Kuenex, Die Zustandsgleichung, p. 99).

So the deviations from the straight line betw^een \'„ {d -\- d') = 1

and 1,274 are iu reality even (jreater than according to the ideal

equation of state of van der Waals ; further the curve now winds

about the straight line in exactly the reversed way from that in the

ideal case : near the critical point the curve deviates to the liquid

side ; further on to the \apour side. The straight line has 0,9 as

coefficient of direction ; the curve at the critical point 1,1. The

so-called "straight" diameter exhibits even a perceptible curvature

close to the critical point, where it turns its convex side to the vapour
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FLUORBENZENE (Young).

m
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We shall namely see in what follows that theüretlaillii, both

according to the ideal equation of state of van der Waals and

according to the equation niodilied by association, the first term in

the expansion of d— 1 or 1^

—

d' is always of the order V

1

—m
and not (see among others van dkii Waals, (These Proc. Vol. XIII

p. 1259 and Vol. XIII p. 116 and 117) of the order 1' T—m. Bnt in

order to raise the coefücient of V^l—m from 2 (according to the

ideal equation of state) to about 3,6, it will be necessary to assume

association at the critical point to an amount of on an average

1' = 3 to 4 molecules (./;=: fro ui 2 to 3). For substances where the

coefficient is found greater than 3,(), a smaller mean complexity will

suffice; it may be observed that these complex molecules are always

decomposed at the critical poiul to an amount of about 0,95, so that

oidy Yso P^^i'* ^^^ '^" '''G molecules is slill complex. But these com-

[)lexes are then on an average (at 7/J ti'ij)le or quadriq)le ones.

Before, however, })roceeding lo the determination of the coefficients

a and h in the above expansions into series for iral substances, we
shall first carry out the operation — in order to serve for a later

comparison — for ideal substances, which would follow the simple

uumodilied equation of van dkr Waals.

7. We can follow three courses for the determiuatiou of the

required expansion into series in the neighbourhood of the critical

point. In the first place the so-called asymmetrical method by making-

use of the equations (1) and (2), of which only the second contains

the logarithmic function. If we put :

cZ = 1 + -lax + -Ibt^ + 'let'' + -Idr' -\- 2,'x''' + . .

c/' = 1 — -lax 4- -Ihx"- — -lex' + 2dx' — 2ex' + . . . I' ' '

^^^

in which t=V^1—in, we have only to substitute these expressions

ill the mentioned equations to determine the coefficients a, b, etc.

immediately. That here d — 1 and 1 — d' are of the order J 1

—

in

is immediately clear from (J"). And that the coefficients of the

expansions of d and (/' will be quite the same, with the exception

of the sign of the coefficients of the odd powers of t, is also clear

from the perfectly contmuous course of the saturation curve (/=ƒ(?/?)

through the critical point. For values of r beginning at the critical

point are measured both at d and at (/' iu the same direction, viz.

in both cases from the critical point, towards smaller values oi' ni

;

while the values of d and d/ are measured in opposite direction

:

those of (/ from lower towards higher values, those of d^ just the
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l'everse. In coiiseqnciU'C ol this (n/r/ (lilfereiilicul quolieiits I
-

,

Kdrjic \dryi,

etc. in Mac-Laurin's expansion into series, henee also the coefficients

a, e, etc. for d and d' , will get O[)posite signs.

If we begin by assnming tlie coefficients in d' to be different from

those in (/, tlie calculation gets onlv much more elaborate, but

finally we get also a = a' , b =z h' , r = r', etc., of which we have

convinced ourselves for the greater security.

With

X z=z ax -f trr' + ''''* + •••

y = br^ + <lx' + . . .

we get

:

d = 1 -f •^'^- + '^^
I

'^ —d 7=2 (l-.f—v) I

d^ d: = 2 (l + 2.y)

d' = 1 — 2.V + 27/ I 3 — (/' == 2 (l + ,v-7/) : d - d: = 4a;.

And so (1"), viz. (3 — (/) (3 — r/') ((/ + (/') = «//?, passes into

(l-.t--.v)(l-f.7;-^)(lH 2r/) = m,

oi- also, because (1

—

.i-—//) (1 -|-,;,'—//)= (1

—

i/f
—,c- = 1 —2//— (.t-"—ƒ ),

into

Now substituting the values of ,/ and // iji this, we get:

l— 4{lrT'-{-2bdz') — {l +2/>r^+ 2t/r^) [(aVM- 2a(jr^+ r:V''-|-2ar'T«) -

— (//'r^-f 2/^r7r")] =: I — t'-\

when in the expansion into series we take oidv the terms with r"

into consideration. As r::=' i -///, m is = 1

—

t-.

Working this out, we get:

1 _ 4//'T^ — Shdr' — (1 \-2Uj" -\-2dx') \<rx- f {2ac - Ir) x' +
4- (c- + 2ar'-2A(/) t'] = 1 — x\

i. e.

1 - a-x' - (2rr/>-f 3//- + 2r/r) t^ - {4ahc-2h'-^c'-j-2a'd-{-(ibd-{-2<v')x' = I-t'.

So it ft)llows from this that

a' = 1 2a^/H-3/>M 2m- = Aabc — 2b' -^- c' + 2ar-d + Öbd + 2ar = 0,

and we find already immediately from o(piation (1") alone :

a — \

.

Hence the two other- above equations pass into:

2/> + W + 2r- = : Abe - 2b' + t--^ + 2r/ ^- G/x/ ^ 2c' = . . [u)

For the determiuaiion of the other coefïicients we must now use

the second equation, viz. (2). This becomes after substitution of the
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ul)()ve givcji \aliies of d, <l' , etc. (expressed iii ./ and y) :

\^l — "lw-\-'ly 1

—

x—yj m

If we now pnt ,/•-!-ƒ/== y> and .c
—

.y= 7, <<^ simplify tlie further

ealcnlation, we get for the logarithm:

^
/l+2pl4-^

2 o 4 o () /111111
+ Pi-,l'' +-^P' +^P' -^--r^P' -^-^P' +^-p' +-I

+ 2^+ ^W)-f 3(8^4- ^(1«7') +
J
(32^^) + ^(64g«) + ^(128^^)+ ...|

11,1 1 1 1

i. e.

= 3^>-^ .:V+3 -V— 4 -15?'+
5
-^Sp'^— ^-.6:V + ^

•
129;,'

+ 3.;+ ^ . 'V+ 3 • V+ 4
• 1^7^ r [ . 33y^+ ^ . 63<y» ^

J
. 129 ./

or

=r6
2 2 2 2 4 2

lip' +9» 7 p'—q" 43 p' +9'
"^ "5 2 2 ^2 ^ T ~^

Hence w^e have after re-substitntion of .t' ~\- y and x — y for p and ^ :

.. - 1 (2^^) + (,7-H 3/»v/^)
— 7 (4^'//+ 4^y«) +

2 4

11 7 43 , x{l—v)

5 2 / m

in which the expansions have not been carried further than is

necessar}^ for the determination of the terms with t'. After division

of both the members by x we ^et

:

/I \ 43 1—

V

(l-y)+ (.7.^+ 32/^)— 5(..V+^) + ll 7'''' + 2<v^ -21..V+ -7-'^'''=
5 ' y '7 m

Substituting into this the expressions with t for ,v and ?/, we get

after subtractiim of 1

—

y from both members:
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\ah'-\-{2ac\-'ób')T'-]-{c'^\-2üe^(](nl)r']--ó\.rr'
\ L^/cT^lAr-

i r/r<)4-/>•VM^-

^- H
5

48

because = ^_ ,
= 1 -f T- + t' + . ., ill u hirl, (1—//) X 1 is sub-

tracted ill llic second iiiember. Su we get liiially :

/43 44

= t' + (1— /.) T^ + (l_/>_Jj t\

From this follows a<2,aiii

11
a- = 1 — « — oa-/> 4 3A' + 2ac =1 — /> I

- a" — 2 1 aV> + 22a'?>'— 5/*'+
5 7

44
4 a'c — lOrt/^c 4- c' — Da\/ + 6^^^ -^ 2ae = 1 — h — <].

5

So it follows also from the logarithmic equation (2) alone that

^=1,

while the two others pass according!}- into

6
41, 4- 3/,^ + 2c =

5 r

36 44 ('^)

_ 20/; + 22// — 5/.=' 4 c — 1 Obc 4^ r - id 4- 6/;r/ 4-- 2^' =

Now the two lirsl e(iuations of («) and (|i) yield immediately

1 _ 13

~ ~ 50
*h =:

Substitution of these values in the two last equations of(«)and(ji)

yields

:

16
.- d + 2r

391

250^
== 0;

from which

64
d :=: ; e

875

14 4953
d + '2e -] = 0,

5 ^ ^ 17500

1359

35000

So in this way we find every time two coefficients at the same
time. It is self-e\'idcut that if we only want to determine a and b,

the expansions need not be carried further than t', which simplilies

the above considerable Hut we wished to determine also tiie coefli-
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cient (i for the lui-tlier {'oursc of the "straiglit" diameter in the

neighbourhood ol 7/, for h ('(mstaiil.

Iji this wav we liave finallv

:

ri = 1 + 2t + -- t'^

5

<i' = I -

and we find

and iience

:

13

25

13

?5

128 1350

^ 875 17500

128 1359

+ ...]

(7)

87; 17500

128
,,-(.i4-rf') = l+ -r^-\--~y^....

875

7 =
hi'-l-V'!')- 1

1

64

1 to
(8)

hy which the (Hi-ection of tiie "straight" diameter in the ideal case

is ('omjdetely determined. Hence tiie iimiting value ot the coefficient

of direction for 7'/ is =: 0,40, wdiich value uradnally increases a

little, as we saw alj-ead\ above (cf. also the figure adjoined to the

table). For 1 — in = 0,1 (f has grown to 0,415.

In the following papei' we shall try lo determine n and A from

the rerd e(| nation of state, when we shall see that already the deter-

mination of the coefficient a gives rise to great ditficnlties. With

regard lo h we may say that it will have to rise from 0,40 to

about O.iK). (Argon 0,90; Isopcntane 0,<S9 ; Fliu)rbenzene 0,91:

Oxygen 0,81).

{To he continued)

Clarens, October 24, 1911.

Chemistry. — "Su(/ar solutions mid Liun^" . P>y Dr. P. J. H. v.

GriNNEKEN. (Communicated by Piof. van Romburgh).

(Communicated in the meeting of Sept. 30, 1911).

The solul)ility of lime in saccharose solutions and the phenomena

occurring in sugar solutions which have been treated with lime

have been many times the subject of investigation. The investigation

theii generally had a purely technical jjurpose and the investigators

did not really strive to carry out scientific work but rather to explain

the phenomena occurring in the sugar industry. That the subject has

not as yet been investigated according to the methods placed at

disposal by modern physical chemistry may be attributed to the

fact that it offers so little chance of success. The difficulties present-
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ing themselves at such a research ai'e so great that a really com-

plete investigation with a satisfactory scieiitilic result can hardly be

expected. The motive and object of this research were also of a

technical character ; the method applied necessitates, however a

theoretical explanation.

The results as yet obtained are generally not capable of satis-

fying the critical reader; on one hand they have rarely led to con-

cordant results on the other hand it is not possible to get from

the known observations a good insight into the connection of the

phenomena.

And still this insight is a matter of great technical importance.

One might perhaps remark that in the course of years, a modus

operandi has developed in the sugar industry which, on the whole,

yields satisfactory results and that a scientific and accurate investi-

gation of the phenomena is not of any great importance for technical

purposes. I wish to be allowed to briefly answer this often quoted

remark.

A fact is that, although there exists a fairly satisfactory working

process, there occur not unfrequently difficulties and confusions of

which one does not know the cause and for which no satisfactory

remedy is known. The chemical industry has two methods of expe-

rimenting at its disposal ; the practical experiment at the works, and

the laboratory experiment.

The practical experiment generally takes the following characte-

ristic course. If a process does not work smoothly and if difficulties

are experienced in the ordinary method of working the latter is

altered but in such a manner that 1. the usual method is departed

from as little as possible, so that there is no risk of a serious failure

involving great financial loss. 2. The experiment has its limitations

depending on the nature, the size and the construction of the appa-

ratus at disposal. For instance, it will often be impossible to attain

a temperature considerably higher than the normal one because the

capacity of the heating arrangement at disposal is insufficient.

If now the experiment carried out in this manner has a not

unfavourable result, tha circumstances are remembered and these

are again applied another time. Should the result be again favourable

a rule is gradually introduced : If under certain conditions some

difficulty or other arises, act according to the particular recipe given.

Some of those rules have obtained the significance of laws whose

discovery has meant a real industrial progress ; but there are many
others whose applications have done more harm than good. The

practical experiment, although very useful, is not sufficient.

30
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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On tlic other liand we have the laboratory experiment. This is

not affected by the limitations and the dangers which render the

practical ex})eriment so difficult, but can be freely pursued. Now,

it is striking how trifling, in some works, is the influence which

the laboratory experiment can exert on the process of manufacture.

The cause of this unfortunate state of affairs is, in my opinion,

brought about by the fact that those who conduct the investigation

make too little use of the peculiar advantages which the laboratory

experiment offers over the practical one. They imitate far too closely

the actual process of manufacture. This, certainly gives more chance

of an immediate success, but on the other hand they rarely attain

to more than what has already been found out by the practical

experiment.

The laboratory experiment ought to be put on a broader basis ; when

once the scientific principles of the questions involved are under-

stood, one may proceed to experiments which are connected more

closely with a particular manufacturing process. For instance, only

a somewhat broadly conceived investigation of the system lime,

sugar and water may elucidate the many phenomena occurring in

certain processes in the sugar industry. Not in every case, howe-

ver, for it has been })roved of late, owing to the experience gained

in the modified method for obtaining the "raw juice", that the influence

of the non-sugars occurring in the solutions obtained must not be

neglected. But this does not alter the fact that the behaviour of the

diree chief components of the complex present must be known first

before a further investigation can take place in a rational manner.

In this cummunicatio]! there is only a question of lime, sugar, and

water. The intention really goes further and aims at investigations

in the system of these three substances and carbon dioxide. Of the

chemistry of the process taking place when treating the mixture of

^sugar solution and lime with carbon dioxide but very little is

definitely known. The investigation communicated here is, however,

limited to a portion of the diagram of lime, sugar and water at the

temperature of 80°.

The investigation was based on the following view of the phase

rule. When deducing the same a start was made from known facts

and the result of many preliminary experiments. The latter are not

communicated as they were, quantitatively, but roughly carried out.

The definite experiments for upholding the argument set up a priori

are communicated further on.

Saccharose, calcium oxide, and water form a ternary system and

as is well-known many more or less stable compounds in which
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sugar and lime occurs. For this investigation, only the irisaccharate

is of importance. This compound when precipitated from aqueous

solutions has according to many investigators, the formula Cj^ U^.^ 0^^,

3 Ca 0, 3 Ho 0. On warming sugar solutions treated with lime ^), at

tlie ordinary temperature, the trisaccharate is precipitated.

The trisaccharate, however, is not stable, at a higher temperature,

in the presence of water and sugar solutions (those of a \ery high

concentration perhaps excepted). If we take into consideration that,

in the cases to be investigated, tlie trisaccharate separates in the

solid state, but that the defmite equilibrium between the compound

and the com|)onents is attained but slowly, and that the phenoineiui

occurring before the equilibrium has set in must be investigated

also, the necessity arises to look uj)on tlie system as being pseudo-

quaternary. ^)

Fig. 1.

In the equilateral triangle SWC (fig. J) the apexes represent the

pure components, saccharose water and calcium oxide, respectively,

and the points T and K indicate the composition of the trisaccharate

and the calcium hydroxide respectively. The temperature is taken as

80°. If no^v no trisaccharate occurred either in the solid condition

1) Many investigators speak wrongly of solutions "saturated" with lime at the

ordinary temperature.

2) Compare H. R. Kruyt, (Chem. Weekblad 7, 133 (1910)). The nomenclature
there given is used here.

30*
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or in solution a line AB niiglit indicate the solubility at 80° of

calcium hydroxide in sugar solutions of varying concentrations ^).

If there were no molecules of calcium hydroxide in the complex a

line like DE would indicate the concentration at 80° of the trisac-

charate in sugar solutions of different concentrations. That this line

is situated at higher lime concentrations than the first line is probable,

but not certain. If now we start from a complex P, and assume

that this consists of a liquid of the concentration H and a solid,

phase 'f we can trace what will happen if, in the solution H,

the molecules of trisaccharate present are being converted into

calcium hydroxide and saccharate. The concentration of the molecules

of the trisaccharate then begins to decrease, causing the equilibrium

between the solution and the solid phase to be disturbed ; this

phase-equilibrium will endeavour to restore itself.

Let us now suppose (and this supposition governs the whole argu-

ment) that (he equilibriuui of phases sets in more rapidly than the

inner reaction-equilibrium in the liquid, then the following will

happen iu the process of the decomposition of the trisaccharate. In the

solution iu which molecules of trisaccharïite are being decomposed,

fresh quantities of the solid phase will dissolve. The composition of

the liquid will now be represented b}^ a point which moves along

the line i/7' in the direction of /. This will continue until in the

solution so many mols. of calcium hydroxide have formed that this

is on the point of precipitating. If this happens, for instance, in the

point /, the composition (or to be more correct, the point indicating

the same) will move along a line which does not coincide with the

prolongation of the line HI, but intersects this in /. This eutectic

line, wiiich indicates the composition of the liquids which are in

phase-equilibrium with the two solid substances, trisaccharate and

calcium hydroxide will have a course like the line IL, and in any

case be situated to the left of IT, because the Ca 0-content is less

than that of the liquids to which the line 12' relates. Whereas on

further decomposition of the trisaccharate the composition of the

liquid will, therefore, move along the line IL, the average composition

of the solid phases will move along the line TA" from J" towards /v.

When the composition of the liquid has arrived in L and, simulta-

neously, that of the solid phase in K, all the solid trisaccharate

') It is almost superfluous to point out that, for the sake of clearness, the

solubility of the lime has been drawn far too large. For the same reason the

figure has been drawn complete although little or nothing is known about the

behaviour of the components and eventually occurring compounds at very high

sugar concentrations.
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is used up and only the molecules of this compound still insolution

will go on decomposing.

As hence calcium hydroxide only is precipitated from the solution,

the composition of the liquid moves along />il/. This, however, will not

continue until the point M is reached because, however greatly in

favour of the calcium hydroxide the reaction equilibrium in the solu-

tion may be, a few mols. of trisaccharate are sure to remain in solution.

The equilibrium will be attained, for instance, when the liquid has

the composition indicated hy Q.

In the same manner as stated for the complex P we can set to

work for any other complex containing trisaccharate. So long as the

point of equilibrium for that complex has not been reached the

saccharate will be decomposed in a way similar to that indicated

for the complex P. On closer consideration it appeai-s also that the

lines which indicate, for different complexes, the composition of the

liquids which are, simultaneously, in phase-equilibrium with both

solid substances, are all parts of a same eutectic line FG. For if

in the ternary system there is an equilibrium of phases, the phase

rule may be applied with this understanding that the number of

degrees of freedom is here increased by one on account of the

changeable inner condition of the liquid which is represented by an

equation with two variables. In this case, the number of degrees

of freedom will then be equal to one so that the possible conditions

are, as a rule, to be indicated by one continuous line.

Up till now there was only a question of mols. of trisaccharate

and mols. of calcium hydroxide and no mention was made of mole-

cules of other compounds (such as monosaccharate etc.) possibly

in the liquid. The existence of such molecules in the solution does

not, however, interfere with our explanation. For this it is not at

all essential that the decomposition : trisaccharate = sugar -|- calcium

hydroxide takes place according to a simple equation. We certainly

have started from liquids which merely contained mols. of trisaccha-

rate and of calcium hydroxide, but these only represent hypothetical

initial and terminal conditions.

The lines which represent the composition- of the liquids containing

only mols. of trisaccharate and calcium hydroxide and coexist with

these solid substances, respectively (the lines AB and JJE) are,

therefore, purely hypothetic and cannot be determined experimentally.

The line FG, however, may perhaps be determined experimentally

on the condition that the phase-equilibrium sets in more rapidly than

the reaction-equilibrium. We found above that the point of equili-

brium must be situated in a point Q. The line indicating the point
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of equilibiinm for different degrees of concentration might then have

a course as represented by AXO. AiSF indicates the composition

of tlie liquids which find themselves in a definite equilibrium with

calcium h^'droxide as solid phase; litpiids with a composition on

A^O will coexist in definite equilibrium with solid trisaccharate.

All this might also be deduced — and more rigorously so — by

first looking on the sjstem as a purely quaternary one and then to

proceed by a suitable way of projection to the ternary system. In

the quaternary system, the section of a plane indicating the inner

equilibrium in the liquid with the solubility surfaces of the solid

substances would then, when projected, give, in the ternary system,

the line of the definite e(iuilibrium represented here by ANO ^).

Meanwhile, the view stated abo\e appears to us to be satisfactory

and preferable, especially as it is difficult to obtain a satisfactory

knowledge as to the inner equilibrium in the liquid on account of

the complicated nature of the reaction.

Our experiments now had their object (1) to control the compo-

sition of the trisaccharate; (2) to decide in how far the above view

agrees with the facts: (3) to determine (at least in part) the line of

equilibrium.

It was obvious to fry and prove the exact formula of the tri-

saccharate by applying Schreinemakers' "residue method". This,

however, did not appear possible as we did not su(!ceed in getting

by subsidence or filtration a "residue" of which the content of liquid

phase was not very large. In order to obtain at 80° complexes which

consisted of solid trisaccharate and liquid, we always started from

solutions treated with lime at the ordinary temperature. When such

a solution was shaken for some time at 80° in a thermostat so as

to precipitate trissaccharate and then allowed to settle, it frequently

happened that the liquid cleared up xery well. The analysis, however,

always pointed out that the "residue" still contained a very large

quantify of the liquid phase. We have tried in different ways to

obtain better results, but in vain. We constructed, for instance, an

apparatus which rendered possible a filtration under pressure, at

80°, but this also led to no better result. "Residues" obtained under

a pressure of 5 atm. and higher had no higher content of solid

substance than those obtained by settling. By way of illustratioii

we give the results of two of these experiments in Table 1. (The

1) Gomp. BakhuisRoozeboom and Aten, Zeitschr. f. Physik. Ghein. 53, 449 (1905)

also Zeitsch, f. Physik. Chem. 75, 687 (1911), wliere I have worked out a similar

idea for another pseudo-quaternary system.
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TABLE 1.

Number

of

exp.
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far tlie above view tallied with the facts, as it was, of course, not at

all certain that the idea as to the velocity of the reaching of phase-

and reaction-equilibrium was even approximately correct. If a definite

complex were shaken for a long time at 80°, we ought to find results

for the composition of the liquid, which in the graphic repre-

sentation would be represented by a point moving along a line of

the form HILQ in (ig. 1, whereas the analysis of the "residue'

ought to point to an increase of the quantity of solid calcium

hydroxide in the solid substance. It was a foregone conclusion that it

would really not be possible to realise the part HI thereof, as we
starled froui a cold liquid, whose equilibrium appears to be situated

fairly near the side of the saccharate, but which surely does not

contain trisaccharate only. The experiments were carried out as

follows: A sugar solution was shaken at the temperatui-e of the

room with quick lime and then tillered rapidly so as to prevent the

disturbing action of the atmospheric carbon dioxide. The sugar used

was pui-e saccharose, the calcium oxide and the hydroxide were

commercially-pure products. The solution was shaken in small bottles

in a thermostat at 80° (±0.2°). After shaking for a sufficient length

of time the suspended matter was allowed to settle which sometimes

proved to be very tedious.

The long tiuje required for the subsidence of a mass which is not

in perfect equilibrium and of which afterwards both solution and

deposit are tested raises, of course, some suspicion : but, as stated

above, we have not been able to find a method which did not

present some still greater difficulties.

When the mass had subsided sufficiently a little of the clear

supernatant liquid was blown out of the bottle by means of a

blight pressure. For this purpose there had been placed beforehand

on the botde a stopper through which two little tubes had been

introduced. One of the tubes allowed the introduction of a little

pressure ; to the other was sealed an enlarged piece which, filled

with cotton wool, dipped into the liquid and served as a filter.

This little filter was heated beforehand in a drying oven to fully

80° ^). We were nearly always successful in obtaining filtrates

which (at 80°) were quite clear. Of the liquid, about 13 grams were

collected in a weighing bottle. The liquid still present in the bottle

was carefully but rapidly poured off, thus leaving the "residue" behind.

1) This precaution was by no means superfluous. During the course of the

research I have noticed many a lime that the least cooling of a solution which

at 80° contains a little suspended lime or saccharate may considerably increase

the lime content of the liquid phase.
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When cold, the filtered liquid was weighed and then titrated with

1 1—— N and —- N sulphuric acid with phenolphtalein as indicator ; the
2,8 28

neutralised liquid was then rinsed into a 50 cm. flask, diluted up

to the mark and polarised. The "i-esidue", after weighing, was

1 ^ 1
titrated in the bottle itself with —— N and — N hydrochloric acid,

0,28 2,8

the neutral solution transferred to a 50 cc. flask, made up to the

mark and polarised. The amount of "residue" varied from 6 to 15

grams. As relatively strong hydrociiloric acid solutions were used in

the titration, the calcium chloride formed may influence the polarisa-

tion, and as sometimes only about 6 grams of "residue" (+ 74

normal weight of the polarimeter) were dissolved to 50 cc. and as,

therefore, the result of the polarisation had to be multiplied by about

two, the analysis of the "residue" was not so correct as that of

the liquid. As, however, the analysis of the deposit only served to

control the progressive chajige of the process it was sufficient for

our purpose.

Of some series of determinations the first of which served for

orientation, we give the last series. A cold solution which contained

9.90 7o of sugar and 2.20 7o of CaO served as a start. The. results

are given in Table 2. In Fig. 2 the values obtained are given in

a graphic I'epresentation.

TABLE 2.

Number

of

experi-

ment
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As will be seen, a line can be drawn (dotted in the figure)

which connects the points found and agrees fairly well in form with

that 0Ï 1 LQ in Fig. 1

.

The alkalinity of the liquid phase increases but very little, or is

almost constant (0.483, 0.580, 0.610, 0.604), but the polarisation

increases strongly (7.00, 8.00, 8.90, 9.30), up to a definite value

(9.68, 9.63), after which ihe alkalinity begins to decrease (0.464,

0.336). At the same time the analytical results of the "residues"

and the figures for the 7o of trisaccharate in the solid phases cal-

culated with the aid thereof show that the quantity of the trisac-

charate in the deposit is decreasing.

:ior^

Fig. 2.

The polarisation of the liquid phases ought to rise to the same

value as that of the original liquid, namely 9.90, whereas only 9.68

is reached. This deviation is probably due to decomposition of the

sugar. The contents of the bottles which had l^een shaken for a long

time were of yellow colour: N". 3 slightly so but N". 4, 5 and 6

quite distinct.^ In fact the line which, in fig. 2, connects the liquid

phase with the residue, deviates in N». 4 and 5 from the point of

intersection of the other lines.
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The Ibnn of the dolled line in fig. 2 now sliows that the course

of the decomposition is grosso modo that one which may be expected

on the strengtli of our views stated above, which may, therefore,

be applied in general to the system investigated.

As regards tlie velocity of decomposition of the saccharate, it

appeared at first sight difficult to notice any regularity therein. With
a definite complex the velocity was fairly regular even though it

is strange that in experiments 1 and 2 (table 2) where the shaking

lasted the same time, the decomposition had advanced to such a

different extent. Strong deviations, however, occurred when other

liquids were investigated. A complex with a sugar content of 9.30 7o
and a CaO content of 2.40 7o ^^as shaken at 80° for 5 and 8 hours

and gave results as shown in table 3.

TABLE 3.

Number

of Expe-

riment
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TABLE 4.

Number

of Expe-

riment
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the experiments recorded in table 3 had been kept for two weeks

in a closed bottle at the ordinary temperature. It is not improbable

that in the latter liquid the quantity of saccharate was a larger one
;

on heating the same no, or but very little, Ca(OH)j was copre-

cipitated with the saccharate, so that the decomposition velocity of

the saccharate was but trifling.

On the other hand the liquid of the experiments of table 2 con-

tained less sacchaiate and more Ca (OH)^ in the cold solution so

that, on warming, calcium hydroxide was at once coprecipitated

which, by catalysis, promoted the decomposition of the saccharate.

This is also coufirnied by a comparison of the results in table 3

and n°. 1 of table 4. The experiments of table 4 were carried out

with the same liquid as that of table 3, but a week earlier. The

quantity of trisaccharate precipitated in n". J of table 4 was smaller

than that in n°. 1 and 2 of table 3 as is also shown plainly from

the polarisations of the liquid phase.

This we will also connect with another phenomenon which we
have observed. When, in a cold lime-containing clear sugar solution

we determine the amount of lime by titration and then repeat the

same after the solution has stood for some time, it appears that the

alkalinity has diminished although the solution is still perfectly clear.

Probably, in the case of cold solutions, the inner equilibrium in

the liquid sets in very slowly ^) and the quantity of saccharate

influences the results of the titi-ation.

The decomposition of the dissolved saccharate by dilute acid

would consequently not take place immediately at the ordinary

temperature. A further investigation of this phenomenon is very

much to be desired, as it is of great importance to known in how
far the usual technical lime titration process is correct or not. Very

probably, the titration of a dilute solution onl}- just cooled gives

correct results, but the alkalinity determination in more concentrated

solutions and juices deserves in this respect a closer investigation.

We intend carrying out further supplementary researches as to the

decomposition of the trisaccharate at 80°. Particularly, the deter-

mination of the line FG (fig. 1) is for several reasons of great

importance. We have, however, postponed these experiments when
we noticed that the condition of the cold lime-containing liquid

exerted an influence on our results.

Hence, we will first endeavour to gain some knowledge, as far

1) In fact, by repeated treatment of sugar solutions, of average concentration,

with lime, solutions of a very high alkalinity may be obtained. But we cannot

pretend that such solutions are saturated.
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as this will be possible, as to the inner condition of the cold lime-

containing sugar solution ; on the other side, the insight gained in the

phenomena at 80° will, perhaps, facilitate our investigation as to

the conditions at a lower temperature.

F'rom the experiments mentioned (table 2) it appears that the

definite condition of equilibrium of the complex investigated consisted

in the coexistence of calcium hvdroxide and solution.

In the above cited treatise, Claasskn comes to the conclusion that

on warming solutions treated with lime at the ordinary temperature

("saturated") "stets audi nach vielstilndigein Riihren, erheblich mehr

Kalk gelost (bleibt), als sich bei der höheren Temperatur unmiltelbar

lösen würde". This conclusion does not seem to us justified. Ci.aassen's

determinations occupied only 57-^ hours; moreover, from his figures

it is evident that the alkalinity at that moment ^^namely, after öVj

hours) was still decreasing. To us, however, it appears very probable

that on shaking for a sufficiently long time (in our case more than

30 hours) the condition of equilibrium would have set in. As, how-

ever, both the yellow colour of the solution and the results of the

analysis indicated that the sugar commenced to decompose perceptibly

it was obvious to start for the determination of the condition of

equilibrium, from a complex, the composition of whose phases was

removed less from the condition of equilibrium.

In a small bottle were placed 5 grams of calcium hydroxide and

10 grams of water, the whole was heated to 100°, boiled for a

moment and then suspended in the thermostat at 80° (± 0.2°). In

this was also introduced a small bottle containing so much of a

sugar solution of a definite concentration that, after mixing with the

10 grams of water in the other bottle a desired sugar concentration

(of 5, lO^/o etc. respectively) was approximately obtained. After it

could be taken for granted that everything had attained the same

temperature, the contents . of the bottles were mixed (cooling being

carefully avoided) and shaken for the time desired. The results of

the analysis of the liquid phases are communicated in table 5.

The figures for a 10" \ solution agree well with those found by

ClaASSEM at the same temperature. The time of his experiments was

60 minutes; evidently the equilibrium was thereby attained somewhat

more rapidl}', which can be attributed to the calcium hydroxide and

the whole modus operandi. Yet it appeared to us still a little doubtful

whether in Claassen's experiments the equilibi'ium had been fully

attained, because after one hour the lime content of the 10andl37o

solutions was still falling while after that time that of the 16.7 and

33.37o solutions was still rising.
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TABLE 5.

Sugar

concen-

tration
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The line an (fig. 3) (the figures of table 5 respectively) indicates

the stable composition of the liquids which coexist with calcium

w ir %-

Fis. 8.

hydroxide : It forms at ihe same time the lower demarcation for

the "solubility of lime in sugar solutions" ot different concen-

trations at 80°. The line ƒ// gives the composition of the liquids

which coexist with calcium hydroxide and trisaccharate in phase-

equilibrium ; the line forms the upper demarcation for the "solubility

of lime in sugar solutions" of diiferent concentrations at 80°.

We will now apply the above matter to some known facts and

data : Whereas, when starting from sugar solutions and lime, we

will attain finally, by various means, the same condition of equili-

brium, the solubility of lime in sugar solutions is, practically, depend-

ent (1) on the nature of the lime added, (2) on the maimer of

adding the same and the temperatures, (3) on the amount of lime'

and the time of action.

1. When lime is dissolved in sugar solutions at 80"" no trisaccha-

rate will be precipitated (if the sugar concentration is not too high)

(see table 7) but a certain amount of saccharate will always be

formed and, in the case of sugar concentrations below ± '15 7o'),

nearly always more than corresponds with the definite reaction-

equilibrium. The more free calcium oxide is present in the lime used

the more saccharate will be formed in the solution. Free calcium

oxide is not only present in quick lime, but also in so called slaked

lime and even in milk of lime so that special precautions must be

taken to ensure complete hydration ^).

If now the lime content is determined of sugar solutions which

have been treated with lime of a different CaO-content (quick lime

1) This limit of ± 15 "/u is deduced from the figures found by Claassen.

2) Compare the above and also Glaassen's paper.
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slaked lime, milk of lime c(c.) a pliasc-e(|nilil)i'iiim sets in at not

too low a temperature (say 80°) while the i-ea('tion-e(|uilihi'iiim sets

ill so slowly that the composition ol' \\\c li(|iii(l dnriiij^' the experi-

ment may he considered as constant.

2. When the lime is added at a lower tem|)eratnre or when a

tem[)orary coolinu' of the mixture has taken place, also more lime will

remain in solution after heating' to 80°, than coi-responds with the

condition of e((nilihrinm.

If the temperatnre was, at tirst, considerai)ly|lower trisaccharate

will ])recipitate at 80° (the lower the temj)eratnre has been the

larger the dej)Osit). The deposit will also he increased when the

lime added contains mncli free calcinm oxide and wheiftlie addition

of quick lime takes place more cautiously so as to avoid local

heating. In this case also, the reaction-eqnilibrinm in the liquid will

cilter but very slowly so that the j)hase-e(piilibriuin present appears

to be stable. If Irisacharate has precipitated a lime-content is found

corresponding with a jioint of /'ƒ/ in fig. 3.

8. Theoretically, the duration of the reaction will exert its intlnejice

until the definite C(piilibriuni has set in. In practice, however, (as

was assumed in 1 and 2) the duration of the reaction only exerts

an influence until the phase-equilibrium has set in. This, however

only applies when no large quantities of solid calcium hydroxide

are present. These, at a higher temi)erature and a not too high

sugar concentration promote the attainment of the reaction-etiuiii-

brium so much that the latter will make its influence felt even with

a shorter duration of the exjieriment. ('laasskn's experiments furnish

a good illustration of this. He found ^) that the solubility, when
using milk of lime "zunachst mit der M enge des angewandten Kalkes

steigl, nnd l)ei niedrigen Temperaturen starker als bei h<")heren. Von
2— 27., "/n Kalkzusatz ab bleibt die Meiige des gel()sten Kalkes ungefahr

gleicli Oder sinkt bei holien Temperaturen nnd 10 "/o Trockenkalkzusatz

sogar etwas".

The duration of the experiments concerned was 60 minutes. That,

at a lower temperature, the solubility increases with the amount of

lime added is due to the fact that during the time of the experiment

the pliase-e(piilibrium was not attained, which in our opinion is also

confirmed b} some other of Claasskn's experiments (I.e. j). 499); at

higher temperatures however, a large excess (10 "/o) of lime caused

the solubilitv to diminish, but this is owinu' to the fact that the

reaction-equilibrium made its influence felt.

1) I.e. p. 496.

31

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV,
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The intliieiico of the time of aotion at H0° is therefore practically

dependent on the amount of lime, and in the case of not too high

sugar concentrations a large excess, at this tenipei-atnre, will in the

long run lessen the "solubility".

It appears to us that in the decomposing influence of a large

excess of lime must be sought the explanation of the fact well known

in sugar manufacture that in many cases a bad filtei-ing of the mix-

ture treated with carbon dioxide may be prevented by previously

adding more lime. It is generally held that the excess of lime renders

the filtered off mass more porous, but this mechanical explanation

seemed to us a little far-fetched.

In our opinion, the cause will have to be looked for in the fact

that the large amount of lime has a decomposing action on small

quantities of eventually formed trisaccharate or on other gelatinous

compounds of lime, sugar and non-sugars present.

Finallv, the following experiment may be connnunicated In order

to ascertain by the "residue method" whether in the ordinary tech-

nical manner of adding the lime, calcium saccharate is precipitated,

a 15 7 sugar solution was kept in a thermostat at 80^ in a vessel

in which a small sieve made of copper gauze was mechanically

moved up^vards and downwards On the sieve was placed 2V//„ (of

the liquid) of quick lime in the form of course lumps. After 20

minutes the lime was completely suspended (slaked). After allowing

the whole to settle, a little of the liquid was drawn off by means

of a pipette carrying a small cottonwool filter. The remaining liquid

was then decanted from the deposit. The ?ame exjieriment was

repeated with, finely divided (piick lime, which was placed care-

fully in small (piantities on the sieve.

As will be seen in table 7 no trisaccharate had precipitated, so

that, in this way, it has been confirmed once more that in the

ordinary technical jirocess of adding lime no ti-isaccharate is preci-

fated at H0°. A fortiori this will also not be the case when milk

of lime is used. That this, however, applies only to high tempei-atures

and that one has to be careful at lower temperatures was shown when

the same experiments were carried out at 50° (with a 13 7^ sugar

solution). Even after subsiding for a long time, no clear filtrate could

be obtained eo that the CaO-content of the li(juids has been found

too hio-h, but this has little influence in the calculation of the 7o

of saccharate in the solid i)hases. The results (table 7) point to a

rather important saccharate precipitate.
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TABLE 7.

3 I

I

Time Liquid phase
2 Kind of lime and way required for I

Q. of adding samel ' slaking the
!

i

;

- „ t3
E lime.

j
Pol. ^'o CaO Pol. o/,, CaO -t-g =

CO .5 D.

QAo 2'/.,'/,) coarse lime r>,, ,„,„,, f„,. it qi, --, -,,
^^ introduced all at once 2»^ "^'""^^^ ^^'^ ' ^"^^

80°

50^

20 minutes 15.0
2' o'/i fine lime

carefully introduced

I 21'. /o coarse lime g'
, hours i 13

introduced all at once "^ -

"^"'^^ ^'^•"

0.61

11.0

10.8

500 i

2^ .,Oo fine lime ^^ minutes^"
! carefully introduced "" minutes 12.8

1.55-), 12.0

1.00)! 11-8

^3.7 I 0.4

21.3 i-0.5

22.0
;
16.0

22.2 15.8

S U M M A R Y.

After some remarks on the manner of experimenting in chemical

works it was shown that, in many cases, a not too narrowly con-

ceived, more scientific investigation of the questions not yet solved

is a desiderdhim.

Afterwards an explanation was given, based on the phase rule,

of the relation of the phenomena theoretically to be expected in

complexes containing lime, sugar and water.

Experiments were then communicated on the decomposition of

the trisaccliarate and the situation of the eutectic line at 80°; and

those that served for the determination of the line of equilii)rinm

(Solubility of Ca(OH), in sugar solutions at 80°).

Finally, the matter communicated was ajiplied to some well-kuow ii

ol)servations and facts.

Chemistry. — ''On tlw si/sfem snljthuf". By I rof. A. S.mits and

Dr. H. L. i)K r.EEUW. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. Hollk.man).

(Goinmunicaled in the meeting of September 30, 1911).

As was shown by one of us (Smlts ') the study of the system .V('^//V/7/r

has revealed facts which support the theory of the pheuomeuon allotro[)y.

The facts alleged up to now only referred to the intluence of the rapidity

of heating on the melting-point; but it was certain that sulphur would

yield more evidence in support of this; hence the continuation of

1) In the first experiment some waterj had evaporated; in the Inllowing unes

this was avoided.

~) The liquid was a little turbid when filtfred.

3) These Pioc. Vol. Xlll p. 7G3; Zeilschr. f. phys. Cheni. 76, 421 (1911).
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the exaniiiiation ot siilpliiir seemed of great iinpüi-tauee, the more so

as ill this way a better insight could probably be obtained into the

complexity of' the system.

Ill the very first place the inlliieiice was examined of the previous

histor\ of the system on the point of transition, because as was

mentioned before, the theory of allolroi)y predicts such an intluence. ')

This investigation yielded an indubious result, for it appeared that

the point of transition can be modified to a great degree.

Sulphur was heated to a high temperature in a dilatoineter, and

then rapidly cooled. When the sulphur had reached the temperature

of the room, the dilatometer was tilled with the liquid indicated by

IvKicHKH, ') a solution of snl|)hur in turpentine, and the transition

jxjiiit was determined.

It was always found that the point of transition was at first greatly

lowered, and we succeeded in one of our experimeuts in finding this

l)oint lowered by more tlian li)° shortly after the filling. This point

of transition, which is, of course, a metastable transition point, rose

continually with decreasing rapidity, so that the unary transition point

was not reached until after 4 a o days. We found 95.45° as tem-

perature of the unary transition point under the pressure of J atra.,

which value tallies with that found by Reichek, viz. 95.6° at a

pressure of 4 atmospheres, corrected 95,45° at a pressure of 1

atmosphere.

If we now consult fig. 2 of the communication, of one of us in

these Proc. of Sept. 1911') it is easy to see, what happened in this

experiment, at least if to simplify the matter as much as possible

we assume for a moment that there it always internal equilibrium

between Sr and -Sj/.

Starting from a point on the line LK we have reached the binary

melting-i)oint surface below the temperature of the unary melting-

point, so in a point on the line L//, and while the liquid follows

the line </.JiJ,, the solid j)hase would follow the course indicated by

the line f'ys,. When .v, and /^ have been reached the transformation

.s-^ _».s-. -[- /. will take place, so that only rhombic mixed crystals and

liquid can coexist at lower tein[)eratures.

Now this wouhl only i)e the case when ;S',/ really behaved as a

component, which is not the case; but if we assume that the cooling

has taken [)lace so rapidly that S,, has practically not been able to

convert itself, then when the rapid cooling no longer takes place,

1) Loc. cit.

~) Dissertatie, Amsleidam (1883).

3) 1. c. p'. 266.
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e.g. when the temperature has descended to the ordinary tempera-

inre, the conversion X, —> S,j. will show its influence.

So the liquid phase will disappear, which is attended by a dimi-

nution of volume and the solid phase moves from the line S^S.;

towards the left. If we begin to heat again before the line for the

internal equilibrium S.,S,^ has been reached, we shall reach the tran-

sition surface somewhere between S- and S.^, and at a temperature

below that of the unary transition point rhombic sulphur will be

converted to nionoclinic sulphur, which transformation is accompanied

by an increase of voluiue. In consequence of the continued conversion

of S,j,, however, which takes place in the mixed crystals, the total

concenti-ation will continuall}' shift to the left, which causes the

nionoclinic mixed crystal phase to disappear again with diminution of

volume after some time, in consequence of which the appearance of a

new nionoclinic phase cannot be found until at a higher temperature.

The transition phenomenon will, therefore, be continually shifted

towards higlier temperatures, till at last the unary transition tempe-

rature is reached. The phenomena described here were observed in

a very distinct way and in the expected succession. As at about 85° for

the first time at constant temperature a very clear increase of volume

was observed, which was followed by decrease of volume, we are

justified in assuming that in this experiment the transition point had

been lowered by + 10°.

That when starting fVoni sulphur perfectly free from 8y. we find

a too high transition point, as among others Gernez and Reichek

mention (97,6 and 97°), this too follows from fig. 2 and also from fig. 1

.

The second part of our investigation concerned the lowering of

the point of solidification which can occur in consequence of a large

Sy-content obtained by rapid cooling of liquid sulphur heated to a

high temperature. This investigation was chiefly undertaken to find

out whether the point of solidification of the nionoclinic sul[)hur

remains constantl}' 111°, as soon as the solidifying i)hase contains

more than 47o Sv- To ascertain this seemed of great importance,

because if this was really the case, this would render the existence

of a region of non-miscibility highly probable.

As vSoch's method, which we shall call the capillary method, was

not very promising in this case, we adopted a method analogous to

that of Smith and Hoemes with the application of the resistance thermo-

meter used at this laboratory, which indicates with exceedingly great

rapidity and clearness small variations of temperature down to 0,001°.

Now it was, however, to be foreseen that we should meet with

peculiar difficulties during this investigation, for concerning a series
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of investigations, whicli Smith and Holmes ^) made with a view to

determining the points of solidification of mixtures wliich contain

much Sv, which series is called by them "Zweite Reihe", it says :

"Die zweite Reihe nmfasste nur vier Messungen. Nach deren Aus-

fiihrung wurden mehrmals versncht, Beobaohtungen zu erzielen an

Proben, in welchen noch grössere Mengen amorphen Sclnvefels dem
Riickgang wahrend des Abkühlens entgangen waren, mul welche

entsprechend niedrigere Gefrierpunkte zeigten. Von diesen war nur

ein Versuch, No. 5, erfolgi-eich. Um iibernuissiges Abkidilen und

stellenweises (jefrieren zu verhiiten, musste luimlich mit dem Abkiiiden

sorgfaltig vorgeschritten werden, und es verschwand notwendig immer
der Hauptteil des gebildeten amorphen Körpers".

In the cited fifth ex|)eriment they observed a point of solidification

of 112°.45, and the S„-content amounted to 5.29 "/„ by weight.

In oui- investigation sulplnir was heated in a glass tube of a dia-

metei- of =t VI., cm. uj» to 400°. At this temperature first NH^ was
led through the tube to accelei-ate the establishing of the equi-

librium, and then ^VAj, to facilitate the freezing of the ecpiilibriuni

with rapid cooling. Then the sulphur was cooled as rapidly as

possible in a strong cold current of air down to some degrees above

the unary point of solidification of the monoclinic modification. Then

the tube was placed in another, which was J cm. wider, which was

in an oil-bath of a temperature ^b 5° lower than the exi)ected point

of solidification. In the first experiment no .SY), was passed through,

and the cooling took place slowly by simply leaving the tube e\j)Osed

to the air for some minutes till the temperature had fallen to ± 117°.

After it had been placed in the bath of 110°, the sulphur was seeded

with monoclinic sulphur after a slight undercooling of ± 0,5°, after

which the temperature rose to 114°, and remained there till the whole

mass was solid.

So the unary tem{)eratnres of solidification had been i-eached except

for a halt degrees. After having repeated this experiment a few

times, we proceeded to the method of working described above,

and we tried to get a point of solidifii'ation as low as possible by

"freezing" the equilibrium at higher temperature.

Quite in accordance with earlier investigators we found that in

this way lower points of solidification could indeed be observed, but

that they always remain above 110°, but what others possibly did

not see so clearly in consequence of their too rough method of inves-

tigation was this that the point of solidification is always low^est at

1) Zeitschr. f. pbys. Ghem. 42, 476 (1903).
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tlie beginning, and that a tendency can be observed durbhi the soli-

dification to reach the unary temperature of solidification. As, how-

ever, the convergence temperature lies too low for this in these

experiments, and the degree of ujidercooling with resjiect to the unary

point of solidification is too great, this latter temperature cannot be

reached.

Already in these first experiments we got the impression that we
must not ascribe any greater importance to the temperature 111°

than to any other point between 111° and 114°, 6, but that the lowest

point of solidification that can be found by this method of working,

is about 111°, because we do not succeed in obtaining a solidifying

liquid with a greater /SVcontent than corresponds with this point of

solidification.

It really appeared that if we modify the expei'iment somewhat,

still lower points of solidification can be observed. This modification

consisted in this that the sudden cooling is brought about by pouring-

out the sulphur in a thin layer on a china dish. The crystallised

mass was then detached from the dish and put in the melting point

apparatus. After the resistance thermometer had also been placed in

it, the mass was quickly but cautiously melted, after which the

vessel Avas again placed in the bath of constant high temperature,

which was now kept at 106°, just as in the preceding set of expe-

riments. The temperature of solidification rose after grafting Avith

monoclinic sulphur to 109°, and remained constant for a time, after

which it fell again. When then the solidified mass was melted cautiously

again and the liquid had again been made to solidify, we observed

the temperature of solidification at 112°. Another observation, in

which pure S-j. was started from, yielded the temperature of solidi-

fication 108° at first solidification. It appears very clearly from these

experiments that the rate of conversion of S,j. in the two phase system

Sm -\- L, by which is meant monoclinic mixed crystals and liquid,

speciall}' when this system is very metastable, is much quicker than

was supposed, and that it is most likely owing to the increase of this

rate of conversion with the metastability that it is so exceedingly

difTicult to realise considerable lowerings of the point of solidification.

As the phenomena described here seemed to deprive the assumption

of a region of non-miscibility of an important support, we now
examined whether the phenomena observed for liquid sulphur neces-

sarily point to the existence of an unmixing in the pseudo-system.

For this purpose we heated sulphur in glass tubes of different

diameters resp. of 20, 16, and 5 mm. to a high temperature, and

then cooled it, sometimes rapidly, sometimes comparatively slowly.
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A rapid cooling was effected b}' blowing a strong current of cold

air against the tube, the comparatively slow cooling by simj)ly leaving

tlie tube exposed to the air.

This experiment, in which the tube with its contents was projected

on a screen to facilitate the observation, now proved that the phe-

nomenon of a layer of a lighter colour which all at once appears

at the bottom of the tube, and which rapidly increases in volume,

a plane of demarcation which moves upwards being clearly observable

all the time, has nothiiu/ to do with the phenomenon of iiiDiiLvinf/.

In the fiist place it appeared that it was not necessary to cool

the liquid xqvx rapidly by blowing to bring about the [jhenomenon

of the two layers. If care is not taken to blow especially against

the lower part of the tube, blowing is even undesirable; the pheno-

menon in (juestiou is very clearly observed when the tube is simply

left exposed to the aii-.

In the second place it was found that the phenomenon is much

more distinct when the narrow tube (diameter 5 mm.) is used than

with the wide one (20 mm.), especially because in the latter case

the two layers diifer nincli less in coloui'.

In the third place it was found that when during the cooling, both

with blowing or without, the sulphur is stirred till the temperature

has fallen to 170°, and if the further cooling is made to take place

without stirring, the two-layer-phenomenon does not appear any more.

This already pointed to the fact that the said phenomenon is not

to be ascribed to the existence of a region of non-miscibility in the

pseudosystem, but that it is simply brought about by the difference

of temperature which arises in the badly conducting column of liquid

sulphur at comparatively i-apid cooling.

If, namely, a small difference of temperature occurs between

liquid layers which lie comparatively close to each other in the

ranae of temperature where of the line for the internal liquid
° '

dt

equilibrium is large, such a large difference in ^Sy-content can exist

between the two layers that in consequence of the difference in

physical properties, as spec, weight and colour, attending this, the

two layers can separate, and can mo\'e along each other to find the

position which corresponds with their difference in specific weight.

In order to find out whether really considerable differences in tem-

perature can appear during the two layer phenomenon, the tempe-

rature of the two layers was determined, and though the investigation

in this direction leaves still room for greater accuracy, the result

was not doubtful. A centimeter above the plane of demarcation the
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temperature was from 10° to 'M)° higiior than a centimeter heluvv

the plane of demarcation ; thus in one of the experiments e.g. 1H0°

was found for the temperature of the upper laver, and 130° foj'

that of the k)wer Layer, l)ut as was said rhis difference can also

amount to 10°, tliis depends on the method of experimenting', hi

any case, however, a great difference of temperature is found, and

if this difference of temperature is maintained, the two hiyers can

be made to contijiue at pleasure.

It is clear that the found diffei'ence of temperature perfect I)-

explains the distinctness of the [)henomenon, which seems lo come

about chiefl}' in the following ^^ay.

The liquid layer which is in contact with the glass wall, is of

course cooled most i-apidly. If the temperature of this layer has

fallen below^ =b 160 , it differs so much in specific weight from the

layers that lie deeper, that it floNvs dowjiward, and collects at the

bottom, in which the sulphur of higher temperature, darker colour,

and smaller sjtecific weight is forced upwards.

It nmst, however, be noted here that if the sj)ecifically heavier

liquid did not flow downward along the wall, yet the lowest part

of the liquid column wcudd get clear first, for even then the cold

air which rises upward round the hot tube, would bring about a

fall of temperature iji the sulphur in vertical dii-ection, in consequence

of which the lowest temperature would ahvays be found at the

bottom; but that in this case the phenomenon of the layers does

nut make its appearance, could be made clear by the experiment

as will appe ir presently.

Probably the two phenomena take |)lace side by side; the former

will [)reponderate when wide tubes are used, the latter in the case

of narrow tubes. When the colder liquid flows downward there will

be a great chance of mixing, specially in case of wide tubes, and

this is the reason llial llie two-layer phenomenon is much less clear

with a lube of a diameter of 20 iiiiii. than with narrower tubes

both with regard lo dilference of colour and shar[»ness of demarcation.

It is not very difficult now to account for the fact that stirring

down lo 170° prevents ihe occurrence of the two-layer i)heii()inenon.

For as the mass had throughout the lemperature of 170° at the end

of Ihe slirring, I lie dilference of temperature which arises be! ween

Ihe differenl lasers wilhout slirring on further cooling, is not sufficiejit

to bring about Ihe phenomeuoii in (piestion.

With a view lo auginenling Ihe experimental material al our disposal,

some more experiments were made, which all without exception con-

firmed our view. AVhen using the tube of 16 mm. diameier we placed a
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tiglitlv rulled piece of platinum ,uauze in llie sul[)lnir; il had aliuosi

the shai)e of a nail, and rested with its head on the bottom of the

tube. Our purpose wtis to diminish tiie differences of temperature in

the cooling sulplmr in this way, and really under these circumstances

there was jio question of the appearance of a second layer, at least

decidedly not in the immediate neighbourhood of the metal ; at greater

distances, however, streaks were now and then observed, as was to

l)e expected.

Further the experiment was made with capillaries. A current of

liquid along the wall was out of the question here, and so it was

found that the |)henomen(»n of the layers occui'red neither in case

of rapid cooling down from 450° in a paratHin bath of 100°, nor in

case of cooling in the air (with or without blowing). We could

however see the liquid assume a lighter colour tirst at the bottom

as was to be expected, l>ut the transition from light to dark was

always continuous here.

In the experiments mentioned iqj it) now the sulphur was continually

in contact with S().,-containing air, and as it stands to reason that

the application of a positive catalyser according to our views will

rather intensify than prevent the two-layer phenomenon, some experi-

ments were made with sulphur catalysed by NH,. (|)uite in accordance

with what was expected it a|>peared that the two-layer idienomenon

manifests itself in this case in such a splendid way that we can

urgently recommend the blowing through of NH,. during the [)eriod

of cooling for a demonslral ion-experiment.

In conclusion it may be poiiUcd out that Wkjam)') has found that

in agi-eement \vilh the regularity found by Smits and Aten") the

ecpiilibriiini in the liipiid sulphui- is shifted to the endothermic side,

i.e. to greater S„-concenlralions by illumination. H<»\v great this

shifting iS at different temperatures iias not been stated as yet, but

it has been ascertained at this laboratory, that there is no question

of unmixing then.

liniKti-k. If it appears in further investigations as is to be expected

that as Smith and Carson think (Zeitscln-. f. phys. Chem. 77, ötU

(19Ji)), a third crystallised moditication is to betaken into account,

figs. 1 and 2 will have to be modified in accordance with this.

Anon/ffiiic Clwrnicdl L(il>or(tforiiy of the {/invei:siti/.

Anistenbtiii, October 1911.

1) Zeilschp. f. phys. Chem. 77, 4:23 (i'Jfl).

^) These Proc. Oclobei' 30 (l'.)Ü9i.

(November 22, 1911).
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Physics. — "Summational and dljf'ennüal cihnitions in line spectra".

I»v Dr E. E. MoGENDORFF. (Communicated by Prof. P. Zekman).

(Communicated in the meeting of Oct. 28, 1911.)

Tlie supposition that in line spectra combinational vil)ra(ions occur,

analogous to the well known combinational tones, which have been

fully investigated by von Helmhoi.tz ^), is not new.

To account for the great number of pairs of lines (doublets) with

constant frequency ditference, which have been observed in man}-

spectra, V.A.Julius*) has assumed the existence of summational and

difFerentional vibrations.

If in the iiifi'a-i-ed lines occur of the frequency:

they can give' the combinations:

"1 + "3 , «2 + "s ; ", r "4 ' "s + «4 Ï "1 + "s . "a + "5 ^'^•

in the visible spectrum, and evidently these lines show the difference

of frequency n^—n,.

The hypothesis of Juuus is not tenable because no intense lines

have been observed in the infra-red which could give rise to sum-

mational vibi'ations of so great intensity as the first doublet of a

[irincipal series ^e. g. the well-known />)-lines of ya). Shortly after

it was shown by Rydbek(;, Kaysek, and Runge that in many line

spectra series occur, while it has ap|)eared from the ZEK^MAN-effect

that we have to do with })airs of series which run pai-aliel.

After a great many lines had been measured in the infra-red by

Moll '), Bergmann ^), and Paschen *), the situation of these lines was

accounted for by RiTZ b}- the aid of the spectral formula given

by him ").

RiTz's combinations consist for the greater part in taking sum-

mations and differences of observed frequencies, as Ritz himself

1) Helmholtz, Poggend. Ann. 99, p. 532, 1856.

-) V. A. Julius, The linear spectra of the elements. Verb, der Kon Ak. v. Wet.

te Amsterdam, Dl. 26.

^) W. J. H. Moll, Onderzoek van uUra-roode spectra, Thesis for the doctorate,

Ut-echt, 1907.

*) A. Bergmann, Beitrage zur Kennlnis der ullraroten Emissionsspeklra der

Alkaliën. Inaug. Diss. Jena 1907.

^) F. Paschen. Kennlnis ullraroter Linienspectra, Ann. d. Phys. Vol. 27, p. 537—
571, 1908.

6) W. Ritz, Ann. d Physik. 12, p. 264, 1903 (inaug. Diss.) and Pbysik. Zeit-

schrifl, 16, 190>i, p. 521.
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observes for some values'). That Ritz has not thought of the character

of summational and difTerential vibrations appears from the fact that

no attention is paid in his paper to the /?z/'t'?«5/(y of tlie lines which occur

in the combinations. Rrrz thinks that in the observations of the new

lines he tinds a support for the view that the spectral formuhie

must be written with two order numbers. It is, however, evident

that every spectral formula which correctly rei)resents the fundamental

lines, also holds for these new lines, so that the combination prin-

ciple must not be considered as an advantage of Ritz's spectral

formula. It is better to account for these lines without using a specti-al

formula. That Ritz thinks of something else than summational and

dilferential vil)rations appears further in his paper: "Das magnetische

Feld im Atom kann bei allen Spektren betrachtet weerden als erzeugt

durcli zwei Pole entgegengesetzten Vorzeichens; jedes der zwei Glieder

von {m,a,(i) — {n, a!
,

(i') stellt je den Einflusz eine.s Poles dar; jeder

dieser Pole kann im Atom verschiedene Lagen annehmen, die z.B.

bei Wasserstoff iiquidistant auf einer Geraden liegen. Vertauschung

dieser Lagen untereinander entspricht dem Kombinationsprinzip. All-

gemeiner kann man wohl die Vermutung aussprechen, dasz sick die

einfacheu Gesetze auf die Lagen dieser Pole ini Atom beziehen.'' ^)

I have found that it is the intensest lines of a spectrum (especially

the first doublet of a principal series, which give a flame its charac-

teristic colour) that give rise to the existence of combinational

vibrations. The intensity of the summational and differential vibrations

is, however, comparatively slight; uncertainty may prevail with

regard to the lines lying in the infra-red ; for a number of lines in

the visible spectrum the slight intensity appears already from the

fact that they have not been seen by earlier observers.

The presence of combination lines points to the existence in the

1) Phys. Zeitsclir. 16, 1908, p. 523, -'bei den oben sub 1, 3, 4, angefiihrtcn

Fallen hat man sogar aussclilieszlich Diiïerenzen ocler Sutnmen beobachteter Wellen-

zahlen zu berechnen." Tlie combination i' ^=^ ("^5 Pi ^) — {i^i pi ^)» '^ ^ ^i '^i '^i •••

e.g. is to be considered as v = {(l,5,s,rj) — (m,;?, jr)} — {(1, 5,s, (j) — (2,/',rr)|

loc. cit. p. 521. However also the cases 6 and 7 p. 52:2 must be considered as

summational and differential vibrations:

v=^{2,p,^)—{m.p,-p,,:T,-.^,)=\{2,p,rr)—{34,(f)\ + \{^A(i)—^^^

loc. cit. p. 521 and 522.

— 1(3, (/, Ö) — (4, p,-p^, ^i-^^Jl loc. cit. p. 522.

The signification of case 5 is further elucidated in this paper.

2) Loc. cit. p. 523 and 524. Also W. Ritz, Magnetische Atomfelder u. Seriën -

spektren, Ann. d. Physik 25, G60, 1908.

32*
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vibrating- sysU'iu of some oscillations of so great an aniplitiide that

the law of the simple pendnlnm that the force which repels the

vibrating particle (system) to its state of equilibrium is equal to the

deviation, does not hold for them. This force now depends also on

higher powers of the deviation. If as Hei.mholtz did for the combinational

tones, we assume also in this case that the force which causes the

motion, also depends on the square of the amplitude, a new system

of combinational vibrations may be expected from two sucli vibrations.

Of all the series known up to uow (principal series, first and

second subordinate series) the first lines have the ijreatest intensity;

these lines occur, as will appear from what follows, in combinations,

and it is clear tliat the above remarks apply to these vibrations.

When in wdiat follows we speak of the difference or the sum of

tw^o lines, the difference resp. the sum of the frequencies is meant

corresponding to these lines.

Lithium: In a paper on a new empirical spectrum formula')

a number of lines of this element is mentioned as third subordinate

series. We have here to do with a differential series, the terms of

which represent the differences in frequency between the 1^^ li,,^. qj

the principal series and each of the following ones. In the subjoined

table the first column contains the observed wave-lengths of the

principal series in A- U. 'j, the second gives the difference of the

frequencies, the third the wave-length 'h calculated from it, the

fourth the observed wave-length ;.„• • After this the observer's initials

are given with the possihle erroi' of observation given by him. It is

clear that Xi. must be followed by a ± A, as this wave-length has

been calculated from observed lines, in which an error of observation

is vei'y probable.

3)
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Tlie first linr (6240.1) of lliis (lillt'i-ciitial st'i-ies «>i\'es again (liffcr-

ential vil)ratioiis with tlio first liiu's of the two suhoidiiiate series.

The first cüliiniii contains the lines of the subordinate series
; (1, I S.S.)

denotes the I''' line of the first suboi'dinate series; the 2"'^ column

gives the frequency difierence with the line B240,l, tlu' first line of

the differential series.
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and 12794. The observation gave J8697,0(P. 3) and 12782,2 (P. 8).

The first line of the first subordinate series gives summational vibra-

tions with the lines of B.S. :

(1 B. S.) + (1, 1 S.S.) = 21732,5 ;./, = 4601,4 ;„. = 4601,6 (S).

(2 B. S.) + (1, I S.S.) = 24207 h = 4131. This line is not sepa-

i-ated from (3, 1 S.S.).

The lines of B.S. give a frequency difference:

(2, B.S.) - (1, B.S.) = 7813,6 i) — 5348 M = 2465,6 ;^ = 40558 >„.
H0461
f 40489

(P. 10)

Natrium; Just as for Li, the first line of the principal series

h
13314.68 7510.5

13303.0 ' 7517.2

^5896.16
^5890.19

\ 3303.07
^3302.47

2852.91

2680.46

2593.98

2543.85

2512.23

not observed

18091.74

18074.55

20366.84

20329.65

21590.6

21573.4

22350.3
22333.1

22845.07
22827.87

5527.3

5532.75

4916.0

4918.9

4631.7

4636.4

4474.2
4447 .

7

4377.2
4380.6

^5527.1 (K. H.)

'^5528.2 (S.)

S 5531.7 (K. H.)

/ 5532.7 (S.)

4914 (S.)

4918.4 (S.)

\ 4629.4 (K. H.)

(> 4625.5 (S.)

H633.1 (K. H.)

M629.5 (S.)

'4472.5 (S.)

J

4372 (S.)

gives with the following one a differential series, which Lenard,

and also Konen and Hagenbach, Saunders observed as a series of

diffuse doublets with constant frequency difference. The preceding

table corresponds with the first for Li.

This differential series with the first lines of the subordinate series

(just as for T^i) gives again rise to new difïerential vibrations

(doublets). The first line of the differential series is indicated by (1, D.S.)

influence, as Ritz himself ol)seives p. 523 :
" diese Seriën enlfernen sich alle

nur wenig von A ; besonders bei Li. Xa ist dies der Fail, wahrend bei K,
m

Rb, Cs, die Beobachtungen zii ungenau sind, uni einige Sicherheit zu gewinnen".

From observations in Th, Al, Za Cd, Mg and Ca spectra Paschex concludes that

this combination of Ritz is not quite correct. Ann. d. Phys. 29, 1909, p. 040.

') The ^" is of much importunce in these lines.
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(1,D.S.)

(J,D.S.)

(2, I S.S.,

(2, l S.S.)

(3, I S.S.)

(3, I S.S.)

(1,D.S.)
'

(1,D.S.)

(1,1 S.S.)

,1,1 S.S.)

(1,D.S.)

(1,D.S.)

-(1,D.S.)

(1,D.S.)

1096,21,;./, = 91224

1100,5 ,;/, = 90868

4281,97,;./, = 23354

( 9,048

^'"9,085 ^^'-^

= 4277,07,;

= 6768,46, X

= 6763,1 ,;

-(1,11 S.S.) =4529,08,;

— (1,11 S.S.) =4534 ,X

(2, II S.S.) -

(2, II S.S.) -
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The two first lines of' R.S. Q;iye a difFerentinl vihi-ation

140391

(2.B.S.) — (1.B.S.) =3 2470,42 ;./, = 40480 4,06 ft (Moll). 40449 (P.j

(40572

(The calciihiti'd line.-; give the freqiieney (liHerenfe 2465,6 and

h = 40558).

Moll's line 2,90ft is probably a differential vibration:

(1,1 S.S.) — (IJIS.S.) = 3432,37, h = 29135.

Potassium. In this element and the following Rb. and Cs. with

greater atomic weight a differential series formed from the principal

series has not been observed. With increasing atomic weight the

intensity of the principal vibrations does not seem great enough at

the temperature used to give rise to differential vibrations of sufficient

intensity to be observed. At any i-ate the circumstances of their

formation seem to be such that their energy is distributed over

combinations with tlie first lines of the subordinate series; such

combinations namely, have in fact been observed. (Jalculation gives

for K. as first doublet of a dilferential sej-ies

:

8561 and 8533 ; 6262 and 6242,9.

Paschen gives as first doublet of the I S.S. 11689.8 and 11771,7.

The first lines of the (calculated) differential series give differential

vibrations with the first lines of tlie subordinate series.

(1,D.S.) -(1,1 S.S.) =3164,9 ;^ = 31598 '<. =31596,8(P. 4) .

(1,D.S.) -(1,1 S.S.) =3186,2 .^=31381 /,, =31395 (p. 5) s
^.^^ I^ollj

(2,IS.S.) -(1,D.S.) = ? 1)', ? '.•=3-?075,6(P.3)
,

(2, 1 S. S.) - (1 , D. S.) = 2676 '0 = 37369 /,, = 37370,7 (P. 5) )
^' '^ ^^^"^^^^

(3,1S.S.) -(1,D.S.) =5484,9 ., = 18232
i ^^, ^^^^^^^^

(3,IS.S.) -(1,D.S.) =5465,1 /, = 18298 )

not oDservea

(1, D. S.) - (1, II S. S.) = 3695,5 /, = 27060 .,„ = 27065,6 (P. D . . -. .„^, ,

.

(l.D.S.) —(1,11 S.S.) =3677,0 ',=27197 ^^,=27215 (p. 2) ^
^' "^ ^'"^^lj

(2, II S.S.) - (1, D. S.) = 2730,7 ', = 36621 /,„ = 36614,3 (P. 4)

(2, II S. S.) — (1, D. S.) = 2750,0 ., = 36364.2/,,, = 36372,7 (P. 4)

(3, II S.S.) -(l.D.S.) =5554,4 '6=18003.7,

(3, II S.S.) - (1, D. S.) = 5573,8 ., = 17941 .3 S
"°^ oobervca

(2, D. S.) - (1, 1 S. S.) = 7464 ., = 13398
,

(2,D.S.) -(1,1 S.S.) =7474,9 /, = 13378 ^

"oi oDseivea

(2,D.S.) -(2,IS.S.) = ? /, ? .,,= 6. 236. (P.)

(2, D.S.) —(2, 1 S.S.) =1612,7 /, =62010 ^
,.
= 6.203 y (P.)

(3, 1 S.S.) —(2, D.S.) =1185,8 /, = 84332 /,,. = 8.452 /. (P.)

(3, 1 S.S.) -(2D. S.) =1176,4 /,= 85004 ^= 8.510,^ (P.)

ij Of the 2°*^ doublet of Uie I S.S. a = 6964,4 n = 14357 has been observed

by RiTZ. This value seems better than Saunders's G966,3. The other component

has not been observed; it can be fomid hOni the combination by recalculation.

It lies in the immediate neighbourhood of 6938,8 (2. II, S.S.).
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(2, D. S.)

(2, D. S.)
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fl, D. S.) -(1, H S. S.) — 3583,4 /,, = 27906 3 /,,.= 27909,8 (R. 2)

(1,D. S.) — (1,11S. S.) -3661,5 >/, ^27311,3 /„.- 27319,8 (R. 2)

(1, D. S.) - (2, Il S.S.) I) ^ 2599,1 /^ = 38474 ;,,.= 3851 1,4 (P. 3)

(2, D. S.) — (2, 1 S. S ) ^ 2166,2 /^ = 46163,3

(2, D. S.) — (1, Il S. S.) 7739,9 ./, ^ 12920,2

(2, D. S.) — (1 , II S. S.) = 7704,7 ./, ^ 12979,3

(2, D. S ) (2, II S. S.) ) = 1554,2 ;^ -= 64343

(2, D. S.) — (2, II S. S.)') 1518,4 /^ -= 65859

,.— 46190,1

,,= 12924,1

J= 12986,6

(P. 4)

(R. 3)

(R. 3)

6,436 //(P).

6,567 !' (P.)

The lines 13442, 10069, 8872, and 8271 form a B. S. The 2üist

lines, which are the intensest here too, form a differential vibration

:

(2, B. S.) - (1, B. S.) = 2491,9 h = 40130 ;,, = 4,03 (Mollj.

The line 5165,35 (R.) is probably a summational vibration of the

first line of the P. S. and (1, I S. S.)- It corresponds to 4642,5 for

potassium.

Caesium. Paschen ') gives as first doublet of the i)rincipal series

8521,2 and 8943,6. A differential series was not observed ; calculated

are the values of the frequencies 10216 and 10589,0 (1,D. S.),

14059,1 and 14533,0 (2, D.S.j.

34892,5 and 36127,7 form the first doublet of the I S.S., 14694,8

and 13588,1 the first of the II .S.S. Tiio following combinations liave

been observed

:

(1,D.S.) —(1,1 S.S.) =7350,9

(1,D.S.) —(1,115.8.) 3412,7

(l.D.S.) —(1,11 S.S.) = 3231,0

(2, II S.S.) — (1, D.S.) = 2369.8

(2, II S.S.) - (l.D.S.) =2552,2

(2. D.S.) — (2, II S.S.) ^ 1472

(2, D.S.) —(2, II S.S.) ^ 1391,8

//, ^ 13604
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root of whicli is fouixl in Iho way inoiilioncd of' the first sub-

ordinate sei'ies '). Tlie first subordinate series, howevei-, not iiaving

been measured accurately, the root of Bergmann's series can also

only be determined by approximation by tins method. The fact that

this series consists of doublets is in connection with the satellites,

which accompany the I S.S. ").

For this line Hicks ') calculates the constants in Rydbkro's formula

and in the empiric formula given by me. The errors of ob.servation

in these lines are too great to allow us to decide which formula is

to be preferred. It has appeared to me that a change within the

possible error of observation of the lines on which the calculation

was based, has a considerable influence on these constants, and also

on the calculated deviations of the other lines.

The first two lines of the above series give again a differential

vibration, Moll's line 3,97 /^ ; the difference of the observed lines

gives 3,89.

Hydrogen. Balmer's formula for a hydrogen series may be written

109675 109675
thus : n=z --—

(1), w = 1,2,...

It is remarkable that the root of this series amounts to exactly V4

of the universal constant. This phenomenon is accounted for when

w^e consider this observed series as a differential series which corre-

sponds to that discovered by Lenard and others in the spectrum of

109675
Na. If we assume the formula n = A (II), ?/? = 1, 2, . . .

for the principal series of H, which lies in the ultra-violet, formula

(I) represents the lines whose frequencies are equal to the differences

of the frequencies of the first line of formula (II) with each of the

following ones. The root of the differential series is ??»— 7i^ = A— n^

and this is the root at which we arrive for a subordinate series

^) Randall's measuremeiils (Ann. d Fiiys. Vol. 33, IDIO, p. 743) are more

accurate.

-) W. RiTZ, I.e. p. 52:2, case 5.

') W. M. Hicks, A critical study of si ectral series, Phil, Transact, of the R.S.

Loudon, Ser. A, Vol. 210, p. 85, 191U. Hicks assumes the formula

A'
71 ^ A

b
m -\- a -\

m
Probably Prof. HicKS is not acquainted with the Proceedings of the Meeting of

Nov. 27. 1906 of this Academy. An abstract of this paper and of my Thesis for the

doctorate Amsterdam appeared in the Beibl. 1907. HiCKs does not mention that

this formula has been treated already elsewhere.
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acc'oi-diug to Rvdukrg-Schustkr. So a differential series makes the

impression of a subordinate series, because it coiivei-fies to the same
root (see Lilhinm).

Tlie fact that //^ consists of 2 comi)onents whose distance is 0.14

— Hr: of 2 components whose distance is 0.08 A. U. according to

MiCHKLsoN points to the fact that we have not to do with a constant

frequency difference, and pleads against the character of a sub-

ordinate series ').

The lines of this differential series again give differential \ibrations

namely those measured by Paschkn 18751,3 (1) and 12817,6 (1,5).

Within the possible error of obser\ation these lines are represented

1II9G75 109675 109675 109675
by n = — and it =^ and mav, thei-e-^

9 16 9 25

;.i= 18751,6 ;.i— 12818,7

fore be considered as differential vibrations between the first line of

the differenlfal series with the second and third line of this series or

also as differential vibrations between the second line of the prin-

cipal series with the third and fourth lines of the principal series.

RiTZ ') concludes from the |»resence of these lines that Bat.mer's^

formula must be written with two whole order numbers thus

.^ / 1 1 \
n = 109675 n^'l and ///=3, 4 etc. and /i=:3, //?=:4, 5 etc.

\n- m'^J

No ol>jection can be made against this way of representation');

for an explanation of the sj)ectial phenomenon, however, it is desir-.

able to draw attention to the presence of differential vibrations.

In this connection it is also very remai'kable that the line 1216,0

one of the infenst^st lines measured by Lyman ^) in the extreme ultra-

109675
violet, is the first term of the series n = 10\)Q7d .

For m =z 1 we find h = 1215,6.

Of late F. Paschen has continued to contribute to our knowledge

of the line spectra by giving a number of excellent measurements

in the infra-red '). In Paschen's papers attention is drawn to a

number of combinations in the spectra of Thallium, Aluminium, Zinc,

1) GF. Kayser und Runge, HandbucU der Spectroscopie, Bd. II, p. 572.

2) W. RiTZ, Phys. Zeitschr. 16, 1908, p. 524.

'^) Except this that only the terms m = 4 and m = 5 have been observed.

^) Th. LxMan, Astrophys. Journ. 23, 1906, p. J 81. Ritz draws attention to

this Une in his paper on Magnetische Alomfelder und Serienspeklren Ann. d.

Phys. 25, 1908, p. 067.

5) F Paschen, Ann. d. Phys- 27, 1908, p. 537; 29, 1909, p. 625; 30, 1909,

p. 740; 33, 1910; 35, 1911, p. 860; 36, 1911. p. 191.
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Cad mi tun, Magnesium, Calcium and iAIcrcury. Moreover tlic i)rin-

oiple of combination appears to point here to summational and

differential vibrations of the intensest (first) lines of the already known
series, so that we can account for the new lines without making

use of a spectral formula. In Paschen's recent paper on the systems

of series in the spectra of Zinc, Cadmium and Mercury it is parti-

cularly the very intense lines Zn 2138,6, Cd 2288,1 and Hg 1849,

which occur in combinations; they must be considered as first line

of a principal sei'ies, lying in the ultra-violet. This principal series

is indicated M by 1,5 S—mP, a second subordinate series being

indicated by IP—mS. The series 2,5 aS—?/?/^ is a differential vibration

of the lines of the principal series with the first line of the 2"'^ S.S.

2,5 S—mP=\{\,b S—mP) — (1,5 S—2P)\ — (2P—2,5 S)

— m^'' line P.S. — l^t line P.S. - l^t jjne H S.S. =
= ;?^th line D.S. - 1st line II S.S.

In this I luive called 1^^ line II S.S. [m =. 2,5), what is con-

sidered the 2"^' line by Ritz.

Mathematics. — ''On the conoids belonging to an arhitranj surface.''

By Prof. Hk. de Vrtes. (1"^ part).

§ 1. Among the examples current in Descriptive Geometry of

non-developable scrolls we meet the so-called right sphere conoids,

formed by all the lines which intersect a given directrix, run parallel

to a plane perpendicula» on that directrix, and touch a given sphere;

it is a surface of ordei four, which has the given directrix as well

as the line at infinity of the director plane as nodal lines, and the

points of intersection of these two straight lines with the sphere

as cuspidal points; the generatrices passing through these points coincide

namely in so-called torsal lines, distinguished from the other genera-

trices on account of the tangential planes coinciding in all their points.

If we substitute for the sphere an arbitrary surface of order n,

then the right conoid appears belonging to this arbitrary surface,

which conoid seen from a mathematical point of view does not differ

from the scroll formed by all the lines intersecting two arbitrary

directrices r, , r, , crossing each other, and touching a surface ^/>"

of order n; on this surface some observations follow.

§ 2. We suppose the surface 0" to be point general. A plane

1) F. Paschen, Ann. d. Phys. 35, 1911, p. 863.
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brought through a point .1, of
;'i

and through }\ , cnts out of *P'' a

curve I" of order n and class /? (?z— 1), from which ensues that

the tivo directrices }\ , r.^ are n [n—1) fold lines of the scroll ii

under examination.

A plane through ?'j contains the n {n—1) fold line r^ , likewise

the 71 {n—1) single generatrices through the point of intersection of

that plane with r^ -. so ^i is a surface of order 2n {?i—1).

Let >Si be a point of intersection of Tj and 0. The plane S^r^ now cuts

*P according to a k", containing the point .S', itself, from which ensues

that two of the Ji {7i—1) generatrices of ^ through /Si coincide with

the tangent in S^^ to X,"; throtu/h each of the n points S^ passes

therefore a torsal line of ii, and the tangential plane belonging to it,

irkich for convenience sake loe shall call "torsal plane", is evidently

the plane S^r^ . The same holds of course for r,

.

There are however more cuspidal points on r^ . If namelv we
imagine a tangential plane through r^ to ?>, then it will intersect <l*

in a /(•'' with a notie in the point of contact; the line connecting this

point of contact with the point of intersection C\ of the indicated

tangential plane and ;\ connt'^ for two coinciding generatrices of 5i

through Ci and is thus likewise a torsal line; so the points C^

are also cuspidal points of i2. Their number is equal to the class

of 0, thus n {n—1)% and I lie corresponding torsal planes are the

planes C^r.^ . The same holds of course for r,

.

Other cuspidal points on ;, or r, are not possible. For, if for a point

A^ of r, two tangents to the curve I'" lying in the plane A^r^ are to

coincide, then this is only possible either in one of the manners

described just now or because an inflectional tangent or a double

tangent of t' passes through A^ . These last cases appear in reality

(comp. §§ 4, 6), however, they evidently do not lead to torsal lines,

but to cuspidal edges and nodal generatrices. The complete number

of cuspidal points on r^ (or r^,) amounts therefore to

n -|- n i^n—iy = n {n-—%i-\-2).

§ 3. As each generatrix of i2 is a tangent of ^P the scroll i2 and

the surface *P will touch each other along a certain curve, whilst

both surfaces will possess in general a proper curve of intersection

besides; for, of the n points of intersection of a generatrix of ^
with *P only two (coinciding ones) belong to the curve of contact,

the remaining n — 2 to the curve of intersection.

The order of the curve of contact we can find in the following

way. A plane through r, and a point A^ of r^ intersects *P in a

curve h, and the points of contact of the tangents drawn out of
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A^ to this curve, are the i)()iii(8 of intersection of k'' will» tiie tirsi

polai' curve p^"~^ of A^ witli respect to /l". The locus of all tiiese

curves p,"~' is a surface, wliich for convenience' sake we siiall call

"first polar surface of /*i
with respect to <fi and 7\"

; the intersection

of this surface and <I> is the curve of contact to be found.

It is easy to see that the first polar surface of /•, with respect to

and )\ is of order n and contains the line r.^ as single line. A
plane through )\ namely contains the first polar curve />i"~^ of the

point of intersection A^ of that plane with ^i ; if now the |)lane

rotates round )\, then the points of intersection of />,"""' and r.^ will

travel in general along the line r.^, from which ensues that )\ itself

lies on the polar surface to be found; so the question is only how
many different polar curves />i"~' pass through an arbitrary point

of i\. We choose as this point one of the points of intersection S^

of 7\ and 'P. If the first polar curve /)/'— ^ of a certain point A^ of

i\ is to pass through S^, then one of the tangents drawn in the plane

A^)\ to the curve /;" lying in that plane must have its point of

contact in S^, and it must therefore touch the surface in S^- Now
the tangential plane in S.^ to intersects the line )\ only in one

point; so only one curve />i"^^ passes through 6'.^, and so also through

an arbitrary other point of r.^.

Each plane A^)\ contains thus of the surface to be found a curve

/>,"—' and the single line r./, the surface is thus of order n. We
shall indicate it by the symbol //,". It intersects in a curve of

order if, and this is the required curve of contact c"^ oJ S2 and
'P. Also r.^ possesses of course a first polar surface, TJ^", but now
with respect to and r, ; it intersects *P according to the same

curve c''^ It is clear that c"* contains the n points of intersection

;S'^ of ?\ and as well as the n points of intersection S^ of r^ and

0; the torsal lines thi'ough these points (ouch here c"", because they

touch as well as 11^ and 77^. In a point >S'j namely the torsal line

touches a curve k'\ thus 0, and a curve />i"~^ thus 77,, and therefore

also the section c"" of these two surfaces.

We control these results analytically. Let r, coincide with the

edge A^A^ U\ = x.^ == Ü), and r., with the edge A^A^ {x^ ='^'4 ^=0) of

the fundamental tetrahedron, and let be a homogeneous polynomium

of order n in .v^,...x^, and let = be the ecpiation of the

surface 0.

F'or a plane through r,^=:A^A.^ the two homogeneous coordinates

§1 and are zero, so the equation rutis:
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if this plane is to pass through a point (.t-',, r\) of A^A^, then we
tind

^,.r', + ^X. = 0,

so that finally the equation of this plane runs:

.rVr, — .c'yi'^ = 0.

If we now take of the point {x\, w\) the first polar surface

0.1', d.r,

with respect to <P, then the section of this surface with the plane

a;\a;^ — x'yV^zizzO is the polar curve pj"~^
; the locus of these, hence

the surface T/j", we find by elimination of ,r', and .r\ out of both

equaiions; so the equation runs:

" = '•
a:^ + '•

a:^
= '''

really a surface of order )i containing the line r.^ {.v^ = .v^ := 0) as a

single line.

The equation of 'I* can be written in tlie form
4 Ö0

,=1 oa-i

SO the coordinates of the points of intersection with r^ {.x^ =: .r, ^ 0)

satisfy

i.e. the equation of TT^.

In the case of the right sphere conoid one of the two polar surfaces

is a parabolic cylinder, the other a cylinder of revolution. Let us

call the director line )\, the line at infinity of the director plane r,^
,

then each plane through a point A^ of /', and through r.^^ intersects

the sphere according to a circle, so that the first polar curve of .Ij

becomes a line normal to the plane through )\ and the centre of

the sphere; this line as well as r^^^ form the complete intersection of

the considered plane with 77,. If however we consider in particular

the plane at infinity we have to take the polar line of the point of r^

at infinity with respect to the absolute circle, which coincides

with )\j^ ; so /7i is indeed a parabolic cylinder whose generatrices

are normal to the plane through /\ and the centre of the sphere.

In the planes through )\ on the other hand we have to take the

vertical diameters of the circles of intersection with the sphere lying

in that plane, from which ensues immediately that 77, becomes a

quadratic cylinder with vertical generatrices. The points of intersection

of r.^^ with the sphere are isotropic points; the circle lying in the
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plane tlu'ougli such a point and r, passes itself lliroiigh lliat point

and touches here the absolute circle, so thai the |)olar line of liiat

point become-; a tangent lo the absolute circle ; so the cylinder touches

the absolute circle twice and is therefore a cylinder of rotation. The

sphere and. these two cylinders intersect each other according to a

twisted cni-ve of order 4 and the 1-^ species, containing among others

the isotropic points of intersection of ?",^ with the sphere ; on the

plane through }\ and the centre of the sphere it projects itself as a

pai-abola, on a horizontal plane as a circle.

§ 4. We a^ain imagine a point A, of r,, then a plane A^}\_, and

the section with 77^ lying in this plane and consisting of the curve

p/' ^ and the lijie r,. We take this system as a curve of order n

and we determine the first polar curve ^i"~^ for the pole A^, which

is of order n—1, and contains the Ji—1 points of intersection of

/>/'—' and r.^, but moreover the points of contact of the (?2

—

^){n—2)

tangents which can be drawn out of ^j to p^"'^'
. We now look

for the locus of the curves q^""'' and show that this is again a

surface of order ?i, having )\_ as a single line. The first polar surface

of the point (a-' 3, a:'J with respect to 77^=0 has for ecpiation

Ö/7, dn,

hence (see § 3)

:

dfp d-<Ii d'<P dtp d'fP

''^
li, + •' «-^^

0^, + ^-' ^''^
^

^' ^'^^'^ d^ö^ -^-"^'07,^' ^''^ 0^ = ''

a surface of order n—1 and which, cut by the plane .i"'^^,— .r'j.i^ = 0,

furnishes the curve '//'"^ The locus of this curve, found by elimination

of x'f and .v\ out of the last two equations, is therefore the surface

o.7?3 ox^- o.v^ox^ ox^ ox/

it is indeed of order n and contains ]\^ {.i\ = ,%\ ^= 0) as a single line,

just as /7j . The section with IJ^ is therefore a curve of order /i% of

which r, forms a part ; it is however easy to show that i\ must be

counted twice, so that there remains a residual section of order ?i'— 2.

The section of /7j and K^ lies namely evidently also on the surface :

ox/ Ox^Ox^ ox/

which 1ms evidently the line A^A^ as a double line. For the section

of li^ and /Ci*, or K^ and K^*, the director ?•, counts double ; thus

it must also count double for the section of IJ^ and K^, with which

33
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is shown that these two surfaces have in each point of r, the same

tangential plane.

The equation of ^ can not only be written in the foi'm -2'j:"i -—=iO,

but also in the symbolic form -S'.r, r— = 0. Let us put in it

/ OXi \

x^ = i}\ = in order to determine the n points of intersection *S,

with i\, then exactly' the equation K*=^Q remains, from which

follows that the n points S^ lie at the same time on K* and therefore

jalso on K^ ; it is even easy to show that each of these points counts

double among the number of points of intersection of the three

surfaces 0, TJ^ , K*. In a plane S-^i\ lie namely, as intersection with

fP, a curve k\ as intersection with /Zj the first polar curve of these,

^^/'-^ and these curves touch each other in aS'i. Now however the

curve 5'i"~' is again the first polar curve of S^ with respect to the

curve of order n, consisting of pi"~' and i\; so <7,"~' touches in S^

the two other curves. The tangential planes in S^ to the three mentioned

suifaces intersect each other according to the same line, namely

tlie torsal line of i2 through S^ (§ 2); each of these points counts

thus indeed for two points of intersection of the three surfaces. Now
outside i\ (see above) lie n{7i^ — 2) of these points; if moreover we

subtract still the 27? points S^ then n (?i' — 4) points remain, lying

neither on i\ nor on i\. If we suppose a plane through such a

point P and i\, which is intersected in A^ with i\, then the curves

^•», ƒ)/'—', ^/'—i lying in this plane (and therefore also the second

polar curve /)i"~- of A^) all pass through P, from which ensues that

P is for I'' an inflectional point and therefore A^P one of the two

pi-iucipal tangents (osculating tangents) of <P in ]\ With this we

have shown, that in the cotic/ruence of the principal tangents of the

cjeneral surface of the n''' order n{n'' — 4) of these lines rest on two

arbitrary lines, or in other words, that the principal tangents intersecting

an arbitrary line form a scroll of order n {n^ — 4).

Through an arbitrary point of space pass n [n—1) {n—2) of those

lines ^) ; for we have but to take the points of intersection of the

surface itself with the first and the second polar surface of the chosen

point ; the surface just found has thus the right line 07i which all

generatrices rest, as an n {n—1) {n—2)-fold line.

A plane through this line contains, besides the 7i{n—l){n—2)- fold line,

a curve of intersection of order n {n-—4)— ?i {n—1} {n—2)= 'èn {n—2),

1) Cremona—GuRTZE : "Grundziige einer allgemeinen Theorie der Oberflachen",

p. 64, or Salmo^^— Fiedler: "Anal. Geom. des Raumes", II. Theil, S. 24.
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of wliich it is ea»y to show that it consists of 3fi {?i— 2) lines; for,

throngii an arbitrary point of this section a prijicipal tangent of the

surface mnst pass resting on the nuiltiplis line, tiierefore lying entirel}'

in the phine. Tiie 3/^ (/^^2) lines are evidently tlie inflectional tangents

of the section of the plane nnder consideration whh the surface of

order n.

An ordinary point of contact of a generatrix of £2 with <I* is a

single point of the curve of contact c' (§3); in each ot' ihcndi^— 4)

points /-* just now found, however, the generatrix A^P has with

a three point contact, with 77, a two point one, and therefoi-e

also with c'^ a two point one; so there are n{n^—^) generatrices of
i2 touching 6'*'\

§ 5. A generatrix of i^ touches 0, and lias thus, besides the

point of contact, still {n—2) points in common with this surface; in a

plane A^r^ lie therefore n {n—V) in—2) such points, namely on each

of the n{n—1) generatrices in this plane every time n—2. All these

points lie on a curve of order {n—1) {n— 2), the satellite curve of

the first polar curve Pi"~"^ of A^ with respect to h\ If the plane

revolves around r^ , the satellite curve will generate a surface which

we shall call "the satellite surface" of r^ with respect to andr2,

and which will evidently cut out of 'T» the residual intersection of

52 with ^.

The intersection of the satellite surface ^^ with a plane A^r^ consists

of a satellite curve s^^ of order (n — i) ()i — 2), and of the line r,

;

the question is how many different satellite curves pass through an

arbitrary point of ?•, . In order to answer this question we shall

consider again in particular a poijit of intersection S^ of r^ and <!>.

If the curve .s\ lying in a plane A^r^ is to pass through S^ , then

AiS^ must be a tangent to «T» without the point of contact coinciding

with S2 . Now the plane r^S, cuts <P in a curve of order n

containing the point S^ itself and to which ?i (n— I) — 2 tangents

can be drawn out of <S', , not touching in *S', itself; in the planes

through these tangents and r^ the curves ^j will pass through S,

.

So lüe find for the satellite surface 2^ a surface of order

{n—\) (?i—2) + n {n—l) — 2 = 2n (n— 2), ivith an [n (n—1 — 2\-fold

line r^. The satellite curve of c""^, the intersection of *P and 2^, is

thus a curve of order 2 n"" [n— 2), inith |;i(/z— 1) — 1]-fold points in

the n points of intersection S^ of <P arid r,

.

Now however it is clear, that just as there is only one curve of

contact c'^ immaterial whether we start from the polar surface of

7'i or of r, , there is also only one satellite curve; for the curve of

33*
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contact is simply tlie locus of the points of contact of the generatrices

of Si witii 0, and the satellite curve is the locus of the points of

intersection of the same generatrices with 0. However, if we start

from i\, we find as satellite surface ^^ a surface of order 2;z(?2— 2)

with an \n{n— 1) — 2j-fold line i\ , from which ensues that the

satellite curve of C'" has also {??, {n—1) — 2}-fold points in the n

points of intersection S^ of i\ and 0. This result is also easy to

control with the aid of ^

^

; this ^ ^ namely does not contain the

line }\ , but it does the points .S',, and it has in these points a

contact with of higher order, and inversely 2^ does not contain

the line i\ , but it does the points S^, and it has likewise in these

points a contact of higher order with «f>.

Let us imagine a point Si and the section k'' of the plane Sii\

with <!*. The point ;S, lies on k" ; so through *Si pass, besides the

tangent in S^ itself, n{n-~^) — 2 tangents more, from which ensues

that the satellite curve .s-, of >Si has in this point wüth t' an {?i(n—1)— 2|-

pointed contact. If we allow the plane under consideration to revolve

a little about t\ in one sense as well as in the other, then *Si passes

into a point A^ ; the tangent in S^ itself passes in one case into two

different real ones, in the other into two conjugate complex ones; on

the reality, however, of the other tangents the slight difference in

position of the plane will have no influence, and so we see by

direct observation that through S^ pass 7i [ji— 1) — 2 branches of the

satellite curve of c"'. So the points S^ must lie also on ^Jj : the

remaining points of r, however lie in general not on it, because the

satellite curve .s\ of an arbitrary point A^ does in general not pass

through Ai itself; so the points S^ must thus be either singular points

of I^i, or iTj and «/^ must have in those points a contact of higher

order. If >Si were a singular point, thus a multiple point with a tangen-

tial cone of order n {n— 1) — 2, then each plane through this point

would have to cut I^j according to a curve with an |»(?z— 1)— 2j-fold

point in <S', ; we saw, however just now that the plane ^SjT, ,cuts

the surface ^^ according to a curve, which has in Si an ordinarj^

point, but with k'^ an \n [u— 1) — 2|-pointed contact; so S^ is also

an ordinary poijit of I^j, but an \n (ji—1) — 2|-fold point for the

intersection with *F*.

We control the preceding results in the following way. The complete

intersection of i2 and <^ is a curve of order 2)f{n—1) : it consists

of the curve of contact c"' , counted double, and of the satellite curve;

and 2n^ -\- In'' {n—2) really furnishes 2/i* {n— 1).

§ 6. The surface 52 contains in general a certain number of
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double generatrices, i.e. double tangents of <P, cutting i\ and i\)

we determine their number by determining the order of the scroll

formed by all the double tangents of <f» which intersect i\. A plane

through i\ cuts in a k' and this possesses ^ 7i{7i—2) (7^*—9) double

tangents, and through an arbitrary point of r, pass 4 Mfi—^){n—2){n~'S)

double tangents;^) the surface to be found is therefore of order

è 7^"—2) Or—9) + }, n {n—l) {n—2) {n—3) = (/i+l) (?i) («—2) {ii~'S),

and it has }\ as an h 7i{n—i) {n— 2) {n— 3)-fold line. The number of
double generatrices of il is equal to the number of poi?its of inter-

section of this surface ivith r.^, so equal to {:n-\-l) (n) {n— 2) (/i—3).

With the aid of the points of contact of the double generatrices

with <P, likewise of the n {u^ - 4) points found in § 4 on principal

tangents of *P, we can now entirely survey the mutual j)Osition of

the four surfaces 52, fp, TJ^, ^^, likewise of their intersections. We
fix our attention in particular on the curve of contact c"'' and the

corresponding satellite curve. According to § 4 there are n{n'* —4)
generatrices of ii touching c "; if F is one of the points of contact,

A^ the point of intersection with ;\, then P is an inflectional point

for the section /.' with <P lying in the plane At^i\, A^^P the corre-

sponding inflectional tangent, and it counts for two of the n{n— 1)

tangents which can be drawn out of A^ to k\ so that besides the

inflectional tangent only n[;n — l) — 2 tangents pass through A.
Each of these intersects k' in n — 2 points, altogether thus in

\n{n — 1) — 2
I

(/i — 2), whilst the com})lele number of i)oints of

intersection of the satellite curve of yVj" " ^ with k^ amounts to

n{ii—l){n—2); the missing 2 [ii — 2) must thus be furnished by

the inflectional tangent. Now it is easy to see, that by a slight

change of position of /I, the inflectional tangent would break up

into two se[)arale tangents; by attending in this position to the

satellite curve and then b)- returning to the inflectional tangejit we
convince ourselves that the satellite curve of 7>i"~' touches k' in

the n— 3 points of intersection of the inflectional tangent.

Now but two points are missing and these can lie nowhere else

but in P ; so the satellite curve of /^i""' touches in P the curved",

Now this satellite curve lies on the satellite surface 2J,, which inter-

sects 4> according to the satellite curve of c"*; so this one too must

touch in P the line A^^P, just as c"% so that Xhonin" — 4) points 7-*

mentioned above represent 2 n {n"^ — 4) points of intersection of c'*^

with its satellite curve.

Let us further consider one of the {u-\-'\.) {n) [n—2) (n—3) double

generatiices of 52 with the points of contact P^, P.^, and the point

1) Cremona— Guutze, 1. c. p. 64. Salmon— Fiedler, 1. c. p. 25.
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of intersection ^4^ with ?\. In liie plane ^i?'.^ iiow pass also through

A^, besides tlie double tangent, only 7i {7i — J) — 2 tangents to ^'S so

that now again on the line A^P^P, must lie 2, (n — 2) points of

intersection of h with the satellite curve of ;:»i"~'. In the n — 4

points of intersection of the double tangent with t' the satellite curve

of pi^'~"' will again touch t'; the missing four points must be divided

regularly among the two points of contact P^ and 1\, from which

ensues that the satellite curve of p^""^ touches the double generatrix

of S2 in P^ and P^. The satellite curve of c"" will thus also have

this pro|)erty ; however as regards c"" itself, it passes also through

7^1 and P^, but without touching the line A^P^P^ in these points;

so on all the double generatrices of £1 together lie 2 (7i-{-l)(7i)[n— 2){n—3)

points of intersection of c"' with its satellite curve.

Now 6'"- and its satellite curve have more points in common still,

but these lie all on )\ and ?\. The surface /7j has r, as a single line

(§ 3), on the other hand iJj has r, as an \?i{n—1)—2 |-fold line, so

the intersection of the two breaks up into a curve and the line /-j, the

latter counted \ii{n — 1) — 2| times. The surface cuts r.^ in the

n points >Sj ; so these count for n \n {n — 1) — 2
|
points of inter-

section of the three surfaces <f>, U^, U^, and therefore for as many

points of intersection of C"'' with its satellite curve. We saw further

in § 5 that the satellite curve of c"', thus the intersection of '/' and .2'j,

has in the n points S^ on r^ again \n{n—1)—2 j-fold points; as *l*

contains these points also, they count for n \ n {n— J)—2
|
points of

intersection of c' with its satellite curve.

We now add the different amounts found, thus 2/i (n' — 4),

2 (?? + !) {7t){7i—2){n^3), 2n\n:n—l)—2\ together, and we find

2/i' («^2j, just the complete number of points of intersection of the

three surfaces 0, /Zp 2^ of ordei' )i,?2,2n{n—2).

§ 7. Through a point A^ of 7\ pass 7i{?i^l) tangents to the

curve k" lying in the plane A^7\ and these intersect ?\ in ti {n—1)

points A^; inversely to such a point A^, 7i{n—1) poinis A^ cor-

respond, from which ensues tliat we can regard the surface i2

as generated by the lines connecting the corresponding points of two

series of points lying on ?\ and i\, between which there is a

\n{n—1), n(n—l)|-correspondence. If we project these two series out

of an arbitrary line /, then two coUocal pencils of planes are formed,

between which there is likewise an \ti {ii— 1), 7i (>i— l)|-corres{)ondence
;

the 2/z (>i—1) coincidences are planes each containing the line con-

necting two corresponding points, thus a generaliix of i2, out of

which follows 2n {n—1) for the order of 52 (§ 2).
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On each of the two bearers lie 2;i(^—l)|n(?i-l)—1| =: 2n(?i'-2?i'-|-l)

branch points M, i. e. points of whose corresponding points on the

other bearer two coincide, which coinciding points are then called

double i)oints; we shall now investigate how in our case the branch

points put in an appearance.. We consider therefore in the first place

the 71 points of intersection S^ of r^ with <P. In the plane S^i\ lies

a curve X" passing through S^ ; so through S^ pass n {n--l) —

2

tangents which do not touch in S^, and two coinciding ones which do

touch in S^ ; so evidently S^ is a branch point on i\, and the point

of intersection of the torsal line passing through S^ with 1\ is the

corresponding double point. Number n.

Through i\ pass 7i{n—\y tangential planes of «2>, and each of these

cuts fp in a curve X" with a node. If the point of intersection

of such a plane with i\ is a point A^, then out of A^^ start

n{ii—1) —2 proper tangents to k', whilst the line connecting x4i and

the node counts for two coinciding ones; so A^ is also a branch

point. Number ii{n—J;\

Further in § 4 we found n{ii''— 4) generatrices of i2 which are

at the same time princijial tangents of *P. If the point of contact of

such a principal line with is P and A^ the point of intersection

of the plane Pi\ with i\ , then from A-^ start n {n—1)—2 ordinary

tangents to Z," and moreover the inflectional tangent A^P to be

counted twice; so A^ is again a branch point. Number n{n^-—4).

Finally in § 6 we fo\xi\& {ii-{-l) {ii) {ii—2) [n—3) double generatrices

of i2; it is clear, that also the points of intersection of these with

1\ and i\ are branch points. Number {ii-\-'\) {n) [n—2) (??— 3).

Other branch points there are none. If e. g. a point A^ is to be

a branch point, then two of the tangents out of A^ to /;" must

coincide, and that is only possible in one of the four ways described

above. If now the four mentioned numbers are added up we do

not find the required complete number of branch points 2n{n^—2n'-\-l),

but only n{if—2if — /i -j- 4), i.e. for very great values of n only

half; on the other hand we find the exact number, if we bring the

n{n'^— 4) points of the third group three times into account, and the

{n -f- 1) {n) {n — 2) {n— 3) of the last twice. The question is how
to explain this.

If we bring a plane through an arbitrary point of space and

a generatrix b of i2, and likewise through an adjacent generatrix

6*, and if we then let b tend to b* to coincide with it finally, then

at the limit the line of intersection OBB* of the two planes passes

1) Emil Weyr 'Beitrage zur Curvenlehre", S. 3.



into an edge of the circumscribed cone of SI hav*ing as vertex;

i> becomes tiie point of contact of tliat edge with £2, thus a point

of the intersection of i2 with the first polar surface of 0. Let us

imagine a point A^ of ?\, lying in the immediate vicinity of a branch

point, then tVom this point among others two generatrices of ii lying

very close together will start; the planes through those genera-

trices and are two tangential planes of the circumscribed cone

lying xery close together, and OAi is therefore a line lying in the

immediate vicinity of that cone. At the transition to the limit the

branch point becomes, just like the point /i mentioned above, a point of

intersection of 12 with the first polar surface of 0. This inter-

section, however, in our case breaks up into a number of separate

parts. Through a double edge of S2 e. g. pass two sheets of i2 and

passes 07ie sheet of the first polar surface; the double edge forms

thus a i)art of the intersection of the two surfaces, counts however

double, and it furnishes therefore in its point of intersection with

i\ two coinciding branch points. Of course likewise for }\.

Suchlike considerations iiold also for the n {n^ — 4) cuspidal edges

of i2. Each plane through cuts S2 according to a curve having

cusps on the cuspidal edges, and it is well known that the first

polar curve of O with respect to that curve contains the cusps and

touches the cusi)idal tangents. From this ensues that the first polar

surface of 0, with respect lo ii, contains the cuspidal edges, and has

in each point of such an edge the tangential plane in conmion

with £2 ; each cuspidal edge counts thus three times for the

intersection and furnishes also three coinciding branch points on

]\ and i\.

All bi-anch points have been accounted for in this way.

§ 8. The apparent circuit of the surface i2 out of an arbitrary

[)Oint of space on a plane e.g. is the section of that plane with

the projection (out of as centre) of the intersection of S2 with the

first polar surface of 0. This intersection consists however, as we

already saw in §7, of a number of separate parts. For i2 the directors

7\ and i\ are n (7i—l)-fold lines, for the polar surface | /i (?i—1)— 1|-

fold lines; for the intersection of both they count 7i(/i

—

l)\?i{n—1)—1|

times. Each of the {n-\-l){7i)(n—2){n—'S) double edges counts twice,

each of {he%i {ii-—4) cnspidal edges three times, and as the complete

intersection is of order ^n {n—l)\2n{n—1) — Ij, there remains a

proper curve of intersection of order

2^i(n-l)|2^n-l)-l|-2/i(nl){n(/»-l)-l|-2(n f l)(w)(n-2)>-3) -3«(«'-4)=
2n' — 9?i' + 10;r -f lOn — 12. This is thus at the same time the
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order of llie projecting cone out of O or of tiie apparent circnit on

a plane, or the class of a plane section of ii.

For the class of the api)arent circnit we must know the number
of tangents through an arbitrary point P of the plane of projection.

Now OP cuts the surface i2 in In {n— 1) points; through each of

these passes a generati'ix, and the |)lane through these and OP is

a tangential plane through OP, so the trace of that plane is a

tangent to the appaj-ent circuit ; the class of the apparent circuit is

therefore 2n {n—1).

Let us bring a [)lane through and a torsal line whose cusp lies

on )\. It cuts SI according to a curve of order 2n (n— 1) — 1, and

as the complete intersection, consisting of this curve and i\

,

must have n (n—l)-fold points on i\ and )\, the curve itself

has on the directors \n {a— i) — Ij-fold points. These points lie at

the same time on the generatrix; the only still missing point of

intersection with this generatrix coincides with the cusp, and in

projection the apparent circuit touches in this point the torsal line.

A plane through and a double edge of SI contains as residual

section only a curve of order 2n {n—1) — 2 with \n [n—1) — 21-

fold points on i\ and r,, and which thus cuts the double edge in

two points more; a plane through a double edge is therefore a double

tangential plane and the two points just mentioned are the points

of contact. The projection of the double edge is a double tangent

of the apparent circuit; the points of contact are the projections of

the two points just mentioned on SI.

In a plane through and a cuspidal edge the latter counts

likewise for two, so that here too remains a residual section of

order 2n {n—1) — 2 with \n {n— 1) — 2|-fold points on i\ and i\
;

the two missing points of intersection with the cuspidal-edge coincide

here and the projection of this edge becomes an intlectional tangent

of the apparent circuit.

Let us now imagine a plane through and )\. Let >S', be the

point of intersection of this [)lane with y.,, then to this point correspond

n{n—1) points on i\, and the projection of i\ touches the apparent

circuit in the projections of those points; the apparent circuit has

therefore the projections of ;, and i\ as n{;n—l)-fold tangents. If

we now reduce these mulliple tangents to double ones and if we
then suppose that the double tangents and the intlectiojial tangents

just now found are the only ones that the curve possesses, and if linally

we remember that the class of the curve is 2«(?z— 1), then the Plücker

formula to determine the order becomes identical to the formula at

the beginning of this paragraph, and so we find for the order the
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exact number; so we also possess the exact numbers of the double

tangents and the inflectional ones, so that only those of the double

points and cusps are missing. The Pltjcker formula i — x= 3 (r

—

ii)

furnishes us with x = e -|- 3 (,u—r) : if we introduce the values, we
find X = 6 n* — 26 n' -[- 24 ji' + 32 tz — 36. Finally the formula

V = (I (a— 1) — 2.'/ — 3x furnishes us with the double number of double

points: 2(f=n{n—1) — V — 3x, hence:

2d= (27i^—9;z'+10/i^-f10/i— 12) (27z^— 9/i'+ 10/i^+10/i— 13) —
— 2n (n—A) - 3 (6?i^—26?z'4-24?z*-f32/1—36).

Summing up we have thus found : the apparent circuit of £2 on

an arbitrary plane is a curve of order 2n*— ^n^ -\-\0n- -\-10n— 12,

of class 2n {n—1), ivith a nw.nber of double points = é (see above),

a number of cusps = x (see above), 2üith {n-\-l) (ji) [ii— 2) (p.—3)

double tangents, the projections of the double generatrices of £2, with

n {n^—4) inflectional tangents, the projections of the cuspidal edges

of i2, and irith tiro n{n— l)-fold tangents, the projections of the two

directors r^ and r.^

.

§ 9. If i2 is really a conoid, i. e. if r, is the line at infinity of

a director plane, then as a rule the latter is chosen as plane of pro-

jecJion, and so the projection of the surface on a plane througli one

of the two directors becomes of importance. In the numbers men-

tioned at the end of the preceding ^ no change takes place; so in

the case of the ccmoid the apparen<. circuit on a director plane

possesses ?i (n—1) parabolic branches. It is a different thing, however,

if the conoid is a right one, i. e. if r^ is normal to the director plane;

if then the latter is horizontal, and if the apparent circuit of .0 is

required for the point Zx, as centre, then we have to project out

of a point of the surface itself, and that one lying on the n {n—1)

fold line r^. It is now immediately clear that the apparent circuit is

entirely modified; fur a line through Z^, cuts 52 besides Zx only

in n{n— 1) points, and only the generatrices passing through these

points give rise, when projected out of Z«, to tangents of the apparent

circuit; however, they all pass in projection through the point of

intersection R^ of r^ with the director plane, from which ensues that

the pencil round R^ is discarded and that ?i {n—1) times.

The plane through Zx> and one of the n {n—1) generatrices of i2

(lying entirely at infinity) is indefinite, i. e. each suchlike plane is a

tangential plane through ^ao; of the apparent circuit we have to

discard n {n—1) pencils whose vertices are the points of intersection

of the generatrices through Za, with r^^. These pencils and those
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round R^, the latter counted n{)i—1) times, tbrui the complete apparent

circuit, indeed a degenerated curve of class 2n {n—1).

For the vertical -projection the centre Y^ lies on j-^^; the apparent

circuit on the vertical plane consists therefore of n [n—1) pencils

round points on the projection of i\, and of a pencil whose vertex

is the point at infinity on the ^i-axis and which pencil must be

counted n {n— 1) times.

Mathematics. — "Surfaces, twisted curves and groups of points

as loci of vertices of certain systems of cones" by Prof. P. H.

ScHOüTE ^). First paper.

1. We consider as given (/i-|-2), pairs of straight lines crossing

each other, {ai, a!i),{b,b'), where i assumes successively the values

1, 2, . .
. ,

^?i(7i-|-3). We represent by t^. a transversal of (a,, a',), by

tb a transversal of {b, b'). Tlie points F emitting {n -\- 2), trans-

versals t(i., ti lying on a cone C" of orde\ n form a surface {P) of

which the order is to be determined.

However we remark first, that the ').{ji-\-2)^ given lines [ai,a'i)y

{b, b') are lines of multiplicity 7i on (P). For, the cone C' with an

arbitrary point F of b as vertex and the trans\'ersals ta. emitted by

this point as edges, cuts the line b' in n points and is therefore to

be counted n times among the considered system of cones C'\ i.e.

once for each of these points of intersection.

Moreover it is immediately evidejit, that each point of each of

the two common transversals ti^k and t\k of the pairs {a,,a'i) and

{(ih a'I.) is vertex of a cone of the system, as we find for this point

(n-[-2)j— I edges only. So these lines, 6(7z-|-3)^ in number, are single

lines of {P).

2. In order to determine the order of (P) we try to find the

number of points P satisfying the conditions of the problem lying

on an arbitrary transversal ti , by means of a figure lying in an

arbitrarily chosen plane .t connected with our figure in space in the

following way.

We consider the transversals ta. emitted by the points P of tt,

and remark that they form a regulus {tb,ai,a'i) of which tb,ai,a'i

1) Suggested by the last communication of Prof. Jan de Vbies (These Proceedings,

XIV, p. 259).
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are directrices. The quadric bearing tliis regulus cuts .t in a conic

cr and on this conic the regulus itself marks a series of i)oints, in

projective coj'respondence with the scries of points P on t^. So we
get in .T a system of {n-{-2')^—l series of points on conies, in mutual

projective correspondence, wilh the parlicuhirity that tiie point of

intersection B of 4 and rr is a common corresponding point of all.

As often as a point P of /.. diiferent from B furnishes {n-\-'2).^—

1

points Pi of (hese series on conies Iving on a curve c' of order n

passing through B, as often t/> cuts the surface {P) in a point not

lying on one of the lines ö, f/ \ in oilier words, if the first number

is ]), the order of [P) is p-{-'2/i. Now the number p can be easily

deleriniiied. If we assume in .t a triangle of coordinates of which

B is the vertex .i\ = 0, ./, = ().. the {n-{-2)._— i series of points can

be represented by

where h-2j and A.-?^, will have to disappear for all the values of i if

we stipulate that P. = corresponds to the common point B. So the

equation of the curve r" through the ,^^+2),— 1 points Pi corre-

sponding to ). is obtained by [iiitling a determinant of order (??-[- 2),

equal to zero, of whicli

11 2 '
1 3 1 >2

I '2 3 3

is the first row, whilst the other rows can be deduced from this one

by substituting for j\ , x^ , d', successively the quadratic forms in ?. of

.iCO, ,r('), .?!^') corresponding to the diiferent values of z. Substitution of

1,0,0 for d\ , ,i\ , n\ in the first row furnishes then the equation of

condition determining /. If L is the minor of the determinant with

respect to x'' , the equation of condition is L = 0, the substitution of

1,0,0 in the first row annulling all the elements of tliis row with

exception of the first. The order of this minor in / would be

— n (/i+3) times 2n, or ri' {n-\-^), if h-yj and A3,, did not disappear

for all values of /. But on this account the order has to be lessened,

as we can divide the elements of columns 1 and 2 of the minor

by ?., those of the columns 3, 4 and 5 by V, those of the columns

6, 7, 8 and 9 by /.', etc. and those of the last n -\- 1 columns by

P. , whilst the value zero of ?, corresponding to the point of coin-

cidence B of the series, has to be discarded. So we have to diminish

?f {n-\-'S) by
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2.1 + 3.2 -f 4.3 f . . . + {n
\ 1) n ^- -i n {n

\ 1) {n f2) = 2 (« | 2),

and find for p the value 7i' (/i+3) — 2 {n-{-2)^ and therefore for the

order p -{- 2n of {P)

1 2
nM« f

3)—

—

n(Mf l)(».+ 2) + 2« = -- n (;i -|-l)(n + 2) = 4 (n ^ 2),
o o

So we have got ^)
:

Theorem I. "The locus of the point P emitting transversals Ijing

on a cone C' to [n-{-2)^ arbitrarily given pairs of lines is a surface

(P) of order 4:{7i-{-'2)^ , of which the given lines are lines of niulti-

plicitj 71 and the pairs of transversals of the given pairs taken bj

two single lines."

For ?z = 1 this result is contained in the paper quoted above

;

for n = 2 it admits of a simple check. In the special case of six

pairs of intersecting lines any quadratic cone of the system mnst

fulfil with respect to the combination of the point of intersection

Ai and the connecting plane «/ of each pair {ni,cii) one of two

conditions, i.e. either pass through Ai or have a vertex lying mai,
in which latter case the cone is to be counted twice, once for each

of the two edges lying in «/ . So we find in this case the generally

known surface of the vertices of the cones passing through six given

points Ai and besides this surface 0* with 25 straight lines the six

planes ai connted twice, i. e. an (9^' as the theorem requires.

Inversely we find by means of the corresponding case for an

arbitrary n, i.e. of the case of (?z-{-2)., pairs of intersecting lines:

Theokem II. "The locus of the vertices of the cones C passing

throngh {n-\-2)^ arbitrarily given points is a surface of order (7z-|-2),

of which the given points are points of mnltiplicity n."

In the special case of {n-\-2)^ pairs of intersecting lines the (>-^("+2)3

of the vertices of cones C' consists of the {n-\-2).^ connecting planes

(li counting n times and of the surface of the second theorem. So

the order of this surface is

4 («+2)3 - n (^+2), = 4 («+2)3 - 3 («+2)3 = {n^2\ .

As the lines connecting the («+2)^ points of intersection Ai by two

lie on 0'."+-)i each of these points must be an «-fold point of this surface.

1) We remark that the number of points of tlie locus lying on an arbitrary

line can be found quite as easily by means of the method used above: in that

case the determinant itself, with its (n + 2\ rows each of order 2n in A, would

have been of order 6 («+2)3 in a, and diminution with 2 (^+2)3 would have

given the same result i{n^2\. This confirms that the given lines are w-fold

lines of the locus.
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3. Have we been able to deuuce until now theorems holding for

an arbitrary value of n, in proceeding to the determination of the

twisted curve q forming the locus of the point P, emitting transversals

lying on a cone C' to — ?i (?i-|-3) -|- 2 pairs of lines [ni^a'i), {h,h'),

{c,c') we are obliged to treat the cases 7z= 2, ?zrr: 3, etc. separately.

We will indicate first what is the cause of this and restrict ourselves

then in this communication to the case ?z = 2.

The surfaces {P)b and (P)c-, corresponding in the manner indicated

in theorem I to the systems {ai,a'i), [b,b') and {a;, a-,), (c, c'), admit

as such the — ?2 (?2-}-3) pairs of lines oj^a'/as common lines of

1

multiplicity n and the —- n {n-\-'i)

'
1

transversals
2

cutting these pairs by two as common single lines. So these

surfaces intersect each other still in a curve of order

4 1— n' (.n4- 1 y (n + 2)^ — n' (n | 3) n {n \ 3) {n- + 3n - 2)
9 4

— — n (n-f-l) (16n'+ 80n'^ 83«'— 53n+ 54).
36

If now we had the certainty that each point P of this completing

intersection was the vertex of a cone C" with the transversals emitted

by this point to the —- n {n-\-^) -\- 2 pairs of given lines as edges,

the number indicated just now would represent the order of the

curve Q under discussion. This however is only the case for nr=l
where tiie obtained result passes into a o^°, as it ought to do (see

the paper quoted). For in the case of higher values of n the com-

pleting intersection found above consists of two or more parts, one

or more of which do not belong to the locus. In order to show this

we must treat the two cases ?2 ^ 2 and 7z ]> 2 separately.

For n=z2 the tw^o surfaces 0!^ and 0'^^ have still in common
c

besides the ten common double lines and the twenty common single

lines the five twisted curves 9^° — as we shall see immediately not

connected with solutions of the problem — which form the loci of

the point emitting complanar transversals to four of the five pairs

{ai,a'i). Let F^ be a point emitting to the four pairs {<i^,a',), {a^,a\),

(a^, a\), (ötj, a\) four transversals lying in the plane «^ and let /?, and

Yi represent the planes of the pairs of transversals from P, to

(a,, a,'), {f),h') and (a,, a\), {ex); then {a„ ^,) and (rr^, y^) represent
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quadratic cones degenerated into pairs of planes with respect to the

two sextriples of pairs of lines {ai,a'i), {b,b') and {cii, ai),{c,c') and.

therefore Pj lies on 0^^ and OJ*^ without being vertex of a quadratic

cone with the transversals to the seven pairs («i,a'j), {h,b'), {c,c')

as edges. So each of the quadruples out of the five pairs of lines

{ai,ai) furnishes a o'^ common to O,*^ and O*^ but not corresponding

to solutions of the problem; so the curve ^^^ found above consists

of these five curves o!^ which are to be discarded and the locus

proper q^*\

The result (j^^' is easily checked as follows. Starting from seven

pairs of intersecting lines for which Ai and «,, (i = l,2, ..,7)

represent the seven points of intersection and connecting planes, the

locus consists of:

1. the locus Q^ of the vertices of the cones contained in the net

of surfaces 0'^ through the seven points Ai,

2. the section c" of aj\y of the seven planes ni with the surface

0* forming the locus of the cones through the six points A with a

subscript different from z, counted twice,

3. the lines of intersection of the seven planes «,• by two, counted

four times.

So we find 6 + 7. 4. 2 + 21. 1.4 = 146.

The necessity of discarding a part of the completing intersection,

on account of tlie existence of a locus of points P for which the

cones C'l and C" corresponding to the systems {<ti,(ii), (h, //) and

{ni,a'{), (c,r/) break up into a common part C'' and two different

completing parts Cl '' and C'!~'' ,
presents itself in the case ?i z= 2

only. ¥ov this locus puts in its appearance under the condition

[èMP+ 3) + 2j -\- \{n-p){n-p+ ^6)^l\n{n^^^\]

only ; for then the locus of the point P for which hp' p-\-2t) -j- 2

transversals lie on a cone C'' furnishes a curve common to (7^ and 0\^

the points of which do not satisfy the conditions of the problem.

As this equation reduces itself to p{n—p)-=l the only possible case

is p=l, n=i2.

We now pass to a consideration of the cases 7i ]> 2 and take

?z = 3 as example. Here the two surfaces {P)b and {P)c corresponding

to the systems K, a',), (6,/^') and [ai, a!i),{c,c'), where i goes from

one to nine included, admit besides the 18 common threefold lines

and the 72 common single lines a common twisted curve not con-

nected v\ith solutions of the problem, i.e. the curve forming with
the two groups of 18 and 72 lines the locus of the point P emitting
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to tlje piiirs {'ii,a'i) nine transveisaLs forming the base edges of a

pencil of cones C^ instead of* determining a single cubic cone. This

particuh\rity presents itself also for larger values of ii. So we can

say in general that for n ]> 2 a twisted curve occurs forming with

the two groups of lines corresponding to the value of n the locus

of the point P ïor which the ti-ansvei'sals to the (n-j-2),— 1 pairs {a;, a'{)

determine a pencil of cones C". If the oi-der of this twisted curve

is found we also know tlie order of the locus <;) of the point emitting

transversals lying on a cone C' to (?^-|-2),-|-l given pairs of lines.

Though the theoretical determination of the order of the first curve

implies no difficulties the practical execution requires more room

than we have at our disposal here; this is the cause why we restrict

ourselves now to the case n =^ 2.

4. Now that we have experienced that the curve o^" of the case

?i = 1 plays a part in the investigation of the case n = 2 we may

conjecture that the twenty points with complanar quintuples of

transversals (see the paper quoted) will do likewise.

Let D be a point emitting five transversals t.^ lying in a plane

J to the five pairs (a,, a/), and let / be a line through D not lying

in Ö. Then the method indicated in art. 2 furnishes in d with the

aid of the six reguli (/, a;, a',), (/, b, h') six series of points in mutual

projective correspondence of which five lie on lines r,- and the sixth

on a conic passing through D. So the number of points common

to / and 0,^ and different from D is equal to the order of the equation

in P., i. e. 14. So D is a node ^) of 0!^. As the five curves ol^

corresponding with four of the five pairs {fn, a'i) pass through D
the tangential cone of 0,^ in D is determined by the tangents in

D to these five curves; so not only the point D itself but also the

tangential cone of 0'-^ in D is entirely independent of the sixth

pair {h, h'). So the surfaces 0]^ and O^*" admit in the common node

D a common tangential cone But this implies that the complete

intersection of 0!^ and 0'^ passes through D with six branches.

For, if D is the origin and tk a homogeneous form in x, y, z of

order k, the equations of the two surfaces assume the form

1) This result could have been predicted by remarking tliat the quadratic cone

^^^th vertex D is indeterminate, as it consists of ? and an arbitrary plane through

the transversal h'
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^. + «3 + • • • + ^6 = O , t,+t\ + ...i- t\, = O

from which ensues that the total iiilersection lies on the surface

(«,
—

1\) + (^ — i\) + . • . + (^. — «\o) = 0,

admitting a threefold point in the origin. So the completing curve

d''-'^ must pass once through D, the curves (>!•-* doing this together

five times; moreover the tangent to ^'"^^ in D lies on the common

tangential cone of 0]^ and 0^^ in D.~ be
Besides the twenty common nodes D each of tiie two surfaces

admits 100 nodes more, which we will represent by Eb and E^.

The 100 points Eb corresponding by 20 to the pair {h,b') and four

of the pairs {ai,a'i) lie on the curves ()!° and therefore on ()[''

;

for the same reason Oj^ contains the 100 points Ec. So the total

intersection of the surfaces 0[^ and (9'^* passes twice through thebe' '-'

200 points Eb and E,, these points being nodes of one of the surfaces

and ordinary points of the other; as the five curves (>!° pass together

once through these points, the completing intersection qY^^ must

contain the 200 points^).

5. In order to be able to determine the number of points emitting

transversals lying on a quadratic cone to eight pairs of lines crossing

each other we still want to know how many points the curve o!'*^

has in common with each of the 14 given [ines {m, a'l), {b , h'), {c , c')

and with each of the 42 transversals of these seven pairs by two.

Evidently the first number is 16; for the surface 0^^ corresponding

to six of the seven pairs is cut by each line of the seventh pair in

16 points. Moreover by means of the method of art. 2 we find for

the second number, represented there in general by p, for n = 2

the result 12.

6. We now pass to the determination of the number of points

F, emitting transversals lying on a quadratic cone to eight given

pairs {rii , a'i), / = 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, and (6 , //), (c , c'), [d , d'). To that end

we consider the three systems

1) It is quite natural that the points Eh and Ec lie on pj^^. For if Eb lies on p^"

the cone with respect to 0^^ consists of the plane x through the transversals

^'^'3'^'^ ^"^ ^^'^^ plane /3 through the transversals ta^,tc, whilst the cone with

respect to 0\^ consists of a, and an arbitrary plane through t„ , for which we

can take (3 as well.

34
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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(ai , a'i ), (6 , h') {ai , a'i ), (c , c') {a , a', ), (d , c?')

and tlie corresponding surfaces
0J°, 0^^, (>ƒ, in order to propose

the question liow many of the 2336 points of intersection of OT

and o !-*^ satisfy the conditions of the problem.

Here we must fix our attention upon the following groups of points

w^hich are to be discarded

:

a. the twenty common nodes D of 0^^, 0^^, O^f

,

b. the hundred nodes Ei, of 0]^ and the hundred nodes ^^ of 0""',
c

c. the sixteen points F common to
qJ'*^

and any of the ten lines a,-,

d. the twelve points G common to (>'•*<' and each of the twenty

transversals of two of the five pairs {(ii,a'i),

e. the forty points H common to any of the five surfaces 0*

and the corresponding curve q]^.

We consider each of these five groups separately.

a. The 20 points JJ coiuit thrice among the points common to

oi-*'"' and O^^, for the curve touches in the node of the surface the
^ b,c d

tangential cone of the surface.

b. P^ach of the 200 points E^j , E.: counts once.

c. A point F common to a, and ^j^'*^ counts for four points of

intersection ; for the cone with vertex F corresponding to the six

pairs {n^ , a\) , . . .
,

{a^ , n\), {b , b'), (c , c') cuts a\ twice and F lies

on a double line of 0^^.
c

(I. A point G common to ^1,2 and q^^^^ counts oiice.

e. A point H common to 0* . and o'o lies on o'^^^ as it emits

three complanar transversals to {a^,a\), {b,b'), {c,c') and four com-

planar transversals to the other pairs {a^,a\), ..,{a^,a\). As the tan-

gential plane in H to OJ" cuts the common tangential plane of (9^^

and 0'^ in H according to the tangent in i7 to ()[^ the point ^counts

for one point of intersection.

As all these groups of points admit the property that the cone

for 0\^ differs from the cone corresponding to 0\^ and 0'^, they

must be discarded. So the required number is

2336 — 3 . 20 — 200 — 4 . 10 . 16 — 20 . 12 — 5 . 40 = 996.

We can check easily the obtained result. In the special case of

eight pairs of intersecting lines, where (Ai , oi), f^ 1, 2, . .
. , 8 indi-

cate point of intersection and connecting plane for each pair, we

find the following solutions:
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1''^. the vertices of the four cones through the eight points Ai,

2'"^. in each of the eight planes ai the vertices of the si.v cones

througli the seven points Ai not lying in that plane, counted tivice,

3'^^ in each of tiie tiücnty eight lines of ijitersection of the eight

planes «/ by two the vertices of the four cones through the six

points Ai not lying in either of the two planes, connted four times,

4. each of the ffty six points of intersection of the eight planes

«i by three, counted eight times. This gives

1.4.1= 4

8.6.2= 96

28.4.4 = 448

56 . 1 . 8 = 448

996

7. We unite the results found for ?i = 2 in

:

Theorem III. "The locus of the point P emitting transversals lying

on a quadratic cone to six arbitrarily ^) given pairs of lines is a

surface 0^\ This surface passes twice through the 12 given lines and

once through the 15 pairs of transversals of the six given pairs by

two; moreover it contains the 15 twisted curves (^^^ forming the

locus of the point for which four of the six transversals are complanar.

These 15 curves cut each other by five in 120 points for which

five of the six transversals are complanar; each of these points is a

node of 0^^ with a tangential cone determined by the tangents of

the five curves 9^° passing through that point."

''The locus of the point F emitting transversals lying on a quadratic

cone to seven arbitrarily given pairs of lines is a twisted cnrve^'"^

cutting each of the 14 given lines in 16 and each of the 42 trans-

versals of the seven pairs by two in 1 2 points ; it passes through

the nodes of the surfaces 0^" corresponding to six of the seven pairs

and touches in these points the tangential cones of these surfaces."

"The number of points P emitting transversals lying on a quadratic

cone to eight arbitrarily given pairs of lines is 996."

In following communications we hope to extend these consider-

ations to the cases n = 3, 4, etc. and to give polydimensional

generalisations of the problem.

1) We do not wish to enumerate different special cases here. It may only be

pointed out that the surface O'" becomes indeterminate if in order to obtain six

pairs of lines we borrow three pairs of reciprocal polars of each of two linear

complexes.

34*
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Physics. — "Contribution to the tJieory of the binary ntii'ture^ XVI."
By Prof. J. D. van der Waals.

In the Proceedings of Oct. 1911, p. 421 Prof Kuenen says that

he cannot agree with the \'ie\v that in the point in which a plait

splits oiF from the transverse plait, the value of — should be

equal to 0.

fd-v\ f(rv\
,

The enualitv -—,=:-— he admits as valid, bnt he objects
^ \dxyuu \d.v^J,,

to the assumption that the double point at the same time would be

a point of inflection of an isobar. Now in the double point the equality,

which he wants to maintain, has strictly speaking ceased to exist.

fd-v\
In such a double point (

—
I is infinitely great, because there the

\dx''Jyjin

binodal curve consists of two line elements, which enclose an acute

or an obtuse angle. But leaving this aside as self-evident, it seems

d'''v

of importance to examine whether his opposition to —; = is

dx-f,

well-founded. This equation has namely enabled me to indicate the

place where such a splitting up is possible — and it has even been

one of the reasons which led me to examine where points of inflec-

tion can occur in the isobars and to occupy myself with the locus

of these points of inflection ^).

Kuenen thinks he can justify his objection to the theorem that in

the said double point —; = by the observation that this splitting

dx'-f,

up is assumed to take place inside the binodal curve. And this

observation is by no means conclusive. Inside the binodal cnr\e the

surface is only partly unstable — there is also a stable part, in

which the surface seen from below, is convex-convex. And for the

circumstance that the splitting up be such that in the double point

— - =0, it is now only required that it lie (to express it briefly)

dx'jj

on the convex-convex part of the surface — or expressed more

sharply, that a moment after the splitting up there exist a convex-

convex part between. The very consideration that properties of the

3) If the four branches of the binodal curve in the double point are reduced

to two branches, (
—^-

)
:^ (
—

)
can be maintained also in the double point

\dxyiin \dx-Jp

and wc are naturally led to the insight that the value is there =0.
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surface at that place must decide about the possibility of the existence

of the assumed splitting up, whereas the position of the binodal

curve is also determined by properties of the surface in sometimes

very remote parts, makes us see that the circumstance whether a

point lies inside or outside the binodal line, cannot be decisive.

The first, and I think I may say the well-known case of such a

splitting up of a plait, occurs for mixtures with a minimum value of Tk

(for mixtures taken as homogeneous). In tliis case also the binodal

curve of this transverse plait splits up, and both parts of these binodal

lines can be realised. But it is by no means an absurdity to suppose

that in consequence of properties of the surface in parts lying very

far to the left this double point was covered, and unrealisablc.

Then the binodal curves at the temperature at which the splilliiig up

takes place would be quite difierent ones and the already existing

one would also have remained covered for a great part.

That at this well-known splitting up — =: in the double point,

is, I think, also accepted by Kuenen, — and the admission that after

the splitting up the plaitpoints lie in such a wav that for one
d-v\
—— is positive and for the second negative, leads to the conclu-
"'^' / bin

d'V
sion that in the double point — must necessarily lie equal to 0. Such

dx"^

a splitting up of a transverse plait into a righthand side and a left-

hand side exists and can be demonstrated experimentally for a number

of mixtures. Now for an explanation of other phenomena I was

confronted by the cpiestion whether a plait could also split up in

such a way that after the splitting up there can be question of an

upper and a lower part — or rather in a part with greater and in

one with smaller volumes. That in this respect experimental investi-

gation is still very incomplete, is readily admitted.

Now with regard to the place of the double point three diiferent

suppositions can be made; 1. outside the binodal curve of the trans-

verse plait; 2. inside the binodal curve; 3. just on the binodal curve.

At the temperature at which the splitting up takes place CJ\,) the

transverse plait still extends over the whole breadth.

In the first case the splitting up can be observed experimentally.

If we inquire into the properties of the binodal curve for the e(|ui-

librium liquid-lic|uid and liciuid-vapour, we get 1. in the double point

two intersecting curves, 2. the already existing liquid branch of the

transverse plait, of course shghtly modified, and running through

the unstable part of what I will call longitudinal plait.
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At somewhat liighei' tempemtui'e, so above that of the splitting

up, the convex-con\'ex pai-t of the t^-surface has made its appearance

in the double point — a separate curve has split off either quite

closed or open towards the side of the limiting volumes, concerning

which I refer to former observations. And moreover the transverse

plait has got a branch plait with a plaitpoint at the side of the

small volumes. To close this branch plait a hidden plaitpoint is required

— also in reference to this I may refer to former communications.

At still higher temperature the branch plait has retreated more and

more towards the transverse plair ; the plaitpoint reaches the binodal

curve of the transverse plait, and then the liquid branch of this

binodal no longer runs through an unstable region.

But, and for this I also refer to former investigations, then too

the hidden plaitpoint still exists. And not before the temperature is

still higher does the hidden plaitpoint unite with the plaitpoint of

the branch plait that existed before. From the temperature at

which this plaitpoint lay on the binodal curve there existed inside

the binodal curve a pair of heterogeneous plaitpoints. But strictly

speaking if we do not confine ourselves to that part of the surface

lying inside the transverse plait, there exists such a i)air of hetero-

geneous plaitpoints already at Ts,.. And if the longitudinal plait on

the side of the small volumes is closed, there exists such a pair of

plaitpoints already before the splitting up. Only then at the spitting

up all at once substitution of quite another point takes place for

one of the points belonging to the pair of plaitpoints, to which subject

1 shall return in a following communication.

This first case for the place which may be possible for the double

point, is not known, and is certainly not realized in the mixture

-examined by van der Lee. And now it was my puri)ose to explain

the 2"^^ case in Contribution XV.

Not that there is a great difference with what I described above

— there is only a difference as far as the place of the double

point is concerned.

This double point might happen to lie exactly on the binodal

curve of the transverse plait, which I have refeired to above as the

third case. This would certainly have to be called a coincidence.

As I remarked above the property of the surface which leads to

splitting up, and the property on the vapour side of the transverse

plait which governs the place of the binodal curve of the transverse

plait to a high degree, would have to answer very special demands.

I consider the chance that this takes place as about zero.

Moreover the difference be i ween this particular case and the 2"^^
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is so slight that if the latter lias been discussed, also the i)articidar-

ities of the particular case are easily seen.

In the adjoined tigure I have represented the position of the

spinodal and binodal curves at a temperature somewhat above 7^^

.

AB and CD denote two portions of the binodal curve of the trans-

verse plait, for so far it is to be realized. EBP^CF represents the

binodal curve of that part of the longitudinal plait that has split off

and moves towards smaller volumes at rising temperature. P^ is the

plaitpoint moving towards smaller volumes. By P^ the plaitpoint

moving to greater volumes is represented. At Tg^j P^ and P^ coin-

cide. But now we know from former considerations and I refer

among others to these Proc. VIII p. 184 that there must also still

exist a closed binodal curve, of which P^ is a plaitpoint, and that

there must be found one more (third) plaitpoint to close this binodal

curve. The points P^ and Pj together form a pair of heterogeneous

plaitpoints. At Tgp this hidden plaitpoint already exists, but P^ and

Pj dg not coincide until at a temperature that lies higher (but how
much higher cannot be indicated here any more than in the cited

paper).

At a temperature above that for which the above figure holds,

the longitudinal plait moving to smaller volumes has the plaitpoint

Pj on the binodal curve of the transverse plait, which can then be

realised over its full width, and at still higher temperature it has

no longer any points in common with this binodal curve.

If figure 47 of Contribution XV (These Proc. XI p. 904) is

compared with the result of this discussion, we see that the tem-

perature of the point C of figure 47 is Tg^, , and that of the [)oint

D the temperature at which the pair of heterogeneous plaitpoints

Pj and Pj coincide. Already in contribution XV I remarked about

fig. 47 that the righthand branch betw^een E and F may be omitted.

Then, however the point E must be thought to lie at p^co, and

the point P at P^O. Since then I have not been confirmed in the

opinion that this branch should be omitted.

In fig. 47, however, a mistake has slipped in, with regard to the

closed curve which represents the concentration of the two liquid
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phases of tlie three phase equilibrium ; it will certainly not have its

highest point in C. Mj attention was drawn to this circumstance by

KoHNSTAMM immediately after the appearance of contribution XV.

And this same error is expressed in words on p. 900, where it says

that the point C lies on the binodal curve of the equilibrium liquid-

dp d'p
vapour, and that — and — are equal to zero in the point 6. So

dx dx^

these two sentences ought to be omitted, and wdien Kuene?^ does not

mean anything by his remark but this, I entirely agree with him.

But I read more in liis remark, and this is the reason why I think

I should make these observations. It namely seems to me that

KuENEN I.e. means that the double point of the spinodal curve

(which is naturally always also a double point of the binodal

curve) would always ha\'e to lie outside the binodal curve of the

transverse plait. This will, indeed, be probably possible; then the

point where the i)laitpoint line ECDFK intersects the line of the

three phase equilibria, must lie between C and D of the fig. 47 of

contribution XV. Only by way of exception it could have risen as

high as the point D. Compare also these Proc. VIII p. 184,

where 1 slill harboured some doubt, but finally arrived at the con-

clusion Ihal I had to locate (he intei'seclion of the plaitpoint line

with the binodal line before 1).

But at least as often, if not oftener, the case will occur that the

double point lies inside the binodal curve of the transverse plait; in

this case the endpoint of the three-phase pressure lies on the bi'anch

CE of the plaitpoint line. The foregoing remarli may also be expressed

thus. Korteweg's theorem that the coincidence of two heterogeneous

plaitpoints must always take place inside the binodal curve, is inter-

preted by KuENEN thus, as it seems to me: "The coincidence of two

homogeneous plaitpoints must not take place inside the binodal curve."

This would mean in fig. 47 : "As the point where the plaitpoint

line enters the binodal curve, cannot lie on the right of D, it cannot

lie on the left of C either". This would have certainly called for a

proof, for these two theorems are certainly not identical.

Or if I had to comprise my defense against the objection in one

phrase, it would run : When a theorem is "true, it does not follow

that the reverse of this theorem is true. Korteweg's theorem is true

and can be considered as self-evident, namely if we understand by

binodal line a line which can bo realized. But it does not follow

from this that every double plaitpoint inside the binodal curve is a

heterogeneous double plaitpoint.

Besides 1 have nowhere asserted that the binodal curve could be
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entirely realised at T^p. This is only the case at liiglier temperatnre.

At T below T,y, there is connection between the unstable part

of the transverse plait and of the longitudinal plait. So the liquid

branch of the binodal curve of the transverse plait has a metastable

and an unstable part. This is also the case at Ts,, . Not until higher

temperature, i.e. when the plaitpoint of the longitudinal plait lies on

the binodal curve of the transverse plait, this binodal curve is entirely

to be realised. But Kuenen's objection makes me doubt whether I

have expressed my meaning clearly enough.

A simple proof for the theorem that — =: at the double
\cLv-Jpr

point, is furnished when the spinodal curve is represented by the

aid of the S function by

:

dx"-JpT

The ditferential quotient is then

:

'd'^\ f d% \ dp —
dx^J^jT \dp^dpJpT d.v

/^d'^\ f d% \
In case of splitting up both -— and ——— is equal

\d.vyijT \dx^dpJpT

to zero, and then — cannot be determined from this equation, hut
dx

must be found from a quadratic equation. Now I — ) = v, and
\dpJxT

at a double point the two relations (
—

J
=i 0, i. e. the condition

Kdx'JpT

of a plaitpoint, and ( — )
^0 hold. At an ordinary plaitpoint

\dx^Jj,T

fd''v\ dp— is not equal to 0, but then —^0.
\dx^)pT dx

My conclusion is this. At the temperatures at which the splitting

up takes place the double point can lie inside the joint realizable

binodal curves of the longitudinal plait and the transverse plait. That

this is impossible has never been proved as yet, and is not to be

proved in my opinion.

Above Ts,, the lefthand and the righthand convex-convex part of

the surface that lies within the binodal curve, have united.
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Mathematics. — ^' General considerations on the carves of contact of

surfaces with cones, löitJi application to the lines of saturation

and binodal lines in ternary systems.'* (Ooinmunicated by

Prof. D. J. KoRTEWEG and Prof. F. A. H. Schreinemakers).

Introduction.

It is a known fact that in the study of the ternary solutions

which for given temperature and pressure can be in equilibrium

with a solid substance a great part is played by the curve of contact

of the tangential cone of the ^-surface with a given point as vertex.

If namely we project the vertex of the cone and its curve of

contact on the horizontal plane, then the projection of tiie curve of

contact represents a ternary line of saturation, namely the series of

the solutions, which for assumed temperature and pressure are

saturated with the solid substance indicated by the projection of the

vertex of the cone.

The form of the line of saturation of a solid substance being

thus determined by the form of the curve of contact of a cone, it

was our aim to investigate which peculiarities this curve of contact

could display in some points of a given surface and in particular

of the ^-surface.

We choose as origin of the system of coordinates a point of

the surface. We assume the A"- and F-axis in the tangential plane

of the surface in point 0.

For the equation (f the surface in the vicinity of point we can

then write

:

The equation of a tangential plane in a point ,f, y, 2 of this surface

becomes

:

d^ dz

If we wish to let this tangential plane pass through a point

P[p.q) of the A^. 3^-plane, then we must have

0^ bz

bz bz

If in this equation we substitute the values of z,— and —out of
^ ox oy

'Vj we get

;
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{2c,p + c.,q)x -f- ('-^p 4- 26-3^)?/ \- {M,p + d,q —c,).7r +
+ (2c?, p + 2^3^ — c,yvy + {d,p -f- 80^,7 — c,)f +
+ (4., p-^e,q- 2d,)w' + (3.,2> + 2^3^? — 2c/J .^^^ +
-f. {2e,p + 3.,7 - 2d,)xy' + (., p 4 Ae,q - 2d,)f + . . . . rr: O . (2)

The above form (2) is therefore the equation of the curve of

contact of a cone touching the surface and having point P[p.q)a.s

vertex.

We shall now distinguish three cases :

I. is not a parabolic point.

II. is a parabolic point.

111. (9 is a point of osculation.

1. Point is not a parabolic point.

As is an elliptic or a hyperbolic point, it follows that

c,c, c,^ ^ 0" We now assume the line OP as X-axis, so that
' ' 4 ' <
q=:zO. We can now distinguish two cases according to OP being

an asymptote of the indicatrix or not.

Ia' The line OP is not an asymptote of the indicatrix.

We assume OP as X-axis and the conjugate diameter of the

indicatrix as T-axis ; so q^O and c, = 0. From (2) follows then :

2c,px + {M,p—c,)x" + 2d^pxy + {d^p — C3)?/- + . . . = . (3)

The curve of contact touches therefore the 1^-axis in point 0.

As the A-axis (the line OP) and the F-axis are conjugate diameters

of the indicatrix, it follows that the line OP, connecting the vertex

P of a cone with a point of its curve of contact, and the tangent

in point to this curve of contact are conjugate diameters of the

indicatrix of point 0.

In general the curve of contact in the vicinity of point is of

finite curvature and determined by:

2c,px-^{d,p—c,)y' = (4)

If p is chosen in such a way that d^p — Cj = then the equa-

tion is

2c,px-\-{e,p-2d,)y' = (5)

so that the curve of contact has a point of inflection in point 0.

Several ternary lines of saturation with one or more points of

inflection are known. We find e.g. on the line of saturation of the
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nitril of ambric acid in tlie system : water — alcohol — nitril of

arabric acid ") at 4°.5 two points of inflection.

1b The line OP is an asymptote of the indicatriv.

We assume OP as A^-axis, the other asymptote as 5^-axis so that

^ = 0, Cj = and c^ = 0.

Then the curve of contact is determined by.

c.py + 'èd.px-" + Cld,p-c,) xy + d,pi/ + . . . = . . (6)

So the generatrix OP of the cone touches the curve of contact

in 0"-).

We have here thus the case that through point P we can draw a

tangent to the line of saturation of the solid substance represented

by P. This point of contact, however, being a hyperbolic point, this

case can apnear only on the unstable part of the line of saturation.

IL Point is a parabolic point.

As is a parabolic point, it follows that c^c^ — — c,' = 0. Point

lies thus on the parabolic or spinodal line of the surface.

IIA • The line OP does not coincide ivith the direction of the

axis of the parabola.

In fig. 1 let aOb be the spinodal line,

cOd the section of the tangential plane in

with the surface; OY is the tangent in

the cusp of this section and at the same

->X ^i*i^6 the direction of the axes.

We now assume OP as A^- and (>}"as

7-axis, so that q=^0, c^ = and Cj = 0.

Then we tind for the equation of the curve of contact

:

2.c,px 4- i^Sd^p—c,) .e + 2c/,p.f^ + d,py' + . . . +
or :

2c,x + d,y' = (7)

So the curve of contact touches in the line OY. The direction

of the curve of contact in the vicinity of its point of intersection

with the spinodal line is therefore independent of the position of

the vertex P of the cone.

1) V. A. H. ScHREiNEMAKERs. Z. f. Phys. Ghem. 27 114 (1898).

2) See also: H. A. Lorentz. Z. f. Phys. Ghem. 22 523.
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or at first approximation for the equation of that line in the vicinity

of the piaitpoint

:

4c,t^,.t; + (24c,.,-4(i,')r = (11)

The equation of the binodal line in the vicinity of point is^):

d,.v + 2e,f=.0 (12)

We now write (10), (11) and (12^ in such a way that the coefficient

of .1' is the same for these three ; so we find

:

for the curve of contact : 2c^dyV -j- c/,^?/' = 0. . . . . (13)

,, „ spinodal line: 2c,(IyV -\- 2 {Qc,e,-d,') y' = . (14)

„ binodal line: 2c,(IyV -\- 4:C,e^l/ ^ .... (15)

We shall now restrict ourselves, as only this is liable to realisation,

to a piaitpoint of the first kind ^), so that

4c/3-^,'>0 (16)

thus also c/^ > and 6c,e^—(/,' > 0.

From this ensues immediately that in the vicinity of the piaitpoint

the curve of contact, the spinodal line, and the binodal line are curved

in the same direction.

Out of (IQ) we can deduce:

2 (6c,. —fli,^) > 4v, > r/,* (17)

If we call the radii of curvature of the spinodal line, the binodal

line, and the curve of contact Rg, Ri, and Rr, it follows from (13),

(14) and (15):

R,- 'A ,i2, =^i^ , i^,.^_^-i^|. (18)
' ~ (12c,é'3—2^3^) sin e ic.e, sin 6 d^' sin 6/ \

where <9 represents the angle between the line OP and the tangent

in the piaitpoint to the binodal line.

In connection with (17) follows from this that the spinodal line

has the smallest radius of curvature and the curve of contact the

largest.

From (18) we can furthermore deduce:

2 8 1— = (I8«)
R,. Rb Rs

Out of this relation it is evident that R,. is also independent of

the direction of the line OP; for Rb and Rs are quantities, which

depend exclusively on the shape of the surface at point 0.

1) D. J. KORTEWEG. I.e. 61 (1891).
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If we introduce instead of the radii of curvature R the curvatures

K we find

2K,. = 37^6 - Ks im
For the rest the curve of contact has nothing remarkable in the

vicinity of the plaitpoint except that its course there is in a high

degree independent of the situation of the vertex F of the cone, if

bul this vertex is not too close to the plaitpoint or not too close to

the tangent to the spinodal line in the plaitpoint.

In fig. 2 sOs' represents the spinodal line,

bOb' the binodal line, and rOr' the curve of

contact of the cone P, or in other words the

line of saturation of the solid substance P. As
ensues out of the curvatures (IS"» and 18'') of

these three lines, these must have a position

with respect to each other as in fig. 2.

If we draw in this figure a line m7ip parallel

to and in the vicinity of OP, then np must be

equal to 2mn. If namely we calculate av, Xs, a-nd iv^ out of (13), (14)

and (15) we find for a same value of y:

2 {Xl,— Xr) = Xs — Xb.

In so far as the binodal line has been drawn in fig. 2 the con-

jugated pairs of fluids represented by it are metastable; they all

break up into the solid substance P and a solution of the line of

saturation rOr'

.

In fig. 3 the point P lies on the other side

of the tangent in as in fig. 2. Line vOr' is

the line of saturation, bOb' the binodal line;

the spinodal line has not been drawn.

In the vicinity of the plaitpoint the line of

saturation must be curved, as has been repre-

sented in fig. 3, in the same direction as the

binodal line. In its further course two or more

points of inflection can of course appear. If e. g. P is a ternary

solid substance, so that the line of saturation is a curve enclosing

point P, then at least two points of inflection must appear, as has

been assumed in fig. 3.

If now we change the temperature or the pressure, then the ^-

surface changes according to position and form; point P rises and
falls. Now the binodal line and the line of saturation of course also

change their form.

Fig. 3.
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t^ig. 4.

We now imagine temperature or pressure

changed a little in such a direction that the

two curves of fig. 3 move away from each

other. We then obtain fig, 4, in which the

line of saturation has been represented but

parti}'. It is clear that it now likewise has

to show two points of inflection. If both curves

move still farther from each other, then of

course both points of inflection can vanish.

If we change temperature or pressure in opposite direction, then

we cause both curves of fig. 3 to overlap somewhat. We then find

fig. 5, in which haa'h' represents the binodal line and raa'r' the

line of saturation of F.

On the part aa' not represented of the binodal

line lies the plaitpoint; the part aa' of the

line of saturation lies between the part aa' of

the binodal line and the straight line aa' . The line

of saturation of P is only partly drawn. p'
As long as a and a' lie but close enough to

each other, ar and a'r' must lie as in fig. 5,

they must run namely from a and a' to that

side of line aa' , where the stable part of the ^'S- ^•

binodal line lies. In their further course the lines ar and a'r' can of

course intersect the line aa'

.

We now have besides a series of solutions saturated with P {ar

and a'r') and a series of conjugate solutions {ah and a'b') also a

conjugate pair of fluids La-\-La' saturated with solid P.

As the pieces aa' left out of the binodal line and of the line of

saturation lie inside the three-phase-triangle Paa' , the fluids repre-

sented by them separate into P -[- La -^ La'

.

Examples of lines of saturation with two points of inflection,

between which a curvature in the same direction as the binodal

line, we find e. g. in the system ^) : water-AgNOg ethylene cyanide.

At ± 11° the line of saturation of 2 C,H, (CN), . AgNO, . H,0
touches the binodal line in its plaitpoint and two points of inflection

appear as in fig. 3.

With a rise of temperature both lines move away from each

other; the lines of saturation determined experimentally at 12°, 20°

and 25° show distinctly the type of fig. 4.

1) W. MiDDELBERG. Z. f. Phys. Chem. 43. 305 (1903).
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A

If* we lower tlie temperature below

1i°, then (lie isolliernis in the vicinity

of the three-phase-triangle show a tbrin

as in tig. 5. Lines of saturation are

also known which lurn in their whole

course their concave side to the plait-

point of the binodal line; (hey have a

form as rr' in fig. 6.

In the system^): water (C)—ether

{A)— malonic acid [P) such a line of

6 é'

Fig. 6.

saturation and binodal line are determined at 15°.

In the system -) : water (6') — ethylene cyanide (.4) — benzoic

acid {P) we find above 51° likewise isotherms as in tig. 6. When
lowering the temperature the two curves of fig. H approach each

other; at 51° the line of saturation vr' of (he benzoic acid (ouches

the binodal line in i(s plaitpoint O. At still lower (emperatures a

three-phase-triangle apjiears and the isotherms in the vicinity of that

triangle show a form as in fig. 5.

Also in the systems 0': water-phenol-alkali lines of saturation appear

of the type as in fig. 4.

II B- The line OP has the direction of the a,vis of the parabola.

We assume OP as j'-axis, then /; = 0, c^ -= and c^ = 0. So

the equation of the curve of contact becomes:

{d,q-c,U^ + 2d,<iwy + M,qi/ + .... = . . . (19)

So the curve of contact has in point a node ; therefore it consists,

as is drawn in fig. 8, of two intersecting branches rad and r'ab.

By a variation of parameter (on the ^-surface temperature and

pressure come into consideration for this) out of fig. 8 are formed

fig. 7 and fig. 9. So fig. 8 is the transition form between fig. 7

and fig. 9.

-J-

Fig. 8.

1) E. A. Klobbie. Z. t. Phys. Chcm. 24. 625.

2) F. A. H. ScHREiNEMAKERs. Z f. Phys. Ghem. 26. 249 (1898).

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.

-fc'_
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In fig. 7 .y.v' represents the spinodal line; rah and r'ed are two

branches of the curve of contact having in a and e a tangent passing-

through point P. In these points a and /Mve have the case considered

siib Ib; n and e lie therefore both on the hyperbolicallv curved

part of the surface.

If we pursue the branches ah and ed, these can of course pass

into each other ^); in fig. 7 this continuation is represented by the

dotted curve bed.

In fig. 9 the curve of contact consists of the two branches rr'

and abed, sepanited from each other bv the spinodal line ss' ").

The equation (I9j can, however, also represent an isolated point;

the curve of contact then consists of a single isolated point, lying

on the spinodal line. For a small change in parameter this point

then vanishes or a closed curve of contact is generated.

Inversely the closed curve of contact abed of fig. 9 can thus

contract so as to disappear in a point of the s[)inodal line.

To investigate whether the curve can possess other nodes or isolated

points (in ordinary not conical points), we cause the }"-axis to

coincide with OP. This is of course always possible and then we
have p = 0.

From (2) follows now as condition for a node c./_/:=0 and 2t'32= 0.

So we find

:

1

Cj r= Cj = and therefore also
''i

''3 c% =r 0.

4

This is just the condition for the generation of case IIb • So we

find the nodes and isolated points only in case 7/j5 , except of course

in the points of osculation which can be regarded as a special case

of it, where c^ = 0.

' So we can say :

"Nodes and isolated points of the curve of contact always lie on

the spinodal line.

"

There would be an exception only if point P were on the surface

itself; then of course there would alwiiys be in that place an isolated

point or node; this howe\er we do not discuss.

IIb.u- Point is a plaitpomt.

We assume (fig. 10) OP as 1^-axis so that besides p = 0, c, =
and Cg = 0, we find also d^ = ^).

1) Gomp. F. A. H. Schreixemakers. Z. f. Phys. Cliem. 22. 532 (1897).

~) Comp. F. A. H. ScHREiNEMAKERs. Z. f. Plivs. Gliem. 22 581 (1897).

3) D. J. KoRTEWEG. Ai'di. Néeil. (I). 24 61. (1891).

I
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Out of (19) now follows that the j)laitpoiiit

is a node of the curve of contact and at the

same time that the line OP itself is one of

the tangents. To investigate this curve of

contact further we write (2) (after having put

there p = 0, r, =r 0, c^ = () and d^ = Oj in

the form :

Fig. 10.

A.x' + n.vy + C.v' + I).v'i/ + E.vy' + Ff + . . . = 0. . (20j

To satisfy this by

we must have Bk-\-F=^0. F'rom this ensues now, as J3 = '2 fl.,(/

and F= 4: qe^,:

X- y'
2i

(21)

thus reproducing the equation (12) of the binodal line in the vicinity

of the })laitpoint.

Therefore the curve of contact coincides in the vicinity of the

plaitpoint with the binodal line.

This coincidence does not hold for the higher terms, as is natural

and as is shown still more clearly by the following.

We put namel}^

:

X := ky"^ -f- my^

and we substitute this value in ('20). As will immediately become
evident, we must include in (20) still the term y\ We write for it Gif.

So we find

:

{Bk + F)y' + {Ak-' 4- Bm + Ek + G) ?/^
-f- . . . = 0.

From this ensues:

Ak^ -f Ek + G

B (22)

Now follows out of (2): A= d,q— c,, B=2d,q, E=3t\q—'2(/^.
If we calculate the coefficient G of //^ in (2) we find -.

^ = (/s P + ÓM — 3 e,),

SO here, as p =z :

G = ^/\q — 3e,.

So we find, if we put for the curve of contact /n — m,.-.

{'^^-d.'I) -T7-r(- 2^^3 + ^^.'l) ^ + 3., - 5/;^
d.

m,- :=
2cL

. (23)

35*
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For llie second term niijf of the hiiKHhil line we have : ^)

mi — — (24)
''s'

so that the cnrve of contact and the l»inüdal line differ in the term y\

We now write:

A'i= %' -f mi,i/ + . . .

from which ensues:

x,. — xi = [lur — mu) ?/' + (25)

(hit of (25) it is evident, that the binodal line 1)0b' and the curve

of contact rOr' must have with respect to each other a position as

in fig-. 10. In this figure the part rO of the curve of contact has

l>een drawn outside, the part r'() inside the binodal line.

If we calculate w^ith the help of (23j and (24) in,. — mi, we then

see that the sign of this difference depends on q, thus on the position

of P. It is therefore also i)0ssil)le that for ihi- same surface rO lies

inside and r' outside the iiinodal line.

The curve of contact

:

X = _ y^ + . . .

and the spinodal line (11):

Gci^j — (/,* ,
,X — —— y- J^

, . .

differ already in the coefficient of i/'\ Hence for a plaitpoint of the

first kind the curve of contact will always fall as in fig. 10, just like

the binodal line, on the outer side of the spinodal line.

As we have seen above the curve of contact consists of two

branches intersecting in the plaitpoint ; one is the branch rOr',

considered above, the other the l)ranch i\(J)\'

.

Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

If in fig. 10 we restrict ourselves to that part of the lines repre-

senting stable conditions, we find fig. 11. Also the case represented.

1) D, J. KORTEWEG, I.e. G9, 70.
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in fig. 12 can of course appear, so that the biiiodal litiB vanishes

because it falls inside the sector POr'

.

Remarkable in both cases is that the stable part of the line of

saturation of F, although it represents an unbroken series of solutions,

yet shows a discontinuity. This makes its appearance in the critical

solution saturated with solid P.

III. Point is a point of osculation.

As in a point of osculation we have c^^O, c^^O and c^^rO,

we get from (2) for the equation of the curve of contact:

{M,p \~,i,q^ ,v' + {2d,p^2d,q) xy + {d,p^,-M,q) t/^ + . . . =
or if we make the A'-axis to coincide with OP:

?,J,.f + -Id^.r,! + d,y' + ...=: (26)

So the curve of contact consists either of an isolated point or it

shows in 6> a node. From (26) it is evident that the directions of the

two tangents are independent of the distance from point P to point

0; they depend only on the direction of the line OP.

The above-mentioned pro|)erty that the curve of contact and the

binodal line are curved in the same direction in the vicinity of the

plaitpoint (//jy) caused us to surmise that this also would be the

case with a sx-ond branch of the binodal line, should such a one

pass through the plaitpoint ^).

This surmise can be aftirmed in the following way and it can also

be shown that the curvation of such a branch corresponds entirely

to that of the curves of contact passing through the plaitpoint.

To that end we assume again as ]^-axis the

tangent to the spinodal and the binodal line

of the plaitpoint 0^ (fig. 13); for the A'-axis

we choose the line of conjugation 0^0.^ and

we put 0, 0^ = p.

The tangential plane in a point ,i\
, //j , z^

in the vicinity of 0^ is

:

the one in a point .''.^
, .//j , c, in the vicinity of ( K, is:

Z - z, = (A-.r,) -^ + {Y-y,)^
1) Coinp. the paper of Mr. Kuenen (Proceedings of Oct. 1911, p. 420).

Fig. 13.

Z
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The conditicns that
.'"i , //i , -^i

and r.,i/.,,z., are conjugated i)oiiits

thus become:

Ill coiiseqiiciice of tlie clioice of the }'-a\is we tind :

If we put .r.^ = />-[- S2' ^^ that ^5, is a small (|iia)itity we have:

-2 -- ^''il-/ + '\^2y-2 + <^\!/^' 4-

We now write the equations (27) (28) and (29) in full; we then

directly leave out the terms which are certainly small with lespect to

those written down, settin«r aside of what order d\ y^ c.^ and //.^
will

|)ro\e to be with res])ect to each other. We then find:

2e,.v, + d,y,^ -}-....=. -20,^, ^c\y, + (27/

d,,v,' + 2d,x,y, + 4.3^,' + ... = c'J, + 2c\y, + . . . . (28)'

c,.v,'- + 2d,.v,y,'- + de,y,* + . . . = 2pc\^, + P^-\y, + • • • • (29)'

If we solve out of (27)' and (28)' §j and //^ at first approximation

we find :

t, z=z «.fj -j- 1?/;^^ and /y., = «'.Ci + ^'//i^

where a, ^, a' and /?' have detinite values.

From this ensues that ^^ and i/^ will be of the same order of

magnitude as ,i\ and t/^'-, when namely those two correspond in

order. If on the contrary ,i\ and y^" are of different order, then §2

and y^ must be of the lowest order as one of them (namely o^i or y^*).

From (29)' however ensues that '2ijc\ B., -\- /)r\ y, and so also

2c\ §j -\- c'2 ^2 ^i'6 of higher order than a.\ or y/-' or both ; hence out

of (27)' may be concluded at first approximation:

2c,x,i-d,y,^ = (30)

The equation of the l)ranch bOJj' of the binodal line (tig. 13) is

therefore represented at tirst approximation by (30;. This equation (30;,

however, corresponds entirely to (lOj representing a curve of contact

which touches the binodal line aO^a' (fig. 13) in the plaitpoint.

In an entirely similar way as in IIa-x we can now deduce:

"an accidental branch of a binodal line passing through a plaiti)oint

is in this point always curved in the same direction as the binodal

line to which the plaitpoint belongs."
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Between the radii of curvature Ri,, II' i aiui Rs exists of course

also the rehition

2 _ 3 1

7^ I Ml) R.s

in which R^ represents the radius of curvature of the binodal line to

which the plaitpoint belongs and R'l, the radius of curvature of the

accidental branch of die binodal line passing through (he plaitpoint.

We now substitute in (28)' and (29)':

''l
=
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tliat il is zero, The branch cO^c' of the binodal Une has thus in

point 0.^ a somewhat angular shape, without however an angular

point being really formed.

This shape is, indeed, the preparation to the wellknown

form shown in fig. 14, generated in 0^ when the con-

jugated branch bO^b' in fig. 13 begins to intersect the

plait nO^a'.

Moreover it is evident from the fact that ^^ ^^^
V-i

in

the vicinity of the })oints 0^ and 0.^ are of the same

order of magnitude as y/ and therefore much smaller

^''^- ^"'- than y/i,
that the connode 0^ will displace itself (here

mucli quicker than the connode 0^.

Astronomy. — ''The Milky iray and the star-streams:'' By Prof. J. C
Kapteyn.

In a lecture, delivered before the Congress of Physicists and

Physicians in the month of April, I arrived at the conclusion that

"in passing from (he stars of the spectral type JV) (Helium-stars) to

those of the type A (Sirius-stars) and from these to tliose of (he

(ype G (solar-stars) there is a gradual change in the direc(ion of

the streams.

The stream-velocity was also found to be diiferent. Owing to want

of materials, however, the latter result was still even more uncertain

than the former. Partly by tlie publication of Campbeij/s radial

velocities of B stars"), partly by (not yet published) observations made

on Mount Wilson, I have been able this summer materially to

diminish this uncertainty.

It is true, that the increase of our data represents but a small

fraction of what is urgently wanted. Still however, so much seems

to have been gained already, that there is a pretty strong probability

in favour of the conclusion that: not only (he direction bu( also

the velocity of the two great star-streams gradually changes in

passing from type B to type A and thence to type G.

In these circumstances I feel justified in no longer sup})ressing a

conclusion which was not yet communicated in my April lecture.

In what follows, stream-direction and stream-velocity will mean
direction and velocity relative to the solar system, unless (he contrary

1) 111 what follows the notations of HARVARDcollege observatocy have been

adopted.

^) Lick Bulletin N'. 195.
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is expressly menlioned. 11" the molioii of dineren 1 classes of' slurs

relative to the solar system is diiFereiit, the absolute motion must be

(lifTerent too.

How can we imagine such a different motion for our star-classes?

Are we to imagine, that instead of the two star-clouds which were

assumed up to the present, there are six — I confine myself to the

three spectral classes really investigated — of which three move

permanently in slightly different directions, and three others approxi-

mately in another? Of the three former of which the first would

contain only B stars, the second only A stars, the third only G stars,

whereas for the latter set of three there is a similar distribution?

Six wholly independent streams between which there would be

differences in velocity, number and amount of the peculiar velocity ^)

gradually changing with the age of the stars.

All this seems hardly admissible. It seems infinitely simpler to

assume, as I did in my April lecture, that originally there were

only two star-clouds. That in course of time the stream-direction

and the stream-velocity have slightly changed in such a way, that

the oldest stars have deviated most, the youngest least, but all in a

higher or lower degree from the original direction and velocity.

In that lecture I also tried to sho^v how we can imagine such a

change in motion to have taken place.

I do not wish to enter again into this explanation, but I wish to

draw attention to the fact that, unless w^e adopt the hypothesis of

the six permanent streams, alluded to just now, we have to admit

that the matter which originally composed the two star-streams is

expanding.

For a better understanding of this expansion, it is necessary to

know the elements of the two streams separately for the stai'S of

the different classes of spectrum.

The most reliable elements, which up to the present I have been

able to derive, are as follows: (see p. 526).

In this table the galactic latitudes and the velocities relative to

ths sun of the two streams have been denoted by the letters (ij i\ {i.^ i\.

The reliability of these elements is very different and for the

greater [)art rather small. Those for the G- and B-stars of stream I

are the most trustwoj'thy. For the second stream of the B-stars, of

which we still know but a few members, the position of the vertex

is [)articularly uncertain, the stream velocity jiractically unknown.

For the change of the second stream \n ith time, we have therefore

'j See the leclure quoted above. Congres of physicistö and physicians April 1 UU.
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Apparent vertices (convergents) and stream-velocities.
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iiivesligcilion I found an iin-liiiiition of Iwo degrees. Eddington in

his last investigation, based on tiie superior, newly published, catalogue

of Boss, is led to a value of exactly zero degrees. It now api)ears,

from the results of the present paper, that both the star-clouds expand

in that same plane or at least in directions only slightly deviating.

It would seem to me tliat we have here a vera causa for the

origin of the Milky way. Even if originally the two star-clouds had

been spherical and matter had been evenly distributed in them, this

matter must have expanded in the neighbourhood of a definite plane,

the jilane of the Milky way.

At the same time, we have at least the l)eginning of an explanation

of the two following facts:

J. That the Milky way has not l)een scattered long ago as a

consequence of the divergence in the proper motions of the stars.

For, the expansion of matter, now under discussion, must be at work

even at the present moment.

2. That the phenomenon of the Milky way is shown in both the

star-streams.

It is true that Halm and Hough ha>ve assumed, at least for a time,

that the Milky way coincided with one of the two streams, but after

Eddingtön's work, such a theory seems hardly tenable.

Our conclusion tacitly assumes that what observation has taught

us about the nearer stars, also holds for the more distant ones. If

we consider how small the part of the universe is, about which we
possess more or less adequate data, we feel that necessarily the

bearing of our conclusion is restricted. As applied to the whole

system it must necessarily be considered as only a provisional hypo-

thesis. In order to give it a more solid foundation, it will have to

be based on more ample materials and it will have to be extended

to the greatest distances accessible to our observations.

How necessary an extension over the greater distances is, appears

from the fact, that even now a totally ditFerent explanation of the

phenomenon has been given. The above residts for the A-stars were

not yet known to its author. But it had been evident for some time

that, whereas all the other stars investigated show the phenomenon

of the two star-clouds, the heliuni-slai's practically move in a single

stream. Its motion does not agree with that of one of the two main

streams but with the motion of the centre of gravity of the two.

This fact led Halm to assume the existence of three streams ^).

Eddington "), adopting this theory, conceives the matter to be as

1) Month!. NoL June 1911.

2) Observatory Oct. 1911.
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follows. It is a well-known fact that the astronomical proper motions

of the helium stars are small. We conclude that their distance must

be considerable. The mean distance of the stars of different spectral

type, for which the existence of the two star-streams has been

demonstrated, is undoubtedly much smaller. He concludes: "The

"two star stream.s probably involve at least half a million of the

"stars around us; but there has never been any evidence that thej

"prevail in the extremely remote parts, where the helium stars are

"thinly scattered."

He thinks that the helium-stars must be almost entirely at rest.

The stream-motion which thev show, when the velocity is considered

relative to the sun, is entirely due to the motion of the solar system

itself.

The theory is very attractive. The more so because it furnishes a

natural explanation of the fact, already mentioned, that the motion

of the helium-stars coincides, at least approximately, with that of the

centre of gravity of the two streams for the other stars. In our

theory this fact is not so easily explained.

It is for this reason, tliat 1 kept back the preceding remarks, till

I should have found an occasion of testing Eddington's theory. Such

a test which seems to me ]>retty decisive, is possible in the following-

way. From the same materials which served Eddington for his last

investigation, i. e. from the stars of Boss' Preliminary Catalogue (the

helium-stars being excluded) I extracted the stars the proper motion

of which lies between 0".030 and 0".079. The average proper motion

is equal to that of those helium-stars — 40 percent of the total —
which have a proper motion ^ 0".030. There is every reason to

assume that the two classes of stars are approximatelj' at the same

distance. We thus have to find out whether or not these stars still

show the phenomenon of the two star-streams. The execution of this

plan led to the conclusion that the phenomenon is clearly shown;

it [is but little less evident than for the whole of the stars. That it

is 'somewhat less evident is probably sufficiently accounted for by the

greater influence of the errors of observation. Graphical representations

show the matter at a single glance. They are however too extensive

for this communication.

Meanwhile we may demonstrate the matter almost as well hy

giving the quantities

n. 4- n.
e— iog-^JL-1

n^ + ^4

for the several parts of the sky. The letter n^ represents the number

of stars for a determined region of the sky, for which the proper
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motion makes an angle of between 0° and 90° with the paralhxctic

motion; n^ similarly represents the nunihcr between 90° and J 80°

etc. If there were biil one stream, the (juantilies (> wonld lie zero

for the whole of the skj'.

The results obtained are shown in the following table. For the

sake of comparison I add, in the last colnnin but one, the value

0. computed from Ei)DiN(iT0N's numbers foi' the whole of the stars.

In the last column have been given the values of S as computed

from the numbers yielded by his theory. The tact that the accidental

deviations of column Oy. exceed those of the next one, will cause no

surprise, if we remember that for the former we had to confine

ourselves to a small |)art — the least reliable |)art — of (he materials

that served for the latter. Moreover we neglected the corrections

due to the deviations from a plane of the several regions. The region

of the Pole was left out, simply in oi-der somewhat to abbreviate

the work.

Centres of the regions
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A second test was obtained from an investigation of the .1 stars,

made for another purpose some time ago. In this investigation the

materials for each region of the sky, were divided in tw^o approxi-

mately equal parts, the one containing the greater proper motions,

the other the smaller. In no case however, proper motions exceeding

0"06 were admitted in the latter group. Yet tiiis group still shows

the two streams with perfect clearness.

Tt would seem to me, that the conclusion towards which these

results lead, is decisive.

The two star-stream-system is not confined to the nearest neigh-

bourhood of the sun, but it extends at least to those parts of space

which contain 40 procent of the observed helium-stars. We therefore

need an explanation for the exceptional behaviour of the helium

stars, different from that oi' Eddington.

In Halm's theory the third stream is not confined to the more

distant parts of space. Oui- theory differs from his in so far that it

does not lead us to distinguish three sharply defined streams, but to

conceive tiro stream-systems each consisting of a series of streams,

gradually merging into each other. Halm's third stream is one of

the extreme cases of our first stream-system.

In an extensive investigation of the helium- and early A-stars,

undertaken by Adams, Babcock and myself, we intend to collect

and discuss the materials necessary for a fully satisfactory determina-

tion of the elements of the two streams.

The present paper is to be considered as part of that joint labour.

Chemistry. — "The .system Iron-Carbon'\ By Prof. A. Smits.

(Communicated by Prof. A. F. Holleman).

After Bakhuis Roozeboom ^), led hy his theory of mixed crystals,

had set forth his view about the system iron-carbon, attention has

been drawn by various scientists to the fact that though Bakhuis

Roozeboom's considerations have contributed considerably to get a

better insight into this so important system, his views are in opposition

to practice in a single significant point.

Bakhuis Roozeboom had namely thought he was justified in con-

cluding chiefly from experiments of Roberts Austen, that the mixtures

with more than 2 7o C. must be subjected to a radical change in the

neighbourhood of 1000' with stable equilibrium.

Roberts Austen had namely found that the line indicating the

^) Zeitschr. f. physik. dhem. 34, 437 (1900).
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solul)ili(_v of conieiilito in iron could nol Ix^ pursued hoyoiid =fc 1000°

and Bakhuis Roozkboom tliought that (his was owing (o the deconi-

posilion of cementite. With supply of heat this conversion would
viz. take place :

cementite —^ niartensite -f- graphite,

in consequence of which under ± 1000'' two more two-phase regions

would be added to that of martensite -|- graphite, viz. a region for

martensite -\- cementite and a region for cementite -{- graphite.

So under ± 1000° cementite would be able to occur as a stable

phase and the formation of cementite would have to take place the

more completely below this temperature as the system cools more
slowly. Practice, however, teaches just the contrary, so tliat the

assumption of cementite appearing as stable phase in the system

iron-carbon, has been resolutely rejected by men of practice. Hence

I think I may assume with Charpy, Benedicks and others that when
cementite occurs in the system iron-carbon, this is always metastable.

On this assumption, the T, A'-diagram, as may be considered

known, becomes as is schematically represented in the subjoined figure.
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But this does not solve the problem yet, for it is a fact that

cementite can l)e formed in the sohd iron-carbon mixtures by heating

them to temperatures lying even some hundi-eds of degrees below

the eutectic temperature. So we can only accept the new 7'A'-tigure,

when the phenomenon mentioned just now has been explained.

Before proceeding to this explanation, I will first mention Royston's ^)

very interesting experiments, from wiiich the said formation of

cementite appeared with the greatest distinctness. Royston worked

with malleable cast iron, which had been obtained by heating cast

iron up to 850°, and then allow it to cool exceedingly slowly in

an atmosphere free from oxygen. In (his process, which is called

the Blackheartproci-ss, a conglomerate of ferrite and graphite is obtained,

and so the cementite has entirely disappeared as phase. In this it is

to be expected that ferrite will contain besides a little carbon a

trace of iron carbide in solulion. We may now assume with great

probability that this conglomerate is a fixed condition, which was a

state of equilibrium at a temperature under that of the mixed crystal

eutectic point (so under about 700).

Now RoYSTON found that when this malleable cast iron was

heated at 720° for three hours, and then comparatively quickly

cooled, cementite had formed, which appears clearly fi-om the following

analysis results.

graphite. Ci\^sFe^C

composition before the heating 3.5 "/o trace

after „ „ 2.65 0.85

In a following experiment a new (juantity of malleable cast iron

^vas heated to 1030°, and appeared, as is shown below, to possess

a greater quantity of bound carbon.
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difïieult to show that tliis contradiction is only apparent, and that a

very obvious exphiiiation may he given for it.

Already in my theory of allotropy ^) 1 pointed out that if we can

get different substances as new phases from an homogeneous phase

.dependent on the method of working, it will in general have to be

assumed that the kinds of molecules which give rise to the format ioji

of these ditferent substances were already present in the homogeneous

phase beforehand. --' -r .:, ^
-

: ir.-' ;;" -.'-.

.,
• As from a definite liquid mixture of iron and graphite graphite can

deposit in case of slow cooling, and cementite in case of rapid cooling, we

shall have to assume that not only carbon, but by the side of it

also iron carbide is present in the liquid mixture, which substances

form the following internal equilibrium with the iron in the homo-

geneous liquid phase

:

3Fa + C^Fe3C.

Let us assume that we start from the state P and cool the homo-

geneous liquid phase, then the depositing of graphite will begin at

L'g when the cooling takes place slowly. It follows from this that

at this temperature the internal equilibrium of the liquid phase is

such that the carbon has just reached its saturation concentration,

and not the iron-carhide.

On decrease of temperature the internal equilibrium will be shifted

in consequence of two influences. If we consider these influences

separately, we observe that in the first place the homogeneous equi-

librium is shifted to the left by the decrease of the carbon concen-

tration, in which therefore the iron carbide dissociates more and

more, and in the second place the decrease of temperature will bring

about a shifting.

. If the formation of iron-carbide in the liquid is endothermic, the

decrease of temperature will also bring about a dissociation of the

iron-carbide, so that in this case it may be expected, though not

with perfect certainty, that the homogeneous phase will not be

saturated with respect to iron-carbide at any temperature. ^)

If the formation of iron-carbide in the liquid was exothermic, it

would be possible on the contrary, that the influence of the temperature

begins to predominate, and at a given temperature the liquid became

safui'a'e not only with respect to graphite, but also with respect to

1; These Próc. XII, p. 763. : vMn-.;r, - •"

• 2) The contrary, however, remains still possible, for the decrease of the solu-

blHly might prevail, and then saturation with regard to the iron-carbide might

occur.

36

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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ccmcntite, so that then at loioer temperatures cementite instead of

graphite would deposit as stable solid phase. From the fact that

this does not happen, however, we must not conclude to the endo-

thermic nature of the discussed reaction, for first of all it would be

possible that the said phenomenon failed to appear because the for-

mation of carbide was too feebly exothermic, and secondly it might

be that the said phenomenon could be i-ealised only in metastable

siafe in consequence of the too early appearance of the eutectic

point. So the question whether the formation of iron-carbide in the

liquid phase is exothermic or endothermic cannot be decided from

the observed phenomena, nor is it indispensable for our subsequent

reasoning to assume either the one or the other. Up to now it has

been assumed that the liquid mixture P was slowly cooled ; let us

now, however, consider the case that the cooling takes place rapidly,

then it is possible that no depositing of graphite takes place, and

cementite deposits as solid substance. And now it is the question

how to account for this.

But for the hypothesis made by me on the existence of an internal

equilibrium this phenomenon would be just as puzzling as it is now

easy to explain. If, namely, the deposition of graphite fails to appear,

then the internal equilibrium in the liquid phase will lie more to

the right at the same temperature in consequence of the greater

carbon concentration than in case the deposition of graphite takes

place, and this renders it possible that the liquid phase becomes

super-saturate also with respect to cementite and that this can

deposit at Lc.

The reason why the liquid which is supersaturate with respect to

graphite and cementite, will deposit not graphite, but cementite, is

in connection with the fact that the undercooled liquid shall be soon

more supersaturate with respect to cementite as to graphite '). So

we see from this that the assumption of an internal equilibrium

in the liquid can give a very plausible explanation of the discussed

phenomenon.

In the theory of allotropy I have further made the very obvious

supposition that when in case of coexistence of a liquid phase with

a mixed crystal phase or in case of coexistence of two mixed crystal

phases there is reason to assume that one of the coexisting phases

1) I touch here npon a frequently observed phenomenon, from which Ostwald

wanted to derive a "Gese/s der Umwandhmgsstufen". This important question

being the subject of a subsequent communication, I shall not discuss it any

further here.
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is in internal oqiiilibrium, there will also be internal equilibrium in

the other coexisting -phase.

If we apply this consideration to the system iron-carbon, we may

observe that as the liquid phases on the line AB coexist with the

mixed ciystal line Aa, these latter solid [)hases will also be in inter-

nal equilibrium. But this holds then for the whole mixed crystal

region, and then martensite mixed crystals are nothing but solid

solutions of graphite and cementite in iron, and these three substances

w\\\ be able to form an internal equilibrium also in the solid phase.

It follows from this that internal equilibrium can prevail also in

the mixed crystals on the line Sa and in those on S'a', and this

conclusion now furnishes a clue to the explanation of Royston's

observations.

Let us, namely, suppose that malleable cast iron has been heated

to 1030° for a long time, so that the stable equilibrium between

martensite mixed crystals Srj and graphite C^ has set in. If we

now do not cool slowly enough, it is possible that the deposition of

graphite fails to appear entirely or partly, in consequence of which

the mixed crystal phase does not follow the line as, but another

course, e. g. S,j Sc and now in consequence of the greater carbon

concentration in the solid phase the internal equilibrium may lie so

much inore to the carbide side than in case of stable equilibrium

with graphite at the same temperature, that the solid phase becomes

supersaturate also with respect to cementite, and the latter deposits

in Sc

Now it is of course possible that also the deposition of cementite

can be retarded, but as this does not give rise to the formation of

new phases, this is of no importance here.

If the cooling is not too rapid, the metastable mixed crystal eutectic

point will be reached at about 690°, where the conversion

:

martensite -^ ferrite + cementite

takes place, and the original concentration of the martensite mixed

crystal phase Sg lying on the right of that of the eutectic point S\

the structure elements perlite -j- cementite must be found, and by

the side of them of coui-se graphite, so exactly what was observed.

It is clear that this is peculiar about the just discussed phenomenon

that though the martensite crystals are in contact with graphite, no

graphite, or not a sufficient quantity, deposits with not very slow

cooling.

It has, however, been stated already several times that a super-

saturate liquid in contact with the substance with respect to which

the liquid is super-saturate can sometimes remain so for a comparatively

36*
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long time. T ha\'e observed this in tlie investigation of the system

ethei'-anthraquinone, but only in the case that the liquid phase was

\ery viscous.

When we have not to do with a viscous liquid phase, but as

here, with a solid solution, the said phenomenon of retardation will

be able to appear the sooner.

It will, no doubt, not require any further elucidation now why
RoYSTON, when he did not heat up to 1030°, but to 720°, had to find

less cementite after cooling. It is possible that he did not reach the

line a's', then, but sf on the line ss' , so that tirst «-iron deposited.

Further I think that it is clear why up to now the temperature

of the metastable mixed crystal eutectic point has, indeed, been

observed, but not once that of the stable mixed crystal eutectic point.

To enable us to pursue the stable equilibrium between martensite

mixed crystals and graphite to the point S a so slow cooling is

required, that a thermic determination is quite impossible. The only

method which may possibly yield a reliable result is the dilatometrical,

when an active catalyser shall have been found for the transformation

under consideration.

These considerations do not seem devoid of interest to me because

they are of general application, and give a plausible explanation of

the mutual relation between the internal equilibrium in a homogeneous

phase, and the heterogeneous equilibrium that may arise from it.

Anorganic Chemical Laboratory of the Univer<iity.

Amsterdam, Nov. 19, 1911.

Chemistry. — "Determinations of vapour tensions of nitrogen

tetroxicUr By Dr. F. E. C. Scheffer and Mr. J. P. Treub.

(Communicated by Prof. A. F. Holleman).

1. In 1884 Rams.\y and Young published a paper on vapour tension

determinations of ice and camphor ^). They demonstrated that statical

and dynamical methods yield concordant results, and that therefore,

just as the P-7'-line of liquids can be determined from boiling-point

determinatrons at varying pressure, also the P-T-line of the solid-

gas-equiUbriurti may be found by the observation of sublimation

temperatures at varying pressure.

In a later investigation, however, it appeared that solid substances

which dissociate at their transition to vapour, in many cases according

to the dynamic method') furnish values for the vapour tension which

^) Phil. Trans. 175. 37 (1884). -

2) Phil. Trans. 177. 71 (1886). i
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deviate from tlie statically determined ones. A full discussion and

explanation of this behaviour is found in van Rossem's thesis for the

doctorate '). In the evaporation of solid substance we have in this

case> a superposition of two velocities, the velocity of evaporation of

the molecule as such, and the velocity of dissociation in the vapour.

If (he first velocil}' is small with respect to the second, stable eciuili-

brium will exist at any moment between the solid substance and the

vapour surrounding it, and the same values will be found according

to the two methods of determination. If, however, the first velocity

is great with regard to the second, the solid substance will be sur-

rounded by a vapour which is little dissociated, at least less than

is the case for the stable coexistence. Then the substance can be

heated to a higher temperature than in the former case. Hence the

dynamically determined P-T'-Iine, whose situation will depend on the

rapidity of the heating, will lie at higher temperature, resp. at lower

pressure, than the statical one.

A similar deviation between P- 7 -lines determined statically and

dynamically, is however not known for liquids. We disregard here

the generally very small differences which may occur in consequence

of a certain excess of pressure which the boiling (or sublimating)

substance must exert to emit its vapour to the surrounding space,

which must cause the substance to assume a somewhat higher tempe-

rature corresponding to the somewhat higher pressure in the immediate

neighbourhood. The difierences described above are of an entirely

different order of magnitude. Nitrogen tetroxide, which Ramsay and

Young also included in their above described investigation, gives

concordant results in the determinations, made according to the two

different methods; this conclusion is based on the observations col-

lected in the following table, (p. 538).

The statical values given in the above table were obtained by

making use of the compressibility of a large glass reservoir, filled

with mercury and provided with a narrow capillary ; the displace-

ment of the mercury meniscus in the capillary tube furnishes a

measure for the pressure exerted by the nitrogentetroxide against

the reservoir. The two observations marked with an asterisk, have

not been measured directly, but have been found by determining

the difference of pressure between 0° and the temperatures 13,9 and

19,6, in which it was assumed that the pressure determined stati-

cally and dynamically would agree at 0°. A difieren.ce which might

eventually exist between the values at 0° obtained by the two

1) Van Rossem. Thesis for the doctorate and Z. ph. Ch. 62, 257 (1908).

See also Z. ph. Ch. 72. 458 (1910).
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Lately, however, a paper by Guye and Drouginine ') appeared, in

which some vapour press.ure determinations of nitrogen tetroxide

are mentioned. These vahies, which were obtained by a statical

method, however, deviate perceptibly from the vahies found dyna-

mically by Ramsay and Young ; Guye and Drouginine's line lies at

lower temperature, resp. higher pressure than that of Ramsay and

Young, and these deviations come particularly into the foreground

in the temperature region where only the two statical values marked
in the above table with an asterisk, have been given.

If, accordingly, these two values, which have both been found

indirectly, were not correct, and if those of Guye and Drouginine

on the contrary, were, we should have found an example in the

nitrogen peroxide for which the velocity in the homogeneous equili-

brium is not (as is usually the case) very great with respect to the

velocity of evaporation:

This last consideration led us to seek a statical method which

would enable us to determine the vapour tensions of the nitrogen-

tetroxide accurately, and to remove the said contradiction.

Such an investigation was the more attractive as the P-7'-line

of the nitrogentetroxide possesses a point of inflection according to

Guye and Drouginine's determinations. Vapour pressure curves of

simple substances have, as far as is known, without exception P-T-

lines which are all convex seen from the temperature axis. For a

dissociating substance, however, as nitrogen-tetroxide, whose internal

vapour equilibi'ium between the molecules jV^^^ and N0^_ is accu-

rately known by numerous investigations, the existence of such a

point of inflection does not' seem impossible however. If we namely

consider the system NO^—^V/)^ as a pseudo-binary system, we
shall expect that the vapour pressure curve of the JSfO^, which

would indicate the coexistence between liquid and vapour, which

both consist exclusively of molecules xVO, lies at higher pressure,

resp. lower temperatures than the tension curve of the N^O^, as is

indicated in the figure 1. The vapour curve, which indicates the

stable coexistence of the equilibrium liquid and vapour, will lie close

to the N^Ot curve at low temperatures; at higher temperatures,

however, the dissociation taking place endothermically, it will approach

the NO, curve, and in this way it may give rise to a point of

inflection G. Guye and Drouginine's line actually shows such a point

of inflection between 0° and the boiling-point. Also for this reason

it seemed important to us to repeat the determinations of the vapour

1) Journ. de Ch. ph. 8. 473 (1910).
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tension with groat care, because witli accurate knowledge of these

values it is also possible to calculate the change of the degree of

FIG.l

dissociation of the vai)oiir along the line of coexistence by theaid<of'

the dala concerning the internal xapour 0(|nilil)i-inni, as will appear

further on.

2. The reason that onr knowledge of the va|)our tensions of

nitrogen tetroxide is still small is to be found in the first place

in the violent action which takes place between NjO^ and mercury,

even when both have been dried by phosphorpentoxide. Hence the

use -of a mercury manometer in which the mercury of the mano-

meter comes into contact with the N^O^, is excluded. Guye and

Drouginine have evaded this difficulty by applying an air cushion

between the mercury manometer and the vessel with nitrogen tetroxide,

so that the pressure of the nitrogen tetroxide was transferred by the

air to the manometer. This method is, however, certainly attended

with drawbacks. Even apart fi-om the solution of air in the nitrogen

tetroxide, an eventual mixture of air with the gaseous tetroxide

produces already an increase of pressure. X^e determinations can be

correct only when the vapour in the iminediate neighbourhood of

the liquid (resp. solid substance) is pure tetroxide, i. e. when the

air has not penetrated so far. •

For the above reason we have rejected the use of a mei-cury

manometer. As we mentioned above, Ramsay and Young carried out

their statical determinations by making use of the compressibility of

a' thin-walled glass reservoir. When in May of this year we -were

endeavouring to find a similar method of measuring tTre^pi-essTirér

which rests on the deformation of a thin glass wall, a paper appeared
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bj Jackson ^), in which a glass manometer was described which had

enabled him to determine pressures below one atmosphere acciiratelj -

to tenths of millimeters of mercury. This glass spring, founded on

'

the principle of the Bourdon metal barometer, which different from

the before proposed models can be made easily and rapidly after

some practice, yields a very efficient apparatus for measurements of

vapour tensions of substances wliich attack mercury, like nitrogen

tetroxide. We have varied the shape, sensitiveness and size of the

glass manometer in numerous ways, and have at last succeeded in

modifying the method in such a way that it is possible to carry out

determinations of the vapour tension also at higher pressure. In this

-

communication we will discuss the determinations made up to three

atmospheres; the description of the experiments at higher pressure,

which have already been carried out to about 60 atmospheres, and

which if possible will he continued to the critical pressure, will be

postponed with the determination (by another method) of the critical

temperature (158°,2) to a following communication.

3. . Glass manometer for pressures below three atmospheres.

Tjie shape of the glass manometer which was used by us, has

been represented in fig. 2 ; it is the same as that of fig. 2 of the cited

paper by Jackson. A glass tube of about 5 mm. external section is

drawn out on one side; near the drawn end the tube is blown up

and drawn out to the shape of an ellipsoid, which is then reduced

to the shape of fig. 2 by one-sided heating. If now an increase of

r

\jK:y

yj

P10.2

1) Journ. Ghera. Soc. 9d 1066 (1911).
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pressure of some millimeters of mercury caused a definite deviation

of the needle-shaped prolongation, the glass spring was fused into

a wide vessel A, as will be clear from fig. 2 withont further

description. On the wide tube A two marks have been made in

such a way that in case of equal internal and external pressure

the end of the needle is exactly between these two marks ; we may

also make a mark on one side, and a scale on the other side

to be able easily to determine eventual deviations from the zero

position after the scale has been gauged. As for our purpose an

accuracy of about 1 mm. of mercury sufficed, we have not made

any attempts as yet to make the manometer more sensitive. In our

opinion it is, however, certainly possible (among others with improved

arrangement for reading — see Jackson) to raise the accuracy to tenths

of millimeters of mercury.

4. The preparation of nitrogen tetroxide and the filling of the

apparatus.

The substance was prepared according to the method described

by GuYE and Drouginine by bringing NO, generated from a solution

of natrium nitrite by means of moderately diluted sulphuric acid

and dried by sulphuric acid and pho8})horpentoxide, into contact with

oxygen dried in the same way; then ths N,0^ vapours are condensed,

after a repeated contact with phosphorpentoxide, in a tube placed

in carbonic acid and alcohol. Generally two such tubes were used

in the preparation ; an inner tube fused into the two reservoirs then

afforded an opportunity to treat with oxygen the obtained substance,

which is coloured green or blue for the case that NO should be

present in excess in the gas mixture for a moment. The green or

blue hue e\entually present is easily and quickly removed, when

the substance has melted.

Then the reservoirs filled with nitrogen tetroxide were melted off

(foi" which purpose beforehand capillary constrictions had been made

in the apparatus) and thus se\ered from the remaining part of the

preparative apparatus, wiiich was quite made of glass. In this care

was taken, that the reservoir continued to be provided with a tube

with phosphor pentoxide.

In fig. 2 such a reservoir C is represented, which was sealed at

D to the rest of the apparatus, after a capillary point had been cut

open; in this operation the tetroxide is frozen by carbonic acid and

alcohol. A represents the manometer already described in ^ 3, ^
the vessel which serves for receiving the tetroxide. The whole ap-

paratus was then connected with a GAEDE-purap at E, and evacuated
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while the reservoir remained cooled to —80°. After the capillary

constriction at E had been fused to, part of the nitrogen tetroxide

was distilled ovei- from C to B, and after the two vessels Cand B
had been cooled again down to —80° the connection' at D was

melted off.

Now we had still to break the capillary constriction at E in a

rubber tube connected with the GAEDE-pump and exhausted, to melt

off the constriction at F^ which was made possible by the glass

spring G, and to admit with slow heating of B continually so much
air through E that the pointer does not move too far from the

marks to prevent breaking of the apparatus.

5. Pressure measurement.

For temperatures below the temperature of the room the pressure

was determined by surrounding B with a large vacuum vessel tilled

with alcohol, which was brought to and kept at the required tem-

perature by the insertion of small pieces of solid carbonic acid. A
stirrer ensured uniformity of temperature throughout the vacuum

vessel. The temperatures were read from an ANscHÜTZ-thermometer,

which was controlled by the aid of thawing ice and mercury. The

pressure was determined by the aid of a mercury manometer con-

nected with E (fig. 2) by rubber.

For determinations at temperatures above the temperature of the

room the whole apparatus was immersed in a large waterbath up

to F, and the pressure, obtained by pumping air by means of a

cycle pump into the righthand part of the apparatus, was read from

a mercury manometer 27^ meters long, when adjustment of the

pointer between the two marks has been obtained.

It may finally be mentioned that as a control experiment a not

filled apparatus, in which F and G were connected by means of

rubber, was brought at different pressures and temperatures, and it

was ascertained that no appreciable change of the position of the

pointer on the scale could be perceived, so that the zero position

appeared to be independent of the temperature and pressure.

6. Results.

The obtained results have been collected in the following table;

the pressures are given in millimeters of mercury of 0°, and if

necessary corrected to 45° N.Lat.

It is clear from the above table and the corresponding graphical

representation (Fig. 3), that the P-7' line of the nitrogen tetroxyde

presents a perfectly normal shape; there is no question of the
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TABLE II.

Equilibrium solid-gas
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Fig. 3.

vations had really been made with iindercooled liquid, not with solid

substance ').

1) It has been stated by Guye and Drouginine (loc. cit. 498), that Ramsat

and Young in agreement with them have found no break between the lines of the

liquid-gas, resp. solid-gas equilibrium. This conclusion is eiToneous on account qf
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When Ramsay and Young's observations and ours are represented

graphically, a slight difference appears to occur between the two

series; the deviation, however, is in our opinion too small for any

importance to be attached to it. The line found dynamically (R. and Y.)

mostly lies at somewhat higher temperature resp. lower pressure than

our statical line ; the deviations may perhaps be explained by the excess

of pressure already mentioned in § 1 in the dynamical determinations.

So we conclude from the above that the setting in of the homo-

geneous equilibrium takes place so rapidly that on distillation the

homogeneous equilibrium continues, and so we can perfectly agree

with Ramsay and Young's conclusion about the results of the two

methods.

The dynamical determinations have all been made below one

atmosphere; so that at higher pressure a comparison between the

two methods is not possible.

The above mentioned slight difference between the dynamical and

statical determinations reveals itself of course also in the value of

the boiling-point. While Ramsay and Young found 21.7° for the

boiling-point, our line yields 21.2°. The deviation between these two

values is small in compaiison with the greatly divergent oscillating

values which are found in the literature and which have all been

determined by a dynamic way. A survey is furnished by the

following table.

TABLE III.

Statical 22°.5 (750 mm.) (Nadejdin)

21°.2 (see above) 25—26° (Hasenbach)

Dynamical 26° (Gay-Lussac)

21°.6 (Thorpe) 26° (Geuther)

21°.7 (Ramsay) 26° (Bruni and Berti)

22° (Peligot) 28° (Dulong)

The equilibria between the solid substance and the gasphase set

in much more slowly than those between liquid and gas. To be able

to indicate the point of intersection of the solid-gas line with the

vapour pressure line in fig. 3, we have determined the melting-point

under the saturation pressure by slow heating starting from the

the reason given in the text that R. and Y. have only examined equilibria between

liquid and gas, resp. undercooled liquid-gas. In R. and Y.'s observations cited in

the paper by G and D. some misprints seem to occur.
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equilibrium solid-gas. The appearance of the first slight quantity of

liquid took place at — 10°. 8. The melting proceeding very slowly,

we have kept the mass for a long time between — 11° and — 10°.

At last we could observe that also the last quantity of solid substance

disappeared at —- 10°. 8. So no appreciable melting range appeared

during the melting. A comparison between the melting point found

by us under the saturation pressure and the melting points given in

the literature is found in the subjoined table.

T A B L E IV.

— 9° (Péligot) — 10°.95 (Bruni and Berti)

— 9°.6 (GuYE and Drouginine) — 11°.5 to —12° (Muller)

— 10°.14 (Ramsay) — 13°.5 (Frietsche)

-10°.8 (see above)

Fi'om the above survey it appears that our value for the melting-

point agrees with that of Bruni and Berti, and that it lies lower

than the two melting-points of Ramsay and Guye, which have also

been found in recent times. Though as a rule decidedly the more

importance is to be attached to the melting-points the higher they

lie, at least for so far as the formation of mixed crystals is excluded,

yet the value found by us does not seem less probable to us than

the two last mentioned for the following reasons. Guye and Droüginine's

determination was carried out with a pentane thermometer, for which

a correction of about two degrees was necessary for the emerging

part, which can account at least for part of the found difference.

Ramsay determined the melting-point with a view to an investigation

of the constant of the lowering of the melting-point which is, of course,

independent of the absolute value of the melting-point ; also in the

apparatus used for this it will, probably, have been inevitable, that

a part of the thermometer emerged from the apparatus.

Moreover we have prepared a quantity of nitrogen peroxide in

the way indicated by Ramsay by addition of J^jO,, prepared from

strong nitric acid and arsenictrioxide, to strong nitric acid and

phosphorpentoxide. The decoloration of the N^Og soon appears when
a sufficient quantity of the iNjOj formed from the nitric acid and

phosphorpentoxide is present. The obtained liquid was poured off

from the phosphoric acid formed and the rest of the PjOj, and five

fractions from this were received in tubes provided with capillaries

by distillation through a phosphor pentoxide tube. With none of

these fractions a final melting-point was found that lay higher than
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— 10.9°, even when the observable mehing range only amounted to

some tenths of degrees. In these determinations, which were made

in a bath of carbonic acid and alcohol, which could be kept constant

for a long time by insertion of bits of carbonic acid, the tubes were

heated very slowly, while they were continually shaken ; the tempe-

rature was read on an Anscliiitzthermometer, the mercury thread

of which was quite immersed in the bath.

If the heating took place at the rate of about 0.1° per minute, a

melting point which was appreciably too high was found in spite of

the shaking of the tubes. Whether the melting-point of the N^O^ can

depend on the circumstances to which it was subjected previously,

and the deviations can possibly be explained by the formation of

mixed crystals of N,0^ and NO,, will have to be decided by a

further investigation by Prof. Smits and one of us.

§ 7. The nitrogen tetroxide may justly be called the classical

example of dissociation. Numerous scientists have been engaged with

the experimental determination and specially with the theoretical

considerations and calculations. As basis of these calculations serve

the determinations of the vapour density of dissociating N^O^ under

varying temperature and pressure. From these determinations among

which those of the two brothers Natanson^) are the most accurate,

ditferent theorists have derived several expressions for the constant

of dissociation as function of the temperature. The great variety in

the proposed formulae is owing for the greater part to the different

values ascribed to the specific heats of the NO, and N^O^. As these

are not sufficiently known in their dependence on the temperature,

it is only possible to determine this relation roughly.

Among the calculations carried out with the greatest accuracy,

those by Schreber*) deserve a foremost place.

With the aid of his recalculated expression :.

4 a' F 2866.2
log — = 9.13242

,

which represents the observed densities wnth sufTicient accuracy the

degree of dissociation can, accordingly, be calculated for given

temperature and pressure. , .^ .
'

.
'• v'

We have carried out these calculations for the vatues of the

pressure and the temperature along the P-T line to get an impression

of the change of the degree of splitting up of the N^O^ along the

^) Wied. Aon. 24 454 (1885Ï; 27 606 (1886). 't r,-

v

;H

2. Z. ph. Gh. 24 651 (1897). '.)
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vapour pressure curve. Beforehand lilde is lo be said about this

course; an increase of temperature at constant pressure will promote

the splitting up, because the dissociation takes place endotliei-micallj,

increase of pressure on the other hand will oppose it. Now increased

temperature always accompanies increased pressure along the P-T

line, and it remains the question which influence is the greater one.

This consideration had already led us, in connection with the

reasoning of § 1, to the jiossibilitj of a point of inflection in the

P-T line. The absence of a point of inflection in the P-T line

(according to § B) in the temperature region examined bj^ us here

corresponds to a gradual change of the degree of dissociation as

function of T along the P-T line ; it appears from the subjoined

table that the degree of dissociation increases with the temperature,

that in other words the ascending temperature exerts a greater

influence on the splitting than the increasing pressure on the formation

of N^O^-molecules.

TABLE V.

T
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Mathematics. — ''The theonj of bilinear complexes of conies.'" By

Prof. D. MoNTESANO. (Communicated l\y Prof. Jan de Vries).

1. The definitions given i)y me for the congruences and for the

complexes of the conies of space can be transferred to the analogous

systems of curves of any order.

We then find

:

A doubly infinite algebraical system of curves of space of the

same order n forms a congruence. The order of the congruence is

the number of curves of the system passing through an arbitrary

point; the class, for n^l, is the number of curves of the system

meeting in two points any straight line of space. A congruence of

order 1 is linear; it is bilinear if order and class are equal to 1.

A triply infinite algebraical system of curves of space of the same

order n forms a contplex.

The order of a complex of plane curves of order n'^1 is the

number of curves of the system belonging to any plane of space;

the class is that of the cone enveloped by the planes of the curves

of the system passing through au arbitrary j)oint of space.

The complex is linear if it i> of order 1 ; it is bilineai- if order

and class are ecpuil to 1.

2. In 1892 I developed thoroughly^) the theory of the bilinear

congruences of conies, showing in the first place that a congruence

of this kind is formed by the intersections of the planes of a sheaf

with the homologous quadrics of a homographic net"). I immediately

completed the study of the bilinear complexes of conies ; it had to

form one of the chapters of my book : ''La Geometrie des coniques

de respace \ to appear shortly.

Mr. GoDEAUX, who was already informed of my works and of the

coming publication of my studies i-elating to the bilinear complexes

of conies, occupied himself in 1907 with the same complexes of

which I had provided him \\n\i the definition.

1) Su di un sislema linsare di coniche nello spazio. Alti della R. Accademia delle

Scienze di Torino, vol. XXVII, I8'J2.

-) Mr. GoDEAUx says that this theorem is by M. Veneroni (Recherches sur les

syslèraes de coniques de l'espace, Mémoires de la Sociélé royale des Sciences de

Liège. 3™*^ s. t. IX, 1911, p. 17). The demonstration of M. Veneroni (Sopra alcuni

sistemi di cubiche gobbe, Rendiconti dei Circolo niatera. di Palermo, t. XVI, 1902,

p. 215) is ten years posterior to mine !
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Tlie results of (lie researclies which lie has [)ul)lislied ') can be

gathered in the following theorems .1), B), C).

A) There are four tijpes of bilinear complexes of conies according

to the conies of the comple.v lying

1

.

on the qwidrics of a linear system x' ^ ;

2. on the quadrics of a net P;

3. on die quadrics of a pencil (f»;

4. on a single quadric.

In the first case the correspondence (1,1) hetioeen the quadrics of
^ and the planes of die conies situated on these quadrics is projective ').

Bnt this theorem:

is inconn)lete for the 2"' and the 3"' type, as the correspondences

(1, Qc), (i,cx:'") between the quadrics of the net P or of the pencil *P

and the planes of space are indeterminate ; it is not true for the

complex of the 4''' typo which, formed by the plane sections of a

Cjuadric, is of order i and of class 0; it has finall}' no foundation

as the four types are reduced in all cases to a single one. In fact 1

have demonstrated that

:

Every bilinear complex of conies [o/ space) is foiined by the

sections of die planes of space inith corresponding qwidrics of a

triply infinite linear system, projective to the space as locus of the

planes.

3. After this the two following theorems B and Cof Mr. Godeaux

are no more of importance.

B). Every bilinear complex of conies is generated by the inter-

section of the homologous elements of tiro varieties in birational

correspondence; one of these varieties consists of the planes of space,

the other of a homoloid triple infinity of quadrics belonging to a

linear system gc'\

C) Every bilinear complex of conies is birationally equivalent to

the complex generated by the intersection of the planes of space and

the homologous qnadrics of a linear system oo* in birational corr^e-

spondenee '').

But we can still observe that these two theorems do not express

characteristic properties of the bilinear complex, for they hold for

1) Notes 1st mii^i 2iid: Bull, de I'Acad. roy. de Belgiquc, Glasse des Sciences

1908, p. 597—601; 812—813; Note 3>-d: Ibid. 19C9, p. 499—500; Note 4t"

:

Nouv. Ann. de Malhém. 4« série t. IX. p. 312—317.

2) Note 2"d p. 599 et 600.

3) Note 2"J
p. 813.
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aiiv linear complex ol" conies. More precisely we can stale instead

of theorem C) this general proposition :

// />' always possible to arrange a birational correspondence between

the conies of any two bilinear coniple.ves. This correspondence can

be constructed by fixiny a birational correspondence betioeen the planes

of space and by regarding as homologous tivo conies of the complexes

which are lying in two homologous planes of this correspondence-

With respect to theorem C) we mnst still observe that

:

.1 birational corresporidence between the planes of space and the

quadrics of a linear system oo' is necessarily projective, if the curves

of intersection of the homologous elements form a bilinear complex.

Indeed, it is evident that the complex generated by the intersections

of the homologous elements in a birational 7ion-])rojective correspon-

dence [m, n] between the planes of space and the quadrics of an

arbitrary ^) linear system cc' is of order 1 and of class m ^ 1
").

Hence the correspondence ot" theorem C is projective besides

birational.

4. The proposition on which Mr. Godeaux depends for the

demonstration of the theorems B), C) consists at bottom of the

fact, that two conies of a bilinear complex cannot have two points in

common ').

This proposition has no fonndation. Indeed I have demonsti-ated that

:

On any conic of a bilinear complex exist 10 pairs of points

y\^A\,... A^^A\u, in such a way that all conies of the complex

passing through a point Ai pass also through A'i{i= l, ... \0).

On the cnbic snrface
(f ,{AiA'i)", locus of these conies, the

one passing through an arbitrary point of the line d^AiA'i exists

and it is determined, contrary to the statement of Mr. Godeaux.

This conic is situated in the tangential plane to the surface r//')

1) The characleristic numbers m, n ol' the correspondence are respectively the

class of the surface enveloped by the planes corresponding to the quadrics of an

arbitrary net of the system and the class of the developable enveloped by the

planes corresponding to the (juadrics of a pencil of the system.

2) We also find: A birational correspondence being given betiveen the quadrics

of a net and the tangential planes of a homoloid surface of class v, if to

the quadrics of any pencil of the net the tangential planes of a developable of

class m are homologous the congruence of the conies generated by the homologous

dements of the correspondence is of order m and of class \.

If V = w = 2 we find the congruence considered by Mr. Jan de Vries : A con-

gruence of order two and class two formed by conies. (Proceed, of the it. Acad.

0. S., Amsterdam Nov. 28, 1904).

s) Note 2"d
p. 813, No. 4.
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according to the line <l, and it breaks up iiilo this line and into

the otlier line of intersection of the stn-face with the plane.

5. Amongst the numerous particular cases of the bilinear com-

plex of conies, the one considered by Mr. Humbert is of special

importance. This complex is determined by a complete skew pentagon

in the sense that the conic of the complex situated in an arbitrary

plane of space is the one with respect to which the intersection of

the edge of the pentagon lias as polar the intersection with the

opposite face ^).

This conic breaks up only if the plane passes through one of the

vertices of the pentagon.

Mr, GoDEAUX states that tlie complex of Mr. HuiMbekt is iden-

tical to the complex generated by a projective correspondence

between the planes of space and the quadrics having an autopolar

tetrahedron*). Neither is this true. Indeed, in the complex of Mr.

GoDEAUX the planes of the conies breaking up into two lines envelop

a single surface of class live, whilst in that of Mr. Hi^mbert they

form live pencils.

(3. In a bilinear complex F the planes of the conies passing

through an arbitrary point P of space form a pencil of which the

axis p describes, if P \'aries, a rational complex in a perspective

one-one correspondence with the system of the points P of space. ')

The rays [> passing through any point correspond to the points

P of the director-curve of the bilinear congruence of conies of the

com})lex r contained in the planes of the sheaf {0); so they forma

conic of order six projecting the director-curve of point ().

From this ensues that the complex of lines p is not a cubic com-

plex, as Mr. GoDEAUX states *)
; on the contrary it is of order

six. x\nd it is with the complex F in such a relation that every

property of the former transforms itself into a property of the other.

I have mentioned these properties iu a paper read at the inter-

national congress of mathematicians at Rome (April 1908) *).

1) Sur un complexe remarquable de coniques . . . (Journal tie I'Ecole Polytech-

nique, Cahier LXIV. 1894).

-) Note 1st p, 600; Note 4"' p. 317.

•^) We say that a complex of lines is rational if it is possible to establish a

birali,onal correspondence between its rays and the points (or the planes) of space.

This correspondence is perspective if every ray of the complex passes through

the corresponding point (or if it is situated in the plane).

^) Note 4th
p. 315,

5) Atti del IV Congresso internazionale dei Matematici, Roma 1909, p. !231— 233.
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7. 1 wish still to observe that the methods foUoived in the study

of the congruences and the bilinear complexes of conies can also

serve in general for the congruences and the bilinear complexes of
plane curves of any order.

In particular: An entirely arbitrary bilinear complex of plane

curves r is in relation to a complex of lines K and ivith. a birational

and perspective I'epresentation H of the complex K on the system of
j)oi?its of space i.e. that to the rays of K contained in an arbitrary

plane correspond in the representation H the points of the curve of
r situated in this plane.

Finally: a rational complex of lines cannot always be brought into

a birational and perspective correspondence loith the system oj points

or with the planes of space ; for it may happen that neither the one

nor the other of these correspondences is possible, or that only the

first can be possible, or that only the second is possible or that both

of them are possible.

Hence we find four different types of rational complexes of lines.

So e. g. in the most general case the quadratic complex of lines

is of the tirst type ; but if it contains the lines of a sheaf (or of a

plane) without showing any other particularities, it belongs to the

second (or the third) type; {iiially if it has linear congruences of

lines with rectilinear directrices, it belongs to the 4'*> type^).

The linear") complex and in general any complex containing a

rational pencil of linear congruences with rectilinear tlirectrices is

also of the 4''' type.

Capri, October 1911.

1) Compare Montesano : Sii h trasformazioni univoche dello spazio che deter-

minano complessi quadratici di rette. (^Rendiconti del R. luslitulo lombardo.

Serie II. Vol. XXV 1891
; § 1).

2) Compare Montesano ; Su la curva gobba di 5'J ordine e di genere 1

(Rendiconli della R. Accademia della Scieiue di Napoli, Giugno 1888
; § 12).
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Geology. — "On (jcolocjical records on flw soufh-mcsi roast of Kevi-

Guinea'. By Prof. K. Martin.

(Tliis comniuiiiccition will not be published in these Proceedirigs).

Chemistry. — " Contrllmtion to the knoir/ech/e of the natural sulfo-

antiinonltes' I. Bj Prof. F. M. Jaegkr. (Communicated by Prof.

P. VAN Rombukgh).

(This communication will not be published in tliese Pioceedings).

Chemistry. — "Contrlhution to the knowkthje ofsulfo-antimoiiites' II.

By Prof. F. M. .Jaeger and Mr. H. S. van Klooster. (Commu-

nicated by Prof. P. van Romburgh).

(This communication will not be published in these Proceedings).

(December 28, 1911).
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